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PREFACE

This is tfie third edition of the Venisaihhara, which was
first .published in 1922. The second edition appeared in

1933; The text has been prepared by a careful collation of

three printed editions of the play viz. the edition of Julius

gri",
(Leipzig 1871,) the edition of B. T. Dravid alias

Sheshadri Iyer and S. T. Dravid, B.A., (Poona 1896) and
the third Nirnayasagara edition with Jagaddhafa’s com-
mentary (Bombay 1911). These have been designated in
the foot-notes as and ^ respectively. The edition of
Appashastri Rashivadekar and Professor K. N. Dravid,
M.A.., (1909-1910)' and the second edition of Mr. M. R. Kale,
B.A., (1919) have also been used. To all these editors my
sincere thanks are due. In studying the play I however
found that in several places propey readings had not been
adopted and the text not correctly interpreted, ^ch places
have been duly pointed out in the Notes. The reader wPl

.
therefore find in this edition much that is new by way of
exegesis. That is my justification for undertaking to edit
the play.

•

, The English Translation of the text has been made as
literal as possible and printed below "^^he text for ready
reference. Words, fdr which there are no equivalents . in
thfe original, but which are added to make the sense of th^
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text complete or clearer, are put in rectangular bracketi^^i

Original Sanskrit words, which are more or less out-of-the-

way, or which are somewhat freely rendered, or to the
renderings of which attention is intended to be drawn, are

enclosed in parenthesis. In this latter case adjectives are

given in their crude form, while substantives aVe put in

their nominative singular. In the Notes all points, which,
are likely to present difficulties in the way of an ordinary
student, are explained. Grammatical peculiarities; have
been duly noted and figures of speech explained, wherever
they^occur. I have no doubt that by the study of this book
the student will be able to understand correctly the text *of

the Venisamhara and to appreciate the various situations

that Bhatta Narayana has depicted therein.

The scheme of transliteration, sanctioned by the Bhan-
darkar Oriental Research Institute, Poona, has been adopted
in this book and the abbreviations made current among the
Sanskrit public by Apte's Sanskrit-English Dictionary have
been used. J in the Notes means Jagaddhara, the old well-

known commentator of the Venisamhara.

A companion volume to this edition, entitled ‘The Veni-
saihhara: A Critical Study' is published. In this I have
given all the available information regarding the poet and
discussed the question of his date. It also contains ft sum-
mary of the play and its critical appreciation, Act by Act,
I have pointed out therein the changes that Bhatta Nai:a-
yana has introduced in his original viz. the Mahibhafata
and their dramatic importance. The questions as to who<
is the hero of the play and which is the prevailing-sentiment
have also been discussed. Bhatta Narayana's styl^, the
causes of the wide popularity which his drama enjoys and
his characters have all received due attention. Altogether
in my Critical Study I have made an attempt to ^how how
a play should be studied and I trust students will find this
volume interesting and instructive.

In conclusion I offer my best thanks to my Satirthya

Principal R. D. Karmarkar of Sir Parashurambhau College,

Poona, for valuable help. Professor H. D. Velankar of

Wilson College, Bombay, has also obliged me by discussing

with me some passages in the drama that I brought to his

notice. The Manager of the Aryabhushan Pr6ss deserves my
sincere thanks for uniform courtevsy and kindness and for
promptness in printing this book.

A.B.G.
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VENISAMHARA
A CRITICAL STUDY



CHaracteks in the drama
MSN

Bhimasaia—The Hero, second PS^^ava.
Tudhi^tiiira—Eldest ot the Pa^idavas, elder brother

of Bhima&ena. f •

Arjuiia—Younger broth^ of Bhimasena, third, Paij-

dava.
Sahadeva— i oungest of the Pandavas.
Kr§pa —Lend Visnu incainate, frjcnd and charioteer

ol Arjuna and ally of the Fandavas
'

Jajajidtiaia— Charnbulam oi Yudhisthua.
liudhiiapiiya—A dtmon, servant of HidmibA Bhiraa-

sena's wiie
Duryodhana—Kjng of Hastinapura, the principal enemy of

Bhima-.eiia, the Hero ol the play
Dhrtai a?tr<) -—Blind father of Duiyodhana
Kama King of the Angas frnnd ol Duryodhana.
Asvatl harnan— bon ol Di ona, vt ho w as Duryodhana’s

sicond Comniandejf-m-Chiet
Kppa— Maternal uncle of Asvatthaman.
Vinavaiidhara—Chamberlain of Duryodhana.
Garvaka—Demon friend of Duryodhana, who deceives

Yudhi^thira
Saiijaya—Charioleei ol Dh|iArastia
bundaraka—A follower of Karna
Suta—Charioteer of Duryodhana
Suta—Charioteer of Drona

WOMEN

Draupadi—Wife oi tlto Fandavas, Heroine of the di'ama.
Buddhimatika—Maid to Draupadi
Vasagandha—Wife ol Rudhirapriya.

Bhanumati— Wife of Duryodhana
Sakhi—Friend of Bhanumati, named Suvadana.
Ceti—Maid to Bhanumati. named Taralika.
Gkndhar!—Mothei of Duryodhana.
Duh^ala—Sister of Duryodhana
Mother—Mother of Jayadratha.

CHARACTFFS MENTIOKED

Abhimanyu. Balarama, Bhisma, Dhrstadyumha, IDfone,
Duhfeaana, Jayadratha, Nakula, Salya, Vidura and



I THE AUTHOR

1 Personal Account of Bhatta Narayana

It'is the misfortune of almost all Sanskrit poets to re-

main, •as far as their personal history is concerned, con-

cealed under a thick veil of obscurity or even darkness

which, under the present circumstances, appears an im-

possible task to remove. The questions which naturally

arise in the mind of a student, when he begins the study of

an author, as to what kind of man he was, where he lived

and how he passed his life, must, it would seem, for ever

remain unanswered in the case of many of our poets. The
pleasure that a student of English literature derives from
the knowledge that a particular tone in the writings of his

favourite poet is traceable to certain incidents in his lifeh

is denied to a student of Sanskrit. The study of a poet's

life is in English almost the first thing we do in order to un-
derstand properly the spirit of his poetry, but in Sanskrit
owing to the absence of proper materials no such thing is

possible. An orthodox Pandit would even wonder what the
knowledge of a poet’s life had to do with the appreciation
of his poetry, for he would not conceive that the one could
in any way be connected with the other.

. 4^ Sanskrit poets often supply a certain amount of infor-

mation about themselves in their works. This tendency is

particularly observable in the few poets who have written
on historical subjects- in direct contrast with the authors

(1) In this connection we may mention the poems of Byron which
so eminently illustrate the truth of this. In these we find a

spirit of jj^arrulousnesR and of discontent with and defiance

of the w^orld which does not seem to give to the poet his due.

This mood of Byronism is understood and appreciated when
we study the poeUs life.—Similarly in the poems of Scott and
also in some of his novels we note that the heroine is gene-
rally loved by two men, one of whom is doomed to failure.

This fact, which strikes u.s so much as we read his works,
becomes quite explicable when we study his life.

(2) The seventh century poet Bapa is the most notable of such
writers. Besides a small account of his ancestors that is

given in the introductory stanza to his Kfidambari, Bapa
has devoted tibe first two UcchvSsas, and even a portion of

^rd, of his Har^acarita to his own autobiography.

I^Coatinned on the next page]
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of the Kavyas or Mahakavyas, who sometimes do not even

athx their names to their compositions. Buhler found an

expianation of this fact in the natural desires of these poets

to secure their own immortality with that of the heroes of

their works’. Dramatists also sometimes furnish an ac-

count of themselves in the prologues to their plays.
_

But

this account even in the case of the most communicative of.

them* does not go much beyond the mention of some their

ancestors, the place of their residence, their family name
and title and a description, many a time in grandiloquent

terms, of their learning. Such information of course never

satisfies the student who wants to know something about

the poet as a man and consequently he is thrown on his own
resources to gather a few pieces more from the study of the

poet’s work.

Bhatta Narayana is by no means communicative in this

respect. In the prologue to his Venisaihhara he tells noth-

ing about himself except that he enjoyed the title Kavimpga-
raja (Lion among Poets) '. Perhaps he thought he was
well known in his days and did not feel the necessity of add-

ing any more details about himself. Whatever that may
be, the usual source of gathering bits of information about

a dramatist viz. the prologue to his play fails us in the case

of Bhatta Narayana. Quite a mass of information about
Bhatta Narayana is, however, available to us in chronicles

of Bengal such as K.sitLsavamsavalicarita, Vangarajagha-
taka, Kajavali and Daksinaradhiyaghatakakarika. But

® •

[Continued fi’om the preceding page]

Similarly, the poets Bilhaiia, Mahkha and Vakpati have given

a pretty full account of their lives, contemporaries etc.- in their

Viki*amahkadevacarita, Srikapthacarita and Gaii<Javaho

respectively.

(3) Vide his Introduction to the Vikramahkadevacarita, p. 6.

(4) Note the prologues to the plays of Bhavabhuti and especially

that of his Mahaviracarita. Also read the prologue to the

Balaramayapa of Raja^ekhara.

(5) Printed editions of the play all read *

there is no doubt this is a corruption from

Though there is no direct

Ms. evidence for this specific reading, it is significant that a

Ms. reads ' Prom this i*t is easy to see how
the original reading must have passed through the following

process of corruption:
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these do not possess much historical value. At the same
time it must be remarked that accounts contained in these
must not be unceremoniously set aside. For it is possible

to extract from them authentic pieces of information.

The first thing then that we know_ about Bhatta Nara-
yana.is that originally he belonged to Kanyakubja or Kanouj
and weik to settle in Bengal as the leader of four other
Kaiyi^akflbja Brahmanas at the special request of King
Adisura. He belonged to the Sandilya gotra. As a reward
for. spiritual services which Bhatta Narayana rendered to
him, King Adisura bestowed on this immigrant Brahmana
several villages for a nominal price*’. In coure of time the
number of the villages owned by Bhatta Narayana increased
with the result that in the end he attained the status of a
king and became the founder of a dynasty, whose hi.story is

recorded in the Ksitisavamsavaiicarita. Bhatta Narayana
is also popularly believed to be the original ancestor of the
illustrious Tagore family of Calcutta, though the members
of this family are not at present able to adduce any evidence
for this belief.

The five Brahmanas, who migrated from Kanyakubja
to Bengal, belonged to the division called Sarasvatas and
conseqqent on their settlement in Bengal they came to be
known as Gauda Sarasvatas. Thus Bhatta Narayana was
the leader of Sarasvata settlers in Bengal and thus became
the . founder of Gauda Sarasvata Brahmanism in that
provftice.
*

There is some doubt regarding the caste of Bhatta
Narayana, Some people hold that he was a Ksatriya and
this they do on two grounds viz. (1 ) The Ksitisavaihsavali-
canta refers to Bhat;ta Narayana and his descendants a.s
Kiitisas and the word Ksitm like Rajan points to the
Ksatriya caste of those to whom it is applied. (2) The
epithet Mrgarajalaksmanah’, by which Bhatta Narayana

(6) The number of these villages, according to the chronicles, was
five. Grill thinks that the bestowal of these five villages
surprisingly agrees with the demand for the same number of
villages made by Yudhi?thira in the Mahabharata as well as
in the Vemsamhara. He therefore holds that the episode
of the five villages proves that the Bhatta N.firayana of the
.chronicles was identical with the author of the Vepisariihara.
It naust be confessed that this argument is by no means con-
vincing. However, it does not affect the identity between the
two, which is based on other considerations.
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distinguishes himself in the prologue to the Vepisaraliara
shows that he was a K§atriya. iVirgarajalak^man means
one whose surname or family name is Mjrgaraja or Siihlia

or Sinha. Now Simha is an additioii which is usually made
to the names of Ksatriyas as in Pratapa-Simha, Jaya-Siihha

Simha as a family name also belongs to Ksatriyas.
iherefore, Bhatta Narayana was a K§atriya.

,,

It will be seen that both these grounds are unsatisfac-
tory. First, Ksitisa just means a king and the word has no
such connotation as Kajan possesses. Brahmapa kings are
not unknown even in modern times. So there is nothing
wrong if the Brahmana Bhatta Narayapa and his descen-
dants are styled Ksitisas. Secondly, the elaborate edifice
built on the epithet Mrgarajalakpmapah rests on very inse-
cure foundations. The correct form of the epithet at the
outset is not Mj-garajalaksmapah but Kavimrgarajalks-
mapah, as we have seen before.’' Then again Lak^man
means a distinctive personal designation or title and the
word consequently cannot signify a family name or surname,
which is common to all members of a family. Words mean-
ing a lion usually find a place in distinctive titles such as
Kirtana-Kesarin, Vedanta-Kesarin etc. Similarly, Kavi-
mrgaraja was a title of the poet. It had nothing to do with
his caste.

On the contrary there are positive proofs to believe that
Bhatta Narayana was a Brahmapa. First, the epithet
Bhatta clearly shows that he was a Brahmana. No Ksatriya
would ever be designated in this way. The contrast between
bhatta and bhata is well known. Secondly, the tradition
preserved in the chronicles unanimously speaks of
Brahmapas as having been invited by Adisura from Kanya-
kubja and Bhatta Narayapa was the chief of these
Brahmapas. Thirdly, the Ksiti^varhsavalicarita definitely
refers to these immigrants as Brahmanas and records cer-
tain incidents which go to establish their high Brahmanic
lustre. Fourthly, there are in the Venisaihhara clear indi-
cations to show that its author was a Brahmapa. Thesemay be thus set forth

: (a) The character of the Vidusaka
IS conspicuous by its absence in the Vepisaihhara. The
Vidusaka of Sanskrit dramas is always a Brahmana, who
IS such only in name. He does not possess any Brah’manical
qualities and is always a butt of ridicule. A Brahmapa
author would not introduce in his drama such a character
as will only serve to cast a slur on his caste. The dramas

(7) Vide foot-note (e) above on p.
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of Kalidasa possess a Vidiisaka, but the caste of Kalidasa is

unknown. Bh'avabhuti, who is definitely known to be a
Brahmana, has no Vidiisaka in his dramas. Similarly,

Vi^akhadatta, who was a Brahmana, has no Vidusaka. On
the contrary Sriharsa and RajaSekhara, who were Ksatriyas,

have introduced the character of Vidusaka in their plays.

Thus, as Bhatt Narayana has no Vidusaka, it is assumed
that he must have been a Brahmana. (b) The essential

constitu&t elements of the body® such as blood, flesh, mar-
row etc.mre the same whether the body belongs to a Brah-
mana or a Ksatriya. Prick a Brahmana and a Ksatriya
and you will find the same kind of blood flowing from the
bodies of both. But when a man tells you that the blood
of a Brahmana is essentially different from that a Ksatriya,
you may be certain that he is Brahmana and is speaking
from arrogant consciousness of the intrinsic superiority of
his caste. And this is what Bhatta Narayana has done in

the Interlude to Act III of his VenTsamhara. When Drona
was about to be killed, Vasagandha. the demoness, pronosed
to her husband Rudhirapriya that they should go and drink
the blood of Drona. But the demon promptly deprecated
such action by remarking that Brahmana-blood burnt the
throat when drunk.® Such a remark in our opinion could
only come from a Brahmana author, (c) Act ITT of the
Vemsathhara depicts a ouarrel between Kama and ASva-
tthamap. If we carefully observe the way in which this
quarrel starts and proceeds, we become aware of the poet’s
conscious efforts to ennoble the character of the Brahmana
warrior ASvatthaman. who is made out to be chivalrous
and niagnanimous, and to belittle that of the Ksatriya hero
TCarna, who is represented as mean, ignoble and back-biting.
This in .our opinion clearly proceeds from the author’s par-

ts) These lare known as dhStus and are usually regarded as seven

.
viz. sigT^:| To these three more
.viz. and are added, making the dhStus
in all ten in number.

(9) Read:

—SRTinvq', ^ STPT: sjJNBra I

Trerat— lift 1 irr<npT^ 1

Act Hi, p 65-
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tiality for his caste, (d) The respect and reverence which
Yudhisthira and Draupadi in Act VI of the drama are made
to show to Carvaka, who goes to them in the guise of an
ascetic, even when they are immersed in anxiety, indicates
the author’s opinion that Brahmanas must be respected by
Ksatriyas at all times and in all circumstances. This also

is suggestive of the caste of Bhatta Narayana.

The Ksitisavaihsavalicarita records a miracle which
Bhatta Narayana and the four Kanyakubja Brahmfeas who
accompanied him to the court of Adisura worked on their
arrival in Bengal. This is known as the miracle of ,the
Mallakastha or wrestlers’ post (Marathi-Malakhamha).
What these Brahmanas did was to stick consecrated mate-
rials of worship such as durva grass and grains of rice to
a wrestlers’ post in five places in the evening of the day on
which they went to the king’s court. Next morning the door-
keepers were surprised to see that the dry post had blossom-
ed into a green tree with branches sprouting from the five
places where the consecrated materials had been planted.
The miracle was no doubt intended by the immigrants to
impress on their new patron and his subjects their wonder-
ful spiritual powers. We only recapitulate the incident here
to show to the reader how historically unreliable these chro-
nicles many a time are.

We have seen that tradition is unanimous in represent-
ing Bhatta Narayana as having migrated from Kanyakubja
to Bengal. But different chronicles offer different reasons
for this migration. Thus according to one account Kin'g
Adisura once wanted to perform a Vedic sacrifice. He was
however unable to obtain properly qualified priests to offi-
ciate for him in his kingdom. There certainly were some
Brahmanas well-versed in Vedic lore in Bengal. But they
would not undertake the task of performing a Sacrifice formm, becaust he was a Sudra. He consequently requested
the king of Kanyakubja to send him five eminent Brahmanas
from his city. 'Thus Bhatta Narayana and his four asso-
ciates went to Bengal and performed a Vedic sacrifice forwe Sudra king Adisura. The second account says thatBengal once suffered from drought and the five KanyakubjaBrahmanas were invited to obtain rain by means of sacri-
fices. Accordnig to the third Adisura wanted to know what
sacrifice would secure for him the grace of the Almighty.”
As the Brahmanas in his kingdom were unable to satisfy
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him on thia point, he invited the five Brahmanas from

Kanyakubja. The fourth account says that an evil omen

once"^ foreshadowed a calamity for the province of_ Bengal.

Adisura thereupon requested the five eminent Brahmanas

from Kanyakubja to go to his country and perform sacri-

fices with a view to avert the threatened calamity. Accord-

ing to the fifth and last account these Brahmanas left Kanya-

kubja ron account of religious persecution.

. Tnough the versions regarding the reason why these

Brahmanas left Kanyakubja and migrated to Gauda_ thus

differ, it is not impossible to obtain from them a consistent

story. That story would seem to be that Buddi.sm_ became

powerful at the court of Kanyakubja, where Brahmanas
following Vedic religion found it impossible to continue the

practice of their faith. Vedic religion mainly consisted in

the performance of sacrifices. As these could not be per-

formed in Kanyakubja where the Buddhistic doctrine of

ahimsa or non-slaughter prevailed, the Brahmanas migrated

to Bengal, which was the stronghold of Brahmanism and
continued to perform their sacrifices there.

This story receives corroboration if we look to contem-

porary history. The emperor Harsa, who was born in 590
A.D.. ruled over the whole of Northern India from 606 A.D.
to 647 A.D. Though in his inscriptions he styles himself
Paramamahesvara,^^ we know from a statement of Bana
in h'is Harsacarita and from the account of the Chinese
traveller Hiuen Tsang that the emperor was favourably in-

‘cliTned towards Buddhi.sm and actually embraced that faith

towards the end of his reign. SthanvTsvara or Thanesar
was.the capital of Harsa in the beginning, but later on it

was shifted to Kanyakubja or Kanouj. Under Harsa
Brahmonism and Buddhism lived a1 peace, but after his

death Pfwddhism grew aggressive at Kanyakubja and began
to persecute the followers of the older religion. Even in

Harsa’s time Bengal was known not only as the stronghold
oT Brahmanism, but as an inveterate enemy of Buddhism.
King SaSafika of Bengal had treacherously murdered
Harsa’s elder brother Rajyavardhana, who in his early days
had accepted Buddhism and is referred to in the inscriptions
as Paramasaugata. Sa^afika hated Buddhism and did his
best to extirpate it. He is known to have dug up and burnt
the holy Bodhj tree at Gaya and pessecuted the Buddhists in

^11) See the Madhuban Copperplate of Har^a in Epigraphia-
Indica VoL I p. 67.
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«
’

diverse way. The same pro-Brahmanic and ftnti-Buddhistic

tradition continued in Bengal after SaSaAka. ‘It therefort

sounds quite reasonable that Brahmanas following Vedic
religion should migrate to Bengal from Kanyakubja in

order to be able to follow their ancient religion of sacrifice

without molestation.

A few more details about Bhatta Narayana can be
gathered from his drama. Thus we know that he was a
Vaisnava or devotee of Visnu. Out of the three ^anzas
that constitute the Nandi, two are in praise of Visnu, and
even in the third, which glorifies Siva, reference to Visnu
is made in such a manner as to bring out the superiority of
that good to Siva.’* Then again in the body of the drama
whenever . the author has occosion to speak of Krsna, he
does so in terms which unmistakably show that he holds the
Yadava chief to be an avatar of Visnu and looks upon him
as the highest Brahmanas itself’*. Further, like all dvaita

(12) ‘ 3. Vide our note on this passage. See also

iii. 10 and our note thereon.

(13) Read in this connection the following:

(2 )
‘ dti; R wsmt

etc.* p. 20.

(3)
—91Fr, mRT flTWT

^ ^ t

5^1cRT m I I

srRJmRT rrm

4 qr

tt Rt5F«r: ^ qiFTJJ It 11

Act i p. 21.

(4)

' dT*r, i

’ p-

(6

)

' ’p- i^e. ,

(7)
‘ aif ^ qwfoRT I

’ P- 1®®-

^Continued on the next
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philosophers Bhatt Narayan held that the best means of
reaching the Lord and obtaining emancipation was undi-
vided or sole devotion to Him'^. Adisura is supposed to be the
ori^nal ancestor of the Sena dynasty of Bengal. Evidence
of inscriptions shows that the members of this dynasty
were staunch Brahmanists and the object of their worship
was Visnu^®. So it looks quite natural that the Vaisnava
Adisura should invite the Vaisnava Bhatta Narayana to his

courts

That Bhatta Narayana was a Vaisnava there is abso-
lutely no doubt. It is further made out on the strength of
stanzas i. 23 and vi. 43 and 45 that he belonged to the Pan-
caratra school of the Vaisnavas. The earliest account of
the Pancaratra religion, which is also known as Satvata,
Bhagavata or Ekantika Dharma, is contained in the Nara-
yania Section of the Santiparvan of the Mahabharata. As
a close student of the Mahabharata Bhatta Narayana natu-
rally must be familiar with the tenets of the Pancaratra

[Continued from the preceding page]

(8) ‘
i'

(9)
' ^ ft: qpr WiqriT I

^pTHId: I

’ p-

(•10) '^ wra# i ^ ^ qiftirra i'

p. 176.

(11) ‘
i ^

JTRm:m t

SfsIHhl I

II II
^ P- .

(12) ' wraig; gqvT; ’ p- ip®-

(14) ‘ ^ ftqr MhliTTH
’ 46. This stanza is some-

times so interpreted as to make out Bhatta Narayapa a fol-

lower of the Advaita School. This, we think, is entirely

wrong. Vide our notes on the stanza. just

means known in the Bhagavata

Sampradajra.

(15) Vide Cunningham’s Reports of the Archaeological Survey of

India, VoL XV, Appendix—Note on the History of Bengal.
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religion. It is possible he was a follower this type of

Vaisnavism. We cannot say anything with certainty be-

yond this. The stanzas on which Bha^ta Narayana’s par-

tiality for the Pancaratra school is sought to be based con-

tain no reference to any exclusive PancarMra doctrines. It

is true that Bhat^a Narayana suggests in his play that

Vasudeva is the supreme deity and that the best means of

attaining salvation is undivided devotion. But these tenets

do not form the exclusive property of the Pancaratra school.

Its special characteristic is the doctrine of the four -^uhas
or forms of the Supreme and there is no reference to this in

the Venisamhara. It may be said that there was no occasion

to refer to this technical belief of the Pancaratras in thb

course of the drama. This is quite correct and that is exactly

why we say that while it is possible that Bhatta Narayana
may have been a Pancaratra, there is nothing definite in the

play to show that he actually was.

Something may further be gathered about Bhattt Nara-
yana’s general learning from the Venisamhara. As the

tradition says he was invited for the performance of a sac-

rifice it may be taken for granted that he was well versed
in sacrificial literature and in the science of Karma-
Mimarhsa. This finds confirmation in the fact that he com-
pares war with a sacrifice.^® As he writes a drama based
on the Mahabharata, his close study of that great epic must
be presumed. Stanzas i. 23 and vi. 43 and 45 show thkt the
author was acquainted with the tenets of Yoga, Saihkhya
and Vedanta Philosophy. As in his dramas Bhatta Nara-
yana uses a large number of figures of speech, we conclude
that he had studied the Alaihkara^stra as well. The elabo-

5 :

(16) Read:

1

—(RMwq.) ^ 21^: I

•T’rw: I

Act. i. p. 28.
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rate instructions for findin^r out the whereabouts of Duryo-

dhana, which Yudhisthira issues at the commencement of

Act VI, show that Bhatta Narayana must have studied

works on Rajamti or policy such as the Arthasastra ofl

Kautilya.

In concluding this section on the Personal Account of

the Author we desire to state that we have taken it for

granted that Bhatta Narayana, who according* to the Bengal

chrinicles, was invited by Adisura from Kanyakubja was

identical with the author of the Vemsamhara.^ The chrono-

logical position, which the Venisamhara occupies in Sanskrit

literature, does not militate against this identification. It

must at the same time be pointed out that none of the chro-

nicles says that the Brahmana, Bhatta Narayapa, who was
invited by Adisura, was a poet and the author of the Veni-

samhara.

2 The Date of Bhatta Narayana

• Ancient Indians achieved eminence in many depart-

ments of learning, but they lacked historical sense. This
may perhaps be so because they were not much interested

in the affairs of this world, which they regarded only as a

place of preparation for the next. Whatever that may be,

there is much truth in Max Muller’s remark that history in

the ordinary sense of the word is unknown to Indian litera-

ture. The result of this is that the dates of Sanskrit poets

are far from being precisely settled. We consider ourselves
fortunate if we are able to assign a poet to a particular cen-
tury or at best to the first or second half thereof. Some-
times dates once fixed have to be revised in the light of now
evidence subseouently discovered.* All dates given in Indian
history/ says Whitney, *are pins set up to be bowled down
again.^^

Two kinds of evidence are usually relied upon in deter-

mining the dates of Sanskrit authors viz. internal and exter-
nal. Internal evidence takes the form of a reference to, or
quotation from, a previous writer by the author in question
in his works. Such reference or quotation gives us the
terminus a kuo or the backward limit for the date of the'

author. External evidence consists in a reference to or
quotation from the author by some subsequent writer and it

supplies the terwinus ad quern or the forward limit, later
than which the author cannot be supposed to have
flourished.

(17) Introduction to A Sanskrit Grammar by Whitney, p. adx
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^
•

As regards internal evidence the Vepisaibhfira of

Bhatta Narayana does not furnish any. There is no refer-

ence in it to any previous author. No other work of Bhatta
ferayana, where such evidence can be sought, is also

available. But we possess ample evidence to determine the

termirms ad quern for the VenisaTfthara. Bhatta Narayana’s
drama proved very popular with writers on Sanskrit rheto-

ric or AlaihkaraSastra. They quoted from it on many
occasions to illustrate different topics in their works,
most eminent of these writers, chronologically arrant,
are Vamana (750-800 A. D.) , Anandavardhana (840-870
A. D.), Dhanafijaya (950 A. D.), Bhojaraja (1005-1054
A. D.), K.semendra (102.5-1075 A. D.), Mammata (1100
A.D.) and Vigvanatha (1350 A. D.)’*. It is not necessary
to go into the details of the quotations from the Venisaih-
hara that are found in the works of all these rhetoricians.

We shall only refer to Vamana who is the earliest of these
writers and is assigned to the latter half of the eighth cen-
tury. In his Kavyalaiiikarasutravrtti Vamana has quoted
from the Venisamhara at least four times. Once he quotes
a line to illustrate the figure Sahokhi*® and three times more
he notes and defends three ungrammatical forms of Bhatta
Narayana®®. Thus it is settled that the date of Bhatta
Narayana is some time anterior to 750 A. D.

A piece of external evidence may be used in the case of
Bhatta Narayana to obtain the terminus a qua or the back-

(18) The dates, which are given in parenthesis, do not represent
the span of life of the various writers, or the year of their
birth or death, but the period in which or the year about which
the literary activity of the authors lay.

(19) Read '

I Jpg JT^RT: W ”

(Ve. V. 36d) under 3. 28.
IN.

(20) Read (Ve, ii. 19.—Here the reading

adopted in our text is " Jq? 1%

’CTcT I 3# Wfiq; l' under 6. 2. 48;
'

5 l qqr "RWRgqRSg:
”

t, P- 20.—Here

our reading is “
)

under 6. 2. 77; and

” (Ve. iii.—Here our reading is
“

^ 1 I 8(1? I RPSTO t

^-8# I l’ under 6. 2. 82.



ward limit also, though this evidence cannot be considered
to be of a conclusive character. In the introductory stanzai)
to his Harsacarita Bana mentions some of his distinguished
predecessors in the domain of poetry either by their names
or by their works^’. If Bhatt.a Narayapa had preceded
Baria, he would have been referred to by him. But Bana
•does not mention either our poet or his drama. This means
th^ Bhatta Narayana came after Bana. Bana flourished
in the first half of the seventh century. Putting together
the results of these two pieces of external evidence we come
to the conclusion that Bhatta Narayana must have lived
some time between 650 and 750 A. D.

Three other considerations confirm this conclusion. We
have seen before that according to Bengal tradition Bhatta
Narayana was the chief of the Kanyakubja Brahmanas who
had been invited to settle in that province by King Adisura.
The date of Adisura is not definitely fixed. But he is re-
garded as the traditional progenitor of the Sena Dynasty,
which according to Cunningham reigned in Bengal be-
ween 650 and 1108 A. D. Adisura thus must have reigned
in the latter half of the seventh century A. D. and BhatJa
Narayana^ who was his contemporary according to tradi-
tion, must consequently be assigned to the same period.

In Hiuen Tsang’s account of his travels a king of Nepal
oi the name of Arhsuvarman is mentioned. His sister
Bhogadevi was married to a Prince Surasena. This Sura-
sena is identified with Adisura, the founder of the Sena
Dynasty. Amsuvarman is known to have ruled about 644-
652 A. D.--*. This gives the latter half of the seventh century
as the period of Adsiura and consequently that of our poet.

(21)

'S’heBe writers are in all nine viz. Vyaaa, the author of the
Vfisavadatta, Bhattara Haricandra, Satavahana, Pravarasena
Bhfisa, Kalid&sa, the author of tho Brhatkatha and Adhya-
raja. It will be noticed that one notable omission in this list
is Valmiki. Surely, the Ramayaija must have existed in
Baijsa’s days and Valmlki certainly deserved note. Why he
was not mentioned we cannot say. That is why we have
remarked above that this piece of evidence cannot be consi-
dered to be of a conclusive character.

(22) See Reports of the Archaeological Survey of India by Cun-
ningham, Vol. XV, Appendix: Note on the History of Bengal.

(23) See Beal’s Buddhist Records of the Western World. Vol 11
p. 81, foot-note 102.

'
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The second consideration which confirms this date is

fitnvea iirom contemporary history. We have seen before

that religious persecution was the reason that induced
Bhatta N^ayapa and his associates to migrate from Kanya-
kubja to Bengal. It has also been shown above that

Buddhism was in the ascendant in Kanyakubja in the second
half of the seventh century. This consequently must have
been the period in which our author migrated to B^gal
from Kanyakubja where the practice of the ancient Vedic
religion of sacrifice, involving slaughter of animals, must
have been forbidden.

The third consideration refers to tfie style and the

general construction of the drama. These indicate that

Bha^ta Karayapa belonged to what may be styled the age
of Bhavabhuti'*. Bhavabhuti nourished towards the end of

the seventh and the beginning of the eighth centui'y, that is,

some time between 675 and 725 A. 1). It cannot be known
whether Bhatta Nariiyapa was a predecessor, contemporary
or successor of Bhavabhuti. But we shall not be wrong if

we assign him to the second half of the seventh century.

T’rom the above it will be seen that various considera-
tions point to the second half of the seventh century as the
date of Bhatta Narayapa.

A few other matters connected with this topic may. be
mentioned before concluding this section.

The K§itisavariisavalicarita contains the history of the
dynasty of which Bhatta Narayapa is supposed to be the
founder. We therefore naturally look to this book for
determining the date of our poet. But as we remarked
above chronicles of this kind do not possess much historical
value. This is proved by the date which the K?itisavam-
Savaiicarita gives for Bhatta Narayapa. According lo this
work King Adisura settled Bhatta Narayapa and his asso-
ciates in his kingdom in the Saka year 999, which is 1077
A. D.*'. As Varaapa, who flourished in the latter half of
the eighth century A. D., quotes from the Vepisaihhara,
eleventh century can obviously not be accepted as the date
of our author. Rejendra Lai Mitra’s 1072 A. D. as the

(24) For comparison of the two poets in matters of style etc. vide
below Section X ‘Bhatta Narayapa and Bhavabhuti.’

(26) Eead ‘ ^p| »TS?frtFJ®T-

r p. 2.
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correct date* Narayapa has also to be rejected for

the same reason.

Wilson gives ‘about the eighth or ninth century’ as the

probable period of the composition of the Venisarhhara. If

the expression ‘about the eighth’ means the period compris-

ing, say, 675 to 725 A. D., Wilson is right. Ninth century

is of course out of question for the same reason which rules

out date given by the Ksitisavariisavalicarita. At the

same time it must be confessed that Wilson’s fixing the date

of the Venisarhhara as ‘about the eigth or ninth century’

vcas certainly admirable, for we must remember that he
wrote more than a hundred years ago,-^’ when materials for

discussing such problems were extremely scanty.

We now quote Wilson’s remarks on this question. Says
he, There is nothing in the play to furnish a clue to its date.

It is frequently cited in the Kavya-Prakasa, the Dasa-
Rupaka, and Sahitya-Darpana, to which works it is conse-

quently anterior. According to tradition, the author,
Bhatta Narayana, was one of the Kanouj Bi-ahmanas in-

vited into Bengal by Adisura, from whom the Bralimanas
of that province are descended: he was of the Sandiiya
family. Adisura is supposed to have reigned three cen-
turies before our era

; but if we may place any dependence
on Abulfazl’s list of Bengal kings, he was the twenty-second
prince in ascent from Belal Sen, who, it is well known,
reigned in the thirteenth century. Assigning then the mo-
derate duration of about three hundred years to these inter-
•mediate princes, and admitting the tradition with respect to
Bhatta Narayana, the Venisarhhara might have been
written about the eighth or ninth century ; a perioci not at
all incompatible with the comparative harshness of its style
and the rudeness of its execution, particularly if we con-
clude, agreeably to tradition, that it was among the earliest
results of the introduction of Brahmanical literature into
Bengal’^".

Julius Grill in the Kritische Einleitung (Critical In-
troduction) to his edition of the Venisarhhara, published
(26) The first edition of Wilson’s well-known work ‘Select Spec;!-

mens of the Theatre of the Hindus’ was published in 1827.

(27) ‘Theatre of the Hindus’ Vol. II, p. 343-2<14. In the above
quotation proper names have been transliterated according to

modern system.

.(28) English translation of Grill’s Kritische ‘Einleitung’ by L. 1^.

Vaidya was published in his edition of the Vepisamhara by
by N. B. Godbole (1895) under the heading ‘Ink Memorandum
by L. R, Vaidya.^
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A drama, called Janakiparinaya, is m^isntioned in a

catalogue of Mss, as the work of i>hatta Narayana'"\ Not
having seen the Ms., we are iinr'l:!e to say whether this

Bhatfa Narayana is the same as uur author. If he be the

same, the Janakiparipaya would be another drama of our
author.

4 Another Name of Bhatta Nakayana

Narayana is a very common name in India and B\iatt.a

an honoriiic title implying eminence in learning. Bhatta
is specially assiiined by those who achieve distinction .in

Alamkarasastra or the science hi rhetoric. Numerous
writers of the name of Narayana are known, Aufrecht in

his Cataiogus Catalogorum mentions quite a number of
tiiem. But Bhatta Narayana appears to be the exclusive
name of the author of the Venisamhara.

We ha\'e seen before that the Sanigadharapadhati
quotes nine stanzas from the Venisamhara under the name
Narayana Biiaita. This indicates that Bhatt.a Narayana
was sometimes referred to as Narayana Bhatta as well,
i'his latter form of the name can however not be regarded
as exclusix’e, for writers bearing the name Narayana might
be calicd Narayana Bhafta as a mark of honour* and art
actually so called.

Mention has been made above of two other stanzas of
Biiatfa Narayana that are quoted in the Sanigadharapja-
(ihati. Now these staiizas are quoted by Sanigadhara unden
the name Nisa-Narayana. One of these stanzas viz.
Uttisthantya ratante etc., has been quoted by Vallabhdeva
in his Siibhasitavaii under the name Bhatta Narayana. This
leaves no doubt in our mind as to whom Sanigadhara means
by Nisii-Narayapa. He certainly refers to our author by
that name. Nisa-Narayana then is the other name of the
author of the Venisamhara.

Why Bha^,a Narayapa was called Nisa-Narayana is not
known. But it looks as if he was so called because in some
stanzas of his the word Nisa occurred prominently. What
this stanza was is again not known. The Sarhgadharapa-
dhati mentions a poet called Nidra-daridra, who evidently
received that epithet because he used that ^expression pro-

(38) Sep Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts in Mysore and Coorg
by Lewis Rice (1884) p. 256.
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minently a stanza of Two more cases of such nick-

names may be quoted, Accurdiiig to some peo|)ie Bliava-

bhuti was a title of the author of the Uttararamacarita,
whose real name, they Sciy, w^as SrikantluB'’. But he o'ained

this title because he composed a line_ in vviiicii the word
Bhavabhuti figured prominently". Acarya Diksila, Ihi'

K'ra ad- father of Appayya Diksita, was known })y itio title

Vaksasiiialacarya. King Krsna De\a Raya of Vijayaiiagara

(15^9-1530 A. D.) once visited Kaiic]. i\s he sat l)t>ri)r<‘

•the idol of Varacla (a name of Visnu) in company wilii his

wife, worshipxiing the deity, Acarya Diksita composed a

stanZcO, which eontained a llatteriug refei’ence to the beauty
of Krsna Deva Raya's queeir^-. I’his phrased tin* Vi.jaya-

iiagara king so much that he decreed that tht' author be
thenceforward known as Vak^asthalacarya.

<39 ) That stanza runs as follows: ft is No. 3454 of the Sarhga-
dharapaddhati.

*Tr qip^r^fr^ .-i^i Mirtr dd: i

-It -=fi5WcR.pjr'RiR

PtPW RSJfKs.: fd: l|

U'e du not hold this view. To say .so is, wo hvlii ve, ooinplotoly

to niisLinderstand the words in tlie following passage; .

-Hsiyddid 'dijd.'h'r

Il'iT; Here the wor(Js .ilh’ and are
quite decisive. They show that Bhavabiiuii is iht' name and
Sri-kantha the title of the poet.

01) The line, w^hieb according to some secured foi- srikautha the

title Bhavabhuti, is citlier or

; prft-STT^r; H .-^oci.) s clear that these
lines arose after the nara* rather than tltc ttame sprang from
the lines.

' (42) Thi.s stanza runs as follows:

Tdr^Td; fkdq i

T^T; 11

The significance of the stanza will be understood if we remem-
ber that Vi^pu is supposed to have Lak^mi permanently re-
siding on his chest. When therefore the God saw before him
a lady, who seemed to be Laksmi incarnate, lie wcaidered whe-
ther the Goddess had left her usual place and looked at his
chest to make sure that she was there. The idtimate idea in

’

the stanza is that the queen was so like Lak^ml that even
Varada mistook Iw for his wife.



n THE DRAMA

1 The Title of the Drama

Venisamhara', the title of this drama, means the tying

up or rearrangement of the loose dishevelled mass of jhair.

It has reference to the vow of Bhimasena, which forms the

central topic of the drama. In suggesting to us the nature
of this vow Bhatfa Narayana has introduced a change of

far-reaching consequence in the original account of the

Mahabharata and in order to call special attention to this

change we are devoting a separate section to this title.

In that notorious gambling match between the Pan^la-
vas and the Kauravas, Yudhis|;hira lost all his wealth and
possessions owing to the deceitful tricks of Sakuni. Ulti-

mately he staked himself and his brothers and even his wife
and when he was defeated in the game once more, the
Pamlavas and their queen became the slaves of the Kaura-
vas. Duryodhana thereupon ordered Draupadi to be
brought into the assembly. She refused on the ground that
she was not in a lit condition to go there. Duryodhana then
rent his brother Dussasana to bring her. He dragged her
by her hair into the hall inspite of her p]otcstations and
pulled her only garment in his attempt to atrip her naked.;
Duryodhana had already bared his thigh and showed it to
the Pancala Princess intimating thereby his desire that
she should occupy it. Bhimasona’.s ire was rouse'd. By all

the holy things in the world he vowed that for those indig-
nities heaped upon Draupadi he would tear open the chest
of Dussasana and drink his blood and that he would break
thq^thigh.s of Duryodhana with his mace, kick him on bis
head and ivith his hands smeared with the blood of Duryo-
dhana rearrange the dishevelled hair of Draupadi, who teas
therefore to allow her hair to remain in that disordered
condition till he fulfilled his vow. It is to this latter part
of Bhimasena’s vow, concerning the rearrangement of
Draupadi’s dishevelled hair with hands gory with Duryo-
dhana’s blood, that reference is made in the title of the
drama.

(1) There are three grammatical and three exegetical explana-
tions of tbe title Vepisaihh&ram. For these see Notes to oiir

edition, pp. 1-4.
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We desire to point out here that that particular portion

of BMniasena's vow (printed in Italics above), which is

referred to in the title of the drama, finds no sanction in the

Mahabliarata. There is no reference to it in the Sabha-
parvan, which describes the ^amblin^, the dragging into

the assembly of Draupadi and the various vows of the Pan-
dava princes. In the Salpajarvan also, which describes

the slaughter of Duryodhaha by Bhimasena, we find no men-'

tion of Draupadfs dishevelled hair being tied by Bhima-
sena*\vith hands smeared with Duryodhana's blood.

^

Fur-
ther, in the description of the life the Pandavas led in the

.forest and in the capital of Virata there is no reference to

Draupadrs allowing her hair to continue disordered with
a view io their being ultimately rearranged by Bhimasena
in the manner stated above. From the Sabhaparvan on-
wards Bhimasena has repeated his vow on many occasions,

but nowhere is there any reference to his having vowed to

rearnvnge Draupadfs dishevelled hair wuth hands stained
with Duryodhana’s blood. It would therefore appear that
this- part of Bhimasena's vow is Bhatta Narayanans own
addition and it is easy to see that from the dramatic point
of view it is of the utmost importance. But this fact does
not appear to have struck any of the previous editors or
annotators of the drama.

.
That this addition of Bhatta Narayana to Bhlmasenabs

vow has had immense influence on subsequent literature
and on people’s ideas about this episode from the Maha-
'hharata can be easily seen. Numerous dramas dealing
with the life of DrauT)adT and of the Pandavas subsequent
to the in^^blents of the Sabhaparvan have been writlen in
modern Indian languages. And everywhere DranpadT has
been depicted as allowing her hair to hang loosely on her
back, becaiis^^ she was not to tie them up till Bhimasena
killed •Duryodhana and rearranged them with hands gory
wnth his blood. Ou the stage whenever Draupadi appears,
her hair hang loosely on her back. People are hardly
'aware that this condition of Draupadi in due to Bhatta
Narayana’s innovation and that the Mahabharata knows
nothing about it On the contrary the general belief is

that in the Mahabharata itself Bhimasena’s vow was
exactlv as Bhatta Narayana depicts it to be. Such has been
the tremendons influence of the Venisaihhara on men’s ideas
about the Mahabharata.

A similar case may be quoted to illustrate how a dra-
matist’s work influences people’s ideas about historical
facts. Shakespeare portrays Henry V as his ideal man of



action. English boys and girls learn their English history

more from Shakespeare’s dramas than from regular history

books. Consequently they have grand ideas about Henry
V, but we know that history has a different verdict to bring

about this monarch.

We now proceed to give a summary of the drama act

by act and add to it our critical appreciation.

2 Summary of the Prologue

At the beginning of the drama we have the Prastavana
or the Prologue, which commences with the usual mahgala,
here consisting of three stanzas. Two of these are in glori-

fication of Lord Visnu, while the third is in praise of Siva.

After this -the Sutradhara enters and offers his own saluta-

tion to Ki'sna-dvaipayana Vyasa, the author of the Bharata.

He then informs the audience that he is going to represent
Bhatta Narayana’s drama, the Venisaihhara, and requests

that attention be paid to his performance either out of re-

gard for the labours of the poet, or out of reverence for the

sublime plot, or out of curiosity to witness a new drama.

Just at this moment the Pariparsvika, Assistant of the

Sutradhara, announces to him from behind the curtain the

command of Vidura, issued to all actors, to open festivities

forthwith; for it is the time for the arrival of Lord Krsna,
who has, through desire for the good of the family of

Bharata, assumed the role of a mediator and is about to

start for Duryodhana’s camp with the intention of negotiat-
ing peace. The Sutradhara is glad to learn this news and
asks his Assistant to begin the concert.

The Pariparsvika now enters and inquires to which
season the song should refer. The Sutradhara replies that
it should refer to the autumn and himself proceeds to des-
cribe it. His description of the season, owing to its double-
meaning phraseology, suggests the fall of the Dharta-
rasfras^. The Assistant is much agitated by this suggestion.
The Sutradhara points out to him the other meaning of
his words and in order further to allay his perturbation in-
vokes blessing on^ the Kauravas in another double-meaning
stanza. This brings on him from behind the curtain a
severe rebuke from Bhimasena, for he cannot stand peace
with the hated Kauravas, who have wronged the Pandavas
and their queen so grievously, and therefore does not like
Krsna’s mediation. The Sutradhara and his Assistant im-
mediately quit the stage in order to escape from the gaze
of the enraged Bhimasena, whose entrance is thus cleverly
intimated.
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3 Critical Appreciation of the Prologue

The dramatic purpose of & Prologue is briefly to intro-

duce the poet and the play and to urepare the audience for

witnessing the piece to follow. Before the play actually

starts the audience becomes very impatient and sometimes

even rowdy and there is a lot of noise created jn the theatre.
• The_ Prastavana must be able to quiet the audience and cap-

ture" its attention. With this view dramatists often intro-

duce singing, or create expectations thereof in the mind of

the audience by referring to it, for singing exercises such
fascinating influence over the human mind. Thus in the
Sakuntala Avhile the assembly is still under the influence of

the Nall’s enchanting melody,, Dus.vanta enters and the play
begins. Here also we find that ,iust after the formal intro-

duction of the poet is over, expectations of a rhusical con-
cert are raised by the announcement of the Pariparsvika
and while the audience eagerly looks up to it. the Sutra-
dhara makes a sensational reference to the fall of the
Dhartarastras in his description of the autumn to which the
song is to pertain. The attention of the assembly is thus
diverted in an altogether different chrmnel and the dialogue
between th^’ Rutradhara and his ^Assistant is eagerly listened
to. The entrance of Bhimasena is again very cleverly
effected by means of another paronomastic .stanza and the
play l)eg!ns. The interest of the audience is thus nowhere
allowed to flag.

• Another characteristic of the Prastavana is that it
should he short. Some dramatists make it unnaturally
long by introducing all kinds of discussions in it. A long-
drawn Prastavana- tires the audience' which has a right to
say th.at it has assembled to witness the drama and not to
listen to the views of the poet on sundry matters, or to hear
an_ exaggerated account of his greatness and learning.
Kalidasa’s Prastavana to his Sakuntala is an ideal one from
this point of view. The present Prastavana appears a little
too long. But that was ipevitable. For, this Prastavana is
more than a Prologue proper. It unites in it the character-
istics of a Viskambhaka as well. The plot of this drama is
taken from the Mahabharata. the story in which is so tong
that it was absolutelv necessarv to inform th^ audieuce
where exactly the action of the drama began. This neces-
sitated a few more speeches than would otherwise have been
necessarj^. Ib is to be noted that Bhatta Narayana has con-

(2) See for example the PrastSvana of the Prasannoraghava,
which contains no less than twenty-three stanzas.
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structed his Prastavana With great skill. There is nothing
unnf.tural about it and it satisfies all the requirements so

admirably.

Reading between the lines of the Prastavana one is

always able to form some ideas regarding the dramatist’s
position in the literary world. This Prastavana does not
reveal Bhatta Narayana as having attained a very great
literary eminence. He does not even appear to feel sure
that the audience would give him a patient heariiig. He
has therefore to plead, more or less helplessly, even like

Kalidasa in his Vikramorvasiyam, that attention may, for
one reason or another, be kindly paid to his performance^.
There seems to be no dpubt fhat when Bhatta Narayana
wrote this passage, he had Kalidasa’s Vikramorvaslya
stanza before him. Kalidasa’s influence on Bhatta Nara-
yana is visible in this Pi'arflavana in another place also.
When the Pariparsvika enters, he asks the Sutradhara,
‘Concernjng which season should the sOng be sung?’ The
Sutradhara answers by sayin*>: that the song should refer to
the autumn, which has just set in. All this iippears to be
almost an exact copy of the dialogue between the Sutra-
dhara and the Natl in the Sakuntala^

A dramatic Prastavana is, according to writers on rhe-
toric, of five kinds. The Prastaeaina of the Venisathhara
belongs to the Kathodghata type, which is one of -these

(3) With Bhatta Narayanans '

compare Kalidasa's ^

I

iwmr ’ v. i 2.

(4) Compare the following:

—

^—3i?r 'iwiw i

ft 1

rrr^ wwwf^ iraeW

tWT smf I
—
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i5ve». The .K^hodghata Prastavana is that in which a

character rnakes his entrance on the .stage, repeating a sen>

tence of the SjStradhara or making reference to what the

Sutradhara has’ said. In the VenlsaThhara Ehimasena
enters, repeating a few w’ords of the Rfitradhara and ex-

pressing his resentment at the general tenor of the Siitra-

dhara’s stanza'*. The Prastavanas of the Ratnavali and

the Mndraraksasa also belong to this Xathodghata type.

4 Summary of .Act i

The Piri^Rvnp have fulfilled the condition of twelve

years’ residence in the fores^t and further one year’s resi-

dence iyiroaviffK PnyVodhana is yet unwilling to restore to

them their lef-itimate ^baro of kingdom. 'Both sides prenare
for war. The pious Yndhisfhira b^^comes alarmed at the

prospect of the impendino' calamity and a ki'^t aftemnt to

settle matters pmiceblv is deb'rminrd upon. Lord Srikrsna
is chosen as the mediator of peace and he has already de-

parted on his rOission, E^'/erybody is lookinp: forward to
the expected noace vdth a feelin<T of relief. But Prince
Bhimasena is of another mind. Tic cannot .stand peace with
the hated ICanravns and conseorrmtlv doec« not i;]<;e the
I.^ord^s deiiartnre for Puryodhana’s camp. TTis ire is roused
when he finds the Sutradhara exultincr in the prosnect of
peacQ and in a mood of hitter resentment he makes his
entrance on the stave, follo^ved by bis beloved brother
Sahadeva, and the drama proper be^rins.

•
^
Sahadeva trios to allv the anprer of BhTmasena, but

Bhimasena is pot in a mood to listen to anv argument. He
is even ready to revolt avainst the authority of Yudhisthira
and wants to de.strnv th''^ T-Cauravas sinvle handed. In rave
he starts for the armoury, for which he mistakes, Draupadfs

(6) Read

!TRmrP“T: l| 33

^TRPT ^ \

^ ^3^ u 35

(6) The Sutradhara says in i. 7d ' '

Bhimasena’s words in 1 8d are ^
'5{prfc:
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quadrangle. On being reminded of his mistake, he decides
to wait for the Queen's arrival, for he wants to take leave
of her before embarking upon the task of effecting his fell

revenge. Sahadeva in the meanwhile tries to explain to
him the circumstances under which and the motive with
which Yudhisthira made his overtures of peace and informs
him of the condition viz. the grant of five villages, on which
peace is sought to be effected. Bhimasena flouts his words,
and being most painfully surprised at Yudhisthira's Iqw de-
mand, absolutely refuses to a!ssociate himself with sueh
peace.

At this juncture Draupadi makes her entrance. Tears
are rising in her eyes. Sahadeva fears that her sight would
add fuel to the already blazing fire of Bhimasena’s anger.
And what had happened was this. Draupadi along with
her co-wives had gone to pay customary obeisance to Gan-
dharl. On her way back she was seen by Duryodhana’s
wife BhanumatT, who made a cruel and insulting reference
to her loose hair which, she said, must now be tied, in view
of the peace that the Pandavas were striving to bring about
by means of only five villages. This is too much for the
already excited Bhimasena, who, while impaitiently rising
from his seat, declares that in a short time he will break the
thighs of Duryndhana and tie up Draupadl’s hair with hands
gory with his blood.

Behind the curtain a great noise Is heard and a drum
is loudly beaten. A Chamberlain enters in haste and in-
forms Bhimasena that Lord Krsna has returned, his mis-
sion having proved unsuccessful, and that Yudhisthira has
ordered hostilities to be commenced forthwith. Taking an
affectionate farewell of their Queen. Bhimasena and Saha-
deva then denart in order to have an interview with Krsna
and Yudhisthira.

5 Critical Appreciation of Act i

The first Act of the Venisaihhara is from the dramatic
point of view highly successful. Except for two matters^

(7) The first is connected with the nse of the word in
the passage ‘ eTNirf^i?: > p. lo (Text),
For the ohjectionable feat^we in this passage pp. 36-37 Notes.
The second point refers to the significance that Bhatta Nari-
yana attaches to Yudhisthira’s demand of five villages and
that is explained to Bhimasena by Sahadeva on pp. 13-14
(Text). For the confusion which Bhatta Narayapa has
created in the explanation of this significance see pp, 42-44
(Notes).
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there is here fiothinp: defective. Rules of Sanskrit drama-
turgy do not allow the division of an Act into scenes. An
Act constitutes so to say one long scene, for the stage is not
to be left vacant during its course. Yet it is always possible,

for the purposes of criticism to look upon an Act as made
of a certain number of scenes and the dramatist's skill of
plot-Qonstruction lies in the way in w'bicb he weaves these
scenes together so as to create the impression of a consistent
Act, frelh from all artificialities.

The first Act consists of three scenes. The first scene
contains the conversation between EhTmasena and Saha-
deva and ends with stan7:a 14. The second is very small and
is made up bv the short dialogue between DraunadT and her
maid and closes wvth DraupadT’s decision to stay in a se-
cluded place and listen to what BhTmasena has to say in
his angry mood. The third scene is the lontrest in the Act
and extends from Bhlmasena’s speech at the bottom of p. 12
to the end of the Act on p. 24.

It will be seen tbat these three scenes have been very
cleverlv managed. Thov follow one another with logical
nrecision. The way in which Rhatta Naravana has broneht
about the meetina of BhTmasena and DraunadT is so skilful.
Enraged at Yudhisrhira’s attempts to make peace and de-
termined on breaking loose from his autboritv and on
wrecking his vengeance single-handed, BhTmasena naturally
turns his steps toward the armoury, where he wants to
nrovide himself with his terrible mace. But rave deeeivea
Him regarding the exact localitv of them'sennl and he finds
himself be-Pore DraupadT’s nuadranorle. This is a verv fine
and natural touch. As his revolt against Yudhisthira’s
authority proceeds from his high regard for DraunadT
whose wrongs he intends to avenge, it is onite natural that
ho stioul^ desiTu to bid farewell to her beforo embarking on
his mission. Fe is therefore glad to realise his mistake"and
tries to see the Oueon. All this is so natural. Then again
the way in which insnith of himsHf. BhTmasena is led to
inouire about the condition on which peace is smight to he
effected vf^:. the introduction of the expression TTrsnao-ama-
nam, marks the noefs skill The anger into which BhTma-
aena flies, when he learns the condition of five villages, so
natural in itself, is very cleverly exnloited hv the poet ito

® ,^,_**^''”r'i’tionurpn«l DraunadT is now to enter and a
uitticu]^ arises viz. What are BhTmasena and Sahadeva to

taken hy the dialogue be-tween
^
DraupadT and her maid, which forms the second

cene in this Act? Are they to stand still on the stage.
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blankly looking about here and there? Tl\is would have
been highly inartistic. Bhatta Narayana therefore very
ingeniously makes Bhimasena turn his face away from
Sahadeva in anger and represents him as keeping silent for
a time, because, overpowered by rage, he is as it were struck
dumb. Sahadeva stands looking at him, wondering what
he would say. In the meanwhile the conversation between
Draupad! and her maid is over and they purposely station
them.selves in a corner to observe the doings of Bhimasena.
It will thus be seen that the whole situation has been
managed with great skill.

Further on when the account of the fresh insult suffered
by DraupadI i.s related and Bhimasena in impatience rises
from h's seat and makes a solemn declaration of killing
Biiryodhana in a very short time, the reader begins to
wonder what next will follow and whether Bhimasena will
really set Yndhisthira’s authority at nought, as looks quite
pinbable. But just in time drum is loudly beaten behind
the_ curtain and Ih.' Chamberlain enters to announce to
Bhimasf)!;; tfu; failure of Krsna’s mission of peace. This
saves Bhimasena from a rather awkward situation that has
been created by bis own solemn declaration of killing Duryo-
dhana in a very short time. For be can now proceed to do
what he wants with full permission of his elder brother.
Then again the scene where the Chamberlain redorts the
incident of Dum odhana’s unsuccessful attempt to secure
the per.son of Krsna. which is marked by the reverential
confusion in which Bhimasena. DraupadI and Sahadeva* are
thrown at the mere meation of Krsna’s name, and the scene
which depicts the narting between Bhimasena and his loving
Queen, amply illustrate Bhatta Naravana’s dramatic
powers.

The hopeless confusion that Bhatta Narayana makes in
the elaboration of what he terms the vyutpatti or signifi-
cance of Yudhsthira’s demand for five villages has been set
forth m detail in our Notes pp. 42-44. In the Mahabharata
Yudhisthira is a pious man, who is really apprehensive of
the impending destruction of his family and makes honest
efforts to bring about peace and avoid war h^ preferring a
very modest request for five viflages. But Bhatta Nara-
yana tries to make Yudhisthira a politician in addition.
Thus not satisfied with merely entertaining pious hopes and
taking action accordingly, the yudhi?thira of Bhaftt Nara-
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yaflia wants to*make a display*^ of his pious heart before the

world and tries to convince it tiiat the moral guilt of the war
with all its attendaiat evils lies on Duryodhana and not on
him. This is evidently the politician’s point of view and it

IS this which Bhatta Narayana wants to make out in that

elaborate vyutpatti which Sahadeva so painfully explains

to Bhimasena. In the Mahabhai ata Lhcie is no signiticance

whatsoever in Yudhisthira’s demand for live villages. With
a view lO represent him as a politician in addition to being

a pious man, Ehatta i'sarayaivi endows his message to

Duryodhana with a certain signiticance, which B’nimasena,

not’ a politician by any means, naturally fails to understand.
The politician’s and the soldier s points of view, represented
respectively by Sahadeva and Bhimasena, have been very
ably set forth in their conversation regarding this signifi-

cance, and it is amusing to see how the soldier Bhimasena
by his plain words at once demolishes the elaborate struc-
ture of vyutpatti constructed by the politician Sahadeva.
It will thus be seen that inspite of the confusion created,
which Bha^ta Narayana probably was quite unconscious of,

the change he has introduced and the way in which he
carries it out, reveal his ingenuity and skill and make the
whole scene very effective from the dramatic point of view.

'the main interest of thi;. Act cenires I’ound the all-

dominating iigure of Bhimasena, the conflie!. of emotions in
whose -mind it is very interesting to observe. Caught be-
tween two opposing duties, duty to his eider brother, who
us a guru is to him always vandya'', and duty to his beloved,
whose wrongs he cannot allow to remain unavenged any
longer, Bhimasena presents a spectacle of absorbing inte-
rest. For thirteen long years, out of reverence for his elder
brother, he has slept over the various humiliations received,
with eager.but subdued expectations of ultimately being able
to have his full revenge. But this new move on Yudhi?-
thira’s part, of arranging peace through the intercession
of Kfsna for the paltry consideration of five villages, seema

(8) Read Sahadevas’s words' ‘

*T5rf^ ’. Here emphasis is to be laid on the word

(manifested, revealed). Yudhisjhira is not

satisfied by merely possessing a heart, apprehensive of the
destruction of his family. He wants to niAnif««t it to the
world.

(9) Compare Bhlmasena’s words '
’ p. t7 (Text)
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to shatter for ever his cherished dreams of bloody revenge.

ri.e Cciu cioariy see that, v. iih the accuVsed Kauravas

at this juiiciure means the aujuration of all his solemn vows
and the non-fulhhneiit of his sacred promise to Draupadi to

bind her hair with hands gory with Puryodhana’s blood.

The thought of ail this is so repugnant to him that in rage

he becomes ready to revolt against Yudhig^hira's authority

and seek his revenge single-handed. The report of a fresh

insult suffered by Praupadi seems to complete his severance

from his brothers and in impatience he rises up as though
to rush immediately at Puryodiiaiia’s throat. But fortu-

nately the announcement of tiie failure of Kf^pa’s mission

of peace comes in time to save him from the awkward situa-

tion of having to go against the desires of his eider brother,

whom he has followed all these long years with absolute

devotipn.

This picture of Bhimasena’s mental state is no doubt
extremely interesting, but what is still more interesting to

observe is the sting of conscience which inspite of himself
he feels in adopting the course he intends to follow. He is

conscious that he will incur sin and censure, but in rage
declares he is prepared to suffer them. When calmed down
a little he begins to speak in somewhat apologetic tones and
seems to suggest that his violent words proceeded from the
torment caused to him by Yudhisthira’s attempt to»arrange
peace. He inquires sympathetically regarding the condi-
tion on which peace is sought to be effected and it looks as
though he will consent to peace, if it is made for adequate
consideration. But the degrading nature of Yudhi§thira’s
demand, coupled with the report of a fresh insult suffered
by Praupadi, inflame him once more and his impatience
knows no bounds. The remarks of Praupadi here and there
are also significant in this connection^". They clearly show
that the princess is quite confident of Bhimasena’s capacity
to achieve everything he has promised, but appears to be
equally certain that he will not go against Yudhi^thira’s
desire even inspite of his violent words and apparent readi-
ness to do so. Her constant prayer therefore is that Bhima-
sena’s brothers and especially Yudhi§thira may not prove

(10) Compare ‘ q '

pp. 11-12, ‘ qfq i fqqfq IWUft: I
’ p. 16

•nd ‘
1% I

’
o. ID.
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aiitagoiiistia to his determination. It will thus be seen that

Bhatta Naraya^a has done extremely well in presenting to

us tins absorbing picture of Bhimasena, which reveals his

dramatic genius no less than his skill.

Out of the other characters presented to us in this Act

Draupadi is the most important. A princess of blood royal

by birth, endowed with the most matchless beauty, she is

subjeated to humiliations of the worst type inspite of her

valiant husbands. Her miseries seem to have even changed
her princely disposition and a strain of cynicism and hope-

lessness is clearly noticeable in her short pithy sentences.

Her affectionate heart and her feverish anxiety for the

safety of her husbands are very well brought out in that

small scene of leave-taking at the end of the Act. Here
Ehatta Narayana clearly displays his intimate knowledge
of a woman’s and a wife’s heart. Though always wishing,
and wishing with a fervour that miseries and humiliations
of the kind she has suffered can alone generate, that her
husbands should declare war and avenge her wrongs, she
grows extremely nervous about their safety, .when war is

actually declared, and fears that they may endanger their
lives out of regard for her. With a beating heart she there-
fore implores them not to do so. Altogether this much-
wronged daughter of epic India, with hair loose and her
face Stamped with dejection, excites our pity and we heave
a sigh of relief, when towards the end of the Act we learn
that her days of misery are over and that happiness, which
she richly deserves, is in store for her.

Sahadeva and Buddhimatika deserve some notice. But
of these Sahadeva is a mere nonentity. His only qualifica-
tion is that he is most loved by Bhimasena and that is why
Bhatta Narayana brings him on the stage. He has no in-
dividuality and no marked characteristics. He represents
the_ view of Yudhisthira and serves as an excellent foil to
Bhimasena. But even he is so much impressed by Bhima-
sena’s words that on the spot he promises support to his
undertaking on behalf of himself and his brothers, when
yet he does not know the result of Kr§pa’s mission of peace.

• Buddhimatika on the other hand is far more interesting.
Smart, clever and ready-witted, she is just the kind of ser-
vants that were attached to royal households in ancient
India. Inspired with dignified loyalty towards her mistress,
«he makes quite a spirited reply to Bhanumati’s mean
atteck and deservedly wins the applause of Bhimasena.
When on firm ground, she hesitates not in snubbing even



Lhe angry Bhimasena,^’ for she, knows very well that this
snub will ultimately gratify iiim.

6 Summary of Preludf to Act n
V inayandhara, the Chamberlain of Duryodhana, is

searching for Queen Bhanumati. He is an old man, infirm
with age, and hves in the harem more as a matter of form
than for any active service, fet he has been commanded
by His Majesty to find out quickly whether the Queen has
returned from her customary duty cf bowing to the feet of
Gandhari, f or, beibre Uuryodhana proceeds to the held of
battle to congratulate Karnu, Jayadraiha and others on
their slaughter of Abiiimanyu, he wants to see his Queen.
On inquiry with a palace maid, Viiiahgika by name,
yinayandhara learns that Bhanumati lias returned from
GandharPs abode and is staying in the Baludyana, because
she has from that day begun the practice of a religious
observance with a view to ensure victory in battle to her
husband.

The Chamberlain is struck at lhe contrast between the
mentalities of the wife and the husband, for while the
former realises the seriousness of the situation arising from
the war that is proceeding, the latter is yet engrossed in
sensual pleasures, when the Vasudeva-heiped Pap^vas are
up in arms against him. Another point in the behaviour of
his master also strikes Vinayandiiara as being improper viz.
that he should feel no anxiety at the overthrow of the celeb-
rated warrior Bhisrna, who has been laid low’’ by the
Paii^^avas, but that he should be elated at the murder of the
boy Abhimanyu, already much too exhausted by his victory
over, many mature lighters ! The Chamberlain sees no
hope tor his master except that of Providence, and proceeds
to mlorra Duryodhana that Bh^umati is in the Balodyana.

7 Critical Appreciation op Prelitoe to Act ii

f t
drama there are always certain subordinate parts

01 tne plot, which are important enough for the audience toKnow, but which at the satne time are not so important as to

(11) Road:—

iRR, ^ iTOTm I

— i. p. 18.

teto tho amib a (Mote)
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be regularly •enacted on the stage. Then again there are
-certain incidents, the knowledge of which is necessary for
the audience in order to pick up the thread of the narrative,
but which are impossible to be actually represented on the
stage, either on account of the inherent difficulty involved
in such representation, or on account of the prohibition of
their representation laid down in works on dramaturgy. It-

is just these subordinate parts and these incidents that form
the proper province of a Vi§kambhaka or Prelude, and a
Pravesaka or Interlude. Used at the beginning of an act,

the purpose of a Prelude or an Interlude is thus to connect
the preceding with the subsequent Act by informing the
audience of what has happened in the interval, either by
direct statement, or, better, by indirect suggestions. This
is done by means of a monologue, or of a coaiversation be-
tween two or more characters. The very nature of a Pre-
lude or an Interlude precludes the possibility of characters
of the first class taking part therein and they are therefore
run by middle or low characLeis. Their purpose necessarily
gives them an air of artificiality, for therein we get more
narration than action, and the cleverer the dramatic artist
is, the more natural and easy his Viskambhakas and Prave-
sakas turn oui. Besides this Viskambhaka Bhaita Nara-
yana has used a Pravesaka at the beginning of the next Act
and in^both these he shows himself to be a very successful
artist.

• This Viskambhaka, though so short, is so full of sugges-
tiqfis, which moreover are conveyed to the audience in a per-
fertly natural way. War, we learn, has already commenced
and Bhi^ma, the first Commander-in-Chief of Duryodhana
has been over-thrown. Abhimanyu, Arjuna’s valiant son,
has just been slain and the Kaurava king is in exultation.
But the cjnef importance of this Viskambhaka lies in the
glimpses It affords us into the character of Duryodhanawho is to figure prominently in the main scene to follow'By means pf a few artistic touches Bhatta Narayana has
here skilfully painted the character of Duryodhana, who
has been shown to be at once thoughtless, mean, voluptuous

When the Chamberlain makes a reference
® wonderful power, he is really somewhat
remark and wants to bring out the thought-

lessness of his master in issuing to an old decrepit servant
.makes him run about in spite of himself,

nrofiif
slaughter of Abhimanyu and

kiiifn +1
,* u

8:reat warriors Who conjointly

San<S^ who was fighting single-handed and wasxnausted, is a sufficient testimony to his meanneaa and
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moral degradation. His profound unconcernedness at the

overthrow of the greatest warrior on his side shows how
little he has realised the responsibilities of his position and
his attraction for the pleasures of his wife’s company, in

the face of the Pap^avas who were up in arms against him,

reveals at once his voluptuousness and his recklessness.

It is worthy of note that all these traits of Duryodhana’s
character have been brought to our notice so naturally that

we hardly think the author is making any conscious efforts

to delineate his character. For he takes advantage of the

natural tendency of servants, especially old ones, to criticise

the doings of their masters behind their back and nothing
therefore strikes us as unnatural when the Chamberlain
gives us a piepe of his mind regarding his master Duryo-
dhana. This picture of Duryodhana serves also a dramatic
purpose viz. it prepares us for witnessing him as he is

painted in the second Act proper.

Another important character to which our attention is

drawn in this Prelude is Bhanumatl. The wife of a great,

proud, reckless and voluptuous monarch, who is passio-

nately fond of her, Bhanumati still remains a dutiful

daughter-in-law and observes the usual custom of paying
her respects to her mother-in-law every morning, though,
as we shall presently see, her mind is extremely uneasy. She
has already grown apprehensive regarding her husband’s
safety and in her own way attempts to ensure him victory
of arms in the field by commencing religious observances.
She presents an interesting contrast to her reckless hus-
band, who cannot realise the seriousness of the situation, a
contrast which is carefully maintained throughout the
second Act.

8 Summary op Act ii

Queen Bhanumati has dreamt an ominous dream, which
has greatly alarmed her loving heart. Consequently she
leaves her bed-chamber early in the morning, even without
taking formal leave of her husband, as was her wont, and
after paying her customary respects to her mother-in-law,
retires to a lonely place in the Balodyana in company with
her friend Suvadana and her maid Taralika and with the
discovery of these three women in the Balodyana, the second
Act proper commences.

Pressed by her friend and her maid to relate to them
the account of her dream, Bhanumati, with the nervousness
so natural to her loving nature, tells them that in her dream
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she saw a Nakula or an ichneumon killing a hundred ser-

pents in her presence and that the same Nakula afterward*

proudly removed her breast garment. This is surely

ominous as it indicates the slaughter of the hundred Kau-
ravas and the inflicting of widowhood on Bhani^ati at the

hands of Bhimasena. Siwadana and Taralik& become
naturally alarmed even like Bhanumati and they all deter-

mine to avert the evil effects of the dream by pious deeds

such as salutation to gods and gifts to Brahmanas. The sun

has by this time risen high and Bhanumati offers him wor-
ship with great devotion and begs of him that her evil dream
may through his favour turn out to be auspicious to her

husband and his brothers. As she further proceeds to per-

form the worship of other deities as well, her pious activity

.is rudely disturbed by her husband Duryodhana, who
recklessly scatters on the ground the flowers meant for being
offered to the gods.

Duryodhana with his sensual disposition concludes that

his beloved is lovingly angry with him, as she did not
formally take his leave w hile departing from his chamber
early in the morning. He therefore wants to see and
appease her before going to the field of battle to congratu-
late the valiai\t slayers of Abhimanyu. Accordingly he
follows her into the Balodyana, overhears her conversation
with'Suvadana and Taralika and becomes suspicious about
her .virtue owing to the ambiguity of the word Nakula in
her speech, but fortunately his suspicions are dispelled in
time.. He then introduces himself only to stop his beloved’s
pious observances by his lewd behaviour and flouts away
her apprehensions created by the dream as being ridiculous,
unfounded and useless.

At this time a violent hurricane makes it impossible for
the party to stay in the garden and they all repair to the
security of the palace on the wooden mountain, w’here
Duryodhana feels himself at liberty to commence dalliance
with his wife afresh. But he is most unceremoniously dis-
turbed by old Vinayandhara, who comes in confusion to in-
form him that the flag of his chariot has been broken by the
terrible wind. The door-keeper then enters to announce the
arrival of Duryodhana’s sister Dussala and her mother-in-
law, who are terrified at the solemn declaration of Arjuna
that he would kill Sindhuraja, in revenge for his son’s
dastardly murder, before the sun had set on that day.
Duryodhana quiets their fear^ by pointing out to them how
futile the vows of the Pan^avas are and at once goes away
to defend his sister’s husband against the attack of Arjuna.



9 Ceitical Appreciation of Act ai

To the human mind generally the sentiment of love

appeals more than anyother. The second Act, which depicts

this sentiment, is therefore very deilghtful. The contrast

between <Duryodhana and his wife, which is already sug-

gested in the Vi§kambhaka to this Act is here consistently

maintained up to the end. The low despicable character of

the Kuru king is thoroughly exposed. Right up from the
beginning of this Act the poet has availed himself of every
opportunity to lower Duryodhana in our estimation. The
reckless way in which he stops the pious observance of hjs

wife fully reveals his sensuality. His deliberate blindness

to evil omens that unmistakably suggest his fall and his
absolute refusal to form even a proper estimate of the
strength of the Pandavas clearly indicate the infatuation of
a doomed man which has completely overpowered him.

But the care with .which the poet paints the character
of Duryodhana, interesting in its own way no doubt, is as
nothing when compared with the attention he bestows on
Bhanumati. Bhatta Narayana has lavished all his skill on
her. She is in fact his favourite. An ideal wife, she has
the misfortune of being wedded to a man who is unworthy
of her. She represents virtue married to vice. The neiwous-
ness of her heart at the alarming dream she has dreamt is

well brought out in the hesitating way in which she relates
the account of her vision. Her devotion to her lord and her
anxiety for his safety are visible at every step. A typical
Hindu wife, she tries her best to persuade her husband to
allow her to proceed in her pious observance

; but she fails
in her attempt and has to submit to the inevitable. Up to
the very last she acts as the guardian angel of Duryodhana,
but he heeds not her voice.

The poet has thus made Bhanumati an exceedingly lova-

ble woman. We now begin to wonder how such a perfect

creature can have been guilty of the base, almost un-

womanly, attack that she is represented as making on Drau-
padi in the first Act. We almost wish she had not ridiculed

Draupadi in that way. That appears to be the only blot on
her otherwise faultless character. What is the explanation

of this? Would the character of Bhanumati be improved
if we could drop that particular episode from the first Act?
How could such a paragon of virtue stoop so low as to give

such an unkind cut to a member of her own sex? Is there
not inconsistency between the Bhanumati as revealed in
Act I and the Bhanumati as represented here? In order to

answer questions of this kind satisfactorily we must remem-
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ber that Blianuinatl was after all a human creature. It

appears to us that Bhatta Narayana, far from being incon-
sistent, only reveals his intimate knowledge of the world
and human nature by representing Bhanumati as passing
that undignified remark concerning Draupadi. Thereby he
wants to show to us that even virtue cannot remain immacu-
late when it is in constant association with vice. Day after
day Bhanumati must have heard Duryodhana, Dussasana
and oQiers ridiculing Draupadi and saying all sorts of things
about her. And it was no wonder if she became tainted a
little. Indeed, Bhatta Narayana himself appears to offer
an explanation of this apparent inconsistency in the speech
of Sahadeva’^ who informs Bhimasena that Bhanumati
after all is Duryodhana’s wife and such meanness is there-
fore not unexpected from her.

There are one or two points in Bhanumat^’s account of
her dream that call for adverse criticism. She speaks of the
nakula or ichneumon that she saw in her dream as possessed
of a form that surpassed a celestial form in beauty. Now
can this description be considered to be appropriate as
applied to an ichneumon? Do we ever make a distinction
between a good-looking inchneumon and an ugly one? Ideas
like these are possible in the case of noble animals like
horses, elephants and others. We may for instance speak
of a horse as possessed of excellent or even celestial beauty.
But to speak of an ichneumon as surpassing celestial beauty
sounds a trifle absurd. Then again how can an ichneumon
remove the garment from Bhanumati’s bosom bv extending
his hand? Bhanumati is not even represented as sitting.
She entered a bower of creepers. The ichneumon followed
her and removed her breast-garment by stretching out his
hand. How then could this happen ?

In .this connection it appears to us that in making
Bhanumati relate the account of her dream Bhatta Nara-
yana was so much taken by the suggested sense of her words,

which he intended Durvodhana to understand,
that he actually neglected to see that the words of Bhanu-
mati, in the sense in which she intended them, were reasona-

(12) Read;-

—3TR, '3|-sn'U<=laturHi: I ff ^ | qrpj-

1
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ble. This must therefore be put down as a serious defect
in the episode of the dream which otherwise is Very ingeni-
ous. There is however a way of defending Bha^a Nara-
yapa. Visions seen in dreams must not be judged by
standards applicable to incidents- of ordinary life. For in
4reams all kinds of occurrences, possible and impossible, are
observed. Svapan janah kim na khalu preksate? Badara-
yana also speaks of the wonderful appearances presented
in_ dreams. (Vide Brahmasutra TII 2.3 and Ramanuja’s
Sribhasya thereon). Therefore the dream of Bhanflmati,
though apparently unreasonable, must not be considered to
be really so. It must be added however that such defence
appears to us to be extremely weak.

The second Act is delightful no doubt. But how far
does it advance the central action of the drama? What is

the purpose of this Act as part of the play Venisaihhara?
If these questions are pressed home. Bhatta Narayana has
no answer. In fact, as 'we enjoy the various episodes in
this Act, the account of BhanumatT’s dream, Duryodh ana’s
suspicions about her virtue, the love scene between the hus-
band and the wife, we altogether forget that we are reading
a drama called Veriisaihhara. Only towards the close of
the Act, when Dussala and her mother-in-law enter with
the news of Arjuna’s vow, we become aware of events
happening outside the Balodyana. Thus as far as thq cen-
tral action of the drama is concerned, the only advance made
by this Act is the knowledge of Arjuna’s vow that is con-
veyed to the audience.

This then represents the fundamental defect in Bhatta
Narayana’s dramatic genius. ’Though master of the art of
portraying brilliant character sketches, the poet lacked the
skill of weaving his Acts indissolubly with the central
action. This Act, for instance, appears to have been con-
structed more for the purpose of depicting Srhgara and pre-
senting the characters of Duryodhana, and Bhanumati than
for advancing the action of the play. Even with reference
to this love scene and the manner in which it is described, a
critic may raise an objection on the ground of the advanced
age of the parties concerned. For we must remember that
Duryodhana jvas fairly old by this time.

Summary op Interlude to Act m
On the field of battle a demoness in hideous dress is

glutting over the war which affords her ample opportunities
of feasting upon human flesh ^nd blood. She is gratified
to think that the war has enabled her to replenish her larder
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with hundreds of pitichers of human blood, flesh and mar-
row. In this scene of delight she is reminded of her hus-
band Rudhirapriya and wonders where he could have gone.
She then calls out to him.

Rudhirapriya now makes his appearance. He is fatigued
and is feeling thirsty. Vasagandha is struck to find

her husband suffering from thirst when there is a regular
sea- of blood and fat on the battle-field on account of the
innumerable men, elephants and horses that are slain.

Rndhfrapriya informs her that he has been to see their
mistress Queen Hidimba, who is burning with grief for the
death of her son Ghatotkaca. Only somehow she is being
consoled by Queen Subhadra, herself in similar sorrow
owing to the slaughter of Abhimanyu, and by Draupadi.
Vasagandha then proceeds to inform her husband of the
great store that she has been able to collect and recounts
the names of some of the famous warriors whose blood and
fat have contributed to that store.

Rudhirapriya on his part informs his wife of a welcome
command he has received from Queen Hidimba. Master
Bhimasena has vowed to drink the blood of Du^^asana.
Rudhirapriya must therefore wander on the battlefield in
the wake of Bhimasena and drink Du§5asana’s blood by
entering Bhimasena’s body at the.proper time. Vasagandha
is only too glad to learn of this command.

*A great tumult is at this time heard. The demon
observes that Drona is being dragged by the hair and killed
with a sword by Dhrstadyumna. Asvattaman is then
^sighted and the demon couple quickly quits the stage lest he
may kill them too in anger against the son of Drupada.

11 Critical Apprrciation op Interlude to Act m
From the dramatic point of view this Interlude is most

successful. In a perfectly natural way it suggests so many
things that have happened in the interval between the close
of the second Act and the beginning of the third. Ariuna
has fulfilled his vow of killing Jayadratha and he did ex-
cellent battle work on that day. Ghatotkaca, Drupada and
Virata (Lord of the Matsyas) on the Pandava side and
Bhagadatta, Bhurisravas, Somadatta and Balhlka on the
Kaur^a side haye been killed. We also know Drona has

^
slain by Dhrstadyumna and the entrance of

Afivatthaman is cleverly suggested. It will thus be seen
that this Interlude advances the action of the play in a very
great measure.

But one may ask : What was the necessity of represent-
ing this loathsome scene between the demon and the
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demoness and the disgusting Bibhatsayasa with which tt fa

replete? Would it not have been possible for* the poet to

suggest all these incidents in some other way, say, by means

of a conversation between two servants or two soldiers? Is

it not an evidence of bad taste on the part of the author to

present us with a scene of this kind after the delightful love-

scene of Act II?

It appears to us there are three purposes, two moral and

the third dramatic, which Bhatta Narayana wants to achieve

by means of this Prave^aka. As a delineator of human
society he wants us to realise that the world is not after all

merely ‘delightful’. It possesses a much more varied charac-

ter than we seem to imagine. Engrossed in the enjoyment

of sensual pleasures we are too often apt to forget this.

Writers on philosophical subjects sometimes try to dissuade

us from wordly pleasures by depicting the human body in

all soi^s of loathsome ways. By representing how our most
cherished bodies are after our death eagerly feasted upon
bj demons and goblins, the poet seems to create in us dislike

for mere animal pleasures. Bhartrhari tried to depict the

true nature of worldy existence by telling us in one stanza

what happens in different places in human society.^®' By
depicting this loathsmne scene just after the delightful

scene between Duryodhana and Bhanumatf. Bhatt Narayana
probably wants to convey to us the same lesson.

It will be noticed that underlying the BIbhatsarasa
which is so prominent in this Prave^aka, there is a current
of the sentiment of love. It is not difficult to detect in the
speeches and actions of the demoness her intense love for her
husband. By making the hideous demon couple the alambana-
vibhava** or substratum of love, the poet accomplishes the

(13) Bhartrhari’s stanza runs as follows;

H '511% # Rim: 11

—
(14) A sentiment, according to Sanskrit poetics, is developed on

account of Vibhava, Anubhava etc., as declared in ^

iii- 1- are of two kinds,

women etc. who elccite love,

etc. which heighten love.
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second moral purpose of this Interlude viz. to demonsti*ate

the essential* unity of love. Educated and cultured people

living in cities, surrounded by all the conveniences and com-

forts that modern civilization can provide, sometimes seem
to think that fine dresses and dainty food, motor cars and

ball rooms and things of this kind generally, are necessary

for the development and enjoyment of love. Bhatta Nara-

yana perhaps wants to tell us by means of this Pravesaka
that love can be developed and enjoyed as much in the filthy

surrouhdings of the ghastly war as in the romantic environ-

ments of the Balodyana. The delight which the prince

derives from the company of his accomplished queen^ is

exactly the same as the peasant receives from association

with his rustic wife.

A philosophically-inclined mind will perhaps see in

this Pravesaka, with its under-current of love, quite a diffe-

rent moral purpose. If love can be found in such disgusting
surroundings and among such hideous people, it certainly

cannot be the magnificant and sacred emotion that poetry
depicts it to be. Bhatta Narayana is probably ridiculing
that sentiment in this Pravesaka and asking us to flee away
from it and seek solace somewhere else. Such will be the
lesson that a philosopher may draw from this Interlude.

But the dlramatic purpose of this PraveSaka is far more
important than the moral ones and it is this which testifies

to Bhatta Narayana’s genius. Bhimasena had vowed to
drink the blood from Dussasana^s chest. As a Ksatriya he
must literally carry out his vow. But how was an Aryan
to drink the blood of his enemy? A demon could drink
human blood, not a prince of a renowned royal family.
Such a fiendish act would ill become the hero of a drama.
It was true in the Mahabharata Bhimasena performed this
ghastly deed. But surely a dramatist could lesson the loath-
some ch^tracter of the act by giving it a different turn.

,

This
is what Bhatta Narayana has done by introducing this scene
be^een the demon and the demoness. Queen Hidimba has
so ordered that Rlidhiranriya is to enter Bhiniasena\s body
and drink Du§§asana’s blood, so that it is not a Ksatriya,
but a demon that will drink human blood. Of course BhTma-
sena is not aware of this arrangement. When he performs
‘the deed, he boasts of having himself drunk the blood of
DuSSasana (vide iv. 1 below). But we know that it is not
Bhimasena, but somebody else, who has drunk human blood,
ft will thus be seen that from the point of view of dramatic
effect the importance of this PraveiSaka lies in this that it

the hero of the drama, in the eyes of the reader
and the spectator, from the sin of having drunk the blood
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of a human being. In order therefore to be able to do this,

the poet brings in a conversation between thd demon and
the demoness. No other kind of Pravesaka would have
served his purpose.

^^2 Summary op Act hi

Asvatthaman, the valiant son of Duryodhana’s second
C-in-C Drona, is struck at the great uproar that is proceed-
ing from the battlefield. Thinking that his father has per-

haps begun battle-work in earnest, he proceeds to tWe field

to witness the display of his father’s valour. An evil omen
agitates his mind a little and he is surprised to see evep
great warriors like Karna running away. Just then Asva-
sena, the charioteer of Drona, arrives to inform the young
warrior of his father’s tragic end. Asvatthaman further
learns that a false news of his own death was conveyed to

his father, who. thereupon, being overcome with grief laid

down his weapon and was in such defenceless position

decapitated by Dhrstadyumna. This enhances both the
grief and wrath of A.svatthaman, who in the meanwhile is

joined by his maternal uncle Krpa. Krpa succeeds in

assuaging to a certain extent the grief of his nephew.
Asvatthaman becomes impatient to avenge the murder of
his father and orders his chariot to be made ready. Krpa
now suggests to the young man that he should seek succes-
sion to the position of the C-in-C and tells him that Duryo-
dhana is probably ready to install him in that position. Poth
thereupon proceed to see the king.

Duryodhana and Karna now make their appearance.

The former wonders why Drona, on hearing the death of

his son, laid down his arms, instead of vigorously proceed-

ing with the work of avenging it. Karna cunningly informs

him that Drona really wanted to crown his son Emperor of

the whole earth after the great war had destroyed all the

Ksatriyas and therefore thought it was no use wielding arms
when his son had been killed and thus abandoned his weapon.
At this stage Krpa and Asvatthaman apprt)ach them. Krpa
then suggests to Duryodhana the advisibility of installing

ASvatthaman Commander of his armies, but the latter tells

him that that position has already been promised to Karpa.
In the conversation that follows Karna makes some malici- '

ous remark against Asvatthaman with the result that an
altercation between the two takes place and they become
ready to strike at each other. Duryodhana and Krpa pacify
them. Seeing that he cannot humble the pride of Karna,
who has slandered his father, Asvatthaman vows that he
will forego his weapon till Karna is killed.
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At this time a fearful announcement is made from be-

hind the curtain. Bhimasena has caught Du^sasana in his

clutches and challenges all the Kaurava warriors to protect

him if they can. Duryodhana and Karna quickly leave the

stage in order to render help to Dussasana. Asvatthaman
observes that Arjuna has engaged both Duryodhana and
.Karna and Bhimasena is about to fulfil his dreadful vow.
The scene is too much for him and he becomes ready to grasp
his we^on. But an aerial voice prevents him from proving
false to his vow. The gods seem to be on the side of the
Pandavas. Asvatthaman is helpless. He however sends
Krpa to back Duryodhana up and then himself leaves for

the camp.

13 Critical Appreciation of Act hi

The third Act consists of five scenes. The first com-
mences with the entrance of Asvatthaman and ends with
Suta’s speech after stanza 12 on p. 67. The second is a

short one and is made up of Krpa’s soliloquy on pp. 67-68.

The third begins with Krpa’s speech after stanza 14 on p. 68
and also ends with his speech on p. 76, when both he and
Asvatthaman start for the place where Duryodhana is stay-

ing. The fourth scene consists of the dialogue betw^een
Duryodhana and Karna and extends from stanza 27 on
p. 76 to stanza 28 p. 78. The fifth and the last scene be-

gins with Krpa’s speech after stanza 28 on p. 78 and extends
to the end of the Act.

The scenes that go to form the various Acts of the
Venisariihara are so managed by Bhatta Narayana as to

present no difficulty for their representation on the stage.

Thus here we see that while Krpa goes through his soliloquy
that forms the second scene, Asvatthaman is in a swoon
and the charioteer is engaged in restoring him to conscious-
ness. The two characters, who are already on the stage
before Krpa's entrance, are in this manner kept busy during
Krpa's soliloquy. This is a clever device and reminds us of
a similar one used by the poet in Act I for keeping Bhima-
sena and Sahadeva engaged while DraupadT and Buddhi-
matika hold a dialogue found on pp. 11 and 12.

^ But in this Act there is a difficulty of stage-manage-
ment further on. What are Krpa and Asvatthaman to do
during the conversation between Duryodhana and Karna,
that forms the fourth scene of this Act? The stage direc-
tion intended for them says merely ^parikramatah’. Are
they simply to move to one side of the stage and stand there
listlessly till the dialogue between the king and his friend
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is over? This would be a very awkward situation for these

two characters to be in and would indicate faulty stage-

management. Though Bhatta Narayana does not actually

say so, it appears to us that he wants these two characters

to quit the stage ostensibly with a view to go to Duryo-
dhana’s camp, but really in order to avoid the unenviable
situation of having to stand blankly on the stage. No sooner,

do they leave the stage than up goes the curtain and Duryo-
dhana and Karna are discovered. At the end of stqnza 28
they enter again. Such is probably the arrangement in-

tended b,y the poet.

The third Act once again reveals Bhatta Narayana’s
skill in his special province viz. vivid delineation of charac-
ter. Asvatthaman, Duryodhana and Karna are the three

main characters painted here. We have already seen some
important traits of Duryodhana’s character in Act II. In
this Act he is depicted to us as a typical king of ancient
India. Karna plays the part of a courtier to Duryodhana.
Guileless, straightforward and innocent by nature, but much
too inclined to rely on the words of his favourite—such is

King Duryodhana, as Bhatta Narayana here makes him out
to be. His diagnosis^® as to why the Erahmana warrior
Drona laid down his arms in grief instead of vigorously
going ahead with the work avenging the reported death of
his beloved .son is correct. But the malicious Karna puts
quite a different construction on the old warrior’s action
and Duryodhana’s weakness of mind is seen in the ease -with

which he believes the words of his favourite friend.

But the main topic that interests Bhatta Narayana in
this Act is the contrast between the characters of Asvattha-
man and Karna. He has successfully depicted this from the
very beginning of the Act up to its end. Out of the two
warriors Asvatthaman is evidently the poet’s favourite.
With a view to exalt him Karna has been deliberately
lowered. The meanness with which Karna attributes
motives to Drona’s actions, makes very disparaging remarks
about him. perverts facts and in general shows throughout
a very malicious attitude towards the Brahmana warrior,
gives us a rude shock. Karna in the Mahabharata is cer-,
tainly not so mean. It is true he does not possess any very'
great admiration and veneration for Drona. But he is a
thorough sportsman all the same. During the days that

(16) Read ‘
I JPT:

I
’ Tex% pp. 79-8O

.
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Dro^ja held supreme command, Karpa fought under him un-
grudgingly. Not only this but when Duryodh^a accused
Drona of partiality towards Arjuna in allowing him to

break through his lines which he had to do in order to kill

Jayadratha, Karna defended Drona by remarking that the

latter did his best, but that the death of Jayadratha was
.due to fate.'** On the other hand Asvatthaman in the

Mahabharata is not so noble, as he is depicted in this drama.
Why then should Bhatta Narayana exalt the one and lower
the other? The reason appears to be that as a Brahmana
the poet naturally felt well disposed towards the Brahmana
warrior and wanted to make him out as a paragon of virtue,

in whom love for his father, bravery, high sense of duty,
nobility and magnanimity were all combined. The Ksatriya.
warrior Karna did not deserve much sympathy. It did not
matter if he was painted mean, malicious and despicable.
It would thus appear that some kind of caste-predilection
was resjmnsible for such pictures of A.svatthaman and
Karna.

It is sometimes supposed that the quarrel between
Asvatthaman and Karna arose out of the question of succes-

(16) For this incident read Chapter 162, Droijaparvan, from which
the following stanzas may be quoted;

^^ 1

II II

f^TcTT Sgi^q; t

=31 JifTcfllW: It ^ II

fgRgrf^: I

gw^ I

gTTtTRFT II |(

’Kp?pTt i

cTrflSFT IM ^ II

3PW gwr g^: I

SKIT m g^ *1^ im II

gw 1 srrgrg *it 5igWRn f^; i

qwlPTTg WTWr II II

gw ^jsRTsfg ep«i g ^ m c
II
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sion to the command of the armies after the death of Dro:pa.

But this supposition is incorrect. Careful perusal of the

relevant passages from this Act will show that the quarrel

has nothing to do with the question of succession to the

supreme command of the armies. When the first shock of

grief for the death of his father is over and Asvatthaman
becomes ready to go to the battle-field to have his revenge,

Kfpa suggests to him that he should fir.st get himself in-

stalled Commander of the armies. In a spirit of true sports-

manship, Asvatthaman remarks that this is not oi much
consequence. But Krpa tells him that Duryodhana is pro-

bably eager to give him that post and is perhaps waiting for

his arrival to install him therein. If this is the case Asva-
tthaman will like to go and offer to accept the command
himself instead of waiting to be formally requested by
Duryodhana to do so. But in all this it is clear that Asva-
tthaman nowhere shows himself eager to have the post.

When again in the interview with the king, Asvatthaman
learns that Duryodhana has ali’eady promised the post to
Karpa, he does not utter a single word of dissatisfaction or
protest, but once more declares his intention of doing his
best to kill the king’s enemies. It will thus be seen that the
quarrel has nothing to do with succession to the command
of the armies.

The quarrel between Asvatthaman and Karna arjses in
the following manner. It was Krpa who actually suggests
to Duryodhana that Asvatthaman should he installed in the
position which his father held. Duryodhana thereupon in-
forms him that that office has already been promised to
Karpa, Kppa then remarks that it is not proper to super-
sede Asvatthaman in favour of Karna, especially when
Asvatthaman is at this time immersed in grief. At this
stage Asvatthaman intervenes and puts a stop to this con-
versation between the king and Krpa regarding sfuccession
to the command of the armies by declaring in bombastic
language that he will kill the enemies of Duryodhana that
very day and finish all talk of war. Karna thereupon
reminds him that such things are easier said than done.
Besides there are other warriors also in the Kaurava army,
who are capable of achieving what Asvatthaman boasts he
will do. Asvatthaman appreciates the truth of Karna’S
remarks and in almost apologetic terms explains that his
words arose from the vehemence of his grief and that he
had no intention to belittle the prowess of any warrior on
the Kaurava side. Here the matter should really have ended.
But Karna makes a wicked and malicious remark to the
effect that he who is immersed in grief should shed tears
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and that he'who is enraged should descend on the field of
battle, weappn in hand, but should not indulge in such
ravings.^'^ It is this remark of Karpa that inflames Asva-
tthaman and the quarrel commences. It will thus be seen
that it is Karna who is responsible for the quarrel and Uie
moral guilt of its consequences lies wholly on his head.

• In the Mahabharata succession to the supreme com-
mand .of the armies after the death of Drona was a very
smooth affair. When Drona was killed, Kaurava forces
began to run away. Duryodhana stopped them ana carried
on the fight till the evening. Then he held a council of war,
wherein Asvatthaman himself proposed that Karna should
be installed as the Commander of the armies.^^ Duryodhana
consequently offered the position to Karna, who accepted it

with alacrity.

The remark we made at the end of Act II is equally

applicable to Act III also. Though
.
presenting brilliant

character sketches and arresting situations the Act does not
in any way mark the progress of the main action of the plot.

Even as in the case of the second Act, so here as well the

only progress made is towards the end. That progress is

represented by the fearful announcement of Bhimasena that
Dussasana has fallen within his clutches and his challege to

all Kaurava warriors to protect him if they can. As observed
befqre Bhatta Narayana lacked the art of dramatic con-
struction. Perhaps the nature of the plot he selects rather
than an inherent defect in his genius is responsible for so

(17) Read:—

—arjRTSr, l I ft f
gjftiT'srfrift^or i

^^ftqr: aWT:

!

—Act ili, p. 82.

(18) Vide Chapter 10, Karnaparvan, from which read:

—

I r-.
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many brilliant but detached scenes, loosely strftng togethei*,

ihat really constitute his drama.

14 Summary op Act rv

* Towards the close of the last Act we have seen how on
•learning that Dussasana has fallen within the clutches of

Bhimasena, Karna and Duryodhana run to his help. Arjuna
engages them both, while his elder brother accomplishes his

dreadful vow. In the fight Duryodhana receives a dumber
of woiMids, which bring on a swoon. His charioteer there-

fore thinks it wise to hasten away his master’s chariot from
the field of battle and the fourth Act opens with the entrance
of this charioteer, who is conveying away his master, lying
unconscious in the chariot.

The charioteer takes the chariot under the shade of a
certain Nyagrodha tree near a lake, where he hopes his
master will regain his consciousness, being fanned by the
cool fragrant breeze. Duryodhana as yet does not know
that Bhimasena has already butchered his brother. On
recovering he becomes eager to run to his brother’s help.

But when the truth is related to him, he is overcome by
grief, and even despondency, under the influence of which
he wishes he were dead.

At this time Sundaraka, a soldier belonging to Karpa’s
army, enters. He has been sent by Karna with a message
to Duryodhana. After some efforts he succeeds in finding
the whereabouts of His Majesty and gives to him a detailed
report of the fight which ensued after the slaughter of
Dussasana and in which Karna’s son Vrsasena lost his life.

This is a fresh grief to Duryodhana, which, added to the
melancholy message of Karna, increases despondency. He,
however, determines to kill his enemies before committing
suicide and wants therefore to go to the field of battle. At
this time the arrival of his parents, Dhptara^tra and Gan-
dhari is announced and though unwilling to see them in this
condition, he decides to go and pay them his respects.

15 Critical Apprecution op Act iv

The fourth Act of the Vepisaihhara is the weakest of
^

Bhatta Narayapa’s work. Criticism on it could be passed
in one sentence viz. that it represents a long and tedious
and at the same time ill-expcuted Viskambhaka. Even as
in a Viskambhaka there is here no action. There is 'no
movement except that of Duryodhana’s charioteer at the
beginning and of Sundaraka during his preliminary speech.
From the point of view of dramatic effect these cannot be
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successful 6n tte stage. During the rest of the Act no
movement is seen. As for information convi^yed, the only
piece of fresh news we learn is the death of Vrsasena and
the determination of Karna to seek and fight a combat with
Arjuna to a finish and to kill him or be killed. So even as
a V iskambhaka the Act can hardly be said to be successful.

• What then is the purpose of this Act? It appears to us
that just as the poet made use of the second Act in order to
depict the sentiment of love, so he utilises this in order to
delineate the sentiment of pathos. Right up from the
beginning upto the very end the Act is full of pathos.
Pathos in fact is the proper stronghold of Bhatfa Narayana
and the prevailing sentiment in this drama. In sorne
passages of this Act and in some of the next two the pathos
of Bhatta Narayana can successfully compete with the well-
known pathos of Bhavabhuti. The lamentations of the
charioteer of Diuyodhana over his master’s swoon in the
beginning, alrnosi aii the speeches of Supdaraka with their
descriptions of the mental condition of Karna, the wailings
of Duryodhana over tlie deaths of Dussasana and Vj^asena

all these are highly pathetic. In spite of the low opinion
we have formed of Duryodhana’s character, we sympathise'
with him and we are almost moved to tears in his company.
And when stricken with unutterable sorrow he utters the
last stanza of this Act, we forget his evil doings and become
a sharer of his griefs.

As already observed Bhafta Narayana was adept in the
art of presenting character-sketches. The fidelity and love
of Duryodhana’s charioteer are well brought ‘out. The
chivalry of Arjuna is clearly suggested. The intense love
of Duryodhana for his brother and his deep friendship for
Karpa are successfully depicted. These in fact formed the
only relieving features of Duryodhana’s otherwise low
character.

The Act also presents to us some very beautiful exam-
ples of Bhatta Narayapa's prose. The opening speech of
Sundaraka and his descriptions of Arjuna’s fight and
Karpa's mental condition may well take a very high rank
as specimens of Sanskrit prose literature.

16 SUMMAEY OP Act v

. This Act opens, as already suggested towards the close
01 the last Act, with the entrance of Dhrtarastra and Gan-
dhari in a chariot driven by Sanjaya. They go to the field
of battle ostensibly with a desire to offer consolation to

•••4
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Duryodhana, but really with the object of inducing him to

desist from light and sue for peace with Yudhi^Jhira.

Duryodhana easily refutes the arguments they adduce for

making peace and prepares to go to the battle-field to fight

with Bhimasena. At this time a great uproar is heard be-

hind the curtain and the news of Karpa’s death is brought.

This throws all of them in grief and Duryodhana now deter-

mines to kill Arjuna first in revenge for the slaughter of his

friend. Another uproar behind the curtain introduces

Bhimasena and Arjuna on the stage. They are in sea.rch of

Duryodhana with a view to pay him a friendly visit, but
on learning that Duryodhana is sitting with his parents,-

Arjuna thinks of returning. Bhimasena insists on paying
their respects to the elders as a matter of duty. High words
pass between Bhimasena on the one hand and Dhrtara§tra
and Duryodhana on the other. A fight between Bhimasena
pnd Duryodhana looks likely, but Arjuna somehow prevents
it. At this time a voice from behind the curtain announces
the command of Yudhisthira to Bhimasena and Arjuna to

withdraw their forces and stop the fight, as evening has
arrived. The two Papd^'Va brothers consequently leave the
stage.

Once more from behind the curtain Asvatthaman’s
challenge to Arjuna is heard; for Karna being now killed,

Asvatthaman is free to take up his weapon. Dhptarastoa is

glad at his arrival and asks Duryodhana to receive JiiiQ

with due courtesy. But the proud monarch is in mood to

extend courtesy towards a man, who wished and waited for

Karna’s death. Consequently he receives the Brahmapa
warrior with indifference and even makes a cutting
reference to his vow of fighting on Karpa’s death. Dissatis-

fied with the reception he has met, Alyatthaman departs.
Dhytarasjjra fears that Duryodhana’s coldness towards a
warrior of ASvatthaman’s calibre at this time forebodes the
end of the Bharata family. Yet he gathers up courage and
sends word to A§vatthaman not to mind Duryodhana’s
words, but to do his best to destroy the enemies on the score
of his friendship with Duryodhana from their very child-
hood. Dhrtara§ira and Gandhari then go to §alya’s camp
and also ask Duryodhana to accompany them.

17 Cbitical Appeeciation op Act v

After the Vi^kambhaka-like fourth* Act,* with its long
descriptive speeches, this one affords welcome relief. It is

full of movement from start to finish. There are here no
less than six entrances, six exits and five speeches from
behind the curtaifi. • This Act can be divided into three
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distinct scenes. The first comprises of the conversation be-

tween Diiryodhana, his parents and Sanjaya and is exceed-

ingly touching. The ett’orts of the old doting parents to

dissuade Duryodhana from continuing the hopeless struggle

have a pecuhar pathetic interest. We pity the old couple,

but we cannot sympathise with them. For, behind their

parental affection is a kind of cowardice quite unworthy of

epic K^arriyas. The pathos of the scene is heightened by
the news of Karpa’s death which comes on the party like

the bolt from the blue. This scene serves to bring out one
more trait of Dutyodhana’s character viz. his excessively

‘proud nature. Though disaster after disaster befalls him,
his pride does not bend. His ready repudiation of the base
proposal of Dhjtara§tra to devise some secret means of des-

troying the Pandavas demands our admiration. But the

death of Karpa, his greatest and most trusted friend, on
whom all his hopes of conquering the enemies are centred,
is a blow too heav^ for even his proverbially proud spirit.

Upto this time he has entertained hopes of victory, with
Karpa to support him. But now hope seems to forsake him.
Conversation with Bhimasena and Asvatthaman is mai’ked
with the courage and defiance which desperation breeds.
Altogether even in his fall Duryodhana shows himself to be
great.

. The second scene of this Act is that in which Bhima-
sena and Arjuna take part. It is really difficult to under-
stand what purpose Bhatta Narayapa had in arranging this
scene. Its only important feature is the wordy duel between
Bhimasena and Duryodhana. But we already have enough
of such duel in the third Act. Then again no reason is

assigned as to why Bhimasena and Arjuna were seeMng
Duryodhana. Bhimasena himself tells us they had no evil
intention in ti'ying to see him. What was their object then
in going to that out-of-the-way spot of the battle-field in
search of Duryodhana? It is not possible to answer this
question satisfactorily. The only possible answer is tiiat
not being able to see him on the field since the slaughter of
Du^^asana, they thought that Duryodhana was trying to
avoid battle and wanted therefore to find him out and try
to gather his intentions and inform him themselves, by way
of triumph, of Karpa’s death.

Regarding this scene itself it appears to us that Bhatta
Narayapa grbws a little uneasy over the fact that for the
Idst three Acts his hero Bhimasena has not made his
appearance on the stage. The audience also becomes eager
to see him especially after his killing Du^^asana. Then
again Arjuna was the principal hero df the
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war. A play based on that epic, which does not .laring him
somewhere would be disappointing to the audience. So he

must be made to come on the stage somehow. It is these

considerations which appear to us to have weighed with the

poet in arranging this scene.

The third and the last scene of this Act is the one in

which Asyatthaman figures. Now that Karna is dead, he

is free to take up hi.s weapon and enters on the stage )^ith

his usual rhodomontade of killing the Pap^avas in no time..

He even slightingly refers to Karna’s failure to act up to

his word and boastfully professes to achieve everything that

the king desired. Duryodhana, however, will have nothing
of the man, who desired the death of his friend and curtly

sends him away. But Dhrtara§tra implores him to do his

best, not minding Duryodhana’s offensive words.

Now what is the dramatic purpose of this scene? In

the following Act there is no reference to Asvatthaman’s
having done anything in accordance with Dhrtara§tra’s
entreaty or his own boastful words. What propriety is

there then of bringing him on the stage in such martial
enthusiasm, which is increased the more by his self-imposed
rest? Are we to suppose that he has grown so unsportsman-
like as to neglect his duty by his side because Duryodhana
does not receive him with honour? It would be difficult to
make this supposition in view of the excellent spirit that
Asvatthaman displayed in the third Act. Under these cir-

.

cumstances the only justification for this scene would seem"
to lie in the author’s desire further to illustrate Duryo-
dhana’s friendship for Karna by representing that he
rejected the proffered services of even the great A^vattha-
man, because the latter desired for his friend’s death and
reviled him even after he had died and in his very presence.

It will thus be seen that though we have much 'move-
ment in this Act, the scenes composing it are not dramati-
cally relevant. This corroborates the impression already,
recorded viz. that Bhatta Narayana lacked constructive
dramatic skill.

18 Summary of Act vi

Bhimasena has made a new vow that he would kill
Duryodhana before the next day dawned and that he would
commit suicide, if he failed to do so. On learning this
Duryodhana disappears and his disappearance causes great
anxiety to Yudhi?thira and Draupadi, whose entrance along
with a male and a female attendant marks the commence-
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ment of Act VT. Yudhigthira sends his attendant to Saha-
deva with instructions to search all the possible places where
Duryodhana may be found. As the attendant is departing-

on his mission, he meets Pancalaka, with whom he re-enters

the stage. Pancalaka now gives the Pandavas king and his

queen a detailed account of how Duryodhana was traced to

a lake and how Bhimasena by violently agitating its water,

forced him to come out. Pancalaka proceeds to tell them
that a battle between the two is proceeding and that he has
.beed sent to Yudhisthira by the divine Lord Krsna to say
that he may now safely look upon the world as void of all

,
enemies and may start preparations for his coronation.

Yudhisthira forthwith issues a command to his Kancukin
to begin festivities in expectation of his younger brother’s
victory.

A demon by name Carvaka, a friend of Duryodhana,
now enters in the guise of a sage. He pretends to have
come from the battle-field and to be much fatigued and
thirsty. In the course of his conversation with Yudhisthira
he informs him that while the fight between Bhimasena and
Duryodhana was proceeding, Balarama arrived on the scene
and, impelled by afiTection for bis favourite pupil Duryo-
dhana, he made him a secret sign, by taking advantage of
which the Kaurava was able to kill the Pandava. Arjuna
then took up' the mace from his dead brother’s hand and is

at present fighting with Duryodhana. The demon further
reports how Balarama, expecting the death of Arjuna, who
.'was not skilful in a mace-fight, put on his chariot, with great
efforts, his younger brother Krsna. who was ever soipartial
to Arjuna, and departed for Dvaraka.

This news of the death of Bhimasena causes great
sorrow to the Pandava king and queen. Yudhisthira’s grief
knows no bounds. Draupadi becomes almost insane and
presents a sight truly pathetic. Out of grief they both
determine to commit suicide by burning themselves in fire,

.before hearing the unpleasant news of Arjuna’s death. They
are encouraged in this by the disguised demon, whose only
object in thus misleading Yudhisthira and his queen is to
make them commit suicide before Bhimasena comes to them
victorious. An uproar is heard from behind the curtain and
Draupadi, fearing that the news of Arjuna’s death may
reach them any time, hastens Yudhisthira with a view to
put into practice their resolve. Yudhisthira sends a loving
message to Sahadeva, imploring him not to follow him ih
death and also leaves a like message to Arjuna in case he
be successful. After offering obsequial water to his father
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Papdu and to his recently killed brother BhlmasMa, YtidM?-

thira becomes ready to die along w^th Draupadl. At this

time the confused Kancukin bringis the news that Dury^
dhana, with his body smeared with blood and with his terri-

ble mace upraised, is coming and is seeking after
^

the

Paiicala princess. This of course me&ns the death of Arjuna

which magnifies the grief of Yudhisthira and Draupadi who
are consequently overtaken by a swoon.

From behind the curtain comes now an announcement
of Bhimasena. Therein he asks people not to be scared

away by his sight, but to inform him where Draupadi is.

For he has killed Duryodhana and wants to fulfil his vow
of tying Draupadi’s hair with hands gory with the blood of

the last of the Kauravas. As his body is smeared with

blood all over, he cannot be easily distinguished with the

result that he is taken to be Duryodhana covered with the

blood of Bhimasena and Arjuna. It is this mistake, which,

as we have already seen, leads the Kancukin to bring the

news of Duryodhana’s arrival in search of Pancali.

Thus when Bhimasena arrives on the stage, he finds

that Yudhisthira is ready to fight with him, under the mi.s-

taken idea that he is Duryodhana, and that he actually

catches him in his arms with violence. The mistake is

quickly found out and Draupadi’s hair are duly tied by
Bhimasena with hands stained with Duryodhana’s blood, as

he had once more promised her in Act T, 21. Even .the

Siddhas from the sky express their delight at the tying, of
Draupadi’s mass of hair, which has been the cause of so.

much havoc in the world. Krsna and Arjuna now enter
and the Lord offers his congratulations to Yudhisthira. He
further tells him that he has arrived in such haste because
he came to know that Yudhisthira had been deluded by the
demon Carvaka. who has, however, been subsequently cap-
tured by Sahadeva. There now remains nothing to com-
nlete the happiness of Yudhisthira and the drama closes
with a blessing from the divine lips of Lord Krsna in res-
ponse to the request of Yudhisthira.

19 Critical Appreciation op Act vi

The sixth Act consists of four distinct scenes. The
first contains a descriptiofi of the various means which
Yudhisthira orders Sahadeva to adopt in order to find out
the whereabouts of Duryodhana, and Paficalaka’s account
of how Duryodhana was traced to a lake and' how Bhima-
sena forced him to come out. The second scene commences
with the entrance of the demon Cfirvfika, who, by convejdng
to Yudhisthira and Draupadi the false news of Bhimasena’s
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death and
,
Arjuna’s mace-fight with Duryodhana, throws

them in grief and encourages them to commit suicide by
entering fire. The third consists of Yudhisthira’s parting
message to Sahadeva and Arjuna; and his preparation for

death by offering a final libation of water to his ancestors

and also to Bhimasena. The fourth is marked by the
entrance of the victorious Bhimasena, the removal of

Yudhisthira’s delusion and the tying up of Draupadi’s dis-

hevelled hair, the Venisaihhara, which forms the main
therde of the drama.

The entrance of Yudhisthira and Draupadi at the be-
• ginning of this Act is abrupt. No indication of this is given
in the previous Act. This is one more instance of Bhafta
Narayana’s lack of constructive skill. Then again instead
of giving us a Viskambhaka. the poet makes the first stanza
and the next long speech of Yudhisthira serve its nurpose.
A clever dramatist would have arranged a beautiful,Viskam-
bhaka in which the death of Salya, the terrible vow of
Bhimasena and the disappearance of Duryodhana could
have been skilfully conveyed to the audience and would have
concluded it with a cunning reference to the anxiety of
Yudhisthira and Draupadi. This would have prepared us
to see them enter on the stage and no abruptness would have
been felt. Surely, this new vow of Bhimasena was of sufR-
cient imnortance to justify a Viskambhaka being assigned
to ft. Yudhisthira’s passing reference to it does not bring
home to the reader its dreadful importance.

Another point to be noted is that we are nowhere told
the full nature of Bhimasena’s vow. It is apparently based
upon Arjuna’s vow to kill -Tavadratba. But the fact

,
that

Bhimasena had vowed to kill himself in case he failed to kill
Duryodhana that very dav is nowhere explicitly revealed to
us. We have only to gather it from the fourth line of the
first stanza. Merely to sav that the vow was aparyiisita is
not sufficient. We have further to note that this vow of
.Bhimasena is an invention of the poet. There is no sanction
for it in the Mahabhfirata. Bhatta Narfiyana’s object in
introducing it is to bring out the adventurous nature of
Bhimasena and to produce a startling dramatic effect. It
snreads a gloom over the entire Pandava camn in the very
hour of victory and it is ouite natural for Yudhisthira and
Draunadi to be alarmed. It must however be remarked that
a cleverer artist would have made a better use of this vow.

Out of these four scenes that constitute this Act the

#
weakest. Even like the fourth Act, this scene is

or the nature of a Viskambhaka. Its purpose is to convey
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to the audience certain information and this informaition, as

in the case of Act TV, is conveyed in the most inartistic

manner. But the poet apparently had another purpose also

in arranging this scene. He wanted to bring out the nobi-

lity of character of both Bhimasena and Duryodhana. Im-
pelled by noble chivalry, which disdains to strike at a fallen

dejected enemy, Bhimasena offered Duryodhana the choice

of fighting with any one of the Pandavas. It was an exceed-

ingly critical moment. The fortune of the PSndavas was
at stake. But Duryodhana also showed himself to be*truly

great and noble. The two heroes thus appear at their best

in this scene. It must be noted here that the reasons, which
Yudhisthira explains to Draupadi as having_urged Bhima-
sena in making that perilous offer, can hardly have been in

the mind of Bhimasena at that time. They are the reasons
of a cool calculating politician, such as Bhimasena surely

was not. Half the value of Bhimasena’s noble chivalry
would be lost if it were supposed to have proceeded from
such sordid considerations.

The account of the meeting between Bhimasena and
Duryodhana practically follows the Mahabharata. Bhatta
Naravana however makes one material change. In tbe
Mahabharata it is not Bhimasena. but Yudhi.sthira, who
addresses taunting words to Duryodhana and thus forces
him to come out. It is again Yudhisthira who makes the
proposal referred to in stanza Id. ^s Bhatta Narayana
wanted Yudhisthira to bo engaged somewhere else, he maSe
this change. The poet has also introduced a change in the
account of Duryodhana’s discovery. According to the
Mahabharata, Krpa. Krtavarman and Asvatthaman, while
holding a conversation with Duryodhana, who was in the
lake, were overheard bv some hunters, who carried the news
to Bhimasena. who in turn imparted it to Yudhisthira. TTiey
then all went to that place in companj'’ with Krsna.

Bhatta Narayana is at pains to describe this scene in
some detail, because he wants to show both these great
warriors at their best in the hour of their last combat.
When Bhimasena observed that dejection had overcome
Duryodhana as he cast his glance on the battle-field, where
not >a‘ single friend of his was in sight, his nature at once
underwent a change. His usual sarcasm forsook him and
in a spirit of noble chivalrv he offered him the choice of
fighting with any one of Pandavas. The fate of these
brothers trembled in the balance as Duryodhana cast hjs
angry glance at Bhimasena and Arjuna. Not to speak of
Yudhisthira and the two sons of Madri, if Duryodhana had
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elected to fight a mace-fight with Arjuna, well, the Pandavas

would have bfeen nowhere. If Bhimasena showed himself

to be noble and chivalrous, Duryodhana was still lAore so.

A fereat warrior disdains to fight with an unequal. The
noble lion would refuse to harm a jackal. So Duryodhana
chose Bhimasena for his adversary. The Pandavas had
staked all their fortune on Duryodhana’s honour as a

warrior and Duryodhana amply|| justified their confidence.

This last touch in the charactei’-SKetch of the fallen monarch
makes even his fall noble and dignified.

,
The three other scenes are full of action and their main

interest lies in the delineation of the character of Yudhi?-
thira. In fact Yudhisthira forms the central figure of the

sixth Act, as Duryodhana is of the fourth. But the difference

is that in the fourth, Duryodhana is not a new personality

to us. But here we make acquaintance with Yudhisthira
for the first time. He has been referred to a few times
before and that is all we know of him. There are some
very fine traits in Yudhisthira’s character, which a casual
reader is very likely to miss, under the influence of the in-

credible credulity which Yudhisthira displays in his conver-
sation with Carvaka. First, then, at the very commence-
ment of the Act, this pious monarch is shown to us as bent
down under a heavy load of anxiety caused by the dreadful
vow of.Bhimasena. Reading between the lines we can also

detect the stings of his conscience, which tells him that he
himseff is at the bottom of the whole trouble. The most
important trait of his character is of course his unequalled
affection for his brothers. *His vow of committing suicide
in the absence of even one of his brothers, though by the
way not quite worthy of a Ksatriya, eloquently proclaims
his fraternal affection. Though intensely loving all his
younger brothers,

^
Yudhisthira seems to love Bhimasena

most. His condition on learning the false news of Bhima-
sena’s death becomes truly pathetic. He is so overpowered
by the calamity that he consciously neglects his K^atriya's
duty of fighting to the last with the killer of his brother and
prepares to throw himself in the fire along with Draupadi.
But it is to his credit that at the critical moment he gathers
up courage and rises to the full height of a Ksatriya and
fearlessly advances to fight with him whom he considers to
be the killer of Bhimasena and Arjuna. This clearly shows
that he was no coward and that his earlier unwillingness to
meet. Duryodhana had proceeded purely from a feeling of
hopelessness, created by the false news of Bhimasena's
death, which had been conveyed to him.
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But the credulity, with which Yudhisthira so implicitly

believes the words of Carvaka axid which at first impresses

us as being such a prominent trait of his character, seems

almost ridiculous and lowers in no small measure his

character in our eyes. Perhaps he was led away by the out-

ward appearance of Carvaka. A pious man himself, he
could not but rely on the words of one who appeared to be

an ascetic. Besides affection deprived him of the power of

discrimination, so much so that he actually forgot the hope-

ful message of Krsna and the fact that the Lord would hot

encourage him falsely. Thus this credulity, though mani-
festly a weakness of character, proceeds from the noble

sentiment of fraternal affection, carried to excess and when
we realise this, our condemnation of Yudhisthira in this

respect loses much of its sting. The truth would appear to

be that Bhatta Narayana was helpless in the matter. A
consummate delineator of pathos, he had set his heart in

this Act to depict the pathetic condition of Yudhisthira and
Draupadi as it would be on the death of Bhimasena. For
this purpose he somehow wanted them to believe that BhTma-
sena was dead, and, as such belief was ordinarily impossible,
it was inevitable that they should appear credulous when
they did actually entertain such belief. It would thus he
seen that the poet had to depict Yudhisthira to be weak in

this respect in order to be able to depict the kind of pathos
that formed his main topic in this Act!

And the poet’s success in the delineation of this pathos
is great. There are few figures in Sanskrit dramatic litera-

ture so pathetic as Yudhisthiraun this Act. Though we do
not like the un-Ksatriya-like wav of his lamentation, we fully
appreciate the brotherly affection that unsettles his minid
and dries up what Duryodhana has termed the Kstra-
dharmakarkaSyam in him. While Duryodhana also loves
his brothers with eoual intensity, his lamentations are
always mixed up with a stem determination to have his
revenge on the murderer of his brothers. But Yudhisthira
seeks no revenge. He perhaps thinks that revenge will not
give him back his brother. The difference between the two
monarchs, though they love their younger brothers with
eoual ardour, is that while Duryodhana is a true Ksatriya
with a predominance of raias in him. Yudhisthira is almost
a BrShmana in whom sattva predominates. In the armour
of a Ksatriva he finds himself ill at ease. .Overpowered by
sorrow, he loses his peculiar Ksatriva lustre and reso^ to
the softness of a Brflhmana. What Durvodhana said
happened in the case of Drona, happened exactly in the case
of Yudhijfhira.
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Equally pathetic is the picture of DraupadT At the

terrible news of the death of Bhimasena, whom she loves so

tenderly and on whom she has pinned all her faith of having
her wrongs avenged, she loses the balance of her mind and
turns almost insane. The shock is too great for her soft

affectionate heart. She cannot withstand it. Though she

says only a few things, her words are harrowing. She re-

minds one of Shakespeare’s Ophelia. Both find themselves
unable to bear terrible shocks and lose their heads. Then
again Bhatta Narayana well brings out the nervous confu-
sion' in which Buddhimatika and Jayandhara are thrown,
when they see their master and mistress on the point of
conimitting suicide. The maid actually throws herself be-
fore Yudhisthira and Draupadi in order to prevent them
from entering fire and the old chamberlain is moved to tears
inspite of his grey hair.

It will perhaps be realised by many that the situation,

as it is developed by the poet in this Act, is admirably suited
for a tragedy. TiTie poet could very easily have made
Yudhisthira and Draupadi consign themselves to fire before
Bhimasena arrived on the scene. Then Bhimasena and
others would also kill themselves. In fact this would appear
to be the natural development of his situation. But then,
Bhatta Narayana could not do so. First, because such a
change in the account of the Mahabharata would have
proved too sweeping for any Hindu audience to digest. Se-
condly, rules of Sanskrit dramaturgy forbade the tragic end-
ing -of a drama.



IH^THE SOURCE OF THE VENISAMHARA AND
THE CHANGES INTRODUCED THEREIN

BY THE POET

The Mahabharata has proved a fruitful source of inspi-

ration to Sanskrit poets,’ the writers of narrative poems or
Kavyas as well as the writers of dramas.- The bist known
drama in Sanskrit, the Abhijnanasakuntala of Kalidalsa, is

based on an e])isode occurrinjr in the Mahabharata. Bhatta
Narayana's Venisamhara on the other hand is not based on
any episode, but deals with the main story of the great epic.

In a drama of six Acts the poet has, as it were, abridged
the story of the Mahabharata right up from the Udyoga-
parvan to the Santiparvan. Krsna’s mission of peace to
the Kaiiravas, which marks the commencement of the
drama, is described in the TJdyogaparvan, while the corona-
tion of Yiidhisthira, vvdhch is referred to at its close, takes
place in the Santiparvan.

The story of the Mahabharata is one of the most well-
known stories among the Hindus. The selection of such a
story for th(‘ plot of a drama entails its own disadvantages
for the dramatist. He cannot introduce sweeping changes
in the original which is so well-known. He cannot depict
the various characters in any other light than the one with
which people are most familiar. Otherwise his drama

(1) As a source of inspiration to poets the following description

of the Mahabharata occurs in the Adiparvan of that epic

itself:—

W1T»IR II ^ .3 <:

i

n \ c%
t

(2) Out of the five Mahakavyas the following four are based on

the Mahabharata: Kumarasambhava, Kiratarjuni^a, §i§u-

palavadha and Naisadhiyacarita. —As regards dramas sii of

the thirteen dramas of Bhaaa derive their material from the

Mahabharata. The Abhijnanasakuntala of Kalidasa and
the BSlabharata of Raja^ekhara are based on the Hah&bh&ratu,
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would eease to Tae realistic and he wouW be condemned in

society and would hardly attain anything like popularity.

Under these circumstances, the task of a poet who makes
such selection becomes very difficult. He has to proceed

with absolute caution. But if inspite of these difficulties

he introduces changes, which not only are not unpalatable

to- the people but actually succeed in changing their ideas

about the original story, he indeed must be regarded as a

very skilful dramatist. Something of this kind has occurred

in the case of Ehatta Narayana, as will be clear from the

following paragraphs, where we put down, Act by Act, the

important changes that Bha^ta Narayana, has introduced

in his original.

Bhatta Narayana’s most impox'tant change, a change
oii which the action of the whole drama is in fact based, is

indicated by the very title of the drama. Draupadi was drag-
ged in the gambling hall by Dussasana, who had caught hold
of her by her hair, which consequently became dishevelled.

Duryodhana further insulted her by baring his thigh in her
presence. Bhimasena vowed that he would kill Dussasana
and drink the blood from his chest. He further vowed that
he would kill Dudyodhana and, with his hands gory with
the Kaurava monarch’s blood, would tie up the dishevelled
hair of Draupadi. Draupadi was therefore to allow her
hair to remain in that loose disordered condition till Bhima-
sena fulfilled his vow. Now the title Venisamhara refers
to this tying up of Draupadi’s dishevelled hair by Bhima-
sena after killing Duryodhana and this particular part of
Bhimasena’s vow is Bhatta Narayana’s own invention, as
we have already seen before. Thus this tying up of the
hair, which is the most important event in the drama and
which gives the play its name, is the poet’s innovation.

The importance of this innovation can hardly be exag-
gerated. With his drama Bhatta Narayana has succeeded
in moulding the thoughts of the people so much that the
ordinary reader has no idea that there is anything new in
this vow of Bhimasena. Bhatta Narayana’s glory lies just
in ftis that what really represents the change which his
genius has introduced is generally accepted as the version
of 'the original itself.

The first Act, as a whole follows the account of the
Mahabharata in its representation of the failure of Krsna's
missioh of peace and the consequent commencement of ho’sti-
hties. The entire setting of the drama is of course Bha^
Narayapa’s and it must be remembered that when we speak
of the changes introduced we only refer to the changes in



the main story. Yet even in this first Acf there are two
ininor changes introduced for dramatic purpose. It is here

represented that Kp^pa was sent to make peace on the con-

dition of 3 grant of five villages. In the Mahabharata this

specific offer had previously been made through Sanjaya
and had been rejected by Duryodhana. After this i^gpa
was sent to make a second and final attempt at amicable
settlement. He had no instructions regarding any specific

terms on which to conclude peace. Bhaj^ Narayapa makes
this change for a double reason. He did not want to refer to

Sanjaya’s mediation, because that was not much important.
But he wanted to bring out the peaceful intentions’ of

Yudhi§thira as revealed in the offer of peace for five villages.

He therefore combined that offer with Kr§pa’s mission. He
further wanted to bring out the vyutpatti or significance

in this demand for five villages, the significance which
according to him constituted his improvement on the same
demand of the Mahabharata. Reference to the demand for
five villages was thus necessary: The second change in-

troduced refers to what happened at the court of Duryo-
dhdna when Kp^na went there. Bhat^a Narayapa repre-
sents that Duryodhana tried to secure the person of the Lord
by binding him and that the Lord frustrated his attempts
by a display of his universe-form. In the Mahabharata no
such attempt is actually made. Only a plan is hatched to
capture the Lord, but it is found out and Duryodhana is

severely reprimanded for it by his father. Similarly, in
the Mahabharata the visvarupa was shown not for the -pur-

pose of driving away the Kauravas, but merely for exhibit-
ing his power after the reproof had been administered to
Duryodhana by Dhrtara^fra. This change that Bhatta
Narayapa introduces is dramatically very effective. In this
case Bhatta Nfirayana has so succeeded in moulding our
ideas about the incident, that the ordinary man is hardly
aware of the fact that the Mahabharata does not refer to
an actual attempt being made to seize the person of the
Lord.*

The second Act is pu.rely a creation of Bha^te N5ra-
yapa. Strange as it may appear to many, the Mahibharata
does not mention Bhanumati at all. No reference to
Duryodhana’s wife is there made. Bhanumati is thus the

(8) This incident of Duryodhana’s attempt to secure the person
of the Lord by force is made popular by a picture of thb same
drawn by Raja Ravi Varma. It will be noticed from the
above that the basis of the picture is not the MahKbhSr^fat, but
Um Vepfsaihhira.
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poet’s own creation. Consequently the meeting between
Draupadi and Bhanumati, referred to in the first Act, is also
an invention of Bha^ta N^ayapa.

Stanza 25* of the second Act refers to the indignities

that were offered to Draupadi in the gambling hall. At the

tommand of Duryodhana Dus^asana dragged her into the
hall by her hair and garment and addressed to her the in-

sulting words ‘A cow, a cow’ ! This is what we gather from
this* stanza. But the Mahabharata does not confirm this
account. As a matter of fact there is some discrepancy in

the- epic itself regarding this incident. Thus, according to

the Sabhaparvan, when after the anudyuta the Pap^avas
started for the forest, dressed in barks, Dussasana ridiculed
them in unstinted language and addressed the words ‘Gauhf
gauh’ to Bhimasena and not to Draupadi.® Later on in the
Karpaparvan, when Bhimasena kills Dussasana and drinks
his blood, he twice refers to the words ‘Gauh, gauli’,*as hav-
ing been uttered by Dussasana. The second reference
suggests that other people also had joined him in uttering
these words.® But both these reference are general and
they do not specify whom exactly these words were
addressed and on what occasion. On the other hand from
the words which Bhimasena addresses to Duryodhana in the
Salyaparvan, after the latter had been laid low on the battle-

(4) This stanza is as follows:

—

sjTScir I

(6) Read:—

l-.ssirnsr ( pt i

gTR55si: II er«!Tm

.(6) R«ad:—

5:?rTtR»nT^«rqr i

II vr
[Continued on the next page]
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field, we gather that it was Duryodhana himself who uttered
these words with reference to DraupadT, when she was
dragged in the assembly dressed in her only garment, and
that even other people had taken up this cry.'^ Thus the
original account of the incident not being uniform, Bhatta
Narayana did well in representing it in the way he has done
in stanza 25. For Bhatta Narayana’s representation is

dramatically more effective.
t

The Pravesaka to th(‘ third Act is also the work of
Bhatta Narayana. Its dramatic importance lies in this that
it absolves Bhimasena from the .sin of drinking human
blood.’^' The main body of the third Act is concerned with
jthe character sketches of Asvatthaman and Karna and their
quarrel. Bhatta Narayana’s cha)ige as regards the delinea-
tion of their character lies in exalting the character of
Asvatthaman and lowering that of Karna. As regards the
actual quarrel the poet has evidently drawn upon Drpna-
parvan Adhyayas 158 and 159. From these we learn that
when Karna boasted of his strength and of his determina-
tion to kill the Pandavas, Krpa ridiculed him by pointing
out the various occasions such as the battle at the capital of

fContimied from the preceding page]

gq ^ n v-

d .'prufftfd n v;

did dd gfddfdiq-. gquWd dlRld li vv

( 7 ) Read:

—

gdlddH; i

dd; ddidf gjTd 1 1 v

fredidlFTw ’ScJtidi fd i

gdldFfdl dT^ ddl II

^swid II

dH dd aidifdPT: gddlfr^ h

—apsdld

(8) Vide above our Critical Appreciation of thin Interlude pp.64-55.
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Virata, on which Kar^ia had an opportunity of meeting the
Pandavas, but was able to do nothing. Kar^ia in wrath
declared he would cut the tongue of Kypa if he dared say
those things again. At this Asvatthaman rushed at Karpa
with a drawn sword and a scuffle between the two seemed
imminent. Duryodhana and Krpa pacified them.’’ This
incident occurred before the death of Drona. Bha^ta Nara-
yana introduces several changes in this to suit his purpose.
First,’the quarrel is depicted as taking place after Drona’s
slaughter. Krpa has nothing to do with it. It proceeds
from Karna’s malicious remark. But in the Mahabharata
ft is Asvatthaman who takes the offensive. These changes
are of course intended to exalt the Brahmana warrior and
to lower Karpa.

The fourth Act is mainly narrative and generally
follows the original in its account of the slaughter of DuSSa-
sana and the death of Vrsasena. The description of the
fight is couched in terms which remind one of such descrip-
tions in the great epic.

(9) In this connection read the following:

—

I simt 'ip5' i

'IFOgWR II

II r-.

^c*i% ^ tnfr'iq: i

?r 3 ^ ^ II

it i a

SR[«ra. II

3Tff <cP[i qmt 3? qiTOSi I . .

.

3 aRPfcTtl# pg5t I

fci^5^ qi^ iTl?Fqi*nR5qi% II

—Bpanq

..5

[Gontfniied on tho next page]
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'the fifth Act is all the work of the poet. Though
characters that take part therein are familiar, the situation

is the creation of Bha^ta Narayapa.

The sixth Act deviates from the account of the Maha-
bharata in some important resi)ects. First, the new vow of
Bhimasena that he would kill Duryodhana on that very day,
or would commit suicide in case he failed to do so, is Bhatta
Narayana’s invention. He invents it in order to faring out
more prominently Bhimasena’s adventurous nature. In
this drama Duryodhana is represented as having run away
and concealed himself in a lake in order to falsify Bhima-
sena’s vow and thus indirecHy bring about the ruin of the
Pandavas. In the Mahabharata he repairs to a lake in
order to escape from the clutches of the Pandavas, when he
finds that all his people are killed and not a single soldier
left alive to fight for him. In both, the element of fear is

at the bottom of this disappearance. Though in the drama

[Continued from the preceding page*!

cm 'retw 1

PH II 'i

gi ^ wi =giwn^ q m RitR^ i

Jipj^q^gr fciEiK 5t?rie[«iH n

m? ginnpRTR 11

g ppsiT 1

I 5^1^^ fegrm: i

arngpi^ig 5%% m

IJJTiER > eiWTO It

^ 11 [i ^

^ JTS^Sq I

JT?g, ii 'iv

—3T«qR 'I’A^
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Duryodhaha denies that he ran away through fear, we can-

not believe him. This fear is incompatible with his proud

nature and is a serious blot on his character. But the poet

was tied down by his original. He has, however, tried to

justify in some measure the conduct of Duryodhana by in-

venting the new vow of Bhimasena. Duryodhana knew he

had now no hope of victory against the Pandavas. But
their -ruin might be accomplished if Bhimasena could in

some way be made to fail in his vow. He would then com-
mit-suicide. Yudh4thira would also follow. Others might
most probably do the same. Here was thus an opportunity,

offered to Duryodhana by Bhimasena’s rash vow, of doing

what he had no hope of accomplishing in open fight. Why
should he not take advantage of this? This idea also was
in the mind of Bhatta Narayana’s Duryodhana when he
entered the lake and it was quite natural.

That fear was not the sole cause of Duryodhana’s resort-

ing to the lake was shown by the very fact that he came up.

If he had chosen to remain inside,. Bhimasena could not have
brought him out. But his Ksatriya pride was roused by the
cutting words of Bhimasena and, forgetting the abovemen-
tioned reason of his disappearance, which after all repre-
sented the reason of a cold calculator, he rose up in the heat
of the moment. It will thus be seen that though the poet
has followed his original in representing this incident of
Duryodhana’s disappearance, he gives it a different turn by
inventing the vow of Bhimasena, with a view to lessen the
ignominy of Duryodhana’s conduct. This then constitutes
the second purpose which the invention of the new vow of
Bhimasena serves.

The way in which, according to the drama, Duryo-
dhana was traced to the lake and ultimately forced to come
out also differs from the Mahabharata. According to that
account ^ppa, Krtavarman and Asvatthaman were over-
heard by some hunters, while they were conversing with
Duryodhana who was in the lake. The hunters carried the
news to Bhimasena, who reported it to Yudhiijthira and
then all of them including Kr§na went to the lake. Fur-
ther, in the Mahabharata it was Yudhisthira and not
^himasena as in the drama, that addressed "all those bitter
words to Duryodhana that ultimately forced him to come
out. Bhatta Narayana entrusted this business to Bhima-
sena for a double purpose. First., he wanted Yudhi?thira
to be elsewhere engaged. Secondly, it was more appro-
priate that Bhimasena, who was to give him battle, should
talk in this vein to Duryodhana ind force him to rise up.



Then again in the MahabhSrata it is Yudhi^^hira who fipves

Duryodhana the option of fighting with any one of the

Pa^^avas. Bhatta Narayapa assigns this work to Bhimar

sena for a similar double purpose.^'’

Lastly, the scene with Carvaka is Bha^ta Narayapa’s

own invention. Carvaka no doubt figured in the Maha-
bharata, but there he played a different part. Yudhi§thir^
made a triumphal entry into Hastinapura after the vvhr was
ended and with great pomp entered the assembly-hell of the

palace. Brahmanas gathered there to congratulate hini and
were being duly honoured by the victorious emperor. The
demon Carvaka had gone there, disguised as a Brahmhpa.
Declaring himself to be the spokesman of the assembled
Bramapas, he denounced Yudhisthira as being the exter-

minator of his race. The Brahmanas were surprised. They
disowned him and, proclaiming him to be the demon-friend
of Duryodhana, burnt him on the spot to ashes, with their

huihkaras. Such is the account of Carvaka in the Maha-
bharata." Bhat^a Narayana’s object in the sixth Act was
to depict the pathetic condition of Yudhi^^hira as jt would
be on the death of Bhimasena. For that purpose he made
use of the demon Carvaka, the friend of Duryodhana, who,
disguised as an ascetic conveyed to Yudhi^^hira the false
news of Bhimasena’s death. In view of the ultimate pur-
pose the poet had in view, it must be remarked that the use
to which he put the character of Carvaka supplied by the
Mahabharata was a highly ingenious one.

From the above .survey it will be clear that though
Bhatta Narayana bases his drama on the Mahabharata there
are many things in the play which are his own and which
proclaim his dramatic genius.

IV WHO IS THE HERO OF THE VENISAMHiHA ?

There are three men in this drama, who can be said to
be putting forward rival claims for being considered the
hero viz. Duryodhana, Yudhi^thira and Bhimasena. In a

(10) Read:—'

I f«»I: tfiogwi: tWUWr-

'WRt *iwr#swr% 4 i

II -io

—Act Vi, p. i6g
(11) Vide ;tantiparvmii A€lhyft)ra» S7.
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play based on the story of the Mahabharata, this was to a
certain extent inevitable. For, all these three are first-class^

characters. The question was further rendered doubtful by
Bhatta Narayana’s unskilful handling of the plot, inas-

much as he did not give to one of these three such prepon-

derating importance as to raise him automatically ’to the

position of the hero. Thus it is that this rather unusual
question as to who the hero of the piece is comes at all to

be discussed. We shall therefore proceed to consider the

relative value of the claims of each of these three.

Tf the hero of a drama means the man. who captures our

attention most, whose personality is most interesting and on

the delineation of whose character the poet has most
e.Tpended his skill, then surelv Duryodhana must be regard-

ed the hero of the Venisarfihara. From the time when we
first make his acouaintance in the second Act up to almost
the very end of the play he is never absent from our vision.

In the second, fourth and fifth Acts he is of course the
central figure. Though the interest of the third Act lies

elsewhere, Duryodhana is pre,sent there for quite a con-
siderable time and forms a very interesting figure from the
point of view of his character. In the .sixth Act he does not
enter on the stage, certainly, but his actions are of dreadful
importance to us and some of the finest traits of his charac-
ter are brought out in this Act. Then again from the point
of view of the delineation of character, Duryodhana is of
absorbing interest. No other character has received so much
attention from the poet and been depicted in such varied
aspects. Duryodhana thus possesses all the elements about
him that should make him the hero of the plav. But he has
nothing to do with the main piirpose of the drama viz. the
tying up of DraunadT’s dishevelled hair. He therefore can-
not be regarded the hero of the VenTsaihhara. It must at
the same tfine be remarked that in delineating his character
and in assigning to him the position of .such commanding
importance, the author shows himself to be lacking in sense
of proportion, in so far as he has made him more interesting
and captivating than the proper hero of the drama.

Yudhisthira is the next claimant. He is as a matter of
fjfct regarded as the hero of the .drama by commentators
and rhetoricians. His claims are based on a double ground.
First, he is the head of the party that ultimately succeeds
and has thus the advantage of his natural position. Secondly,
towards the clo,se of the sixth Act, Bhatta Narayana has
depicted him in such a way as to create reasonable grounds
in our minds to suppose that he is meant to be the hero of
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the play. One of the formal functions of the hero of a

drama is to pronounce the final blessihg in the form of the

bharatavakya. Dusyanta, Pururava, Agnimitra, Rama,
Madhava and others, all the undisputed heroes in their res-

pective, plays, do it. In the Venisamhara Yudhisthira
utters the final benedictory stanza. So there is nothing un-
reasonable in. regarding him the hero of this play. But as
against these claims of Yudhisthira it has to be noted that
he is the least interesting of these three figures.

^
In fact

during the course of the first five Acts nowhere* does he
attract our attention in any way. We even do not expect
to see him play such important part in the sixth Act, as far
as our expectations based on the earlier acts are concerned.
Surely such a man could not have been meant to be the hero
of the drama. Secondly, even like Duryodhana, he is not
directly connected with the tying of Draupadi's hair, the
principal theme of the drama. As regards his uttering the
bharatavakya it may be pointed out that he does so because
of the precedence that belongs to him as the eldest of the
Pandavas. His position as the head of the family secures
him that advantage. But it cannot surely exalt him to the
position of the hero of the play.

Liastly comes Bhimasena. When the claims of Duryo-
dhana and Yudhisthira are set aside, Bhimasena easily

attains the position of the hero. It is he who has vowed and
who carries out the tying of Draupadfs disordered hair, a
circumstance which gives the drama its title. The Veni-
gaihhara is thus directly connected with him. He is there-
fore the natural hero. Apart from this, the poet has tried,

though not as much as we wish, to sustain our interest in his
character and to keep, him before our vision from the be-
ginning to the end. This will be clear if we take a short
survey of the six Acts in so far as they relate to him.

The interest of the first Act of course mainly centres
round Bhimasena. The second Act which is devoted to
Duryodhana and Bhanumatl and their love-affair is ' not
altogether free from references to him. The incident of
Bhanumati’s dream clearly keeps us in mind of Bhimasena
and his vow of killing the hundred Kauravas. Further,' the
scene in which the Kancukin hurriedly enters to announce
the breaking of Duryodhana’s flag-staff by the dreadful
wind is so managed as pow.erfully to bring to our notice,
once more, Bhimasena and his vow of breaking Duryo-
dhana’s thighs. Stanza 28 of this Act also reminds us’ of
Bhimasena. The third Act no doubt diverts our mind not
only from Bhimasena but also from the 'V'enisaihhara itself,
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but even here towards the close Bhimasena is mentioned as
being on the point of accoihplishing his vow of killing

Du§^asana and drinking his blood. The fourth Act records

the actual accomplishment of this vow of Bhimasena, which
marks a step forward towards the devoutly-to-be-wished
consummation of the tying of Draupadi’s hair. In Sun-
daraka’s description of the fight Bhimasena also figures to

a certain extent. Though the fifth Act is connected with
Dufyodhana and his affairs, Bhimasena is specially brought
on the' stage probably with a view to satisfy the longing of

the audience that has not seen him for a long time. The
sixth Act marks the final triumph of Bhimasena and there
is no question of our interest in him flagging in any way
there.

It will thus be seen that Bhimasena and his vow have
been consistently kept before our eyes, more or less, from
the beginning to the close of the drama. Bhimasena is thus
the proper hero. Though this conclusion may be accepted,
it must be pointed out all the same that the character of
Bhimasena has not been made so interesting as that of
Duryodhana, nor have so many traits of his character been
brought out as in the case of Duryodhana. Thus in com-
parison with Duryodhana he suffers in this respect. This,
as observed before, must be put dovim to the author’s lacking
in sense of proportion.



V WHICH IS THE PREVAILING SENTIMENT

IN THE VENiSAMHlRA?

According to canons of Sanskrit dramatuary a drama
may contain more than one sentiment, but only one of them
should be the principal or ahgin. TTie letter of the rule

says that this principal sentiment should be either sphgara
(love) or vira (heroic).^ Commentators, adhering to the
strict letter of this rule, try to prove that the prevailing
sentiment in the Venisamhara is vira or the heroic. This'

we think, is not right. For we have to look in such cases

to the spirit rather than to the letter, of the rule concerned.
And the spirit of the rule shows that one sentiment should
be the principal and the others should be subordinate to it.

Anandavardhana takt.s the same view.^ Otherwise in a
(jraraa like the Uttararamacarita, where karuna sentiment
predominates, we shall have to prove somehow that either

srhgara or vira is the prevailing sentiment. Similarly in

the Venisaihhara it will be found that karuna is the prevail-

ing sentiment. And this can be easily seen from the follow-
ing considerations.

In this drama there are four prominent sentiments
developed viz. karuna or pathos, vira or heroic, sentiment,
which in some places has an admixture of raudra or fright-

ful, srhgara or love and bibhatsa or disgust. Of these the
la.st is confined to the Pravesaka of the third Act and
srhgara to the second and hence they can hardly lay claim
to be regarded as the principal sentiment of the drama.
Between karuna and vira, karuna, in the delineation of
which Bhatta Narayana is a past master, definitely appears
to be the principal. If we minutely survey the whole of the

(1) Re. id Sfthityadarpapa vi :

—

^ ?TWTd ^ I

3nrjp% ?:rt: u <10

(2) Note Dvanyaioka iii,
21''
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drama, we find that it is karuna which inheres in every Act
and to which all other sentiments are made subordinate.

The first Act with its all-dominating figure of Bhlma-
sena, who everywhere represents vira, is certainly predomi-
nently heroic. Yet even here the presence of DraupadT, who,
to speak in Bhavabhuti’s words, is really karunasya murtih,
bring in the poet’s favourite pathos. Indeed, the heroism
of Bhimasena would seem to heighten the pathos of Draii-

padi's condition; for though he had the ability to avenge
her wrongs, he could not do so owing to his ultimate depen-
dence on Yudhisthira’s will. The pathos of the first Act
reaches its height in the leave-taking scene between
Draupadi and Bhimasena. The second Act principally
treats of srngara, of course. But the picture of Bh.amimati
with her affectionate heart torn with fear, created by the
ominous dream, is pathetic enough. Even to the actual love
scene between Duryodhana and BhannmatT a kind of pathe-
tic interest attaches, for we know that Duryodhana is a
doomed man and his indulgence proceeds from rank reck-
lessness. The third Act exhibits Karima and vir in equal
degree. Asvatthaman, bemoaning the death of his father
repi'csents karuna and the quarrel between Asvatthaman
and Karna develops vira. The following three Acts exhibit
karuna pure and simple and in some of their situations
Bhatta Narayana is seen at his best in the delineation of
pathos*.

If will thus be seen that while karuna or pathos is

present in the first two Acts as a subordinate sentiment
more or less, it divides the third Act equally with vira and
is the prevailing sentiment of the remaining three Acts.
It must, therefore, be pronf>unced to be the angin or the
principal sentiment of the drama.



VI TIME AND PLACE OF THE DRAMATIC ACTION

The classical drama of Europe knows of what are

known as Des Trois Unites or the Three Unities. They are

the Unity of Time, the Unity of Place and the Unity of

Action. The Greeks first developed them and European
dramatists generally followed Greese. The Unity of Time
meant that the action of the drama should not run»over a

period longer than a day, or the time actually required for

its representation on the stage. The Unity of Place similarly

required that the events described in the drama should be
repre.scnted as having occurred at one particular place only

or its surroundings, or that the action should not be shifted

from one place to another as it advances from scene to scene

or Act to Act. The Unity of Action again laid down that

there should be a logical connection between the various
incidents of the drama and that they should all lead up to

one central action which must never be lost sight of.

The Unities of Time and Place are based on the idea of

naturalness. It was thus thought unnatural that an action

running over a period of months or years together should be
condensed within the short period of a few hours that were
required for its representation on the stage. Similarly the

ancients perhaps thought it improbable that the same stage

which once represented one place should be made to. stand
for very many different localities, if the action were to

change its abode now and then. The Unity of Action, how-
ever, was essential for the success of the drama as such.

For it is easy to see if the various incidents were discon-

nected and did not lead up to a definite denouement, they
would scarcely constitute a drama. Thus while the Unities

of Time and Place were ultimately based on the more or less

crude ideas of naturalness and probability as entertained

by the ancients, who could not stand the necessary strain

on their imagination, the Unity of Action had its founda-
tion in strict scientific conception.

The Greek dramatists strictly observed these Unities

not only in their comedies, but even in their tragedies, where

it w’as more difficult to do so. The French Dramatists

in general and the classical school of English dramatists led

by Ben Jonson in the golden era of English literature, were

close followers of the Greeks. Sidney in his Apology for

Poetry severely criticised those dramatists of his day that

violated the Unities of Tim,e and Pla,ce and his criticism,

expressed in humorous language as it is, well deserves to be
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read. Shakespeare, the pioneer of the romantic school of

English dramatists, represents a revolt against these three.

Unities. Almost all his historical dramas violate the Unities'

of Time and Place, the Winter^s Tale being the most offend-

ing in this respect. The introduction of an underplot and
the mingling of the tragic and the comic element, so common
in Shakespeare and his school, were a direct violation of

the Greek idea of the Unity of Action, but these in Shakes-
peai;e have been so managed as not to sin against the real

•unity of action that really counts in a drama.

Neither the Sanskrit dr^amatists nor the Sanskrit
writers on dramaturg^^ evolved these three Unities as such.

The essential unity of action was however secured Jby such
devices as the arthaprakrtis, avasthas and sandhis. But
the introduction of an underplot (vide prominently the

Mrcchakatika) and the intermingling of the tragic and the
comic elements were common in Sanskrit. The Unities of

Time and Place were m.ost flagrantly violated. The Abhij-
iianaskuntala for example represents an action which runs
over a period of six or seven years and in the Uttararama-
carita twelve years actually elapse between the first and the
second Act. As regards place we find in the Abhijnana-
sakiintala that while the scene of the first four Acts is laid

in the penance-grove of Kasyapa, the fifth and the sixth

take us to Dusyanta\s capital and in the seventh we have
actually to descend from heaven on the lofty mountain
Ueniukuta. In the Sanskrit drama the action not only
shifts from one place to another in this world, but is some-
times represented as taking place in the other world also.

But one practice deserves to be noted in this' connection.
The Sanskrit dramatists generally confine the action of an
act to one particular place or its surroundings, unless of
course, a journey is intended to be represented. Another
curious fact to be observed is that the Malavikagnimitra of
Kalidasa rigidly follows the Unity of Place, for the entire
action takes place in the king’s palace and the surrounding
garden. This may have been due to chance rather than to

a consciousness of anything like the Greek rule of the Unity
of Place.

Having made these general observations on the famous
Three Unities, we proceed to lay dowm definitely the place
and time of the various Acts constituting our play. The
question of time is to be considered from two points of
view: first, the time that is actually taken by the incidents
as they are represented on the stage and secondly, the time
that is supposed to have elapsed between the various Acts,
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which in the end comes to mean the .same as the time oecu-

^3ied by the entire action of the play.

Act I—The scene is first laid somewhere in the palace

of Yudhisfhira not far from Draiipadi's quadrangle. For
we find that after Bhimasena sends his ultimatum to

Yudhisthira to inform him that he is going* to break away
from his authority, he haughtily moves about and Sahadeva
follows him,^ Bhimasena thinks he is going to the armoury,
but as a matter of steps his stops are turned towards Drau-
padis Quadrangle.2 Then both Bhimasena and Sahadeva
enter Draupadfs quadrangle where the rest of the action

takes place.
^

The time appears to be the morning from about 8 A. M.
to 10 A.M. DraunadI had gone to offer salutation to Gan-
dharl and wo know that this customary ceremony was per-

formed immediately after getting up in the morning. For
in the second Act Bhannmati goe*^ to Gandharl for a similar
purpose immediatolv after loavine* her bed in the morning.
Then again the grief caused to DraupadT by the insulting

remarks of Ehanumati is quite fresh. For her face is still

bedimmed with tears, as she approaches Bhimasena.’^ This
means that not much time has elapsed since the insult was
received. So 8 A.M. to 10 A.M. in the morning accords
well with the indications of time that we have for the action
in this Act.

It is possible to find out the exact day and month of the;
action of the first Act, Towards the close of the Act we
learn that the mission of Krsna having failed. Yudhisthira
orders hostilities to be commenced at once. So the action
of the first Act takes place on the first day of the Maha-
bharata war. Now the Mahabharata war is supposed to

(1) Note the stage direction for Bhimasena and

^ for Sahadeva after i. 12, p. lo

Read:—

—3TR ircRTT-’^TFRlT I TmTf=3TT^:5rr5!^ft^ I

Act i, pp. 11

(S’) Read 3T3T anWfH-
gwri% p. 12
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have begun on the 13th day of the bright half of Marga-
this gives us the exact day and month of the'

action of the first Act.

There is however some difiiculty m this calculation. In
the Prologue the Sutraahara speaks of Sarad or the autumn
as being the current season.^ Saiad is constituted by the
months of Asvina and Kartika. As Ifhimasena enters im-
mediately after the yfitradhara s description of the season,

.the ‘time of the action of the first Act must naturally be
supposed to be Saiad. if this is so, how can the 13th day
of the bright half of Margasir^a be the day of the action
of the first Act?

From the Mahabharata we know that Kp^pa went on
his mission of peace to Duryodhana about the 13th day in

the bright half of Kartika. So the reference in the Pro-
logue to Sarad as the season when Krsna arrived at Yudhi§-
thira’s abode with a view to proceed tu Uuiyodhana to nego-
tiate peace is correct. iiuL lihatva Niirayana ignores
subsequent developments as recorded in the Mahabharata.
The epic tells us that about a week was spent in Kf§pa’s
going to Hastinapura, his staying there for negotiating
peace and his returning to the Papijavas on the failure of
his mission. According to Bhatta Narayana all this

happened in the course of an hour or two. For in the Pro-
logue we learn about the arrival of Krsiia at Yudhisthira's
Residence with a view to go to Duryoaiiana and towords the
close of the Act we come to know that he has returned on the
failure of his mission of peace. Then again in the Maha-
bharata, after the negotiations of peace prove unsuccessful,
about three weeks elapse before hostilities actually com-
mence. This time is spent by both the sides in collecting

their armies and moving them to Kuvuksetra and taking up
battle ‘positions there. But Bhatta Narayana represents
the war to have commenced immediately after the return
of Kpi^pa on the failure of his mission.

It will thus be seen that Bhatta Narayana is faithful to
his original in representing Kp^na as having started on his

mission of peace in Sarad. But the period of nearly a month
which elapses between this and the actual commencement of

(4) Read ‘ ’

p. 5 ‘ It should be noted that in the last Act too the poet

makes reference to Sarad. Compare ‘

p. 168



war, has been compressed by our poet into a couple of hours.

This need not be considered to be a serious defect. For on
the stage such shortening of time has often to be done.

Act II—The scene of the Viskambhaka is laid in the

harem of Duryodhana, where the Kancukin is moving about
as his old legs can carry him in search of Queen Bhanumati.

The action of the main Act takes place in the Balo-

dyana, which was evidenxly a garden attached to the royal

palace. After stanza 20 Duryodhana, Bhanumati and her
friend Suvadana move up to the palace on the mountain of

wood, rdtuated in a part of the Balodyana. Here the rest

of the action is gone through.

Thirteen days elapse between the close of the first Act
and the commencement of the second. The end of the first

Act sees the war commenced. In the interval Bhisma has
been rendered hors de combat and Abhimanyu has been
slaughtered.*' The Mahabharata tells us that Bhisma was
overthrown on the tenth day of the war and that Abhi-
manjm was killed on the thirteenth. The action of the
second Act thus commences on the morning of the fourteen
day. Another indication corroborates this conclusion. To-
wards the end of this Act we learn Arjuna’s vow to kill

Jayadratha before the sun sets on that day.® The Act close.'j

with Duryodhana’s departure to help .Jayadratha. Afjuna
was successful in carrying out his vow and we know from
the Mahabharata that Jayadratha met his death at the
hands of Arjuna on the fourteenth day of the war. Thus
the action of the second Act happens on the fourteenth day
of the war.

The actual hours of the day appear to be from about
8 A. M. to 11 A. M. At the commencement of the Act we
find that Bhanumati has just returned from her dutiful call

on Gandhari and has gone to the Balodyana for the perfor-

(5) Head:

—

FfTfTFITW If 1

n ii. -j

(6) Bead ‘

( JfpiltTri:
’ Act ii, p. 53.
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mance of some sacred rites.'^ For this she must naturally
have taken her bath. So 8 A. M. would appear to be the
proper time for her going into the Balodyana. The descrip-
tion of the Balodyana, which the Kahcukin gives (Text
pp. 30-31), contains clear indications that the time is the
early morning.® Later on the sun grows difficult to look at.-'

This must be about 10 A. M. Then after a while the party
moves to daruparvataprasada, where the rest of the action
takes place. This must have taken about an hour more.
Thlis the whole action of the second Act would occupy about
three hours in the morning from 8 A. M. to 11 A. M.

Act III—The scene of the Pravesaka to this Act is laid

in the residence of the demon couple, not far from the battle-

field. For from this place the demons are able to hear the
tumult of the war and see what is actually happening there
viz. the slaughter of Drona.^® They also see Asvatthaman
advancing towards the battlefield.

“

The first three scenes of the third Act, wherein
Aivatthaman, the charioteer and Krpa take part, occur in

a place very near the battle-field, but not actually thereon.
For, Asvatthaman, being desirous to go to the actual theatre
of the war, starts for it,^^ but before he actually reaches it,

he sees the rout of the Kaurava armies and observes even
great warriors like Karna running away. In this very

(1 ) Read ' ^
r%i% ’ p- 29

(8) Note
’ ‘

’ Act Hi, p. 34

(9) Eeaa ‘ JTJRR

Act u, pp. 42-43

(10) Bead:— 1^ 3 ^^1
?TSre :—

m

' Act ii, p. 62

(11) Read:— ^IjSTO;—(
uf

RIfB#T5r I Act iii, p. 63

(12) Note Asvatthaman’s words ‘
’ end his

stage-diicctioa ‘ BniFV ^



place Dropa’s charioteer Asvasena arrives and informs
Asvatthaman of the slaughter of Dropa. It is also here
that Kfpa sees Asvatthaman and the conversation between
the two takes place.

The fourth scene, consisting of the dialogue between
Duryodhana and Karna, and the lifth marked by the quarrel

between Asvaithaman and Karpa, are laid in a region at

some distance from the battle-field, though not v^ry far

away from it. There is in this place a JSlyagrodha tree- in

the shade of which the king and his friend are sitting.^"

Asvatthaman and Krpa have to move over some distance

before they arrive iiere.^ ‘ Though the place is thus some-
what removed from the actual scene of operations, it is at

the same time near enough for the party to be able to hear
Bhimaseua’s challenge to all Kaurava warriors to protect
Dussasana who iias fallen in his hands.^®

It will thus be seen that the action of the third Act
takes place in three dilferent places near about the battle-

field, though not actually thereon.

The time of the third Act is determined with reference
to events described in its Pravesaka. From this we know
that Ghatotkaca has been killed and his mother Queen
Hidimba is immerseu in grief.'” According to the Maha-
bharata the death of Ghatotkaca took place at raid-night on
the fourteenth day. 'ihis means that the action of the third
Act belongs to the fifteenth day of the war. This is con-
firmed by another indication. Towards the close of the
Pravesaka we learn from the demon’s speech that Dropa is

being killed and early in the course of the third Act we get

(13) Ucad.~ irq

I
’ —Act Ui, p. gi

(14) Note the stage-direction ' ’ for Asvatthaman and
K}pa, when they decide to go to the region where Duryodhana
is staying.

(15) For Rhimasena's challenge see text pp. 92 espe-

cially the stage-direction ' given immediately
after this.

(16) Read:- qg WRI
^ aferg i

nwr#;—

I —Act iH, p. 59
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the news of Dro^ia's decapitation. From the MahSbharata
we know that Dropa’s head was chopped off by Dhy§t^-
dyumna on the fifteenth day of the war. So the fifteenth
is the day of the action of the third Act.

The actual hours of the action of the third Act would
appear to be from about 1 P. M. to 2-80 P. M. These are
fixed for the following considerations. First, the Maha-
bharata says that Drona was decapitated in the afternoon
of the fifteenth day. Secondly, it will be seen from below
that our author describes the action of the third, fourth and
fifth Acts as being almost continuous. Towards the end of
the fifth Act there is a reference to the sun setting.^^ This
was probably at 6-30 P. M. So the actions of Acts III, IV
and V must be assigned to afternoon hours closing with
6-30 P. M. That is why we have given 1 P. M. to 2-30 P. M.
as the hours for the action of Act III. There are two con-
siderations which are favourable to these hours. Rudhira-
priya, we know, is thirsty^^ and Duryodhana and Karna,
we have already seen, are sitting .in the shade of the
Nyagrodha tree. This accords well with 1 P. M. to 2-30
P. M., which we have supposed to be hours of the action of
this Act.

Act rv—The action of the fourth Act commences actu-
ally on the field of battle. Karna and Duryodhana had
gone there to protect Dus^asana from Bhimasena. Arjuna
engaged them both in order to facilitate the fulfilment of
his i brother Bhimasena’s vow with regard to Du^asana.
In this fight Duryodhana was wounded and became uncon-
scious. Seeing him in this helpless condition his charioteer
was removing him from the actual battlefield to a place of
safety. This is how the Act commences.

Duryodhana's chariot is then taken to the same Nya-
grodha tree, where Duryodhana and Karna were sitting and
whence they had gone to the battle-field to help DuSiSasana.
We now learn that this tree has thick fo-iage and is situated
on the bank of a Ictus-lake from which a cool and fragrant
breeze is blowing.^® This is tk3 region where the action of

^(17) Read ^ W
'

—Vi 86 d

(18) Note Rudhir?ipriya’s words ^
' Act iii, p. 66

I* Act iv, p, 94.

...6
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the rest of the Act trikes place. Thus a part of the actual
battle-field and the Nyagrodha tree are the places of the
action of the fourth Act.

About half an hour must be supposed to have elapsed
between the end of the third Act and the commencement of
the fourth. During this time Bhimasena had his revenge
on Dussasana and Duryodhana became wounded in his fight

wil|i Arjuna. Kypa also arrived on the battle-field and,
encouraging the flying Kaurava army, was advancing to-

wards Karna, who was now fighting single-handed with
Arjuna.^" Thus the actual hours of the action of the fourth
Act, which commences half an hour after the end of the
third, would be 3 P. M. to 5 P. M. During this time Sun-
daraka gives his description of the exploits and death of
Vr^asena and delivers Karna’s message to Duryodhana and
returns with a counter-message from him to Karpa.

Act V—The action in the whole of this Act takes place
in the shade of the same Nyagrodha tree, where Duryo-
dhana has been sitting right up from the middle of the
third Act, except for about half an hour when he had gone
to the battle-field in his attempt to save his brother. It is

here that Dhrtarastra and Gandhari see their only surviv-
ing son^^ and it is here that all the subsequent events in this

Act take place.

The actual hours of the action of this Act would be
from 5 P. M. to 6-30 P. M. For, we know that-the Act Coip-

mences iihmediately after the fourth and that towards the
end there is a reference to the sun setting.

It will thus be seen that the action of Acts III, IV, and
V is continuous and occupies, according to Bha^ta Nara-
yana one afternoon viz. that of the fifteenth day of the war.
We have here to point out that in so depicting the action to
be continuous, our poet departs from the Mahabharata. In
these three Acts of the drama we have the deaths of Dropa,

(20) Read ‘
fq:

’ Act iv, pp. 95-96

(21) Bead:—
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DuS^ana, Vf§aseua and Karfia. Now according to the

Mahabharata Dro^ia was decapitated on the 15th day of the

war and Dussasana, Vy§asena and Karpa were killed on the

17th day. Bha^ta Narayapa represents all these warriors

as having met their death on the same day viz, the fifteenth.

4ct VI—Yudhipthira’s camp, situated at considerable,

distance from the battle-field, is the scene of the occurrence#
in this Act. As Draupadi and her maid are residing jfi

this camp, it must have been at safe distance from the actual

battle-field. This conclusion is confirmed by the fact that
communication between Yudhi§thira and people like Saha-
deva and Krspa, who are actually on the battle-field, is main-
tained by means of couriers.^*^ The camp of Yudh^t^ira
was evidently pitched in a shady place and on the bank of

the Sarasvati. For, when the demon Carvaka arriV^ there,

the shade and the cool breeze appear to him to be sufficient

to remove his fatigue.®^

This Act records the deaths of Salya,. Sakuni and
Duryodhana. According to the Mahabharata these three
events occurred on the eighteenth and last day of the war.
As, according to our author, the events of the three previous
Acts happened in the afternoon of the fifteenth day, two
days must be supposed to have elapsed between the end of
Act V and the beginning of Act VI.

As regards the actual hours of the action of this Act, they
would appear to be 3 P. M. to 6 P. M, From the Mahabharata
we know that the last fight between Bhimasena and Duryo-
dhana took place in the afternoon of the 18th day. When
the demon Carvaka arrives at Yudhi§|^ira’s camp, he is

feeling thirsty. The autumnal sun’s heat is interise.** So
8 P. M. to 5 P. M. would not be unreasonable as the hours
of the action of this Act.

(22

)

Note that Yadhif^hira first sends his man Bndhaha to convey
to Sabadeva certain instructjons about instituting search fop
Duryodhana. Secondly, PancSlaka arrives at this camp with
news from the battle-field at the command of Kr^pa. Thirdly,

• Yudhi^thira sends his chamberlain Jayandhara with his last

message to Sahadeva.

(23)

Note Carvaka’b words ‘

=^1^ I
’ Act vi, p. 167

(24)

Bead O&ryaka’s words ‘ enr 5 VvSffRT
'

Act vi, p. 16R
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It would then follow that the engagement between
Yudhi^thira and Salya and that between Sahadeva and
Sakuni took place in the morning. Yudhi§thira then retired

to his camp for rest and Bhiraasena, Arjuna and Ky?pa
began their search for Duryodhana.

Another point to be noted in connection with the ques-

tion of times is this. Bhafta Narayana represents the

coronation of Yudhi^thira as taking place immediately after

the slaughter of Duryodhana. According to the JMaha-
bharata some time elapsed before this event took place. As
Duryodhana lay on the battle-field in the throes of death,

Asvatthaman, Kppa and Krtavarman went to see him.
A^vatthaman severely censured the Pandavas in the pre-

sence of the dying monarch for their many iniquities.

Duryodhana was pleased with this denunciation and
appointed Asvatthaman the last Commander-in-chief of his

armies in order that he might carry on the work of revenge
even after his death. Thus satisfied that the new com-
mander of his armies, or whatever was left of them, would
avenge the wrongs done to him, Duryodhana breathed his
last. '

I

During the night of that day, that is, the eighteenth
day of the war, Asvatthaman, with the help of Krpa and
(Krtavarman, performed a most dastardly and treacherous

' deed. He visited the Pandava camp clandestinely and .killed

Dhr§tadyumna, Uttamaujas, Yudhamanyu, the five sops of

braupadi and Sikhandin, while they were asleep. In the
confusion that was caused by this night-attack, soldiers run-
ning about unarmed in an attempt to escape from the camp,
were done to death by Krpa and Krtavarman, who were
standing at the entrance.

Yudhiithira and his brothers, who were encamping
elsewhere, were shocked to learn this new disaster* Drau-
padi insisted that Asvatthaman be immediately killed.

Bhimasena, her ever ready champion, and Nakula set out
in pursuit of the Brahmana warrior. Krspa, Yudhi^thira
and Arjuna followed them. Eventually they all succeeded
in wresting from Asvatthaman the precious jewel on his
head as a token of subjugation. Draupadi was satisfied.

Then a fit of despondency, such as had overpowered"
Arjuna at the commencement of the war, came upon
Yudhi?thira. He refused to enter the city of Hastinapura
to take advantage of the Pyrrhic victory that had been won,
but desired to enter a forest. He was somehow prevailed
upon to give up this idea and after offering obsequies to all
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his dead relatives, Yudhi§thira made a triumphal entry into
the capital. Then the coronation took place.

All these events, which happened between the over-

throw of Duryodhana and the actual coronation, have been
ignored by Bhatta Narayana, who represents the corona-

tion as taking place immediately after the defeat and death
of Duryodhana. And this was quite natural. For, these
events,had nothing to do with the Venisamhara which was
Bhat;ta Narayanans main theme.



VII THE FIVE SANDHIS IN THE VENISAMHARA

In the preceding Section we saw that out of the three
unities formulated by the ancient Greeks, the unities of
time and place are unknown to Sanskrit dramaturgy. The
doctrine of the unity of action, though not exactly in the
sense in which it was understood in ancient Greece, is how-
ever developed in India. Unity of action is secufed in a
Sanskrit drama by the employment of what are known as
the five sandhis or junctures of the action.

The development of the plot of a drama can be looked

at from an objective as well as a subjective point of view.
Objectively speaking, the plot of a drama has five elements
which are known as arthaprakrtis. Subjectively, the
development of the action goes through five stages, known
as avasthas, which represent the progressive attainment of
the goal by the hero. The five elements of the plot com-
bined with the five stages of the development of the action

give rise to the five junctures.

The five arthaprakrtis or elements of the plot are bija,

bindu, pataka, prakarl and karya.^ Bija or the, germ is

the initial circumstance from which the action springs.®

Bindu or the drop is constituted by the incident,* which
secures the continuity of the plot, when appears to have

(1) Read:—

?fT ’^T: II

— L18

(2) Read:

—

I

— Vi.

(8) Note:—
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^ II

— xix. 22

[Continued on the next page]
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been disturbed by the introduction of secondary matter.*

It is so called, because, like a drop of oil on water, it spreads
all round, covers apparently irrelevant events and brings
them in line with the main theme/ Pataka or an episode
is some incidental matter, which spreads over a considerable

part of the drama and helps the principal action/ Prakari
or an episodical event is of the same nature as pataka, but
of limited duration and secondary importance.® Karya or
the donnuement is the end or object, which being achieved
the drama comes to a close.’

[Continued from the preceding page]
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Karya or the denotiement is reached by the action

through the five avasthas or stages. They are arambha,
yatna, praptyasa, niyatapti and phalagama.® Arambha or
the beginning represents the eagerness for the achievement
of the principal fruit, displayed by the hero or by some one
else acting in his interest." Yatna or the effort means
determined activity for the attainment of the goal.^" Pra-
ptyasa or the hope of achievement represents the stage
where success is felt to be possible on a consideration of the
means of achievement available and of the obstacles in 'its

way.” Niyatapti or certainty of achievement is the stage
where success seems certain owing to the removal of
obstacles.^^ Phalagama or the attainment of the fruit repre-
sents the accomplishment of the object in its entirety.^®

We have seen above that the association of the five

elements of the plot with the five stages of the action gives
rise to the five sandhis or junctures.^* These are mukha

(8) Vide;-

(9) Read:—

(10) See:—

—^51^^ i- 19

— Vi. 71

— vi. 72

,(11) Note:— Sll%R»IW: I

— i- 21

(12)

Bead:— 1

— i. 21

(13)

Note:— SETPI^ I

— vi. 78

(14)

Read:— 'PSf II

—

i

»ir»rT: 'reRspf: II

— vi. 74



or oi>ening, pratimukha or progression, garbha or develop-

ment, vimarsa or avamarsa or pause and nirvahana or con-

clusion.^® The mukha-sandhi arises from bija and arambha,
the pratimukha from bindu and yatna, the garbha from
pataka and praptyasa, the vimarsa from prakari and niya-

tapti and the nirvahana from karya and phalagama. The
Dasarupaka and the Sahityadarpana definitely lay down
that the junctures depend upon the elements and the stages.

They .however opine that this association should not be
regarded as absolutely rigid. Thus according to the above
arrangement pataka forms part of the garbha-sandhi. But
if we observe existing dramas, we find that the episode often
runs into vimarsa and even nirvahana.

The mukha-sandhi sees the sowing of the seed of the
action. In this there is a possibility of the development of

various matters and sentiments. It is here that definite

beginning of the action is made.**

The pratimukha marks the progress of the development
of the seed. This progress is sometimes manifest and some-
times not quite so. T];je reason for the latter characteristic
is that some secondary matter is here introduced and it

obscures the development of the seed.^'^

The garbha contains, as its name suggests,^® the final

fruit, in an embryonic form. The seed, which has been

(16) Note:— g# ^ i

<wr 1113:% 'W II

xix

—^TPra^xix. 88

[ 1 *1^ I

( I ^
e

—

i

(16) See;

—

(17) Vide:—

(18) Compare ‘ »t4:
’
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steadily growing during the course of the two preceding
sandhis, is here seen and lost by turns and a search is made
to find it out. Thus, though apparently the main action
seems to have been retarded owing evidently to the intro-

duction of the pataka or episode, in reality definite develop-
ment towards the denmiement is here observed.’®

The vimarsa or avamar^a marks a pause in the pro-,

gress of the action tow^ards the denouement. Here the action

seems to have received a check or reversal on acqpunt of

some obstacle which neither the hero nor the heroine nor
any one else had either expected or even thought of. How-
ever, the obstacle is removed in the end and the achievement
of the final gaol becomes certain.^®

(19) Read:— ^ I

2,5r ii

xix. 39

i. 36

^rsr Sf;
^Tlflc^lVrV Vi.

From the above definition of the Dasarupaka it will be noticed that
pataka is not absolutely necessary for the garbha-sandhi,
Praptyasa must of course be there. Says the Dasarupaka on
the above definition’

' JTIHRr: 'TUR-FR arfWR ‘

'Tdl^T

^3iT5r ^ ’ ?cq5R I jn^erirq^ 5?^ i

’

(20) Note:—

®IT I

— xix. 40

fr% ll

— i. 4B

UFrITFT«ar €

-- vi
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The nirvaha^ia witnesses the conclusion of the dramatic
action. Here the poet brings together all the different

threads of the narrative, which are scattered over the pre-
vious junctures, and makes them converge on the central
theme. The purpose with which the drama began is served
and the fruit is gained.^^

Such, in short, is the general nature of the five sandhis,
which are intended to secure unity of action in a drama.
The theory of junctures sounds very well on paper. It is

evidently intended to apply to dramas of five acts, which
represent the norm. In actual practice, however, it is

always possible to discover the existence of these five

sandhis even in a drama, which evidently lacks unity of
action. The VenTsaihhara, for instance, in our opinion at
any rate, does not contain unity of action. It seems to have
been made of scenes and acts, which are but loosely strung
together. Yet it is not impossible to show that the five

junctures with their main constituents are present here.
We now proceed actually to do this.

The mukha-sandhi, which arises from the combination
of bija and arambha, covers the first Act of the Vepi-
saifthara. The bija or seed is here seen in Yudhisthira’s
readiness to commence hostilities®^ on the failure of Krsna’s

(21)* Vide;

—

xix. 41

filM'b't'nt n

fl cici: I

j

The Sahityadarpaiia gives the same definition as that of the

DaSarupaka, but instead of it reads

—

(22 ) Compare

under i. 17*.
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mission of peace, found in i. 24.®® The arambha of course
is represented by Bhimasena’s eargerness to fulfil his vow
that is observed throughout this Act.

The pratimukha-sandhi is found in the second Act. It

comprises bindu and yatna. The bindu is constituted by
the entrance of Jayadratha’s mother and DuSsala on p. 49
(text) . All that preceedes viz. the scenes in which JBhanu-
mati and her companions and Duryodhana and his chario-
teer take part, is clearly secondary matter and disturbs the
continuity of the main action. It is only when Jayadratha’s
mother and Du^sala arrive on the stage that we become
aware of events occurring outside the Balodyana. Their
entrance thus secures the disturbed continuity of the main
action and constitutes the bindu. Yatna is represented by
the speeches of Jayadratha’s mother on pp. 50-51, in which
she describes the efforts of the Pandavas, and especially of
Arjuna, to bring about the death of jayadratha. TTie second
Act thus contains the pratimukha-sandhi

f
'

The
_
garbha-sandhi, which is made of pataka and

praptyaSa, covers Acts III and IV. ASvatthaman’s grief
and lamentations at the death of his father, his quarrel with
Karna and his new vow, are incidental matters and consti-
tute the pataka. Sundaraka’s soliloquy and his long des-
criptions of the various fights, which do not much help the
progress of the main action, may also be included under the
pataka. PraptyaSa is represented by Bhimasena’s speech
from behind the curtain on pp. 88-89, wherein he announces
his intention of butchering DufiSasana, who has fallen in his
clutches, and by the speeches of Aivatthaman on pp. 90-91,

(23) This stanza runs as follows:

—

"
II

(24) Bead '

I

" ’’, (li 6)

'' ” (ii. 28) S|#r-

I under i. 80.



in which the drinking of Dussasana’s blood by Bhimasena
is referred to. Stanzas 2, 3, 4, and 9 of Act IV may also
represent praptyasa in so far as they shadow forth the
death of Duryodhana.®®

The vimarsa-sandhi covers the fifth Act and a large
part of the sixth as well.*® It arises from the combination
of prakari and niyatapti. The prakari is represented by
Dhj"tarastra’s attempt to bring about peace, which seems to
check the final attainment of the goal by the hero. The
doings of Carvaka in the sixth Act also partake of the nature
of episodical event and may well be styled prakari. The
disappearance of Duryodhana, consequent on the new vow
of Bhimasena, is a pertinent part of the vimarsa-sandhi,
because it definitely jeopardizes the fulfilment of Bhima-
sena’s vow and forms an obstacle in the way of the attain-
ment of the final goal. Niyatapti or certainty of achieve-
ment is seen in the report of Pancalaka on p. 152 that
Duryodhana is found. Lord Kr§na’s message to Yudhi§-
thira (p. 160) that festivities may be commenced in expec-
tation on Bhimasena’s victory over Duryodhana also
embodies niyatapti.

The last sandhi nirvahana is marked by the conclusion
of the dramatic action. It arises from the combination of
karya.and pholagama. The karya in the present drama is
the killing of Duryodhana. Act VT

; 37, wherein Bhimasena
announces that he has crossed the vast ocean of his great
vow, embodies the karya. The phaJagama is the binding
of Draupadi’s mass of hair referred to in vi. 42. The

' (26) With reference to the garbha-sandhi, in which pataka figures,

it may be noted that the Sahityadarpapa regards the doings
of Bhimasena in the Vepisaibhara as constituting the Pataka.
This is evidently due to the fact that Visvanatha considers

Yudhi§thira the hero of the drama. Read ‘

I
’ Vi, p. 280

( )

(26) Note ' mj
| |

I

“ ’ vi. 1 ?c2?n^*r-

I
’ on i. 48.
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nirvaha^a-sandhi thus extends from vi. 37 to the end of the
drama. Its central point is the recognition of Bhimasena
by the chamberlain,—Bhimasena, who on his entrance, is,

owing to the false story of Carvaka, mistaken by them all

to be the victorious Duryodhana.®''

(^) Bwd ‘
?l?rT

I «r55u^ I fcinR'ii

onie 48b-49a wherein nirvahaijA sandhi is defined.



VIII BHATTA NARaYANA AS A DRAMTATIST

In the galaxy of Sanskrit dramatists Bhafta Narayapa
is a star of the second magnitude only. Beside the dazzling
brilliance of Kalidasa, Bhavabhuti and Sriharga, his light

fades dim. Yet the Ve^jisaihhara enjoys a popularity,
which is surpassed only by the Sahuntala and the Uttarara-
macarita. This is due more to the nature of the plot of the
drama than to its intrinsic merits. The story of the national
epic was already popular. When the poet infused new life

into it by dramatising it and thus made it even more realis-

tic, it was bound to captivate the people. And the Vepi-
saihhara captivated the people so much that the ordinary
man learnt his epic story more from this play than from the
epic itself. One proof of the popularity of the Vepisaihhara
is furnished by the fact that, in company with tlie Ratnavali
of srihar§a it is most drawn upon by writers on dramaturgy
to illustrate the various topics in their science. Bha^Ja
Narayapa also exercised considerable in^oftnce on succeed-
ing dramatists. The Balaramayapa of%'^hsekhara (900
A. D.) and the Cap<J:akau6ika of K§emis.-ia (900 A. D.)
show clear traces of the influence of the Vepisaihhara.

As observed before, Bhat;^ Narayapa excels in the deli-
neation of pathos. That sentiment in fact forms his special
province. In some places his pathos rises to the level of
Bhavabhdti’s. Asvatthaman in the first half of the third
Act, Duryodhana in the fourth and the fifth and Yudhi§-
thira and Draupadi in the sixth represent his chief pathetic
figures. The poet was also proficient in portraying indivi-
dual characters. From this point of view Duryodhana and
Bhanumati have received the poet’s best attention. On them
he has lavished all his skill. The picture of Bhanumati is
confined to the second Act, but the portrayal of Duryo-
dhana’s character is continued all through tiie following
Acts. The robust violent Bhimasena, who chafes at the
authority of his elder brother at every step, but does not
really wish to break loose from it in spite of his utterance to
^e contrary, the hot fiery-tempered Asvatthaman with his
intense filial affeption and fine sportsman-like spirit, the
cunning crooked Karpa with his meanness and self-conceit,
the old doting Dhrtarastra with his unscrupulousness and
bhnd parental affection—all these have been skilfully
painted. The devoted faithful Buddhimatika and the ^
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garrulous Vinayandhara have also received due attention

|roni the poet.

. Proficiency in delineating sentiments and in portraying
\lliant character-sketches, though a valuable endowment
^htself no doubt, does n®t alone contribute to the poet’s

®*^^ss as a dramatist. He|must possess the art of dramatic
co%uction. The variou^scenes that he paints must be so

together that they iradualljr lead to the demuemevi
and <Wte the impression ^ a consistent whole. Considered

nis point of view 'Bhatta Narayana is a failure,
though

a, great poet, beds not a dramatic artist. The
Veprsarj::,aj.a constitutes aseries of brilliant scenes, which,

^ beautiful and inpressive from the point of view
01 charac^risation and thi development of sentiment, are
loosely stn^g together anc»^hus fail in creating the impres-

® constructed djarna. It may be that the nature
01 the plot o\ Bhatta Nara^ana’s play, namely, the story of
the epic runn\)g over suchggreat length, rather than an in-
trinsic defect.'* his genijt, is responsible for this. But
there is no c /ing the lict that the Venisariihara is an
inartistically structed cama. This will be clear from
the following . f, survey if the six Acts from the point of
view of constr n.

The first Act ic highii successful. The seed is here
well swon. But the two Acts, though so successful! in
themselves, have hardly anlrelevancy as constituent parts

j ,. V^PisaifahartB In fact, while we enjoy the
deligiit^I love-scene betwea Duryodhana and Bhanumati,
Sympathise with A.svattharrin in his pathetic lamentations
and observe with interest 1]| quarrel with Karpa, we are
scarcely ^are that we arekeading a drama wherein the
tying of Draupadi’s hair is the principal topic. Only to-
waras the close of these Actspoes the poet tell us something
of the progress of the war, wjose conclusion is to lead to the
Vepisamhara, by referring h the vow of Arjuna to kill
Jayadratha and by making Baimasena declare from behind
the curtain his intention of bitchering Dussasana, who has
lallen in his clutches. These devices appear to represent
the author s conscious efforts to link the two more or less
detached Acts to the main thenfe. The fourth Act is mainly
narrative and we hardly know that we are reading a drama
when we listen to Sundaraka’s long descriptions. Even as
a yiskambhaka it is a failure, for here information is delibe-
rately thrust on us_. No poet who knew anything of what
dramauc consfanction meant would have composed such an
Act. The fifth Act, though full of action, is not faultless in
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its construction, for its scenes do not logically follow one

another and have no definite dramatic purpose to serve.

The sixth Act suffers from the abrupt character of its com-

mencement and from the fact that its first scene is made to

serve the purpose of a Viskambhaka. It will thus be seen

that from the point of view of dramatic construction, the

Veigiisamhara leaves much to be desired.

Another defect of Bhatta Narayana’s genius is that He

lacks sense of proportion. We have already seen how this

defect leads the poet to assign to Duryodhana more im-

portance and to elaborate his character with greater care

than he gives to his hero Bhimasena. The same is true in

the case of the heroine also. Uraupadi is the heroine no

doubt. But she does not receive from the poet half the

attention and care that he bestows on BhanumatT. Bhanu-
matrs presence, it is true, is not felt outside the second Act,

but in that Act she absorbs our mind as Draupadi nowhere
does. The same deficiency in sense of proportion is at the

bottom of the poet’s failure to recognise the proper limita-

tions of the narrative element in a drama. That is how he

comes to give us such an Act as the fourth. Similarly,

want of the sense of proportion is displayed in the character

of Sundaraka’s speeches. How is it that a common soldier,

who is not cultured enough to be able to speak in Sanskrit,

gives, us such an elaborate mataphor as that occurring at

the end of his preliminary speech and indulges in such high-

flown descriptions of the battle scenes? It is true this parti-

cular anamoly is found in other dramatists as well, notably

in Bhavabhuti, but that does not lessen its anomalous or

disproportionate character.

But then one feature which cannot fail to strike a care-

ful reader of the Venisaihhara is that the author shows
himself to be quite familiar with the stage-craft. The
various scenes composing his drama have been arranged
with a definite eye to their representation on the stage and
the exits and entrances of different characters have been
skilfully managed. Situations sometimes arise during the
^course of the drama when some character already on the
stage have apparently to remain idle thereon, while charac-
ters entering anew go through their conversation or solilo-

quies. On such occasions Bhatta Narayana always devises
some means of keeping these apparently unoccupiqd charac-
ters engrossed in something so as to avoid the picture of
some characters standing listlessly on the stage. .

F...7
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Three specific instances of such situations may be noted.

In Act 1 when the dialogufe between Draupadi and her maid,

which forms the second scene of the Act (text pp. 11-13) ,
is

held, Bhimasena and Sahadeva, who are already on the

stage, will, it appears, have to remain there quite unoccupied

during the time. But as we saw before’ the poet makes
Bhimasena turn his face away in anger and Sahadeva
stands looking at him, wondering what he would say or do

next. Then in the third Act during the time requir.ed by

Kppa to go through his soliloquy (text pp. 67-68), Asva--

tthaman, who is already on the stage, is represented as be-

ing in a swoon and the charioteer as engaged in restoring

him to consciousness." Thirdly, during the long soliloquy

of Sundaraka in Act IV (text pp. 99-103), Buryodhana,
who is already on the stage, is represejited as being in a
mood of extreme despondency and consequently sits in his

chariot with his head hanging down, while his charioteer
looks at him with great concern.’* While Bhatta Narayana
thus displays close acquaintance with stage-craft, it seems
surprising how the fact that the foui-tli Acl, would not be
successful on the stage did not strike him.

Lastly we want to say a few words about Bhatta Nara-
yana’s attitude towards nature. It most here be noted that
the places where the poet describes nature in the Venisam-
hara are not many. First we have a description of the
autumnal phenomena in the Prastavana on p. 4. This des-
cription strikes us as purely conventional. Then the early
morning phenomena are described in the second Act on
pp. 30-31. There is no doubt here the poet seems fo have
observed nature at first hand and the description appears
realistic. Further in the same Act on pp. 44.45 we have a
description of the violent wind. It is no doubt a poetic des-
cription, but seems to have been composed by the exercise
of the imagination rather than by actual observation.
Besides it is inappropriate on the present occasion. (See
p. 105 of Notes). Later on in Act TV on p. 94 we get a des-
cription of the Nyagrodha tree on the bank of a lake and in
Act VI on pp. 156 and 157 we have a description of the lake
agitated by Bhimasena. In both these there is nothing very
striking.

(1) See p. 86 abora

(2) Vide p. 67 above.

(3) Read p. 144 ot Notes to our edition of the Veplsamhira.
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From the dbove survey of nature as it figures in the
Venisaihhara it cannot be said that Bhatia Narayana
possessed any very great love for nature. His attitude to-

wards nature was of the conventional type and there was
nothing very distinguishing about it.



IX BHATTA NARAYANA’S LITERARY STYLE

Literary style is in Sanskrit known as riti and is defined

as a particular arrangement of words intended to help the
development of sentiments.^ From very early times
different kinds of style were prevalent, but as Dandin re-

marks only two of these can sharply be distinguished viz.

Vaidarbhi and Gaudi.^ Bhamaha (i. 31-32) also mentions
the same two. Vamana and Rajasekhara give three kinds
of style,® adding Pancali to the two admitted by Bhamaha
and Dandin. The Agnipurana (adhyaya 340), Rudrata in

his Kavyalamkara (ii. 4 and 6) and Visvanatha in his
Sahityadarpapa"* speak of four kinds, mentioning La^ika as
the fourth. Bhoja in his Sarasvatikanthabharana enume-
rates six, which are Vaidarbhi, Pancali, Gaudiya, Avantika,
La^iya and Magadhi.®

(1) Read:—

(1)
' 1^21 'T7??cRT ?tfjT: i. 2.7

(2) ' p.o

(3)
‘

1

(2) Vide:—

fmct >tpr: I

— i. 40
(8) See:

—

( 1 )
‘ R 1%^ i. 2.8

(2) ' p. 10

(4) Note:

—

R [ ] 3FT: II -i

ictpr =g wiK'i.i P«rn .

— ix

(5) Read:

—

<t^ R#: R II vs

551^ rrppift ^ u

— ii
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The number of the kinds of literary style thus varies
from two to six. Of these only two deserve special notice
viz. Vaidarbhi and Gaudi. The principal characteristics of
the Vaidarbhi style are graceful arrangement of words cha-
racterised by sweet syllables and absence of long compounds.
Compositions in Vaidarbhi style create the same pleasure
as the notes of a lute.” It is generally regarded as the best
of styles.’^ The Gaudi style on the other hand possesses
ojas ov force or vigour as its main characteristic. This
force is brought out by pompous arrangement of words and
by the use of long compounds and high-sounding expres-
sions.**

(6)

Note:

—

( l ) JRTR: I

arijrr i

Hw-it: urat n y’. i.

(
2 )

•3Tt2sr ^r^JTfwrR:

( 3 )
cratuTTtn I

— ii

( 4 )
^!%?TPwq;r

II

— ix.

(7)

Bilhaija in his Vikramahkadevacarita (i. 9) praises the

Vaidarbhi style in the following stanza:

—

er^rwife; i

^fpTFiJ^TPTaraij: 1

1

(8)

See;--

(1) 3i>a; 5prt^^w?ft ii 3Tl^«r i

m 9?rsr;«KTFa5fTdt ffv'sTqT i n

—'bl«ll<4*hK^ i. 3

I^CJontinued on the next page
j
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As Bhatta Narayana was a Gauda, it was natural that

his drama should exhibit characteristics of the Gau'i^i style

more than those of any other. But he does not wi ite in this

style alone. No poet in fact can confine him self entirely to

only one kind of style. Some of the good points of the

Vaidarbhi style are also found in the Venisarhhara.

Having made these general observations on style, we
shall now proceed to point out the special characteristics of

the literary style of Bhatt Narayana. The first charac-

teristic then that strikes us is the force with which the poet
writes. Whatever may be his meaning, he conveys it home
to us with great force. He appears to express himself with
strokes of hammer as it were. His style, is, as Wilson happily
says, Igther powerful than polished'.'^ This is seen

especiafy in the passages that develop the heroic sentiment.

Many of the stanzas of Bhimasena are good example of the
force of Bhatta Narayana’s style and of Gaudi style gene-
rally.^^ But even in pathetic passages this force makes its

presence felt and renders the pathos more powerful and
impressive. This characteristic of Bhatta Narayanans stylo

makes it an excellent vehicle of what Wilson has called ‘the

poetry of passion^, with which the drama is full.

Another peculiarity of Bhatta Narayanans style js that
he knew the art of making the sound an echo of the sense.
Two expedients are generally practised for doing this viz.

the use of appropriate-sounding words and the employment
of appropriate metres. Bhatta Narayana resorts to both
these. Thus the stanza i. 21 (Caancadbliujabhramita etc.)

[Continued from the preceding page]

(2) ^ II ^

— ix
Pompous, showy, magnificent.

(3) gjTfisFTreTr ^ i

(9) Vide Select Specimens of the Theatre of the Hindus Vol. II,

p. 343.

(10) Stanza i. 21 has actually been quoted by the Sahityadarpai^a

as an illustration of Gaudi-riti. 'Othet stanzas falling under
the same category are 1 22, 27; ii. 19; hi. 4 and v. 36.
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with its harsh-sounding syllables is well calculated to bring
out the heroic sentiment that ins^ers Bhimasena. The
following stanza i. 22 (Manthayastarnavabhah etc.) is

again so worded that as it is uttiered we feel the sensation
of a drum sounding. Similarly, Asvatthaman^s stanza iii. 4
(Mahapralayamaruta etc.) definitely gives us the impres-
sion of a loud noise even by means of its sound. As regards
the employment of appropriate metres the best example
appe^s to us to be ii. 21 (Kuru ghanoru padani etc.) , where
the Drutavilambita so clearly suggests the action of some
one leading another slowly and slowly. The Mandakranta
in iv. 15 (Adyaivavam ranamupagatau etc.) is best suited
to bring out the pathos of Duryodhana’s condition and the
Harini in yi. 24 (Mama hi vayasa etc.) brings out the affec-
tionate attitude of ardent and sincere imploration of Yudhis-
thira as no other metre would have done. The Praharsini
along with the appropriate-sounding words in ii. 29
(Udghatakvanita etc.) well brings" out the idea of a chariot
moving on uneven ground and producing the jingling of
bells at every jolt. Other examples of these two expedients
may easily be found by a reader who has carefully studied
and appreciated the drama.

The third peculiarity of the poet’s style is the ease with
which most of his stanzas are understood. Prasada or pers-
picuity, the quality which makes the reader understand the
meaning of a stanza even as it is read, is found in most of
the stanzas m the Venisarhhara. Bhatta Narayana was
also tond of .pngling assonances of sounds and often resorts
to alliteration and rhyme in order to produce that effect.”
But sometimes he is much too carried away by this fondnessand uses expressions which appear distinctly to have beenused for rhyme only.i* Balanced construction, sometimes
based upon contrast, is also met with.”

(11) See for example . ^!^^...PT?:5f^...| STftfTim^ V. I4;^5wn
’

V. 22; ‘S^lTTWft 5rl%q.

V. 88 ;

’ rW ’ vi. 5 ; trqsrs '

’ vi. 30.

(12) Notice ^ ’ p.114 grp»>Fciq <.si<i*i i fii<w-

p. 145 and see our notes on these expressions,

(13) Vide ii. 2, 11 and 23; iin 44 and v. 21,
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A further notable peculiarity of which the poet appears
to be especially fond is the employment of Kaku or the
question of appeal. This device is intended to give emphasis
and force _to_ the statement concerned and has been used by
Bhatta Narayana quite a number of times in his drama.
In the very first Act it occurs no less than thirteen times.
No other poet to our knowledge uses Kaku so often as
Bhatta Narayapa.

Bhatta Narayana uses a large number rhetoric
figures to embellish his style. Thus Ullekha (i. 3), Parani-
parita-rupaka (i. 4; iii. 23cd),’^ Upama (i. 5 and 14), glesa
(i. 6 and 7) ,

mixture of Upama and Rupaka (i. 19) , Samas-
tavastuvisaya Saiiga Rupaka (i. 25), Upama and Sama-
sokti (ii. 8), Virodha (ii. 11). Gamyotpreksa (ii. 13),
Rupaka and Upama (ii. 19), Kavyalihga and Apahnuti
(ii; 20), Vibhavar.a or Nidarsana (iii. 8), Paryayokta
(iii. 42) Sahokti (v. 36), Rupaka (vi. 1), Dipaka (vi. 12),
Atisayokti (vi. 26) and Arthapatti (vi. 43) are some of the
figures that easily occur to one’s mind. Parikara, which
consists in the emplo.yment of significant words, seems to be
the poet’s_ favourite

; for it is often met with.’’ Some of
Bhatta Narayana’s Arthantaranyasas are extremely beauti-

ii4) Paramparita-rupaka is also found in the three vocatives of
the sun on p. 41 viz.

^

and

(15) Another notable example of supplied

by Sundaraka’s sentence on p. 102 beginning with t

(16) Another good example of is Buddliimatika's speech "erfSf

p. 18

(17)

Note Asvatthaman’s words to Karna on p. 89, which are all

significant, viz.,

' Bhiinasena's speech from behind the
curtain on p. 93 is also full of significant words. Similarly,
Bhimasena’s description of Duryodhana in v. 26 is again
couched in significant expressions.

(18) See especiaUy i. 20; ii. 3 and the following line; vi. 9.
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ful.^® The poet also has enriched the language with some
quotable lines and phrases of general application,^® of which
even Kalidasa might well be proud.

Turning now to the points of weakness of Bhatta Nara-
yana as a literary artist, we first note that he does not seem
to be always at ease when writing. The poet does not seem
to wield facile pen everywhere. Many a time his con-
structions are artificial and laboured and in some places
they bechme involved. A distinct tendency to verbosene-
ness is seen in many places. Clumsy and awkward expres-
sions are often found and ill-formed compounds are some-'
times met with.®® A fondness for the unnecessary use of
the preposition prati is also noticeable.®^

Bhatta Narayana lived in an age when Dandin’s dictum
that ojas or profuseness of compounds formed the essence
of prose®® prevailed. Consequently he tried to use as many

(19) All subhasitas in the drama are collected in Appendix—C to
our edition of the Venisaihhara. The following will perhaps
hear repitition here:

i'l.) fl'?i=cfR; i

(t) erfr hr i

(3) srra'r scpnr i

( 'i ) ^ 'jTR I

(5) I

(6 ) ^ I

(20) As an example of clumsy expression we may quote «

^15^ RgjRfl ' P- 30, where should really be

^ f%T%. compounds, in volving awkward
are sometimef found. Vide ii. 22 and vi. 8 and our notes thereon.

^rrS'^r 'qRTT ’P- ISS is a glaring instance of an unjustifiable

aprqq. For, it will be noticed goes only with ^ tjjg

compound ijRiqif

.

(»1) Note afn P- 2, '
• p.5

and ' Ullq: ' p. 6.

(22) Read:—
I

T^SR^IT^'JrrRTRlf^^ '1WR( II

i- 80
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big compounds as possible, especially in the prose passages,

in order to make them vigorous or powerful. But the poet

apparently did not realise that this dictum had limitations,

especially in a drama, which pretended to be realistic. Con-
sequently his prose, wdth its long compounds, looks unnatu-
ral. Bhavabhuti was of course a much greater sinner in

this respect than our poet.

Then again in the Venisaihhara we have evidence of the

poet's careless writing in many places.-*^ Rules of grammar,
both in the matter of the formation of words and of syntax,

are found to be violated on some occasions.^^

(23) Instances of these have been duly pointed out in the Notes.

Attention may here be drawn to a few eases. In ii. 10 and
iii. 29 Duryodhana begins by refeiTing to himself in the plural

and then speaks of himself in the singular in the same stanzas.-

In ii. 22 Duryodhana speaks of Bhanumatl in the third person

as iii the sentence which just pi'ecedes this

stanza he has addressed her as ’ A most glaring in-

stance of Bhatta Narayanans careless and confused style is

supplied by iii. 24 and the prose passage that precedes it.

—

As examples of careless expressions we may note

(p. 115) in the sense of Bkfmascna. (P* in

the sense of Arjuna with reference to Yudhi?ihira and the
expressions (iii 17) and (v. 3) in the sense

' of 99 Kauravas.—Taiitologous expressions like ^

p. 102 and ^ vi. 1 must also he put

down to the poet’s careless writing.

(24) For Bha^a Nfir&yanans violence of grammar see above foot-

note (8) p. 16. Also note ' '

where the infinitive ungrammatical for the gram-

matically correct gerund ' Similarly in ^

JTTWR ’
i'- ‘

,
should be ••

21) and (“i- 21)

are also* inaccurate from the .strict grammatical point of vie'\V.

The infinitive ^ ^ the famous •

a grammatical blunder. The correct form is

The word has been used in the neuter in v. 21, though

it is masculine. The compound in v, 9 is grammati-

cally incorrect.
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There is nothing very striking in Bhatta Naraya^ia’s

vocabularly anfl selection of words. He had no •penchant

for difficult and out-of-the-way words, such as Bhavabhuti

had. In this he resembles Kalidasa who, though using a

large number of words, hardly, if ever, employs a word of

unusual occurrence when a simpler one is available.



X BHATTA NARAYANA AND BHAVABHUTI

In determining the date of Bhatta Narayana we
remarked above (p. 18 ) that the style and general construc-

tion of the Venisamhara show that Bhatta Narayana be-

longed to the age of Bhavabhuti. In this Section we desire

to indicate the points of similarity and contrast between
these two poets.

First then both Bhavabhuti and Bhatta Narayana are

proficient in the delineation of pathos. Against the strict

rule of drarnaturg^^ which says that either the love or the

heroic sentiment should be principal in a drama,’ Bhatta

Narayana has made karuna or pathos the prevailing senti-

ment is karuna. Both of them show skill in the delineation

in hi.s Uttariiramacarita, where also the principal senti-

ment is karuna. Both of them show skill in the delimeation

of other sentiment^’., but it must be admitted that Bhavabhuti

is a greab'r master of this art than Bhatta Narayana.

Bhavabhuti, it is true, found ample opportunities for the

delineation of different sentiments in his three dramas.

Bhatta Narayana with only one drama to his credit did not

have so many. All the same it cannot be questioned that

though Bhatta Narayana may sometimes rise to tlhava-

bhuti’s level, the author of the Venisariihara cannot be put
down as an equal of the author of the Uttararamacarita.

Secondly, both these poets are unsuccessful in the deve-

lopment of the plot and in the arrangement of the various

incidents constitutin,g it. Both of them were not able to

evolve out of the materials chosen by them a well-connected

story fit for dramatic purposes. In his Mahaviracarita

and ITttararamacarita Bhavabhuti resorted to the Rama-
yana for his plot, even as Bhatta Nara.vana turned to the

of her great national epic for the plot of his Venisariihara.

This cerfainly acted as a handicap in the case of both these

poets for the ])roper development of the plot. But Bhava-
bhuti suffered no such disadvantage in hi.s Malatimadhava.
But even there he has not been able to evolve out of thfe

various incidents a harmonious story. Both Bhatta Nara-
yana and Bhavabhuti were in short defective in dramatic
construction. As dramatic artists both cannot be said to

be very successful.

(1) Vide foot-note (p) above on p. Si.



We have seen above (p. 125) that Bhatta Narayapa dis-

plays close acquaintance with the technique of scenic repre-

sentation on the stage. Bhavabhuti also, we know from
his own statements,“ was friendly with actors and conse-

quently must have been familiar with the requirements of

a drama for success in a theatre. Inspite of their know-
ledge of the technical side of dramatic representation both

the poets have not been successful in giving us plays that

would be successful on the stage. Bhavabhuti’s Uttarara-

macarita for example is considered to be more a dramatic
poem than a poetic drama. Perhaps the same may be said

with regard to the Venisaihhara of Bhat^a Narayana.

It has been shown above that Bhat;ta Narayapa lacked
sense of proportion.’’ The same accusation is levelled

against Bhavabhuti.

In the matter of their literary style Bhatta Narayana
and Bhavabhuti resemble most. Both write a rough and
rugged style, clearly distinguishable from the polished and
elegant style of Kalidasa. Both show fondness for long
compounds and many a time use more words than are neces-
sary. Both display skill in the art of making the sound an
echo of the sense. Both seem clearly to be under the in-
fluence^ of Dandin’s dictum regarding proliStseness of com-
pounds* forming the essence of prose.

It will thus be seen that as dramatists Bhatta Nara-
yapa and Bhavabhuti resemble each other in many respects.
It would therefore not be wrong to say that both belonged
to the same literary aga

In the above paragraphs we have shown thsft Bhafta
Narayapa resembles Bhavabhuti in many respects. That
has been done to prove that both of them belonged to the
same age. But it must not be inferred therefrom that we
consider Bhafta Narayapa to be BhavabhutiV equal as a
poet. There are points in which they differ and in which
Bhavabhuti is far superior to Bhatta Narayapa. In fair-
ness to Bhavabhuti we must say a few words about these
points as well.

(2) Read:—

'

(8) Vide pp. 124-126 etoTc.
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Even in the matter of literary style in which the two
poets resemble most, Bhavabhuti impresses us as a greater

artist. His vocabulary ifi much larger than that of Bhatta
Narayana and he seems to wield greater command over the

language than the author of the Venisaiphara.

As a poet of nature Bhavabhuti far surpasses Bhafta
Narayana. The love for the grand and sublime in nature
that we see in Bhavabhuti’s plays is nowhere visibly in the
Venismhara. The close observation of varied nature and
natural phenomena that we find in Bhavabhuti is not met
with Bhatta Narayana. As a matter of fact as we saw
before, Bhatt.a Narayana does not distinguish himself very
much as a poet of nature.

As a delineator of human passions and emotions and
especially of the tender feelings of the human heart Bhava-
l)huti once more surpasses Bhatta Narayana. Bhavabhuti’s
conception of conjugal love is perhaps the grandest and the
most sublime that we have in Sanskrit dramatic poetry.
'I'he love that Bhatta Narayapa deals with in his second
Act is of the sensual kind. There is no doubt Bhavabhuti
possessed far greater knowledge of the workings of human
hearts than Bhatta Narayapa.

(4) Vide p. m •boM.



Xi SOCIETY IN BHATTA NARAYANAS DAYS

In composing a drama such as the Venisamhara a poet

can have no intention of portraying ,a picture of contem-

porary society. In fact it would be his endeavour to make
his picture correspond as closely as possible to the society

of the days to which the plot of his drama belongs. Yet

it is' always possible to get a few glimpses of contemporary
society from the study of a poet’s works. For, though the

poet may not consciously desire it, contemporary society is

to a certain extent reflected in his works.

First, then, as regards the state of religious beliefs in

Jlhatta Narayana’s days, we tftve already seen in the first

Section of this Study that the two prevailing religions were
Brahmanism and Buddhism. While Buddhism wa>s power-
ful at Kanouj and went to the length of persecuting the

followers of the Vedic religioJi,' Brahmanism found support
in Bengal where it was followed in its ancient form viz. the
performance of sacrifices. The fact that Bhatta Narayana
compares was with a sacrifice- shows that the performance
of sacrifices was a common occurrence. There is also a
reference to oblation being offered in blazing fire.*^ The cult
of bhakti or devotion to Visnu also prevailed. The two
deities, that prominently received worship, were Vignu and
Siva. The sun too was an object of adoration.'* l^e pan-
theon included some other deities as well.® Even as now
flowers formed the principal material with which deities
were worshipped.®

(1) It must be stated here that there are no references to Buddhism
in the Veijisamhara.

(2) Vide foot-note (o) on p, 13 above.

(3) See ' ^ I
’ Art ii,

p. 87

(4) Read ‘ 5% ?!#!%, if .
vwwrsrjr wW

I .Vrt ii,, p. 40.

(B) Note ‘ I#! rW
I

’ Art ii, p. 41.

(6) Vidq the preceding foot-note and i, 1,
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Various religious rites and vows were evidently in

vogue. The observance was supposed to be efficacious in

securing desired objects. It was not necessary that the

person, who was to achieve the object, should himself per-

form the rites or observe the vows. Some other person could
do so in his interest. For we remember in the second Act
Bhanumati undertakes to observe certain vows in order tp

ensure victory for her husband in the war.'^ Gifts to

Erahmanas was another form of religious charity.^, Nama-
sahklrtana dr muttering of a deity's name was also supposed
to be effective from the religious point of view.® Personal
decorations were discarded while engaged in religious
observances.^®

Among religious practices must be included the per-
formance of funeral rites and the presentation of obsequial
water to the dead.^^ Cremation was the prevalent method
of disposing of the dead bodies^- In the performance of
the sraddha water was offered to three immediate ancestors,
who are known to constitute a parvana, even as in modern

(7) Read ‘ ^ ^
I

’ Act ii, p. 26; 8T¥^-
’ Act! ii, p. 42

and ‘
I

’ h, p. 43.

(8) Note ^ ^ ctiROTrfTq; I

Act If, p. 88.

(9) See < T

Act ii, p. 28

(10 ) Read * ^ ii. 18c.

(11) Note . aryjSiril SIT-W 36a and

vi. 24d, In Act vi Yudhi9l;hira offers water to his
ancestors and to Bhimasena who was reported to him to be
dead. Vide p. 184 (Text).

(12) Read ^ «RI ’ . 86b.
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days.^^ Women also obsequial water to dead
relatives.^^

The belief that som^' kind of impurity, called mrta-
sauca, attached to the relatives of the dead, was held in
those days even as in these. For, we find the demon
Carvaka refuses to take water from Yudhisthira on the
ground that his relatives must be dying every day in tiie

battle that is proceeding.^'"

The practice of making conditional offers * deities

with a view to secure desired objects, called lavasa in

Marathi, was in vogue, exactly as it is in rnori i rn times.

Some information regarding the secular nfe of the
people can also be had from the Venisamhara. Belief in

dreams and omens such as the throbbing of the eye, as
indicative of future events, was common. Bhanumatl
dreams an ominous dream and is exceedingly upset thereby

(18) In Act vi, Yudhisthira ulters water to his father, grand-father

iind great-grand-father. Head *

( : i 3T=q

i

'

Act vi. p. 180 .
Yudhifjthira’s three immediate ancestors were

Pandu, Vicitravirya and gantanu. The correct form of the
name of his great-grar.d-father is Satanu. The Kumbhako-
num edition of the Mabobharata, however, gives in one place
(Adiparvan 63.49) the I'orm bantam. -Yudhit^thira begins
this presentation of cavi y-fuls of water with Blusma because
.Bhisma was to him an object of great veneration. This again,
though at this time, Bhi«ma was alive, he was considered as
good as dead, because h( was lying on a bed of arrows, waiting
for the proper opportunity to die.—Note that the above pas-
sage is incorrectly prinbjd in our text on p. 185 and that the
translation given there is also incorrect. The student can
easily correct it with the proper punctuations given above.

,(14) Note Yudhi^thira’s words to Draupadl ^
‘ Act vi, p. 186.

(16) Read «

Act vi. p. i37_

(16) Note the occomnee of the word npeyidtam in ii. 15.
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( p. 29 )
• It w^is however believed that evils indicated by

ominous dreams could be averted by religious practices

such as the eulogy of gods and the muttering of the

names of the deities.^' Warriors like Duryodhana (p- 41)

and Asvatthaman (p. 63) feel the throbbing of their left eye

and are perturbed on that account. Yudhisrhira on the

other hand experiences the throbbing of his right eye and
consequently believes that some stroke of good fortune is

near (p. I87). it is interesting to note that this belief in

dreams and the throbbing of the eye continues unabatea
even in modern times.

Movements of the stars in the sky were supposed to

exercise iniluencc over the lives of human beings, even as

now. But evidently a healthy school of thinkers was
springing u}). They believed there was no truth whatsoever
in the suggestive character of dreams and omens. Only
the timid were frightene^l by such things. If at any time
movements of stars, dreams, omens and conditional offers

bore fruit, such phenomenon must be considered to be
purely fortuitous.^®

Caste system was prevalent and Brahmanas were
regarded as specially entitled to respect. But the castes

evidently were not the water-tight compartments of society

that they are supposed to be at present. Even sagqs, for
example, felt no scruples in accepting water from Ksatriyas
to allay their thirst. Carvaka is ready to drink water that
is brought by yudhisthira’s chamberlain. Only when he
comes to know that Yudhisthira as a Ksatriya is likely to

(17) Read:—

era: t sRmr

^ i^^^era: I iRmi
I Act ii, p. 81

(18) Note '
( E(iiTrf$w=3Ff ) arr; m ^nriR hr 5^-

I

Jl^Ton I

Rfi ^ ft’vs# inMi
Act ii, pp. 48-4,2
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be contaminated by mftaSauca that he refuses to drink it

(p. 166 ).

The practice of committing suicide on the death of a

loved relative/^ called Sati when the person committing
suicide is a wife, was in vogue in Bhatta Narayana’s
.days. Such suicide was supposed to secure for the person

dying union with the dead person in the other world.

While i»vandering on the battle-field Snndaraka came across

a scene wherein the mother and wife of a dead warrior
were d;^n’]!g after him.^® The readiness of Yudhisthira
and Draunadi to die on a pyre on learning the news of the

death of Bhimaseria points to the prevalence of the same
practice. When the wife became Sati, she was dressed in

red and wore all her ornaments.

Elders received proper respect. Tt was customary to

go to th('m carlo in ihe morning and offer them salutation.

In the first Act vee fird th<a(. Draiipadi, Subhadra and other
ladies of the family had irone to Gandhari for

boveine to b it,- In ihe second Act Bhanumati also
goes to Gandhari early in the nioiming fo]* the same pur-
pose.— Ir> the fifth Act Arjuna suggests to Bhimasena
that it would not be proper to go to Dhrtarastni and Gan-
dhari as their sight would afflict the blind couple. Bhima-

(19) If is a mistake to suppose, as many do, that only wives com-
mitted suicide on the death of their husbands in ancient India.

Suicide was committed by other relatives and even friends also.

Compare '
I . .

,

f^rrn: irFrr: i

’
5ri<ir

p. 173 (Peterson),

(20) Read ' fr I o[^rr ^kirr?ir

RPf Rrj 1 I

’

Act iv, p. 10 5

(21) Read ' TIRR
3TFfkr RpRm nm ’ i, p. i s

(22 i Mote ' 3(f^d^ I 3if^ H|W
Actii, p. 28.
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sena, however insists on going to them on the ground that
etiquette requires that elders should be saluted.^®

Widows, it would seem, did not arrange their hair in

any ornamental fashion, but allowed them to hang loosely

on their l;ack in one mass. Ladies in separation also did

the sainc.-’^ hitting loose the hair was in fact a definite

indication of widowhood.-’'' Tonsure of widows was un-
known in the time of the Mahabharata ; nor does it appear
to be prevalent in Ehatta Narayana's days. But Vidows
apparently were not allowed 1o use the bodice to_ cover their

bosom. For, in the account < f the dream of Bhanuinati the
removal of her breo.st-garment is meaiit Lo be a definite in-

dication of the infliction of widowhood on her.-^’

Medical and surgical sci('nce had apparently made con-

siderable advance. Ar)*ow-hc ads were (‘xtracted from the

bodies by mean’ of po\rerful pincers and wounds were
properly dressed.-' Roads \7ere evidently in good condi-

tion and sand was spread on them.-"

(23) See:—

I <

Act V, p. 144.

(24) Vide i. 18 and our note thereon.

(26) Note the significance of Biiddhimatika’s words in ‘
,3^1^ ^TFT

Act i, p. 20.

(26) Read '

I ' Actii, p. 41.

(27) Note '

I
’'^ct iv, p. IO4 and

sfi^qrfq sqqRt^

sroTq£%g Hr. lab.

i 28) See 'STI^CT 5r4^Ie5: qf^T?
’ which tells us that the tem-

pestuous wind blowing along roads was charged with sand.



XII THE MODE OF ANCIENT WARFARE

The Venisamhara deals with the story of the Maha-
bharata war and it is therefore possible to get some idea of

• ancient warfare from its study. In this Section we propose
to put down what we learn about ancient warfare from the
VenTsajphara.

The army consisted of four constituents viz. elephants,
chariots, horses and foot-soldiers.^ It was consequently
known as caturahgam balam. Great warriors used to fight

fro7n chariots and w'cre known as maharathas.^ In the
order of t%]v cmineiice warriors were known as rathin,

maharatha and atiratha.'’- Chariots were decked with
golden 1)(>!I'., garland.s of flowers and chowries.'* They
carried golden pitchers of water as a mark of auspicious-
ness and flew a flag, marked with a special emblem, which
proclaimed who the ch.ariot-fighter was.'^

Weapons of various kinds were used. Of these the bow
and the arrows, the mace and the sw'ord were the principal,
-laveliiis (t/marah) and a weapon known as sakti were also
in use." What the exact form of the sakti was is not quite
clear, It w'as apparently a pointed weapon, furnished with
golden bells and studded with jewels. It blazed in its

(1) Eead
' p, 65.

‘ p.gy and ' 3lT?tsr?5f^['sjrJTR-

p. 108.

(2) Note
« rrfr?:sTr: ’ p.65.

(f!) See iii. 28 whei-cin Drona i.^ referred to as atiratha.

(4) Vide
<

t

’ U* 29;

(6) Read

'R p. Ur>.

(6) Read '
vfl R,

p. 96.
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career towards the targets We are told Arjuna threw a
sakti at Vrssasena, who cut it into three with crescent-
shaped arrow.® We know from the Mahabharata that
Karna killed Ghatotkaca by means of a sakti, which had
been obtained from Indra and had been reserved for Arjuna.

Besides these certain consecrated weapons, called

astras, were used.-' Apparently they were simple arrows •

that received miraculous powers when consecrated by the
mutteriirv of sacred (iharms. Separate charms were? neces-
sary for their discharge and withdrawal.

But the chief weapons were the bow and the arrows.
Archers were >so skilful in discharging arrows that it was
impossible to observe when th( y drew them out of the
quiver, placed them on the bow-string., took the aim and
discharged them at the enemy.

A

wonderfully large
supply of arrows was evidently carried by each great
warrior in his chariot. Thus we find that Krpa stopped
th^ progress of hostile troops by bi shower of arrows'
(p. 95 ) and Karna also ‘rained a shower of arrows’ (p. 10 7)

when he attacked Bhimasena. Vrsasena covered Arjuna’s
chariot with dark-coloured arrows as a tree in blossom is

covered with bees (p. 110 ). Later on the same young
warrior enveloped Arjuna’s body with ‘thousands of arrows’
(p. 11 0 ). Arjuna of course was the most dexterous archer
of them all. Ho was so quick in the discharge of arrows
that in his fight with Karna and Vrsasena he arranged two
rivers of arrows flowing in the direction of their chariots.
At this time the arrows shot by Arjuna were so numerous

(7) Note
SPJlrq

p. 115.

r^rf^r5n%i:
'

p. 11.
6 .

(9) Not* (
’ “i-

^ ' “i- 33c.

( 10 ) See '

’ p. 107 and

p. ill
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•that heaven and earth were filled therewith and nothing
could be seen (p. II7’).

These descriptior-s of the discharge of countless arrows,

which are of course copied from the Mahalfnarata, must hv

regarded as gross exaggerations. For otherwise we should

have to suppose that the arrows of ancient times were
rather harmless affairs. For how could a niaiK whose body
wanS covered with thousands of arrows, remain alive?

Warriors used to wear armoursd^ These apparently
gave them protectio}! against arrows, though many a time
the armours were pierced through by the arrows.

The bows were supplied wdth powerful strings which
produced a twanging noise that resembled the thunder of

clouds (p. lOr). Scars w^ere produced on the left wrists
(ii. 27) by the striking of the bow-strings and were re-

garded as decorations by warriors.

Great commanders cairied swords with them. The
sword apparently w^a^ an emblem of office, even as in
modern times. But the ancient sword was not th<? harmless
thing of modern days. Dhr.stadyumna cut the head of
Drona with a sword (p. “jh When Asvatthaman and
Karna fall out, they draw swords and become ready to kill

each other (P-Sr);' Karna thinks of cutting Asvatthaman’s
raised foot with his sword (p. 87) and when Asvatthaman
vows not to take any active part in th*' war, it is the sword
that he throws down as a symbol of his abandonment of all

weapons (p. po)-

The mace was another common weapon. It was a
weapon in which a few specialised. Balarama wa^ the
best mace-fighter of the time and both BhTmaseua and
Duryodhana were his pupils in that art. Duryodhana
possessed greater skill than Bhifnasenn and was Baiararaa’s
favourite pupil. Bhlmasena had strength on his side.'*

The last fight of the war viz. the fight between Bhimasena
and Duryodhana was a mace-fight. Of the younger warriors
Vp^iasena was fond of mace-fight.

•

(11) Read'
!

p. IO4.

(12) See vi. 13 and 16.

(13) Not < " p. llo» occurring in Duryodhana*! lamenta-

tions addressed to V^^^asena.
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The battle-field presented a terrible appearance. Rivers

.

of blood fiew and a legular quagmire was produced from
the blood, fat, llesh and marrow of men and animals killed.

Chariots sometimes stuck in this and valiant foot-soldiers
had to plant their feet on these chariots in order to effect

further advance.^*

The size of the armies was very large. The white
umbrellas that were carried with them produced the,illusion

of a forest of white lotuses. As the aimies moved from one
place to another, or met in an encounter, huge clouds of
dust were raised and the sun and even the entire sky were
obscured.^®

There were certain laws of war that were 'scrupulously
observed. Thus, every day the light closed with the sun-

set and during the night people searched for the bodies of

their dead relatives on the battle-field and consigned them
to the fire (v. oG). iSurprise, which is regarded as the most
important principle of modern war-fare, was looked down
upon in epic India, it was unchivalrous to take the

enemy unawares and to attack him while he was unpre-
pared. Warriors therefore blew their conches to announce
their arrival, when they wanted to attack an enemy

(P. lOs). Fights apparently took place at close quarters.

For, before they actually commenced and even during their

course, wordy defences were thrown at each other by the
combatants (pp. lou-llO 113 and llti).

At the head of the army was the Commander-in-Cchief.
Dhp§tadyumna was the Commander-in-Chief of the Pai>^a-
vas all through the war. The supreme command of the
Kaurava army on the other hand passed successively from
Bhi§ma to Drona, Karna, Salya and Asvatthaman. It is

impossible to find out what exactly was the relation of the
Commander-in-Chief with the king and warriors of the
royal family on the one hand with other army com-
manders on the other. It would seem that the Commander-
In-Chief’s position was more of honour than of duty. He
apparently had no control or authority over other com-
manders that were supposed to fight under him. For, had
it not been so, Asvatthaman would never have dared to
behave in the way he is depicted to have done in Act iii.

Why was he allowed by King Duryodhana to flout the new

(14) Read i. 27 and pp. 60-61.

(IB) See 27c and p. lO^.
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Commander-in-chief’s authority and even to be ready to

strike at him? Why did Du^odhana in his capacity as

King, or Karna in his capacity as Commander-in -Chief,

not put Asvatthaman under arrest and dismiss him from
the army or order him to be executed for gross insubordi-

nation? Even the king was apparently helpless to pre-

vent this unseemly quarrel between two of his best gene-
rals. Apart from the question as to who was the aggressor
in this quarrel between Asvatthaman and Karna, the fact

that such a quarrel at all took place shows that there was
something fundamentally wrong with the army-organi-
zation of ancient India.

And that fundamental defect of ancient Indian armies
was the absence of proper discipline. Discipline, which
includes the subordination of personal interests and ambi-
tion, was apparently unknown in ancient India. Each
commander fought more or less on his own and there was
no central authority that exercised effective control over
them all.- Conn tanders apparently thought more about
themselves and fheir interests than about the cause they
were fighting f( Drona really had no business to lay
down his arms when he learnt the news of the death of his
beloved son. By doing so he showed that he valued private
affection more than nuhlic duty. The same tendency is

found in the history of Hindu India in recent times. On
the same battle-field, hundreds of years after Drona. in

1761 A.D., Bhausaheh Peshwa acted in a similar manner.
When Vi.shvasrao fell, he dismounted his elephant and
sought his ruin. Here we had a repitition of the same dep-
lorable preference shown to private grief at the cost of
higher duties and responsibilities.
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ACT I

May this cavitvful of flowers, the juice in which is

stiri’ed (lulita) by bees Las they hover about it]
,
though

warded otF, the buds in which are fully (sam)_ blown

and which consequently appears as though inlaid with

{churita) the rays of the moon on the inside, bring to

us, as it is scattered about at the feet of Hari, [such]

success [in our performance] as would prove delightful

to the eyes of this assembly. 1

And also,

May the unbaffled conciliation [of his beloved] on the

part of the enemy of Kaihsa [that is. Lord Kpsna]

who followed Radhika, as she, becoming angry in the

course of their sports on the sands of the Kalindi and

renouncing [all] interest in the Rasa dance, was walk-

ing away, bedimmed with tears, who, as he planted his

steps of the imprints of her feet felt his hair standing

on end [through excess of joy], and was [at last] look-

ed at by his beloved with a pleased countenance, lead

you on to prosperity. 2
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And aiso.

May Dhurjuti [that is, Lord Siva], who, at the [time

of the] burning of the cities [constructed] by Maya,

was gazed upon with affection by the goddess

[Parvati]
,
with fright and confusion by the demonesses

who wondered what that [phenomenon] meant, with

compassion by sages whose strength lay in a quiet soul

{antastattvo/m)

,

with a smile by Visnu, with hauteur

by the demon warriors who drew their weapons and [at

the same time] allayed the panic of their wives [and]

with delight by the deities, protect you. 3

{At the end of the Benediction)

Stage>Manager—Enough of prolixity.

1 bow to that Kp§nadvaipayana, who is free from pas-

sion and free from ignorance, and who manufactured

the nectar, called the Bharata, which is fit to be drunk,

with the hollow cavity of the hands in the form of the

ears. . 4

<1
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(Looking arouvd) Worthy leaders of the assembly, there is

sooiething which we have to submit [to you].

Like another cavityful of flowers, a poetic composi-

tion is here (esah) scattered before you (atra). Accept

[please] the particles of excellence, though far and few

between, even like bees the drops of honey. 5

Here then we are prepared to represent a drama named
Venisan>hara, the composition of the poet Bhatta-Narayana,

whose distinctive emblem is Lion {Mrgardja—^Lord of

beasts) . Therefore, I request you to pay attention to this

[performance], whether out of regard for the labours of

the poet, or out of reverence for the sublime plot of the story,

or out of curiosity to witness a new drama.

{Behind the curtain) Honoured Sir, make haste, make haste

!

Here indeed at the command of worthy Vidura the officers

ipurusah) are calling upon the entire body of actors thus

{iti )
—“Let [all] operations such as the disposition of the

musical instruments be commenced so as to leave no defect.

This verily is the time of the arrival (lit. entrance) of the

revered son of Devaki [that is, Krsna] , holder of the wheel
in his hand, who is followed by prominent sages such as the

son of Parasara [that is, Vj^sa], Narada, Tumbaru and the

son of Jamadagni [that is, Parasurama], who, through de-
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sire for the good of the family of Bharata, has personally

assumed the role of a mediator and who is desirous, of start-

ing for the camp of the great king, Duryodhana/’

Stage-Manager— {Having heard, Wiih joy). Ila, now, in-

deed, oh! The devine Visnu, who possesses the power of

creating, sustaining and destroying the whole world, has to-

day done a favour to this Bharata-family and [also] to the

whole body of kings in that He, the enemy of Kaihsa, has

personally become the messenger, negotiating peace, and
[thus] the cause of extinguishing the fire of world destruc-

tion In the form of the [impending] war between the Kuril

and the Pandava princes. Then, why is it, [O] Assistant,
that 3^011 do not commence the concert in company with the

actors.

{Enteiing) Assistant—Let [it] be [so]. I shall begin. (Con-

cerning which season should [the song] be sung?

Stage-Manager—^Why, let the music proceed with reference

to this very autumnal season, the [entire] group of quarters

in which is rendered white with the pollen of Saptacchada
and Kasa flowers and of the [expanding-in-the-night] Ku-
muda and [white] Pundarika lotuses, and with the moon-
light, stars, planets and the Kraunca birds [herons] . l^ius

indeed in this autumn, 6

The swans (dhdrtardstrahyof beautiful wings and of

sweet notes, ^ho deck the quarters [as they fly along]

'i

' ’
3f.

‘

\ ' 31.
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and whose activities are wild through joy, descend

[from the Manasa lake] on the surface of the earth

through the influence of the season. 6

[Or ptmningly}

The sons of Dhrtarastra, who have good allies, who
are sweet of speech, who have conquered all quarters

and whose activities are arrogant through the intoxica-

tion [of wealth and power] fall [dead] on the surface

of the earth through the power of Fate. 6

Assistant—-{In confusion) Honoured Sir, may sin be allay-

ed ! May evil be averted

!

Stage-Manager— {With a smile of bewildermoit) Marif^a,

in my desire {dsahisd) to describe the autumnal season I

referred to the swans as dhartarastras.
•

Assistant—Not indeed that I do not know! But owing to

the indication (dsmiisd) of inauspicious things [conveyed]

by your speech, my heart, to tell you the truth, as it were,
trembled.

’i
' m’

m

»T-’r 's
' ’ n-it.
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Stage-Manager—Marisa, why, exactly the whole of the evil

is now averted by the enemy of Kaiiisa, who is negotiating

peace, having personally accepted the role of a mediator.

So, surely.

May the sons of Pan^u, whose fire of hostility is quen-

ched owing to the reconciliation of their enemies, rejoice

in company with Madhava. And may the sons ’of the

Kuru-king [Dhptara.stra] , who have restored (prasa-

dita) [their legitimate share of] the land to the

[Pandavas, who thus become] attached [to them], and
who [consequently] have ended war (vigrahah), rest

at ease along with their attendants.

[Or punninglyj 7

May the sons of Pandu, who have quenched the fire of

their hostility by the annihilation of their enemies, re-

joice in company with Madhava. And may the sons of

the Kuru-king who have decorated the earth with their

gore and have their bodies (vigrahah) destroyed, be the

residents of heaven (avar) [that is, die] along witti

their servants. 7

(Behind the curtain. Reprovingly) Ah, (you) villain, chan-
ter of a vain auspicious blessing, wretch of an actor.

Will the sons of Dhptarastra, after having struck at

our lives and our heaps of wealth bjr [intending to set]
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fire to the house of lac [in which they had lodged us]

,

by [administering me] poisoned food and by [cunning-

ly effecting our] entrance into the gambling hall, and
[abqve all] after having dragged the garment and hair

of the bride of the Pandavas, rest at ease, while I am
alive? 8

{The Stage-Mmiager and the Assistant listen)

Assistant—Honoured Sir, whence [comes] this [utterance] ?

Stage-Manager— {Looking behind) Oh, here to this very

side is advancing the enraged Bhimasena, who cannot tole-

rate peace with the Kurus [that is likely to be brought
about] by the departure of Vasudeva [to their camp], who,
with his fierce frown formed on his broad forehead and re-

sembling and dreadful trident on the arch of Death (Kind-
sah)

,

is as it were drinking us all by the glance of his eyes,
and who is followed by Sahadeva. It is, therefore, not proper
to stand in his front. So from here let us go elsewhere.

{Both go out).

End op Prologue.

1
' n-?.
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{Then enters Bhlmasena enraged, being followed by Sahor-

deva)

.

Bhimasena—Ah, villain, chanter of a vain auspicious bless-

ing, wretch of an actor, {Repeats again, i 8 Will the sons of
Dhrtarastra etc/)

Sahadeva

—

{Persuasively) Noble Sir, have mercy, have

mercy. The words of this son of Bharata [that is, actor]

are indeed {eva) agreeable to us, See. ‘Who have quenched
the fire of their hostility’— [all] this is just appropriate.

‘May the Kurus, who have decked the earth with their blood

and whose bodies are destroyed, be the residents of heaven’

—thus says he ! . .

Bhimasena

—

{Tauntingly). Not indeed, not indeed, is it

proper for you to think inauspicious things about the Kaura-
vas! For you they are brothers [by all means] fit to be
treated with!

Sahadeva

—

{In anger) Noble Sir,

Which of your younger brothers would forgive the*'

sons of Dhrtarastra, who have caused provocation at

ev<ery step, if the king [that is, Yudhisthira] were not
to prohibit? ^
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Bhimasena—So it is. Hence, to be sure, I am from to-day

separated from you. See,

Indeed, with regard to that enmity of mine with the

Kurus, which grew up while yet I was a child, neither

oup noble brother [that is Yudhisthira]) nor Kirltin

[that is, Arjuna] nor you two [that is, Nakula and

Sahadeva] have been the cause. Bhima shall break up
in rage the peace, though effected again, even like the

broad (sthalmn) chest of Jarasandha, though healed up
again [and again]. You [try to] bring it about, [let

me see]. 10

Sahadeva

—

{Persiiasively) Noble Sir, when j^on are thus ex-

ceedingly enraged, our worthy brother [that is, Yudhlst;hira]
will perhaps get angry (khidyate).

Bhimasena—Is it possible that our worthy brother will per-
haps get angry V Does our Avorthy brother know what anger

ikhedah) also is? Think.

Having [helplessly] witnessed the daughter of the

Paiicala king [that is, Drupada] reduced to that condi-

tion in the assembly of kings, we lived for a very (sw.)

long time in the forest, dressed in bark-garments, in thte

company of hunters. [Then] we dwelt at the residence
of the Virata king, concealing ourselves by means of

occupations [most] improper! [And with all this] will
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our worthy brother entertain anger towards me when
I am enraged, [and] not yet towards the Kurus? 11

Then, Sahadeva, go back. And thus request the King at the

words of Bhima ablaze with anger, increased in the course

of an exceedingly long time.

Sahadeva—Noble Sir, to what effect?

Bhimasena— Report in this way.

I prefer (Tidnia) to remain plunged in the sin of

transgressing your command, I consent to undergo

{ndma) censure, incurred even in the midst of younger

brothers, keeping to their bounds. To-day for [just]

one day—you are not my worthy brother [whom I must
obey], nor am I your obedient servant (vidheyah),

while brandishing up (ut) in anger my mace, gory with

blood, I annihilate the Kauravas. 12

(Walks about haughtily)

Sahadeva— (Jmt following him. To himself) Oh, how, my
noble brother has started towards the quadrangle of Pancali

!

Well, I shall then stay just here.

(Halts)
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Bhimasena

—

{Turning round mid observing) Sahadeva, go

you, [and] follow our worthy brother ! I shall on my part

go to the armoury and provide myself with a weapon.

Sahadeva—Noble Sir, this is not the armoury. This is the

quadrangle of Pancali.

Bhimasena

—

{Guessingly) Indeed, is this not the armoury?
Is this the quadrangle of Pancali? (Thinking, With joy)

I have, to be sure, to take leave of Pancali. (Affectionately

taking Sahadeva by the hand) Dear brother, come on. That
our worthy brother in his desire to effect peace with the

Kurus, is tormenting us—that you can also see.

(Both gesticulate entra'ncef)

Sahadeva—Noble Sir, here is a seat spread out. Let my
noble brother sit here and await the arrival of Krsna [that
is, Draupadi]

.

Bhimasena

—

(Sitting, Remembering) Dear brother, by
your having introduced (upodhdtah) [the expression] The
arrival of Krsna’ [in your speech], I am reminded [of the
arrival of Krsna who has gone on a mission of peace]. Well,
on what condition has the revered Krsna been deputed to
Suyodhana to arrange a peace?
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Sahadeva—Noble Sir, with five villages.

Bhimasena— {Shutting his ears) Alas, my heart, to tell you

the truth, trembles as it were, to see such loss of spirit here

on the part of even His Majesty Ajatasatru ! {Turning

round a^id sitthig) Therefore, dear brother, you have not

reported nor have I, Bhima as I am, heard [this condition]

.

Even that lofty, exceedingly terrible, princely

(ksdtra) lustre, which [once belonged] to this King,

has surely been gambled away by him then, \vhile play-

ing with the dice ! 13

{Behind the curtain) Let my Queen take courage, take

courage.

Sahadeva

—

{Looking at the curtain. To himself) Oh, how,

Yajnaseni [that is, Draupadi] is approaching the vicinity of

my noble brother, with her eyes concealed by a veil of tears

that are now and then gathering up. So an extremely sad

situation has developed !

That lustre, as of lightning, which to-day has gather-

ed together {sam) in my noble brother, who is enraged,

^
‘ ' n.
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Krsnia will wureiy augment, even like the rainy

season ! 41

{Then enter DraupacU as* described and a nup'd)

{Dranpadl tearfully heaves a sigh)

Maid—Let my Queen take courage, take courage. Prince

Bhimasena, who has formed eternal enmity with the Kurus,
will remove your grief.

Draupadi—Dear Buddhimatika, [certainly] would this hap-

pen, if His Majesty were not opposed [to it] ? Therefore,
my heart is in a hurry to see my lord.

Maid

—

{Observing) Here is the Prince. Therefore let my
Queen approach him. {They both move on),
Draupadi—Dear, report my arrival to my lord.

( ri^T^^T Jr
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Maid—As the Queen commands. {Walking rou7id and ap-

proaching) May the Prince^ be victorious, be victorious.

Bhimasena— {Not listening. In anger recites again i. 13

‘Even that lofty etc.

Maid— (Returning) My queen, I have to report to you a
glandsome news. The Prince appears to be as though
enraged.

Draupadi—Dear, if so, then even this disregard [in not

noticing my arrival], brings me consolation. Therefore, tak-
ing a seat in a secluded place I [shall] just hear the deter-

mination of my lord.

{Both do so)

Bhimasena— {Angnly, addo^essing Sahadeva) What! I

should like to know {ndma) , peace with five villages

!

Shall 1 not in anger destroy the hundred Kauravas in
battle? Shall I not drink the blood of Dussasana from
his chest? Shall I not pound with my mace the thighs

of Suyodhana? Let your king, [if he likes], make
peace on [that] condition! 15

Draupadi— {Joyfully. Aside) My lord, unheard-of-before is

indeed such utterance of yours. Therefore just say it again
and again.

'arq: qif
‘ sr-jff#.:
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Bhimasena— {Recitvs again i. 15. ‘Shall I not in anger etc.')

Sahadeva—Noble Sir, has this message of the Kang been

comprehended by my noble brother as being as it were void
of [anyj significance?

Bhimasena—What again is the significance here?
Sahadeva—Noble Sir, thus went the message of our worthy
brother

!

Bhimasena—To whom?
Sahadeva—To Suyodhana.

Bhimasena—To what effect?

Sahadeva

—

Give [us] four villages, Indraprastha, Vrkaprastha,

Jayanta and Varanavata and the fifth any one. 16

Bhimasena—^IVhat then?

Sahadeva—So, then, by means of this demand for villages

individually named and owing to the non-mention of the

fifth, I think, [our worthy brother] has thus really {eva

'idam) brought in a prominent way to the notice [of Suyo-
dhana] the places of grievous wrongs [done to us] such as

poisoned food, burning the house of lac and [tempting us
into] the gambling hall.

1
'^ ^^ siwn: 'WT f ' n-^.
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Bhimasena

—

(Vehemently) Dear brother, what would hap-

pen when this is done?

Sahadeva—Noble Sir, when this is done, a heart, apprehen-

sive of and consequently shrinking [from] the annihilation

of one’s own family, will in the ftrst place (favat) be reveal-

ed to the Avorld; moreover (ca) the irreconcileableness of

the Kuril king will at the same time be proved.

Bhimasena—Fool, all this also is of no use. As foi- the ir-

reconcileableness of the Kuru king, it was at that very time

established, when, indeed, by all of us without exception

(ci;a) , while proceeding to the forest from here the destruc-

tion of the Kuru family was vowed. And even in the world
does the destruction of the family of the Dhartarastras

cause you shame? Moreover, O fool.

Does the annihilation of the enemy’s family in anger
make you blush in the world? Does not the pulling

of the hair of [your] wife put you to shame? 17

Draupadi—My lord, these do not feel ashamed ! You also

at least (tavat) do not forget.

'1 n-?.
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Bhimasena—Dear brother, how, Pancali is delaying!

Sahadeva;—Noble Sir, indeed, a long time has passed since

her ladyship’s arrival here. But owing to the influence of

the vehemence of anger, the noble lady, though arrived, was
not noticed by my noble brother.

Bhimasena

—

(Observing. With courtesy) Queen, your lady-

ship, though arrived was not noticed by us, as our ire was
roused. So it is not meet for you to entertain anger.

DraupadF—My lord, my anger [rises] when you are indiffe-

rent, but not when you are enraged.

Bhimasena—If so, consider yourself as having»your insults

avenged. (Talcing her by the hand, making her sit by his

side and looking at her face) How now do I find your lady-

ship dejected as it were?

Draupadi—My lord, what cause for dejection can there* be

when.you are near?

Bhimasena—^Why is it that you do not disclose (it) ? (Look-

ing at her hair) Or, what need for (such) disclosure?

Since, the sons of Papd^i being alive and not having

travelled to a long distance, the daughter of the Pancala
king continues in this condition. 18
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Draupadi—Dear Buddhimatika, inform my lord. Who else

is pained at my insult?

Maid—As my Queen commands. (Approaching Bhlma and

folding her hands) Let the Prince listen. To-day a cause

for dejection, greater even than this, has occurred for the

Queen.

Bhimasena—What, do you say (ndma) greater than even

this? Buddhimatika, tell [it].

Who is this that is acting the part of a moth to-

wards [me] here (asmin) , who am the forest conflag-

ration to bamboos (vamsah) in the form of the family

of the Kauravya [that is, Dhrtaras[ra] , by [rudely]

touching Kr§na [that is, Draupadi] with her braid

unloosed, as [by touching] the line of smoke [arising

from the conflagration], which is dark and is moving
in a column (venl) ? *19

Maid—Let the Prince listen. To-day, indeed, the Queen,

accompanied by the Mother [that is, Kunti] and surround-

ed by the group of her co-wives headed by Subhadra, had
gone to bow down to the feet of the revered GandharL

%
‘ ’

5r.
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Bhimasena—That is proper. Elders deserve to be bowed
down to. Then, [what] then?

Maid—Then while returning, the Queen was seen by Bha-
numMi.

•

Bhimasena

—

{With rage) Ah, seen by the enemy’s wife!

^Alas, a [just] cause for the Queen’s anger! Further,

[what] further?

Maid—Then, having seen the Queen and cast her glance on

the group of her friends, she smiled a little with pride and

said.

Bhimasena—Not merely seen, also addressed! Oh, what
shall we do? Then, [what] then?

Maid—‘O Yajnaseni [that is, Draupadi], I hear that five

villages are being prayed for. Then why even now are
your hair not being tied?’

Bhimasena—Sahadeva, did you hear?

Sahadeva—^Noble Sir, this is just befitting her! For, she

is the wife of Quryodhana. See.

Indeed, the hearts of women become like [those of
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their] husbands owing to association. A creeper,

though [originally] sweet, no doubt brings on a swoon,

when clinging to a poisonous tree. 20

Bhimaseha—Buddhimatika, what did the Queen say then?

Maid—Prince, if she had been unaccompanied by her atten-

dants, the Queen would have replied.

Bhlmasena—^Well, what did you say?

Maid—Then I said thus : ‘0 Bhanumati, while the masses of

your [that is, of you and your sister-in-law] hair are not

loosed, how will the hair of our Queen be tied?’

Bhimasena

—

(With satisfaction) Well [done], Buddlii-

. matika well [done] ! That you have said which was proper

for our attendants. (Impatiently getting up from his seat)

Honoured daughter of the Pancala King, in only a shoft

time.

Bhima will decorate your hair, [0] Queen, with his

hands reddened with the unctuous (stydna), coagulat-
ed (avanadka), thick blood of Suyodhana, whose pair

1 ‘ W faw «T> ( *W^ «r^) ’ m.
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of thighs shall have been well (sam) pounded by the

strokes of the terrible mace brandished in my restless

arms. 21
^ #

Draupadi—What is, my lord, difficult for you to accomplish,

when [once] you are fully {pari) enraged? May your bro-

thers ‘support this determination [of yours] by all means

!

Sahadeva—^We have favoured this.

(A great noise heMnd the curtain. All listen with

amazement)

Bhimasena

—

By whom is this drum beaten- [the drum] which is

deep like the sound of the Mandara mountain as it

spinned [on its axle] with its caverns flooded with the

water of the ocean agitated in the process of being

churned, which is terrible like the mutual clashing of

assemblages of thundering clouds of world-destruction

as it receives the strokes of the sticks (konah)* which

is the harbinger of the [effects of the] wrath of Krsna,

the stormy {nirghdta) wind portending the destruc-

tion of the Kuru family, and the friend of the- echo of

our war-cry? 22
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{Entering confused) Chamberlain—Prince, here, indeed, the

divine Vasudeva

—

{All get up, folding their hands)

Bhimasena— {With confusion) Where is he, where is he,

the divine Lord?

Chamberlain—By Suyodhana, enraged at this partiality to-

wards the Papdavas

—

{All gesticulate confusion)

Bhimasena—^What, seized?

Chamberlain—Not indeed, not indeed
!
[Merely] attempted

to be seized!

Bhimasena—^What then waS done by the Lord?
Chamberlain—Then the high-souled Lord, disregarding the

family of the Kurus that fainted at the encounter {sam-

pdtah) ,of the refulgence of His Universe-Form displayed

[by Him], arrived at the site of our camp, [and now] He
desires to see the Prince without delay.

Bhimasena— {With ridicule) What, is it possible {ndma)
the evil-souled Suyodhana desires to seize the Lord? {Fix-

n 5T.

1 gr«figw%5. ;; ‘wjfflgil’
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ing his gaze in the sky) Ah! [you] evil-souled bane of the

Kuru family, you having thus transgressed [all] bounds, the

wrath of the Pap^avas would be a mere [outward] instru-

ment [of your ruin].

Sahadeva—Noble Sir, does not that evil-souled wretch of

Suyodhana comprehend even the divine Vasudeva in his

proper character?

Bhiinaseiia—Deluded, indeed is this evil-souled [man] I

How could he comprehend ? See.

How could this [Duryodhana] , blinded [as he is] by

infatuation, comprehend this ancient God, whom
[sages], who find their all-sided (d) delight in them-

selves, who have fixed their love on undifferentiated

(nirvikalpa) mental concentration, who have severed

[all] knots of ignorance by means of a profuseness of
knowledge and who are [firmly] established in [the

quality of] goodness, realise as being incomprehensible

ikamapi) and lying beyond [the regions of] darkness
and light? 23

Venerable Jayandhara, what at present is our worthy
brothers doing?

Chamberlain—The Prince will understand the doing of His
Majesty after he goes [to him] in person. (Goes out).

1 ' ^3X1^ ’ q-q. X ‘ Mq
’
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(Behind the curtain. After a noise).

O, ye, commanders of our divisions (aksauhinl)

,

Dru-

pada, Virata, V^spi, Andhaka, Sahadeva and others, let all

of you listen.

Here that great fire of wrath belonging to Yudhi?-

thira, which was enkindled [long ago] in the wooden
Sticks (arani) of gambling by the dragging of the hair

and garment of the Princess [Draupadi], which was
[hitherto] checked with effort [by the King] with a
mind apprehensive of the violation of his vow of truth-

fulness, and which was even sought to be forgotten by
the peaceful [Yudhi?thira] anxious for the peace of
the family, is spreading widely in the forest of the

Kurus. 24

Bhimasena

—

(Listening with joy) May the fire of the wrath

of our noble brother spread on and on with its course im-

impeded.

Draupadi—My Lord, why now is tins war-drum, deep like

the thundering of clouds of world-destruction, is being

beaten every moment?

Bhimasena—^My Queen, what else? A sacrifice is proceeding.
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Oraupadi

—

(With amazement) What [kind of] sacrifice is-

this?

Bhlmasena—The sacrifice of war ! So indeed.

We four are the officiating priests ; that divine Lord,

Hari, is the director of the rites; the king [that is,

Yudhisthira] is [the sacrificer] initiated for [this] sac-

rifice of war; his wife [that is Draupadi] is [the co-

partner] observing the [necessary] vow
; the Kauravas

are the beasts [to be offered as victims] ; the fruit is the

soothing of the pain of insults [suffered] by [our] be-

loved
;
[and this] drum of triumph is booming loudly to

invite the princes [to attend the ceremony]. 25

Sahadeva—Noble Sir, being commanded by our noble bro-
ther, let us now proceed to perform deeds worthy of our
valour.

Bhlmasena—Dear brother, here we are ready ever to execute

the order (anujnd) of our noble brother. (Rising up) My
Queen, we now go to [accomplish] the destruction of the

€Curu family.

Draupadi

—

(Checking the tears) My lord, may bliss attend

on you, as on Hari, prepared for battle with the demons!
Whatever mother Kunti hopes, may that be yours!

Both—We accept the utterance of your benediction.

I
'
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Draupadi—And another thing, my lord, having returned

from the battle, I should even again be consoled by you.

Bhimasena—Why, daughter of the Pancala king, what is

the good of [any] vain consolation even now?
You will not see again Vrkodara [that is, myself],

who has not completely finished with the Kauravas and
whose face has [consequently] turned pale with shame
at having to put up with insults [received] . 26

Draupadi—My Lord, indeed, move not [on the field of

battle], regardless of [the safety of] your body, the fire of

your anger being enkindled by the insults suffered by Yajna-
seni [that is, myself]. For, I hear one has to move about

Avith absolute caution in the enemy’s forces.

Bhimasena—0 excellent lady of the warrior caste

—

% q qiq^rfqq »i-q ' erwr ^ ^ wif^ i <irrf

g3%i^ ( 3F^ Iqt^rurm I VTpr^igrTW: )’?r!fiK4.wq^q qiqq
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The sons of Pandu are expert in moving about in the
[very] inmost water of the one [great] ocean of battle,

where the gallant foot-soldiers plant their feet on [the

tops of] chariots, plunged in the mire of the blood, fat

{vasad ) , flesh and brains (mastiska) of elephants tom
to pieces by mutual collisions, and where headless trunks
dance to [the tune of] the musical instruments in the
form of the inauspicious female jackals, howling in their
assembly [gathered] for drinking the plentiful blood
[that is spilt]. 27

(AH go out)

End of A ct I
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ACT II

{Then enters the Chamberlain)

Chamberlain—I am commanded by His Majesty, Duryo-
dhana', thus : ‘Vinayandhara, go you quickly. Let* Queen
Bhanumatl be searched for [and ascertain] whether she has
returned from [having performed] her customary duty
(samayah) of bowing to the feet of my mother. For, hav-
ing seen her I have to go to the field of battle and offer con-
^atulations to the commanders of our army, Radheya [that
is, Karna], Jayadratha and others, who have killed Abhi-
manyu.’ Therefore, I havm to proceed very quickly and this
proves how wonderful (iti ako) is the power of His Majesty;
for overpowered with age as I am, my residence in the harem
is merely a matter of form {maryddd) and nothing more
(era) . Or rather, why should I find fault with my old age,
since just this costume and activity are prescribed by custom
{vyd,va,hd.rika) for all attendants of the inner appartment?
To explain

:

I never saw to my satisfaction, though I had wide*
eyes; even having heard I heard not; though able-
bodied, I leant on the staff because it wa| prescribed
{adhikrta) for my office; with my mind fixed on stum-

1 ’ q-5r. R ' 3rR:)4K^[u|[q ’ n q. 3
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blings everywhere, 1 never walked erect (udahatam).
My life being [thus] blinded by servitude, what possibly

is there that is done to me by old age? 1

(Moving about and observing. In the air) VihaAgika,
has Bhanumati returned after offering her salutation to the
feet of her mother-in-law? {Directing his ear [towards
her)). What, say [you] thus? ‘Worthy Sir, here Queen
Bhanumati, who has peiformed the salutation to the feet of
her elder [that is, Gandh&ri] and who from to-day has begun
[the practice of some] religious observance, with a desire
to [ensure] victory in battle for her husband, is staying in
the Balodyana.’ Then, good lady, go about your business,
while 1 on my part shall report to His Majesty that the Queen
is here. {Moving round) Bravo, chaste lady, bravo! Praise-
worthy are you, though a woman, not however, His Majesty,
who is still {ayam) indulging in the pleasure of enjoyments
in his harem, when his pow^erful—or why [should I say]
powerful? [It is enough if I said] Vasudeva-helped

—

enemies, the sons of Pandu, have risen up! Meditating).
Here is another instance of improper behaviour on the part
of His Majesty. Why [do I say so] ?

[The fact that] Bhisma, the conqueror of even the
sage [namely, Parasurama], whose axe was never
blunted since he began to wield his weapon, was here
prostrated with arrows by the sons of Papdu, causes

1 ?mT’ »i-^. ^ ?-«r. v awffwt
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him no anxiety ! [On the other hand] he is pleased at

the slaughter of the boy, Abhimanyu, [who was fight-

ing] single-handed, who had been fatigued with [win-

ning] victory over many veteran archers that fought
with him (arih) and whose bow had been cut off by the

enemies. 2

Fate would [I hope] bring us blessing in every way. Then
let me report to His Majesty that the Queen is here.

{Goes out)

End of Prelude
(Then enter Queen Bhdnumati sitting on a seat, her Friend
and Maid )

.

Friend—Friend Bhanumati, why now are j"Ou, being the
Queen of the proud and great king, Duryodhana [as you
are], thus exceedingly tormented for the sake of the mere
vision [seen] in a dream, with your courage [all] dropi)ed
off?

Maid—My Queen, Suvadana speaks aright. What indeed
does a person not see in sleep?

Bhanumati—Dear, this is so. But this dream appears to
me to be extremely inauspicious to see.

1 ‘ ( ^qjpFf.)
’ n.

‘
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Friend—If so, let my dear friend tell [it]
,
so that we two

also, [by] counteracting [that dream], shall avoid [its evil

effects] by means of eulogy [of the gods] and muttering
[the names of] deities.

Maid—My Queen, this is so. It is heard that dreams, though
of inauspicious sight, come to have a happy consequence by
means of eulogy [of the gods]

.

Bhanumatl—If so, then I shall tell. Be attentive.

Friend—^Let my dear friend tell.

Bhanumatl—Stop for a while ;
till I shall recall everything.

(Gesticulates thinking)
• (Then enter Duryodhana and the Chamberlain)
Duryodhana—Well has this been said by somebody.

An injury to the enemies whether great or small, in-

flicted whether by oneself or by another, whether covert-
ly or openly, causes great satisfaction. 3

So that to-day having he^rd that Abhimanyu is killed by
Drona, Karna, Jayadratha and others, our heart has as it

were breathed [freely]

.
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Clianiberluin—Your Majesty, this was not very difficult to
accomplish for the powers of the arms of the Acarya [that
is, Drona]. Or, what possible praise could Karna and
Jayadratha have in this [matter]?

King—Vinayandhara, what do you say? ‘A boy, [who was
fighting] single-handed and whose bow was cut off, was kill-

ed by many—here in this matter what praise can arise to
the best of the Kurus?’ Fool, see:

That same praise will accrue to us, which the sons of
Pan^u [derived], when the aged son of Gaiiga [that is,

Bhisraa] was killed [by them] by placing Sikhandin in
front.

"

’ 4

Chamberlain— {With bewilderment) Your Majesty, this is

not my meaning. But the failure of your valour has never
been thought of [as possible] by us before—^thus for this
reason I respectfully say so.

ifcing—So it is.

Ere long the son of Pan^u shall, by means of his -

strength, slay in battle, Suyodhana, together with the
assemblage of his servants, his kinsmen, his friends, his

sons and his brothers. 5

1 ^
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Chamberlain

—

(Closing his ears. With fright) May sin be
quelled ! May evil be counteracted

!

King—-Vinayandhara, what did I say ?

Chamb'erlain

—

Ere long Suyodhana shall, by means of his strength,

slay, in battle, the son of Pandu, together with the as-
semblage of his servants, his kinsmen, his friends, his
sons and brothers. 6

The contrary of this was said by Your Majesty!

King—Vinayandhara, to-day indeed Bhanumati, without
taking leave of me as usual, went out of my sleeping chamber
just [early] in the morning. So my mind is distracted.
Therefore point out [to me] that region where Bhanumati is.

Chamberlain—This way, this way, [may] Your Majesty
[come]

.

(Both move about)
;

Chamberlain

—

Looking ahead. Inhaling fragrance from all

sides) Your Majesty, see, [just] see. Here lies in your front
the Balodyana,^here a bed (prakarah) of flowers is formed
by the Sephali^s, that have dropped from their stems, being
rudely (ut) shaken by the wind, that is cool owing to par-
ticles of frost, where the loveliness of Priyahgu creepers

1 '
( qfqcTJrorq:’ I ' n-q

‘ ’
-g. V ’TFg^iM ’ iq.

3
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r(§yd^latd) is eclipsed by the Lodhra flowers, rosy like the

slightly red cheeks of beautiful damsels, which is cool and
fragrant with the fullblown Bakula and Kunda_ flowers and
which is atoactive at [this] hour of the morning. There-

fore, let Your Majesty observe. So indeed.

The bees, fallen down [on the ground] along with the

night-blowing flowers, with their interiors rendered un-

even (km-dla) with the juice mixed with frost, [now]
fall upon the day-lotuses, indicated [to them] by the in-

tense fragrance [proceeding] from the interiors of their

buds opened by the rays of the sun. 7

King— {Looking around) Vinayandhara, here is another
[phenomenon] looking more charming in this early morn-
ing. See.

These drones, who are awakened [from their slum-
ber], as they are touched, like [so many] kings, by the
rays of the sun, entering through the lattices (jdlam)
in the form of the intervals (updntah) of the petals,

extended at the commencement of the opening [of the
lotuses] , and whose unguent (angardgah) [supplied by

‘

the pollen] is [only] slightly visible owing to close dal-

liance iparimalah) [at night], are quitting, along with
their mates, their bed in the form of the interior of the
many lotuses [now] full-blown. 8

1
‘ vn#: ’ a.
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Chamberlain—Your Majesty, here, I sayl (nanu) , is Bhanu-
mati sitting in company with Suvadana and Taralika. May
Your Majesty approach [them] then.
King— {Observing) Worthy Vinayandhara, go to make
ready ray war-chariot. I also here follow you close upon
your heels after seeing the Queen.
Chamberlain—Here is Your Majesty’s command executed.
{Exit)

.

Friend—Dear friend, have you recalled ?

Bhanumati—Friend, [I have] recalled. To-day, indeed, just
in front of me, as I sat in the Pleasure-garden, a hundred
serpents were killed by a certain ichneumon, who surpassed
a celestial form [in beauty]

.

Both— ( Understanding. To themselves) May sin be quelled,
May evil be counteracted ! {Aloud) Then, [what] then?

Bhanumati—My heart being agitated {udvigna) by extreme
anguish, I have forgotten. Therefore, recollecting even
again, I shall tell.

King—Oh, Queen Bhanumati is sitting [here, engaged] in
some conversation with Suvadana and Taralika. Be it [so]

.

\ ‘ arrqrq ’ q-3i. ^ ‘ tqrqm^q ( qqrqqqe?q )
’ n-q.
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Concealed by this network of creepers I shall just hear their

confidential talk. {Stands so).

Friend-—Friend, away with auguish. Let my dear fi'iend tell,

l^jng—What indeed could possibly be the cause of her

auguish ? Or, rather, since to-day she went out of my sleep-

ing chamber without taking leave of me, her anger was al-

ready {eva) guessed by me. O Bhanumati, indeed, Ouryo-

dhana is not a [proper] object of your anger?

Did I through carelessness slacken noose of my cree-

perlike arms round your neck? Were you not to-day

honoured [by me] by turning my face towards you at

[the time of] your rollings during interruptions of

sleep? Was I observed by you in a dream as being de-

based by private conversation with another woman?
What fault, [0] beloved, do you find in me, who am fit

to be censured like a servant [if found guilty] ? 9

{Meditating) Or rather.

This [lady], whose undivided {eka) heart rests on us,

has, with a mind in which jealousy has been excited by
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love, fancied of herself some slight fault on my part,

[just] because I am [so] dear [to her], and verily be-
come’ angry. 10

Yet, we shall just hear what possibly she would say.

Bhanumati—Then at the sight of that ichneuman (n-akulah)

of excellent divine beauty I became uneasy {utsuka) and lost

my heart [Also punnivgly—I grew love-sick and my heart
was captivated].

King

—

{With bewilderment) What [did you say] ? I should
like to know {ndma) . T became eager at the sight of
Nakula [the fourth of the Pandavas and a son of Madri] of
excellent celestial beauty and my heart was attracted V Then,
is it that by this sinful woman, attached to the son of Madri,
we have been deceived? {Ironiccdly repeating ii. 10 This
[lady] whose undivided, etc.’). Fool, Duryodhana, what
would you say now, (you) who were thinking much of yoiir-

selif, while [all the time you were] being deceived by this

unchaste woman? {Repeating ii. 9’ Did I through care-
lessness, etc.’ Looking about in [aW] directions) Oh, just for
this purpose this [lady] had a longing for a solitary place
early in the morning and [entertained] special liking for
mutual conversation with friends. But Duryodhana, owing
to infatuation, knew not the stuff of the harlot’s heart and
was deluded far away ! Ah, sinful woman, disgraceful wife
of mine,
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[How great was] that timidity of yours in my pre-

sence, [while how ignoble are] such adventures ! That
praise [bestowed] on our person, [and] this passion for
even the transgression of modesty ! That courtesy to-

wards me who am [now proved to be] dull-headed,
[and this] unaccountable mode of wantonness ! In that
illustrious blemishless (vitamas) family [you claim
your] birth, [and] this scandalous conduct [you adopt!] 11

Friend—Then, [what] then?

Bhanumati—Then abandoning the place where I was seated
I proceeded to enter the bower of creepers. Then he also
entered the bower of creepers, closely following me.

Duryodhana—Oh, the immodesty of this sinful woman,
[well] worthy of a harlot!

Are you not, [0] sinful-hearted woman, ashamed to
disclose to-day your wicked deed before those very
friends [of yours] here to whom you communicated, in
private, enjoyment of amorous spbrts with me, in such
a way as to completely lay bare (baddha) [your] whole
heart (bhavaji) owing to long continued affection
(pranayah) ?

' 12

'I

^
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Both—Then, [what] then?

Bhanumati—Then he, who stretched out his hand that held
a serpent in it, [also p^mningly—who boldly stretched out
his hand,] removed my breast garment.

King

—

{With anger) Now enough of hearing further than
this. Well then IbhovaUi) ,

in the first place (tdvat) ,
I shall

take away the life of that accursed son of Madri, who has
been audacious enough to outrage another’s wife. {Going
a little. Thinking). Or rather, this very [woman] of sinful

character first be punished. {Returns).

Both—Then, [what] then?

Bhanumati—Then, by the sound of the songs of a group of
courtesans, mingled with the sound of the auspicious musi-
cal instruments [played upon] at dawn, belonging to my
noble lord, I was roused.

tong— {In a tone of conjecture) Is it possible {nama) that

she has described the vision in a dream, [as can be guessed]

from [her words] T was roused’? Or, from the words of
her friend alone the matter would be cleared up.

{Both look at each other with dejection)

Suvadana—Whatever might be calamitous here [that is, in

^
'

n-^.
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this dream], let that be washed away by the \vatcr of the

rivers headed by the BhagirathL Also by the blessing of

the revered Brahrnanas and by means of the divine fire, sac-

rificed with oblations [and hence] in full (pra) blaze, let it

lie destroyed
King—Away with doubt. The vision of a dream alone has
hrre been described by her. But dull-witted as I am, I con-
strued it quite otherwise.

Lucky it was that I did not step forth [into her pre-
sence] in anger roused by delusion due to [her aixount]
beii\g [only] half hear:!. Luckily [again] I did not say
anything harsh in lapg.a while she had [yet] lialf related
[her story]. I am glad the narrative [soon] reached
its (dose, [as it were] to convince me whose mind had
gone astray. Fortunately the world did not liecome void
of her [ovvdng to her being] falsely accused. 13

Phanumati—Dear [friend], tell [me] what here is auspici-
ous, or what forebodes evil,

(Thp friend and the inaid look at each other)

Friend

—

{Adde) Here there is not even a little that indi-
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cates bliss. Th(3n [if] I tell a lie, I shall be siiininj? against
my dear friend. That, to bo sure (iddnlivi) is an affec-

tionate nc'rsorn who rvhcn consulted, says [what is] bcaiefi-

ciaJ, though unpalatable. (A loud) Friend, the whole of this

proclaims evil. So let it be averted bv salutalion to the
deities and gift to a multitude (ja'}uih) of twice-liorn people
[that is, TJrahmanas]. Indeed, the learned do not commend
[as auspicious] the sight of a boar oe an ichneumon and the
slaughter of a hundred serpents in a. dream.

King—Suvadana says the truth. Slaughter of a hundred
serpents and removal of the breast-garment by an ichneu-
mon—this (Hi) surely [will produce] evil in the future, I

guess.

I grant that dreams, [some] auspicious and [some]
inauspicious, are indeed seen now and then (parydy-
ena)

.

But this number, hundred, as though points to
me 'with my brothers [as specially involved in the
slaughter], M

(Indicating [:vnik approjn'kite ge,sHc7/htions]thc throbbing
of the left eye). Ah! Evil omens, strangely enough (ndwa),
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create agitation of mind even in me, [who am] Duryodhana

!

(Haughtily)

,

Or, what cares Duryodhana for such things
[as omens], which are capable of causing tremor in the
hearts of [only] the timid people? And this [very] view is

expressed in verse by Ahgiras.

The movements of planets, a dream, omens [and] a
conditional offer [to a diety] (vpaydcitam) bear fruit
by way of accident. The wise fear them not. 15

Therefore, let me remove Bhanumati’s vain fear, [so] na-
tural to a woman’s nature.

Bhanumali—Dear Suvadana, just see, the divine lord of the
day, with his excellent chariot, allowed to rise up (vimukta.)
[from itself] by the region (antarah) of the peak of the ris-
ing mountain, has come to possess his orb( serene [but]
slipping away.

Friend—Friend, the thousand-rayed divine [sun] has be-

come very difficult to gaze upon, like an enemy, who has
accomplished his vow [of revenge]— [the sun] who has
rendered tawny (pinjarita) the ground-portion of the gar-

^
' anWTFcT ’

' ^RFTrTIcgrfcl'f:
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den, with the multitude of his rays penetratinpf through the
interstices of a net-work of creepers, that [multitude] re-

sembles leaves of burnished gold. Therefore, is it time for
you to wait upon [the sun] with an ofFcu'ing (argyah) in-

cluding [in it] red flowers and sandal.

Bhanumati—Dear Taralika, bring me the vessel containing
materials of the offering, so that I shall accomplish the wor-
ship of the divine thousand-rayed [sun].

Maid—As the Queen commands. (Goes out)
King—This surely is an exceedingly (tara) good opportu-
nity to go near the •Queen.

* {Entering) Maid—My (hKen, here is the vessel containing
materials of offering. Let then the worship of the divine
thousand-rayed [sun] be performed.

{The king approaches and, sending aivay the attendant
with a signal, takes the vessel containing materials of offer-
ing himself and hands [it over to the Queen] )

.

Friend

—

(Observing. To herself) How, His Majesty has
arrived! Alas, the viobtio-n of the vow of this dear friend
[of mine] is [now sure to be] accomplished by the King.
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Bhanuraaii

—

{Tuming her face towards the sun) 0 divine

[sun], the one thousand-petaled [lotus] in the great lake of

thc'sky, th(‘ sadron mark on the round face of the damsel in

the form of the eastern quarter, the light of the courtyyard
in the form of the world, whatever may be calamitous in

this vision of a dream-rnay that, [I pray], by virtue of my
adca^ation to [you], the divine [Lord], turn out hap’py in its

consequence to my noble lord along with his hundred bro-
thers. (Giving the offering) Dear Taralika, bring me
flf)\vers so that T shall accomplish the worship of other deities
too. {Stretches out her hands)*

(The Kivff hri7igs the flowers. Gesticulating the plea-
S7(re of i07(c]i [irith her hand'iy he lets the floorers fall on the
gro^ind )

.

Bhanumali—Oh, [how great is] the carelessness of ser-
vants! (Tinniing round [gndi] seeing. With confusion).
How% my noble lord!

Ring—My Queen, unskilled is this servant on such occasions
of service. The Queen, therefore, has [full] power to
punish [him].

(Bbannmatl acts bashfvhiess)
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King—O [my] beloved,

Direct towards [me] here, who am standing in the
position of your serviuit, your eye accustomed to move
towards the white extensive corner. Why this excite-

ment? I’alk to me loudly. Queen, [and] in a manner
sweet owing to smiles, and lovely Uiddra). 'J’he cavity

of my hands is [ever] ready to serve you. 16

Bhunumati—Noble my lord, permitted by you I have a de-

sire to [observe] a certain vow.

King—I have already {eva) heard the details, pertaining to

the account of your dream. No use (alaw), therefore, thus
fatiguing your naturally delicate body (dtmdnam )

.

Bhanumati—Noble my lord, fear torments me. Therefore
let my noble lord permit me.

•King— (With hantcur) My Queen, away with this fear. See.

If you thus become distressed, [what is the use of our
mighty armies, which have occupied [all] the quarters

and have made the [very] earth tremble funder their
tread], what [the good] of Dropa and the arrows of

1
' “f^q
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the Ahga king [that is, Kar^ia] ? [0] timid one, you
are the wife of the lord of lions, [namely], Duryodhana,
residing with happiness in* the shade of the forest of
arms of my hundred brothers. What can be the object
of fear to you? ' 17

Bhanumali—Noble my lord, indeed there is no object of fear
whatever to me when you are near. But 1 take delight in

[and have consequently to pray for, by observing vows,] the
fulfilment of the heart’s desires of my noble lord himself.

King—0 beautiful one, thus far only jextendj my heart’s

desires that I should sport at will in company with my be-
loved. See.

[I always entertain] a longing to drink your moon-
like face, by which the beauty of a lotus is being swal-
lowed [that is, outdone] with the eyes packed with love
and [hence] steady, which talks indistinctly through
the feeling of bashfulness, or which [shines] with ever
gentle smiles, or which is characterised by a lip that
has lost its mark of nlaktaka dye owing to the religious
vow [being observed by you]. What else possibly
{nu) can be not easy to obtain by Duryodhana? 18

(Behind the curtain a great noise. All listen)

^
’

'ST. ^
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Bhanumati— {Embracing the king in fright) May my
noble lord protect [me], protect [me].

King— {Observing all rmnd) Darling, away with excite-

ment. See.

Why this excitement, O timid one? [It is only] a
wind, terrible in its activity, [that] is blowing in every
direction, [the wind] by which branches of trees
{anghripnh) are scattered in [various] quarters, which
it attended, in the air, by a moving column of dust
bristling { jatila) with straw% which, on roads, ])roduces
a hissing hoarse sound and is charged with ])articles of
sand {sarkardla)

,

which is accompanied by smoke [pro-
ceeding] from the stems of trees rubbing against one
another, and which is deep and grave [in its sound],
like the thundering of a fresh cloud, in the arbours of
the palaces. 19

Friend—May Your Majesty enter this palace standing on
the [artificial] mountain of w^ood. Indeed, this terrible wind
creates anxiety— [the wind] which causes distress {kalu-
slkrta) to the eye with the rough dust that has arisen, and
which has thrown into disorder the thoroughfares {jxid-
dhaiih) of men by [the appearance thereon of] the excellent

^ to btwdTif<Wr
^

3f. X ' 5^1^ ( 5^: )
’ iK‘
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ivallabha) horses which, being greatly (vi) frightened by
the crash of huge trees uprooted, have bolted off from their

stables.

King— {Wtih joy) Indeed, this whirlwind has been the bene-
factor of Suyodhana, since {)jasya=^ yad asya, idiomati-

cally) owing to its favour, our heart's longing is fulfilled by
the Queen, who has abandoned her vow without any effort

[on our pari]. How [do I prove this] ?

No fi'own has been put on; the eyes have not been
covered with tears ; the face has not been turned in an-
other direction; 1 was not prevented with oaths, from
touching her. [ButX under the influence of fear an
embrace has been effected, by the slender-bodied lady so
[closely] as to make her breasts plunged [as it were in
my chesl]. Is not the dreadful wind, who broke her
vow, [thus] a friend of mine? 20

So my heart’s longing being fulfilled, I have now freedom to
indulge {kyl nia<ulrak) in enjoyments. Therefore, we pro-
ceed from here just to the palace on the mountain of wood.
{All, gesticulatiug pain from the tvhirhvind, move about
with effort

King:—
[O] lady of plump thighs, plant your feet wslowly and

slowly. Give up your trembling gait, (darling)
. [0]
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woman of beautiful body, closely embrace my broad
chest, making your creeper-like arms the upper liga-

ture [thereof]. 21
{Gesticulating entrance) Darling, the wind has no access
[here], the inner chamber being well (sam) closed. Open
your eyes with [perfect] security (vishabdham)

,

wiping off

the collection of dust [therefrom].

Bhainumati—I am glad here at least (tdvat) the portentous
wind does not torment [us].

Friend—The two thighs of my dear friend have become
powerless owing to the hurry of ascent. Why then does
Your Majesty not adorn the raised ground (vedikf.), ser-
ving as a seat, now?

King

—

{Observing the queen) Noble lady, the excitement
[caused] by the whirlwind has done [you] no small harm,
certainly {eva)

.

So indeed,

, The [amount of] dust, though small, causes great tor-
ment owing to the expansiveness of her eyes. Tremor,
though slight, pains her bosom, weighted as it is with
plump breasts, so [much] as to heave up her necklace.
The trembling of her thighs increases, though her gait
is slow, owing to the heaviness of her big buttocks. The

4 1 ’ n-q. ^
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whirlwind, helped as it; is by the limbs of [this] fawn-
eyed lady, is causing [her] pain [rather] too long. 22

{All sit down)

King—^Then why is it that the queen is sitting on the hard
dab of stone, which has no covering?

[O] lady of graceful, tapering and fleshy thighs, my
two thighs, the skirt of whose garment is disordered by
the wind and which [hence] are [so] attractive to your
eyes, are quite sufficient for your huge {sthalm) but-
tocks to rest upon foir a long time—[your buttocks]
which have their garment fluttering [in the wind] and
which [hence] are so pleasing to my eyes 1 23

{Entering with a toss of the curtain, bewildered)

Chamberlain—Your Majesty, broken, [indeed] broken

—

{All gaze [at him) in fear)

King—By whom?
Chamberlain—By the dreadful

—

[also punningly—^By
Bhima, the second Papd^va]

—

King'—Whose ?

Chamberlain—Of Your Majesty

—

1 W.
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King—Ah, what are you raving?

Bhanamatl—^Worthy Sir, what unwelcome thing are you
saying'?

King—Fie ! [You] raver, wretch of an old man, what in*

fatuation has to-day [overtaken] you?
Chamberlain—No infatuation whatsoever! I am telling

[you] exactly the truth.

The flag of Your Majesty's chariot was broken by the
dreadful wind [and it] fell on the ground, uttering, as
it were, a cry of lamentation, through the jingling of
its bells. 24

King—^When the whole world was shaken by the vehemence
of the powerful wind, [it is not surprising that] the flag of
my chariot was broken. Then why do you thus impudently
rave ‘Broken, [indeed], broken?’.

Chamberlain—Your Majesty, nothing at all [is meant to be
irtipudent here]. But, in order to allay this evil omen. Your
Majesty should be requested—thus devotion to my Master
prompts me to speak.

BhanumaU—Noble my lord, let this be averted by the loud
recital of the Vedas by Brahmanas, pleased [with daksip^*].
King

—

(.Disdainfully) Well, go. Report [the matter] to
[our] priest, Sumitra.
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Chamberlain—As Your Majesty commands. (Goes out)

{Entering) Door-Keeper

—

{Approaching in distress) May
victory attend Your Majesty, may victory attend! Your
Majesty), here the great Queen, mother of the king of the

Sindhus [that is, of Jayadratha], and Dussala, are wait-
ing at the region of the gate.

King

—

{Meditating a little. To himself) What, the mother
of Jayadratha, and Dussala also! May I hope {kaccit) that
the sons of Pandu, enraged at the slaughter of Abhimanyu,
have not done some calamitous deed? {Aloud) Go. Enter
[them] quickly.

{Then enter the mother of Jayadratha, in excitement,
and Du&sala. Both in tears fall at Duryodhana’s feet)

Mother—Let the young Prince protect, protect

!

{Dusiald sheds tears)
King

—

{Getting up in haste) Mother, take courage, take
courage. What is [the cause of] your terror ? Is it all

well, on the fields of battle, with Jayadratha, the unrivalled
chariot-warrior ?

Mother—Dear child, how can it be well?
King—How possibly (iva).
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Mother— (TFji/t apprehension) To-day, indeed, the wielder

of the-Gandlva bow [that is, Arjuna] enraged at the murder

of his son, has vowed his [that is, Jayadratha\s] slaughter,

while the sun has not set [that is, before it sets]

.

Kins— (With a smile) Is this that cause [which brings

forth] tears in my Mother and DuSsala? Is such your plight

by the ravings of Kirltin, who is maddened by grief for his

son? Oh, the well-known (ndma) simple-mindedness of

women! Mother, away with dejection. Dear Dus.^ala,

enough of shedding tears. I\qience came this prowess of that

Dhanafijaya to cause calamity to the great king, Jayadratha,

protected by the bolt of Duryodhana’s arm?

Mother—Dear child, [0] dear child, indeed those warriors,

with the fire of their anger enkindled by their impatience

(amarsah) at the slaughter of their son and kinsman, are

ijioving about, regardless of [the safety of] their bodies.

King— (With derision) So it is! The unforgivingness of

the Pandavas is already (eva) known to all people! See.

Pihcall, whose hair and garment were pulled by
Du^Sisana at my command and had [consequently] be-

come loose, was addressed as ‘A cow, [helpless like] a
cow!’ in the presence of an assemblage of kings ! Was

1
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not the son of Pytha, the wielder of the Gari(Jiva, bow,
present at that very [time] , tell me (nu) ? Was not that
[namely, DuSsasana’s action] a [proper] cause for
anger to a youth, born in the family of K§atriy^ and
skilled [in the use of arms] ? 25

Mother— [And] he has vowed self-slaughter in case he
failed to carry out the responsibility of his [first] vow.

King—If so, enough of your grieving over a matter, at
which you should on the contrary (apt), rejoice. Why, you
should [rather] say that Yudhi?thira along with his brothers
is now uprooted. And moreover, [0] Mother, what
power has Dhananjaya, or any other, to utter [with intent
to injure] even the name of your son, whose prowess is aug-
mented by the circle (parivdrah) of the hundred Kurus and
whose unresisted (niravarana) valour is doubled by the
bravery of such great chariot-warriors as Krpa, Karna,
Drona and ASvatthaman. O [you] who not fully (abhi)
comprehend the valour of your son.

Not even (eva) the talk can be [entertained] with
regard to the son of Dharma [that is, Yudhisthira] and
the twins [that is, Nakula and Sahadeva, as being the
possible successful adversaries of Jayadratha]. Out
of the [remaining two, namely], Vrkodara and Kiritin,
which one at all (api) is able, as far as strength goes.

1 ‘ <ra3?r ' 5c.
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to advance with an army against the king of the Sin-

dhus, when his encirrled bow shines in its orb? 26

Bhanumatl—Noble my lord, even though it be so, yet he is

no doubt an object of terror, inasmuch as the responsibility

of the vow he has taken is heavy [and consequently he is

expected to try his utmost to discharge it].

Mother—Well [done], Bhanumatl has said something
[quite] appropriate for the occasion.

King—Ah, even to me, Du^odhana, [can] the Pap^avas
possibly (ndma) [be] an object of terror? See.

Crores of troops, that have shut out (grasta) the
light of the sun by the [clouds of] dust [raised by
them] and that are bristling with {dantura) the sharp
swords being flourished, fly away in every direction
when overpowered in laattle by my brothers, who
possess the marks of scars [produceed] by the string of
the bow, who care not [a straw] for their enemies, and
Jiave [consequently] discarded [the use of] armours for
their bodies and who with their mutual umbrellas close-
ly touching one another, create [in the mind of an on-
looker] the illusion of a forest of white lotuses. 27

Moreover, 0 Bhanumatl, knowing [full well] as you do the
prowess of the Pan^avas, how is it that you also apprehend
in this way? See.

*»
*
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As was the vow of the high-spirited Pan^avks to
drink the blood [lit. the water arising from a wound]
from the heart of Du^sasana, and to break with a mace
the thighs of Duryodhana, so must also [their vow] to

kill Jayadratha, at the head of the battle, [be supposed
to be] ! 28

Halloa! Who, who is here? Just make ready my victorious
chariot so that I also, even by protecting Jayadratha, shall
advise that boastful Pandava [how to effect his] death, un-
hallowed by weapon, which [I know] he must bring about in
shame {vailaksyam) at his vow having turned out false.

{Entering) Chamberlain—Your Maje.«ty.
Here is your chariot ready— [the chariot] whose

oscillating {vilola) golden bells jingle at [every] jolt,

the laugh [that is, the white brilliance] of whose cho\^-
ries is doubled by garlands [of flowers hanging from
its top], whose horses are chafing (dkvla) at their trot-
ting (valgita) being checked, and which puts an end to
the enemies' fondest desires. 29

King—My Queen, enter you the inner apartment itself.
{Moves about, saying ‘So that I also, even by protecting etc.')

{All go out)

End op Act II
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ACT III

{Then enters a demoness in hideous dress)

Demoness— {Laughinej hideously. With gratification)

In feasting upon the flesh of men killed, *a hundred
pitchers have been stored full of fat. And incessantly
am I drinking blood. May the battle continue for a
hundred years ! 1

{Dancing with glee) If Arjuria were to achieve battle-
work day after day, as on the day of the slaughter of the
Sindhu-king, then my house would have its store-room filled

to overflowing (panjapta) with flesh and blood. (Moving
about and observing the quarters) Now, where could indeed
my Rudhirapriya have gone? Well, I shall just call upon
[him]. O Rudhirapriya, Rudhirapriya, come here.

(Then enters a demon of that kind)
Demon— (Gesticulating fatigue)
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If the flesh and warm blood of the newly (pratyagra)
killed were to be secured, then this my exhaustion would
quickly vanish for only a moment at least (era). 2

(The demoness calls out again)

Demon

—

{Listening) Oh, who is calling out to me? (06-
serving) How, my beloved, Vasagandha. (Approaching)
Vasagandha, why are you calling out to me?

[O you] beloved, who, are intoxicated with the beve-
rage in the form of blood, whose limbs are faltering

owing to [constant] wanderings in the battle, why do
you call out to me? It is rumoured that a thousand men
are killed. 3

Demoness—O Rudhirapriya, here indeed have I brought, for
your sake slightly (ku) warm, fresh blood, oily owing to the
greasiness (svehah) of abundant fat, and flesh about the
heart (a^ramarhsam ) , belonging to some royal sage recent-
ly killed. Therefore, quaff this off.

/
fir
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Demon— {With gratification) Bravo, Vasagandha! Well
have you done. I am awfully thirsty. Bring [it] then.

Demoness—O Rudhirapriya, wonder, [indeed] wonder it is

that while wandering about on even such a battle-field, to be
sure (ndma ) , as has been rendered difficult of passage {dus-
sahcara) by a sea of blood and fat of men, elephants and
horses that are slain you have become thirsty.

Demon—O [you] who are [here] well at ease, why, I had
gene to see our Mistress, Queen Hidimba, whose heart is

tormented by grief for her son.

Demoness—Rudhirapriya, is not the grief of our Mistress
Queen Hidimba, yet allayed?

Demon—Whence can she have mitigation [of her grief]?
Only she_ is being consoled with great difficulty by Queen
bubhadra whose agony is equal [to hers] owing to grief for
Abhimanyu, and by Yajnaseni.
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Demoness—Take this condiment (upadarfiMh) of flesh about
the heart, collected in the skull of an elephant. Drink this
beverage of blood.

Demon— {So doinq) Vasagandha, how much blood and ex-
cellent flesh have been stored by you ?

Demoness—0 Rudhirapriya, you also know already the pre-
vious collection. Just listen to the new store. One pitcher
[filled] with the [profuse] blood of Bhagadatta, two pitchers
with the fat of the Sindhu-king and numberless hundreds of
vessels, filled with blood and flesh of kings, chief among
whom are Drupada, lord of the Matsyas, Bhuri^ravas, Soma-
datta and Balhika, also of other ordinary men, there age
[lying] in my house.

Demon-r-(R?n6r(Tcm.(7 [her'] with gratification) Bravo, good
house-wife, bravo ! By this excellent housewifery of yours
and again by the command {sarhvidhdnam) of our Mistress,
Queen Hidimba [given] to-day, my poverty [which hps con-

.
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tinuedj from the birth has disappeared.

Demoness—^Rudhirapriya, what kind of command has been
given by our Mistress ?

Demon—Vasagandha, I have indeed been ordered by our
Mistress, Queen Hidimba thus: ‘Rudhirapriya, from to-day
you should wander on the battle-field exactly in the wake of
my noble lord, Bhimasena.’ So taking my way after him,
I shall have the heavenly world even here, my hunger and
thirst having vanished at the [mere] sight of a river of
blood belonging to men killed. Be you at ease on your part
apd store up a thousand of pitchers with blood and fat.

Demoness—Rudhirapriya, for what purpose have you to
wander in the wake of Prince Bhimasena?

Demon—Vasagandha, by that Master [of ours, namely],
Vfkodara,, a vow of drinking the blood of Du^^asana has

1 ‘
( ^IT^qnT: )
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been taken. And that blood has to be drunk by me, a demon,
after having entered into his body.

Demoness—Well [done], my Mistress, well [done]. My
husband has been given a good command.

(A great tumult behind the curtain)

Demoness

—

{Listening. With confusion) O Rudhirapriya,
why indeed is this great uproar being heard?

Demon— (Seeing) Vasagandha, here indeed, Dropa, having
been dragged by the hair is being killed by Dhr^tadyumna
with a sharp sword.
Demoness

—

{With glee) Rudhirapriya, come on. Let us go
and drink the blood of Dropa.
Demon

—

{With fear) Vasagandha, this is indeed the blood
of a Brahmapa. [It] enters [the belly], burning the throat
[in so entering].

(Again on uproar behind the curtain)

1 ‘ 5Pf%iq (

g
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Demoness—^Rudhirapriya, here again a great uproar is b^
ing heard.
Demon— {Looking towards the curtain) Here indeed Aiva-
tthaman, with his sharp sword drawn, is coming in this very
direction. Perhaps through anger against the son of Dru-
pada, he may kill us also. Come on ^en. We shall pass on.

{Both go out)

End of Interlude
{Then enters Aivatthiman with sword dravm, listening to

the uproar)

Wherefore [arises, so] frequently, in front [of me],
to-day, this unprecedented uproar from the ocean of the
battle-field— [the uproar] which resembles the echo of
the terrible and deep thunder of the Pu?karavartaka
clouds, agitated by the violent {mahd) winds of world-
destruction, which is fright-ful to the ear and which has
filled the hollow {kandaram) between heaven and earth ?4

^ ‘ arpn^ «n^
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{Deeply [t;'i] thinking) Surely, my father, enraged by Gap-

,

4ivin Satyaki, or Vykodara, who has crossed his [proper]
bounds in the pride of youth, is acting in a way befitting his
prowess, leaving aside his [natural] love for pupils. So
indeed.

My father, the devourer (ghasmara) of enemies, has
no doubt, commenced that operation, which befits his

espousal of Duryodhana’s cause, which is proper for his
adoption of arms [as his profession] , which is worthy
of the prowess, [rendered] mighty on account of all the
missiles having been obtained from [Parasu-] Rama,
and which is appropriate to the wrath of the head of all

the bow-wielders in the world. 5

[Looking behind) Who then is here? Let [him] bring my
chariot. Or rather I must not [alam) wait for a chariot
now. Armed I am already with this sword, shining with
the splendour of a cloud filled with water and possessed of a
handle of pure gold which is easy to grasp. Let me just
descend on the field of battle. [Moving about. Suggesting
[by proper gesticulations) throbbing of the left eye)
Oh, how, evil omens create obstacle in going to the field of
battle in the case of even me, ASvatthaman, who am filled

with joy at the great festival of battle and who am longing
to witness [the display of] the valour of my father ! Let it
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be. 1 [will] go. {Moving about with haughty steps and
looking in front) How is it that this great uproar proceeds
from the armies, iiying away on all sides from the field of
battle, [the armies] that have disregarded their duty as a
warrior class, that have discarded the veil of shame [so]
proper for good men, that have [rendered] their hearts un-
grateful {laghu) by forgetting the honour done to them by
their master, that [usually] fight on elephants, horses and
foot [but] that [now] care not for their vows of valour [so]
commensurable with the [established] reputation of their
families. {Observing) Alas, alas, fie, woe! How even
these great chariot-warriors, Karpa and others, turn their
faces away from the battle-field ! How possibly could this
be the plight of armies, though commanded {adhi^fkita) by
my father? Well, I shall stop [them]. Oh, you, kings, the
great mountains [expected] to protect the coastline {veld)
of thfe ocean in the form of the Kaurava hosts enough, [sure-
ly] enough of this thoughtlessness in leaving the battle-field.

•If having abandoned {apdsya) the battle-field there
were no fear of death, then {iti) it would be reasonable
to go away Elsewhere from here. But {atha) death, as
you know (eva), necessaiily overtakes [every] creature.
Why then {iti) do you make yOur reputation sullied
for nothing? 6

5
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Moreover,

When my father, who acts the part of the subn^arine

fire within the ocean-resembling hostile armies, which
are consumed (lit. licked) by his missiles that resemble
flames, and who is the head of all the best bov^wielders,

is here standing [in the capacity of] the Commander of

the forces, Karpa away with excitement, Krpa, go to

the battle-field, Hardikya, give up [all] fear. What scope
is there for fear, while my father, with his bow for his

companion, is bearing the brunt of the battle? 7
(Behind the curtain) Where is your father even now?
Asvatthaman

—

(Listening) What say you—‘Where is your
father even now?’ (With rage) Ah, mean cowards, how is

it that your tongue does not get shattered in a thousand
ways, as you rave in this way? •

The twelve suns have not arisen to bum down the
universe with their blazing rays; nor have the seven
winds, [each] divided into seven [that is, forty-nine in
all] begun to blow in every quarter; the sky has not
been overcast with clouds headed by the Pu^karavarta-
kas. How [then, 0] wretches, do you report evil tidings

regarding my father, the heap of bravery? 8
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(Eni^ng inexcftcment and with wounds on) Charioteer

—

Let the Prince protect [me], protect [me], (Falls at his feet)

Asvatthaman—Oh, how, [he is] ASvasena, the charioteer of

my father ! Worthy Sir, why, you are the charioteer of one
who is capable of protecting the three worlds I Why [then]
do you seek protection from me?
Charioteer— (Rising. PatheticaUy) Where is your father
even now?

Asvatthaman

—

(With agitation) Has my father, tell me
(ndma), met his ruin?
Charioteer—^What then?

.
r

Asvatthaman—^Alas, father ! (Faints away)

.

Charioteer—Prince, take courage, take courage.

Asvatthaman

—

(Regaming consciousness. With tears)
Alas, father, alas, [so] affectionate towards his son, alas,

the chief bow-wielder in the three worlds, alas [you] who
loved to accept the albin-all of Jamadagnya, namely, his
missiles, where are you? Give me a reply [to my lamenta-
tions] .

Charioteer—Prince, away with liie extreme vehemence of
sorrow. Your father having met death vvorthy
of a warrior, you also be happy, having crossed* the ocean
of sorrow just with the heroism worthy of him [namely, a
warrior].
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Asvatthi^an— {Shedding tears) Worthy Sir, tell [me],
tell [me], how even my father, the ocean of that kind of
bravery of arms, possibly met his death?

Did he, who loved Bhima [so much], obtain from
Bhima [a blow with] his terrific mace, as a gift to the
preceptor? 9 a

Charioteer—May sin be allayed, sin allayed

!

Asratthaman

—

Was he [then], who was so compassionate to his
pupils, overpowered by Ji§pu [that is, Arjuna], who
[probably had then] abandoned [all] moral precepts? 9 b

Charioteer—How will this happen?

Asvatihaman

—

Was he brought within the sharp range of the edge of
of his Sudar^ana by Govinda? 9 c

Charioteer—This also has not happened.

Asvatthaman

—

Indeed, I fear not death of my father at [the hands
of] another fourth person besides these? 9 d

Charioteer—^Prince,

1 ‘ ^pjrra:’ w. ^ ' inlaid ’ n-aj.
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Can even these bear comparison in battle with him,
whb holds a great weapon in his hand and is enraged,
as with Dhurjati? But when, with his heart blocked
with sorrow, he laid down his weapon, then the enemy
perpetrated the extremely atrocious deed on him. 10

Asvatthaman—^But what was the cause of his sorrow, or the
abandonment of weapon?
Charioteer—^Why, the Prince himself [was] the cause!

Asvatthaman—How possibly could I myself [be the cause] ?

Charioteer—^Listen. {Shedding tears)
Having said distinctly ‘A4vatthamahan is killed,’ the

son of Prtha [that is, Yudhisthira] , the [well-known]
truth-speaker, uttered as I learn (Icila), in an indistinct
tone (svairam), as a supplement [to his sentence] 6ese)
[the word] ‘the elephant.’ Having heard that, ’ he
[namely, Drona], who held his son [So] dear, relying
on [the testimony of] that King, dropped down simul-
taneously his weapons and his tears In the [midst of
the] battle. H

Asvatthaman—Alas, father, alas, [you] who were [so]
affectionate towards your son, alas, [you] who in vain gave

1
•* ’ n.
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up your life for me, alas, heap of heroism, alas [you] who
were fond of your pupils, alas, [you] who had a partiality
towards Yudhi§thira. {Weeps)
Charioteer—Prince, enough of the undignified conduct
{karpanyam) in the form of [indulging in] excessive
sorrow.

Asvatthaman

—

Having heard the false [news of] my death, you
father, who were [so] affectionate towards your son,
abandoned your life along with your arrows. But I, oh,
[alas] , am alive even without you ! In vain then was
your partiality towards me, though [so] cruel ! 12

{Faints away)
Charioteer—Let the Prince take courage, take courage.

{Then enters Krpa)

Krpa— {Sighing with grief)

Fie upon the Lord of the Kauravas along with his
brothers ; fie_ upon AjatSatru ; fie upon the kings that
have held heir arms in vain; fie upon us [all], who, in-
deed, witnessed, as though we were [so many] pictures,

1
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the seizure of the hair of the daughter of Drupada at
that time, and of Drona to-day. 13

How then can I possibly [bear] to see dear (vatsah) Alvat-
thamah to-day? Or rather, I do not indeed, expect vehe-
mence of grief in him, whose heart is large and is possessed
of the strength of the Himalaya mountain and who under-
stands the [usual] state of affairs in the world. But I do
not know what he will set about on hearing the undeserved
insult to his father.
Or rather.

Here is already (tdvat) [to be seen] on earth, the
dreadful result of one [seizure of hair]. [And now]
when this second seizure of hair [has taken place], cer-
tainly the subjects are [sure to become] extinct. 14

(Observing) Here then is my dear boy. I shall just approach
him. (Approaching. With flurry) Dear boy, take courage,
take courage.

Asvafihaman—(Recovering consciousness. With tears)
Alas, father, alas, the one preceptor of the whole world

! (In
the air) Yudhis[hira, [you] Yudhisthira!

Prom your [very] birth, they' say (kUa), you never
told a lie. Since you hate no one, therefore you are called
AjayaSatru [that is, one who has no enemy]. How was
all that, quite at one step, through the defect in my for-
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tune, thrown away (nirasia) [to The winds by you,

when dealing] with my father, who was your preceptor

and was [at best] an excellent Brahmana? 15

Charioteer—Prince, here your maternal uncle, Saradvata, is

standing at your side.

AsTatthaman— {Looking at his side. With tears) Maternal
uncle, maternal uncle,

Where indeed, tell me {nu), maternal uncle, hu3
that praiseworthy husband of your sister gone?— [the

husband] with whom, as the General of the armies, you
went to the battlefield to-day, who,was the one means
of removing (nikasanah) the tremendous ich of the
brave for fight and "with whom you always used to have
varied jokes. 16

Erpa—^You certainly (eva) understand what should be un-

derstood [on such occasions]. Therefore, away with the
extreme vehemence of sorrow.

Asvatthaman—Maternal uncle, I have already (eva) givep
up lamentation. Here I follow my father himself, who was
[so] affectionate towards his son.

Krpa—Dear boy, unbecoming is such course of conduct to

men of your type.

1
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Charioteer—Have done with [such! extreme rashness.

Asvatthaman—^Worthy Saradvata.

Through fear of separation from me, my father went
to the other world from here. I shall [therefore] ac-
complish for that loving father permanent immunity
from separation [by following him in death] .

’ 17

Erpa—Dear boy, as long as [the nature of] mundane exis-
•

tence is [what it is], so long this custom (yatra) of society
is indeed well-known, [namely], that fathers are to be
served by sons even in both the worlds. See.

Would it be continuing to live, or otherwise [that
is, by putting an end to your life as you intend] , that
you would be able to be of service (upakarah) to him by
offering cavityful [of water] as libation, by [other] reli-

gious rites {ketanam) and by Sraddha-performances ? 18

Charioteer—^Long-lived one, exactly as your maternal uncle
Saradvata says, so it is.

AsTatthaman—^Worthy Sir, this is indeed true. But the
burden of grief being exceedingly difficult to bear, I am un-
able to sustain life even for a moment, [when] separated
from my father. Therefore, I shall go to that very region

1 ‘ ^ gfq *
i n-q.
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where I shall see my father, though reduced to that condi-

tion fnamely, that of deathl. (Obaerving hi^ sioord in risivg

and thinking) Enough of the mockery of continuing Jto hold
a weapon even now. [O] divine weapon.

He, by whom you were taken up through fear of [re-

ceiving] insults [at the hands of warriors] , though you
were unfit [to be taken up by him], and by whose
prowess there was indeed none who could not be your
province, has [now] abandoned you through grief for
his son, but not through fear. Since [0] weapon, I shall

also cast you oflf, [therefore] may bliss be fall you ! 19
(Desires to cast off)

(Behind the curtain) O you kings, how is it that you all are
indifferent to the insult offered by this murderous man
(nHamsa) to the preceptor, the son of Bharadvaja?

Asvatthaman

—

(Listening. Grasping the weapon slowhj and
slowly) What, an insult to the preceptor, the son of Bharad-
vaja !

*

(Again behind the curtain)
Having laid his hand on the head, hoary with age. of

the preceptor, Drona, the teacher of the three worlds,
who had cast aside his weapon in the battle through
grief and whose face was washed and [consequently]

1
‘ ’ W.
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wet with tears from his eyes, and having perpetrated
a murderous act, Dhr§tadyumna here is proceeding to
his campi [Can you] all bear [this] ? 20

Asvatthaman— {Looking at Krpa and the Charioteer with

rage and tremor) What possibly does this mean?

Was [it really that] a weapon [was] used, before the
[very] eyes of kings that were armed with bows, on my
father’s head that had surpassed the Kasa flowers [in
whiteness] with its crown {maulih) characterised by
the grey of age {palitan)—[my father] who was obser-
ving a vow similar to prdyopave§a [that is, sitting with-
out food wih a view to court death] and who held no
weapon in his hand? 21

Krpa—Dear boy, thus, as I learn, people say.

Asvatthaman—^Was the head of my father rudely touched
by 4;that] evil-souled [man] ?

Charioteer

—

{In fear) Prince, such insult was suffered

{avatarah) for the first time, by that divine personage, who
was a heap of lustre.

Asvatthaman—Alas, my father, alas, [you] who loved your
son [so well]

,
you allowed your soul to be insulted by a

mean fellow of that kind, by renouncing your weapon for
my sake, unfortunate as I am. Or ratier.
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When, with his mind blinded by grief, he renounced
[all anxiety about] his body in the fore-front of the
battle-field, a dog, or a crow, or the son of Drupada,
might touch his head [with impunity]. But (ba) here
I plant my very foot on the head of that enemy, "rt^ho is

intoxicated with the pride (madah) of his wealth in

the form of the numerous, shining divine missiles, not
[however, shall I condescend to lay] my hand [on his

tead, as he did in the case of my father] . 22

Ah, evil-souled wretch of a Pancala,

While you, knowing for certain that my father was
averse to using his weapon, were indeed, laying your
hand on his head, leaving aside [all] scruples, did not
[then] Afivatthaman, holding a bow in his hand, occur
to your memory, as [being capable of proving himself
to be] the wind of world-destruction for blowing away
the cotton in the form of the forces of the Pandus and
the Pancalas? 23
Yudhisthira, Yudhisthira, [you] who have no enemies,

who never tell a lie, son of Dharma, what injury had he
[namely, Drona] done to you along with your brothers ? Or
rather, why call upon him whose mind is untruthful and
naturally crooked? Arjuna, Satyaki, Vpkodara, shining with
your [stout] arms, Madhava, was it really proper for you
to remain indiiferent when this brute of a man, the blot on

^
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tlie family of Drupada, was touching the head of a Brah-
mana, the sole bow-wielder in the worlds of gods, demons
and men, of advanced age, the preceptor of all, and espe-

cially my father. Or rather all these are sinners without
exception {eva). Why speak of them?

Here, I offer an oblation to the quarters with blood,

fat and flesh of [all] those of you, including Bhima and
Kirilin, and not [even] excluding the Enemy of Naraka
[that is, Kr§na] , who, brutes of men and void of [all]

moral bounds as you are, perpetrated, allowed, or wit-
nessed this great sin, with weapons ready [in your
hands] !• 24

Krpa—Dear boy, what is not possible in you, who shine with

your [powerful] arms, who are equal to Bharadvaja [in
prowess] and who are well-versed in a number of divine
missies?

Asvatthainan—0 you wretches of Ksatriyas, Pap^avas,
Matsyas, Somakas and Magadheyas,

Has not that which [Parasu-] Rama did with his axe
shining like blazing fire, when the head of his father
was touched, reached your ear? Is not Asvatthaman,
blinded with rage, able to accomplish to-day, in the fore-
front of the battle, a [similar] feat in which a shower
of bis enemies’ blood would serve as food (vighoMh)
ito demons, goblins etc.]. 25
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Charioteer, go you. Bring our chariot, called Mahahavalak-
§ana, equipped with all implements [and] all weapons use-
ful in battle.

Charioteer—As the Prince commands. (Goes out).-

E^pa—Dear boy, in the case of this dreadful fire of insult,

which necessarily deserves to be avenged, who else from
amongst us all, except yourself, is able to counteract
[it successfully] ? But

—

Asvattliaman—^What [is it that you want to say] after this?
Krpa—I desire to make you descend on the field of battle

after installing you to the [supreme] command of the army.

Asvatthaman—Maternal uncle, this depends upon another
and is moreover (ca) not of much consequence.
Krpa—Dear boy, [it is] not indeed dependent on another

and not also unimportant. See.
How will the army of the son of Dhrtarastra fare,

[now that it is] without Bhisma and without Dropa, iP
you, who move in an orbit (kaksd) similar to theirs are
not appointed to its yoke? ‘ 26

Even the three worlds would not be able to stand in the way
of a person like you, when he had girded up his loins

; what
then (punar) the army of Yudhi§thira? Therefore, thus
I think that th^lord_ of ^e Kaurayas, having made ready

1
‘
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the necessaries of installation, is waiting in expectation of
just your arrival in not a very long time.

Asvatthaman—^If so, this my heart, which is being burnt in

the fire of insult, is impatient to plunge in the water in the

form of its retaliation. Therefore, I shall go and allay the

torment of the lord of the Kurus, whose mind must have been

pained at the death of my father, by offering him the con-
solation of my solicitude (pra-myah) to accept voluntarily

the office of the Commander-in-chief of his army.

Erpa—So this should be. Therefore let us go to that very

region. {They both walk about)

{Then enter Karmi and Duryodhana)

Duryodhana—King of the Angas,

A spirited man goes beyond [the ocean of] the grief

’for a relative killed by the enemies, with [the help of]

his arms that hold the oars {plava^) of weapons. How
was it [then] that the Preceptor, having heard the death

of his son in the battle, renounced his weapon, when it

was [really] the time to take it up [for vigorous use] ? 27
Or rather, well has it been said by the learned that one’s

nature cannot be renounced. Since, with his mind blinded
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by grief, he gave up the sternness belonging to the charteter

of a warrior and adopted the mildness [so] natural to the

Brahmapa character.

Kama—Your Majesty, not indeed is this so!

Duryodhana—How then [can this action be accounted for] ?

Kama—^Thus, I hear, was his intention, namely that he

should .crown Asvatttaman King of the [whole] earth.

Thinking that owing to his death it was useless for him, an
old Brahmapa as he was, to bear arms [anv longer] , he did
so.

Duryodhana— {With a nod of his head) Thus this was

!

Kama—And with this intention he remained indifferent

when the principal men [on our side] were slain, [all the
while] expecting the mutual destruction of the [entire] body
of princes who had commenced a great war by siding [some]
with the Kauravas and [some] with the Pap^Javas.
Duryodhana—^This is reasonable,

Kama—^Moreover, Your Majesty, even Drupada, who knew
his" intention since their childhood, did not vouchsafe him
residence in his kingdom.

Duryodhana—Good, King of the Afigas, good. Cleverly has
this been said [by you].

1 ‘ fSar ' q.
~
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Karna— This is not the opinion of me alone. Other learned

men also do not think this matter to be otherwise.

Duryodhana—Thus was this! What doubt is there?

Were it not so, how could otherwise that unequalled
chariot-warrior have remained indifferent, after having
promised him freedom from fear, while the king of the

Sindhus was being slain by Kiritin? 28

Krpa

—

(Observmg) Dear boy, here is Duryodhana sitting in

this shade of the banian tree in the company of the son of the
charioteer [that is, Karpa]. Let us then move near [them].
{Having done so) Both—May victory attend the Lord of the
Kauravas

!

Duryodhana—Oh, how, Krpa and Ai§vatthaman. {Coming
down from his seat To Krpa) Worthy Sir, I salute you.
{Referring to Asvatthdman) . Son of the Preceptor.

• Come, [you] whose father was killed in our cause,
closely embrace my body with your languid limbs. This
touch of your arms, [so] like that of your father's, un-
dergoes a change in our hair even in the midst of our
grief. 29

{Having embraced him, makes him sit by his side)

6 I ' jft
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(Asvatthdinan sheds fcai's)

Karna—Son of Dro^ia, have dune with throwing yourself too

much in the fire of grief.

Duryodhana—Son of the Preceptor, what is the difference;

between us two as far as this great ocean of calamity is con-
cerned. See.

To you he was father, to me he was father’s dear
friend ; just as he was your preceptor in [the knowledge
of using] the arms, so of me too. How can I describe
my grief at the destruction of his body? Conceive it,

you yourself, with your mind whose sorrow is great! 30

Krpa—My boy, as the lord of the Kurus says, just so is this.

Asvatthaman—Your Majesty, w'hen you thus show partia-
lity towards me, it is but proper for me to lighten the burden
of my sorrow. But,

When, I being alive, my father received [the indignity
of] the seizure of his hair, how would other fathers en-
tertain [any] hope from their sons? 31

Karna—Son of Drona, what could be done in this case when
he himself, who was [really] the cause of the protection of
all from insults, reduced himself to that condition by re-
nouncing his weapon?

1 ‘ g^sg^; ’ I# «Ti^
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Asvalthaman—Kiiig of the Angus; what do jou say?

—

What can he done ia this case T Hear what can be done

!

Blinded with rage, I shall be the destroyer of every
one* who carries a weapon in the gnat pride of [the
strength of] his arms among the Pandavas, of every
one who belongs to the Pancala family, whether a child,

or advanced in age, or lying on the bed in the form of
the [mother’s] womb, of every one who was a witness
to that deed, of every one who opposes me (pratipa) as

1 move on the battle-field, and of even the Destroyer of
the worlds. 32

Moreover, 0 Karpa, pupil of the son of Jamadagni.
This is the same region where pools were filled with

the waters of the blood of his enemies [by Parasu-
rama] ; the insult, [coming] exactly from a member of
the warrior caste, is of the same kind, [consisting as it

does of] the seizure of the hair of the father
; I possess

' the same shining missiles, mighty and voracious of the
enemies’ weapons. The infuriated son of Drop will
do the very thing that was done by Rama. 33

Ooryodhana—Son of the Preceptor, what else is appropriate
to your heroism of that kind, such as you do not share with
anydoby else?

1 w.
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Krpa—Your Majesty, very great indeed is the responsibility

of war that the son of Dropa has determined to bear. There-
fore, I thus think that having his loins girded up [that is,

invested with supreme command] by you, he would be able
to destroy even the three worlds. What then the army of
Yudhisthira? Therefore, let him be installed in the posi-
tion of the Commander of your armies.
Duryodhana—Good, a proper thing has been said by you.
But this thing has already been promised to the king of the
Ahgas.
Krpa—Your Majesty, it is not at all (eve) proper, for the

sake of the king of the Aflgas, to pass over this [ASvatta-
man] , who is sinking in the ocean of grief caused by an un-
merited insult [to his father] . He also has to chastise the
same family of enemies. Hence, will it not cause him grief?

Asvatthaman—^Your Majesty, why deliberate upon what is
proper and what improper even now?

To-day you will sleep during the night [so free from
anxiety that you will have to be] awakened with efforts
by means of eulogies [sung by the bards] . To-day the
world [will be rendered] void of Ke^ava, of the Pan^a-
vas and of the Somakas. [All] this talk of war of those,
who shine with their [stout] arms, will be finished to-
day [by me] . Let the burden of the earth, excessively

,
heavy owing to the forest of kings, be removed to-day. 34
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Kama

—

(Laughing) This is easy to say, [but] difficult to

accomplish. Many in the Kaurava army are competent to

achieve this.

Asvatthaman—^King of the Afigas, this is so. Many in the
Kaurava army are capable of this. But overpowered by
grief, I say [so] through the force of the vehemence of sor-
row, but not by way of casting aspersion on [other] war-
riors.

Kama—Fool, for a man, who is grieved, shedding tears is

proper, and for him who is enraged, the descent on the
battle-field with the weapon as his companion, [but] not
ravings of this kind.

Asvatthaman— (In anger) O you, who became [merely] a
burden to the womb of Radha, vile charioteer, you advise re-
taliation with tears [and] not with the weapon, even to me,
Asvatthaman, when grieved ! See.

Is my weapon void of efficacy, like yours, owing to the
effect of the utterance of a curse by the preceptor ? Have
I even now come away, abandoning the battle-field in
fear, as you have done? Am I born in the family of
charioteers, who [only] know how to repeat the genea-
logies [of kings] and to praise [them] ?—That I shall
avenge a wrong done by an insignificant enemy with
tears [and] not with a missile ! 35
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Kama— {In anger) 6 you braggart, foolishly puffed up with

the arms which you carry in vain, [O] chap.
Whether void of efficacy, or possessed of it, I did not

renounce my weapon, as your father, shining with' his

arms, did, in fear of the Paficala prince ! 36
Moreover,

Whether a charioteer, or a charioteer’s son, or who-
ever [else] I am, [that is of no consequence]. Birth in

a [noble] family depends on fate; but manliness de-
pends on me ! 37

Asvatthaman— {In anger) O you blot on the family of the
wheel-wright, 0 [you] who were [merely] a burden to the
womb of Radha, [you] who are ignorant of the use of
weapons, you vilify even my father ! Or rather,

Whether he was cowardly or brave, the strength of
his arms is known in the three worlds. What he did
everyday in the war, this earth knows. In the matter
as to how he renounced his weapon, that son of P|d;ha,

'

the keeper of the vow of truth, is the witness. Where,
tell me {nu)

,

0 coward on the battle-field, were you
then? 88

Kama— (Laughing) Thus cowardly I ami But I do not

know what jfou, having remembered your father, who was

1 ' W I ^ if I n^.
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hferoism pure and simple, would do! A great doubt [about

this] has sprung in me. Moreover, 0 fool,

If the weapon had been cast off [by him], do not
[men], holding no weapons in their hands, ward off

enemies [who advance] with uplifted weapons,—that
this [man] remained inactive for a long time, like a

woman, in the presence of the [entire] circle of princes,

even when, with his head was being cut off? 39

Asvatthaman

—

(With anger and with tremor) Villain,

favourite of the king, audacious, wretch of a charioteer,

talker of nonsense.

That father of mine did not to-day ward off the hand
of the son of Drupada somehow, whether because he
was grieved, or whether because he was cowardly.
[But] here this left foot [of mine] is planted on your

• head, [you] who are being inflated with the pride of the
strength of your arms. Ward this off [if you can]. 40

{Gets up to do so)

Krpa and Duryodhana—^Preceptor's son, forbear, forbear

{They prevent him)
{Asvatthaman gesticulates st/roke with his foot)
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Kama

—

{Getting up in anger. Drawing his stvord.) O vil-

lain," contemptible Brahmana, self-boaster,

I grant that you are not to be killed on account of

your caste. But this foot [of yours] , which has -been

raised, you will see fallen on the ground, cut off with
this sword ! 41

‘Asvatthaman—0 fool, am I not to be killed owing to my
caste, as you concede {kdman) ? Here I renounce my

caste! {Cuts off his sacred thread. And again in anger)

To-day I make Kiritin false to his solemn declaration

!

Take up your weapoUj or give it up and fold your hands
on your head. 42
{Even both, drawing their stvords, become ready to strike

at each other. Krpa and Duryodhana prevent them.
Duryodhana—Son of the Preceptor, have done with taking
up the weapon.

Krpa—Dear son of charioteer, have done with taking \ip

the weapon.

Avsatthaman—Maternal uncle, [0] maternal uncle, why
do you ward [me] off? This wretch of a charioteer also, who
is audacious [enough] to vilify my father, is indeed
a partisan of Dhrstadyumn^.
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Kama—Your Majesty, indeed I should not be warded off.

Such bragging is indulged in by the dull, when they
are in contempt neglected by the magnanimous-in-
spirit and are not frightened away [by them] by being
blinded with anger. 43

Asvatthaman—Your Majesty, leave [him], leave him. Let
him suffer the annihilation of his life, [so] easy to be ob-
tained by being crushed in the interval of my arms. More-
over, Your Majesty, if through affection or through [anxiety
for accomplishing] the object [you have in view]

, you
desire to shield this evil-souled man, who is indulging in
the vilification of my father, from me, then both [these
motives] too are certainly vain. See,

How could this sin-lover, belonging to the family of
charioteers, be a friend of yours, who are [so] meritori-
ous and born in the family of the moon? I shall kill
Kiritin, Leave him, [0] King. Let me to-day through

.
anj^r make the world void of Karna and void of the son
of Prtha. 44

^ /r> • • .
{Desires to strike)

ivarna

—

(Raising up his weapon) O braggart, wretch of
a Bramana, here you cease to live! Your Majesty, leave
Lmej, leave [me] ; indeed I should not be warded off. (De-fnres^ Mil). "

.

1 ' 'TPT: ’
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Duryodhana—Kar^ia, son of the Preceptor, what infatua-

tion is this which has overtaken you to-day?
Krpa—Dear boy, quite another is the matter in hand

[while] your vehemence is [directed] elsewhere ! So, what
infatuation is this? And [what] an untoward turn' [have
events taken] , since this calamity to the proper (sva) army
of this royal family arises from you yourselves at this time

!

Asvatthaman—Maternal uncle, can I not get [this oppor-
tunity] of cutting the pride of this bitter-speaking [man],
who is a blot on the family of the wheel-wright?
E[rpa—Dear boy, indeed this is no [proper] time to oppose

the Chief of our armies.

Asvatthaman—Maternal uncle, if so.

As long as this sinful man does not meet his death by
the arrows of his enemy, so long have I abandoned my
weapon, though dear [to me], in the forefront of the
battle. When he is the Lord of the armies [and] when
fear from the enraged Bhima and Arjuna arises, let.

the King understand [how little is] the strength of his
dear friend ! 45

(Cast off his sword)
Kama

—

(Laughing) This is surely traditional in your
family, this which is known as the abandonment of the
weapon.

'I

'
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Asvatthaman—Why, O [you], the weapon, though not cast

off by people like you is indeed as [good as] cast off since

long because it serves no purpose.

Kama—O fool.

As long as I wield my weapon, so long what use is

there of other weapons? Or, what weapon can accom-
plish that which has not been accomplished by my
missile? 46

{Behind the curtain.)

Ah, villain, [you] who perpetrated the great sin of
dragging the hair and garment of Draupadi [you] wretch
of a Dhartarastra, indeed after a long time you have come
in front of me. [You] mean brute, where would you go
now? Moreover, O your enemies of the Pandavas, son of
Radha [that is. Karna], Duryodhana, Raubala and others,
[you] who hold bows in your hands and whose wealth con-
sists in your pride, may you hear.

Here that Kaurava, who, beast of a man as he is,

dragged the daughter of the PancMa king by her hair,
who removed even her garment in the presence of
princes [and] elders, and the wine of the blood from

*1
' qwg^tq^sftf * q.
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whose broad chest I vowed to drink— [that Kaurava]
has fallen in the trap of my arms ! Let him be saved ! 47

(All listen)

Asvatthaman

—

(Ironically) King of the Angas, Commander
of the armies, pupil of Jamadagnya. derider of Drona,
[you] who protect all the world by the strength of your
arms! (Having recited iii. 46 ‘As long as I wield my weap-
on etc’) Here that has happened quite near. Protect now
this Du^^asana from Bhima!
Kama—Ah what prowess has Vrkodara even to cross the

shadow of DuSSasana, while I am alive. Young Prince, fear
not, fear not. Here I come. (Exit)

Asavtthaman—Your Majesty, Lord of the Kauravas, it is

not possible for the son of Radha, or for another of his kind,
to ward off Bhima and Arjuna, while they violently agitate
the Kaurava army, now [unfortunately rendered] void of
Bhisma and Drona. Hence be yourself in person intent
upon counteracting [the danger] to your brother.

Duryodhana—Ah, has the evil-souled son of Wind, or [any]
other, strength [enough] to cross even the shadow of my
dear brotherr, while I am alive with the bow in my hand?

1 ‘
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Dear brother, fear not, fear not. Halloa, who is there, who?
Bring my chariot. (Exit)

‘ (An uproar behind the curtain)

Asvatthaman

—

(In excitement) Maternal uncle, alas, [oh]

alas! Here Kiritin, apprehensive of the non-fulfilment of

his brother’s vow, is simultaneously attacking Duryodhana
and the son of Radha. By all means drunk is the blood of

Dussasana by Bhima! Indeed, I cannot bear to see this

calamity befalling Duryodhana’s younger brother ! I would
prefer (ndma) to allow falsehood [to creep in my conduct]

.

Maternal uncle, a weapon, a weapon

!

Falsehood is preferable to truth [in such a crisis].

Fie upon heaven. Let hell be mine. The weapon,
though cast off, is as [good as] not cast off for the pur-

* pose of saving Dussasana from Bhima. 48

(Desires to grasp the weapon)
(Behind the curtain) [0] high-souled [man], sonof Bharad-
vaja, indeed it is not proper for you to transgress your
truthful word, which is untransgressed before.
Krpa—Dear boy, a voice bodiless saves you from falsehood I
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AsA^atthaman—How, this immortal speech consents not to

my descent on the battlefield. Verily, the gods are o® the

side of the Fai;i^avas ! Alas, oh, alas

!

1 have remained indifferent when even the blood of

DuS^asana was being drunk! What other good can I do

to Duryodhana in battle? 49

Maternal uncle, we have acted unworthily owing to the i)i-

fluence of anger against the son of Radha. So, you at least

(apt), be quickly (tavat) at the side of this King.

Krpa— [Here] I go to counteract this situation. You also

should start for ju.st the site of the camp.
{They both walk about and go out)

END OF ACT ITI
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ACT IV*

{Then enters a charioteer conveying away Duryodhana,
who is unconscious through wounds and is lying in his>

chariot)

{The charioteer moves about in confusion)

{Behind the curtain) O you princes, who have com-
menced this great war, which you [so] eagerly desired in

the pride of the strength of your arms and who have staked
the store of your wealth in the form of your life through
your partisanship of the Kauravas, let these forces flying

away from the battlefield be stayed— [the forces] whose
weapons are slipping [from their hands] through terror at
the sight of Vykodara, whose dress is disgusting (bibhatsa)
in consequence of its being bathed in the blood of the
slaughtered Dus^asana, that remained after it was drunk.

Charioteer

—

{Observing) Here KrP&> who with a shower of
arrows has stopped the progress of the valour of hostile
troops and who is encouraging the array on our side that

^ flying away, is proceeding in his chariot, towards the king
of the Afigas, who is attacked by Kirilin,— [his chariot]
the golden pots [of water] in which are kissed by the white
waving chowries, which is indicated [to be his] by the
banner {vaijayantl) fastened at its top, which is possessed
of a garland of a number {jdlam) of bells that are creating
a jingling at [every] shock on the [ground rendered] uneven
with a confused mass {sa/thmardaf},) of thousands of the
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bodies of slaughtered elephants, horses and men. 0 joy !

Support to our armies has [at last] arrived I

{Behind the curtain after an uproar)

O you warriors in the army of the Kauravas, whose
bows, swords, javelins {tomarah) and mktis [some kind
of missiles] have dropped down through terror at
our sight, and [you] warriors on the side of the
Papd^vas, fear not, fear not. Here I, Bhimasena, the
middle son of Prtha, the slave of the Kaurava king, won
at gambling— [I] who am furious with the intoxication
[caused] by the drinking of wine in the form of the
blood from the fleshy chest of Dussasana, slaughtered
[by me] , who am rushing with impetuosity and the fes-
tive celebration of whose vow remains a little [in that
I have yet to kill Duryodhana], make j’^ou all my
witness. Hear

.

In front of King Duryodhana, who looks upon pride

as his treasure and who held a bow [in his hand], be-
fore the [very] eyes of the kinsmen of the Kurus and
similarly of Karna and Salya, I have to-day drunk the
warm blood from the chest, tom open by my sharp
nails, of him, while yet-he was alive, who dragged the
hair and garment of the wife of the Papdavas ! 1
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Charioteer

—

{Listening. In terror) liow, quite near
[has arrived] the wicked-souled son of Wind, who is the
portentous wind to the great forest in the form of
the Kaurava princes. And His Majesty has not [yet] re-

covered consciousness I Let it be [so]. 1 shall take the
chariot far away. Perhaps as on Dussasana, [so] on him
also, this savage man may perpetrate a savage deed ! {Mov-
ing about quickly and observing) Oh! here is this banian
tree, whose thick foliage is set in motion by the breeze, cool
and fragrant owing to its shaking the lotuses in the lake.

A suitable resting place is this for heroes, exhausted with
operations in the battle. And staying here. His Majesty
will have his fatigue removed by this wind from the lake,
which is [as it were] an unsought-for fan, which is cool
like a mass (ehatd) of Haricandana ointment, which is

fragrant without any efforts [being made to render it so]
and which is [moreover so] suited for [this] development,
[namely, the swoon] in his condition. And this chariot,
which has its banner cut, will enter the shade absolutely
{eva) without any obstacle. {Gesticulating entrance)
Holloa ! who is here, who? (Looking around) How, is there
no attendant here? Surely, at the sight of Vrkodara of
that kind and through apprehension (trdsah)

‘

regarding
their master who is reduced to this condition, [all atten-
dants] have entered the site of the camp itself. Alas, (di,
alas!

7 1 ‘
«T?)F=irs!i iFfrTqrN5Rn®|idiT ’ n-q.

‘

qr ’ ifcl ^-n. q5?l:.
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i)ro];ia could not save the king of the Sindhua from
the son of Pftha, though he had promised him freedom
from fear. Here on DusSasana, as on a deer, has been
perpetrated an atrocious deed by Bhimasena. Having
fulfilled on the battle-field even the difficult-to-be-accom-

plished vow of the enemies, as though it were trifling.

Fate, which is averse to liie family of the Kurus, is

not, I suppose, satisfied even with this ! 2

(Looking at the King) How is it that His Ma,jesty does
not regain consciousness, even yet? Oh, alas! (Sighing)

You also are looked at by Fate with his [disastrous]
side-long glances, in this family, all the [other] princes
in which are killed and which [consequently] resembles
a forest which is being devasted by an elephant, seized
with intoxication, and which has a single tree (Sdlal^)

remaning and thus looking prominent! *

,3
Why, you wretched Fate, averse to the family of Bharata,

You are about to fulfill even this vow [namely to kill

Duryodhana] of Bhimasena, who is [himself] un-
wounded, [flourishes] Ms mace in his hand and is not
[even so much as] expraed to [any] danger [to his
life]

! 4

1
* * n.
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Duryodhana— {Slowly recovering consciousness) Ah, has
the evil-souled accursed Vykodara strength [enough] to ful-

fill his vow, while I, Duryodhaint, am alive? Dear brother
Dussasana, fear not, fear not. Here ) I have arrived ! Why
charioteer, take the chariot to that very region where my
dear brother Du§§asana is.

Charioteer—Long-lived one, the horses are now unable to
draw your chariot; {To himself) and your mental chariot
too.

Duryodhana— {Getting down from his chariot. With
hauteur and emotion) Away with the loss of time [that
would be caused] in going in a chariot.

Charioteer— {With bewilderment and rvith pity) May Your
Majesty forgive, forgive.

Duryodhana—Fie [upon you], charioteer! What necessity
is there for me of a chariot? Indeed, I am Duryodhana,
whp is accustomed to move alone {kevalam) in collision with
a crowd of enemies. Therefore accompanied by only my
mace,- 1 shall descend on the field of battle.

Charioteer—Your Majesty, so is this.

Duryodhana—If so, why do you talk in this way? See.
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The villain [that is, Bhima], with his weapon uplift-

ed, is perpetrating a villainous deed against my boy,
who is naturally wayward, before my [very] eyes!
Why do you prevent me who am exerting myself against
him? Can you not possibly feel resentment, compas-
sion and shame? 5

Charioteer— (Pathetically falling at his feet) This I submit.
Long-lived one, by this time the evil-souled, accursed
Vykodhia must have returned [to his camp] after having
fulfilled his vow ! Therefore I say so

!

Duryodhana— (Falling on the ground all of a sudden) Alas,
my dear brother DuS^asana, alas, [you] who entertained
hostility towards the Pan^avas at my command, alas, [you]
who were the embodiment of heroism pure and simple, alas,

[you] who were too much fondled on my lap, alas, [you]
who were the lion to the herd of elephants in the form of the
enemies’ families, alas, young prince, where are you? Vouch-
safe me a reply [to my lamentations] ! (Sighing, loses cen-
sdidusness)

.

Charioteer—Your Majesty, take courage, take courage.

Duryodhana— (Regaining consciousness. Sighing)

An elder brother [of yours] in vain, I did not allow
you [to indulge] in tiie pleasures of enjoyment to your

1 ‘ 5^ ’ q-q.
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heart’s content, nor indeed did I fondle you [enough].

But I am, dear brother, the cause of this calamity of

yours, since I made you practise immodesty [towards
the Pandavas] and I protected you not [from the effect

thereof]. 6
(Falls)

Charioteer—^Long-lived one, take courage, take courage.

Duryodhana—Fie [upon you], charioteer! What have you
done?

You have protected me by [making] an offering of
my brother Dussasana, who was a [mere] child, and
[as such] deserved to be protected and who always
acted in accordance with my command. 7

Charioteer—Your Majesty, by the vital piercing showers
of arrows, javelins, sakfis and darts (prasah) [coming]
frpm great chariot-warriors. Your Majesty was deprived of
consciousness and was rendered motionless—so 1 took away
tha chariot.

Duryodhana—Charioteer, you did an improper thing.

Since I was not awakened [from my state of unconr
sciousness] by the bruises wrought [on my body] by
the thunderbolt-like mace of that same brute of a
PSndava, the enemy of my younger brother; or since

1 ‘ R%?R: ’
»l-3r. ^

‘ * m.
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either myself or Vrkodara was not quickly made to

sleep on that same bed, wet with blood, on which DuS§a<
Sana lay! 8

(Sighing. Looking into the sky) Why, O accursed Fate,
void of compassion, averse to the family of Bharata,

Would that I met with death, but not Vrkodara
[must be] my slayer ! 9 a b

Charioteer—May sin be allayed, sin allayed ! Your Majesty
what is this?

Duryohdana

—

What use have I for kingdom or victory, [now] that
I have got all my brothers MUed ? 9 c d

(Then enters Sundarakg wounded)
Sundaraka—^Worthy Sirs, have you possibly seen, or not
in this region, His Majesty Duryodhana, with his
^arioteer as his [only] companion? (Observing) How is
it that nobody speaks? Let it be. Here is seen a group of
people who have girded up their loins. Going here, I shall
ask them. (Walking round and seeing) How, these indeted,
are e^racting arrow-heads from the heart of their master,
who is struck with a deep wound, by means of pincers
(hankavadanam)

,

the points of which are difficult to be
broken by the wire-gauze of a solid armour. Therefore,
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surely, these do not Imow. Well, j shall march in another

place. {looking ahead and ^valking about) Here, indeed,

are seen other warriors gathered together in great number.
Therefore, going here I shall ask. (Approaching) Holloa,

do you know in which region the Lord of the Kurus is?

How, these also cry the more at my sight ! Then surely they
do not know. (Observing) Alas, indeed, an exceedingly

pathetic situation is here. This mother of a warrior, on
hearing of her son killed in the battle, is dying after him
along with her daughter-in-law, who is dressed in red gar-
ments and has put on all her ornaments ! Bravo, mother of
a warrior, bravo ! At last in another birth you will not have
your son killed. Let it be. I shall inquire elsewhere.

(Looking in another direction) Here another group of war-
riors, with their bodies wounded by many strokes, [but]
with their wounds left just undressed, is reproaching this

horse with an empty saddle and is crying. Surely, in this
very place their master must have been killed. TTierefore,
indeed, these also do not know. Well! Going elsewhere,
I shall inquire. (Looking on all sides) How all people, with-
out exception (era), experiencing as they are a calamity
commensurate with their position, are in distress owing to
the unfavourable disposition of Fate. Then whom now
shall I ask here? Or whom shall I reproach? Well. I shall
myaelf search here. (Walldng round) Let it be. I shall
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now reproach Fate. Holloa, Fate, even the great king

Duryodhana has to be searched for,—[Duryodhana] who
is the lord of eleven Aksauhinls, the eldest of a hundred
brothers, the master of a circle of kings, headed by the son
of Gaftga, Drona, the king of the Afigas, galya, Krap, K|rta-

varman and A^vatthaman and the sole sovereign of the

circle of the entire earth! [And] though searched for, it

cannot be known in which region he is! {Thinking and
sighing) Or rather, why should I reproach Fate in this

matter? Here, indeed, is taking effect the fruit of that
poisonous tree in the form of the house of lac [intended to
be set on fire] and the gambling,— [the tree] of which the
seed was [supplied by] the words of Vidura that were
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flouted, of which the sprout was [seen in] the salutary
advice of the grand-father [that is, Bhism] repudiated, of
which the firmly (w) planted roots were the incitement of
Sakuni, etc., of which the basin was the hostility created
and continued for a long time and of which the flower was
the seizure of the hair of Pancali ! (LooJdng in another
direction.) Since here is seen this chariot, the banner-post
of which is broken and which has completely (sam) filled the
expanse of the ten quarters with thousands of rain-bows,
engendered by the rays ) of the sun, blended with the lustre
of various gems [with which it is studded]

, therefore I guess
that this must certainly be the resting place of His Majes-
ty ' Duryodhana. Let me just observe. {Approaching,
observing, and sighing) How, being the leader of eleven
AksavMnis, His Majesty Duryodhana, is sitting in a not-at-
all-commendable place, even like an ordinary man! Or
rather, this is, indeed, the fruit [developed] out of the
flower in the form of the seizaire of Paficali’s hair that is
taking effect. (Goes near and asks the Charioteer Joy a
sign)
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Charioteer

—

(Seeing) Oh, how, Sundaraka has arrived from
the battlefield

!

Sundaraka

—

(Approaching) May victory attend Your
Majesty victory attend!

Sundaraka—Your Majesty, not [merely] broken his chariot,

[but] also his mental chariot

!

Duryodhana—O Sundaraka, is it well with the king of the
Afigas.

Duryodhana—^What, has Kiritin killed his horses, slain his
charioteer, or broken his chariot?

Sundaraka—Your Majesty, well only as far as his body is

concerned

!

Duryodhana—^Why do you, by [such] indistinct utterances,
cause distress to my heart, which is already distressed?
Therefore away with excitement. Distinctly report [dll]

' so as to leave nothing.

Sundaraka—As your Majesty commands. The pain of
my wounds [received] in the battle is removed by the
prowess of the jewel in Your Majesty’s crown. (Waiking
about proudly) May Your Majesty hear. Well, now the
slaughter of Prince DufiSasana— (With this half-said, he
covers his face and gesUeulates doubt)
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Charioteer—Sundaraka, go on. It [namely, the slaughter

of Dussasana] has already been reported [to His Majesty]

by Fate!

Duryodhana—Proceed. We have heard [it].

Sundaraka

—

{To himself) How, the slaughter of DuiiSa-

sana is, heard by His Majesty! {Aloud) May Your Majesty
hear. To-day in the first place my master, the king of the

Angas, who was enraged at the slaughter of Prince DuSiar
Sana, whose broad {patta) forehead looked terrific owing
to the knitting of his crooked eye-brows, who was raining
a shower of arrows, sent forth with [such dexterity] that
their fixing [on the bow] and discharge could not be
observed, attacked that evil-conducted enemy of Dussasana,
the middle Pandava.

Both—Then, [wh,at] then?

Sundaraka—^Then, Your Majesty, both the armies were
blind-folded with the darkness that was spread by a cloud
of dust, arising from the collision of the glittering elephants,
horses and foot-soldiers from both the armies, and by a
confused mass formed by those various herds of elephants
that were being scattered about [on the battlefield].
Indeed, the surface of the sky could not be observed!
Both—Then, [what] then?
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Sundaraka—Then, Your Majesty, owing to the deep and
terrific twanging produced by the letting of the bowstring,
which was drawn a long way in. it was thought [by people]
that the cloud of world-destruction had thundered!
Duryodhana—Then, [what] then?
Sundaraka—Then. Your Majesty, occurred a rainy day in
the form of a battle even between those two— [the rainy
day] which was indicated Fto other people] by the thunder
in the form of their mutual war-cries, which was glittering
with the streaks of lightning in the form of [the sparks of]
fire, rising from armours as they were struck with various
missiles hurled Tagainst one another], which ’had clouds
in the form of bows, deeply thundering, and which was
raining thousands of showers in the form of arrows flitting
across [the air],

Duryodhana—Then, [what] then?
Sundaraka—Then, Your Majesty, in the meanwhile. Dha-
nanjava, who became apprehensive of the humiliation of
his elder brother, urged on to that region his excellent
chariot, which had a great monkev [namely, Maruti] seated
at the top of its banner and raising a cry as terrific as the
crash of a stroke (nirffhdtah) and the thunderbolt, which

1
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could with diliiculty be gazed upou owing to the four stout

arms, characterised by the conch, the discus, the sword and
the mace, of Vasudeva, (.who was sitting there] engaged in

skilfully (sum) directing the horses, and which tilled the

hollow of the expanse of the ten quarters with the echo of

the loud blast of Pancajanya and Devadatta that were

blown.

Duryodhana—Then, [what] then?

Sundaraka—^Then, Your Majesty, seeing that his father was
attacked by Bhima and Dhananjaya, and shaking aside in
confusion his jewelled helmet that was displaced, Prinve

yr9asena, who drew the string {jiva) of his mighty bow as

far as the ear, and who urged on his charioteer [to drive

fast] by spurring him with the forked end i'pwj,khah) of an
arrow taken up with his right hand, arrived at the place.

Duryodhana— {With fir-rrmess) Then, [what] then?

Sundaraka—^And then. Your Majesty, even while arriving,

that Prince Vf^asena, in a moment, completely (pm)
envelojied the excellent chariot of Dhananjaya with his
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arrows, like a tree in blossom with bees, [his arrows] whose
forked ends were dark and glossy like a broken sword-blade,

which had hard feathers of herons, which were dark in

colour whose dark-coloured darts were sharpened on
whetstones.

Both— {With joy) Then, [what] then?

Sundaraka—Then, Your Majesty, Dhanahjaya, who was
showering sharp crescent-shaped arrows, quickly (tiksnam)
discharged, smiled a little and said: ‘O, you, Vpgasena, it

is not possible for even your father also (tdvat) to stand

before me when I am angry. What then for you, [yet] a
[mere] child? Therefore, go [away]. Go and fight with
other boys.’ Having heard such speech Prince Vp^asena,

who held a bow in his hand and who looked terrific owing
to the knitting of his eye-brows that had occurred on his

round face, flushed with anger that was enkindled by the
reproach [furled] at his elder [that is, father], reproved
the Gfip^iva-holder with vital piercing, harsh and sharp
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arrows, that made love to the region of his ear, but not with

foul words.

Duryodhana—Bravo, Vrsasena. bravo I Sundaraka, then
«

[what] then?

Sundaraka—Then, Your Majesty, Kiyitin, in whom anger
arose from the pangs of the strokes of sharp arrows, who
surpassed the crash of a stroke of the thunderbolt with the
twanging of the string of his fearful Gapdi’va and who
blocked the operation of sight with the falling of his arrows,
commenced some mysterious marvellous feat, [well] worthy
of his training and his strength.

Duryodhana— {With emotion) Then, [what] then?

Sundaraka—Then, Your Majesty, having observed the
enemy’s skill of that kind in military operation, some spe-

1 ‘ 5^3|j%qo
( g^qqfq* )

’
qqf.^.
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cial martiiii Jteat waa comiuenced by Prince Vy^asena, whose

restless hand .Lquickiy] went to the mouth of the quiver, re-

turned to the bow-string, aimed the arrows and discharged

them, without having these its movements noticed Lby
others]

.

Duryodhana—Then, £what] then?

Sundaraka—^Then, Your Majesty, in the meanwhile, the

warriors from even both the armies of the Kuru-king and
the Pangiavas, abandoned, their battle-activities, suspended,
for a time their continued hostility, gave out a cry, ‘Bravo I

Prince Vr§asena ‘bravo!’ and began to look on.

Duryodhana— {With amazement) Then, [what] then?

Sundaraka—^And then, Yoitr Majesty, of my master, the
king of the Apgas, who found himself in a conflict of -feoUng

f*

{.taiikatam), joy, anger, compassion and apprehension,
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owing to the commencement of that kind of military opera-
tion by his son, who shone with a valour that defied all the
princely bpw-wielders, the volley {paddhatih) of aiTows
fell on Bhimasena and the sight be dimmed with tears on
Prince Vf§asena.

Duryodhana—{With fear) Then, [what] then?

Sundaraka—And then. Your Majesty, the Gapdiva-holder,
angered by the cries of applause proceeding from both the
armies simultaneously directed a shower of arrows on
[Vjr§asena’s] horses’, on even his charioteer, on his excellent
chariot, on even his bow, on even his bow-string and the
white umbrella, the emblem of his royalty.

Duryodhana— {With tear) Then, [what] then?

Sundaraka—Then, Your Majesty, Prince Vrsasena, whose
chariot was destroyed and whose bow and its string were
cut, began to trace circles, warding off the volley of arrows
by means of the activity of only moving round and round.

Duryodhana—{With apprehension) Then, [what] then?

8 1 ' »^Rr& u»R5F»h>r si.
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Sundaraka—Then, Your Majesty, my master, the king of

Aiigas, enraged at the destruction of his son’s chariot,

poured a shower of arrows upon Dhananjaya, not minding

Lfor the time] his engagement with Bhima. The Prince also,

mounting on another chariot brought by the servants, be-

gan to light Dhananjaya even again.

Both—Bravo, Vr§asena, bravo! Then, [what] then?

Sundaraka—Then, Your Majesty, the Prince also said, ‘0

you, middle Pap^ava, [so] vociferous in reviling my father,

my arrows will not fall on anything except your body.’ So
saying and covering the body of the Pandava with
thousands of arrows he began to roar out his loud war-cry.

Duryodhana— (With amazement) 0, the valour of the child,

though [yet] in his mind not mature ! Then, [what] then?

Sundaraka—And then. Your Majesty, having warded off

that volley of arrows, Kiif];in, whose ire waa roused by the
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strokes of the sharp arrows, took up, from a side (utsan-

gah) of his chariot, a Sakti, resounding with the jingling of

its" numerous (jalam) tinkling bells of gold, spotlcvss like

t,!ie sky free from the obstruction of the clouds, having a
sharpened. Land hence] dark and glossy point and looking

dreadful and [at the same time] charming as it shone with
the refulgence of its diverse jewels, and contemptously
discharged it in the direction of the Prince.

Duryodhana— (With distress) Oh, alas 1 Then, [what] then?

Sunadraka—Then, Your Majesty, at the sight of [that] blaz-
ing ^akti, down (vi) dropped from the hands of the lung of
the AAgas the bow with its arrow, from his heart the
courage natural to a warrior [and] from his eyes even tears.

Dhananjaya laughed and simultaneously Vpkodara roared
out a loud war-cry. The Kuru-army cried out, ‘A hard lot,

a hard loti’

Duryodhana— (TPit/i distress) Then, [what] then?

Snndaraka—^Then, Your Maj'esty, PJrince Vr^asena, who
drew his sharp crescent-shaped arrow up to his ear, looked
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at Lthe iSalcti} for a long time [by way of taking aiinj and
divided it into three parts, while yet it was on half its way,

even as Siva divided the Ganges

!

Duryodhana—Bravo, Vr§asena, bravo! Then, [what] then?

Sundaraka—And then, Your Majesty, at this time the blast

of war-trumpets was drowned in the cry of ‘Well [done]',

proceeding from the warrior world, which [cry] was sweet

[yet] loud (mukhara). The field of battle was covered

over with a collection of flowers, showered down by a mul-
titude of Siddhas and Carants. And my master, the king
of the Afigas, said, ‘0 valiant Vpkodara, unfinished is your,

and even my, battle-operation. Therefore, give me leave for
a moment. Let us just witness the skill in the knowledge of
archery of my boy and your brother. Even for you it is a
sight to see!'

Dnryodhana—^Then [what] then?

Sundaraka—Then, Your Majesigr, evmi boQi and
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the king of the Ahgas, became witnesses, having ceased their

battle-operation and stopped for a while their continued en-
mity.

Duryodhana

—

{Significantly) Then, [what] then?

Sundaraka—And then. Your Majesty, the Gan<jiva-wielder,
who was enraged at the splitting of his sakti, said, 'O you,
Duryodhana-headed

—

’{This half-said, he gesticulates shy-
ness) .

Duryodhana—Sundaraka, proceed. This [represents] the
speech of another.

Sundaraka—May Your Majesty hear, ‘O you, masters of the
powerful {balam) Kuru-hosts, headed by Duryodhana, [0]
Karpa, the helmsman of the boat of insolence, my young boy,
Abhimanyu, who was alone, was surrounded and killed, in
my absence, by you, great chariot-warriors, who were many.
But I shall reduce to memory this Prince Vp?asena, even
{eva) inspite of you who are looking on. So saying he
proudly twanged his Gandiva, whose string created a noise
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dreadful like the crash of a stroke of the thunderbolt. My
master also made ready his Kalaprstha.

Duryodhana— {Concealing his feelings) Then, [what] then?

Sundaraka—And then, Your Majesty, the Gan^iva-wielder,
who prohibited Bimasena from commencing battle-opera-
tion, arranged two rivers of arrows, dashing against the
banks in the form of the chariots of the king of the AAgas
an<l Vrsasena. By those two also, who displayed special skill

out of affection for each other, was attacked that ill-behaved
middle Pandava.

Dui’yodhana—Then, [what] then?

Sundaraka—And then. Your Majesty, the Gandiva-wielder,
the shower of whose arrows could be known only by the
twanging of his bow-string, which resembled loud thunder,
performed with the arrows such [a feat] that not the skj%
not my master, not the chariot, not the earth, not the Prince,
not the banner-post, not the hosts, not the charioteer, not
the horses, not the quarters and not the warrior-world could
be seen

!
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Duryodhana— (With amazenment) Then, [what] then?

Sundaraka—And then, Your Majesty, as the shower of ar-
rows ceased just for a moment, as the Pap^ava army uttered
a war-cry and as the Kaurava forces gave out a loud wail, a
great uproar arose, ‘Alas, Prince Vr?asena is killed, alas,

[he] is killed!’

Duryodhana— (Suppressing his tears) Then, [what] then?

Sundaraka—And then. Your Majesty, I saw the Prince stret-

ched in the chariot, like the son of a god fallen from heaven,
his body pierced through by just one arrow that cut the vital
of his heart, his charioteer and horses killed and his um-
brella, bow, chowries, and banner-post [all] broken.

Duryodhana— (With fears) Alas, Prince Vrsasena! Enough
of hearing further than this. O dear boy Vpaasena, alas,

[you] who were too much fondled on my lap, alas, [you] to
whom fight with the mace was dear, alas, sprout of the
family of Radheya, alas, [you] of pleasant sight, alas [you]
who were not [to me] different from DuSSasana, alas, [you]

1 ‘ ( uiRiT )
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who were attached to all your elders, give me a reply [to my
lamentations].

How possibly could Karna have gazed upon your lo-

tuslike face, which had wide eyes, which was delightful

as the newly-arisen moon and whose loveliness was ren-

dered attractive by fresh youth [just] sporting forth,

when its eyes were [probably] turned up at [the time
of] the passing of life? 10

Charioteer—^Long-lived one, away with the extreme vehe-
mence of grief.

Duryodhana—Charioteer, the meritorious really become sub-

ject to grief. But of us.

Whose kinsmen are killed before our very eyes, this

heart is being excessively burnt by the fire of humilia-
tion. Whence [therefore can we have] grief, whence
pain? 11

(Faints away)

Charioteer—^May Your Majesty take courage, take courage.

(Fans him with the skirt of his garment)

Duryodhana— (Recovering consciousness) Good Sundaraka,
what then was done by my friend, the Aftga-kfog?
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Sundaraka—And then, Your Majesty, having wiped off the
many tears that arose (lit. dropped down) at the sight of
his son in that plight, my master attacked Dhananjaya, car-
ing not for the strokes of others’ weapons. And having
seen him, whose valour was enkindled by rage at the slaugh-
ter of his son [and] who had given up [all] hope of life [ow-
ing to desparation], thus moving about, [warriors], headed
by Bhima, Nakula, Sahadeva and Pancala, screened the ex-
cellent chariot of Dhananjaya.

Duryodhana—Then, [what] then?

Sundaraka—Then, Your Majesty, Salya said, ‘King of the
Afigas, your chariot, with its horses killed and its pole (kv-
harah) broken, is not fit for fighting with Bhima and
Arjuna.’ Thus the chariot was changed, my master was
made to alight from his [old] chariot and was in diverse
ways consoled. And then, my master bewailed for a long
time and having seen another chariot brought by the ser-
vants, heaved a long sigh and cast a glance at me. And

5I5 qpr% qpfr ^q?T3rr (

q#: f^ig<qs q^q: ^panmisr: i )
q-q. •
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[he] said, ‘Sundaraka, come [here] .' Then I went near my
master. Then, taking out a strip of cloth from his turban

and smearing the tip of an arrow with drops of blood ooz-

ing from his body, he wrote and sent a message to Your
Majesty. {Hands over the strip)

{Duryodhana takes and reads)

Thus, ‘Hail, Karpa, having closely embraced by the neck

His Majesty Duryodhana, for this the last time, submits

from the field of battle

:

‘ [This Karna] is versed in the operation with a num-
ber of missiles

; there is no [other [ man who is his equal

in battle ; he is more [valued] to me than even my bro-

thers ; through him the sons of Pftha are to be conquer-

ed’—since thus you honoured me and I did not kill the

enemy of Dufisasana, [therefore] find you a remedy for
grief either by the prowess of arms or by tears.’ 12

Duryodhana—Friend Karna, why do you strike me here, who
am [already] pained by the slaughter of a hundred brothers

1
‘ ’

af. ^ ‘ ?tr;
’
ST.
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with another arrow of [such] speech? Good Sundaraka,

well, now what is the Ahga-king engaged in?

Sundaraka—^Your Majesty, taking off the covering of his

body and determined to bring about his own death, he is

seeking battle with Partha even again.

Duryodhana

—

{Get,ting up from his seat loith vehemence)

Charioteer, bring my chariot. Sundaraka, go very quickly

and console my friend, the Ahga-king at my words, [thus] :

‘Away with extreme rashness. Quite identical is our deter-

mination. Not indeed are you alone desirous of giving up
life. But,

Having killed the Partha.s, offered inauspicious water
to the group of our relatives, shed tears in company
with a few [surviving] ministers and enemies and ac-

complished a not-happening-again, mutual, close em-
brace for a long time, we shall give up this accursed

body, being [at once] sorrow-stricken and relieved fof
our sorrow] ! 13

Or rather, as regards grief I have no message to send.

«i
‘ ^ 3i95rf| 3nFTf g^arfq ( ^ ar^nfr 3tr»t: i

)
' 5r.
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Vysasena was not your son, Dus^asana was not my
younger brother! Why do I [then] console you? [Why]
should you compose me?’ 14

Sundaraka—As Your Majesty commands. (Goes out)

Duryodhana—Charioteer, bring the chariot quickly enough.

Charioteer—Your Majesty, the sound of the. rims [of

wheels]
,
mingled with the neighing [of horses]

, is heard. I

therefore conclude the chariot is in all probability (nunam)
brought by the servants.

Duryodhana—Charioteer, go you make [it] ready.

Charioteer—As Your Majesty commands. (Going out he
enters again)

.

Duryodhana— (LooJdng at him) Why is it that you are not

mounted?

Charioteer—Here, indeed, have arrived in the vicinity of
Your Majesty your father and mother, mounted on a chariot

in the charge (adhisthita) of Sanjaya.

Duryodhana—^What, I would like to know (nama), have
father and mother arrived ? Alas, an exceedingly loathsome
thing has been done by Pate ! Charioteer, go you and quick-
ly bring my chariot. I shall also stay in a solitary place,

avoiding meeting with [lit. being seen by] my father.
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Charioteer—Your Majesty, they [that is, your parents] have
you as the one surviving kinsmen. How possibly should
you not console them?

Duryodhana—Charioteer, how possibly can I, whose fate is

averse [to me], console them? See.

Just to-day we both went to battle after seeing our
father and mother. By them was I, as I bent low, smelt
on the head and Dussasana [also] ! [Now] when that
boy is forcibly reduced to that condition by the enemy,
what possibly should I, when gone near my parents, say
to them? 15

Y'et the elders have necessarily to be offered obeisance to.

{They both fjo out)

END OF ACT IV

1
‘ ' nfiTT ' m.
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ACT V
{Then enter in a conveyance, namely, a chariot, Gan-

dhdri, Sahjaya and Dhrtard§fra)

.

Dhrtarastra—Dear Safijaya, tell [me], tell [me], in which
region my dear boy Duryodhanai the one surviving sprout
from the forest of the Kuru-family, is staying. Is he alive

or not?

Gandhari—Child, if really my dear boy is alive, then tell

[me] in which region he is.

Sanjaya—^Well, here is His Majesty, sitting all alone, under
the shade of a banian tree.

Gandhari

—

{Pathetically) Child, you say ‘alone’! Indeed, is

it likely (rm) that a hundred brothers are at his side now ?

Sanjaya—Father, mother, slowly alight from the chariot.

{Both gesticulate aMghting)

{Then enters Dnryodhana, sitting in shame)
Sanjaya

—

{Approaching) May victory attend Your Majesty.
Why, here father has arrived along with mother.
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(Duryodhana genticulates ' bewilderment}

Dhrtarastra

—

Sinful as 1 am, I could not make of you the inquiry,
‘Dear boy, is your pain bearable?— [of you] who, being
reclined at leisure on Karna, would be gracefully looking
from a distance at [hostile] lungs, [first] vanquished
and [then] appeased, when, after darts were taken out
[of your body] by means of pincers, your armour was
removed and the bandages of your wounds were tied! 1

{Dhrtardstra and Gandhari, appi'oachmg gropingly,
embrace him).

Gandhari—Child, distressed as jou are by the agonies of
your extremely deep wounds, your tongue docs not work,
though we have arrived near

!

Dhrtarastra—Dear boy, Duryodhana, why now this silence,

unresorted to before, even towards me?
Gandhari—Child, if even you would not talk to us, then,
would dear Dussasana now talk, or then, Durmar§ana, or
another?

t ‘ Rff%cRrmi=3t ' fRr srRRf'ns:.
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Duryodh^a

—

Sinful am I, who have witnessed the slaughter of my
younger brothers without avenging it, the cause of the
tears of father, and of you, [0] mother ! Why do you
regard me as your son— [me] who am unworthily born
in the spotless Bharata—race of yours and have become
the destroyer of your sons? 2

Gandhari—Child, enough of bewailing. You at least are the
only guide of this blind couple. So live long. What care I

for kingdom or victory ?

Duryodhana

—

Mother, unaccountably unbecoming and undignified
is [this] utterance of yours ! What an incongruity be-
tween you, an excellent Ksatriya woman, and ithis

meekness of spirit ! [0 you] who are void of parental
affection, you think not of this calamity of your
hundred sons, [but merely try to] protect me, who am
unworthy [of protection in this way] !

1 ‘^ '
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Surely, this is the work of grief for sons 1

Sanjaya—Your Majesty, is this popular saying false—
[namely] )‘When a vessel has fallen in a well, the rope
should not be thrown just there’?
Ouryodhana—This is insufficient. What is the use of the
instrument in the absence of those who are to be served
therewith?

Dhrtarastra— {Embracing Duryodhana) Dear boy, take
courage. And offer consolation to us and to this extremely
miserable mother [of yours].

Duryodhana—Father, difficult to attain is consolation for

you now. But,

Do you both keep on bewailing for your sons, shining
even in sorrow, in company with KuntI, whose sons will

be killed by me to-day! 4

Gandhari—This itself is much at present that you alone at
least are not to be mourned for. Therefore, dear, be
pleased. Here I fold my hands on my head for you. Desist
from battle-operation. Act up according to the last words
of your father.
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Dhrtarastra—Dear boy, listen to the words of your mother
and of me, who have the group of all my kinsmen killed. See.

Those [famous] Drona and BMsma, [depending] on
whose strength the enemies [lit. the co-parceners] were
not cared for, arc killed. The world trembled before
Phalguna, as he butchered Karpa’s son in his [very]
presence. Owing to the death of*my dear boys [having
been accomplished] , the enemy has his vow now remain-
ing unfulfilled with regard to you [alone] ! Give up your
pride towards the enemies, dear boy, and save these
your blind parents. 5

Duryodhana—Turning back from the battle-field, what
should be done by me?
Gandbari—Dear, what your father, or Vidura, would say,

Sanjaya—Your Majesty, so is this.

Duryodhana—Safijaya, should advice be olfered even now?
Sanjaya—Your Majesty, as long as he lives, so long is [a
hero], desirous of securing victory [over his enemies], a
proper object of advice to the wise.

Duryodhana— (PFiffe. anger) Let us just hear from you your
self- who [profess to be] wise, an advice suitable for us.
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Dhrtarastra—Dear boy, what is the use of [entertaining]

anger in this matter towards Sanjaya, who is talking rea-

sonably. If you would recover your natural state [of mind]

,

then I would myself address [something] to you.

Duryodhana—Let my father say.

Dhrtarastra—Dear boy, what is the use of prolixity? Even
now you should make peace with Yudhi^thira by offering

{bandhah) him the desired terms.

Duryodhana^—Father, 1 can understand {kdmam) mother
saying in this way through helples-sness [brought on] by

affection for her son, and Saiijaya through [sheer] childish-

ness. [But] such infatuation [should overcome] even you

!

Or rather, the anguish arising from the death of your sons
prevails [in your case]. Moreover, father, when I had my
hundred brothers not fallen, I then repudiated the overtures

of peace [made] by Vasudeva. Now, indeed, how possibly

{iva) can Duryodhana, who has witnessed the destruction

of his grand-father, his preceptor, his younger brothers and
a multitude of princes, make, out of affection for merely his

body, peace with the Pap^avas [a peace] which would bring

[only] shame to a man of lofty spirits and which would end
in misery? Moreover, [O] Sanjaya, [you] who [profess

to] know politics.

How, indeed, can princes make peace with their ene-
mies, who are losing? At present I am- bereft oi i
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Dussasana [and am therefore the losing party] and the

Pap(]ava is accompanied by his brothers [and as such,

therefore, is not likely to listen to our overtures of

peace] ! 6

Dhrtarastra—Even under these circumstances there is

nothing which Yudhi^^hira would not do at my request.

Moreover, Yudhi?t;hira looks upon everything as being in .the

clutches of Fate.

Doryodhana—How possibly?

Hhrtarastra—Dear boy, hear the vow of Yudhisthira viz.:

'I shall not sustain life on the death of even one younger

brother.’ Owing to war abounding in many treacherous

practices, he apprehends the death of his brothers and [as

such] is ready to make peace exactly when it pleases you.

Sanjaya—So this is.

Gandhari—Dear, accept the words of your father, which are

full of reason.

Duryodhana—Father, Mother, Sanjaya,

1 ‘ ^iwit:^ q?K 1 5:«ara^ 5^ss]nr tngajr:

«B«pq; tl ’ «.
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The Partha has vowed death in the absence of even
one younger brother [and] Duryodhana agrees to live,

when his hundred brothers are [all] slain ! Shall I not
throw in [all] directions Bhima, the enemy, that de-
vourer of Dussasana’s blood, mangled with the tip of
my mace? Shall I make peace in an undignified way? 7

Gandhari—O darling DuS^asana, O [you] so much fondled

on my lap, 0 young prince, such destruction indeed has never
been heard before in the world in the case of any one ! Alas!
Gandhari, giving birth to a hundred heroes, has [really]
given birth to a hundred griefs, but not a hundred sons.

(All weep)

Sanjaya— (Having shed tears) Father, mother, you two
have come to this region in order to console His Majesty

!

So you should first compose yourselves at least.

Dhrtarsatra—Dear boy, Duryodhana, when Fate is thus
adverse [to us], and you are not giving up natural pride
towards tiie enemies, whom is poor Gandhari, who possesses
you as the sole surviving support of her life, to. resort to as
protector, and [also] myself?.
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Duryodhana—^Hear what is fit to be done at present.

Your hundred sons, who had subjugated the world,

who enjoyed sovereignty and despised their enemies and
who were worshipped by thousands of crests of

kings bending down their heads, have been killed in the

war, while [themselves] killing their enemies face to

face. [So] let father in company with mother bear the

[same] yoke that was borne by Sagara I 8
But the contrary of this happening, the king’s duty as a
Ksatriya will have been transgressed,

(A great uproar behind the curtain)

Gandhari

—

(Listening. With terror) Where is this blast of
trumpets, mingled with cries of Avoe, heard?

Sanjaya—Mother, this is a proper place for great uproars
of such kind and [as such] it is calculated to inspire timid
people with distress.

Dhriarsatra—Dear Sanjaya, let [it be ascertained. Indeed,
exceedingly frightful is [this] far-spreading cry of woe.
The cause of this must be great.

'S5[r<a^’5i. ^ ' apjf^rf^q^Rf ^ftwqRTJ?;
’
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Duryodhana—Father, be pleased. Our Fate has really turn-
ed its face away [from us] . While it does not make us hear
of some other great calamity also, order me to descend on
the battlefield.

Gandhari—Dear, at least for a moment console me, who am
[so] unfortunate.

Dhrtarastra—Dear boy, even though you have formed your
determination to [continue] the battle, yet let a means of
striking the enemy covertly be devised.

Duryodhana

—

It is not proper for me to kill in secret the enemies
who have killed our kinsmen in my presence. What is

the use of doing that which, like their work, is not open-
ly done in the battle. 9 a b

Gandhari—^Dear, you are alone. Who would render you
help?

Duryodhana

—

Alone I have been the cause of the death of your sons I

Mother, hpw many are the enemies? Only let Fate come
to [my] assistance and [now] the earth [will be] void
of the Papdvas ! 9 c d
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{Behind the curtain. After an uproar) 0 you warriors,

may you tell [this] to the lord of the Kauravas. Here a
great slaughter has begun. Enough of your shrinking from
hearing an unpleasant [news] . For you must now employ a
remedy, which is proper for the occasion. So, indeed.

Casting off whip and reins, his body bespotted with
arrows marked with [the name of] Partha, slowly

drawn along by the horses owing to their acquaintance
with the chariot-paths and communicating to those that
are asking the news of the lord of the Aftgas with tears
from his eyes, Salya is proceeding to the camp with a
vacant chariot, [thus] piercing [the heart of] the
Kurus !

' 10

Duryodhana

—

{Listening. With apprehension) Ah, by whom
was this proclamation made, indistinct and dreadful like the
fall of a thunderbolt? Holloa, who is here, who?

{Entering confused) Charioteer—Alas, we are undone
( Throxvs himself down)

.

Duryodhana—Oh, tell.

Dhrtarastra and Sanjaya—^Let it be told, let it’Se told.

Charioteer—^Long-lived one, what else?

1 ‘
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Here the concourse of the i)eople is made to faint

away by Salya, while entering, as by a dart finding its

way [in the body]— [Salya] who is mounted on the va-

cant chariot of Karna, as on a vain desire! 11

Duryodhana—Alas, friend Karna! (Faints away).

(Jandhari—Child, take courage, take courage.

Sanjaya—May Your Majesty take courage, take courage.

Dhrlarastra—Alas, oh, alas!

Here is slain even that Tladheya, the dear friend of my
son, who was our support when Bhisma and Drona
were killed, ‘ 12

Dear boy, take courage, take courage. I say (nanu) , O ac-
cursed Fate. »

A blind man, I, who have experienced the grief of
the destruction of a hundred sons, have been [already]
reduced to a pitiable condition along with my wife.
[And now] even with regard to this Duryodhana, the
group of whose friends, elders and kinsmen is complete-
ly destroyed, I have, indeed, been rendered hopeless by
you. IS

1 ' ^ *31.
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11

Dear boy, Duryodhana, take courage, take courage. And
give courage to your poor mother.

Duryodhana— (Recovering consciousness)

0 Karna, vouchsafe to me a speech, causing delight

to the ear, [thus] pouring on me as it were lasting joy.

[O you] who were [so] fond of Vrsasena, you are going
away, leaving me, who was always unseparated [from
you] and who did [you] no unpleasant thing! 14

(Faints away again). (All console him).

Duryodhana

—

That lord of the Ahgas, who was dearer to me than
my life, having been killed, I feel ashamed even to
breathe. Why talk of consolation, father? 15

Moreover.

I bewail not now for that dear boy DiiSSasana, killed by
the enemy, though he deserves to be mourned for

; not
also for the collection of my kinsmen. But I shall work
the destruction in battle of ihe family of him who per-
petrated on Karna the evil deed, [so] exceedingly pain-
ful to hear. 16
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Gandhari—Child, just slacken for only a moment the flow of

tears.

Dhrtaraslra Dear boy, wipe off your tears for only a mo-
ment.

Duryodhana

—

He was not prevented by anybody while he was giving
up his life for my sake. Why are [then] the tears of
me, who am weeping in a helpless way, warded off? 17

Charioteer, by whom could this impossible deed, leading to
the destruction of our family, have been perpetrated?

Charioteer—^Long-lived one, thus, I hear, the people say.
While the wheel [of his chariot] was sunk in earth,

he was killed, it is said, by the arrows, of that son of
Indra [that is, Arjuna], who possesses the discus-armed
[Krppa] for his charioteer and wlJo is [the veritable]
Death to our army. 18

Duryodhana—
The ocean of my grief, agitated by the recollection of

the moon of Karna’s face is [now] being drunk up by
the fire arising from my anger, as by the submarine
iva^va) fire. 19
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Father, mother," be pleased.

This unbearable fire, born of grief, is burning me.
The calamity being common [in both cases], war with
its uncertainty is preferable to me. 20

Dhrtarastra— {Having embraced Duryodhana. Weeping).

Indeed, my boy, there is uncertainty in adventures.
This my heart melts, when I conceive to myself the
terrible Bhima. [0 you] well-known for your pride,

your action is not skilful in treachery, [but] the
enemies’ [method of] warfare abounds in deception!
Alas, I am undone! 21

Gandahri—Dear boy, do you seek battle with that very Vyko-
dara, who has been Death to my hundred sons?

Duryodhana—^Let alone Vrkodara for a while.

Let my arrows a^ once fall on that sinful one who kill-

ed Karna, the cherished desire of my heart, the sandal
juice to all my limbs, the spotless moon to my eyes, a son
to you, [O] mother, and the principal disciple of yours
in politics, [0] father! 22
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Charioteer, enough of wasting time now. Bring my chariot

made ready. If you feel fear from the Pan<Javas, [then]

stay. With just the mace only as my help, I descend on the

field of battle.

Charioteer—^Think not of me otherwise [than in my real

character]. Just here I come. (Goes out).

Dhrtarastra—Dear boy, Duryodhana, if this your deter-

mination to bum us is quite firm, then let somebody be in-

stalled Commander of the armies from among the warrior.s

present.

Duryodhana—Why, one is already installed

!

Gandhari—Child, which again is he on whom I shall hang
my hope?

Dhrtarastra—Is he Salya or Asvatthaman?

Sanjaya—Oh, Alas

!

Bhi^ma having passed away, Drona having been killed

and Karpa knocked down, strong is the hope, [0] king,
[that] Salya will conquer the P&p^iavas! 23

Duryodhana—^What is the use of Salya 'or AiSvaahaman?
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' Here my own self, either securing [for me] an em-

brace with Kar^ia, or depriving Partha of his life, [has

been already installed] with the waters of tears, cease-

less in their flow ! 24

(After cm uproar behind the curtain)

O you, principal warriors of the Kaurava army, away with

fleeing here and there through fear at our sight. May lou

tell [us] in which region Suyodhana is staying.

(All listen with confusion)

(Entering confused) Charioteer—Long-lived one!

Two have arrived, driving in the same chariot and
inquiring after you here and there— 25 a b

AH—^Who and who?
Charioteer

—

That enemy of Karpa and that ferocious Vykodara of
wolfish deeds ! 25 c d

Gandhari— (With fear) Child, what is to be done here?
Duryodhana—Why, here is the mace just near !

<i ' f?«jl
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Gandhari—Alas, I am undone, unfortunate as I am.

Duryodhana—Mother, away now with meekness. Sahjaya,
start for the camp, placing my parents on the chariot. The
persons, who are to drive away our grief, have arrived.

Dhrtarastra—Dear boy, wait for one moment till I find out
their purpose.

Duryodhana—What is the use of this being known?

{Then enter Bhima and Arjuna)

Hhima—Oh you, dependents of Suyodhana, why it is that
you arc moving away in a disorderly fashion through con-
fusion? Away with fear from us.

Where is that Duryodhana, the author of the deceits
in gambling, the igniter of the house made of lac, that
notorious, extremely proud man, the wind for moving
away the garment and hair of Krgna, [he] of whom the
Papdavas were [once] slaves, the king, the eldest of
the hundred brothers [namely,] Dusi§asana and others
and the friend of the Anga-king? [Do] tell [us].
We have not come to see him in anger. 26
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Dhrtarastra—Terrible indeed is the declaration of the

villain I

Sanjaya—Father, having done every [possible] injury by
their deed, they are now operating with their tongue.

Duryodhana—Charioteer, go and tell them both, ‘Here is

[Duryodhana].’

Charioteer—As Your Majesty commands. (Approaching
them) 1 say (nama), O Vfkodara and Arjuna, here is His
Majesty sitting under the shade of the banian tree in com-
pany with his father and mother.

Arjuna—Noble brother, be pleased. It is not proper greatly
to distress again, by our sight, the parents [already] aiilcted

with grief for their sons. Therefore, let us go.

Bhima—Fool, [rules of] good conduct must not be trans-
gressed. It is not proper to go away without saluting the
elders. (Approaching) Sanjaya, convey our salutation to
the parents. Or rather, stay. After personally announcing
one’s name and deed should the elders be saluted. (They
both get down from the chariot)

.

Arjuna

—

(Approaching) Father! mother

!

On whom was fixed the hope of victory over all enemiAft

by your sons, who in his pride defied the world as though
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it were a .straw—of that son of Iladha the idller at the
head of battle, this middle Pamjava, is offering his salu-

tations to you, [0] parents ! 27

JBhima— ^a.;

Here bows with his head Bhiina, who has [already]
pounded all the Kauravas, who is intoxicated with the
blood of Dussasana and who will [shortly] Vrreak the
thighs of Suyodhana. 28

Dhrtarastra— Wicked-souled Vrkodara, this injury to
enemies has not been done only by alone. As long as there
is the warrior-class, so long will there be heroes victorious
in battle and heroes conquered and slain. Then, why do
you afflict us by such boastings?

Bhima—Father, enough of anger.

Since (ycna) all those princes, who dragged by the
hair, in your assembly, Krsna, the wife of the Pan^'avas,
have been burnt down in fire of my anger with the
contempt to be shown to a brood of insignificant moth.s—for this reason I am reporting [mjr deeds to you, an^]
not, indeed, by way of boa,sting of my stren^h of arms,
nor out of pride. You yourself, father, were the wit-
ness when the exceedingly great deed was performed
by your sons and grandsons

! 29
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Duryodhana—O you, son of Wind, why do you thus boast of
your detestable deed in the presence of the old king?
Moreover,

The wife of you [namely, Bhima], of you, [O] brute
[that is, Arjuna], of that king [that is, Yudhisthira],
or of those two [that is, Nakula and Sahadeva], was as
being [my] slave [won] at gambling, dragged by the
hair before the eyes of princes at the command of me,
the lord of the world. In this formation (anubandhah)
of hostility, say, what injury has been done by the
kings, who are killed? [Do you entertain] pride even
without conquering me, whose pride is great in [the
possession of] the riches in the form of the excessive
prowess of my arms? 30

Ah, wicked-souled one, here you cease to exist. {Getting
up in anger desires to strike [at Bhlmal . Dhrtardstra holcU
him and makes him sit. Bhima gesticulates anger).

Arjuna—Noble brother, be pleased. What is the use of
entertaining anger towards him?

This miserable man, who has his hundred brothers
killed, is doing injuiy by speech, being unable [to do so]
by action. What pain [can he give us] by his raving8?31

Bhima—O you blot <m the family of Bharata!
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Should I not slaughter you even here, that you might
follow Dussasana, [O you] who talk [such] bitter

things, if [this] elderly person [namely, Dhrtaraitra]
were not to put an obstacle in the way of your body
having its bones shattered with a crash by the knob of
my mace. 32

Moreover, fool,

'rhat you were made to give vent to your sorrow,
like a woman, by means of your tears, and that you
were made the witness to the tearing of your brother’s
chest—this was the reason why you, an unworthy king,
were [allowed] to live [so long], when Bhimasena, the
elephat to the lotus-pond of your family, was enraged. 33

Duryodhana—Villain, wretch of the family of Bharata,
brute of a Pan^ava, I am not audacious [enough] to boast
like you But,

Before long your kinsmen will see you lying [dead]
on the battle-field and possessing a frightful decoration
in the form of the series of your chest-bones fractured
by my mace ! 34

Bhima

—

{Smiling) If so, you are not [at all] to be disbe-
lieved! Yet I shall tell you what is [to happen] just in the
near future.

1 ‘ iSF 5T ’t ‘ ^
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Planting my foot on your head to-morrow in the
morning, inspitc of [all] people looking on— [of you]
whose thighs shall have been pulverised by the strokes
of the massive mace whirled round by my brawny arms—1 shall myself enjoy the dreadful decoration [namely,]
being emeared [all over] up to the [very] tips of my
nails, with the coagulated and wet sandal ointment in

the form of the blood oozing from the mangled [bodies
of the entire] group of brothers headed by you! 35

{Behind the curtain) 0 you Bhima and Arjuna, here, in-

deed, His Majesty, the glorious foeless Yudhisthira com-
mands [you]— [Yudhisthira] the entire circle of whose
enemies is killed, who has made his own the attractive
glory of Parasurama and who has appointed his own men
in the [whole] group of quarters brought under sway by
his prowess.
Both—What does our noble brother command?

{Again behind the curtain) Let the related people
consign to the fire the heaps of the bodies of those that
are slain at the head of the battle. Let these kinsmen
somehow offer to their [dead] kinsmen the [funeral]
water, mixed with their tears. Let [people] search
for the bodies of their relatives, torn by vultures and
herons, in the thick mass of the people killed. Here the
sun has set along with our enemies. Let the forces be
withdrawn. 35

Both—^As our noble brother commands. {Both go out).
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{Behind the mrtain) 0 you, Arjuna, Arjuna, shining

with youi’ arms that draw the Gan^iva bow, where can you
go now?

This bow, capable of conquering you, had been these

days abandoned [by me] through resentment at Karna

;

[and therefore] on this battle-field, [thus left] void of

heroes, your valour waxed magnificent, as in a wilder-

ness. Remembering the [outrageous] touch on the

head of my father, who had renounced his weapon,
[though] unconquered, here have I arrived, the son of

Drona, the fire of world-destruction to the Pandavas
and the devourer of the army of the son of Drupada. 37

Dhriaraslra

—

(Listening, With joy) Dear boy Duryodhana,
here has arrived Asvatthaman, the fire of whose anger is

highly (ud) enkindled by the insult of Drona's slaughter,
who is of prowess greater even than his father's, who has
had good training and who resembles a god. So, let this

warrior be honoured at least by rising up to receive him.

Gandhari

—

Child, rise up to receive this illustrious man.

Duryodhana—Father, mother, what have I to do with this

[man]
, who hoped for the death of the king of the Ahgas

and who [therefore] possesses in vain the burden of his
youth, weapon and strength.

Dhrtarastra—Dear boy, indeed, it behoves you not at this
time to create disaffection among [men] of valour of this
kind even by so much as a word.
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{Entering) Asvatthaman—Victory attend the lord of the

Kauravas

!

Duryodhana

—

{Getting up) Son of the Preceptor, take a
8eat here. {Makes him sit).

Asvatthainan—Your Majesty, Duryodhana,
You [already] know what has been done by Kama

in the battles, after saying all those many things, which
were [so] delightful to the ear. But, here is the son of
Drona, proceeding against the enemies with his bow
strung. Now, [0] king, give up [all] anxiety of
retaliation. 38

Duryodhana— (With indignation) Son of the Preceptor,
Indeed, you were to fight on the death of the king of

the Afip;as! Wait for my death too. [For,] who is

Karna, who Suyodhana [that is, you can make no
difference between the two, they are so perfectly identi-
cal] ? ^ 39

Asvatthaman— (To himself) How, even now [he has] the
same partiality towards Karna and disregard for us!
{Alm^d) Your Majesty, the lord of the Kauravas, let it be

{Goes out)
Dhrtarastra—Dear boy, what strange infatuation is this of
yours that even at this [critical] time you create estrange-
ment of such a magnanious person as Asvatthaman, by the
harshness of your speech

!
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Duryodhana—What thing have I said to him which is un-

pleasant and untrue withal (ca). Is this possibly (vd) not

a fit occasion for anger? See.

He is reviling, in my very presence, my friend, the

lord of the Aftgas, whose prowess could not be gauged

by Ksatriyas that had taken up their bows, [but] who

fell at the head of the battle through [some] flaw in

your fortune! Tell me, indeed, what difference there

is to me between this [man] and Arjuna. 40

Dhrtaraslra—Dear boy, what fault is there of you even in

this matter? Now is [the time for] the end of the Bharata

family! Sanjaya, what shall I do now, unfortunate as I am?
{Thinking) Well, thus [I shall] just [do]. Sanjaya, say to

AAvatthaman, the descendant of Bharadvaja, at my words

—

,

Do you not remember [how] in ycur infancy you

shared with liim, and drank, his mother’s milk and

[how] my linen garment was crushed by the rollings of
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your body? Therefore, let not anger be entertained for

a long time against him who uttered oflensive words
through grief [at his friend's death] augmented by the
death of his younger brothers, and through his exces-
sive love [for Karna]. 41

Sanjaya—As father commands. (Gets up).
Dhrtarastra—Moreover, you should say this another thing.

How your father was led to abandon his weapon with
a lie, [and] how an insult of that kind was offered to
such [a personage]—^iiaving well (vi) thought of this

[and also] of the strength and manliness of your own
self, you will do [whatever is appropriate], leaving
aside the words of Duryodhana! 42

Sanjaya—As father commands. (Gets up).
Dtiryodhana—Charioteer, bring my chariot equipped for
battle.

Charioteer—As the long-lived one commands. (Goes out)
Dhrtarastra—Gandhari, from here let us go just to the
camp of Salya, the lord of the Madras, Dear boy, you also
do so.

(All move about and go out)
END OP ACT V
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ACT VI
{Then enter Yvdhisfhira, seated, Dranpad.l, a maid and

a man)
Yudhislhira

—

(Thinkmp and heaving a sigh)\
The great ocean in the form of BhLsma having been

crossed the fire in the form of Drona having somehow
been ended, the venomous snake in the form of Kama
having been quelled and Salya having gone to heaven,
Bhima, to w^hom adventure is [so] dear, has here,
through rashness, thrown us all into danger of life by
his declaration. 1

Draupadi—Your Majesty, why did you not say that it is

Pahcall [who has thrown you all in danger of life] ?

Yudhisthira—Krsna, why, it is T! {Looking at the man)
Budhaka,

—

Yudhisthira—Let Sahadeva be [so] addressed—‘Let spies,
of extremely clever mind and conversant with the truth re-
garding those various localities, and good ministers, devoted
[to us], who make their proclamation [of duty] to the loud
beat of drum, who know the movements of Suyodhana and
to whom rewards in the form of money and honour are pro-
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mised— [let such ^pies and ministers] move around the
Samantapancaka in search of the track of the proud king
of the Kauravas, who has disappeared on learning enraged
V?*kodara's solemn declaration, that must not stand unful-
filled overnight. Moreover,

Let fishermen, who can find out well concealed track,
go to marshes or sands. Let cowherds, familiar with
[the look of] the clusters of creepers [when they are]
trampled upon, move about in forests. And [let]

hunters, capable of distinguishing between their own
and others’ foot-prints and well acquainted with caves
(randhram) [go about] in forests abounding in tigers.
And let those spies, who put on the badge of ascetics,
visit every hermit’s dwelling/ 2

Man—As Your Majesty commands.
Yudhisthira—Stay, Sahadeva should further (ca) be thus
addressed— •

Those who are [found] talking suspiciously in secret
should be [thoroughly] known, [as also] those that are
[found] asleep, those that are oppressed by diseases
[and] those that are under the influence of wine.
[Similarly those places should also be known where
there might be] the fright of deer, the cry of birds and
prints of feet characterised by royal badges. 3

Man—As your Majesty commands. (Going out ond again
entering. With joy) Your Majesty, Pancalaka has arrived.
Yudhisthira—^Usher him quickly.

» W. %• 31. ^ ‘5*IT5!W
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Man— (Going out and entering with PdhcaJaka) Here ia His

Majesty. Let Pancalaka proceed near.

Pancalaka—May victory attend Your Majesty, may victory

attend ! I [have to] report agreeable news to Your Majesty

and to the Queen also,

Yudhisthira—Pancalaka, was the track of the wicked-

souled wretch of the Kauravas found?

Pancalaka—Not merely his track, [but] he himself, the

villain the principal cause of the great sin, consisting of the

pulling of the hair and garment of the Queen [is found]

.

Yudhisthira—Well [done], good man, an agreeable news
has been reported ! Well, did he go within the range of sight?

Pancalaka—Your Majesty inquire [whether he has gone]

within the range of fight.

Draupadi— (With fear) How, is my lord within the reach

of fight?

Yudhisthira—Is my dear brother really within the reach
of fight!

Pancalaka—Indeed. Can otherwise [that is, an untruth]
be reported to Your Majesty?

1
'
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Yudhisthira

—

Being frightened even without [any] cause, the mind
of a man of great valour attains dulness of judgment,
1 know [full well] the prow^ess in battles of Vrkodara,
who has raised up his mace, and [yet] I have become
apprehensive of success ! •!

(Lookmg at Dranqyadl) O excellent Ksatriya w^oman!

O beloved, even either of the two [namely], the des-
truction of our lives, or the death of that brute of the
Lord of the Kauravas, will to-day, in all probability,
take [us] to the other bank of [that is, wipe off] that
notorious insult here, which we formerly suffered in
the royal assembly in the presence of elders, kinsmen
and a thousand princes. 5

Or rather, awaj’' with doubt.

^

Surely, that warrior, apprehensive of the violation of
his vow, will to-day tie up the mass of your hair and
kill him, who showed himself to be capable of pulling it

[that is, Duryodhana]. 6
Pancalaka, tell, [do] tell how that villain was secured and
in which region, and what at present is happening.
Draupadi—Good man, tell [do] tell.

1
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Pancalaka—May Your Majesty hear and [also] the Queen.
Well when Salya, the lord of the Madras, had been killed by
Your Majesty, when the moth in the form of the Gandhara-
king [that is, Sakuni] had entered the lire of iSahadeva's

weapons, wdien the battle-fields had been deserted by the

thinned [ranks of] warriors that were loud in their lamen-
tations {uirdki'anda) over the death of their generals, when
your armies, commanded by Dhrstadyumna, were moving
haughtily in consequence of the defeat of the enemy forces

and had overpow erod {dsddiia) the flying hostile battlaions

by means of their extraordinary bravery and when Krpa,
Kftavarman and Asvatthaman had disappeared, it could
not be known wdiere possibly (apt) had vanished that
wickcd-souled wretch of the Kauravas, on coming to know
the vow of Prince Vykodara, so dreadful [in that] it was
not to remain unfullilled overnight!

Y udhisthira—Then, [what] then ?

Draupadi—Oh, tell further,

Pancalaka—May Your Majesty and the Queen be attentive-
And then the Princes, Bhima and Arjuiia, mounted on om;
chariot, driven by the divine ^Tisiuhwa, began to wand(‘r
here and there {pari)^ around the Samantapaheaka, but
(oa) could not find [biin] out. Then, while the group of

servants like me was bemoaning [the evil working of] T'atc,

while Prince Bibhatsu was heaving a long and hot sigh,

while Vrkodara was brightening his mace with his aide-
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glances, reddish-brown like a succession (prakarah) of

lightning Hashes playing in the night of the rainy season
and while the divine Narayana was censuring the wanton-
ness of Fate, a certain man who was weilknown to Prince
[Bhimasena], the son of Wind, who laid aside his load of
flesh and whose legs and clothes were red with [the blood
of] deer recently killed, came near in haste and said in a
speech the words of which had to be inferred from the
syllables which, being lost in his [heavy] breathing, were
[but] half heard: ‘Lord Prince, here on the bank of this

great lake there are two lines of foot-prints having their
impressions clearly (sam) planted. Out of the two one is

[found to have] come up to [dry] land, [but] not the second.
[As regards what is to be done] further, the Prince is the
[sole] authority.' Then, in haste we all started, making
that [man] himself the guide. And going to the bank of
the lake and having found a track wherein the marks of
Suyodhana's feet were recognisable, the divine Vasudeva
said, ‘O valiant Vrkodara, it is reported that Suyodhana
knows the art of paralysing the operation of water. There-
fore, surely, he must be lying in this lake through fear of
yon\ Having heard these words of the younger brother of
[Bala,-] Rama, Prince Vrkodara agitated the water of the
lake [with such violence] that [the water] overflowed [the
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banks], filling the bowers on all sides, that the [entire]

group of acQuatic birds was frightened away and that the
crocodiles and sharks grew wild in terror, and having roar-
ed in a frightful manner, said, ‘O you who are in vain proud
of your false manliness’ which was [so much] advertised,
Lhe great sinner in [that you caused] the dragging of the
hair and garment of the daughter of the Pancala king!

You claim birth in the spotless family of the Moon

;

you still wield the mace; you call me an enemy— [me]
who am intoxicated with the wine in the form of the
lukewarm blood of Dussasana; blinded by insolence as
you are, you act arrogantly even towards Plari, the
destroyer of [the demons] Madhu and Kaitabha;
[while] through fear of me, O brute of a man, you lie

concealed in mud, abandoning the battle-field. 7

Moreover, O [you] who are blinded by pride,

The fire of Paneairs anger has evidently been well-
nigh extinguished by the masses of hair, of the ladies
in the harem of the Kauravas, that [masses] were con-
fusedly (pranad) loosened when their husbands were
forcibly killed by me. Having witnessed the blood of
your brother, Dussasana, flowing from his chest, [while
it was] being drunk, what have you done towards
Bhimasena in anger, that you should east off*your self-

respect at an inopportune time? 8
Draupadi—My lord, my anger would be removed if your
sight could again be easily had

!

1 ‘ «r, ^ ‘ •qR ’ ar.
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Yudhisthira—K|\sna, it is not meet to utter inauspicious
things at this time. Good man, then, [what] then?

Pancalaka—And then Vrkodara, who was thus vspeaking
and who proudly {nddhaiiavi) whirled in his hand the
terrible clublike mace in rage and in valour, all of a sudden
stirred that lake, though extensive, on all sides in such a
way that it [that is, its water] overllowed the banks, the
clusters of lotus-plants were destroyed, sharks were batter-
ed and stupefied, fish and birds were frightened away and
the mass of water began to whirl round with an exceedingly
terrible noise!

Yudhisthira—Good man, did he not rise even then?

Pancalaka—Your Majesty,

Owing to the whirlings of the massive {djfost) Man-
dara-like arms of Bhima, he hurriedly rose up, leaving
the bottom of the lake, emitting sparks of the fire of his
anger, resembling deadly poison, even as the Kalakuta
rose up from the ocean of milk, when it was well
churned. 9

Yudhisthira—Well [done], excellent K^atriya, well [done] !

Draupadi—Did a fight, ensue or not?

1 ir*
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Pancalaka—And getting up from that reservoir of water,
with his terrible mace held up with both his hands and
[thusj turned into an arch, as it were, he said, *0 you son of
Wind, what, do you think Duryodhana lay concealed in

dread? Fool, not having killed the sons of Painju, 1 felt

ashamed in the broad day-light [and cojisequently] resorted
to the neither W'orld for rest*. This having been said, Vasu-
deva and Kiritin, preventing their commencement of battle
in water, made even both of them to go up to dry land. And
the lord of the Kauravas, when he sat down, throwing his
mace on the surface of the earth, heaved a deep and hot
sigh as he looked at the field of battle, where thousands of
chariots lay shattered, where vultures, herons and jaelkals
were falling upon the confused mass {sanwiardah) of the
dead bodies of the hundred Kauravas and thousands of ele-

phants, horses and men that were killed, where our warriors
were giving out loud war-cries, from which [his] friends
and kinsmen had disappeared and where no partisan of the
Kauravas was to be seen. And then Vrkodara said, ‘O you
king of the Kauravas, away with grief at the sight of the
destruction of your relatives. Do not become aggrieved at

11 1
’ n-^. ^ ‘ ’ n-q.
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the thought (evam) that the Pandavas are quite equal for

the fight, while you are without a helpmate.
M^omsoever out of us five you consider, [O] SuyO'

dhana, to be easy to fight with, with him let your festi-

vity of combat take place, after you have [duly] donned
your armour and taken up your weapon !’ 10

Having heard thus, the son of Dhrtarastra cast an indignant
glance at both the Princes and said

:

‘Owing to the slaughter of Karna and Dussasana,
both of you are just the same to me

!
[But] you yourself,

though [otherwise] unpleasant, are pleasant to fight

with, [since] you are [such] a lover of adventures! 11
And getting up, Bhima and Duryodhana, who commenced
their terrific fight with an altercation of harsh words con-
taining taunts [hurled] in anger at each oiher and whose
massive arms shone all round (part) with the mace that
was whirled round in wonderful revolutions, began to move
about in circles. And I was sent near Your Majesty by the
Lord, who carries the discus in his hand. And said the
Lord, the son of Devaki: ‘Great was our mental distress
when the son of Wind took a vow that could not stand un-
fulfilled overnight and the Kaurava-king disappeared. But
jiow when Suyodhana has been found out by Bhimasena
may you look upon the world as cleared of [all] enemies.
And let ceremonies appropriate [for] occasions of prospe-
rity be incessantly held. Away with doubt.

Let pitchers, studded with jewels, be filled with water
for your coronation. And let Krijna hold festivity at
[the near prospect of] the trying of her braid, suspend-
ed for an exceedingly long time. When [Parasu-]
Rama, the extirpator of the tree in the form of the
K^atriya caste, with his hand shining with the sharp
battle-axe, and Vfkodara, blinded with rage, advance
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in battle, whence can there be [any] doubt [as regards
victory] ? 12

Draupadi— (With tears) How can that which the Lord, the
master of the three worlds, says, bo otherwise?

Pancaiaka—Not merely is this a blessing. [This is] also
the command of the Destroyer of the demons

!

I’udhisihira—Who possibly will, to be sure {hi), doubt
what has been ordered by the divine Lord ? Holloa, who is

here, who!
{Entering) Chamberlain—May Your Majesty command.
Yudhisthira—Out of reverence for [the words of] the Lord,
the son of DevakI, let appropriate ceremonies be commenced
to [celebrate] the auspicious event of the victory of my dear
brother.

Chamberlain—As Your Majesty commands. {Walking
about with enthnsiaum) O you leaders among the masters of
ceremonies, [O] chamberlains {antarvehrdkah) in your due
order of rank, [0] door-keepers, here, indeed, is His
Majesty Yudhisfira, with a mind drawn by affection, com-
manding you to observe auspicious festivities in honour of
the powerful son of Wind, Vrkodara, who has crossed the
ocean of the insults offered by the Kauravas by means of the
movements of his powerful arms, who has completely borne
out the difficult-to-bear responsibility of his vow, who is

[proved to be] a [veritable] hurricane for uprooting [the
trees in the form of] the hundred younger brothers of Suyo-
dhana, who has [acted the part of Lord] Narasiifaha [him-
self] in the matter of the tearing open of Dus^asana’^
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ehest, and whose victory is assured in breaking the pillar-

like thighs of Duryodhana. {In the air) What do you say?—‘Why don’t you see that [the festivity has already] com-
menced on all sides with even greater [enthusiasm] ?’ Well
[done], dear boys, well [done] I Indeed, disposition to do
things benelicial, [though] unbidden, proclaims devotion to
the master residing in the heart.

Y udhisthira—Worthy Jayandhara

!

Chamberlain—May Y^oiir Majesty command

!

Yudhisthira—Go [and] satisfy Pahcalaka, Avho has report

»

ed welcome news with a [suitable] reward.

Chamberlain—As Your Majesty commands. {Goes ovi
with PdhmUika)

.

Draupadi—Your Majesty, but for what reason was the evih
conducted [Duryodhana] addressed by my lord Bhimasena,
thus? ‘Let your combat take place with whomsoever you
like even from among us jive T If he had sought combat
with one of the sons of Madri, then a calaniitv would have
ensued.

Yudhisthira—Kr^pa, thus thinks the slayer of Jaraandha.
When out of his eleven akfimhi^is aU his friends, kinsmen.
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warriors, younger brothers and kings were killed and Krpa,
Kj*tavarman and ASvatthaman [alone] were left, the son of

Dhrtarastra, who had no kinsman [remaining] and whose
[entire] possession consisted of merely his body, would,

perhaps, giving up his proper pride, renounce his weaijon,

or retire to a penance-grove, or sue for peace through the

mouth of his father. If this were to happen, the res)joii-

sibility of carrying out his vow would be left [unfulfilled]

a long way off, as well as victory over all enemies. Not
even to one of all (a-pi) the five Pandavas is Suyodhana able

to offer battle. But (ca) I anticipated a fight with maces
of him with Vrkodara only. O excellent Ksatriya woman,
see.

Verily there is no match for the son of Wind in battle,

when he raises aloft his mace in rage. But in the
Kaurava there is this deftness of hand, such as is

[found] in the divine [Balarama] , who carries a plough
[as his weapon]. May bliss attend my dear brother,
the elephant to the lotus-plant in the form of the in-

solent sons of Dhrtarastra. I did anticipate his combat
with Suyodhana, not at all of others! 13

(Behind the curtain) I am thirsty, oh, I am thirsty ! Let
somebody honour me by offering water and shade.

Yudhisthira

—

(Listening) Holloa, who is here, who?
(Entering) Chamberlain—May Your Majesty command.

'1
‘

’ 5-3r;
‘ ’ n.
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Yudhisthira—As certain what this is.

Chamberlain—As Your Majesty commands. (Going out

and entering again) Your Majesty, a hungry guest has
arrived.

Yudhisthira—Quickly usher [him in].

Chamberlain—As Your Majesty commands. (Goes out),

(Then enters a demon, named Cdrodka, 'wearing o'n ascetic*

s

garb)

Demon— (To himself) Here am I, a demon, named Carvaka,
a friend of Suyodhana, [and I] wander about with a view
to deceive the Pandavas. (Alond)^ I am thirsty! Let some-

body honour me by offering water and shade. (Approaches
near the king),

(AU rise ujt)

Yudhisthira—Sage, I salute [you].

Demon—This is no proper time for etiquette. Let [your
honour] treat me by offering water.

Yudhisthira—Jayandhara, Jayandhara. water, bring water.
Sage, here is a seat. Please, sit down.
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Demon

—

(Sitting) 1 say your honour should also accept a
seat.

Yudhisthira—Holloa, who is here, who?
{Entering with a pitcher) Chamberlain

—

{Approaching)
Your Majesty, here is a pitcher, filled with cool and frag-

rant water and here a drinking bowl.

Yudhisthira—Sage, let your thirst be counteracted.

Demon— (ti^a,9fem^ his feet and having reflected, while sip--

ping water) Oh, I suppose you are a Ksatriya.

Yudhisthira—Your honour has well found out.

Demon—And it is quite possible {svlabha) that every day
in the battles you are losing your near relatives. Therefore,
water etc. must not be accepted from you. Let it be. 1

shall get rid of my fatigue by this very shade and by means
of this wind that wafts across the cool billows of the
Sarasvati.

Draupadi—Euddhimatika, fan the great sage with this fan.
{The maid does so)

Demon—Worthy lady, improper is such courtesy towards
us.

Yudhisthira—Sage, tell us how you are thus fatigued. •
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Demon—^With curiosity natural to the ascetic people, 1 wan-
der about the Samanatapancaka in order to witness the
duels of those worthy great Ksatriyas. But to-day, owing
to the intensity of the autumnal sun, 1 have come [back],
witnessing only half (lit. unfinished) the mace-fight of

Arjuna and Suyodhana.
(AU gesticulate distress)

Chamberlain—Sage, not indeed [is this] so. Say ‘[the

mace-fight] of Bhima and Suyodhana.'
Demon—Ah, just without knowing the facts, how do you
[dare to] stop me?
Yudhisthira—Great sage, tell, [do] tell.

Demon—Resting for just a moment I .shall tell you all, but
not to this old [man].
Yudhisthira—Tell [me], ‘[was the fight] between Arjuna
and Suyodhana?’
Demon—I have already said before that a mace-fight ensued
between Arjuna and Suyodhana.

]

Yudhisthira— [Was it] not between Bhima and Suyodhana?
Demon—That is [already] over.

(Yudhisthira and- Draupadi lose conseiousness)
Chamberlain—May Your Majesty take courage and the
Queen [also].

Maid—May the Queen take courage, take courage.
(Both regain consciousness)
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Yudhisthira—What do you say, ciage, that the mace-fipht be -

tween Bhima and Siiyodhana is over?

Draupadi—Divine Sir, tell, [do] tell what has happened ?

Demon—Chamberlain, but w’ho are these two?

Chamberlain—This is His Majesty Yudhist;hira. This also

the daughter of the Pahcala king.

Demon—Ah, ruthless as I am, I have commenced a dreadful

thing.

Draupadi—Alas, my lord, Bhimasena! (Faintft a-way)

.

Chamberlain—What, pray, was said [by you] ?

Maid—May the Queen take courage, take courage.

Yudhisthira

—

{With tears) O Brahmana,

While this word [namely, ‘over’] remans ambiguous,
Yudhisthira experiences agony. [But] when the tr uth

regarding his dear brother is ascertained, he will be
happy by abandoning his life! 14

Demon

—

(With joy. To himself) Just this is my endeavour!
(Aloud) But if I must necessarily tell, then J shall tell in

brief. It is not proper to report in detail the calamity over-
taking a relative .'
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Yudhisthira— {Shedding tears )

,

By all means, [do] tell, [O] Brahmana, whether in
brief or in detail. This moment I assign for hearing
anything, [however disastrous it may be], about my
dear brother. 15

Demon—Listen.
During [the course of] that fight between the Kau>

rava and Bhima, in which there was a dreadful noise
created by the huge maces— 16 a

Draupadi— {Getting up at once) Then, [what] then?

Demon

—

{To himself) How should 1 deprive these two of
the consciousness they have regained? {Aloud)

The PIough-wielder [Balarama] arrived in [great]
haste. For a long time the fight continued in his pre-
sence. But [at last] the Plough-holder, actuated by
affection for his pupil [viz. Duryodhana] secretly gave
a hint, taking [advantage of] which the best of the
Kurus took his revenge on the enemy of Dus^asana.

16 b c d
Yudhisthira—Alas, dear brother Vrkodara! {Faints away)
Draupadi—Alas, my lord Bhimasena, alas! [You] who
abandoned your life in retaliating the insult offered to me
[O you] the slayer of Jatasura, Baka, Hidimba, Kirmira!
Kicaka and Jarasandha, [O you] who humoured me by
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bringing the Saugandhika^ lotus', vouchsafe me a reply.

ChambeSain— (mt/i tears) Alp, Prince Bhimasena, the

hail-shower to the lotus-plant in the fpm ol the group

ikiikim) of the sons of Dhrtarastra! {In confusion)^
Your Majesty take courage. Good woman, console [yourj

mistress. Great sage, you also just console lys Maj^ty.

Demon— (To himself) I shall conso e him Lonly] to make

him abandon his life. (Aloud) O elder brother of Bhma,

let consolation be resorted to for [.lustj one moment, rhere

is a remnant of the account [yet to be told]
•

_

Yudhisthira

—

(Reviving) Great sage, what, is there a rem-

nant of tht account?
. t^. • r,- r j t

Draupadi— (Regaining consciousness) Divine Sir, [doj say

of what kind the remainder of the story is.

Chamberlain—^Tell, [O] tell.
-,,0,1

Demon—And then that excellent Ksatriya having attained

the fate natural to a warrior [that is, death on the battle-

fitld while fighting], your younger brother Kiritin, the third

[Pandava], having wiped off the tears which had copiously

(samagram) fallen and which had arisen from grief for the

slaughter of his brother, and having thrown asid^(npa) his

1 ' ^qpT, ’
31; 'fq nfdgq^%’ qw^fisq 31-3^%.
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Garidiva out of sorrow for his brother's slaughter, snatched
away from his brother’s hand that same mace which was
smeared with a mass of fresh blood and, though dissuaded
by Vasudeva who was desirous of elfecting peace, [he] be-

gan to fight [with Duryodhana], as he was mockingly chal-
lenged, with the wordwS ‘Come on, come on’ by the Kaurava-
king, the grave sound of whose words was intensified

(WrUrcchita) by the whiz of the mace, which he was whirl-
ing. Kamapala [that is, Balarama], who anticipated his
death from a stroke of [Duryodhana’s] mace inasmuch as
he was not skilled [in a mace-fight]

»
put, with ver5

?' great
difficulty, the son of Devaki, [ever so] partial to Arjuna, on
his own chariot and took him to Dvaraka.
Yudhisthira—Well [done], O Arjuna, well [done]. At
that very time you took the way by which to follow V?.*ko-

dara, when you left off the Gandiva. But by what means
shall I [think of] giving up my life [and] consequently
cheer up my heart?

Draupadi—Alas, my lord Bhimasena, it is not now proper
for you to remain indifferent towards your younger brother,
who is not trained in the mace [fight] ,

while he is advancing
in the face of a dreadful enemy. {Faints awauy)

Demon—And then I

—

Yudhisthira—Enough, sage, what is the use of hearing fur-
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Iher than, this? iUas, child Bhimasena, [my] kinsjnan in

the hai’dships of the forest [life], alas, [you] who were
[so] apprehensive of a break in the [good] condition of my
body, [O] vessel for crossing the sea in the form of the
calamity of the lac-house, alas, victorious wrestler with
Kirmira, the demon Hidimba and Jarasandha, alas, ele-

phant to the lotus plant in the form of Kicaka and the
younger brothers of Suyodhana,

Out of devotion for me, shameless and addicted to
gambling as 1 was, you, [though] possessed of the
strength of an aynta elephants in rut, at that time
accepted, dear brother, that [humiliating] slavery.
What injury, greater than that, has possibly been done
by me to you today that you are going away, suddenly
abandoning me, who am [by your departure* left] with-
out a protector and without a kinsman, Where is that
[well-known] affection of yours now? 17

Draupadi— {Recovering comcimisness and getting n/p)
Your Majesty, what is this that is happening?
Yudhisthira—Krsna, what else?

He, the killer of Kicaka, the slayer of Baka, Hi<j[imba
and Kirmira, the thunderbolt to break the joint of the
elephant in the form of the lord of the Magadhas blind-
ed with pride, [he], who possessed that [well-known]
pair of arm „ chining with the club-like mace, [he] your
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loved husband, my younger and Arjuna's elder brother
has set, as 1 understand {kila). 18

Draiipadi— (Fixing her gaze in ihr rky) My lord Bhima-
sena, indeed you have to tie up my hair. It is not proper
for a valiant Ksatriya to grow slack with regard to what
he has vowed. Therefore wait for me till I approach.
(Agam loses co7isciousnesf^)

.

Yudhisthira— (In the air) Mother Prtha, did you hear of
this courteous conduct of your son? He has gone, where I

do not know (api), abandoning me, who am alone, helpless

and lamenting! Dfear child, the enemy of Jarasandha,
what possible [good] change, contrary to your usual nature,
was during this time observed by people in yon, who have
proved to be [so] short-lived? Or rather, I myself have
noticed much [in that direction] !

That you blushed [instead of becoming puffed up]
after making over to me the [entire] earth, with all its

princes made to pay tribute; that you, though, indeed,
offered as a stake by me in gambling, were not angry
[with me, but on the contrary] were pleased; that for
maintaining my position you accepted the post of a
cook in the abode of the king of the Matsyas;—these,
my dear brother, were the signs at once noticed by me
as indicating that you were soon to pass away! " 19
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Sage, what do you say? {Repeats vi. 16 ‘During [the

course of] that fight between the Kaurava and Bhima etc/)

Demon—Thus is this

!

Yudhisthira—Fie upon our fortunes! Divine Kamapala,
elder brother of K^rspa, brother of Subhadva,

You minded not affection for relatives, [which up to ,

this time I thought you had], nor the duty of Ksatriyas,
[which requires them to remain neutral when two
warriors fight]

; that friendship also, which had grown
between your younger brother and Arjinui, was not
paid regard to [by you] . I grant that your tie of affec-

tion may be equal in the case of both your pupils
[namely, Bhima and Duryodhana]. But what atti-

tude is this that you have become thus av(Tsc to me,
unfortunate as I am? 20
{Approach/yig Drcmpadl) O Pancali get up. Let us just

share our grief equally! Why do you thus deceive me by
tainting?
Draupadi

—

{Recovering consciousness) Let my lord tie up,
’^vith a hand wet with Duryodhana^s blood, the mass of my
hair loosened by Dussasana! Dear Buddhimatika, in your
very presence my lord hpd vowed. {Approaching^ the
Chamberlain) Worthy Sir, what message, to be sure
{tdvat), was sent to me by the Lord, the son of Devaki

—

that the tying of my hair should even again bo begun?
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'I’heri bring me wrealiiKS of llowens; jiusl arrange my braid;
obey the word of the divine Narayana! Not, indeed, would
he send me a false message. Or rather, what has been said
by me, tormented [with grief] as 1 am? I shall follow my
lord, who has but just gone. {Approachmg YiidhhfMra)
Your Majesty, kindle the pyre. Y^ou on your part, while
just following the duty of the K.^atriya castry face [the man]
who deprived my lord of his life. Or rather, do what
pleases you!

Yudhisthira—Pahcall has said the right thing. Chamber •

lain, make the agony of the poor woman bearable by provid-
ing her with a pyre. To me also bring the bow [made]
ready [for irse] . Or rather, away with the bow.

For (hi), that alone is better for me also [to do],
which Arjuna, attached to his brother [Bhima] as he
was, did^ in battle to~da3% after flinging away his bow
and taking up the mace re^d all over through being
smeared with the blood from just his [that is, Bhima's]
body. No need of victory! 21

1
*
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Demon--King, if your mind is averse to [making any at-

tempts of winning] victory over the enemy, then abandon
your life either here or there [that is at any other place].

Useless it is to go there.

Chamberlain—Fie [upon you], sage! Your heart is like

[that of] a demon.

Demon

—

{With fear. To hhnself) What, am I known by him
[in my true colours?] (Aloud) O Chamberlain, with maces,
indeed has the combat between Arjuna and Suyodhana
f.ommenced. And 1 know the stren^h of arms of both in

[wielding] a mace. But I say .so with a view to avoid an-
other implea.sant [news] being heard by thi.s royal sage, who
i.s [already] afflicted.

Yiidhisthira

—

(Shedding tears) Well [done], great sage,
well [done] ! Quite lovingly has [this] been said [by you].

Chamberlain—Your Majesty, why, pray (nama)
, is a Ksa-

triya’s duty, through blindness of grief, being abandoned
by Your Majestj', though resembling a god, even as by an
ordinary man?
Yadhisthira—Worthy Jayandhara!

Shall I be able to see those Bhima and Arjuna .strug-
gling on the surface of the ground fin the throes of
death] and the enemy [triumphant at] having attained
hie object in their death—[Bhima and Arjuna] whose

1 ? '
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cJub-like arms were massive iikc a [city’s] bolt and
who disx)laye(l the e>ssciice of their valour at Uie cities

of the lord of wealth [that is, Kiibera] and Sakra [that -

is, Indra, respectively] ? 22
O daughter of the Paficala kintr, [you] who a]*e reduced

10 a deplorable condition through my« bad morals, as the fire

is enkindled, so shall we, just in each other’s company, hon-
our our kinsman [namely, Bhimasena].
Draupadi—Worthy Sir, gather up wood. Let the ])yi’e be
enkindled. My heart hastens to see my lord. {LoolmKj
011 all sidos) How, nobody obeys the word of IJis Majesty
In the absence of my lord? Alas, my lord Bhimasena!, this
is enkinded, so shall we just in each olhcr’s comrjany,
honour our kinsman [namely, Bhimasena].
Demon—Proper is this for ladies of the Bharata family
that they die after their husbands !

"\'udhistliira—Great sage, nobody is even listening to our
words. Therefore, do [us] a favour by providing fuel.

Demon—This is incompatible with [the character of] her-
mits. (To hiinself) My heart's longing is fulfilled. Let

^
grr qTRapiiiir

^ i ( -3T^ f^T
i

)

’
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mo then {ydrat) enkindle the fire unobserved. {Aloud)
King, we are iiot able to stay here only, {(U>os oui)

Yudhistiiira—Krsna, tiobody obeys our word. Well, 1 shall

myself collect fuel and kindle the pyre.

Draupadi—May Your Majesty make hasie, make haste.

(A 'itoise behind the curtalu)

Draupadi— {Liidenmg in terror) Yoyr Majesty, here is

heard the fearful {viserma) blast of a conch, belonging to

some one who is elated with his strength. If you [want
to] persist in hearing another unpleasant [new^s] also, then
you may tarry!

Yudhisthira—Not, indeed, am I tarrying! Get up.
{All vmlk about)

Yudhisthira—Dismiss the servants,^ having given [them]
some message [to be conveyed] to our mother and to your
co-wives.
Draupadi—Your Majesty, I shall thus seud word to the
mother: ‘He, who was your middle son, the well-known
victorious wrestler with Baka, Hi^imba, Kirmira, Ja^asura
and Jarasandha— [he] has gone to the other world' owing
to partiality towards me who am [so] wretched !'
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Yudhisthira—Good Buddhimimatika, tell mother at our
bidding [thus]

:

1 communicate to you, [0] mother, the evil [tidings]

of that mighty, dear son [of yours], who, when that

house of l5c was [set] on fire, bore you with your sons
[away from it] ,

by means of the strength of his arms
!

'

How can anyone else [have the heart to] communicate
such [news to you] ? 23

Worthy Jayandhara, you should go ,to Sahadeva’s vicinity

and address that venerable younger son of Madri, the
Byhaspati of Pandu’s family [thus] : ‘Yiulhi?thira, the
forest-conflagration to the lotus-pond in the form of the
entire Kuru family, while about to start for the other world,
having closely embraced, and smelt on the head, you are
his dear younger brother, never going against [his desires],
deserving alwa}’'s to be blessed [by him] and losing not
your head in adversity as well as in prosperity, solicits

this [of you] :

You are by far my junior in age, [but] my equal in
learning; my senior^ in intellect, cultivated as-well as
natural, my preceptor in wisdom. Therefore, folding
my hands on the head I beseech you: ‘Lessen your
affection towards me [and] be the offerer of water to
our father [by continuing to live after me] !’ 24

1 )
«i

’
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Moreover, at my bidding you should abide by the word of

Nakuia, though he is of puerile coBdiict,*is always conceited

and has the essence of his heart [hard] like a stone. You
should not follow our track. By you, indeed, dear brother,

Forgetting us and your elder brothers with your un-
derstanding clarified by learning, and taking your re-

sidence even in the house of our co-parceners, or in the
family of the Yadavas, or in a forest, should your body
be preserved in order to [be able to] offer balls of rice,

mixed with tears and accompanied by drops of water,
to Pandu ! 25

Go, Jayahdhara, you are conjured by the touch of our body.
You must necessarily tell this [to Sahadeva] without any
loss of time.

Draupadi—Friend Buddhimatika, say at my words to my
dear friend Subhadra: [This is] the fourth month since
dear Uttara conceived. Therefore, carefully protect this
perpetuator of the family. [The child to be born] would
some time be the giver of drops of water to the family of
our father-in-law and to us also!

^ ^
' oT. B
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Yudhisthira— (With tears) Oh, alas!

When a hug(^ tree, that had covered the [entire]

circle of the earth by njoans of the profiiseness

{rodhah) of its branches, that had beautilied the quar-
ters, that possessed a stout trunk and was hemmed in

all round by strong roots well worthy of itself, is,

through [the decree of] P'ate, burnt, this person
[namely, Draupadi], desirous of shade, is fixing some
strange hope on this its minute sprout [that is.

Uttara's foetus]. 2(J

Draupadi, carry out now what has been determined upon.
{Looking at the Chanibciiain) Worthy Jayandhara, you
are conjured by our body; yet you do not go!
Chamberlain— (With loud cries) Alas, lord Pandu, here a
dreadful fate has overtaken your sons, Ajatasatru, Bhima,
Arjuna, Nakula and Sahadeva. Alas, queen Kunti, tht'

banner of the palace of the Bhoja-king.
By the son of your brother, the elder brother of

Sauri, the brother-in-law of the Gandiva-wielder, the
preceptor of that very Vrkodara who proved to be an
elephant for shattering awmy the lotus-plant in the
form of all the sons of Dhrtarastra—by [such] Plough-
holder, either in [a fit of] frenzy {umnafia)

,

or under
[the influence of] intoxication, has been burnt the

^
‘ qPTf " \
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forest of your sons, through whosi' sui)])ort, as you
know (na7Vi()j the earth rested cool! 27

(Goes out iveepijig)

Yudhisthira—Jayaridhara, .layandhara.

iFJntering) Chamberlain—May Your Majesty command!
Yudhisthira—I Say [this] because it should be said! Not
however would our fortunes extend so far! ff jjer-chance

my dear brothei’ Arjiina would l>o victorious, he should be
addressed by you at our biddin?* [thus].

It is true that the Plough-holder has })cen the cause
of rny dear brother’s [that is, Bhima’s] death. Yet he
is the brother of your natural friiMui [Krsna'l, the
enemy of Madhii. Therefore, you should not, indeed,
entertain anger [towards hinij, as also affection to-

wards me! Go to a forest, [but] follow not again the
ruthless path of the Ksatriyas! 28

Chamberlain—As Your Majesty commands. (Goes out)
Yudhisthira— {Looking at the fire. With joy) Kr.'Aa, just
see (na^iit), the divine fire is enkindled, inviting with its

hands of rising flames afflicted people like us. Therein I
make fuel of myself.

Draupadi—May Your Majesty be pleased, be pleased, to
grant this (lit. with this) last request. Let me just enter
the fire first.
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Yudhisthira—^Let us enjoy the good fortune just in each
other’s company. ?

Maid—Alas, divine guardians of quarters, save, [oh] save.
Here, indeed, His Majesty Yudhisthira, a royal sage of the
lunar race, who had gratified the fire by [performing] the
Kajasuya sacrifice, who is the eldest brother of Kiritin that
satisfied the fire by [offering him] the Khandava forest and
whose name it is meritorious to utter; here also Queen
Yajnaseni, the daughter of the Pancala king, who sprang
from the middle of the sacrifical altar;—even both [of
these] are becoming fuel to the ruthless fire by entering it

!

Therefore, save. Worthy Sirs, save! How, nobody is com-
ing to the rescue! {Falling in front of them) What has
been commenced by the Queen and Your Majesty?
Yudhisthira—0 Buddhimatika, [I have commenced] what
is proper in the bereavement of an affectionate, dear young
brother. Get up, get up, good woman, bring me [some]
water.

(The maid does so).
Yudhisthira

—

{Having washed his feet and sipped, water)
'Jhis cavitjrful of water [I] first [offer] to the worthy
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iguruh) Bhisma, the son of Ganga and Santanu, our gi'eat-

grand-father. This also [I offer] to our grand-father,
Vicitravl^a. {With tears) Now is the turn of our father!
This again to father Pandu, of meritorious name, M^ho is

[
now] residing in heaveii.’

From to-day, this water would be diflicult [for you
[

to obtain from us! [O] father, let [it] be drunk [by

you] in company with mother Madri, as it is })y me
offered ! 29

This water [I offer] to Bhima, of eyes dark like a
[blue] lotus. O let it remain undivided [to be present-
ly drunk jointly] by you [Bhima], and also by me.
Wait for one moment, dear brother, though thirsty.
Here I come with speed to drink it in your company! 30

Or rather, I would not be blessed enough to see my deai-
brother, though I followed him, [my brother] who must
have reached a place reserved for excellent Kstriyas. Dear
brother Bhimasena,

I [first] sucked mother’s pair of breasts, after that
you sucked [it]. Out of affection [for me] you used
to make your living by means of liquids that remained
after I had partaken of them. Even in sacrifices such
was the procedure between you and me in [the matter
of drinking] Soma. [But] how, now, do you thus
drink the funeral water first? 31

1 ' TfJf
'
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Krsna, you also give a cavity-ful of water.

Draiipadi—Dear Biiddhirnatika, bring me water.

{21ic maid does so)

Draupadi

—

(Apjiroachiruj and filH'^Hf cavity, formed hy
joining her two hands, with water) Your Yfajesty, to whom
shall i olfer winter?

Yudhislhira

—

To liim offer the water, [O] Krsna, who, as he was
departing for heaven, made even our mother a com-
panion of Gandharl in lamentations! :12

Draupadi—My lord Bhimasena, let this water offered by a
servant, serve as the water for [washing] feet to you who
are in heaven!

Yudhisthira—Elder brother of Phalguna,
Y"ou of long arms, having gone away, though your

vow was [yetp unfulfilled, a cavity-ful of water is offer-
ed you by your beloved even with her hair [still] loose !33

Draupadi—Get up, Your Majesty! Your brother is going
ahead.

’ 31 . '< ^ 7 .
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Yudhisihira— (GeMicidatinfi the throhhivfi of the rirfhf eye)

Pancai], LS'^od] omens proclaim to rai* tiuil yon will fsoonj

honour Vrkodara [by going near him )

.

Draupadi—Your Majesty, may it tnrTi (Uii to be an aus-

picious omen!
(A noise behind the enrfain)

{Ev.terincf in exeitenient) Chamberlain—May Your Majesty
])rotect, [oh] protect. Here indeed, the wicked-souled
wretch of a Kaurava, with his garment and body reddened
on account of a bath in blood and with his bloody (lit.

smeared) dreadful mace upraised, [looking] like [the god
of] Death [himself] with his destructive' club up-lifted, is

advancing even here, searching for the l^ahcala princess
here and there.

Yudhisihira—Ah, Fate, your decision is declared ! Alas, [O
you] who wielded the Gandiva as your bow! (Faints)
Draupadi—Alas, my lord, alas, [you] w^ho were so much
humoured by me by means of voluntary acceptance [as my
husband] at the ceremony of my personal choice [of hus-
band], you honour your dear brother [Rhlmasena, by
following him], l)ut not His Majesty and this your servant
[namely, myself] ! (Loses consciousness)

.

Yudhisihira—Alas, my dear brother, Savyasacin, alas,
wrestler who pounded the body of the thj’ee-eyed [god viz.
Biva], alas, [you] wdio cleared the world of immortals oY all
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enemies (lit. thorns) by exterminating the Nivatakavacas,

alas, [you] who are the second ascetic from among the two
sages [practising penance] at the Badainhermitage, alas,

[you] the beloved pupil of Dronacarya, alas, [you] who
pleased the son of Ganga [that is, Bhisma] by means of

your proficiency in the training in missiles, alas, [you who
proved to be] the shower of snow to the lotus-plant in the

form of the family of the son of Radha [that is, Karna],

alas, [you] who rescued Duryodhana from the Gardharvas,

alas, [you] who were the royal swan in the lotus-pond in

the form of the family of the Pandavas,
Without having bowed respectfully to that affec-

tionate mother [of ours], without having embraced me
closely and while [yet] unaddressed [any words or

fare-well] by even me, and without having seen this

beloved, your bride in her personal choice [of hus-

band], how is it, dear brother, that you have started

on [this] long journey? (Faints away) 34
Chamberlain—Oh alas! This wretch of a Kaurava is ad-

vancing even here exactly as it pleases him (yathestam).

This alone is by all means the remedy suitable for the occa-

sion now. I shall take her ladyship, the Pancala princess

in the vicinity of the pyre. I also shall follow them just

in this way. (To the maid) Good girl, you also go to the
Queen\s brother, Dhrstadyrimna, or to Nakula and Sahadeva
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Lfor protection]. Or rather, while His Majesty is reduced
to tins condition and when Bhima and Arjuna have ceased
to exist, whence can there be L^^ny] hope ot protection here?
Maid—Save, [oh] save, w'orthy Sirsl

(Behind the curtain. After a noise)

0 you, thinned fighting people, wandering about the
Samantapancaka and densely mixed (bhuyippha) with the
1; ak^as, demons, goblins, vultures, jackals and crows [all]
intoxicated with the beverage of blood, enough of being
distressed at our sight. Tell [me] in which region Yajfia-
seni is present, i tell you her characteristic mark.

I She], who was deprived of her garment in the pre-
sence of Duryodhana while he was sportively patting
his thigh with his hand, and whose braid was dishevell-
ed by Dussasana as he dragged her by the hair tell
[me], then (punah), in which region that Drupadi is!85

Chamberlain—Alas, Queen born of the sacrificial altar,
having no protector j^ou will now be insuleted by this stain
on the Kuru-family!

^udhtethira— (Getting up all at once) Pancali, be not
afraid! (With excitement) Holloa, who is here, who’

bow with the quiver. [You] wicked-souled, adcursed Duryodhafta, come on, come on. I .'^hall remove

V *l-q.
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your pride of [the strength of] arms, augmented by skill
in [the use of] the mate, by means of a shower of sharp
arrows. Ami, moreover, O charcoal [that is, dark spot]
to the Kuru-family

!

Not seeing that beloved younger brother, the killer
of Jai'asandha, and that [other] dear brother, the
enemy of the enraged hunter in the form of Kara, 1
am not able, like you, who are [so] hard-hearted, to
[continue to] live; but not [that I am not able] to de-
prive you of your life with showers of arrows! 36
(The//, euierH Bhln/asrva, mace in hmtd, with all limbs

s ineared /vith blood).
Khimasena—Why, you soldiei's wandering about the Samam
lapaheaka, w^hat [means] this excitement?

1 am nchther a demon, nor a ghost. [But] I am
[only] a passionate Ksatriya, whose limbs are tho-
roughly cooled by the water in the form of his enemy’s
blood and who has [now] completely (nir) crossed
over the vast (ga}ia//,a) ocean of his great vow. 0 you
princely warriors, survivors of those that were burnt
in the flames of the fire of war, away with this distress
of yours. Why do you lie crouchingly, screened by
[the bodies of the] elephants and horses slain? 37

which region Pahcali is staying?
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Draupadi— (Rcgainino cfvnscwH.^n.esr^) May Your Majesty
])roiect

[
moj, })rotect [tyig] !

Chainberhiin—M.y Queen, daugther-in-law of Paru^lu get

up, get up. Now, quick entrance into the pyre itself is

better [for you].
Draupadi— (Rising at once) How is it that I yet do not
honour the vicinity of the pyre [by going there]?
Yudhisthira—Holloa, who is here, who? Bring thii bow
along with the quiver. How, none of the attendants is here!
Well! Having closely pressed the villain in a light with
arms, 1 shall throw him into the lire. (Girds aj) his loins).

Chamberlain—My Queem, daughter-in-law of Pandu, let

your hair, which were [formerly] ])ulled by Dussasana, hu
now tied up, as they are obstructing the vision of your eyes!
The hope of retaliation has now vanished! Quickly pro-
ceed to the vicinity of the pyre.

Yudhisthira—Krsna, not, indeed, should your hair be tied
up when that villain Duryodhana is not [yet] killed.

Bhimasena—PahcalT, not, indeed, should the braid, dis-
ordered by Dussasana be tied up by your own hand, while
I am alive. Let it be [as it is], let it be. 1 shall myself
personally tie it up.

(Draupadi mmes away in terror)
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Hhimasena—Stay, [oh] stay, [you] timid woman; where
are you going now? (Desires to grasp her by her hair).

Y^dhislhira

—

(Having clasped Bhima ivith impetuosity)
Evil-soule^ one, killer of Bhima and Arjuna, accursed
Suyodhana!

Having fallen within the enclosure of the cage of my
arms, you will not, [0] sinner, go away alive [even] a
single step to-day- [you] who, from your very child-
hood, have done us wrong day after day, who are in-
toxicated with the strength of your arms and who
have killed the princes [namely, Bhima and Arjuna] . 38

Bhimasena—How, my noble brother is through rage mer-
cilessly clasping me, suspecting md to be Suyodhana. My
noble brother, be pleased, be pleased.

Chamberlain

—

(App'roaching. With joy) Your Majesty,
you are to be congratulated. Here, indeed, is long-lived
Bhimasena, whose entire body is reddened with the blood
of Suyodhana and whose personality can [therefore] be
with difficulty recognised ! Away with doubt now.

Maid—My Queen, turn back,' turn back. Here, indeed,
your lord who has carried out the responsibility of his vow,
is hunting just after you in order to effect the tying of your
hair.

1 ‘ 8ri: ’ C-«-
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Draupadi—Dear, why do you console me with false words?

Yudhisthira—Jayandhara, is it true that is not my enemy
the accursed Duryodhana, the killer of my younger brother?

Bhimasena—Your Majesty, Ajata^atru, elder brother of

Bhima and Arjuna, whence can there be the accursed Duryo-
dhana even now? For, by me, of that wicked-souled man.

The body was thrown on the ground; the blood, re-

sembling sandal ointment, was applied to my own body

;

the royal splendour, along with the earth bounded by
the waters of the four oceans, has been devolved upon
my noble brothers; the servants, friends, warriors,

[and] the whole of this Kuru family— [all these] have
been burnt in the fire of war. That name alone, which
you utter, is, [0] King, what now remains of [that]

son of Dhptara^^al 39

{Yudhi^fkira slowly lets him off and looking at Bhima wipes
away his tears)

.

Bhimasena

—

{Falling at his feet) May victory attend my
noble brother!

Yudhisthira—Dear brother, owing to my eyes being covered
with tears I cannot see the moon of your face. Tell [me]
whether you are aliye along with Kiritin.

13 3 ‘ ftqwiiT
’
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Bhimasena—When you have become King with the party of

all your enemies killed, Bhima lives and Arjuna also.

Yudhisthira— (Again embracing him closely) Dear Bhima!

Lei alone the destruction of the enemy for a while
(Lavat ) . Tell me this a hundred times ; Are you really

my dear brother, he, who was the killer of Baka? 40 a b

Bhimasena—My noble brother, I am he

!

Yudhisthira—
Are you [really the same, who] in [one] battle

[l^roved to be] the crocodile, wanton (UiMta) in the
sport of dashing against the banks, in the lake of

Jar^andha’s chest, where water was [supplied by] a
stream of blood? 40 c

d

Bhimasena—Noble brother, I am the same. May, then, my
noble brother release me for one moment.

Yudhisthira—rWhat else has remained [to be yet done]?
Bhimasena—A very great thing has remained ! I shall just
tie up PaneaH’s mass of hair, which was [formerly] pulled
by DuSdasana, with this hand [of mine] which is wet with
Suyodhana’s blood!

Yudhisthira—May you go! Let the poor woman experience
the tying of her lia& I
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Bhimasena—My Queen, princess of Pancala, you are

happily to be congratulated upon the destruction of our
enemy's family. Away, away, [then] with distress at see-

ing me in this condition

!

Touch this coagulated blood on my hands, the rem-
nant of what I have drunk, of that notorious (iemt)
Dussasana, the brute of a man, by whom you were [for-

merly] dragged in the assembly of kings. Here, my
beloved, is also the blood of the king of the Kurus,
whose thighs were pounded by my mace, sticking to

every limb [of mine] in order to extinguish the fire,

arising from your insult. 41

Buddhimatika, where is that Bhaninnati, who mocks at the
wife of the Pandavas? Honoured [DraupadT], sprung
from sacrificial altar!

Draupadi—May my lord command.
Bhimasena—Does your ladyship remember what T said?
(Recites i : 21 ‘Bhima will decorate etc.')

Draupadi—My lord, not only do I remember [it], but am
also (ca) experiencing [it] through my lord's favour!
Bhimasena

—

(Shaking her braid) Honoured lady, let this
braid, dishevelled by DuS.^asana [’which proved to be] the
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night of destruction to the family of Dhytara§tra’s sons, be
now tied up.

Draupadi—My lord, I have forgotten this business. I shall

learn it even again thVough my lord’s favour.

{Bhlmasena ties tip her braid of hair.)

{.Behind the mi Lain) May happiness attend the princely
families that have remained from being burnt in the fire of
the great war.

Here is tied Krona’s mass of hair, the friend of en-
raged Yama and the [portentous] comet to the Kurus

—

[the mass of hair] through whose unloosening the
sons of Pandu, of matchless strength of arms, being
blinded with rage, slew [numerous] kings and forced
in every quarter [ladies in] royal harems to unloosen
their hair! Let [therefore] the destruction of sub-
jects [now] cease. May happiness attend the families
of kings! 42

Yudhisthira—My Queen, here the tying of your hair is

greeted by the Siddha-folk, moving along the expanse of
the sky.

{Then enter Kfsna and Arjuna)
Krsna

—

{Approaching Yudhisthira) May victory attend
Yudhisthira, in company with his younger brothers

—

1
Yudhisthira] who has the group of all his enemies killed!

1
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Arjuna-*-May victory attend my noble brother!

Yudhislhira— (06se/ ri«f/) Oh, [here have arrived] the

divine Lotus-eyed [Lord] and my deal', brother Kirilin!

Divine [Lord], I bow to you. (To KirlUn) Come on. come

on, my dear brother. {Arjuna bowft)

Yudhisthira— (To Vdsudeva) Lord, w'hence can there arise

anything else than victory to him whom the divine ancient

Man, Narayana, blesses with auspicious things?

In this world, [0] God, [a person] feels not misery

after even contemplating you; what, then, after [ac-

tually] seeing [you, as I have done]— [you] whose

form springs from the disturbance of [that primordial

matter viz. Prakrti], which gives ri,se to evolved pro-

ducts [such as] the great Mahat and others, who, as

characterised by the [three] qualities, are the cause of

the creation, destruction and sustentation of [all] creat-

ed beings and who are unborn, immortal and incon-

ceivable! 4;I

{Embracirtg Arjuna) Dear brother, embrace me.

Krsna—Your Majesty Yudhistira,

%
‘

*TSF^ ’ n-i?.
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Here have arrived for your coronation, the divine

Vyasa and the sages, Valraiki [ParaSu-] Rama and
others, and the commanders of the army, headed by
Uhrstadyumua and led by the sons of MadrI, along with

the obedient-to-command families of the Magadhas,
Matsyas and Yadavas, carrying on their shoulders

pitchers of water from holy places. 44

And I also came along with great haste in Arjuna’s com-
pany, on learning that you have been put in distress by the

demon Carvaka.

Yudhislhira—How, [it is strange] we were thus deluded by
demon Carvaka!

Bhimasena—Where is that demon, the friend of the son of

Dh}^;arastra, wretch of a holy man, who created great dis-

traction of mind in my noble brother?

Krsna—That villain has been seized by Nakula. Then tell

[me], Your Majesty, what desire [of yours], further than
this shall I accomplish.

^ ngiTrqrf^
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Yudhisthira—There is nothing which the divine Lord does
not grant, when [he is] pleased. As for myself, I am satis-

fied, [characterised as I am] with an understanding which
is common to [all] men ! Indeed, I am not able to request

for anything further. May the Lord [just] see.

The entire family of the enemies has been killed by
[us, being] blinded with anger, while we five have con-

tinued to be the same, unscathed. The ocean of humi-
liation to Pancali, brought on by my unmoral deeds, has
been crossed. You, Puru^ottama, Lord, are speaking

with kind regards to me, who am [therefore really so]

blessed. What else, further than this, can I pdssibly*

solicit from the divine Lord, who is pleased [with me] ? 45
Yet if the divine Lord is [so] pleased, then let this be!

(The Actors’ Sentence)

May people live [the full span of] man’s life [that

is, a hundred years], exempt from wretchedness and
unexhausted by illness. And may devotion to you, free

from division, prevail [in the world], [O] Purufiot-

1 ‘ qq » * aiw'TJr#:^ ’
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tama. May the king be loving towards the world, *

kinsman to the learned, recogniser of speciality it

merits, always performing meritorious deeds and con-

ciliating the circle [of neighbouring princes] !

{All go out)

END OP ACT VI

Here ends the drama named Venisarhhara,

46
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Notes
ACT I

THE INTRODUCTION

This is fcfic title of tiie piajr, (irammatioally it can

he explained as (l) 'TCR:.

a drama having? for its subieet tlie eoUec ting together,

or the tying up, or tine rearraugcniK^ut ( from ^ r ? ) of the

(single) braid of Note that such forms arc obtained, ae-

<^ording to ‘

.i. 87, which prc^scribesin this

sens(; the tiiddintc aflix Now this adix causes Vfddhi of

the tirst vowel of tin* word, according to ff,

7.2.117. So stricth' our forn\ Avould be To avoid this

we take the help of Katyayaua’s Vartika
*

wliich lays down that the taddhiia allix may optionally be

dropped in th.c c^asc' of AkhySyikas. Jfut our troubles are not

over even with this help of Katyayana, for liis Vartika Js

not appli(iable in the })rcseiit ca^^e, becauseJthe Ve^isalhliara is

not an Akhyayika (which by the by is a technical name for a

species of prose composition such as tlie llarSacarita of Hatta).

'fo escape from this dilhculty we either take; th(‘ word Akbya*

yika in tin; Vartika in its most general sense viz. any Jit(;rary

(composition which treats of a story (whi(c]i then 'would include

( Veil a drama, c»r bluntly say that Katyayna must have meant

by his {\)
( ). 'Fhis word is then nutaphorically identified

I ) with tlie drama, wherein the rearrangement of the

single braid prominently figures, the upacara being based upon

3lt^*TRr^’TT^'dN, and being thus made an adjective to Na^aka

it becomes^ueiitcr. {\

)

W: -fTIK: (

)• In these two latter cases

becomes an adje(‘tiv e and is to be understood as a noun in the

sense of the drama of that name, according to Vamaua’s dictum
‘ f^f^lwri^Vft 1.5.10 i

^^RIFTT j which says that an adjective alone

may be used when the noun which it qualifies can be easily

understood. Kxegetically the title has reference to th^c VOW of



2 Notes on the Venisamhara

BliTnwisena, which forms the central topic of the play. When
DraupadI was dragged by her hair in the Kuru-assembly, where

the dyfita was proceeding, by Dussasana and when Duryodhana
bared his thigh and showed it to the Paftcala princess, intimat-

ing thereby liis desire that she should come and occupy it,

IBiimasena in anger vowed that he would tear open the cliest of

Dussasana and drink his blood and that he would break the

thigh of Duryodhana with his maee, kick him on his head and

with his hands smeared with the bhod of fJuryodban a , rearrange

the dishevelled hair of Dravpadi, wh(f was therefore to allow her

to remain in that disordered state till he fulfilled his vow. Now
it is this latter part of Bhimasena’s vow concerning the

rearrangement of Draupadfs dishevelled hair with liands gory

with Duryodhana’s blood, that is referred to in the title

Venisariihara. It must be pointed out here that this particular

portion of Bhimasena’s vow (printed in Italics above) has no

sanction in the Mahahharata. There is no reference to it in the

Sabhaparva which describes the gambling, the dragging into tlic

assembly of DraupadI and the various vows of the Pandava
Princes. In the Salyaparva also, which describes the slaugliter

of Duryodhana by Bliimasena, we find no mention of DraupadI’

s

dishevelied hair being tied by Bhimasena with hands smeared

with Duryodhana’s blood. Further, in tlic description of the life

the PaUtJavas led in tlie forest an<i in the capital of Virato, there

is no reference to Draupadl’s allowing her hair to continues

disordered witii a view to their ultimately being rearranged by

Bliimes^^-na in the manner stated above. From the Sabhaparva

onwards Bhimasena lias repeated his vow on many occasions,

hut nowhere is there any reference to his having vowed to

rearrange Draupadi’s dishevelled hair with hands stained with

Duryodhana’s blood. It would therefore, appear that this part

of Bhimasena’s vow is Bhatta NarSyaHa’s own invention

and it is easy to see that from the dramatic point of view it is

of the utmost importance. But this fact does not appear to have

struck any of the previous annotators. For Bhimasena’ s vow

according to the Mahabharata read 3

I II 28...^^ srsrmwiraT:

II 29 I ?T5rJr’%
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Act I 3
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^ n 22 09 Anotlier tiling to be noted in

connection with the title Venisalhhara is the double

meaning of tlie word Veni, which also appears to have been

ignored. Vft means (l) the l.air properly braided, with due deco-

rations, a kind of arrangement that ladies living happily with

their husbands used to have in ancient India. This could more
correctly be designated as er according as tlie mass
of hair was first divided into three or five sections (called

in Marathi), before the ornamented arrangement was made;

(2) the mass of hair tied in a single unornamented long braid,

an arrangement adopted by the virahinis and properly known as

jji olden days wonten in separation used to allow tlieirhair

tied in a single mass, to liang loosely on their back, somewhat

anologous to what they now do, when bathed overliead, to allow

the hair to get dried. This kind of unornamented arrangements

continued till the return of the husband, who on his arrival

united the single mass aiid rearranged the hair properly with

appropriate decorations. This is the (more correctly the

), that is often referred to in descriptions of virahinis

and to which ladies in separation so eagerly look up. Now
accordingly to the dramatic situation devised by Bhatta Nara-
yalia, Draupadl was to regard herself as a virahini and continue

wearing a single mass of hair, till Bhimasena fulfilled his vow
end tied up her single braid (ve9i) into a new auspicious orna-

mented arrangement. For, the fact that she suffered that egregi-

ous insult at the hands of Dussasana even in the presence of the

Pai^^avas meant that to Draupadl they were as good as al)sc;nt

and continued to be so till the insult was avenged. This is the

significance which Bhatta NarSya^la attaches to the single braid

of Draupadl, which further was to serve the purpose of keeping

fresh the memory of her insult in the mind of her husbands. Thus
veW in the title Vefltisarilhfira possesses the second of the two

senses noted above. The same sense is present in Yudhis^hjra’
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'
’

Act. vi, but in
‘

'

i. 19

veni possesses the first sense. J- explains ^1*

This is cjuitc a plausible interpretation ;
for

when "Wt is understood in the s<‘(’ond sense, in whi^i it eertain-

ly must be understood, may either be taken b» signify

or ^^*l(tying up, rearrangement), as we have done or

(untying, unloos(‘ning), as .7, does. Both these

senses; though (iiametrioaliy oppo'^ed, ultimately (*onvey the

same idea ? u. the proper rearrangement of the singk? braid. For

in order to rearrange the braid, it must iirst be untied (thus

: ), and when it is untied, it is certainly untied

with a view to rearrange it in the proper form (thus ’'i'ciR— )•

Thus in rdiort means either the arrangement or tlie tying

up of the single braid (alter of <‘onrs<* unloosening itV or the

unloosening of the single braid ( in tlie pro(*ess of rearranging

it- But the latter interpretation, though intriitsic^ally unoffend-

ing, has to be rciected in view of

'

and ‘ ^ ^ dfRlSlddF^d- . Act vi. 42.1 by which passages

tiie author paraphrases whi<th he has used in the sam<'

connection. Tiiis means the poet intends to take ^fR- in the sense

of ddddd;. A third way, for whicii also J. is responsible, runs

^”211 (?3^) ^tKT (mRft |••5(rr€^r^^r^^t) ’J’his makes the title refer

to the slaughter of DuSSasana and others, whieii was ultimately

due to Draupadi’s braid of hair being dragged by Dussasana.

'I'hus there are three grammatical and tiiree exegetic^a! explana-

tions of the title

Tt is a welFknown traditional custom of Sanskrit writers to

begin their works with a salutation or benediction. This is (railed

It is credited with the power of removing ebsfcacdes and
h ading to safe completion the work undertaken. In dramas it

usually takes the form of a benedictory stanza or stanzas, whicrh

are called Nandi. For the eiiicacy and desirability of the

Mal^gala vide dtdf^q^i

5f
I ^ ^RS^d^iiR ddpd

dt1dM; ' dg dd^^ ddlfd-

dRTdcd dTRff ^ fdl^df^ddRd I dd^TdT^
f%?7rTd^Kt =drr, ‘ d I

f^rg^icddTwnd*. I g ddTs;i|^ ^ddt d i
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i y^pq’RrffJffTf^^ srrrFc^ i

eqrfnwqf e^f'^^..

1. Construe: -5i^fWH.T==^r:,

(ara v^) '^Pcf-. fl^cf (s^iTrsf:). 5r^=qT«i^- a^'- »r»i

3®Tr>Trn 3T^: jfqqgtrqt '(: f^tiR I (,rir-#?»fr)

'rhe SUtradhara held in the (^uvity lorined by loining

together his two hands ( in Marathi ^ 3^ |'H[.

’ irMt ) fresh fully blown llowers, replete with honey,

ready to be offered in worship at the feet of hord VTsnii. I?ees

attraeted by their fragrance and tlu'ir honey iiovered round the

hollow Ibnned by his hands, ile naturally desired that the

dowers should not be touclied by the bees, nor should their

honey be devoured by them. He was tlterefore trying to ward

them off (Rr?^)> but his two hands being already engaged in

holding the ilowers, his efforts to drive the bees away were not

quite so successful, with the result that the bees by their move-

ments at least succeeded in rending unsteady ( shaken
;

stirred.
‘ '

3Tf*r'--n^fI%fiRf^ ) tiie

honey, if they could not suck it up. J. explains alternatively

as ‘prohibited by the Sastras’ quoting as from Manu
‘ 1'hough this (?an liardly b(.* the

meaning of it can account for the Sutradhara’s anxiety

to ward the bees off. For, flowers already enjoyi d by bees would

be unsuitable for divine worsliip. Consequently J’s t xplanation

of iSRd as must be rejected. Tlie second line contains an

Utpreksa, wdiich is neither <dear nor* (^liarming
( ).

The poet appears to us to have sorntdiow hrrrught in a reference

to the moon in order to satisfy the (hdlnition of a Nandi, which

requires inter alia mention of the moon ( [^ide Appendix A ).

The cavityfnl contained flowers, of course white, the buds

of which were fully ) open. 'Die filaments bedewed

with honey were consequently (dearly visible. And it is these

honeyed filaments which, we think, are fancied to be the ambro-

sial rays of the moon, with which the covityful is described to be

as it were lim^d ( strewed, occupied, smeared ) from the

inside. This, in our opinion, is the best way of understanding the

Utpreksa. Other ways are also possible. To wit, (2)
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The buds were fully blown. But the poet imagines

that they were so blown because tliey were as though cut

to cut) from inside by the rays of the moon. This means

that the (lowers in the afiiaii’are fancied to belong to that cate-

gory, wliittli l)lossoms during niglit under the intluence of the

moon. Tile Utpreksa tiion becomes a inasmuch as a

cause for the opening of the {low(^rs is fancied. was

a fact. What was fancied was the reasoii for this xh. that the

(lowers were <?ut from inside by the rays of the moon. The

Drama was being represented on a moonlit night- As the SUtra-

dliara entered with a cavityful of fully blown (lowers, rays of the

moon found tlieir way inside thi'm. This leads the SUtradhara to

imagine that the (lowers were as tliough opened by thcinfhtenee

of the rays of the moon, (t^) The

ahjali contained (lowers whi'^ii were intermixed ( ) witli

buds. And these buds are fancaVd to be t(ie rays of the moon,

'rliatis how we understand the Utpreksa according to this way.

Note that is one of the regular words that reveal the presence

of an .Utpreksa. Head ‘ ?!% g<T 5n% l

dlC^T;’ ii 231.. stanza

apparently has an un-Nandi-like ring about it in so far as it con-

tains a hope for ‘ our success,’ whereas the ordinary Nandi

expresses a hope for the good of the audience. This objection is

removed when we remember that the success hoped for is to be

delightful (5pT^) to the eyes of the assembly. People have assem-

bled to witness a drama. The S^tradhara hopes that success may

attend his performance—a success that will delight the audi-

ence. So ultimately the hope refers to the good of the congrega-

tion. thuogh ap.p. from has the sense of about

to be scattered or offered.’ When the Sutradhara uttered this

stanza, the flowers had not already been offered, but they were

going to be offered. Thus the or the p,p. termination ^

(here changed to ) in is not used in the ordinary sense of

denoting a past action, but an action which \ms to commence

in the near future, according to the Vartika

For a similar well-known use read ^
(

^ '^Tf^dTr% if i

;

'^ w
’ ^^1 i. 9* is a Sanskritisra for

or s^rrfSr.
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2. Construe tt=5^-

3T^^r uf4^n 3T5Ji=5g3:

4i*rr|q: ^go«r; srjjpr: ^:groirg i ( srrfesR^iflK^rJi'

)

On the sands ) of the Jumna (^‘H^*‘'0) Krsna was en-

joying the cowherds’ rasa dance, in which the Oopis, including

his special favourite lladlia, took part. Krsna, it would appear,

inadvertently paid unusual attention to some other cowherdess,

at which Iladha was offended. She was very hsilous of Krsna’s

afifcjctioii. She thought a rival was about to usur^) her place.

'I’ears stood in her eyes. She now lost all interest delight)

in the play and at once started away in anger. Krsna closely

followed with a view to conciliate (-^ ^r) her and in doing so he

planted ( f^^l%d) his feet exactly on the impressions ) left

by her feet in the sands. His affection for Iladha was so genuine

that contact with the very sand first touched by his beloved’s

feet thrilled liis entire frame through transport of love. This

was the most decisive and unmistakable proof of his sincere love

for Iladha. For if contact with the mere sand first touched by

her thrilled him, how great would be his delight, if Iladha her-

self were to be favourable to him V All this was duly noticed

by the clever Radha, who, deliglited.at heart, cast at him a

glance of gratification, which meant that Krsna’s conciliation

had achieved its purpose, angry or offended

in the sport.The keli, of course, refers to the rasa dance.

would also mean angry for very sport, feigninganger,

but this meaning does not appear to be the one intended.

a kind of circular dance practised by cowherds, especially that

in which Krsna and the Gopis took part. ^ ^
^Frmfq m. ^r^-. turbid or bedewed with

tears. The kaluSatva refers to the fact that owing to tears

rising the usual spelendour of her face was lost.

bristling or standing on end of the hair ) is one of the eight

of outward manifestations of the passion raging in-

side. Note : 1 51^
’ S. D. iii. 135-136. a proleptic ad-

jective* It sliows the result of Krsna’ ij anunaya or conciliation.

the slayer of Kamsa i c.Krsna* was King of Mathura,

son of .Ugrasena and maternal uncle of K^rs^a, being the brother
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of his mother, DevakT. While after the marria^^e of Devaki with

Vasudeva, Kamsu was drivin*^ the happy couple home, a

heavenly voit^e warned him that tin- eighth of Devaki would
kill him. Thereupon he put both of them into prison and kept

the strictest watch over them. As soon as a (‘liild was born to

Devaki, it was taken away by Kalhsa and killed, and six

children were disposed of in tliis way. The sc^vimth child was

BalarSma, but he was transferrf d, while y(d unborn, from the

womb of Devaki to that ot llohinT, the soeoiul wife of Vasudeva

living in Gokula, and it was giv< r\ out that Devaki had had an

abortion. Krsna was the eighth child, who was conveyed by

V’'asudeva iuspite of Kanisa’s vitj^ilance, from his prison the

house of the <‘owli('rd-<*hicf Nanda, where he was brought up as

the son of Nanda. and \'aSo<{a. When Kalhsa, (*ame, to know this,

lie sent several demons tf) work the dt'atli oi Krisna l)nt lu* killed

them all with ease. At last Kathsa invited Halarama and KfSEa,

for lighting duels with wrestlers at his court, whom lie had ins-

tructed to kill them. But instead of killing tluar adversaries, the

wrestk rs themselves were killed and while Kalhsa was making

the lust attempt to destroy his much dreaded (*nemy, Krsna
dragJtd him from his throne and killed liirn in oj)en <*ourt:.

(from to trea.d upon) not troddiui or trampl-

ed upon, not baffled, accepted, su:‘cessfnl. may n(>iii*is)i

you, may lead you on to prospt rity.

3. Construe—

’PR: ('
ff?; ),

(w:) M|ij I

%

at the (time of tin') burning of tlit; cities constructed by Maya.

The reference is to brought about by Siva. 'I'here were

in ancient days three demons, TarakSa, Kamal;akSa and \'idyuir

malin by name, sons of Taraka, who by propitiating Hrabrna

with rigorous austerities had obtained three cities. These were

built for them by Maya, the ais^hiteet of the demons and were

made of gold, silver and iron and were situated in the sky, air

and earth respectively. When these demons began to torment

the world by wandering about here and there in their moveable
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cities, ^iva at the request of the gods and with their co-opera-

tion burnt the three cities together with tlie inmates thereof,

and consequently became known as Tripura ri, Puriintaka,

Purerati etc;.
‘ ^ ^

II 19 d-fr JK: ^rlWT =^1% ’IPTR: ^ I %

^ rpir n 20 ’ ^ 21: ‘
1

II 35 I ...36 xxq

it I qt'qr^ rstlTni II 37'

27 'rhe present stanza deseri})es how Siva was

"azed at with different feelini^s by different parties at tli(‘ time

of this great victory, which is (celebrated by the Hindus even to

this day by means of illuminatifuis on the lath day of K.^rtika,

w}ii(rh is known as 'rripuri-raiirnima. Siva’s queen

ParvtT, naturally looked at him affeetionately, when he was

displaying such wonderful valour. The demonesses were

terrified because tiiey kiucw not vdait it all memnt (
)

and became confused Hurry, confusion) for this very terror,

not knowing wliat to do. ^ *TR’ d

whose strirngth or essence lay in a quiet soul. To the sages c]uiet

was the all-in-all of life. Anything whicli was op{>oscd to ^
was tlierefore by them disliked. ‘I'lie pr(‘scnt plicnoinenon cun-

sf^quently ex<‘it(^d in tliein nothing Init a feeling, uf ])ity — pity

for the poor demons that were about to be burnt to death and

also for Siva for his murderous aijtivity, whicli was so glaringly

opposed to tlieir cherished Sama, ViSDu merely smiled, signify-

ing thereby his surprise at tliat tremendous fuss Siva Was

making to burn the three cities, a feat wliit-h lie (rouUl havt*

accomplished in no time and with the gre atest i^ase. This clause

shows Hbatta Narayana's distinct partiality towards Visnu and

reveals him to be a devote(‘ of that d(‘ity, a faeT which already

must have oeeurrcal to the reinh r on a perusal of the first two

stanzas which glorify that (iod. In this (Connection tbe.n ader’s

attention is invited to iii, 10 infra and our remarks thereon.

Another tiling to be noted here is that from the ac(umnt of the

tripuradahana eontained in the Mahabharata wc learn that Vis^u
actually co-operated with Sliiva an hia iiistruineid by becoming the

one arrow with which Siva burnt those cities (

I M 80

I 81
’

31. 20). Put Bhat^u \ a rSyatta here places

..2
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Visnii on a detached pedestal of indfFerence, from wfiich with an

air of superiority he is smiling at Siva’s activity. This twisting

of tlie original is higlily signilicaut and confirms the view regard-

ing the antlior's religious ertMul mentioned above. Tlie reading

^ for appears to be a later emendation, introduced

to secure some sort of symmetry with But baffles

such attempt at symmetry. On the eontrary ^ in intro-

duces an element of dissymu'.etry. For if it was to be used to

connect the various clauses, it should either find place in the

last clause, or be repeated in every one. Tt is therefore better to

to have no ^ at all. Note that the ^ in the second half of the

first line does no(: connect the*two clauses, but merely and

more powerful than and is therefore

preferred. Tt is also more in keeping with the robust fearless

character of the demons. The hauteur

of the demons was by no m^mns toned down. They frankly

prepared. tlicmselves for fight, quite undaunted, and allayed

the confusion 'oftheir wives, who, in their characteristic feminine

way, had a truer presentiment of the fate impending.

This was natural; because it was at the special request of the

god that ^^iva had taken upon himself the task of destroying these

demons, is Siva. P^xplain ^ ^: (
=^ )W who

possesses heavy matted hair or f; ^ ^ having the

Ganges in his matted hair. This stanza is a good exi^ple of

a figure of a speech called defined in S.B. as
^

aU illustrated in ' 1^ 51% '

^TRFTJT ffcT ^ffFrf^q:

Aecording to a famous dictum of llharata the Nandi

suggests the plot of the play (
‘ ^.'T:

’

) S. D. and D. Il. also speak of
‘

Looked at from that point of view' the present Nandi stanzas

also yield suggestions' of the plot of the play. 1 bus
^
the first

stanza suggests the outrage committed by the voluptuous

Duryodhana and others on Draupadi inspite of the wholesome

advice to l;the contrary' given by Rhisma and others. Ihis

is how the suggestion in this stanza is usually explained. Hut this

view, we think, is entirely wrong. For the outrage on Draupadi

is now a mattcr?of past history and does not form a part of the
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plot of the play. We think the suggestion form this stanza

should refer to Duryodhana's rejeetion of the. overtures of peace

made by Krsna even against the advice of Narada, Bhisma,
Drona, Gandhari and others and his subsquent impudence to

capture the person of the Lord. The second line may suggest

the tearing open of DuSSasaua’s chest by Bhirna with his sharp

nails. 1’iie second stanza suggests generally the s(^enes of the

first and the sixth acts, 'the tearful Draupadi angry at

her insult long remaining unavengi d and the victorious Bhmia
now able to conciliabi his beloved after carrying out bis fearful

vow. The suggestion in the third stanza <*an be more e\pli(*itly

explained by referring it to th.e feeling with whicli different

peoph^ looked at Bliirna wlicn lie became ready to work the ruin

of tiic DhUrtarUStras. Devi was Bhima’s quccai Draupadi, wh(^

naturally looked at him with affection. Diiryodhana and others

by their actions who were no better than demons and their

wives were thererorc asuris, who were insi)ired with terror and

were confused. Sages liked Narada felt pity at the whole scene

of slaughter where kinsmen killed kinsmen. Krsua who was
laughing in his sleeve, because he knew it was really he who was
pushing the Kauravas and Bhima was merely his instrument.

The gods naturally were delighted to sec* the wicked destroyed.

For these three stanzas some Mss, read three others, w liicJi

however are not incorporated in the text of any of the printed

editions, except that of Kedara Natha Tarkaratna ( 1870 ),

where they ocunir, being prefaced by
'

’ They run

as follows : * if qnMrnfif 1 H%-

I II 3TT^ =q I

'TrR^%?r fcqr i cqr qwr

II q; t

Translate: Glorious is that Damo-
dar [ that is KrsUa ] the support ( the nave of a wheel

which supports the spokes, hence support ) of the worlds, from the

hole of whose navel ( has no propriety ) springs up [ Brahma

J

the seed [ that is, the (Tcator J of the universe and who [ at the

time of universal destruction ] throws the egg of the world in

the abyss ( ) of his own belly. 1 Moreover, glorious is that

dirine Krsna, who sleeps on the bed of tic* hood of [ the lordly
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serpent] .^eSa in the middle of the water of the ocean, even like

another dark coloured oijean. Moreover, may the body of

LakSmi, witli arms languidly ( ) moving [through

exhaustion of sports], that was embraced and again brought

back to the bed by Sauri [tiiatis, Visinuj whose delight in

sexual sports beearne doubled at [the sight of] her beauty at

that time, when slie, her profuse braid of hair hanging loosely

on her shoulders, was getting up at the conclusion of their sport

supporting the weight [of her body] on the lordly serpent with

one of her hands and holding by the other lier garment protect

you ! 'riic last stanza contains too uttana a description of

the sambhoga srngam betwci ii VisUu and I.akSmI and is really

unsuitable for a Nandi.

tit tlic (Old of the Nandi- "I'he Naudi generally con~

sisted of .1 benedictory stanza or stanzas in praise of some

favourit(i deity, with whi(th a phiy in Sanskrit bega?). 'rechni-

cafly it forriK'd one of tic* 22 parts, such as Pratyahara, Avata-

raUa etc. that constituted the PUrvara^ga. 'bhis latter was an

elaborate religious ta*reniony which according to Blmrata it was
ne(^essary to go through before a play actually eonmienced. For

interesting details vide Natyasastra adhyaya v, called PUrvara-

Ugavidhana. Later autiorities leftit to the option of the dramatist

to go through all the items of the PUrvaranga or not. But the

Nandi was compulsory. Head i fitfr

H 3^^ II 22 I

^TPfr FwmFFrPr n 23 s. d, vi. For the definitions of

Nandi and Sutradhara vide Appendix A/l'he words

oceurring after the benedii^tory stanzas raise the (juestion as to

who recited the Nandi, 'rhen^ appears to be no doubt that it was
the Sutradhara who did it, for Bharata speciatically lays down
that he should do so (

I

’

l|?T-
’ VII^TIW V. os ). Hut then why not have the

word pre(^ede the Nandi stanzas to show that they are

to be uttered by the Sutradhara ? Answer to this objection

appears to us to be tliis that the Nandi was really no part of the

drama, which began only wlien it was over. Besides it was

well-known that the SiStradhara who figured prominently in the

PUrvaraUga, recited it. 'The dramatist therefore did not think it

necessary to put that stage-direction is real-
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ly a st^ge-direotion) before the Nindi stanzas, for stage-direc-

tions figured only in that part which coijstitued the drama

prope*.r. Another point to be noted in this connection is this.

A<*cording to the ancient rule laid down by Hharata and mention-

d by Ti. K. and S. D. the SUtradhara quitted the stage along

with his followers as soon as the PUrvarattga was over and an

a<^tor, <^all(Hl Sthapaka, wlio resembled him in qualities and

form (‘utercid to tak<‘ his place ( m I

!T5i!r ^5^*- H i u> 3 i

rrRTroq 11 15o’ ^TT^IT^ V ; ‘33^ mRF'fr

I ii 26 ^r. vi). So it is

this Sthapaka, who really figured in tlic PrastavaTia and

iutroiluced the subiectmatter of the })lay (

pimp'd ). liut in tlic Sanskrit

plays, as we have them now, wc find no mention of Sthapaka

and it is the SUtradhara who does all the; business, which

according t(» Hharata properly belonged to Sthapaka. ViSvanatha

explains tins violation of the ancient rule by saying that now
a,“days tlie l^Urvarattga is not properly performed and lu'nee tjic

Siitradliara alone does the whole business viz. reciting tin* Nandi
winch is only a part of tlic PUrvaraUga, and (U)ndncti!\g the

Prastavana. Vide ‘ dd
l 'TT. Vi. p. 26r> [ )• 'I'lir iib<.v(;

'piotation from Hharata lays down the length of the

Nandi to be <dtiier 8 or 1 2 padas. VVliat is meant by pada is a

disputed point. Phe ordinary meaning of ‘a word’ { 3^1*?^^

’IT. ]. 1. If) suits only a few caseis, iioUibly^ the 1' ttararamacarita.

Pada tb(Mi is taken to mean a quarter of a stanza ( in whicdi

serist: the Nandi of our play conforms to tin* rule, because*, it

(‘(insists (d' 12 padas “d stau/as), or the half (d‘ a line as deter-

inim^d by the cicsura (in whicli sense tlie one-stanza Nandi of tin*

Sakuntala and others becomes as^apada). cnougJi

of prolixity. 'Die prolixity refers to the other parts of the

Pflrva raUga, which the SUtradhara says he does not want to go
through. For he linds he has captured the attention of the
audience, which has grown eager to witness Ids representation.

Any more elaboration ol the PUrvaraUga will only make the
assembly impatient and spoil the charm of the play, ^^^q^and

having the sense of *enot^h of’ ‘away with’ govern the
instrumental ease.
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4. ( ]onstr wnr
3Tf50T ^ 1 ( ^FIT )

The poet here is through the moutii of the vStitradhara

oifering his own liomage to the author of the Mahabharata, who
has evidently supplied liim witli the neeessary inspiration. The
distinetion between the Rharata and the Mahabharata, ktiown

to erities of the great epic, is certainly not meant lierc by

Rliatta NarayaHa. VVe think he uses Bharata instead of Mali a -

bharata hist for the sake'of the metre. The Bharata is identified

with nectar, which necessitates the identification of the ear

( with which the epic is heard ) with the hollow of the

anjali (with which nectar is drunk). This is technically an

example of i

S, D. X. 29)- identification w'itli na(*tar suggests the great

jdcasiire 'whicli tlu‘ reading of the Mahabharata is expected to

a.1forcL ’f^fit to be drunk by the liollow of

the hands joined together in the form of the car. The second

line contains or apparent contradiction. and

apparently mean ‘having no colour* and ‘not dark’ respectively.

As going with VySsa they involve a contradiction
;

for Vyasa
did possess a colour viz, dark. So how could he be referred to

as araga and akrsDa V The contradiction is removed by taking

from passion, which is the result of the cpiality rajas

(
i%l^ xiv. 7) and free from the dark qua-

lity viz. tamas, whose result is dulness. So the two adjectives

together convey the idea that Vyasa was free from both the two

qualities, rajas and tamas, and was made of sattva (purity,

goodness) only, The reading ^^^^for is not good.

Absence of thirst is already indicated by saying that Vyasa was

araga. Resides would lose the which the poet

evidently intends. is a compound epithet of Vyasa,

each part of the compound also designating the same personality,

lie was called Krsi^a, because he was swarthy in complexion

and came to be known as Dvaipayana, because soon after his

birth he was deposited in an island, where also he was born. He
became Vyasa because he arranged the Vedas and gave them their

present form. Note gf I 3^
g 126-- =^R^^ ^ n

64 ' ^ ?iwr
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I) 30 ar. The ooinpound is thus dissolved-

I'TPH^andlw^T is explained

g^rT: |»TPR; by the addition of

(whicJi causes vFddhi of the first member) according to

^r. 5 . 4 . 38, The account of liis birth is interesting. Vide Chapter
(>% Adiparva. SatyavatT (also (tailed Matsyagandha, Gandhivati

V'oiangandha) was really a daughter of King Vasu Uparicara

and an Apasaras, called Adrika, but was brought up as the

daughter of a (isherman. While playing her father’s ferry across

the Jumna she once liad as her passenger the sage, Parasara,

who was captivated by her beauty. To avoid the gaze of people

sitting on the banks of the river, the sage by his miraculous

po^ver created <a mist, under whose sympathetic' veil union

between the two took place, immediately a boy was born, who
was no otiier than the celebrated Vyasa. Parasara then restored

to Satyavati her virginity, which was one of the conditions of

their union O you leader of the assembly. Pro-

nouns as a rule have; no vocative, howevtTis an exception.

Compare ' I Wd: WfdTfT: ’ U.iii. ^ has the fd^allix {^)

attached to it to form when it is pre<;eded by and

accordilig to 'tH.’ HT. ;i.2. 18 (
3^^^: ' I

3r?Tti^'nTOi^f ). As this was the first

(x^casioii^on which the play was baing rex)rcsented (compare

it is likely ‘ the leaders of the assembly included

the. Prasnikas or judges, whose duty in ancient days it was to

(;x:imine a play and make a report to the king with <a view to

award a prize to the author. Vide for the cpialih cations of these

Prasnikas Hharata’s Natyasatra xxvii. The reading d^T^d:

slioiild be rejeeted because d^dTd. refers to a person not with-

in the hearing of the speaker. Ill d^d^d: has no propriety.

5. Construe:—

i

^ ^d l

( )

a poetical composition The Satradhara

identifies this witii ‘another’ <‘avityful of flowers, for one cavity"

fnl of real Uowers has already been offered at th(.‘ feet of Hari.

The second line (exhibits the S^tradhara’s modesty.

?fd dP^. This word has con-

founded many. The plain meaning appears to us to be * one
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whose desigfmtion or title is Mrgfarftja’. We know in Sanskrit

words meaning a lion are attach(‘d to nouns to designate the

best of the class ete. So it appears the

epithet Mrgaraia was bestowed upon Hbatta NSrayaDa either on

account of liis eminence as a poet or as a Th'alimalla. (2) d.

})araphrases by 'rhis has been (‘x|>lained

to mean that Rliatta NarSyalJia’s family-name, that is, surname

was Siihha and it is furtluT (u>nieetured that some of tlie Sinlia

families in I^engal probably belong to the same stock as our poet,

'fins cxplanaticoi appears to us to be entirely wrong. The word

Lakshman shows the Mrgaraia was the poet\ designa-

tion or tith', whi<h a ssirnamc surely is not, for it is common to

all members of the family. 'fbus it will be seen that the objection

of SOUK' people that Mrgarajaand Hhatta form a strange or odd

grouping, because the one is an epithet proper to the regal or

military caste and the other to the BrahmaHa, is not valid, for the

obje(^tion is based on the idt.'a that means which as a

surname, shows tlie person holding it to be a KSatriya and we
have shown above that this idea is incorrect. (i3) A tlurd explana-

tion is to take : meaning

the moon and punningly, the best of Brahma^as. This also must

be rejected. Titles can never be paraphrased. They are

( t ) ^ The luksma of a lion is his

rnanc (iata). NarayaDa was also Endowed with ia^a, wliicli in

this case means a particular method of repeating the V'edic texts

whicii may algebriacally be represented as ab, ha, ah, a and h

standing for two Vedic words. Thus the jatapatha of ddf

is ddT This explanation stands self-

< ondemned as being almost absurdly farfetched. It is possible

the original reading was arid then

be a legitimate title, which can be compared with such titles as

etc. But it is not found in any Mss. ^ was
an honoriib^ title indicating great learning. ,T in his commen-
tary on the Malati-Madhava explains BhaHa as The
reading for would mean that the cniKamhara.
was a new play of NarSyaPa, but as no older plays of his arc
known, is reiected. out of regard for

the poet’s labours, ^ out
of reverence for the sublime or lofty plot of the story.

out of ouriosity to witness a new play. This appeal to
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the audience to be attentive docs not bespeak a great poet oott"

soious of his powers. He has laboured hart} to produce a good

play^ Whether he has succeeded therein or not he does not

know. The audience should have some regard for his honest

labours at least. Secoi\dly, tlu^ poet has chosen a sublime story

for his plot, which must command reverence from all people.

Thirdly, if not for anything, at least Tor the very Jiovelty of the

play people, should be attentive. Compare ‘

i. 2. ^i^

Sir. This is how his assistant adresses the Sutradhara; wJio calls

liim ISIariSa. ‘ ^ I \^^ Jnf^C-

S. D. vi. by the oonimand ui' lionoured

Vidnra. is defined as ^^ ^ fr^fTT I

.5^ ^-^drTK smiK It

’
' f^fd

ll
' was the younger brother of

Dhrtarastra and Pandu. YMu n Vieitravirya died witliout leayr

ing any issue and tlui family of Santanu stood tlur danger of

becoming extinct owihig to HhiSnia’s rigorous vow of celibacy,

Satyavatl invited Vyasa, iier son of virgin days, to beget issue

on }]is brother’s widows. Ambika, the elder widow, closed her

eyes at the time of her union with Vyasa, being repulsed and

frightened by his ugly form and appearnee and by tlu* stink of

his body. Her son Dhrtaras^ra consequently became ]»]iud and

was for that reason regarded as unfit for tlie throne. Ambalika,

the younger widow, became pale ajiid her son Pandn developed

the same colour. On seeing that Ambika's son was blind, Satya^

vati requested Vyasa to have another son for iier. Put Ambika
recoiled from the presence of the repulsive sage and sent to him

one of her slave-girls dressed in her own fdotlies. This girl bc-^

came the mother of Vidiira and obtained freedom from slavery

as a result of her union with the great sage. Vidura was re-

markable for his great wisdom, righteousness, piety and devo”

tion to Lord Rrsna. He particularly loved the Pandavas and

saved them from many critical dangers. Note ‘

i arq =Er It

*n»T^T; I vnrW ’fiT%T ii 1.2 5 mVt ifot-

‘l[<Tt?RT?»Pi-. I 1 wpiT 1 4a «r. 115

the body of actors. The word^ coming after a noun
• indicates either all the individuals of that class or a single in«

..v.S
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cfividual; c. f/. cither all the slave-girls collectively, or

one slave-girl.
^

^2T:’
Silusa was an ancient teacher of

acting and the actors arc supposed to be his descendants, spiri-

tually or lineally. so as to leave no Haw, so that

nothing will be found wanting- It is the pres,p, pass of^ with

to abandon and is used adve rbially and the sense in which it

is so used is idiornatie. Properly it means ^

so that nothing will be abandoned by
eharm t . e, nothing will be defective. Compare

^ S. i. operations sueh as the

orderly disposition or arrangement (
l^dRT- ) of the (various)

musical instruments. refers to the fourfold musical in-

struirienis viz. or a strinacd instrument such as a lute,

or a bound instrument such as a drum, or a wind

instrument sucli as a llutc and or a solid instrument such

us a cymbal. Note ^ 1 =?f3#4 g ^-
tiTcTNr II I g I

'rj^

=?r ii 2’ ar. 29; also ' ^ ^tt^rr^: ^-
I WTR-t; g gf^ 1

^ 11
’ am^; a^^-.-This refers to ' the time

of Lord’s entrama' into Yudhisthira’s abode f. e. of Jiis

arrival there and not to the time of his entrance into

Duryodhana’s camp. After going to Yudhistliira and taking

liis leave, the Lord was to procteed to Diiryodhana on his

mission of negotiating peace. And it was in honour of this

arrival of Krsna that Vidura was issuing orders to commence
festivities, of that revered one, 'TRRRT is Vyasa, the

son of the sage Para Sara. is Para^urama, the son of

Janiadagni. ( at the head, at the oommence-

inent ) ( 1 ) the most eminent of the

sages. (2) sages and gods. The second explanation

is to be rejected as the previous compound contains the names
of sages only. Ir^R^*. means a god or a deity, but at the end of

compounds it has the sense of the ‘ chief or eminent among
like etc. The word is explained as and
is formed according to the Vartika ‘ which

gives us and Ir^R^* through a desire for

(doing) good to the family of Bharata. See ^llFiai'i*?! ^Tt^T9RT^R3RfT
^
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^ I
’ Mk. iii. the son of DuSyailta and

iSakuntalS was a remote ancestor of both Kauravas and the

Paijadvas. After him India is known as BharatavarSa or

Bharata. The epic is also called Mahabharata, because it records

the history of the Bharatas or desceiulands of Bharata, though

there are other derivations of the name also. who
has accepted the position of a messenger is a camp.

( the site of the camp, the place where the camp
is situated )

is uiinecessariliy clumsy and hence has been rejected.

desirous of starting. ^F^- -FF^F5^ loses its

final according to maxim as 3 I

’TN I ’ quoted in the dr^^FF'^iTF on
’ qF. 6, J3. 19. The Bodhini father explains the maxim

as I

w fidddwd
qrgi^^^Fd: ^lt^: I I ^ TTd%: q^F m '^Fg:

q\ I ^rt^jq^: l

'

q^rq:

( creation )
fN'F^* ( sustenance) Fd^N*

( dc-structiou ) ^^^F^^^F
(able). ^F?q: ^q q*cqpdFdv5: dFF JT^F^T: the cause ol

extinguishnig the fire of w'orld-destruelion. in the form of the war.

?Fd ^F^d^ that in which enemies arc ehailenged

a battle. Both and q^^Fd: mean of world-destruction.

‘ ^qd: 3F5q: ^^q: ^^Fd ' qiFqim- or ^FF^qF^q*: is

the Assistant of Sutradhara. Both forms of his n^me are

grammatically correct, being derived from qiC
( round about

)

and qpq* (side). lie is always at the Sutradhara’s side.

Bharata thus defines him : qii d'- qq^cqgdF m. 1 qq^4-
’lI^dFJTq d dqd^qiRqir^i (l

’ means a wandering minstrel

or a bard, from which signifies the two sons of ll§ma

and Sita ' dFC^F^ l^^Fl^qF: '
). It will be remembered that

KuSa and Lava, under instructions from their preceptor Valmiki,

recited everyday Chapters from RamayaHa at the gate of

llama’s palace, on the occasion of the horse-sacrifice performed

by him. Vide Ramayuna Uttarakanda cantos 93 and 94. This

was the first occasion when a Kavya, glorifying,a king, was thus

publicly sung, and the people, who in the later days made the

singing of eulogistic stanzas in glorification of the kings their

profession, derived their, name from these early singers^ vi^f
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KuSji and hava, then oarac to mean an actor, a sense the

word possess(;s in this passages. Later derivations based upon
the loose morals, 'generally to be found among the actors, are
' ^ f 1 ^rf^ct I The
artificial character of these derivations is self-evident.

Connects with .See
‘ dldWisjR'^FT 5RTU^[Wi: ^^TeS: 1

11 37 '

,3(!.

a concert. ^ dd; I ’to'tiT'tJT,. ‘ Ttd ^ d
^ ?pr

'

'+*?WiL-con>pare ' 3T«f ^ 5dWrf%?^
I S. i. conveys a gentle rebuke and is best translated

by MVhy Tlic SStradhara incans to sajf that liis Assistant

ought to know he should sing with reference, to th(^ autumn,
which was iust the season ( ) in which they were talking.

olf. whiteness is a peculiar characteristic of

the autumn, which becomes specially noti(;eablc afte r tlie gloom

of the rainy season. 'Fhc moon, the stars ( )> the planets

all begin to shine in their white refulgence, being no longer

obscured by tiie veil of (douds. The curlews ( ) and swans,

both of white colour, make themselves prominent. The Sapta-

(‘ohanda trees with their white howlers blossom. Ktinnida and

Puljidarika are both white lotuses, the former specially designat-

ing the one bloom at night.
^

.
‘ Kasa is a kind of grass having white flowf is (

‘

lir^' )• The pollen ( ) of Kumudas and Pundarikas

and of the Kasa bowers spread through the air and render all

the quarters white. All these white objects generally figure in

a typical description of the autumn. Note
'

1 3^
'^‘dpg’T^^TTH M Rs. iii. 2 ; also R. iv. 17-19

;
Mu. iii. 20.

Note that really means the light of the sun, which heats

(
^1^ )* But then the word became a synonym of

light merely (

^ ’ Wl?;: ), with the results that

a poet could speak of the cool delightful light of the moon as

The reading for is rejected, because

<?onveiitionally is a red lotus.
^

I

’

^sfTJ ^^ ^ reservoirs of water (such

ds lakaii ^to.) in which have sweet water. The rainy seftsottf
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which preoeddB, is marked by muddy and tasteless water. In

the autumn water becomes clear and sweet to the taste. Note

Rs. iii. 11 and 21; R. iv. 21.

6 Construe;-( fltre:*

-rnwr: snRRr^J: f^rTci^ i (afpir)

The stanza describes the fact so often referred to by San8“

krit poets, namely, that at the beginning of the rainy season the

swans migrate to the Mauasa lake, because*muddy water is said

to be repugnant to them, and that they return to the earth on

the advent of ‘the autumn which is cliaracterised by liTiipid

water. Note among poetical <*onventions S. 13. vii mentions
' According to Mailinatha the swans

•Return to the Manasa lake during the rains, because in that

season only the lake is free from snow, which at other times

mars its beauty (

‘

'-f tm-l)

^TriT on Me. 1
1
q.v.).

This description is couched in words winch are paronomastie
(Pte) and which therelbre indirectly suggest the downfall of the

Kauravas.. Every word has a. double sense, tli(' (irst referring

to the pheRomenon and the seeond conveying the suggestion.

(1) swans.
'

’ ?W-. ‘M^r-

'Peehnically the dhartarastra is a swan white in liis body, but

dark in his beak and feet. The signific^ance of the name in this

sense is thus expressed. ( -frr=T# •MTl r%:R)

(s) il,e sons of Dhrtarastra, i.e,

tl.e Kauravas. (l) WH Wh 'fcRTI^ having

beautiful wings; (2) qi^Tf: HmV 'T-MR: qf

having for their partisans or for their friends good men such as

Rhisma, DroDa etc. ifWI’li qr% a? Hr-RrRMW: I q-ssTR: qcdt

i q«% r qrf^-^WOT: i
’

jfjfcPhc;

(l) wdiose notes are sweet. d.
(2) Who arc sweet in

words, with the insinuation that they arc hypocritical, their

actions not conforming to those sweet words. Anotljer way is

to take ?r?q^rFTg#R:-. as one word, when going with the Dhrtara-

»tras, to be explained as^ W*- m\ 'd i ^
q who speak harshly of ( the Fandavas ) whose

cause is just. But this way is obviously farfetched. 5FITf^?1WT*
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(l) JRnf^rfT: 3Tf^: ^T: % who have decked the quarters.

As the swans fly alqng, that particular direction appears beauti-

fied by their rows. (2) a who have

completely^ subjugated the quarters.

6

^TRTf: who have fully gained their desires.

( l )^ STITOTT: whose activities are wild

through joy. 11ie swans become delighted at the passing away
of the rains and at the advent of the autumn. (2)

whose deeds are impudent through pride or vanity.

(l) through the influence of the season viz^ the autumn. (2)

Through thc‘p)ower of Fate, (l) on tfie surface of the

earth, as opposed to the Himalaj^an heights where they had
gone in the rains. (2) On the surface of the ground.

(l) descend; (2) will shortly fall dead. The present

denotes the immediate future. The present can be used for the

near past or future, according to 3-3-131

^ I^ i

i i ^ i €!*.). This stanza

lias been ciuoted by S. D. as an instance of or

suggestion based on the ( double-meaning )
power of words. Note

i m. ^ aiiawwrfir^^M

^ i%^a- i s. d. x.

p. 4C9 . The second of the two above senses naturally struck the

PariparSvika, for the use of the word Dhartara stra to desig-

nate the swans was certainly uifusual. To him there-

fore the S^tradhara’s words were suggestive suggestion,

intimation) of inauspicious things. Consequently in confusion

(?T^qr) lie uttered Tf'T ^TPn (»r^). may sin

be allayed, may evil be coucteracted or averted. This ejacula-

tion is used to express a pious wish that some untoward event,

which the speaker fears, be averted. Compare the Marathi
‘f'^r ^^ 3W<Teff qesr.’ with a smile of embaras-

sment or amazement The Sutradhara really had his

sympathies with the Pandavas. He therefore, desired the* over-

throw of the Kauravas and made a covert reference to it in his

apparently innocent description of the autumn. But when his
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As&istaut grew confused at the inauspicious ^tenor of his speech,

he pretended to be embarassed or amazed ) at the P&ri-

parSvika’s sensitivenerves, smiled at his ig^iarannce and proceed-

ed to enlighten him regarding the meaning of the words. There

was nothing alarming in his speech, he argued
;
he merely used

tlie word Dhartarastra to signify ( ) the swans in his

desire ( ) to describe the autumnal season. The Assistant

retorted by saying that he did know ( )t]iat dhartarastra

meant a swan, but there was no escape from tlie fact that the

Sutradhara’s words conveyed inauspicious? suggestion, and that

made his heart tremble. is idiomatic^ for '.to tell the

truth, indeed.’ conveys a gentle censure. 'Phe SUtradhara

means to say that his Assistant ought to have seen that what-

ever inauspicious suggestion there was in his description of the

autmun was now averted hy Krsna, wlio liad liimself assumed

the role of a mediator, in order further to explain ( fl. )

his meaning, he depicts in tln^ following stan/a what he tJiinks

would be the result of the Lord’s mediation.

7. Construe ^

(

)

But it would appear the Sutradliara, even lik(‘ Blumasena,

did not want the fire of enmity ( ) to be extinguished

( p. p. from ^ to become extinguislnYl) by means of

a peace being brought about. He, therefore, ostensi])Iy e*xpressed

a pious wish for the good of both the parties in order to allay

the superstitious fears of his Assistant, but really he again

shadowe^d forth by means of double-meaning words the fate

that in his opinion awaited the Kauravas. Note that

yields two past passive participle forms viz. and

Of these is available in all cases except when the action

refers to wind. Read ^ 8. 2. 50 (
i

owing to reconciliation of the

enemies, that makes them quiet ( )• ( 2 ) Owing to the

slaughter or annihilation of the enemies, which also makes them

silent in death. - ( 1 ) a 3T5^;#r«T:

^ 'who have restored their legitimate
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sliare of the kingdom to the PaJjicJavas who would thus be

attaohed to them. Note that in this compound the adjective

is used proleptieally. is not an ordinary characteristic

of the Pandavas, but is a result attending or

at tlie hands, of the Kauravas. b

^n%aT wlio have bestowed on their devoted

friends such as KarUa a kingdom. Thus interpreted the

adjective would refer to an ordinary characteristic of the

Kauravas. c ?:3FdT aWd drfddl

who have made the earth i.e, the inhabitants thereof entertain

affection for them and thus captured them L e. their hearts

Thus also the adjective becomes Kxplanatioji

a however appears to us to be preferable. ( ‘i )

who liave decked the earth with their blood. This they

would naturally do when they are destroyed by the Pandavas^

(!)«?[; IdJlf: who have tnded war by

restoring to tlu* Pandavas their just share ( 2

)

fqiC(?T: W whose
*

bodies are shattered. ^ fwf

:

Note that in the ostensible meaning the construction is

while in the suggestion, which is

the S^tradhara’s real meaning, it becomes tr^
)

The reason for this change is plain, ( i )

d who reside in themselves, have nothing to disturb

them, are at ease. (2 )
d'. who reside in heaven t.e.

are dead, by way of euphemism ^ ^ ^cTC in

this case is an avyaya or indeclinable in the sense of heaven

(
^ 3T<R: ). Tfie compound then

becomes + ¥”4 ). The intervening visarga' is dropped,
according to the Vdrtika ’ which
means that wlieu a visarga is followed by itself follow-^

ed by a hard consonant, it is optionally dropped. When it is

not dropped, it is either retained or changed to ^7, .T.or^»
respectively. Thus + P4TdT = ^[df, PdTdT orf^-
WTdf. This stanza is again an instance of It is

quoted in K, P. as an illustration of the dictum that
‘ indecency ’

( of which inauspiciousness is a variety ) is a merit,

when the inauspiciousness refers to a future evenb Head
‘

’ ?fd i

reproachfully.
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Bhimasena was already angry. He could not stand the idea of

peace being concluded with the Kauravas.
.
And when in such a

mood he heard the SUtradhara uttering a pious wish lor the

good of the Kauravas, he burst into the following angry stanza

in a ton(i of reproach. Owing to his excitement he w^as incap-

able of understanding the hidden meaning of the SUtradhara.

vain utterer of auspicious things. Bhimasena means

to say that the Sutradhara's auspicious utterance was bound to

turn out fruitless, for inspite of what the gutradhara might say

he was going to kill the Kauravas. ^ )

one who sits apart, a low man. At the end of compounds it has

the sense of ‘vile’ ‘wretched’ ‘the most degraded among.’ Techni*

oally it refers to the children of six degrading connections

i.e. of men of the first three castes with women of the <*astes

inferior to tiieir own. Read ‘
i

’ Mann ; x. 10.

8. Construe 5»r^

am,
( )

I

( )

Blumasena here enumerates the principal wrongs done to

liim and his brotiiers by the Kauravas and emphatically denies

the possibility of his enemies’ ever resting in peace as long as he

is alive. ^
(*}e5}#r'T^'Tf).RTW^3fR5f:. When the Pa^davas grew popular

among the subjects owing to their manifold virtues aud all citi-

zens began to speak of Yudhisthira as the successor of Dhrta-

rastra, Duryodhana was alarmed and somehow wanted to get

rid of his inconvenient cousins. He induced therefore his father

to send tiieni for a few days* residence to VaraUavata, a city on

the Ganges, not far away from the capital, HastinUpura, whose

beauty and prosperity some clever ministers, impelled by

Dhrtarastra, had praised in open court in the presence of the

Pandavas. Purocana, Duryodhana’s Mleccha councillor, had

under instructions from his master already built a nuignificent

house of lac in Va^a^avata, to which, according to

Duryodhana’ plan, Purocana was to set fire, when the Pandavas
were safely lodged therein. But Viduim came to know of this

wicked plan in good time and in enigmatic language informed
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Yudhisthira, at the time of his departure., of the kind of

danger that he was running in going to Vara^iavata. He also

sent a clever digger who cut a secret subterranean passage

from the house of lac. Then on a certain day, on coming

to know^ that Purocana was tliinking of putting into practice

his fell purpose, the Pandavas left the house by the under-

ground passage, Bhimesana first having set fire ^o it and

thus burnt to death Purocana himself. Tn this way Duryodhana’s

wicked plan was foiled. Vide for the incident M. Bh. Adiparva,

Chapters 154-1 60. Note that really means the fire

which was interided to he set to the house of lac. For we know
from the Mahabliarata that it was Bhimasena luniself «nd not

Duryodliana’s agent, Purocana, that set the house on fire.

mrvl^-During tlic course of their juvenile sports

Bhimasena used to overpower the Kauravas in every event and

humiliate them in many ways. The Kauravas consequently came

to entertain deadly hostility towards him and tried to bring

about his death by various means. One of these was the admi-

nistering of poisoned food, which was twice resorted to. The
first time Bhimasena with his superhuman strength digested the

poison. On the second occasion wliile he wais lying asleep,

motionless through the effect of the poisoned food of which he

had partaken no small quantity, Duryodhana and his companions

bound his hands and feet and threw him into the Ganges. At

the bottom of the river he was bitten by nagas of virulent

venom, which by a kind of homeopathic action cured him of th(‘

earthly poison and he then began to work havoc among thi'

nagas themselves. Vasuki, their chief, took him to Patala,

where as a special favour he was given rasa or purified mercury

to drink, as a result of which he obtained the strength of an

ayuta (ten thousand) elephants (Compare by tlie by vi 17 infra).

After a week’s residence in Patala he returned to Hastinapura

to the great delight of liis sorrowing mother and brothers. For

the incident mde Adiparva; Chapter 1J17-139 and read

i . . .46

....47

II 48 187; I

1 15 %qf«i gdw; i ?r

iprai 1 16 ^ 5#q% ’ffsfq wi qiqf^ 1
=q
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^ t 1117
’

31. 1.38; ilIRTfT ^1% ;

?WWT^igrl^ ¥rf^% 1124.’ 3r. isg.- ?T«T5r^:-This refers

to the entrance, so cunningly effected by Duryodhana and

o tilers, of Yuclhisthira and his brothers into the specially erect-

ed gambling hall for the purpose of playing dice, an entrance

which proved so fatal to the fortune of the Pandava princes.

Duryodhana was inspired with envy at the uncommon prosperity

and wealth of Yudhisthira, which he witnessed on the occasion

of the Rajasuya sacrifice performed by the Pandava in his

capital, Indraprastha. lie was also smarting under the humili-

tation of being laughed at by Rhimasena in that wonderful hall

l)uilt by Maya for Yudhisthira. Sakuni, the evil genius of

Duryodhana, proposed to deprive the Pandavas of all their

enviable wealth by means of gambling of wliich he was a past

mastct. Dhrtarastra was induced to consent to the proposed

gambling match ami a cliallenge was quickly sent to Indra-

prastha through the unwilling Vidura. It was considered un-

righteous for a Ksatriya to refuse a challenge. Yudhisthira

therefore aacepted it and went to Hastinapura along with his

brothers and there in a specially constructed hall, in the presence

of elders like Rlusma, Dhrtarastra, Virdura and DroDa and of

numerous kings, liC lost, owing to the deceitful tricks of Sakuni

all his wealth and possessions and ultimately himself and his

brothers and even their wife, all of whom w^re consequently

reduced to slavery of tin; Kauravas. Dur^'odhana thereupon

ordered Draupadi to be brought into tlu* asscnddy and wiien she

protested, Dussasana was sent to bring her. He dragged her

by her hair into the hall inspite of her protestations and later

on pulled her garment in an attempt to deprive her of it. At
last Dhrtarastra intervened and being pleased with DraupadI,

he restored at her request, Yudhisthira and his brothers to free-

dom. The Pandava princes thereupon started for their city.

Rut Duryodhana and 6akuni then realised that they had merely

scotched the serpents and not killed them. A fresli challenge

was therefore again sent and the Pandavas returned from half

the way and there was a second sabhapraveSa. Then followed

what is known as the anudyUta, wherein the stake was that the

vanquished party should reside in a forest for thirteen years*

afetr which one year was to be fsis^tdjncognito. Yudhisjhira
as before lost. Thus we see that really refers to two
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occasions. Vide for these incidents Sabhaparva, Chapters 74 to

102, which we strongly recommend students to read. When
these* fourteen years passed away, the Pandavas emerged from

their obscurity and demanded from Duryodhana their legitimate

share of kingdom. Duryod liana was unwilling to part with any
land and an appeal to arms seemed inevitable. It was at this

time that TiOrd Krsna tried to negotiate peace and avert the

catastrophe and with this negotiation our play, as we have seen,

begins. It should be noticed that chronologically tl>e (;ompouhd

is not correct. It should be

5n^S-By the life of Hhimasena alone and the

life of all the Pandavas were sought to betaken. —The
Pandavas lost their heaps of wealth owing to their entrance

into the fatal gambling hall. Note the idiomatic use of the

locative in ^ having struck at our lives

and our heaps of wealth. garment)—This

refers to incidents that happened after the sabhapraveSa was

clfected. The reading is tame while

lays the finger straight on the most grievous wrong. In this

connection we cannot resist the temptation of quoting the

following pathetic stanzas:

HfiT: I ^‘1% ''+% II U
Rf^r: i d Tt-jqiRt ii

42 ^ ^ W^4mFft«l 5;5arRr?ir

lU-S’ 89
;

'

qjq'ir^ I *RRt n ;j9 dd'r

I WTR'% ii -lo’ ar. 90.

) will they rest at ease ? This is a question of

appeal. The effect of it is to deny emphati(*ally tlie possibility

of the Dhartarastras* becoming svastba as long as Bhimasena
is alive. In Sanskrit we say that in this sentence we must under"

stand which means a modulation of voice resorted to in utter

ing a stanza so as to give it an interrogative force.

I ’ quoted in S.D. ii.;
‘
’lilf ^ «f:

:

’

9T*Rr. This device of using Kaku sentences is

one of the marked peculiarities of Bhat^a NarayaUa’s style.

not tolerating or brooking peace with the

Kurus ( sought to be effected ) by Vasudeva’s going ( as a
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mediator). ^ hei^ means tire descendants of Kura, it should

once for all be remembered that Kuru was^ remote ancestor of

both the Pa^davas and tlie Dhartarastras. It was after him
that the famous battlc-lield was named KuriikSetra. Strictly

then Kurus, Kauravas, Kauravyas etc. mean even like llluiratas

both the sons of Pandu and DhrtarHStra. Hut the t(Tms

derived from Kuru became restricted in sense and usually meant

the Dhartarastras.

^ ^ whose iicrec frown is

(ormt'.d on tlic surhice of his broad forehead and looks (lit. acts)

like the formidable ( ) trident on tlie arched gateway

( ) of the God of death

) Hlumaseiirt frowned in anger and his frown was marked
by wrinkles on his forehead which divided it in three parts;*

Thus it looked likt^ a trident and as it foreboded the death of

the Kauravas, it is aptly likened to the trideiit on Death’s arch,
,

'I’he crescent-shaped forehead where the frown was visible

may also be taken to stand for the arched gateway wherc^ the

trident rested. That the frown is marked by a three-fold

division df the forehead is an idea common enough. Note
•

4,

Par. 6. ( our edition ). or ’’*?

) f. contraction or

knitting of the eyebrows, a frown is explained as ‘ ^ ’

I ^ g>rc^fd
( who destroys people in evil

Avays) I IW^fd dF ( who torments people )
I

' ^F- g.

The reading F^^-^^F^F is^easy and is for that reason

likely to be a later emendation^ as though drinking

us ail by casting a glance. f^^F'-^t go out of the stage, exit.

Rither say , or simplify

is the Introduction. For definition vide

Appendix A.
r

a persuasive tone. This is how an elder

brother is technically addressed. ‘ i^eff 3?g-

*f^ agreeable. is an actor, so called because he is a

Spiritual descendant of Bharata, who, according to tradition,

invented the drama. i
' Descent
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in India is traced in two ways, lineally and spiritually.
^

I ^fr^TT i '^“'Sahadeva is pointing out to Bhima’*

sena the hidden meaning of the Sutradhara’s stanza by plainly

paraphrasing the important words. For, Bhima was not in a

mood to detect the covert reference.
. )

not transgressing the sense intended, quite in conformity with

it, appropriate. This is an compound, formed in the

sense of or qon-transgression, which is one of the senses

of according to etc.'

(
‘ a long Sutra which gives tlic various senses in which an

Avyayibhava compound can be fomed )
^-2. 1. C. that

which flows from a wound, blood. The reading
^

' is bad. For it is not possible to bring out the

real meaning of the Siitradhara by mere gesticulations, Bhima-
sena moreover could not have understood it in this way in

his present mood. tauntingly. BhTmasena*s speech

is ironical. He says that to the other Pandavas the Kauravas
are brothers— to him they arc of course inveterate enemies—
with whom peace must be effected by all means. Therefore it

is not proper for them to think inauspicious things about them.

The word is used purposely. Fit to be made peace

with. Bhima ’s speech suggested that other* Pandavas felt not

anything for the doing of the Kauravas. This irritated

Sahadeva. He therforo said in anger ( ):

9 Construe :^ ^ f

Sahadeva means to say that his other brothers feel, equally

with Bhiniasena, the insults ( %!^act of hostility, provocation )

offered to them at every step by the Kauravas, Only they do not

grow impatient like Bhima, because they have too great a regard

for the King viz, YudhiSthira. ^3'^- fs a significant expres

sion. As brothers of Bhima they cannot possibly put up with the

insults in a tame manner. Bhima was a man of highly impulsive

temperament. Though often extremely violent in tliought and

word, he always remained non-violent indeed out of regard for

his elder brother. Compare his words in the Sabhiiparva, when,

on, being asked by Duryodhana as to whether Draupadf wa^
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or was not. rightly won in the dyuta, he declares
^

I ^ ^ ^ n 12 g?2RiTOT

I ^T^T'fTTcfTR 1
1 13 92. Saha-

deva Iiere is almost paraphrasing Bhima’s words on that occa-

sion with a view to remind him of what lie-Iiimseli had then said

and to impress lipon him the necessity^ ot curbing his temper.

But to-day Bhima is far too much exasperated. All along he

has remained Jion-Violent, because he hoped one day to have

his revenge. But now' he sees that if p&ace be effected, his

cheirished revenge will be impossible. He, therefore, declares that

he will no longer have anything to do ) with them all and

will seek his revenge single-handed. it is i. e. you arc

unwilling to take action against the desire of the King. But I

am prepared to do so. Our ways therefore part ( )*

10 Construe:—

^

ts: ^ ). ^ ^

^ '

41^1 : ^ ‘ )

Bhima is here pointing out why, in the matter of avenging

the wrongfj the Kauravas had done them> he was not likely to

fall in line with his brothers. From their very childhood it was

he who had been the special object of hatred to the Kauravas.

Inspitc of lus brotliers he must therefore see to it that Kauravas

were properly dealt Tvith. It should be noted that what Bhima

was saying was true. Of all the FaBdavas the Kauravas most

hated Bhirna and also dreaded him most. It was he who ulti-

mately killed them all. In the latter half oi the stanza he is

hurling defiance at his brothers. Try however they might to

bring about peace, he was determined to see that it would be

broken no sooner it was effected. ^1^* refers to Yudis^hira.

is Arjuna. He was so called because a

diadem ( )-’ given to him by Indra, shone resplendent-

ly on his head in battle. Note ‘^ ^ ^ I

ill’ll II 33’ 3f. 43 . like the

stout or massive ) chest of Jarftsandha. The reference

is to the story of Jarftsandha; King of Magadha, who was

possessed of superhuman physical strength. King Bfhadratha
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of Magadha ^had no son. In dcspait he retired to a forest

along with his two wives, the twin-born princesses of

Kast, in order to practise penance. There he chanced to

meet a great sage, named Can,(^akauSika who gave

him a charmed mango-fruit, which was to be eaten by

his wife and which was to give him a son. The Hanaras princesses

cut the fruit in two and ate it. The result was they each gave

birth to half the body of a boy. (irieved at this unnatural

phenomenon the two roisters in consultation arranged to throw

the two lialves of the boy’s body at a crossway in the city. A
demoness, named Jara, wandering about in search of human
food, found these two halves, which, when joined together by

her, developed into a fine powerful boy, wlioni the demoness

restored to the King. The boy was significantly named Jara-

sandha, as the halvt^s of his bodies had been joined together by

Jara. Jarasandha, on succeeding his father, imprisoned 86

thousand kings in order to perform a human sacrifice to Iludra

,

Before the RajasClya sacrifice of Yudhisthira was performed

KfSna ( for whom Jarasandha had come to entertain inveterate

enmity owning to his slaughter of KaUisa, who was Jarasandha’

s

son-in-law ), Arjuna and Bhima went to Jarasandha and de-

manded the release of the imprisoned monarchs. The Magadha
king having refused, a single combat ensued between him and
Bhimasena, which lasted without cessation for 15 days. Bhima
cut the body of Jarasandha in two, but it again grew whole

( ) and Jarasandha commenced the fight afresh, Krsua
khereupon gave a signal to Bhima, profitted by which the

Pfiljtdava prince again out Jarasandha in two and threw the

halves crosswise on the ground. This completed Jarasandha’s

destruction: It is this fact of cutting as unilcr the body of

Jarasandha, after it had again grown whole, that is referred to

by Bhimasena in the third line. For the story of Jarasandha

vide Sabhaparva, Chapters 17-25 and read

^ I II 52

m 3 mi^ I m ii 53 ^ 3
I II 54 ' 17 ;

'^
^ I WrrsRRRWt II 11’ 31. 18;

' CRT W ^ II 38

2^; ' fi<#r HT^: I
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^ I 16 g^: ^nn^FST: HcTTr^lR; I ^ ?rqWTJl ?!|gl:

f II 17... g^T: f:wr^ctf*n^ JTPT^r: 1

5r?i?Fw^'-.?rqT II 19 =^r irpTqii:i

Ti^^r Jrrf^^ q-^TR; f n 20 1

^fl^?T^f^3ft^^^'7r^>Ttil2l’3T. 2,5- f^S’ has a double sense-

It means ‘ healed up, rendered whole,* when going with

and ‘ effected, formed ’ when going with Thus the sentence

becomes SdOT #'4 f^^fd. Note

tliat here just means ‘ peace ’ and do'cs not paronomasti-

cally mean ‘ the union of the two halves,’ as some think. to

break, divide asunder.

^•<^: whose anger has exceedingly gathered

tagether, who are extremely enraged. 3^' .mean.s an elderly

relation, here a brother, our worthy brother. will

perhaps get angry. originally meant piiysical pain or

exhaustion, then mental pain or agitation, vexation, and then

anger, which is also a kind of mental agitation. The last mean-
ing is pertinent in the present case, considered in the light of

the following speech of Bhimasena. The tame meaning ‘ feel

aggrieved*’ does not appear to us to be satisfactory. ^R...

^RTT^—Bhima is surprised to hear from Sahadeva the possi-

bility ( has the sense of ) of Yudhisthira’s ever

becoming angry. He was all along under the impression that

his elder brother knew ksama or forgiveness alone. To learn

from Sahadeva that be knows anger too ( ) is therefore

quite a news to him ! The whole speech is highly ironical. The
sentence 3^*...^Tdnd is to be understood with the author’s

favourite winch is here very happy and intensifies the

irony so much. ‘ You are incapable of feeling anger. Your all-

in-all lies in ksama ’—this was a common taunt which

Draupadi and Bhuna often administered to Yudhisthira. Com-
pare Dranpadi’s words to the king in Vanaparva, Ch, 28 ' ^

I ^ JTt%? ?|T q JR: M 35 JT R»Fg:

55r% I^ f^T(Ta^ 11 36-’

11. Con.9true ;— ?|t

( atfjnfn: ) ^ i air#

a
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I ( ^ ) 5^: ^ ^rsrRr ^ ^

Bhlmasena wants to explain ( ) to Sahadeva why he

thought Yudhisthira was incapable of anger and why he was

surprised at Sahadeva's remarks that he would get angry. Occa-

sions had arisen in the past when anger on the part of

Yudhisthira would hav^e l>een most proper. But he did not get

angry. How then could he have that feeling now ? If he had,

it would indeed be a great surprise 1 who had become

like that i. e. who had been reduced to that condition. This is

a most compressed and a most impressive epithet. It at once

recalls to the mind the picture of the helpless Draupadi in her

courses, rudely dragged by her hair and her garment in that

assembly, and all that shameless indignity to which she was

subjected by DuSSasana. is really equal to

This way of describ-

ing Draupadi’ s helpless condition in a general way is more

effective than if actual words to convey the sense intended had

been used. Besides the condition, to which Draupadi had been

reduced, was to Bhima so horrible that he could not describe it

in so many words. J’s explanation of as is

wrong. For, *^4^^ was not a cjondition to which she had

been reduced by the enemy and does not represent the

truth. Draupadi had never been stripped naked; only an

unsuccessful attempt to do so had been made. ^IT-This and the

following words in the first half of the stanza are all significant.

Thus having actually seen, ^ 4 Actual sight of the humi-

liation of a loved one is certainly far more painful and exaspe-

rating than hearing an account of it. —The insult was

aggravated by the fact that it was inflicted in the assembly of

kings. It is a matter of common experience that humiliation

suffered in public is more galling than if it were received in

private life. It was besides a most mortifying sight for the

Pa^ldavas to witness their beloved wife subjected to such indig-

nity in the presence of those very kings, whom they had before

brought under their sway. the daughter of the king

of the PaflLcalas. Draupadi was not an ordinary woman.
India’s bluest|r. blood ran in her veins. An insult to her was
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therefore most provoking ! But what did wc do ? We merely

looked on ! Oh, Jiow humiliating 1 Such is Bhima’s suggestion.

In Sanskrit the name of a country designates the people as well

as the king thereof. Thus Pancala means the country of that

name, the people of that country and its king. in

company with hunters- Good company often serves to alleviate

the miseries brought on by circumstances. But who were our

associates ? Hunters ! Oh, what a fall 1 ^F^%-for a very (su)

long time. A day or two of such residence would perhaps have
been tolerable. But twelve long years—Oh, that was simply

unbearable ! And we did it all ! TO"*

) putting on or dressed in, barks. We did not have even
good garments. Oh, what a degradation for members of royal

family 1 Compare rT^c^T i

^ ^ ^ Ki.i.35, ^

in a way unknown to others, or

secretly (i.e. concealing our identity ), by means of occupations

( ) improper ( for us ). Thus refers to the latter part of

the wager in the anudyuta which was to the effect that the

vanquished party was to live twelve years in a forest and
further to pass one year incognito^ during which time if its

identity was found out, a further residence in the forest for

twelve years more was to follow as a penalty. Note

^ n 9 w
M 10

^ Wrf^ ii ii ^^ g[r^ i

(1 12 ^ 1

g?T??RTf^ ^ 1113 ^ 3'^fR i

II 14 ' 98. This 13th year the Pandavas

passed at the palace ( ^1^^: ) of King Virata, disguising

themselves under various assumed names and following various

professions quite unworthy ( ) of themselves. Thus
Yudhisthira lived there as a gambler, introducing himself as
a BrShmana, a friend and favourite of Yudhisthira, by name
Kanka (

' it ^ i ..,35

5^1... 36 ’ 9), Bhima annoupced him-
self as a Siidra by caste, named Balala, a clever cook, who had
seen service under Yudhi*?hira and was made head of VirS^a's
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culinary department (
‘ •lIHT

?WFr?I: II 17 JTfR%- g?T^ ?T%PJj:§rTnK: 1...18 3T. 10).

Arjuna appeared as a eunuch under the name Brhannala and

was appointed instructor to Princess Uttara in musie and

dancing li 8 ’ 31. 11 ).

Nakula went in the character of Yudhisthira’s Groom-in-Chief,

Granthikaby 9ame, and was made the ASvapati of Virata

(
' Ic'S^ II 6 ... »TPTlf

IT >11^% gf^lT^r ?IWcl: II 10 ’ 31. 12 ). Sahadeva said

he was a VaiSya, by name Aristanemi, and had served under

Yudhisthira as his chief cowherd and was there called Tantri-

paia siRr II 12 ...

( 3TW t Hf ...17’ 31. 13. Finally,

DraupadI approached Queen Sudesna of Virata, introduced

herself as a servant and friend of Draupadi by name Malim, and

accepted service as a Sairandhri I

^?r^=^%i?a5ir:^»TT52r^^%i:ii 2 ... ’nfNt

f fsBir HT ^ JlFTimr n 45 ’ 31. 14). Note that

it is a mistake to suppose, as people often do, that Sairandhri

was Draupadi *s proper name assumed to conceal her, identity at

Virata’s court. Her assumed name was MalinI, as we know from

above. Sairandhri is a common name applied to a class of female

artisans, who work in the houses of others, but who do not there-

by lose their independence,

The last line contains two kakus or questions of appeal.

has the sense of the near future : will entertain anger.

This line is a direct answer to Sahadeva’s words

By the two kakus used Bhima wants to insinuate that

anger towards him is most improper, while towards the Kurus
it is most proper. But if Saliadeva’s statement were correct,

Yudhisthira would be acting just the other way ! This stanza is

quoted in K. P. iii. as an instance where kaku conveys by sug-

gestion the intended sense.
‘

^TF^ ^ 3
^ p. 75. The stanza is further quoted in K. P. vii as

an instance of the poetical defect called in so far as cer-

tain words have to be supplied viz. before etc*

and before But Mammata is here a trifle too fastidious,
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as this oiroumstance can hardly make the stanza defective, at

least in the eyes of an ordinary critic, for he understands the

words supplied very easily without any stretch of imagination.

For otherwise, if we carried Mammata’s prin(‘iple to its logical

consequences, stanzas like
^ ^

Tv. P. p. 207 would contain the doSa inasmuch as ^ has

here to be supplied before The last line decides the

meaning to be attached to the root in this passage. For,

in undoubtedly means It thus clear that in

the fivQ or six formations from which occur in this passage,

the root has the sense of ‘ to get angry.’ Nq other sense would

do. J is manifestly wrong when ho construes the forth line as

^ ^ ^ Another way of

construing the stanza is Vih ( 3TWT«R )

qFn^?3T'l: ) m, arrqit mi ( mi

)

4 m, ^
This means that the gerund is to be connected with

But this way is inadmissible for two reasons. First, this cons-

truction means that only Yudhisthira saw Pancali in that con-

dition. It makes only. Secondly, it makes

W and This is manifestly

not what Bhima has in his mind, lie wants to suggest that

they all had gone through those humiliations. Our construction

?|T ^ etc. makes ^ m
and all which is tlie sense intended.

d^then, therefore, i, e. because YudhisUiira would thus be

unreasonably angry with me. I should really have nothing to

do with him. Go you to him therefore. ^

( anger ) ^ ( ablaze

)

Blilma means his anger has

now been allowed to gain strength for a sufficiently long time.

The limit has been passed ( ). Action must follow now.
— Note to Bhima, Yudhisthira at present is not a 3^^

he is merely

12 Construe: —mj

)
I

( )
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Bhima has already declared his intention of revolting against

the authority of YudhiS^hira in the matter of wrecking his ven-

genoe on the Kauravas. He is, in this stanza, depicting the un-

desirable results that he fears would follow such revolt, viz. the

sin ( of having transgressed ( ) the command

( ) of an elder brother and the censure ( ) that he

would stand exposed to in the midst of the brothers, who had

always been keeping to their bounds { l^T^^^duly following the

bounds or ordinances that are set to an individual ) and declar-

ed he is prepared ( ) to suffer them.

W plunged, from is

an impersonal construction. is used in the sense of

or acceptance, ‘ I prefer,’ ‘I am prepared to suffer’.
‘

^ ^ This sense

of in this and the following line is misunderstood by many.

The reading is evidently a deliberate emendation

on the part of some third-rate scribe, who thought would

suit better. But one must remember, that ‘ plunged in

sin ’ is quite a (:ommoi\, concept, suggesting as it does the com-

parison of sin with ocean. Besides loses a very im-

portant factor in Bhima’s mental state viz^ the idea of sin.

Bhima is conscious that the course at present he is about to

adopt involves sin. Yet his ire is so pitched that he is prepar-

ed to incur it. —The meaning is : All my younger

brothers will not go against the desires of Yudhisthira, But 1

am prepared to do so. In the midst of them t. e. in contrast

with them I shall incur censure from the public as being a dis-

obedient younger brother. But I prefer it ( )• Another way
is to take = at the hands of younger brothers. They
would all remain obedient to Yudhisthira and would naturally

censure me if I proved disobedient. That is the idea. This

way is not quite so good. Bhima’s younger brothers would not

quite censure him, even though they thought his action censur-

able. Besides, it is better to refer the ‘ vigarhana ’ as coming
from the public. A third way is to take ^T'*^ ~ along with

my younger brothers. This makes the second line mean*. Up
to this time I remained silent along with my ever obedient
anujas and thus incurred censure. But I would no longer do
so. This means that censure was levelled against Bhima and
his anm’as for not having revolted against Yudhisthira’s authori-
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ty long before. But this was not a fact. This interpretation should

therefore be rejected. Note that and ^THT are used in the

sense of the immediate future. For Bhima is referring to the

results that would follow his revolt. ( from^ +

causal of^ to brandish or flourish high), 3TW (gory

with blood ) ^ This adjective is partly proleptic. Bhima
would raise his sword on high and proceed to kill the Kauravas.

His sword would then become red with blood. pres*

part, from to cut, destroy, annihilate. The pre-

sent participle has the sense of the immediate future.

to-day, for ( just ) one day. Bhima wants to emphasise

the fact that his revolt against Yudhisthira would last only for

a day, during the course of which he would be able to annihi-

late the Kauravas. is an accusative of time showing

duration, used according to
‘

^
2, 3. 5. ( 55

I
I 1 ^ ^ ‘

I I 1 ‘

I T^. ) 35: elder brother, who as such deserves to be

obeyed, "
) whom it is possible to control

obendient. ’ mV-
•

haughtily. This is used adverbially. to

himself. ^TciTR dR in such a way as to make the

speech heard by oneself alone. This is a stage direction. This

of course does not mean that Sahadeva is to mutter his speech

within him. lie must utter it loudly enough to be heard by

the audience. But Bhima is dramatically supposed not to hear

it. ^ shows surprise. Sahadeva could not understand why
Bhima should start for Pancalfs abode in such a mood. (Page

10 )
(f^ ),

a building having halls ( ) on all the four sides facing each

other, a quadrangle. In is unnecessary.

But Narayafia seems to be fond of it. Compare above
^

^ p. 3. ^^-“Sahadeva decides to wait outside

Pancali’s quadrangle, because he did not think it proper to

intrude on the privacy of Bhima and Draupadi.

armoury, arsenal, depository of arms. whose

companion is a weapon; armed with a weapon. Bhima was in

a mood of defiance and haughtiness. He desired to arm himself
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and at once to proceed to destroy the Kauravas. That was
why he started for what he took to be the armoury. When he

came to know his mistake, he thought for a while ( )

as to what he should do and then was glad to realise that an
opportunity had thus been accidentally thrown in his way of

taking leave of ( with ^ to take leave of, bid adieu to)
PancalT, before he finally embarked on the task of wrecking

his vengeance. For, he already was ( ) thinking of bidding

such farewell to his beloved, The prospect of meeting his

beloved at once calms Bhima down, When he is once more
himself, he realises that in anger he had gone a little too far in

proclaiming his readiness to break away from Yudhisthira’s

control. He now wants to excuse himself. Yudhisthira’s

attempt to effect peace ( ) with the wicked Kauravas
naturally tormented him ( ). While under the inQuence

of tliis pida, he said those somewhat harsh things. Not that

he really desired to go against Yudhisthira's desires. Sahadeva
can also easily see ( *^3 ) all this. Such is the import of the

affectionate clasping of Sahadeva by the hand and this appeal

( etc.) to him. The whole scene so beautifully illustrates

Bhima’s proper character. Though indulging in the most
violent language when under the influence of anger, he would
never go, even by a hair’s breath, against the desires of

Yadhisthira, for whom, concealed behind his violent words, he

had the greatest reverence. —Mark the change in

Bhima’s attitude. They had now entered Draupadl’s quadrangle.

In a moment the Queen would stand before them with her liair

hanging on her back. What had they done to avenge her

wrongs ? How could they meet her complacently ? That was
what passed in Bhima’s mind and his anger seemed to rise

again. In dudgeon he sits on the ground. here

is a great spread out i.e, arranged or kept ready. is p,p.

from to spread out strewn or to cover.

This second meaning of would also do in the present case. It

probably makes better sense. thus means
covered over with a covering such as a carpet, cushion or
pillow. ^T'Wr the arrival of Krsna L e.

Draupadi. Sahadeva notes that Bhima’s temper is rising. By
using the double meaning expression , he tlierefore

suggests that Bhima should wait till the arrival of Krs^a
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( ) and proceed to do what he wants to do after

the result of Krsna’s mediation is known. TJie expression^rw-
is thus very cleverly used. But there is an objectionable

future in the passage. Sahadeva in the first instance asks Bhima

to await the arrival of Draupadi. But how could they reasonably

expect her to arrive there at that time ? They had not sent word

to her that they desired to see her. She might be engaged some-

where else in her pala(^e and might not turn her steps towards the

particular part for long. Was it a chance ^meeting with her that

they expected ? If so, this is surely a w^eakness in the dramatist’s

art. The truth appears to be that NarayaHa w^as carried away

by that very convenient expression and this point did

not strike him at all. owing to the introduction or

use ( of the expression in your speech )•

on what condition ? Note the poet’s fondness

for shutting his ears ( with his hands ). This is a

gesture suggestive of the deprecation of something which is

sliocking. Bhima was shocked to hear that Yudhisthira had de-

manded only five villages,- when half the kingdom legitimately

belonged to them. fr'-IFT { ) is really equal to

3T?I'4FT. * For according to the grammarian Bhaguri, the

^ of and may optionally be dropped. Note ^ HISR"

1 W R^r II

'

shows the great sorrow that Bhima felt to see such loss or de-

gradation'of spirit ( ) on the part of Yudhisthira a^s

made him pitch his demand so incredibly low.
"

l

’ ilf^. The technical sense of

given by Bharata, is pertinent here- ^R^'TFRRT^:

I
H 39 '

3T. 22.

is Yudhisthira, so called because his piety was so great that

there was nobody in the world whose ill he^thought. ^

Compare iii 15 below. T^c^T sitting with his

face turned away (from Sahadeva). This was to indicate his

complete disapprobation of what Sahadeva was speaking and

a desire to hear him no longer. ^ f^^~This means Bhima

flatly refuses to associate himself in any way with a proposal

of this kind. It had better not be reported to him at all. He

would take it that Sahadeva had not told him anything about it.
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13 Construe:— m:

( ),^ ^ srt: ^ ( arg^

)

No man possessed of the well-known ( ) princely (

) lustre, would ever stoop so low in hisj demand. But
Yudhisthira has stooped so low. The natural conclusion

( )> therefore, is he has gambled away his princely lustre

also. To speak of a Ksatriya that he has lost Ksatra tejas is

a very severe condemnation. But Bhinm now is in no mood to

spare his brother in any way. ^ > used in conjunction with

has the sense of* famous, well-known. ’ See " ^
1

' K. P. vii, p. 313.
• -T'ra-TT^

^

lofty, exalted. It is p.p. from to grow strong, the deno-

minative from strength, vigour. exceedingly terrible,

such as would strike terror in every one. is significantly

used. It is so humiliating for a king to allow his tejas to be

taken away. —The force of is : Though every thing

else were lost, a self-respecting man would not allow his proper

lustre at least to leave him. But even that Yudhisthira has lost.

refers to the fatal occasion when the accursed gambling match

was held. to play, gamble, governs the

accusative or the instrumental of that which forms the means

of playing, according to ^ ^ ’
'TT. 1. 4. 48, (^ ^ €r.

caused to be taken away, lost. It isp. jy, of the causal

of W

behind the curtain. ^^^Ris deriv ed from 1^ n the

eye, or A in the leader, and Thus
’ ^.§. It means ( 1 ) the curtain, ( 2 ) the tiring room, ( 3 )

the toilet or decoration (

( 4 ) the actor’s costume which makes him look like Rama, Sit5

etc. (

‘

^ ). Technically

this is the title under which s’ervants address the wives of the

king, other than the crowned queen, whose distinctive title. is

?fiFRt^iT^FFiF^^F§ ^ But NarSya^ia does

not seem to follow this distinction strictly. For example,

Draupadi later on in this Act and in Act vi is addressed as Devi,

which as crowned queen is her proper designation, Bharat also

does not appear to be quite strict on this point. Note
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3T. 17 ‘ ?rEfr: h 85 «ffFft ’SiMtM f

;n3% 3^: I ^i=EJrT ^rar 3 n se »Ti^r^

^ri^TriT gji: I . . .
87’ STTW ) is Draupadl

being the daughter of Drupada, whose other name was Ya59asena.

gf : sq-tft-^fTFrTH awt 'rss ^t:

whose eyes are concealed or covered by a veil of tears that

are now and then gathering up. so an extremely

sad situation has arisen or developed. though strictly

a termination of comparison, is often used In the sense of excess

merely. I

14 Construe:—ft ^
^4 fWTT ^ \ ( ^5^)

Sahadeva fears that that the arrival of Draupadl, beditnm-

cd with tears, is sure to inflame Bhima’s anger the more. The

following are compared : ) and ^
and ^in?> and and S^rT^T^TWg and The two latter

comparisons are implied, while the two former are express.

The stanza is, therefore, an instance of which

is thus W ^%c!Tm ^1^^ ' S.D.

X. *24'-25. 54^^- belonging to lightning. gathered

or collec ted together. ^ refers more especially to Draupadi’s

condition viz. her being all tearful. f^T—Draupadi was so

called, because she possessed a dark complexion. And yet she

was the most beautiful woman of her times. So it appears

there is no necessary connection between beauty and fairness

of complexion. ^ ) is the rainy season.

Lightning grows in intensity in the season.

This is an compound in

the sense of which is one of the meaning of ^T. ^^4T"

as referred to as described i. e, with

her eyes^covered with tears.

tearfully. grief. ' 3
who has formed eternal enmity with the Kurus,

is a form of address used towards female servants. ' 1'®'^

555151^ jfNi ?r# 3^ ’
if His Maiesty

were not opposed (to it). Draupadl is quite confident that
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Bhima would be able to destroy the Kauravas. She is only
afraid Yudhisthira would not allow him to do so. Reading
between her words, we clearly see she had understood well the

character of Bhima. Though so violent in language and ap-

parently so defiant of Yudhisthira ’s authority, Bhima would
never do anything without his elder brother’s sanction. The
reading ( if he would only go against His

Majesty’s desire ) is not good. It suggests a wish on the part

of the speaker that Bhiina should prove pratikula towards the

Maharaja and also conveys a gentle censure to Bhima for

not daring to do so. Both these suggestions arc not proper.
* I know Bhima is quite capable of taking his revenge. JUit

Yudhisthira does not allow him to do so. Oh, how sad, Blnina

dare not go again'^t Yudhisthira’s desire. How I wish he (H)uld

do so !
’ Such is the trend of Draupadi’s thoughts as we gather

it from this reading (Page 13). —It was quite natural

that DraupadI should long to see Bhimasena then, when a fresh

insult had been inflicted on her. For it was really he, more than

anybody else, on whom she had pinned all her faith of having

her insults avenged. Narayana has already arranged to have

this natural longing of DraupadI accidentally satisfied. After

this sentence J reads ^^1^^ etc. ( given in the foot nole). But

it is obvious J ’s reading is incorrect. The cetl could not refer

to Bhima’ s where she requested DraupadI to enter.

Because they were just in Draupadi’s palace and Bhima had

already gone there. —Note DraupadI is here referred

to as Devi. even this neglect or disregard ( in not

noticing my arrival). Ordinarily DraupadI expected Bhima to

receive her with due courtesy. But at this time Bhima was

under the influence of anger. We shall later find he apologised

to DraupadI for this failure in giving her proper attention.

determination. DraupadI wants to know what Bhima

would proceed to do in anger. what, I should like to

know. That Yudhisthira should think of effecting' peace with

only five villages appears to Bhima simply incredible. Such is

the force of this sentence.

15 . Construe ^

^f?t: (

)
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This stanza, though containing simple words all, so vividly

brings out Bhima’s powerful feelings. BhTma is completely at

a loss to understand why Yudhisthira should at all proceed, to

effect any peace. He is quite capable of accomplishing every-

thing that he had vowed x'liz. the destruction of the Kauravas,

the drinking of Dussasana’s blood from the chest and the

pounding of Duryodhana’s thighs. But if this notwithstanding,

Yudhisthira arranges a peace, Bhima will absolutely have no-

thing to do with it. The first three lines contain the poet’s

favourite device of bringing out more “powerfully the sense

intended viz, ^15- Apparently the sentences contain a plain

statement of his inability ( ^ etc. ) to accomplish his vow.

But understood with the requisite modulation of voice, they

convey a most emphatic assersion of his capacity. The three

present tenses etc. are used in the sense of the near

future, is highly significant. To you Yudhisthira

is the king whom you must obey. As for me, I have already

severed my connection with you ( )• Let him.

therefore, do whatever he likes. I have my own way.

peace on ( that ) condition. refers to the conditions

of five villages about which Bliima has just learnt. Peace on

such ternls is to him simply unthinkable. Yudhisthira should at

least have demanded something substantial. That’s his idea.

He will under the circumstances have nothing to do with such

peace. Another way is to take in a general sense viz, any
condition, stipulation or consideration. Peace for a considera-

tion, whatever its nature may be, is to liliima most repugnant.

Nothing short of downright revenge will please him. A third

way is to take in the sense of a copper coin (

^

qar; ' ). Bhima flouts the idea of peace being arranged for

an insignificant copper coin; for that is what the five villages

sought are according to him, really worth. The first inter-

pretation is the best as being the most suitable to the context.

This stanza has been quoted in K.P. and S.D. as an instance

where kaku implies the intended sense.
‘

S.D.iv.p. 231.

^IC'^-Draupadi was naturally glad to know from Bhima
that he would not be a party to peace being signed on such

terms, or for the matter of that, to any peace being effected at
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all. like or and ,

are stage-directions ( )• They have been explained in

Appendix A. The student may remember here that

and indicate those speeches, which are meant for parti-

cular individuals only to the exclusion of others, ^^^or
means a speech intended for the speaker alone. It is

in fact a soliloquy. signifies a speech which is intended

for all. Of course on the stage all speeches, including even

are to be uttered in a manner loud enough to be heard

by the entire audience. But the actors must show by proper

gesticulations, or their absence, that they have or have not

heard a particular speech. T? not heard

before. This is an irregular compound ( )• The stage

direction found here in all printed editions, is .really

unnecessary. Draupadi’s preceding speech is ^^TF^^and
there is no likelihood of its being heard by l^hlma. In the case

of B luma’s first speech on p. was correct; bec^ause

the ceti had then addressed him
‘

as though void of any meaning of significance ( ).

Sahadeva now proceeds to inform Bhima that Yudhisthira had

not made his demand so low for nothing. There was a deep

purpose lying at its back. Mentioning the four villages

individually and by not mentioning ( ) tlie fifth, he

really wanted to bring prominently to the noti ce (

opening, laying bare, prominently bringing forward to aotice )

of Suyodhana, and in this way to that of the whole world, the

various grievous wrongs ( ) that they had suffered in

those places. He would thus show to the people that, though

really he himself was the injured party, he was quite ready to

treat. But Yudhisthira knew very well, Sahadeva continues,

that even this modest demand of his would be rejected and war
would necessarily follow. Yet by means of this apparently

useless procedure he would first ( ^F^ ) reveal ( ^FT^ ) to the

world that his heart was really apprehensive ( ) of the

annihilation of(^- ) of his own family, which would necessari-

ly follow declaration of hostilities, and, therefore, would rather

ovoid war than court it, and secondly, he would prove

( srf^^FT^dT ) that it is the Kuru king who is really irreconcilable

( ). Thus the moral guilt of the war and its effects would
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lie on Duryodhana’s head. This is the signifioanoe of Yiidhi-

sthira’s seemingly undignified demand; but RhTmasena has not

properly grasped it, Sahadeva means.

16.

^ ( 5rr4 ) i ( )

The first four arc the villages that Yudhisthira specifically

demands. The fifth may be any other-
(
JTR

) is

sometimes explained as ‘one certain grama^ which is paHcama
i.e. which destroys the body (

W JTlf^

) viz, This means that under pretext of leaving

the fifth village unnamed, Yudhisthira is really demanding
war. This explanation is absurd and should be bluntly rejected.

First, the meaning sought to be given to the word pallcama is

extremely unwarranted and can never have been intended

by the poet. Secondly, the explanation is unfair to Yudhi-
sthira, who is making honest efforts to prevent war and cannot
therefore, be demanding war in so many words. Thirdly, if

Yudhisthira is really demanding war and thus taking the

aggressive as it were, what is the use of asking for the four

villages previously mentioned ?

( Page 15) This is an
compound in the sense of or repetition, which is one of

the meanings of 51R^ 511^1 fi^l by means of the

demand for villages by individually naming them.

the explanation of this vyutpatti of Yudhistl lira’s

message to Duryodhana, Bhutta Narayafla, it appears to

us, has made hopeless confusion. First, his words ^
5rf^-

naturally convey to a reader the

idea that there were /owr grievous wrongs and that they were

connected with these four places. As there was no fifth wrong,

Yudhistliira said the fiftli village might be any one. But we
know, as a matter oi fact, that there were only three such wrongs

vtz. and ^dWl, whis-h include of course

• Vide also i. 8 aobve. If four villages were

mentioned specially, the four wrongs connected with them ought

to have been so mentioned. ButNaraya^a, specifically mentions

only three (for only three were really there) and makes a show of
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hinting the fourth by using the convenient word
'•) This adi really has no sense. If a fourth grievous wrong

existed it should have been specifically referred to. This in itself

is a serious defect. But there is something more also. Out of the

four villages mentioned VurUavata alone was an apakara-

sthana, being connected with iatugrhadaha. The three others

had nothing to do with the other wrong inflicted on the Panda-

vas. Poisoned food was, for instance, administered to Bhima,

while both the Kaurava and Pandava princes were living in

Hastinapura. The actual incident took place, however, out-

side the capital on the bank of the Ganges in a region known as

Pramanakotl [Vide Adiparva, Chapters 137-138 ), The gambling

match and the incidents that followed it, took place all in

Hastinapura in a sabha specially construeted for that purpose.

It would thus be seen that neither Tndraprastha, nor Yrka-

prastha, nor Jayanta was an apakara-sthana. But the way in

which the villages and the wrongs are enumerated and the way in

which Sahadeva proceed? to enlighten Bhima on this abstruse

point, would suggest that they were apakara-sthanas. Are we

to suppose that Bhatta Narayana did not know even his

Mahabharatha well ? Some connect Indraprastha with an

apakara by saying that the Pandavas betook themselves to it

when they were turned out of Hastinapura. Even if this were

correct, Indraprastha could hardly be referred to as' apakara-

sthana ( the place where wrong was indicted ). Further, none

of the apakSras enumerated was connected with it. But really

these peofple do not know what they say when , they make the

above statement with regard to Indraprastha. This appears to

be a case where one man repeats another’s statement without

looking up to the original. From the Mahabharata it is clear

that no trace of apakara can be connected with Indraprastha.

After the Pan(Javas had escaped from the house of lac, which

was set on fire by Bhima, in Varanavata, they led a life of

thrilling adventures in complete obscurity. The Kauravas were

under impression that they were all burnt to death and Dhrta-

rastra had even offered to them obsequial water. From their

obscurity the Pandavas emerged, to the surprise of all, on the

occasion of Draupadi’s svayamvara and Dhftaraslfra thereupon

invited them along with their newly wedded wife to 'Hastina-

pura, where he gave them half the kingdom and had Yudhig^hira
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crowned King. With a view to avoid any iurther quarreis be-

tween his sons and the Pandavas, he sent the latter to Kha^da-
vaprastha (name of city and the region in which it was situated).

This city then became the capital of th Pandavas and was after-

wards known as Indraprastha, because it was built anew, develop-

ed and beautified by Visvakarman, the celestial architect whose

services were lent for the purpose by Indra on the requisition of

Lord K| Sna. Vide Adiparva ch. 287. It would thus be seen

tliat Indraprastha had nothing to do with -any of the injurie?is

inllicte.d on the Pandavas. and are unknown to

the Mahabharata. One Vfkasthala finds mention in the list of

the four villages demanded. It is also a place, where Krsna, in

the coui'se of his journey to Hastinapura on his mission of

peace, sojourns. Why these places, which were not apakara-

sthanas and some of which are not even mentioned in the

Mahabharata, should be enumerated here by the poet is a

mystery. According to the Mahabharata the five villages asked

for were as follows:-'

I

OTWR
^ II 19 ' 31. One point to be looted

here is that this demand for five villages was originally made
through Sahjaya, who was the frst messenger of peace. But

it was rejected. Thereupon a second attempt to arrange peace

was made through the Lord, who was rec^uested by the Panda-
vas, even including Bhima; to bring about a peaceful settlement

somehow, because they all wanted to avoid destruction of their

own family (
'
*Tr ^ ar. 75-I I )• The Lord

was not saddled with any condition on which to arrange the

peace. Yudhisthira merely told him that his attempt at peace

through Sahjaya, when he had demanded five villages, had failed.

And here occurs a second enumeration of these five villages, the

second line reading ‘ ^ 11 23
’

’PI 71. This deserves to be noted in view of the fact that

according to Bha^ta Naraya^a the Lord went to arrange peace

on the condition of a grant of five villages. vehemently,

with impatience. Bhima had no patience to listen to the ela-

borate vyutpatti of Sahadeva. not serving any good

purpose, of no use. Bhima was purely a soldier. He oared not

for the politician’s insincere talk about tSe moral guilt of the

war and proving to the world that they were not the aggressors

. *¥. 4
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and so on. lie laid his finger exactly on the point that really

mattered, when he brought to the notice of Sahadevo the fact

that they had all vowed the destruction of the Kuru family,

when, after suffering all those humiliations in the dyOtasabha

they started for the forest. Were they, or were they not going

to prove true to their solemn vows ? If they were, then the

insincere talk of peace with its subtle vyutpatti was perfectly

useless. Note that word has a double shade of meaning.

Used by Sahadev, it vneans ‘ one who is so obdurate that.he can-

not be induced to agree to any terms. ’ This is what, according

to Sahadeva, Yudhisthira wanted to prove to the world with

regard to Duryodhana. But Bhima uses the word in the sense

of ‘ one with whom peace is by no means to be made, ’ as his

destruction had been vowed. The reading

good. It means STTWr:

cR;.. It is true, what Yudhisthira feared

was the infamy that he would incur if he became the cause of

his kulakSaya. But it is b( tter to leave this to be inferred from

the reading Besides the meaning that has to be

given to in order to make it sensible is far-fetched. It

appears a third rate scribe, not thinking Bhat^a NarayaHa’s

words clear, has added or

17. Construe:— )
i

-^RFfi ?RPIT (
^iq[ ) I

( )

Understand a kaku in each of the two sentences. The force

of the kaku is to show how unnatural the feelings of Yudhi-

sthira and others were. Really they should not feel ashamed

in the world at the destruction of the Kurus, who were after all

their enemies. On the contrary, they should be proud of the

achievement. But there was every reason for them to be ashamed
of the indignity inflicted on their wife. However apparently

they were not feeling anything for it. How unnatural was their

conduct I This stanza is the answer to Sahadeva’ s words
^

' The latter part of his speech regarding

has already been answered. (put to shame,

cause to blush ) is the caudal of ^ to be ashamed*

is the causal of 6 A., or 1 A. having the
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same sense. Note Saliadeva in his sikm cU hiul reiorred to

Bhima changed the expression tirst to and
then to He refused to acknowledge the son of Dhrta-
rastra as belonging to his own family.

( Page 16 ) ^ etc. —This a very great condemnation

of Yudhisthira and others. But one may easily concede that in

view of the many insults that Draupadi had suffered even before

the eyes of her valiant husbands, no condemnation coming from

her could be said to be too severe. do not forget.

H + 3TWr^: Aorist 2nd pers. sing of W The
augment ^ is dropped owing to the presence of the negative

particle according to ^ 6. 4. 74, ( d' I

€r. )• Further note when »fr

is joined to an Aorist, the Aorist technically has the sense of

any other tense or mood, according to " ^11^' ^T* '3. 3, 175

( 1 )• But usually in the second person singular this

tense with the augment dropped has the sense of imperative

mood, makes delay ( in coming ).

This is a denominative from The expression
^

^ pfesupposes that intimation had been conveyed to her to

go there and that she was making delay in answering the call.

But we know no such intimation had been given. They were

only expecting a chance visit. How then could such a state-

ment, involving surprise ( ^741^ ) at her delay, be made V Is

the poet nodding ? ^^1^ indeed a long time. in such

cases has the sense of long and is always followed by or

stthRI*—

N

ote the idiomatic use of the genitive. When a certain

period is represented to have elapsed after the occurrence of an

action, the word expressing the occurrence is put in the genitive

case e. g. ' iMu. vi.

owing to the influence of the vehemence of anger.

here has the sense of anger. 1 ^ ^ ^

when you are indifferent. if so,

consider yourself as having your insults avenged. For, Bhima
was now angry and would forthwith destroy all the Kauravas.

Observe a kind of dramatic irony that is present here.

Draupadi has just had fresh Paribhava, when Bhima asks her to

consider hereself as apagataparibhava. as though

dejected or sad. is p. p. from 1^^
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18. Construe*. ^ qj^-

I

( ^5^

)

Bhlma observed that Draupadl was sad. On being question-

ed, she would not readily disclose the cause of her sadness.

Bhiraa looked at her hair and at once jumped to the conclusion

that her sadness had proceeded from her one standing grievance

viz, her insults remaining unavenged so long. Only a widow,

or a woman whose husband had gone on a long journey

wore her hair loose, as Draupadl did. But the Pandavas ,were

neither dead, nor had they gone on a long journey. What then

could be the cause of Draupadl ’s wearing loose hair? In the

answer to this question lay the cause of Draupadi’s udvega. Such

was Bhima’s line of thinking. ( 3T + ST -f ;;.p. from

) not gone on a journey. ^^1^ refers to the loose dis-

ordered hair.

is a lling at Yudhisthira and others.

here may mean either * is pained * or ‘is angered h H...

what do you say ( )> even greater than this ?

Bhlma is most unpleasantly surprised to see that even a still

greater insult has been inflicted on his Queen. In a mood of

incredulity ( he cannot believe such a thing has happened )

coupled with surprise; he puts this question to Buddhimatika.

This mood is very natural in such cases. Or the sentence may
mean : What possibly ( d'R ) can be greater than this ? Bh’ima

cannot think of any insult that can possibly be greater than the

one she has already suffered. Hence his impatience to hear it.

19. Construe

The idea that Bhlma wants to convey in this stanza is that

the person, who had offered that additional insult to Draupadl,

was really courting death at his hands, as surely as a moth that

falls into a column of smoke proceeding from forest conflagra-

tion. Put in still simpler language this means that he would

surely kill such a person. This idea has been expressed by a

mixture of two figures-Rupaka (Metaphor) andUpama (Simile).

Bhima is the forest-conflagration, that is to prove destructive

to the bamboos ( ) in the form of the Kauravya’s family,
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and that in the present case is to burn the person* who has
offended Draupadl, like a moth. Draupadl, already dark in

complexion and appearing perhaps still more so owing to her
dark dishevelled hair is like the line of smoke proceeding from
the conflagration. The offending individual is like the moth
that comes in contact with the smoke and thus falls into the

fire, bringing certain ruin on itself. It is a mistake to suppose
as some do, that there is a confusion of ideas here. The
supposition is based on the assumption that the poet doubtless

wanted to compare Draupadl to wild fire and her dishevelled

hail' to a line of black smoke, but was not able to express his

ideas clearly. This assumption appears to us to be gratuitous

and entirely incorrect. Draupadl cannot properly be compared
to wild fire because she is not the direct cause of destruction of

either the Kauravas or the offendidg individual in this case, as

the wild fire is that of the destruction of bamboos and the moth.
Bhima is such a direct cause for he is to kill them all, and
consequently it is he who properly stands for the wild fire.

Resides, just as a moth, coming in contact with the line of

smoke, falls into the fire and brings about its own ruin, so an
individual, inflicting insult on Draupadl, incurs Bhltna’s anger

and meets death at his hands. Thus Draupadl, the indirect

cause of the person’s death riglitly stands for the line of smoke,

which, though not burning the moth itself, makes it fall into

the fire wherein it perishes. It will thus be seen that far from
being confused in his ideas, Bhatta NarayaHa is quite consis-

tent and logical,

^
who is the forest conflagration to the bamboos in the

form of the family of the Kauravya viz. DhrtarSstra. The

compound is an an example of . Note
‘

^ and ^'ifr ’ arj^-TR-

f%d(+lPr:. It will be noticed that the compound €“r^4^ is

peculiarly dissolved. This is the only satisfactory way of

dissolving it in view of the following. The word is formed

according to
‘ ”*1: ' Tl. 4.1. 772 (

i;r5fR ^ i ^R°5r: i

^ I ^nRTRRJTl ). But when many individuals are
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meant and females are not included among them, theafiBx

^ ^ ) is dropped, according to
^ ^

'TT*

2.4. 62 ( ^ ^ 3
i^c^lK ( I^. ). Thus if we explained the \TOrd as 3*^1’

our form would be 5^* and not We
must therefore understand the word in in the

singular, as is done above, so that the rule ^ etc.’ does

not operate at all. But in the course of ^R^T- ’ St. 25

mfra, where occurs definitely in the plural, a way out of

the difficulty is to be found as follows : 3PTc^

?T5rT ?Td SiT 4*^
affixed according to

'
’ ^*4.4.98, the ^ in

being then dropped according to ^ 6,

4.151). Thus 'tR^T* really means those that are beneficial to the

Kauravya viz. Duryodhana, and though this term would include

a large number of persons, it should be restricted to Duryodhana’s

brothers, as they were the most beneficial to him. But a diffi-

culty still remains in this that would not include Duryo-

dhana himself and he is surely meant along with his brother in
‘ €r^: ^ Tliis difficulty should somehow be removed by

('xtending the application of the reformed word ^R^* tc> Dur\’o-

dhana also, as he is most beneficial to himself, or by having

resort to what is called the as follows: 4iR^^ ( )

W4io^f^
( This commonly called

though not strictly regarded as a samasa by Sanskrit

grammarians, is obtained according to
^ ’

^T. 1.2.64. ( ^TTR 1 RT. €t.).

It will thus be seen that though « can be satisfactorily

explained, 'SR^f: cannot. —Understand after

this. BhTraa is pointing to himself, placing his hand proudly

on his chest- S^l '^^1- ^ whose braid of hair is loosened.

here has the first of the two senses, explained above
( p. 3 ),

This compound is applicable to ( line of smoke ) as

well, when it means ‘ which has given out or exhibited, i. e.

which moves in, a column or stream ( )
*• ^

I

’ t*l- The reading also gives the same

sense. Only we have to understand ^RIT in the second of the

two senses abovementioned (p. 3). But is better as
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it suggests the idea of the insult inflicted on her more directly.

—The optional forms of the pronouns and ( viz,

etc. ) are used when there is

their proper forms have already been used in a previoue clause

e. g. i

JRJd Consequently the use of here is unwarranted, as

there is no "^^F^ would be correct. ^^F^ means

Draupadl, with special reference to the colour of her complexion.

Punningly the word means ‘ dark ’ and qualifies

touching, coming in contact with, hence metaphorically, insult-

ing or offending. This present participle denotes the cause of the

action, according to
^

'
^T. 3.2.126. {^K

3=?^^ I 3^ ). Here the toucli is the cause

why the person is said to act the moth.

acts like a moth ) is a denominative from in the

sense of ‘ acting like,’ formed according to
^ ’

3.1.11. ( ^WRTd;

^

I T%. €t. ).

accompanied by the mother e, Kuntl. It

appears Kunti owed respect to Gandhari as the wife of her

husband’s elder brother.^ (co-wives),

cIRTT
( group ). —This shows how vitally conscious

Bhima was of the duties that young people owed to their elders

and what great importance he attached to the observance of

formalities. To him there was nothing amiss in his wife and

mother going to pay their respects to the mother of his most

inveterate enemy. This is an indirect proof to show tliat, inspite

of his violent words and defiant attitude, he woud never prove

disobedient to Yudhisthira, who as a guru was to him always

vandya. etc. —The anger that J^hirna shows here and

the impatience that he exhibits below (
‘

) when he

comes to know that Draupadi was addressed by the wife of his

enemy, become very interesting when we remember that he has

not yet heard the worst part of the story. What he will say

when the worst comes ? We have only to imagine. lie is so

jealous of his Queen’s honour that if this and nothing else had

happened, it was according to him a just cause ( ) for her

anger. W who cast a glance on the group of

her friends. Bhanumati significantly looked at her friends in
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order to mrflce them enjoy the fun that she was having at the

cost of Draupadi. etc. —What BhSnumatl meant
was this. The Pandavas were suing for peace. This was tanta-

mount to their having given up their original intention of

avenging Draupadi’ s wrongs by killing the Kauravas... Draupadi
had thus no hope of her loose hair being tied by Bhima with his

hands stained with Duryodhana’s blood. She had therefore

better tie them up herself. —This is a very significant

sentence and is extermely sarcastic. Bhima probably was much
too overpowered. Otherwise he would have burst out into a

violent paroxysm of anger. As it is, the sentence suggests to

Sahadeva the dire necessity of taking immediate steps to prevent

the recurrence of such incidents instead of meekly putting up
with them. etc. —Sahadeva takes the whole matter

in a light-hearted way. He does not think there is anything

in it specially annoying. Bhanumati is Duryodhana’s wife and

it is quite natural she should have caught a little of her husband’s

wickedness of heart.

20 . Construe

i

The first line contains a general proposition and well illus-

trates what ordinarily happens in the case of marriages in Hindu
society. But we must note tliat the proposition is general only

and not universal. For, instances where waves engraft their

character and disposition on their husbands are not w^anting !

( from^ ) association, companionship.

stands metaphorically for The use of

( indeed, no doubt), one in each line, is not artistic. ^TT^T

a tree. %1^: ),

d d’fTTT^dT resorting to a poisonous tree. ^^^d
( causal of

to faint) causes to faint, brings on a swoon.

Understand ^^l^dR as the object of As the

creeper is originally sweet, a man eats it (some creeper used for

such purpose being meant here). But association with a

poisonous tree has changed its nature and it now therefore

deprives the man of his (consciousness instead of giving him
deliglit- Teohnicrally the Atmanepada is used wdien the fruit of

the action accrues to the agent, according to ^Rdl^d:
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’

^r. 1. 3. 78 ( ^f;#TTf^R

f^nr^ ! ^. ) Scholiasts therefore object to the Atmanepada
in because the swoon belongs to another and notjio the

agent viz. the creeper, and suggest the emendation But
the objection, though technically correct, cannot be allowed, as

this distinction between tlie Atmanepada and Parasmaipada is

not consistently followed in literature, both the padas being

found used promiscuously. The figure in the stanza is

The first line contains a general proposition which

is supported by a particular instance in the second line (

). That the relation of husband and wife exists

between a tree and a creeper is quite a common-place in Sanskrit.

It is a mistake to say that the figure in stanza is For

requires two par^icu/ar propositions, one supporting the other

and " H; etc. ’ is not a particular proposition. For the

general idea in the stanza compare

dT^ d I dFT ddf^d %dr n ^ n 75

IRR; dR dK'^d-etc. —Buddhimatika, it appears, is a very

smart and clever maid, exceedingly ready-witted. She is not

afraid ev^n to snub Bhima a little. How can Bhima expect

Draupadi to condescend to reply to such a mean attack ? It is

beneath her dignity to do so, especially when she has about her

clever servants like Buddhimatika, I'his is what she means by

her short, pithy sentence. digdTd etc.—This w^as a very

clever, spirited and ready-witted reply and it naturally pleased

the rough soldier, Bhima. How could the hair of Draupadi be

tied so long as the hair of Bhanumati and her sisters-in-law

were not untied or loosened ( ^3^ )
'( This latter would happen

when their husbands, the Kauravas, would be killed by Bhima.

The reply in effect amounted to saying that Draupadi had full

hopes of her w'^rongs being avenged and that she wou|d only tie

up her hair when the perpetrators o flier wrongs were killed.

The sentence is a good example of which consists in

conveying the intended sense by a clever indirect mode of

expression (
‘

^T'^T I
’
S. D. x.6l).

refers to Bhanumati and her sisters-in-law. braids of

hair, masses of hair- The words ’IRfW and coming after

words
^
meaning hair, signify mass or collection.

^
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^ etc.-Bhima is pleased at Buddhi-
matika’s reply, which he says was quite worthy of the PSnda-
vas’ servants. They must now no longer put up with any
insult, but must return tit for tat. The reply also serves

another purpose. In a very effective way it reminds Bhima of

his important task of killing the Kauravas. That makes him
impatient ( and he gets up from his seat. There is now
no time to be lost. He solemnly assures his Queen that in only

( ) a short time he would tie up her hair with hands gory
with Duryodhana’s blood.

21 . Construe

( I ) ^,1%, I

whose pair of thighs shall have been well ( ) pounded
or pulvarized by the strokes of the terrible mace brandished in

my restless arms. Bhima is telling DraupadI what would happen
when he would proceed to effect his work of revenge. Both

and refer to the same individual. The use of

here in preference to suggests the ease with which Bhima
expects to fight with him ( ). ^

=5r JR: ^ ’IFit^ whose hand s are reddened

with the unctuous or smooth ( p,p, ^ ^ to be col-

lected into a mass), co-agulated or congealed ( p, from

^ ) and thick blood. Note that the compound

^R...’nT^'. is what is called a for the sense of the

compound is not complete, the expectancy ( ) as to

whose blood it was that reddened Bhima’ s hands remaining

unsatisfied. The same fact is differently expressed by saying

that the compound is faulty, inasmuch as is construed

with which is only a part of the compound. Properly

we should have . . . 411%! . The stock example of such

sapeksa compounds is where is construed

with 3^ only. Language, however, allows such compounds in-

spite of their technical defect, ( ), for, as is argued*

tne word fulfilling the expectancy is easily understood
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is the future of denominative from an
ornament worn on the crown of the head. means to

adorn, decorate; hence to tie or bind up. There is a grim sug-

gestion that in tying up Draupadl’s hair Bhima would decorate

them also, the decoration being the thick^ clotted blood of

Duryodhana.

. . .Mld^i-Draupdal had no doubt that Bhima was quite

capable of doing everything that he had vowed, when once he

was fully ( 'TR ) enraged. Bjit she feared that his brothers

would not favour ( ^ ^ to favour or support ) BhTma’s

determination ( Her fears were however set at rest

by Sahadeva promsing support on behalf of himself and his

brothers. At this stage a great noise was heard behind the cur-

tain as if in confirmation of the support that Sahadeva had just

promised. The whole scene has been very cleverly managed by
the poet. For

' ' J reads ' m-
( My Lord, you have in

your anger determined to achieve an exceedingly difllcut thing.

May therefore the deities consent to or support this determina-

tion of yours )
• ^ It is easy to see that this reading is not good.

DraupadT liad absolutely no misgiving regarding lUuma’s capa-

city to fulfil his words. So the reference to his vyavasita as

duskara is improper. Her only doubts arose from the attitude

of Yudhisthira and others. And this true state of her mind is

clearly brought out by the reading adopted in the text.

P^cT:, 3l^rc<T?-1 I ( )

Behind the curtain a drum is being loudly beaten. Bhima

is describing it in this stanza. What the significajice of^this

beating of the drum is we shall presently see.

^TT 3TFI^cl; q: ?rFR: ?(¥f ^1^ ®r«T:

=^1

sfR: deep or grave like the sound- of the Man-
dara mountain as it spinned or revolved ( on its axle ) with its

caverns (55^) flooded or inundated ( p. p. from

5^ ) with the water of the ocean agitated in the process of be-
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ing churned. Once upon a time the gods and demons churned the

ocean of milk for nectar. They used the mountain, Mandar, as

a churning rod and the serpent Vauki as the tying rope. As the

mountain moved round and round, the ocean became agitated

and its water filled the caverns of I\Iandara. A great noise was

consequently produced. To this noise the present drum i. e, the

noise produced therefrom is compared. Note
^

^ I I SPT

II
’

VIT. 3TTT^ 18. 13. Dravid explains

as revereberating in the caverns that were filled

etc. This is hardly allowable. For, ^ does not possess that

sense and it is not good to understand it in it inspite of
‘ ^nr^^T: ’ or the celebrated '•

Besides if the caverns were filled with water, how could the

mountain reverberate in them ? Keverberation would only be

possible in empty caverns. as it receives

the strokes of the drum-sticks. ^ Jt was

a huge war-drum and many people were beating it with many
sticks. J notes a technical sense of quoting as from

Bharata ' ^ I ^ ^>T[Rd: ^
’ This sense in itself represents a liiglily exaggered idea,

signifying a purely imaginary noise, rather than one actually

lieard. For, it is difficult to believe that one can ever hear an

actual noise produced by the simultaneous ( ) beating of

Iiundreds of thousands of large drums ( ) and hundreds

ppon hundreds of kettle-drums ( )• This technical sense,

then, is manifestly not intended in the present case, for it is

absurd to suppose that countless drums were being beaten on

the present occasion. Besides, the plural refers to many
strokes of the stick, or of the stick, if we suppose that only one

stick was being used ( ), rather than to many
such koh^ghatas. Further 5^1^ and are synonyms

(

^
^ ^*1^* ) and it was physically impossible that

the noise of a dundubhi could be heard when hundreds upon

kwidreds of bheris were being beaten, ^

^ terrific like the mutual

clashing or, collision of assemblages of thundering clouds of

w'-orld-destruction. As the huge drum received strokes from

numerous sticks, the noise created was as terrific as that which
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would proceed from a collision of groups of those thundering

clouds that made their appearance at the time of world destnic-

tion. Compare
'

5'!^: ’ K. p. 111. 3mfTP?r f.^1: ( ?mT?r )

3i5(<jjT'. the harbinger ( that announces as it were

the effects ) of the wrath of Draupadl. In a spirit of chivalrous

courtesy Bluma refers to the drum as the harbinger of Draupa-

di’s wrath and not his own, or that of the Pa^davas.

the stormy

or violent wind that is a portent ( ^c’lTd: ) boding the destruc-

tion of the Kuru family. It is a belief that violent disturbances

in nature portend great calamities. Compare Shakespeare ‘ when
beggar die there are no comets seen, the heavens themselves

blaze forth death of princes,’ Julius C(Bser Act II, So. ii,

Stormy wind is one of such portents. The drum is indentified

with a stormy wind that portends the destruction of the Kuru
family. It should be noted that itself means a violent

stormy wind, the result of contending breezes. The word

would thus be superlluous. In such cases the convenlion oT

exegetes is to take the word, which possesses a qualified mean-

ing, in the sense of the qualification only. Note
'T^T Thus which

means a violent or stormy wind, here to be understood in the

sense of ‘ violent or stormy ’ merely. is thus defined :

’ mriiiftai 39. i; 1

^ 31W5 ftfTTR: 5#^;
the friend or fellow of the echo of our war-cry. Bhima

means to suggest tfiat their war-cry was very loud. Apparently

in ancient days the loudness of the war-cry was considered to be

an index to the greatness or the valour of tiie combatants. Note

that becomes at the end of a TatpuruSa compound
according to 5. 4. 91. The reading is

to be preferred to because we know from Draupadi’s

speech below (after st. 24) that the drum was even then being

beaten. So which designates past tense would not do.

denoting continuous present, is consequently better.

• ^S^^--This scene has been very cleverly managed by

the poet. As soon as the confused Chamberlain uttered the
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words ‘Here indeed the divine Vasudeva,’ all people get up with

hands folded and inquired in haste where the Lord was. This

their action was more eloquent of their great reverence for

Kr?9a than any number of words would have been. The fact

was that the Chamberlain had not completed his sentence. He
was not announcing the arrival of the Lord, as the party

thought and as the audience also would think, but was merely

reporting an incident that happened to him. Bhima and others

had, however, no patience to hear him to the end and they

automatically rose up. Such was the electric effect of the mere

mention of the Lord’s name. The whole scene is very effective

from the dramatic point of view and testifies to the author’s skill.

The following special sense of W'qpi; may be noted :

^

6 . 5 .79. ^
enraged at his partiality towards the Pandavas.

was attempted to be seized. Note that the infinitive has no

passive form in Sanskrit. That is the original reading is

shown by Bhima’s words
*

^ Otherwise he would have said

‘
. The causal form^^ift^J^ was probably' introduced

by some wiseacre of a scribe, who thought that Duryodhana

must have asked somebody else to bind Kfs^a and hence the

causal was necessary. As a matter of fact we know from the

Mahabharata that no regular attempt was made to capture the

person or Krsna. Duryodhana, Shakuni, KarHaand Dussasana

had merely conspired to capture him. But their evil intention

was understood by Satyaki, who revealed it to Krsna in the

presence of Dhrtraastra and others. Duryodliana thereupon

was summoned into the assembly and severely reprimanded by

his father and there the matter ended. After this Krsna

manifested his visvarUpa. For these incidents read Udyoga-

parva Ch. 130-181 . Bhatta Narayana changes the episode a

little with a view to make it suitable for his dramatic purpose

and represents the Lord as displaying his world-form in order

to frutstrate Duryodhana ’s attempts to seize him. Here in

all printed editions the Kai^cukin’s speech runs as follows :

‘ ’
. It is easy to see that

the words have found a place in this speech by

some sort of confusion with the Ka^oukin’s next speech. For,
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if the KaUcukiri had oompleted liis sentence here with the words

there was no necessity for Bhima to ask ' h

What happened was this. When the KaUcukin said
^

• • •

’ Bhima impatiently asked because he feared

that Duryodhana in his insolence must have laid rude hands on
the Lord. #rhe Kallcukin allayed his fears hy declaring

^

’• We have therefore removed the words
' ’

from the speech which begins with ' ^Pdcf‘>.’ «^|%d d^
d^ ^d[d ^f^’drd: dd that had faiijted at the encounter

( ^rd:.) of the refulgence of his Universe-Form displayed (by
him). For a good description of the Lord’s visvarUpa, read

Adhyaya 11 of the Gita- having disegarded. d f^i^d
?T«rr without delay. 'Ttl^S

( qjg + 55^ a possessive allix) covered with
dust, polluted, defiled; then, one who defiles or disgraces,

a bane. 'TTdd lias the same sense. you having thus
transgressed all bounds. TdTTO^d fdfdWTT^ visible or outward
cause. What lihima means is that in attempting to seize

the person of Kfsna Duryodhana had really thrown to tlie

winds all rules of righteous conduct. His impiety had then
reached a» stage where it was of itself sure to bring on him
ruin as punishment. The intervention of anything else

was really unnecessary. The outward cause of his destruc-
tion would be the enranged Pandavas. But the real cause
was his own unrighteousness. Compare ' dW^^gr%^
f^c^r 5(Tf^ I ftwriqra' -qq ¥r^-

,

*ffcll 9 . 3a. in |iis proper character viz. tliat of a
divine personage. Sahadeva is the youngest of the PaUi^avas.
This innocent query is therefore quite worthy of him.

23. Construe:-3nwRiqr:, gnt-

qrqf^r: (giR: ), q qqqt 'jqtPrqrr qr

g<;r<>T ^q qtfpq: am
( gqfqq: ) w

I
( *pqiq^?[T )

The stanza describes Lord Krsna in terms of the Highest
Brahman and the expressions used are reminiscent of words and
phrases in which Brahman is referred to in the UpaniSads and
the Gita. That Bhima should describe in this way ia
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highly significant. It shows that Bhima knew the Lord in his

svarSpa and even if peace had been effected through his agency,

Bhima would reverentially have submitted to it inspite of his

violent protestations. Bhimaiwas really a greater devotee of

Krsoa than even Arjuna, who is popularly considered to be the

greatest. 3TT % those who find their all-sided

delight in themselyes. This represents withdrawal from the

world and its various objects of enjoyment and turning one’s

attention inward. This is the first stage towards the realisation

of the Lord. Other explanations of tte compound are

(
place of recreation ) or siKFf: ^

to whom their self is merely a forest i. e. who care not the least

for their own comforts, are perfectly indifferent towards them-

selves. t: who have fixed their love

on distinctionless undifferentiated mental concentration.

( ) means close mental concen-

tration on the object of one’s worship. According to Vedanta

Samadhi is of two kinds. or and or

which in Yoga are known as and

or possessed of distinction, is that concentration where-

in tlie person concentrating is conscious of the distinction of

the knower, the knowledge and the known, called

This is a lower form of Samadhi. The higher form is

wherein the person concentrating becomes so

i4.entitied with the object of his concentration that he loses

the threefold distinction above referred to and remains in state

of perfect union with Brahman. Note

I ct'T

^ 80; also
‘ 8. 8.

( ff 3 «ffii'aTR^RTf^*IT»T

I

) and ‘ ( 3mfR: I )’

1. 18.fdTW...^tR= represents the second stage vw. that

of putting into practice the means of the realisation of the Lord.

The second line refers to the third stage, depicting the result

that follows the continued practice of this means. The result con-

sists in the destruotion of tamas and rajas and the accumulation
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of sattva, which hiially lead.s to the devoutly-to'be'-wishcd* cun

summation viz. the realisation.

owing to excess or profuseness of knowledge. > which is

another reading, means the same thing. here appears t5 have

been used in the same sense in which RamSnuia understands it

in his Sribliasya or continuous meditation or contem-

plation (
' ^ ). In this

way only the word ( ejjeess ) can be well understood*

dTO: 5F^: who have severed or snapped asunder all knots of

tamas Or ignorance. When j ftana increases, tamas or a]ftana

naturally disappears. Tamas here includes rajas also, for it is

no less detrimental to the higher aim. When these are destroy-

ed, sattva increases. ^ who are firmly

estaV)lished in sattva or the quality goodness. When this stage

is reached the preparation is complete and realisation follows.

J describes this process as follows : ‘ 3 ^^F^T^ dd: dT^ifF-

dd^^W^d ddWr^F^gdF; dd: m
drq^^TK^.: ^FSR I

^ and dJfdt ^ 'TWFd:

( f^dFd^ ) are predicates. The sages realise ( ) the Lord
as being such. means indescribable or incomprehensible.

This is quite in accord with the description of the Lord we find in

the-UpaniSads. What is exactly meant by the other predicate,

‘ ( lying) beyond ( the regions of ) darkness and light, ’ is not

clear. Probably the expression refers to the Lord’s all-perva-

dingness, region of darkness signifying the nether worlds and

those of light the upper ones. The Lord lies beyond all these

i. e. He pervades the entire universe and yet remains over and

above it, an idea somewhat similar to that contained in

•a^TF ^ Rg. X. 90. 1. Another way is to take

dddT^ to stand for the quality tamas and ^FF^^li for rajas and

sattva. The idea then is that the Lord is beyond these three

qualities i, e. is r^FS^^d. J explains •

^

^WF^t I I ^ ^qtc^Th^. ^ The
objection against this interpretation is that there is no propriety

in declaring that the Lord is incomprehensible by ‘ false know-

ledge ’ and that He is really otherwise would
not be But J’s words might be understood to be an
emphatic way of putting forth the great diflSoulty of oomprehen-
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ding the Lord. Note that occurs as a qualification of

the Lord in the Gita 18. 18 '
i

where interprets the word as
^

and as ‘
1 lf§h %s^^: \ \

^ is used in the sense of ^ ^ trqf^ .

the ancient God. The Lord is often referred

to under this title. Note ' 5^: 5^R‘ ’ 11.88. The

etymology of 3^ is interesting. RWd ^1^^ ^^1^ 8* 19 ' 3^
» 3^ " 3^^ means that which was new in an-

cient days^but is no longer so now. ^1^ blinded by in-

fatuation ( proceeding from wealth and power.). ^ is better

than ^1^* First, because it suggests pity for the lot of the

infatuated Duryodhana and secondly, because it conforms to

^R13 above.

(arf^ + + is doing, is about. Bhima
wanted to know what effect the failure of Kfsna’s mission had

on Yudhisthira. ^ with and has here the simple sense

of fJ. ^^^il^-This reply of the Chamberlain looks a trifle imper-

tinent. He should really have answered Bhima’s query directly.

Instead he avoids it altogether. In this connection we must
remember that the Chamberlain had come to call Bhima, for

Krsna wanted to see him immediately. In order therefore to

avoid any further loss of time he thus cut the matter short by

asking Bhima to go himself to Yudhisthira, with whom Krsna
evidently was. Further, the dramatic effect of the following

stanza, which answers Bhima’s query, would have been lost

if Jayandhara had answered him directly. and

were two ancestors, not direct though, of Krsna, being the sons

of who was a son of himself a son of Vide

1. 84. We cannot understand how Bhatta Narayana. mentions

them as Commanders of Yudhisthira ’s army along with

Drupada, Virata and Sahadeva. For, by this time they must
have been long dead. NSraya^a’s looseness of writing is

responsible for this error. The only way out of the dijOSculty

is suppose that there were two individuals of the names of

Vr§9i and Andhaka, that had commanded two Pan^ava
divisions. They probably belonged to the Yadava clan; biit of

course were quite different from ItfS^a’s ancestors bearing

those names. is a large division or army consisting
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of 21870 clmriots, an equal number ol' elepliants, 65610 horses

and 109350 foot. Note ' SRflrTTrlT I

#trraf#:
|| 23 ?rHr%:

(t.e. 21870)1 *T^t ^ %=? 3w g I TO^irirf^ 'raRT^gcui^^ =qmr; {i.e. 109330) 11 25

'l^'nt'T^^TIP'f d^TT'SlHT 5(1^ ^ I qs
( i.e. 65610)

wi^f II 26 qrg: sr^i; 1...27 *i- *it. 2.

is explained apqi: ail^d^ 31OT»lt I^TRIJ^

^RT the being had by the qi^ ' 3TJa7^rt’i=3n5q-

and being changed to “T according to 'J.^'iqrffl?IRR»T:
’

qr. 8.4.3. ( iq’w or; tiiRt ^ § »Tq.K5jfqiii% 1

|ftq dlfilq.IS^q lur^T: I 37^; 1 q|=qiq^ ^PJRq;.

)

24. Construei-qq; iiRqci^ripft^tRirr ( gj^i^ ) qRjf

qwqfir (et^r)

( )

Some one from behind the curtain is announcing in this

stanza to llie Pandava and the Kuru armies that Yudhis^hira’s

anger, which was originally roused by the insults offered to

Draiipadi, but which all this while he had suppressed with
great eiforts, because he was afraid of breaking liis vow of

truthfulness, is now stirred and is working in all its fury against

the Kauravas. d^ ‘'dW- d^Id^ ^1^ ?fd. Supply
The vow of truth refers to the wager, to which Yudhi*

sthirahad agreed and which he lost oiz> 12 years’ residence in

forest and one year’s residence incogiiUo. YudhiSthira wanted
to abide by his plighted word. That was why he did not allow

his anger any scope during these 13 yeass. suggests that

Ksatriya as he was, he found it very difficult to curb his just

anger. But he had to do it in view of his vow of truth. That
cost him great efforts therefore. rendered dull in

intensity, suppressed, checked. Dissolve this as d
This is technically known as a

form, which is obtained when a certain thing, which is not
some other thing, is metaphorically looked upon as having

become ^hat other thing according to
^ ^
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TT. 5. 4. 50 and (
‘

(

irFg^?3ir af% f??n
’

^Ic'*»<>c3Tri^R^^ I 3T^: ^'RT^,

d I irfiWd: I... I K^rijdr ?Tf^: I H- ^.)-

This technical use of 1^^ is best illustrated by Kalidasa’s

‘ arg g?;: qw% ' r. 2. 86, where

we know that the tree, though not really a son of ^iva,

is accepted by Siva as such. Hence is there appro-

priately used. In fact, as pointed out by NageSa in his

Sekhara, the real%rovince of is there where we have a meta-

phorical use of the word e^q. ^ 2. 8. The
student should remember this point well as it is not under-

stood by many people- But in literature we often come acros

examples, where is not used in the strict sense of

This must be classed as poetical licence. The present

does not possess the strict sense. For, Yudliisthira had

really curbed his anger and there was no such thing as tlie really

‘ not curbed ’ anger being looked upon as curbed. It is, however,

possible to say in this case *that Yudhisthira had not really

made his anger ( dull or less intense ). It was always there

in his heart in all its intensity. He had merely suppressed it

e, had not allowed it to manifest itself. According to this view

would represent strict use of For, suppressed, or

curbed is only a secondary sense of ^
which was even sought to be forgotten. Peacefully inclined

( ) as Yudhisthira naturally was, he not only tried to

check his anger, but in his desire for the peace ( ) of his

family, he even sought to forget it. But apparently he was not

able to do so. ( fire or grief )
^

is not

a happy combination. For, the idea of forgetting is not pro-

per in the case of fire. ^^T^dJJ^or would have been

appropriate. Bhat ta NarSya^a appears to have lost sight of

the metaphor in the foruth line, when he wrote th e

second 1 ^^1 dd>: dJJd: ^fdd:

enkindled or generated in wooden sticks in the form of gambling.

The metaphor refers to the generation of sacrificial fire, which

is accomplished by rubbing together two pieces of Sami wood

called 3TiT<:). The gambling represents
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the ara^is where the fire of Yudhisthira’s anger was generated

and the cause of such generation was the dragging of the hair

and garment of Draupadl. suggests similitude of the

with the rubbing activity of the hands in generation of

the sacrificial fire. belonging to

Yudhisthira. W spreads apace,

rages wildly.

^CT^?-Bhlma is naturally glad to learn that Yudhisthira
had gVown angry, for, it meant that war would be declared and
he would get the long expected opportunity of wrecking his

vengeance. ^ ST^: cf^T

with its course unimpeded. Bluma hopes that no obstacle may
hlockthe progress of Yudhisthira’s anger. ^

deep or loud like the thundering of clouds of

world-destruction. Dravid finds fault with this expression on
the ground that the comparison of with is not
logically consistent. For, it is not the drum that is deep or

loud, but rather its sound. We do not think there is anything

objectionable here. This appears to us to be a case of simple

JakSana or me|aphor, by whi(ih the word dundublii denotes the

sound of the drum. Dravid's further objection that such

metaphorical use would not be consistent with holds no
water. For, it is well-known that laksana is to be resorted to

only when the primary sense is inapplicable. This thus means

that going with is to be understood metaphorically

but with it has its usual sense. Compare stanza 22 above.

—Observing that the war-drum was being loudly beaten

over and over again, Draupadi asked Bhlma why it was so

beaten. With grim humour Bhima answered a sacriG(;e was

proceeding and proceeded to explain that it was the sacrifice of

war. (
so indeed ) is used to introduce explanation of an

idea previously expressed. Here Bhima proceeds to explain

why he terms the impending war a sacrifice.

25. Construe-.-w m-
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Note that in this elaborate explanation of the war-saorifioe

the glee with which Bhlma looks forward to the long expected

war is clearly seen. cl those that sacrifice at

proper time, the officiating priests. There are four principal

priests m a sacrifice viz. For the

most ancient list of such priests Vid^ Rgveda 2.1.2. A rtvij is

thus defined by Manu * ^

1

^ II
’

2. 1. 43. Bhlma means that him-

self, Ariuna, Nakula .and Sahadeva are these four principal

priests in this war sacrifice. the director of the rites.

This is quite an approprite epithet of the Lord. Had it not

been for the constant guidance of Srikrsna, the Pandavas would

not have been victorious in spite the justice and
^
righteousness

on their side. is Yudhisthira, who is always referred

to as Maharaja. It should be remembered that Yudhisthira

was a crowned king. The ceremony took place in Hastinfipura,

after all the Pandavas had emerged from their obscurity and

wedded Draupadi. Dhrtarastra had then invited them and be-

stowed on them half the kingdom.

initiated for the sacrifice of war. This refers to or the

sacrificer proper, who in the present case is Yudhisthira.

is variously explained. The most ancient explanation (l)

. The orthodox dogma is that

animals killed in sacrifices do not really constitute slaughter, at

any rate slaughter which is reprehensible
;
hence the propriety

of the name adhvara. Note ^^R,
’ 1.8. Other explanations are (2)

I ^ ft ^ f|l%3 I

'

on Rgveda 1.1.4. ( 3 ) ^ %^wh

( I )
^ d which never

fails in giving the fruit expected. ( 5 )
^'^^R ^TK

referring to the fact that sacrifice paves one’s way to

heaven. (6) ^ m
referring to the practice of caryying on a sacrifice

without interruption from beginning to end,

) is formed according to ^ R*
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5.2.86. ( ^r. ^ t 3TT^T^of[S2rR[ I 1%. ^
or initiation was a ceremony which was performed by the

sacrifieer before tlie commencement of the sacrifice and which,

entailing as it did certain restrictions on the sacrifieer, made
him fit for performing the sacrifice, ^c^fl is the wife of the

sacrifieer, who also had to observe certain vows. In the present

case the vow refers to the vow observed by Draupadl of wear-

ing her hair loose. For vide, above p. 81. The word

refers to Duryodhana and his 99 brothers, who in the present

war sacrifice represented the animals that were to be slaughtered.

mRT--' 5T: the soothing of the

pain of insults suffered hy our beloved viz. you. This was to

constitute the fruit of the war-sacrifice. a Prince,

a member of the Ksatriya caste. inviting.

Iffiima thus names the drum, because he feels

sure that the war, which it is proclaiming, is to bring them

renown, p. from WF^^F^^ to grow fat or swell and

is used adverbially in the sense of ‘ loudly is booming.

This stanza is (juoted by K* P. vii. p. 855 as an illustration of

the poetical defect called m:
^ absense of the intended connection ). Here

evidently the poet intends the expression to be connect-

ed with each of the clauses viz. 'TOTffF-

^ etc. Put on

account of being compounded with it is not

available for grammatical construction with the other clauses.

Hence the defect mentioned arises. as* an. independent

word would not have given rise^to^this doSa.

5F"^F^*^ being commanded by our elder

brother. Note the somewhat unusual sense of command that

usually meaning permission, has in this passage. The

reading means at the command, being applied in the

sense of the ablative. W ^ ^
deeds worthy of our valour. FTFWr would

also do. may mean either ‘ having tears, i. e. with

tears* or ‘ checking the tears. ’ This latter is preferable. For,

it shows that Draupadi wanted to • avoid any sign of inauspi-

ciousness which tears we^e consideredJto be, [on :this. auspicious
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occasion. Tears at this time were so natural in the case of

Draupadl. They reveal her loving nature.

prepared for battle with the demons. —The
propriety of this simile lies in the fact that Draupadl knew well

that Kfsna always became victorious in his fights with the

demons. —This is an exceedingly significant benediction

and shows the sacredness of a mother’s heart. Very wisely

indeed does Draupadl keep the nature of what Kunti hopes

( ) for the Pandavas undefined. No words can adequa-

tely describe the feelings of a mother towards her children.

the utterance of your benediction, the expression of

your pious wish what need even now of giving

you a vain consolation ? Bhima meant to say that all the

assurances he had given her till then were in a sense false or

vain, because they were never followed by any deeds. But then

there was no necessity of offering any more consolations of that

kind. For, he was about to take immediate action. He there-

fore was in dead earnest in what he said in the following stanza

and exactly meant to act up according to his words.

26. Construe

^ who has not completely finished with

the Kauravyas viz. Duryodhana'and others, e. killed them

to a man. ^TTFcf: ^^1 m
whose face is turned pale through shame

at having to put up with the insults { received ). What Bhima
means is this : In former days every time he saw Draupadl,

his face turned pale in shame at having meekly submitted to

those various insults that were inflicted on them and at not

having avenged them yet. But now he was going to kill the

Kauravas and have his vengeance, -^djie was determined not

to see Draupadl before he did that. is explained as

which is distressed, hence which is

turned pale. Note ' ^ The
reading " means * pain and shame arising from
the insults’ and is much too tame. The important factor of

meek submission ( ) is here lost. The reading in the text
is therefore preferable. ^ f^f^: wolf-bellied,
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having the appetite of a wolf. BhTrna was so called owing to

his voracity.

^ ^-“This is a very characteristic warning that Drau-

padl gives to Bhima. It reveals so vividly her loving anxiety

for his safety, DraupadI fears that, goaded on by the memory
of the insults suffered by her, Bhima may move on the field of

battle unmindful of his personal safety. With a heart, grown

feverish through love, she requests him not to do so.

( ablaze or enkindled )

indeed, do not move. who do not pro-

perly observe or care for their body, regardless of personal safe-

ty. ^^ wr those in wliich

one must move without making any mistake i. e. with absolute

caution. §^1^ excellent lady of the warrior caste. The epithet

is purposely used. It suggest that DraupadI, as an excellent

Ksatriya woman, need have no such apprehension. For she

should have known that the Pandavas were well versed in the

art of moving on the field of battle.

27 . Constriie:-^

'TP^?FT: Tr^: ( ) I
( )

The stanza contains a description of the battle-field, couch-

ed in terras horrible and disgusting, well calculaled to bring out

the tfsRdf or the sentiment of the terrible.

fw: q ^ =5r TOT JffW =^,

Tf : in the mire ( formed ) of the blood, fat

( ), flesh and brains ( ) of elephants torn to pieces or

mangled ( ) by mutual collisions ( ). the thick of

the battle elephants dashed violently against one another. The

result was their bodies were mangled and blood, fat, flesh and

brains were freely spilt. These together formed a thick com-

pound, which is considered to be mud. Note that the compound

is to be construed with The chariots were

plunged in such mud, so deep and vast it was. It is not good

to take as a qualifying For then’

WFft would hang looesly on.
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^ where the gallant or valiant foot-soldiers plant their
eet on the tops of ('d4K)the chariots. The mangling of elephants
due to their mutual collision gives rise to mud formed of their
blood, etc. Chariots get plunged therein. The valiant foot-soldier
has therefore to force his way on by planting his foot on their

tops, ?iT %r ?rJT5r:m fc^:, mn
JfT: mi: 5I»ri??T:

W<!: where headless trunks (

a headless trunk" that moves; ‘ ’

) dance to ( the tune of ) musical instruments ( <2^ } in the
form of the inauspicious^ ( 3T^ ) female jackals ( 1%^! ), howl-
ing in their assembly ( ),( gathered ) for drinking the
plentiful (

ma
) blood (that is spilt). Blood ran profusely.

Jackals in their numbers were consequently attracted to drink it
and they howled as they enjoyed the carouse. In the mean-
while soldiers were being killed and their headless trunks stalk-
ed about. The poet represents that these as it were danced to
the tune of the howling of the inauspicious jackals.
while commenting upon R. 7. 71 remarks that a headless
trunk dances when a thousand warriors are killed. Note
‘
=75r sfkTJrt^

I ^ 1
‘ aTtJijcqqr

f^TRT 5T Ti;: I UPf: ’

quoted by Nandargikar. HirpT: irss: atorq;

in the { very

)

inmost water of the one great ocean in the form
of battle *. e. in the thick of the fight. suggests the great-
ness of the ocean. expert versed, profieient.
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the Chamberlain) was so called because he wore a

kaficuka or a long robe, peculiar to his office, somewhat similar

to the modern academic gown. For definition vide Appendix A.

BrahmaHa by caste, he is represented as grown old in the king’s

service or guarding the harem and is always decribed as complain-

ing about his old age and infirmities Compare v. 1:

iii. 1; iii. 1; ji;, commanded*

31^ from (having

performed ) the customary duty of bowing to Mother’s feet.

The Mother here is Duryodhana’s mother; GandhfirT, Bhanuma-

tl’s raothcr-indaw. The practice of saluting the elders every

morning is very old and is still found in good families.

an established rule of conduct, a customary duty. Note
^

l mi: and ' d^lfr ^ JTT

f^^^^TKTWfT il’ Ki. i. 28. gives the nature of

the search or inquiry (3T5 + 5;q^3f% to search for, inquire

after ) that the Chamberlain is commanded by Duryodhana to

make regarding Queen Bhanumatl. Then in ^ ^
^

marks the close of the nature of the inquiry. who

have slain Abhimanyu. This adjective is or furnishes the

ground on which Duryodhana wants to congratulate

) the commanders of his army. The in
^

' marks the conclusion of Duryodhana’s words addressed to

the Chamberlain. ) js a metronymic

of the celebrated warrior Karna. The story of his brith runs as

follows ( Vide ^T. • 24 )• Prtha was the daughter

of a Yadava chief, SUra by name, the father of Vasudeva. She

was adopted by Kuntibhoja, a son of Sara’s father’s sister and

a Yadava prince ruling over the Kuntis, because he was childless.

She hence came to be called Kunti. Appointed in her father’s

house to look after the comforts of guests, Kunti pleased by her

service the sage Durvasa, who gave her a mantra or charm by

virtue of which she was to have a son from any god whom he

might choose to invoke. Impelled by curiosity to test the

efficacy of the charm, she invoked, while yet a virgin, the god

Sun, • whoJinmediately made his appearance. Kunti begged to
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be excused on the ground of her being a maiden as yet. But
the god would not consent, as the charm must have its effect.

Union bewteen the two, therefore, followed on condition that
the Sun restorted to her her virginity afterwards. A brilliant

boy, decked with shining ear-rings and a natural armour, was
born. Afraid of public scandal and desirous of doing away with
the visible proof of her shame, Kunti dropped the boy, deposit-

ed in a box laden with jewels, into a river, where he was found
by Adhiratha, a charioteer, who gave him over to his wife

Radha. She brought him up as her own son and consequently

he was known as Radheya. Adhiratha and Radh had named
him Vasu^cHa, because he was born with the natural wealth of

an armour and ear-ring ( ^ ^
II 86 ’ )• Note that VasuSeUa was called

ICarHa not because he was born from Kunti’s ear, as is popular-

ly supposed, but because, on being requested, he gave to Indra,

who had approched him in the disguise of a BraninaHa his

natural ear-ings and armour, that made him invulnerable, by
cutting his ears and chopping the armour off from his limbs.

^ is derived as or one who cuts or chops off.

II 41 I ^ i

I I

% m'JTJ ^ 11 53 ^• 120 -

was King of the Sindhu country. He was the brother-in-

law of Duryodhana, having married his sister DuSSala. In the

slaughter of Abhimanyu he played an indirect, but an impor-

tant and decisive part. He was stationed at the entrance of the

PadmavyUha
( disposition of army in the form of a lotus ), and

not CakravyUha, as we know form a Marathi poet, that had

been arranged by DroUa and that Abhimanyu had been asked

to pierce through. After the young prince had effected his en-

trance in the vySha, Jayadratha, on the strength of a boon
acquired from Rudra, prevented Bhima, Dhistadyumna, S^tya-

ki and others, who were to follow him and give him protection,

from entering the vyuha at all. The result was that/Abhiman-

yu was caught single-handed and though at first he severally

defeated ElarUa, Dussasana, Duryodhana and others he was

eventually overpowered by six warriors, Droi^a, Kfpa, KarUa,
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Asvathaman, Kausalya and Kftavarman who killed his eiiari-

oteer, body-guard and horse, broke his chariot and cut his bow.
At last exhausted with the glorious stand he had maintained
against such tremendous odds, he was finally killed by the son of

Dussasana in a mace-fight. Vide 34 to 49 and 78. It

would thus be seen that had it not been for Jayadratha, who
kept at bay Bhima and others who were out to guard Abhiman-
yu, he would not have been slain. Jayadratha was therefore the
virtual cause of his death and it was for this reason that Arjuna,
on coming to know how Abhimanyu was slain, vowed the death
of Jayadratha- There is no sanction in the Mahabharata for
the popular belief that Jayadratha had kicked Abhimanyu on
the head. The idea of the sentence is *. Over-
powered

( ) with age( is the alternative instr.sing of

)» the Chamberlain was practically incapacited from doing
any active service in the harem. His residence in it was con-

sequently merely a matter of form (

);, which meant that nobody really expected him to run
about here and there as others had to do. But Duryodhaua, com-
manded him to run quickly and he had no other alternative but
to do so, disabled though he was. This was a clear proof of Duryo-
dhana s wonderful power, which made even decrepit old men run
therefore i.e* because I have received this command.
very quickly. The comparative termination here shows
excess merely.

^
I have to go, I have no other alter-

native left. ^Id is here quite necessary and not redundant, as
some suppose. It shows that the clause preceding supplies the
reason for the statement made in the clause following. Wonder-
ful is the power of Duryodhana I Why ? Because it makes
even the old disabled Chamberlain run very quickly.

(power ) means literally habitful ability to accomplish an object*
the affix being applied to ^ ^ in the sense of
or being in the habit of. But according to Panini is

applied to ^ only in the Veda and the present form is conse-

quently regarded as an instance of poetical licence. Note
*

qq. 3-2-138 I I ^
I ^¥1- I f%, ). since. The following clause

supplies further reason by way of explanation for the same
statement. Stricken down with age, the Chamberlain’s residence
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in the harem is merely a matter of form. He is not expected to

do any running, of course. Yet being commanded by Duryo-

dhana he has to do it. This is because of the wonderful (

shows ) prowess of His Majesty.
* ^

ii means the king’s harem as well as the women therein.

^ The word refers to the ancient

practice of confining women in the inner apartments. The

reading means my duty in the harem was merely

a matter of form i.ei I did a few formal things, but no active

work such as that of running on an errand. It should be noted

that this sentence of the Chamberlain regarding the power of

His Majesty is to a certain extent sarcastic and the word

is purposely used. Not that the Chamberlain really

wants to depict Duryodhana’s power. On the contrary he wants

to suggest the improper use that Duryodhana is making of his

privileged position in his case. Old as he is, he has to run up

quickly inspite of his physical infirmities, because such is the

bidding of his master who is accustomed to see himself always

obeyed ( ). Really Duryodhana should not have issued

such a command to an old disabled servant. This is the import

of the Chamberlain’s words. —All these complaining re-

marks of Vinayandhara regarding the power of His Majesty are

of course based upon the fact of his being disabled by old age.

Had he been young and healthy, there would have been no

occasion to make such sarcastic reference to his master’s power.

His old age therefore is at the bottom of the whole mischief.

marks the change in the Chamberlain’s point of viewing

things. It is no use finding fault ( with ^
to censure, to find fault with) with his old age, for all attend-

ants of the harem ( d whether young
or old, have to put on the same dress and go through the same
activities, these being in fact prescribed for them by custom

( swifts: )• ^ refers to

the Chamberlain’s costume ( X especially the way in which
he walks viz. with back bent. On the stage as he utters the words

he points to his staff and to the way in which he walks.

The idea is : Old age has made it obligatory on Vinayandhara

to carry a staff and to walk with bent back, because he cannot

raise it erect. But there is, he says, nothing new that has been
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imposed upon him by advancing years. For, from the very

beginning his vesa and oeSta have been of the same kind. In

fact su3h are prescribed by custom for ail attendants of the

royal harem. The Ciiamberlain then proceeds to explain ft)

how from the beginning he has led the life of an old disabled

person. There is a reading ^ot

It means the same thing. Explain

and mean the same thing.

means appropriate for movenyint (in the harem).

This fits in well with , for the latter does not

embody the idea of movement as does.

however, is better than because the former conveys the

idea of custom which is important.

1. Construe;-^#: ^ ^ ^

^ I it ^^FF
) ]%

fiF^ I

(

)

The above is the most natural construction of the first

clause in line one. ‘ Though I had wide ( )

eyes ), I never observed to my satisfaction

( )\ This is what the Chamberlain plainly says. Wrong

constructions of the clause arise from hesitation to take

which is an indeclinable, as an adjective to qualify But

as an adjective is found used broadcast in literature. Note
‘ 3TW^?nH =Encfl^T: I

’ S. vi. 16;
'

I

’ 'TT%^%^17TT 'fr?:cl«rr»T<'fl?^: I
’ Ki.2.40;

also Ku. 6.75; Me. 17; llatn. 4-16; Ki. 18.14. is then

construed with perhaps under the idea that the expres-

sion corresponds with the Marathi idiom ^ But all this

is unnecessary. The metrical pause comes after which

marks the natural conclusion of the first clause. The position

of the words and is decisive and leaves no grounds for

misconstruction. Therefore, to take with and

with is extremely unnatural. In the clause itself and

^I^mark a point of symmetry. As there is a qualification for

the eyes, their effect vtz. vik?al>a is also qualified. The symmetry

would be lost if were taken with one clause and with
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another. The ultimate idea conveyed by the clause is that

though the Chamberlain was possessed of full powers of vision,

he could not make full use of them, as he had to pass his life in

a harem, where occurred many things which the servants dared

not look at. His condition then was consequently as bad as it

is now. For a while at presffent he is not able to see to his

satisfaction owing to failing sight, then he could not do so

owing to restrictions imposed upon him by his residence in

harem. Thus old age has not exposed him to any new dis-

advantage. The reading for is not ^good. The

construction with the infinitive would be ( ^
This mars the symmetry of the stanza. In every clause we find

that we have a past passive participle with as its subject,

understood from the last where it occurs. Further

signifies the present and we have to supply in order to

make the sense compatible with the rest of the stanza.

should therefore be rejected, —In former days certain

matters in the harem had reached his ears, which he was

debarred from disclosing on pain of death. In fact he had to

pretend that he had not heard them at all. Now also cannot

hear many things owing to failing powers of hearing. So

really there is no change for the worse wrought by old age.

^ because it {viz^ the staff) was prescribed or

appointed for my office. He had always to carry the staff of

his office, though he was able to walk about without its help.

Now of course he had to take its support

to lean on, to resort to ) in order to steady his faltering steps.

Other explanations are to take )

as an adjective going with in the sense of ‘appointed ( in

the harem)’ and to understand in the sense of ‘be-

cause it viz. the carrying of the staff form a part of ray duty.
’

The ultimate idea is the same, but the explanation of

is far-fetched and has unnecessarily to be understood in

the lakSaUika sense of Our construction is therefore

better. For similar idea compare ‘ ^

V. 8. The third line is capable of yielding three different

interpretations ^ ( 1 ) Wherever I went ( )> I had my mind
directed to all kinds of possible blunders. ( ) in my
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behaviour with the result that I never walked erect 'up'

and ‘to go’ yield Having to pass his life in the

harem with its fastidious inmates the Chamberlain always

stood in fear of offending them and had therefore to walk with

his head bent low in order to avoid suspicions of impudence on
his part. Thus he never felt himself free from ail restraint.

Now of course his back was bent owing to loss of strength

due to old age. ( 2 ) Everywhere my mind was turned to

various lapses ( ) on the part of the inmates of the

harem. Yet I could not at any time assume a bold attitude,

but had always to bend my head low. The inmates of the

harem were guilty of many misdemeanours. The Chamberlain

knew them all. Generally the knowledge of the guilt of a

person breeds boldness or even impudence in one’s behaviour

towards him. But this was not so in the case of the Chamber-
lain. For he knew full well that if he ever attempts to take

advantage of the knowledge he possessed, he would at once lose

his head. This explanation is by no means flattering to the

ocoupants of the harem and should therefore be rejected. (3) It

was a part of the Chamberlain’s duty to show the way to the

King and the Queen and to usher people into the royal presence.

He had therefore to take care that these did not stumble on

their way. Consequently he had always to look down to see

whether there was anything lying in the way. According to

this interpretation is understood in the physical sense of

stumbling. It will be noticed that has no special propriety

imder this interpretation. The Chamberlain was not every-

where and always leading the people. That formed only a part

of his ’duty. The first explanation is, therefore, the best.

whose life is blinded i,e. completely

subjugated by servitude. The Chamberlain was so much
engrossed in his life of servitude that he had practically turned

blind to all other aspects of life. which is an-

other reading, means the same thing. But is more

powerful. The last line reiterates what the Chamberlain has

already said before in viz, that old age had not

imposed on him any new disadvantage. Compare for similar ideas
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arf^w wi'iSffiiyiKt srRlf^mrais^^ i

K. p. 330.

( In the air ) is a stage-direction used when a character

on the stage pretends to see somebody in the distance, shouts

out a question and, after feigning he has heard the reply, repeats

it with the words ‘ 3?^ ’ or ‘ ^ ’ or ' ^ ’ Such
device is resorted to with a view to carry forward the action of

the drama, but at the same time to avoid the unnecessary in-

troduction of a new /character on the stage. For definition vide

Appendix A. is the name of a maid of Bhanumatl,

whom the Chamberlain chances to see and with whom he makes

the inquiry about Bhanumati’s whereabouts. Such romantic

names always figure in dramas and prose stories, refers

to a single individul of the the class of SvaSrQs viz^ Gandhari.

with a desire to { ensure ) victory in battle, for her

husband. This is to be construed with who has

commenced ( the practice of some ) religious observance.

^ str: ( an elder relative ) npW:
5;?^: who has performed the salutation to the feet

of her elder relative viz. the mother-in-law Gandhari. The
reading is not good. There should really be no

objection to make Bhanumatl offer her salutation to some deity

in addition. But that would hardly be supported by the con-

text. For Duryodhana had spoken of and the

Kaftcuki had also paraphrased it by

though intrinsically good by the by, must be rejected in this

case* from to-day. Bhanumati, it appears, had com-

menced the observance form that very day. is the name
of the garden where Bhanumatl had gone. It was so called

either because it was new ( ), or because it was

specially planned for royal children to sport in ( ).

The reading ( in a temple in the BalodySna)

appears to be spurious. It is probably the addition of that

pious scribe, who is responsible for above. Wc
shall find that no reference to devagfha or temple is found in the

following scene. for your own business. * Vihafi-

gika was out on some business of her own. The Chamberlain

had purposely stopped her in order to obtain from her the in-

formation he wanted. He now asked her to mind her own
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business. though remaining in the condition of

a woman i. e. though a woman. The idea is that a woman like

BhSnumati is not expected to realise the gravity of the situa-

tion that has arisen so readily as a man like Duryodhana. But
the former has realised it and the latter has not. She is con-

sequently worthy of praise ( ^ 5R1W ), not he. ’itsqn

who is here e- who is still.
^*^5^—Note the^mental .attitude

of the KafiuckI towards the Pandavas. He first wanted to re-

fer to them as ‘ the powerful ’ Panejavas. . But then he thought
it wa§ no use referring to them with that;epithet. If he^merely

said they were ‘ Vasudeva-helped, ’ he would be conveying all

he wanted to convey regarding them. As an old man the Kan-
cuki knew well what tlie help of Vasudeva meant to the PaUi^a-

was. He, therefore, preferred as being better term

to suggest the dangerous character of PaUqlavas as enemies than

Even when such enemies were up against him, Duryo-

dhana was yet engrossed in the pleasures of his harem. Who
would say this was praiseworthy ? improper.

Already the Kancukl has pointed out one

instance of Duryodiiana’s improper coduct in that he is even

now enjoying pleaijures in his harem, when dangerous enemies

have risen against him. Another he now explains in' the

following stanza.

2. Construe—3fr 3r4

3TT since he took up weapon e. began to wield it.

The preposition^ is used to express the limit inceptive(^{^f^:),

or in the sense of ‘ from,’ and also the limit exclusive or con-

clusive ( ) or in the sense of ‘ till
’

‘ as far as ’ and in both

cases; when it is used as a as in the present instance,

governs the ablative case according to ‘ 2.8.10

I 55^911^ 5 af^; I 3Tr g%: 4^0^: I 3fr I Rr. ) e.g.
'
3Tr ’ s. i. and ‘ Me. n. Optionally
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^ in the two above senses forms an oompound, ac-

cording to, 'TT. 2. 1. \Ze..g, death and

from the britli. whose, battle-axe was

never blunted i- c. who never suffered defeat, 3^* the

conqueror of even that sage tiz. ParaSurama. The reference is to

the story of Amba alias Sikhandini alias Sikhandin, which

occurs in brief in the Adiparva ch. 109-110, but is related in de-

tail in the Udyogaparva ch. 173-192. The two accounts differ in

some important respecfs. Amba, Ambika and Ambalika were

three daughters of the king of Kasi, who, on the occasion of their

svayalhvara were forcibly carried away by BhISma to be the wives

of his younger step-brother, Vicitravirya, after defeating all the

princes that had assembled for the ceremony. But Amba,
the eldest, told BhiSma that her heart had already been given to

the Salva king and requested permission to go to him- BhiSma

allowed her to go, but Salva refused to accept her, because

he suspected her purity, as she had been forcibly carried olV

by BhiSma, and also because he was afraid of BhiSma’s power.

’TE® 'k I c^rt sig®

t II 7... *T=s0 m g^Tg5Tt*rFra i c#

II 25 ’ ar. 175. ‘ ^
55’ 176). Smarting under the humiliation of this

repudiation by Salva, Amba repaired to a forest for practising

penance with a view to wreck her vengeance on BhiSma, wdio

had been the cause of all her miseries. [The earlier account in

the Adiparva says that Amba first returned to BhiSma and

requested him to accept her as his wife, as he had forcibly

captured her at her svayalhvara (AdhySya 109-82’8i). But

on BhiSma declining to accept her on the ground of his vow of

perpetual celibacy, she retired into a forest.] In the forest

Amba chanced to meet her maternal grandfather, Hotravahana,

who introduced her to ParaSurama, whom Amba, after relating

her story, requested to kill BhiSma as being the cause of iier

calamity. ParaSurSma took her to BhiSma and asked him to

accept her for his brother, Vicitravirya, but BhiSma declined on

the ground that it was not proper to entertain a woman who

loved another (
^

it 82

I as... «w?TRt
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fl inff I ^ ^ »no?*8r: ir 45 «r-

178). Thereupon a battle between ParaSuraraa and Bh!?ma
followed and lasted for 23 days, but neither party seemed likely

to give in. At last Narada and other sages intervened and put

a stop to this unnatural fight between preceptor and pupil, Para-

Surama having acknowledged himself to have been vanquished

(
'^ 1

1

'lI'H II 8’ 183 ). Thus foiled in her attempt

to wreck her vengeance through ParaSurama, Amba, resolved

to kill RhiSma herself and began to practise rigorous austerities,

forthwith. Siva became pleased and promised her the fulfilment

of her desire in the next birth, whereupon Amba burnt herself

in a fire and was born as the daughter of King Drupada. She
was, however, given out as a boy and brought up as such,

learning the usual arts and sciences and even archery from
Drona. Eventually Amba under the name of ^ikhandin, as

she was then called, was married to the daughter of the

Dasarna king, who, on coming to know of the deception practis-

ed on him by Drupada, became ready to attack and destroy that

monarch. SikhndinI, as Sikhandin really was, realising that

she was cause of the impending calamity to her father, left

his capital, went into a fqrest and sat down to starve herself to

death outside the abode of a Yaksa, named Sthu^a, who took

compassion on her and agreed to exchange his sex for hers on

condition that i^ikhandin returned after DasarDa had been

sent off and gave back to him his proper sex. In the mean-
while, when Sikhandin had gone away, Sthuna’s master
Kubera chanced to visit his abode and, finding him to be a

woman, cursed him to remain in that condition till Sikha^cjin’s

death. Dasarna duly arrived, but finding ^i^ikhandin to be man,
went away, more pleased than ever. Sikhandin, true to his

word returned to Sthuna, but was very glad to learn from him
that his pumstva was to belong to him till his death. In this

way Amba came to be a man under the name of Sikhandin.
BhiSma knew all this previous history of iSikha^din and refused
to fight with him on the ground that he was originally a woman
(

' I

n 66 i

II 67’ ^-192). Taking advantage of this fact, Arjuna
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placed' ^!kha9din in front of him and wounded Bhisma with

sharp arrowSf that at last brought him to the ground (
^ ^

RIW: \ ^ ^ 11 59’

sf. 119). Vide infra ii 4 . p.p. of causal

^^ made to lie low, prostrated.
—

^The dative is used

according to the VSrtika ^ ^F^TT
^

^c^nr? ), which means that in the case of the root

(to be adequate to, to bring about, to conduce to ) and

other having a similar sense, tlie result brought about, or

the end to which something leads, is put in tJie dative case.

^ d ^ ^ exhausted

or fatigued with (winning) victory over many veteran ( )

archers that fought with him (lit. that were his enemies).

^T1%1%‘ ^ ip. p. from ^ to cut ) whose

bow was out off by the enemies. The propriety of this adjective

will be clear from the following words of DroHa :
^ ^

) 3Tfq ^3 \ ir

48, 80. For we expect for is changed

to when it is the last member of a Bahuvrihi compound,

according to ' 5.4.182 ( I

1 FT. %. \ The form is, however, justified by the

convention of grammarians, which says that the clianges which
words undergo at the *end of compounds are not obligatory.

Compare clt^^ir^dr ' dlt
'

23 )
’ ^ %?[: , er^TTf : 1

\ . What the Kaflcuki means in tliis stanza is this :

That a warrior of the type of BhISma was by the Pandavas
rendered /low dc CO should really have caused grave con-

cern to Duryodhana. But he was apparently unmoved by that

event. On the contrary the slaughter of the boy Abhimanyu
in the circumstances in wliich it was brought about should really

have caused him shame. But, strange enough, lie is actually

in raptures over it. This rightly strikes the Chamberlain as

being improper on the part of Duryodhana. It should be noted
that the Hue which qualifies BluSma and the adjectives which
qualify Abhimanyu are all significant. They show in one case

how great was tlic cause for Duryodhana to be pained at
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BhI9raa’s overthrow, and fn the other how little rcosoB

for him to rejoice at Abhimanyu’s death. TWb
sentence shows the Chamberlain’s desponciency. Seeing his

master so criminally negligent of his grave responsibilities, the

old servant could not but express a hope that fate would come

to his help and set everything right. For, humanly speaking he

saw no chance of success for Duryodhana. the Prelude.

—'Note the contradiction in this stage

direction. If the queen was she tjould not be described

as We must therefore suppose that the ancient Sans-

krit stage knew of some kind of arrangement by which the cur-

tain could be lifted up and tlie characters discovered to the

audience in various postures. In Sanskrit dramas and especially

in Kalidasa and Bhavabhuti we often come across situations,

with their appropriate stage-directions, which makes it neces-

sary for us to admit the existence of a removable curtain, if we

do not want to make those situations and stage-direc-

tions absurd. And as such admission involves no sin,

we see no objection to make it. The present thus

means ‘ is discovered (sitting).’

is a female servant. The word is derived

from to send on an errand.

that which is seen; a sight; a visioni ^ ^
for the sake of the more vision (seen) in a

dream. Note that here is taken in a peculiar sense. If it

were understood in its ordinary sense, the expression would

mean ’ for merely having seen a dream.’ The former; however,

is preferable, because it tells us exactly what Bhilnumatl was

distressed at. ^ whose courage is ( all

)

dropped off e. who has lost her courage and become unsettled

in mind. ’RTTRI* This is an compound

formed in the sense of (passing away) and means * trans-

gressing all bounds, beyond measure, exceedingly).*

you are tormented or distressed at heart. (used

adverbially ) well, aright. what indeed does a person

sleeping not see i-e, in a dream while sleeping ? Taralika means

to say that all sorts of things, are seen in dreams and that

Bhanumat! therefore need not become alarmed at what she
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may’ have seen in her dream. Compare for a similar idea

' ^ ^rr JT ^ i

(1
^

i. 89 . All printed editions

hear read '
)

’ for ' ).' It is difficult

to see the propriety of ( prattles ) in the present case. It

has in fact absolutely no bearing on the subject of the conversa-

tion. What has prattling in sleeps to do with Bhanumati’s

dream, or with her companions’ attempt to allay her fears. But

this point does not seem to have struck any previous commen-

tator or annotator. The reading is supplied by a ms.

noted by Grill in his Kritische Noten; p. It53 . last line.

WT whose sight is inauspicious i.c. forebodes evil.

norn, du, of pres. part. fern, from causal of

FTT with 5lf^* Literally it means making something stand

against, stationing something against; hence opposing or coun-

teracting. Supply the object of by

means of praise or eulogy (of the gods). may also

simplify mean ‘by means of narrations or communication,’ the

reference being to the belief that the evil effects of dreams are

avoided if they are related to others. But this latter sense is

sure ly not intended here, first because, the belief refers to the

oommunication of the dream to others htj the pt rson who has

(Irenint while here Suvadana speaks of herseff owl Taralika

( ) avoiding the dream by means of prasalhsa, and
secondly because, it is more natural that praSamsa, occuring

in conjunction with ( by means of muttering the

names 9f deities), should mean eulogy of the gods. has

also to be supplied as the object of Note^ Hjr*‘ !! 15 ^ I

dPTT d 16 , |r4 5:^''

242 pr^i whose consequ-

ence is happy, attentive* is really a period of 48
minutes. But it is generally used to denote any short duration

of time. T^dT ^TCTTd~This stage-direction serves a double
dramatic purpose. First, it shows us the tender, loving heart of

RhSnumatl, who is so overwhelmed by the dreadful dream that

she finds it difficult to compose herself so far as to narrate her
dream to her companions at one stretch. Indeed, her nervous-
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ness gets the better of hep memory and she has actually to stop

in the midst of her story for recollecting it» as we shall see later

on. This picture of a loVing heart, naturally so delicate because

of a woman, almost torn asunder with alarm and nervousness,

has been depicted with great skill. Secondly, from the point of

view of dramatic arrangement, this stage-direction prepares the

way for the following scene between the king and his Chamber-

lain. While Bhanumatl gesticulates tiiinking and her compa-

nions sit in eagerness to listen to what she^may impart, the con-

versation between the king and the KaUcuki takes place and the

awkward situation of some characters standing listlessly on the

stage, while others carry on conversation, is avoided.

well has this been said by somebody.

3. Construe:— ^ ), wm. ^ SW
mm. ( ^ ^: ) i ( ^5^)

When man has done something which his conscience tells

him is not proper, he generally tries to find some excuses for his

conduct. Duryodhana, as an excellent Ksatriya, knows that his

exultation over Abhimanyu’s slaughter is not proper. He,

therefore, *in this stanza, tries to justify to himself his great

satisfaction ( )at what was after all not a very great

injury to his enemies. secretly, covertly. openly

»

direcetly. the injury (inOicted) on the enemies,

is objective genitive.

( Page 31 ) was the preceptor of the Kaurava and

Pandava princes in the science of archery. He was io called

because his father, Bharadvuja became smitten with, love at the

sight of celestial nymph Ghrtaci as she was bathfhg in the

(Ganges, and his semen dropped down. The sage, however, pre-

served it in a droUa ( a cuplike sacrificial vessel ), from which

a boy ^vas born, wiio was consequently called Droija; Vidr

180. 1-5. is idiomatic Sans-

krit for Note that is just equal to

JcTFj, 'OT working no modification in the sense of the root. For

threefold functions of prepositions vide •

I cm 3^-r^iT^Tfdf^T n ^
. our heart

has as it were breathed (freely) *. e, we hav^ breathed a sigh, of
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relief. The metaphor is taken from one who owing to suffocation

cannot breathe. But when the cause of suffocation is removed,

he dose so.

( Page 32 ) —We have already seen the Cham-
berlain does not like Diiryodhana's prlti over Abhimanyu’s

slaughter. He is, therefore, gently giving his master here a piece

of his mind. For the prowess of the arms of Preceptor Drona, the

death of Abhimanyu was not very difficult to achieve. Similar-

ly, great warriors like Karna and Jayadratha could possibly

claim no praise in overpowering Abhimanyu in the way in

which they had overpowered him. Duryodhana’s exultation

was therefore out of place. This is what the Chamberlain means-
• • •5^^'dlWI^-Note that these words are not uttered by the

Kaftcuki, though, from the way in which Duryodhana repeats

them, it looks as if they are. The king is merely imagining

what must be lying at the back of the Kaficukf s mind when he

makes the above remark and is thus unconsciously laying bare

his own heart. The truth is that Duryodhana’s own conscience

is pricking him. But somehow he wants to justify his conduct.

^5 for the bulls among the Kurus t. e. for the best

among them. like etc., stands metaphorically for

Note ' ^
«fhr?:i:

’ 3TIK:.

4. Construe:— jn

’6RT I (^rg^g)

This stanza constitutes Duryodhana’s defence of his con-

duct. Those, who live in glass-house, should beware of throw-

ing stones l^t others. Such is the nature of Duryodhana’s de-

fence. If the P§9cjavas deserved praise for the overthrow of

old BhiSm, then surely the Kurus might also, with equal justice,

or injustice, claim praise for the slaughter of the boy Abhiman-

yu. old. It is loc- sing, of par/. from ^
to become old. The word is purposely used. No praise could

arise from the overthrow of an old man even as from the

slaughter of a boy. If again injustice was perpetrated in many
warriors combining to kill Abhimanyu, the same was also the case

in hitting BhiSm from behind Sikhandin. So the slaughter of

Abhimanyu was on all fours with the overthrow of Bhism. It will
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be noticed that this speech of Duryodhana answers in effect the

objection which the Chamberlain has raised with reference to his

conduct in st. 2 above. Dut Duryodhana of course is not aware

of this particular objection of the KaUcukl. In fact he does

not know anything of the KaUcuki’s mind beyond what can be

gathered from “his words ^ / Under these circum-

stances this speech of Duryodhana sounds a little too clever for

his knowledge and may easily lead a fastidious critic to remark

that the poet here probably forgets that the Ying has not heard

the Ka^loukf s speech in the Vi?kambhaka.

with embarassment. The Ka9oukI was bewildered

to see Duryodhana answering the objection that was exactly in

his mind. He was not quite prepared for this. intention,

meaning. The Chamberlain finds that his plain, honest

words are not liked by his master. He, therefore, hastens to

explain himself. The failure ( ) of the valour^ of the

Kuru warriors has never been thought possible ( p.p.

from ^ with to think along with the nega-

tive participle^ ) by us before, that is wherever the Kurus
went, their valour always prevailed. That they would quell

Abhiraanyu *was. therefore, a foregone conclusion and there

was thus nothing extraordinary in their success. So no special

praise might be given them. Such is the Chamberlain’s meaning
as he explains it. ^ is a polite way of saying^

T%miT^ refers to the Kanoukl’s word
'

Two further shades of meaning are possible in this speech of the

KaUcuki. Put emphasis on Such is not my meaning. The
idea is : I never meant this. It is really you who with your

guilty conscience think that I did so. It is easy to see that

such emphasis and such suggestions are too rude to have been

really intended. Secondly, the Chamberlain’s speech may
suggest : Never before did we think your possible.

But we have witnessed it for the first time now, since none of

you could overcome Abhimanyu singly and so many of you had

actually to combine to bring about his death. This suggestion

also, we think, shares the same fate. The truth is the Chamber-
lain realises very well that his master cannot tolerate any scru-

tiny into his conduct. He, therefore, wants to flatter him
really. And to find such hidden suggestions in this flattery
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does not appeal* to us to be explanating the Ka^oukl, and for

the matter of that, the author correctly. Note that^ in

lengthens its final according t©
^ '

’Tl. 6. 3. 112 ( ^ ^ 3 t qtFTT^:

I )> which means that the final vowel

of a preposition may optionally be lengthened, when it is

followed by a word formed by the addition of the affix )»

so is this i. e. the Kurus’ valour never fails. Quite in

conformity with ah autocratic king’s temperament Duryodhana

is elated with this piece of flattery and proceeds td tell his

Chamberlain, in a ranting vein, what he would accomplish in a

short while,

3. Construe:—

TTOfgfl: I (

)

^3^ (
^ + 3^ ) where two armies meet together, in battle.

It is rather cruel on the part of Bha^a NarayaUa to make
Duryodhana commit this ominious blunder of uttering

^

3^rrW*. instead of ‘ ^ which is what he really

means. The blunder makes the king look so idiotic. His

blunder becomes the more contemptible by the fact that he is

not aware of his slip of tongue until he is informed of it by the

Ka^cuki.

( Page 33 ) the reverse or contrary

of this. Or may be taken to be an adverb in the sense

‘in contrary way.’ Note that the stanza, as Duryodhana
utters it, is too inauspicious for the KaUcukl to repeat. He,

therefop^^ recites it with the necessary change and remarks

that hi^ master uttered the contrary of that. For this reason

the reading of some editions which make the" KancukI repeat

the stanza as Duryodhana utters it is to be rejected. In this

latter case means this, which is unfavourable

or ^Iverse, (w^^ uttered by Your Majesty).

as usual, as was her wont. without

taking leave. lit. the chamber of residence; private

apartment, bed-chamber. distracted, upset, unsettled.

Duryodhana apparently does not mind the inauspiciousness of

his slip and bluntly offers distraction of mind due to Bhanu-
raatf s having left his bed-chamber early in the morning ( )
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without formally taking his leave, as the cause of the error*

reason. ^1^ WRft is bad Sanskrit for ^ ^TT^Trlt.

Being joined to ^ loses its proper force. . ^‘-Supply
after this. here lies in 'your front

the Balodyana. This is the principal sentence. The other

words qualify W. %[%C:

^ ^ qj:

f§TTFTT 5RiR:

The morning breeze was charged with particles of dew (

and had consequently grown cool. As it rudely shook (

p»p» from with the ^ephalika flowers, they drop-

ped down from their stalks ( ) and a bed(

of flowers was thus formed on the ground. J's reading

Conveys the same idea. Explain it as

(lovely) But the read-

ing in the text brings out the idea more directly and naturally.

f%r%Rg;i: wlsi:, agfi;

qTf% ^rSPRijTlfJr f^l%dH3Tq:fa

^51. Note that both 5^ and 917 denote the idea
of slightly. • One of the words is really superfluous. Or we may
take the sense of slightly and^ in the sense of all round

( ). The Lodhra flowers in the garden were rosy ( )

like slightly red cheeks of beautiful damsels. They consequently

threw into the background ( ) the loveliness of Priya^gu
creepers. This would mean that in the garden there were both
Lodhra and PriyaUgu creepers in blossom, but that th’e former
far outshone the latter. Or it might suggest that there were
only the Lodhra flowers, which, however, amply made amends
for the absence of the Priya^gu flowers. The former inter-

pretation is preferable. Remember or means a
Prlyafigu creeper. The word often misleads an unwary reader,
who is tempted to take it in the sense of dark or dark-green
creeper, which is not the correct sense. J’s must be
rejected as ^1^41 is the same as or '3^1^ i pi

(fully blown) h (fragrant) WT?r-^ which appears specially attractive at this time of
the mornings
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7. S*^-. ^
PwfciofSj 9!^: t

The stanza describes a phenomenon which the morning
presented. Some of the flowers in the garden had blown ( 5(g3k )

at night. Bees had settled on them, In the morning .these

flowers fell on the ground and along with them the bees also.

Then the bees left those flowers and began to fall upon lotuses

that were now opening. r*T^: ^T^l-

^^^cTT*. dTH* In the morning dew fell on these flowers

and became mixed with their" juice or honey ( ). Their

interiors ( )> which with the honey were perfectly smooth
and soft, were now rendered uneven ( )• This adjective

describes what actually happened and in a way furnishes an

additional reason why the bees left the flowers. Honey mixed

with dew was of course not to the taste of the bees. That was

why they left. ^

«rF?: »F5?: ^ ^TWf^

The bees obviously were in a kind of trance as they

settled on the night-blowing flowers. That was why they allow-

ed themselves to fall on' the ground with them. It was, there-

fore, necessary that something should suggest to them their

next abode. Rays of the sun had opened the buds )

of lotuses. A deep ( ^31^ ) fragrance proceeded from their

interior and it indicated to them lotuses as their next resting

place. Note that used in the sense of is transitive.

8. Construe:—

The king observes another phenomenon of the early morning

and describes it in this stanza., The description is characteris-

tic and reveals his sensual mind. Bees were leaving their bed

>f lotuses along with their mates. They were awakened from

their sleep by the rays of the sun that had penetrated the

lotuses, even like things who also are roused by the sun*s rays

that enter their chambers. The adjective has a

double meaning, as it goes with and With
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explain it as

^3[c5Bf (petals) ^cPl#

(intervals), ^ (latticed windows or lattices)

5rf^** ^ ^ As the lotuses began to bloom in the morning, the

intervals between their petals grew wider and wider ( 5iRd<

extended; 7>*p^ from 4- {^ + ) and through these

the‘ sun’s rays found entrance in them. • The intervals of the

petals are fancied to be so many lattices, through which also

rays of the sun penetrate into royal bed-chambers. The bees

.sleeping in the interior of lotuses, being tlms touched by the

solar rays, were awakened ( ) even like the kings. Note

that this comparison with monarchs is not quite to their credit.

For, it makes them lie in their beds till the rays of the sun wake

them up. But perhaps Duryodhana has in his mind kings of

his own type 1 With the adjective is to be

explained as etc. That is, the lattices in the

kings* chambers were like the intervals of petals etc.

^TITFT*- The drones had dallied

with their mates abundantly at night with the result that

their unghent (which here must be supposed to be the pollen

of lotuses with which their bodies were covered) was rubbed

off and was only slighty visible. For this sense of vide

11
' X. 1. Some dissolve this

compound as

whose unguent of dense fragrance was slightly visible ( being of

course rubbed off in dalliance). It is easy to see that the com-
pound as it stands, would not easily yield this sense. Such

sense requires the compound to be

Besides in our interpretation the idea of nocturnal sports*

which certainly must have been prominent in Duryodhana’s mind

is directly expressed, is a bee, so called because in his

name viz. there are two ^^s ( ^^ ).

»t4 rnn. To the drones the

bed was supplied by the soft interior of lotuses. Note that

means a lotus plant as well as a oolleotion of lotuses
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( ). Tile figure ol speech in this stanza is or

conjunction of ^Wr and The first half contains a

simple The second half is an instance of

because the description of bees as we h:*ve it there, brings to

our mind conduct of voluptuous lovers, who after their nightly

dalliance, get up from their soft couches in the morning along

with their beloveds.

( ’tR + OT + ) surrounded, waited upon

useful in battle, military. in order

to make ready. close upon your heels,

1^4 who .surpassed a celestial form ( in beauty ).

—This word is ambiguously used and it is on the two

senses of this word that the following interesting sense is based.

means an ichneumon. This was the sense in which Bha-
numatl used it. The eternal hostility ( ) be-,

tween the ichneumon and the serpent is well known and every

student of grammar is familar with it in But

of course was the name of the fourth Pant^ava. He was noted

for his matchless beauty. Duryodhana, not having heard this

first sentence of Bhanumati, naturally takes Nakula to refer to
4 C

the PSneJava and his supioions are as naturally roused.

having understood (the signiQfcanoe of what Bhanumati related).

That’s why they say etc. J’s stage direction

is evidently a misprint. If the speech is

it cannot be ^[d^dl^^T whose heart

is agitated by extreme anguish. ^Tdd’dl’lH^^ means overwhelm-

ed by extreme anguish. conversing on some

topic. ^dFdT^ ^Fdltd'. concealed by the net work of creepers.

H.*ontidential talk. Compare ' ^K^P^fld

dT^T S. i dr%^ etc. Thte is the first sentence of

the conversation between Bhanumati and her companion that

the king hears. The poet skilfully introduces him at this stage

SQ fhat he just misses the one important sentence, which would
have been decisive. 3“-Suvadana had referred to Bhanu-
mati’s anguish. Duryodhana could not understand what the

cause of her anguish possibly was. But he recollected that she

had left him that morning rather unceremoniously, from which

he said he had already guessed (^*n^d:) that she was angry with
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no proper object ( ) for her resentment.

9 Construe:— ^wi

(w) IT ’tiURTIT aTl%
(

T^tiiT, ).^ aT^H

j: ) 1 (I) f.^W, >Tft^#rTI?5»}^ ir^ ^

In the manner of a voluptuous lover such as he is, Duryo-

dhana in this stanza is trying to guess the possible cause of his

*belove*d’s anger towards him- That she is angry he already hae

concluded from her conduct in the morning* was
the noose of my creeperlike arms rendered loose i. e. did I

fail in embracing you closely ? may also be taken to re-

fer to Bhanumatfs arms- The word would favour such

construction. Camparc st. 21 below. This means: Did I render

loose your fast' embrace of me by the neck? There is a

subtle distinction between the two interpretations. The first

implies that it was Duryodhana who took the active initiatives

in the matter of the embrace, while according to the second it

is the lady who does so. Sankrit poets tell us that the latter is

hardly the*oase. The first interpretfition would therefore appear

better. fiRTiTr: f^«(aiTTl% ’TT^f^'T^im^ ^ (the
time of

) your rollings during interruptions of sleep.

WT ^^rrf^dT honoured by turning my head towards you. It

appears as Bhanumati turned on her sides during^ interruptions

of her sleep, Duryodhana always pleased her by turning his

face towards her- §S[rFT

^TH* debased by private conversations with another woman (or

with other woman-folk ). —The force of this is as follows *.

Duryodhana says he is so devoted to his 'wife'that the possibility

of her ever detecting him engaged in private talk with anothw^^

>roman in her waking moment is out of question. For, he ney^
does so. She has perhaps seen him thus engaged in her dreto|»

and has consquently grown angry-

Duryodhana means he stands to Bhanumati in

the capacity of a servant. If he be guilty of any lapse, she can

take him to task for it. Why, instead of doiM^, should she grow

angry with him ? The reading^ ^ w^is evidently so^€|

..•7
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scribe’s slip of the pen. Compare for .the idea
‘

•<A
l’ V. iv. 24. introduces another point

of view. Duryodhana now looks at the {natter from a different

standpoint.

10. Construe

—

^
’W ff^ I (^nrEgj^f^)

w&oie sole or undivided heart has us for its support i. e. rests on

usil BhSnumati was with single-heart-

ed devotion attached to Duryodhana and her intense affection

naturally made her jealous. We prefer to take. with

rather than withSf^^l - was the cause why
she herself fancied a slight lapse on Duryodhana* s part and. this

viz, made her angry. When we love a person most

we expect him to be ideal. We are, therefore, often apt to'ooiwi-

der certain actions of his as faulty, which in others we would

never have considered to be so. Ordinarily speaking this means

that we imagine in him faults which really have no existence.

This is what has happened in the case of Bhanumati, says Dur-

yodhana. For similar idea compare ^ ^ 3

I 513^ ^ it II
’ V. iv. 12.

Note the king begins speaking of himself in the plural

but reverts to the singular (wPI<r=r«>) in the same stanza. This

is careless writing.

is somewhat oonfusing, grammatically.

Explain it as: 9R3?l^3lfcPni^r^ that in which there

is some excellence; excellent; surpassing. ^
81H (by the addition of the possessive suflBxSPl) V: «ri%-

^1 who possesses excellent celestial beauty. Or

3^ who

possesses beauty that excelsories^^beauty). _The latter would

be more in accordance with of the prece-

ding page, though the former looks more natural. Both the ways

aftjOpen to objection in so far as they go against the grammatical

which says that no affix showing possession should be added

to a Karmadhiraya if its sense could be had by the use of a Bahu-

''trihi.
‘ 3 I’. Here the same



sens^oould be obtained, if we had ^ ^
The possessive 5^ is, therefore, unnecessary* But

this rule is not strictly* followed by poets. Vide Me. 11 ;
R* 47.

Grammarians also do not consider this rule to be invoilable, as

Pataftjali himself has used the form in his Mahabhasya

and have a double meaning. (l) anxious, un-

easy; (2) eager; love sick, ( 1) whose heart is taken awayi

who has lost it, who is perfectly unnerved or has lost all courage;

(2) whose heart is captivated or attracted. Bhanumati uses these

.words .in the first of the above senses, while Duryodhana under-

stands them in the second. He of course takes Nakula to refer to

the fourth Pa ndava. His suspicions, therefore, are roused and

they are further confirmed by Bhanumati’s two following senten-

ocff. 313^^ attached to the son of Madri i. c;

Nakula. Madri was the younger wife of Pandu; being the princ-

ess.of Madra and sister to Salya, the Madra king. By means of

the charm placed at her disposal by Kunti at Pandu’s words, she

invoked the two Asvins and obtained from them two sons, Na-

kula and Sahadeva, who were twin-born, Vide^. ^.188.

deceived, ^^is really used for Idiomatically we
explain this by saying that the king being an important person-

age, speaks of himself in the plural. Grammatically this is po-

ssible according 1. 2. 59

^ I^ ^ 51%^ ). Further

we may say that the plural in shows disrespect

instead of the usual respect. Compare^ . . . .5^: i,

23 and our note thereon. ironically. means an ironi-

cal comparison, Duryodhana ironically compares what he said in

st. 10 above with what he feels now. Of course his irony is turn-

ed against himself. an unchaste woman, a wan-

derer. a wanderer of families t. e.

^ m ). The ) is bad

according to the VSrtika ' Note that

if we dissolved this as
^

* ( Apte’s Dictionary ), we

would get -The idea is : You were so eloquently

boasting of your wife’s undivided affection for you. But yoW
know you have been all the while cuckolded by her. What will

you say now ? You can’t say anything. You are stunned dumb
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with the shook. just forlthis purpose i»e. because she was
attaohedtoNakula and wanted to meet him. ^

srfir^; longing for a solitary place. special liking.

3^^r: m- ^ who knew not

the stuff of the harlot’s heart, is derived as

captures the heart of men. ^ferpcf*. was

deluded far away, in this that he imagined her to be otherwise.

bane of my wife, disgraceful wife of mine.

The reading means ‘ O you who disgraced my
aooeptanoe (of you as wife).* means ‘wife* as well as

‘acceptance.’ Note KH^^r’Tl : and

11 . Construe:— 3^:

''^Tsf^ ( m ) ?n%T^ ^ ^ i

( )

In this stanza ^Duryodhana is contrasting! Bhanumati’s

previous conduct, which was almost ideal, with her present ( as

he thinks ) wanton behaviour. The stanza is a good example

of balanced style. The first half of every line contain^ reference

to previous conduct and the second half describes present

behaviour. ^ in this and the following clauses has

the sense of 5rr^ or well-known. adventures; praise.

for transgression of modesty (con-

sisting in entertaining affection for Nakula). Duryodhana

means to say Bhanuraat! complimented him so much for his

handsome person in his presence. But really she was passion-

ately ( passion ) in love with Nakula who possessed surpassr

ing beauty of form. courtesy. *1^*. duU-headed.

Duryodhana so styles himself because he could not find out how
BhSnumatl was really inclined. The adjective is proleptio. Not

that^^fie considered himself jadamati originally, but he is now

4|jtovc0to be so owing to Bhinumati’s conduct. *1^:

uQoa<3^ountable mode of wantonness. Duryodhana could not hy

any means account for her conduct. It was a perfect mystery

tn himt wri^blernishless* pure. A person of pure*

l^ameless family is expeoted to be virtuous, ^ut BhSnu^tl
has i^ven the lie direct to such expectation* sean^^dW
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oonduot. This word is interesting from the sociological point

of view Derived from which itself comes from

I ' f5!R?«r:
’

’Tr.4.i.i8af5«R^ w: i

‘

’ TT. 5. 1. 230 ), 'hl^R originally meant all that was
connoted by high noble birth. But we find in society

families which are considered to be high or noble, often have

all sorts of scandals connected with them The word thus came
to mean a scandal; then, scandalous conduct of which many a

time members of these so-called noble families are guilty. But,

if minutely scrutinised these scandals are found in many cases

to be baseless, so that a fresh explanation of the word became

available viz. ^ which falls on the

ground as having no foundation. Further, scandals are known
to travel apace, as everybody in society takes a secret satanio

pleasure in scandalising others or hearing them scandalised,

though nobody^ of course will never confess to such pleasure.

thus has a third explanation in in

these two cases is an ^T^d^or

^dd^Rf^ddi, (
proceeding from an assembly of people ) is a

fourth explanation. Scandals generally take their birth in

meetings where all kinds of people assemble. There they spare

nobody. It should be noted that these later explanations of

are really so many anachronisms. For they are evidently

based upon scandal as being the meaning of tb word. Read

and It should be noted

that this long speech of Duryodhana and his two following

speeches, though apparently so rash and thoughtless to us,

because we know the truth regarding Bhanumati's virtue, are

so very natural. For we must remember that a husband is

generally very jealous of his wife’s virtue and if once his suspi-

cions are aroused, there are really no lengths to which he will

not go. This what Bhat^a NarSyana is incidentally teaching

us* when he represents Duryodhana ready to murder hi^ wife*^

( Page 38) ) i began to enter. The use of

deserves special note. It is an example of what is

teohnioally called or the use of the past pd^ve

participle termination ^ to signify an active sense. Such

is available in the case of roots implying motion, of intransilive
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roots' generally and of roots l^eto., acoording to
‘

’
71. 3.4.72 ( «RT;

»m W: *nrt am: i I fft; i ^r«mf*r-

^r^r: 1 i I 5Ttf^qial%t: ^magsrra: i «m®-

\ i^f5fp4:

1

<7^ amr i * f^. ). But «iTf^

does not fall within the province of this rule. We have therefore

to suppose that is either by saying that

^ir4^ or that it is intransitive by bluntly ignoring

its transitive oharacthr ( ) on the authority of

^
1 ii

'

quoted in on 7. 1, 7. would then be active

and mean ‘ I began * instead * I was begun * which is its

proper sense. A second way of accounting for this use is :

according to ' ^ ’ U 3. 8. 114.

Then add the possessive suflBx which causes no change

in the original word. ^

<31 <3|R^T. immodesty, boldness. ( modest,

bashful; ‘ 3 is formed from ( room,

home) by addition of the taddhita affix^ (t)^ according to

5. 2. 20. ( I f%. I

12. Construed I

)

\
( )

A person generally feels ashamed if his evil deeds become

known to his friends. Who would then himself inform those

friends of his sinful deeds ? But Bhanumatl was apparently

describing her shamful conduct without any compunction to her

friends, to whom she had in great love and confidence previous-

ly communicated the most private things that passed between

her and Duryodhana. This appeared to Duryodhana to be the

height of immodesty and shamelessness on her part. The loca-

tive in and deserves notice. It is

used for the dative and is idiomatic. It signifies familiarity

and confidence between the parties concerned. Thus
as distinguished from 5^ shows that the
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speaker has great oonfidenoe in. and is closely familiar with, the

person addressed. ^ 5m:

m W*
cPTT in such a way as fully to disclose your heart

owing to long-continued affection.^ ..MHHLisan adverb, which

modiffes Bhanumatl had for long been on terms of

affectionate friendship with Suvadana. She, therefore, fully

laid her heart bare before her. may also mean ‘ con-

fidence of long standing. ’ Note ^ f^*; also^= i, e. the

friends referred to above as refers to the near

presence* of those friends, is p. p. from ^ to be

ashamed, which also yields

( Page 39 ) —This reading is better th^n

It yields two Sanskrit renderings, and

tfn*

i

. The former represents the meaning of BhSnu-

matl, the latter the sense in which Duryodhana understands it.

^ whose hand held a serpent in

it and was stretched out. It appears the ichneumon held in his

hand one of the hundred serpents he had killed when he stretched

it out to remove Bhanumatl’s breast-garment- 5PTc%iT

HT^swrt ^T^:; 5r?r who boldly

stretched out his hand. The boldness on the part of Nakula

was due to the knowledge that Bhanumatl loved him passion-

ately. This is of course Duryodhana’s view.

5r^^3t 5r*T^: audacious in outraging another’s wife.

the accursed son of Madrl viz. Nakula*

or is a term of abuse. It has descended into Marathi in

that characteristically feminine abuse ' ^^1- ' Note
^

m^ of sinful or vicious

character, who^is habitually given to sin. should be

punished. son of the venerable one ( i. e* the father-in-

law ). .This is the usual epithet with which women address their

husbands in Sanskrit. See ‘ aTT&gtfii 5?N%
'

»JTct:. Wt >?Wa!#ran% ^ ?ITf^ ^^ fira: ^
blended with the sound of auspicious musical instruments play*

ed upon at dawn. ^SPnr^T tW by the
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sound of the songs of a group of courtezans. It was pustom
ary in’ancient India to wake a king up from his sleep by means
of the sound of the singing of bards and courtezans and of

musical instruments played upon outside his bed chamber,

is explained as

^1 who can be a wife by turn ^ ^
m who can be had for a day. conjecturingly,

in a tone of conjecture. The words ( I was awaken-

ed ) set the king conjecturing. Was it a dream that she had des-

cribed ? Perhaps it was. But the words of her friend would clear

the matter up y lit, manifestation or clear percep-

tion of facts willarise)- calamitous- originally

means a great calamity, danger or evil. Explain the word as

fRET which one very much takes to one’s heart; - or

asj«^ whicli one tries very

much to avoid. Then secondarily it signifies that which causes

calamity, calamitous, dangerous. be taken far away,

so that U will have no effect on us. f’ri’- or

\ * sacrificed with oblations. Suvadanfi

suggests a plunge into the Ganges and other holy rivers, the

blessing of Brahma? as and oblations to fire as remedies to

counteract the dream. away with or enough of, doubt*

and in this sense govern tlie instrumental.

• ) I construed it quite otherwise

t. p, misunderstood it completely.

13. Construe:-!^
?Rir5f ) ’tef:, i^wr 3tWt^ 'm (^ ) ,^ »raT.. t^ett

JT 3iT?n5r 1

1 (

)

Having come to know that it was merely a dream that

BhSnumatT was recounting, Duryodhana now congratulates him-

self on not having done anything rashly in anger. 1^^ is an
indeclinable which expresses good fortune ( )> happiness

or joy. Note ?3TRTSr3lf^’ and
‘

‘ 5ig'i^'r ’
aTJT?;:. 31%T

*11% 'ifi: «T; %55WT: SFI^:

in anger roused by dehitsion due to (her
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account) being ( only ) half heard. aoootd*

ing to the ‘ ^ I I

sii?ri?Einw 3Tra^ i ), which means that

when the sense of an absolutive is suppressed in a sentence, the

object of the absolutive, or the place where the action takes

place, is put in the ablative case« ^ as well as ^ is a nega-

tive particle. when she had half
c

related her story, in the middle of her narrative. n is

compounded with a word in the genitiVe expressive of the

whole and is placed first according to
^

'TT- 2. 2. 2.

e. g. but harsh.

1^^ whose mind was infatuated or had gone astray.

ffT 'CTT the story reached its closf ( ^s it were )

to convince me ( of Bhanumatl’s virtue ). As ;^naninTta%e

and cannot be credited with any conscious intention, we mtlst

supply after and make the line an instance of

The idea is if for some reason the story had remained

unfinished, Duryodhana would have continued wUnder the^ same

delusion. Another way of construing the line is ( ''*TT3^T^ ) ’it

^ Bhanumat! finished her story

to convince me ( as it were )• ) falsely

accused. Note the grim suggestion in the last line. Duryodha-

na had aoeus^ his wife falsely and was about to send her to he^

account. Fortunately he did not do so.

( Page BO ) ip* P* from ^ to praise with 51

)

praiseworthy; auspicious; auguring well. ^n^^"“This speech

is printed by the editions ^ and ^ as that of and ^1^,

with the addition of the stage-direction ( I ).

This is really absurd and must evidently be a misprint. The

tenor of the speech shows that it belongs to Suvadana. Grill’s

edition prints the stage direction correctly; as we have in our

text, and rightly assigns the speech to —
When Bhanumat! asked her friend to tell her definitely what

part of the dream foreboded evil and what was auspicious, she

HUiy did not know how to procceed. She thereupon exchang-

ed significant glances with TayalikS, whom she then informed of

|er determination to acquaint Bhanumat! with the naked,truth*
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{ Page 41 ) even a little. —This is an
admirable sentiment that SuvadanS expresses. To flatter a friend

into some false belief* especially in a matter of vital importance

to him, is the greatest disservice one can do him. It speaks

volumes for Suvadana ’s sincere friendship that she realises this.

A very fine generalisation of which even Kalidasa

would have been proud. more or less for

beneficial. For similar idea read ^ ^ ^ ^
^ II ’ Ki. 1. ?. ^irg jt «r.

?r ftsig: ’ Ibid 1. 5. 8rg*re2I pro-

claiming evil. The .slaughter of hundred serpents suggested of

course the nq^urder of the hundred Kauravas and the removal of

the breast garment indicated the inflicting of widowhood on

Bhanumall. Observe that here there appears to be a referende

to the custom which forbade widows from wearing the bodice*

a custom which unfortunately prevails even now to great extent.^^ by means of gift to a multi*

tude of BrShmaQas. means a gift, properly made as well as

the acceptance of such gift. Note \

^ ^ includes BrShma-
Qas as well as Ksatriyas and Vaisyas, for all the thre^ are en-

titled to a second brith (^11^) in the form of the sacred initiation

( But here Brahma^as alone are meant, because

pratigraha or the right of receiving gifts is a special prerogative

of the BrihmaPas. Read ‘
I

^isrr; ii
’ i. 3.

'

I 11
' ibid iis-

let it be averted. It is third, pers, sing, of the impera-

tive of 3pcR?lft, which is a denominative from of a

boar. Boar is or irrelevant in the present case. Refer*

ence to it is merely by way of an obiter diction.

( those who possess discriminating powers;

the wise; the learned. '*ll?dMVi^the truth. Explain ?Wtm ^ 5T The sentence shows in-

fluence of KSlidSsa’s ‘
I

’ S. iii. 'WRt
'IfoW W. •TO’Ttis derived as’llPltJTP’sgf^aT?^ because the serjilihit

does not seem to possess feet, or asW 'IRid 5PR

one that oreeps close to the ground.
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having evil in the future. Or *1^

whose future result is undesirable. For, this double sense ’S'C*h

vide . =3^ 3^ ^
( accusative singular ) is predicative adjective, qualifying both

and which are consideredas constituting

one event, as indicated by the use of and which then became

the object of Thus (^)

14. Construe:— fl <1^1!^ ( 5^ ) WJi; 1

jjf: *n ^t<Sr i (

)

signifies admission even against one’s desire.
'

^ Duryodhana is no believer in dreams as

.indicators of future events either auspicious or inauspicious.

Yet he grants sometimes such suggestive dreams are dreamt.

means an occasion, or turn or regular order,

^ is often used adverbially in the sense of ( 1
)

'

oooasionally, now aiyi then, sometimes ; ( 2 ) in some regular

order, alternately. The first meaning is here applicable and

the word is very important. Duryodhana admits that

now and then good and bad dreams are seen. Observe the

force of ‘now and then*. It means generally dreams are

neither good nor bad, perfectly without any significance

whatsoever. * But occasionally they suggest good or bad

future. Even this admission of occasional suggestiveness of

dreams is made by Duryodhana much against his will. Thus

dreams being generally without any significance and suggestive

only occasionally, this particular dream may be of no signi-

ficance for aught Duryodhana knows. But ( 3^* ) the number

hundred is ominous. It seems to point to Duryodhana and his

brothers, who were hundred in number. Such is the meaning

of the stanza. The reading for looks very much

suspicious as being a deliberate emendation of the original under

the mistaken idea that means ‘ alternately ’ alone and

that this sense will not do in the present case, as good and

bad dreams are not^ as experience shows, seen alternately.

suggesting the throbbing of his left

eye. This stage direction means the king has here to suggest
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to the audience by proper gesticulations that his eye is throb-

bing. The belief is that the throbbing of the left eye or the left

arm forebodes ill to men and good to women and that of the

right eye or the right arm good to men and ill to women. Note
' f|Rrr«r i»TRt

T^cf: ii
’ St. 2542. This belief is so ingrained

in our nature that even though we may be convinced by expe-

rience that the throbbing means nothing, we yet become a little

uneasy when it actually occurs. A similar belief is found

referred to in Shakespeare’s Othello IV. iii, where Desdemona
says ‘ Mine eyes do itch; Both tha.t bode weeping ?

’

produce, create. ^1- —Stanza I h already reveals Duryo-

dhana as being somewliat alarmed at Iihanumati’s dream. .Just

then his left eye begins to throb and his heart becomes agitated.

But his haughty pride ( ) rebels again 5t this sign of

weakness. For omens like the throbbing of the eye etc. can make
the hearts of only the timid tremble with fear (

). Duryodhana cares them not ( ).

expressed in verse. this view ( whidi Duryodhana takes

regarding dreams their capability of frightening only the

timid.) a revered name in Sanskrit. lie is the author

of several Rgvedio hymns and an oft quoted Slhrti-writer. But
this celebrated sage evidently is not meant here, may
metaphorically refer to Brhaspati, his son, who is reputed to

be the founder of the atheist school of thinkers generally

associated with the name of Carvaka. lie can very well be

credited with being the author of a stanza of this kind. It may
be remembered that the notorious stanza

^

Vide

is ascribed to Brhaspati.

15. Construer-JrfRt Hr%irR ^

)

1 3TRr; )

movements of planets. The reading

unnecessarily restricts the remark of Angiras to evil omens
only. His idea is that all omens whether good or bad bear

fruit by way of accident. f^R'^FR includes both good and bad
omens. Hence ^ Rl^fTFR ' is preferred to ^ k

omens. that with which
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something is sought near (t. e. from a deity ); a conditional* offer

( called in Marathi ) . Note ‘ '

dflli'fr: ' The reading

( 3TTm'Tq^c'TI7^V;, 3TRf%nrf^ 3it?Tn'^--i-r^ ^TT iiJTTfri:: ) means

evil omens and portents/ But portents are included under

evil omens. This reading, therefore, is tautologus and should

be rejected# ( after the manner of the crow and palm)

is here used adverbially in the sense of ‘ accidentally, by way of

accident.’ ndj. is formed from ^ ^ ) in the

.sense of according to ‘

^f, 5. 5, 100. The

word is explained as
' ^;T^fir<75fj; 1

Vol. II p. 420 ( Peterson). There are in all

five explanations of the incidents connected with the kaka and

thfe tala, whi(5h give rise to the expression and the

( 1 ) A crow chanced to go to the foot of a palm

tree. At that very instant a palm-fruit fell on his head and

killed him. This was purely an accident So means acci-

dental and i.i(h\ or accidentally, without

there being any relation of cause and effect between the two

events. Note
' '

dl^ TOd 1 dd dl^ q^dT

Pt: fcl: I

'
^ aTr'TE^sa: w. ?10W

'

( 2 ) A crow came and perched on the palm tree.

At that very moment the tree fell down. This was an accident;

for, nobody could say that the tree gave way under the weight

of the crow. Vm/c NilakaHtha quoted below. (S) A crow

alighted on the fruit of a palm tree, which instantly fell down
;

VUle Nilakantha below. Mole ’worth olfers this same explanation.

Says he, ‘ As the fruit of a Palmyra falling at the alighting

upon it of a crow may appear to fall in comequence ( 4 ) A
crow chanced to go to a palm tree. Immediately a fruit fell

down and was torn open. The crow feasted upon it. This was

certainly an accident. See ' d^ "d TOddl^d

^fd dT4 : ’ on ^ dddF

m^ ^ d^d: I d\drf.Tqidr^rwfddfidW^tI
' ( 5 ) A

person was clapping his hands. As he was doing this, he

chanced to capture between his palms a crow that was flying.

This was an accident certainly. Vide Nilakaljitha in his oom-
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mentary on^» 176.11 ^ 6Nt ^

%rm crr55iv2rPTi^

ftrgg=5^^ I err^ i
' ^?v55^

bear fruit. We dream an inauspicious dream. Something

evil follows. AHgiras means that there is no necessary relation

of cause and effect between these two occurrences. Probably

the evil would have happened even if we had not dreamt the

dream. The same is the case with omens etc. f^-lf^~Roots

implying ‘fear’^and ‘protection from danger’ govern the

ablative of that from which the fear or danger proceeds,

according to " ^5|t4rT 1.4.25 (
w«r?JTt 5TFri«rfm ^

5rpi% fT 1 1%. )•

( Page 42 ) g3*n*J[. natural to a woman’s
nature- lit. easy to obtain; easily found; hence, natural.

^ ^ vain or false fear.

3P=clf^: f^cTt ^ whose best of chariots i.e.

whose excellent chariot was first screened and then allowed to

pass on by the peak of the eastern mountain. The idea is the

sun’s chariot was first behind the eastern mountain,' but has

now risen above it. There is really no propriety in saying that

the chariot was first screened. So the reading Rf^l <(*•0

would appear to be better. Explain this as

( by the region of the peak ) ( allowed to rise up from it-

self) Or (left by having risen above it)

^ ^ I l

3P?!r. is a mountain, fancied to be situated in the

east, from which the sun, moon etc. were supposed to rise.

ft ft^ iftlWr ^
^ whose orb has grown

clear and difficult to gaze at owing to the morning ruddiness

having fast slipped away. The reading f^FF55^F^ziRFr is better.

For we know from the following speech of Suvadanfi that the

sun’s sandhyirSga had not completely left 6im. It was meraly

fast leaving him as he rose higher and higher,

( Page 43

)

( polished on a

toueb^stone. and both mean a touoh-stone)
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9?^. This refers. to.the yellowish red oolo'ttr of

the rays of the morning sun. ^cfFft ( a net“Work
)

'w*w:

( interstices) ^TTTf^: ^ ( rendered

tawny), Note the 31^ in

iftcir The simile is grimly suggeitive. It

gives us a foretaste of what Bhima would be like when he

would fulfil his vow of desrtroying Duryodhana and smearing

his body with his blood. The reading appears

to be merely a slip of the pen on the* part of a scribe.

it is therefore time for you to wait upon

(the sun), ^^ having in it red flowers

and sandal. Red flowers are specially sacred to the sun. Both

and ^*^4. mean a respectful offering to a god or a vener-

able person. Vide Me. 4 and R. 11. 69. For, its usual

ingredients read ^ ^ f ^^ I ftrafpl-

n * further means materials of worship

(
ar^: I '^ I I ^

according to ^ ^ 5.4.25 ) and in below

it has this sense. ( from ) worship.
‘

RTg^- exceedingly good, excellent.

The comparative termination ^ shows excess merely*

—Suvadani is surprised to see the king arrive at this time*

S^*~The past participle here is idiomatic and shows certainty*

Grammatically' it should be explained as an instance of

Suvadana knows the king would surely violate her .friend’s

vow. The idiom has descended into MarS|hi,
^
in which the

sentence could be rendered as ^
I

ajj WdNT

(Page 44 )

dW5I%:. The sun is the only lotus in the

great lake of the sky. There is no other rival for him. This

compound as well as the two following are good examples of

The identification of the sky with great lake

makes possible the identification of the sun with the lotus^

^ ^ (saffron mark).

This suggests the sun yet possesses some ruddy glow about him.

eOR
( courtyard )

'jftjtpw (happy
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consequence), is thus open to the same
objection as we noticed in the case of •

. The

explanation will not do. For, where could

QP habitualness come in here ? The dream has to turn

out either auspicious or inauspicious only once. There is no

scope for d gesticulating pleasure. Note

the propriety of ^f^T^fRr. The man who acts the part of Duryo-
dhana receives no pleasure really at the* touch of the hand of

* Bhanumati. ’ For, he knows ‘ she ’ is also a man like himself.

Yet to the audience he has to show by proper gesticulation that

he felt the thrill. Note also when Duryodhana handed over to

Bhanumati the arghyapatra, his hand naturally did not touch

hers. But now llowers only are being given. So the two hands

came in contact with each other. makes fall. At the

thrill of Bhanumati* s touch, Duryodhana’ s passion was roused*^

He therefore wanted to out short her saparya and in order to

achieve this threw the sacred flowers on the ground.

unskilled. ^^5%^ on such occasions of service viz^

properly handing over flowers etc. to ( inflict

)

punishment.

16 . Construe*.

—

I
< ( I) ^%*. {^) I

9T^** c^i 1 (

)

Duryodhana is apparently asking his queen to piinish him in

conformity with his last sentence. But the mode of punishment

proposed is calculated to excite his passion the more and imme-
diately involve Bhanumati in his sacrilegous desire for amorous

sports at the time.

who habitually stand ( to you ) in the position ofa sei^yant.

becomes at the end of a compound according to

" 5 . 4 . 74 . ^ ^^ ^ %%
( strietcly the infinitive of^is or But these forms

are hardly met with, however, occurs in the ^.)
WT accustomed to move towards the white extensive corner,

scatter; oast. This means Duryodhana invites his quecfn

to cast at him side-long glanoes» which are well-known as exci-

tants of passion. Compare; ^ ^
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I ^ ^ 5^ ^ II ' quoted by

aK an instan<H' of RW- It should be noteti that the descrip-

tion of the corner of the eye as white is somewhat peculiar. The

corners of the eyes of beautiful women are described to be red

naturally. Note Rs. 5. 14; Ku. 5. 74. The forms and

are obtained by the addition of the krt allix l^H ( Vi )

in the sense of ‘ in the habit of, ’ according to
^

'

'4T. 3. 2 . 78 (
I

I I I ^ I

I %. ). One also looks askance at somebody

with whom one is angry. f^^lH sweet owing to

smiles. adv^ in a lovely way. loudly. Loud talk

resorted to when speaking to person who has committed some

fault. In ^IMt- superfluous. means the

cavity formed by folding the hands together. is able L.e.

is ever ready.

{ Page 45 ) ^^^^Idl^lf: permitted. Note the delightfully

courteous way in which RhSnumat! speaks. Only with Duryo-

dhana’s pernjission she would practise her religious observance.

She is afraid Duryodhana is sure to stand in the way of her

piety and hence the request. who has heard the

details. therefore, ^^thus i.e. by observing the

vow. ^^RR naturally delicate. ^TRIRR means body.

enough of, no use, fatiguing- in this

sense has evidently been used with a prohibitive force. Rut
Bhatta NarayaUa seems to hav^ forgotten that and

expressive of prohibition, are used with a gerund, according to

' 3T5?<fI^: ’
<Tr.3. 4. 18 (

... 31^ I I f^. ^. ) 3TS

must, therefore, be put down as grammatical blunder. There is

another way of explaining the sentence. . .Mv
91^5 I ( ^ 5rtit fe^r i eraf

*TIW: I

) that ( observance of vow ) is sufiicient or enough
to fatigue your body (Therefore you must not do it). But this

is hardly the poet’s meaning. The sense given to ^ is hardly

natural.

^V,8
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17, Construe:—37^ (c^) (^)

( 9Tr% )
I f% ^airer^ t (

)

Bha numati pleaded fear as the reason why she should be

allowed to go through her pious observance. ‘ At this Duryo-

dhana’s pride was roused. What was the use of huge army he

had under him, or what purpose was served by keeping renown-

ed warriors like Dro9a and Kar9a in his employ, »if his wife

entertained fear from the enemies ? Duryodhona’s hundred

brothers were ready to minister to her comforts. She should

have no cause for anxiety, wife of a proud monarch as she was !

become depressed, pine away. that

have occupied all quarters. ij,: that have made the

earth tremble ( under their tread ). Poets often describe the

earth as trembling when armies march. -The adjectives may

also suggest that Duryodhana’s armies were a terror to the

world. These two adjectives refer to the huge strength of the

army. ( peculiar i.e. very sharp ) (tip)^
arrow- d«fr residing

in happiness in the shade of the forest of arms. The wife of a

lordly lion ( ) naturally resides in the

forest shade. object of fear.

( Page 46 ). d ^g-Compare Draupadi’s words in Act I

before stanza 18. but I take delight in the fulfil-

ment ( ) of the heart’s desires of my noble lord himself.

Bhanumati points out to Duryodhana that her pious vow is

meant for fulfilling his own ambitions and he should therefore

grant her the necessary permission, ’^d-In a spirit of

voluptuous gallantry Duryodhana completely turns the tables

on her by remarking that his ambitions extend not beyond

sporting at will with her.

18. Construe

( ^ )
I

(
afd: ) qt 1^ 3 31155^ ( )

I

(
iJwa’SRRlT

)
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( packed with full of) ara

( steady )
^ #WRT (swallowed,

eclipsed, outdone )
^ ^ ). Bhanu*

matl’s eyes were packed with love and were consequently

steady. They therefore, seemed to excel a lotus in loveliness.

3Tf^5?r^ 5B«TT which ( face ) was talking indistinctly.

( very gentle ) 1^3 51^^: ( robbed )
3T?fWf

:

•^FT, 3THn;: Ordinarily Bhanumatl used to paint her

lower lip ^ith the alaktata dye. But now she had foregone that

luxury as she was observing a vow. From the point of view of

a voluptuary, such as Duryodhana was, there was special charm

in engaging her in amorous sports when she was bent upon

something totally different. ^1^%^ is the usual Sanskrit

mode of expressing the simple idea of kissing,

R. g R; gnr args^ ssg

g I vnggdl^i'^tgc^r^ i

^ g cT^II I Bhanumatl has

above referred to Duryodhana’ s ambitions for the fulfilment of

which she wants to observe her vow. Duryodhana points out

to her there is possibly ( 3 ) nothing in the world, which it is

not easy for him to obtain and for which the observance of a

vow by Bhanumatl may become necessary. His position and

power guarantee to him the fulfilment of all his desires as far

as worldly matters are concerned. But there is one thing

which he longs for and which is not to him so sulabha viz,

for that depends on Bhanuinati’s pleasure. In

that all his ambition is centred. If, therefore, Bhanumatl
takes delight in his manoratha-sampatti, she must see that he

gets this heart’s desire of his. And surely for ensuring him such

manoratha-sampatti, observance of a pious vow is by no means
necessary ! Such is the trend of Duryodhana’s argument in the

last line. For the idea that to a lover his beloved’s kiss etc, are

dependent on her own sweet will, read
^

p. 96 (our edition). We may, if we
like, split the line as "Tlj etc. The sense is

Just the same. For and both mean the same thini|<
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There are, however, two other ways of construing the line. ( 2

)

aTc5J-^ 'T13 5^q?[^ ^g^I^STwhy'
indeed, doesDuryodhana long to drink your moon-like face which
is to him so easily obtainable ? Longing for an object not easily

attainable can be understood. But l^hanumati being Duryo-
dhana’s wife, her face he can drink at any time he pleases-

The intense longing he feels for this drink, looks therefore, unrea-

sonable. It can, however, be understood if wc remember that

Duryodhana has ‘ no other ambition in life except to sport with

his beloved ( etc ), It is thus natural he should eagerly

look up to that one objest of his life. This explanation's clumsy
and expresses the main idea only indirectly. Besides it is abso-

lutely incompatible with the high sense of chivalary with which
Duryodhana regards his wife. To consider her as a kind of

chattel more or less, which he can enjoy at any time he pleases,

well, such an idea a gallant lover will hardly entertain. What
then of expressing it in so many words in her presence ? ( 8 )

g Why, indeed, has

Duryodhana a longing to drink your moonlike face, which is so

excee^iingly difficult to attain ? Here is

and has no bearing on the topic under discussion.

Only a man of rare good fortune can hope to be blessed with

a wife of Bhaunmati’s beauty. Tiiis is purely a compliment

to her. The question is : Why does Duryodhana long to drink

his wife’s face ? The answer as before is He has no other

ambition in his life. Out of these three interpretations the

best is of course the first, which is also the most natural. The
next in order is the third. ( 4 ) A fourth explanation is supplied

by J’s reading ^ for g ^ 'TI3

WTSSr I I I I

Have I not a longing to drink your face ? Most assuredly I

have it always. Because that’s the only object I live for !

19. Construe;

—

ggjT:, JrWKRT

qT^Ri?r ^1 |

The stanza describes the violent stormy wind, whose sound

has just been heard from behind the curtain and frightened at
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which the queen throws herself in Duryodhana’s arms. The
description refers to different aspects of the wind as seen, in

different places. WFT ^TWn^

by whom branches of trees are scattered away. This

refers to the activities of the winds in the various quarters ( F^^ )

in general. p. p* from 1^*'*^? to throw or toss* about.

which takes in water by means of its

feet viz. the roots; a tree, ^FH* TOWT

which is attended by moving column (^'^) of dust bristling

with a straw. This refers to the hurricane ajf observed in the

sky. A huge column of dust, whirling round and round and

intermixed with straw was raised in the air. This is called

in Marathi. F^d creating a hissing horse

noise. is an onoraatopoetic word. ^^^F: dpd

(
^^TF+dJ-d ) charged with particles of sand. Note that

the adjeettive tells us by-thc-bye that sand was scattered on the

roads in the poet's days. is apparently formed by the

poet according to
^ '

'TT. 5. 2. 97. ( ^dF ^Fd: JTc# I

fd^FT^: F^'^dFd; ). But unfortunately is not included in the

class, which must therefore rather unjustifiably be con-

sidered to bo an which means a class of words, which

by no means is exhaustive and of which only a few specimens

are given so that other words may also be added to it. Other

explanations are i<r45Cr:

But surely these could not have been intended by the poet.

3T^ ffe'fr w: i «Rrl:

'I'liis apparently refers to the aspect of

wind in the woods. So should be supplied before terT^TFF^-

Stems of trees rubbed against one another with the result that

smoke was produced, which formed aV*haracteristic of this wind.

5Fr^F^T F^?'^ in the arbours or bowers of palaces. ^Ff^FFl^:

5?*. ^ (deep) (grave)*

As the wind blew through arbours of palaces, it produced a

sound which was deep and grave like the thunder of a ^resh cloud.

Note in the case of this adjectiye ^^R* metaphorically stands

for 3TT^^* terrible in its activity

^ »I=5gT%, ^ ?r wind. ?Td in

every direction. This is an compound in the sense of
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or repetition, which is one of the senses of

excitement.

( Page 47 ) May Your Majesty enter this

palace on the (artificial) mountain of wood. It appears in the

BSlodyana an artificial mountain of wood was constructed on

which stood a building called Suvadana requests

Duryodhana to betake himself to this prasada along with Bha-

numatl in order to escape frjpm the ravages of the stormy wind.

J reads
^

and translates

^ This is an incorrect transla-

tion of the original Prakrta. For though both masculine

and neuter in Prakrta, is masculine in Sanskrit. The correct

translation would be ' But J’s reading is

not good. ordinarily means going to its terrace and this

is certainly not what Suvadana means. She means or

entrance into its inner apartments for shelter. Further, the stage

direction
^

^ also points to
‘

^ as the correct

reading- may, however, be defended by saying that it

means climbing up the mountain of wood with a view to enter

the palace. But this meaning is certainly a bit far fetched.

causing anxiety, oppressive.

^ which causes distress to the eyes with the rough dust that

has risen. ( uprooted ) ^

( greatly frightened ) ^
( from the stable ^ 3 ^ q^lT^Tr

^ ^ftdT: (thrown into

disorder ) (thoroughfares) The violent

hurricane uprooted tress. Their terrible crash frightened the

excellent horses in the royal stable and they bolted off from it.

As they began to run away in great fright here and there, the

throughfares were thrown into disorder. It must be noted that

this description of the hurricane as well as the one given by
Duryodhana in st. 19 appears more imaginary than real. How
could Duryodhana and Suvadana observe the things they

describe from the Balodyana ? This garden, judging from

what the poet describes therein as having happened, must have
been more or less a secluded place far away from the gaze of

the public, m.means a horse of good breed, a horse that is



possessed of good signs; hence an excellent horse. In the com-

pound which is a word having a qualified s'ense,

expresses the qualification only viz* of good breed, excHlent.

adj. may also mean beloved, favourite, but the above

sense which tells us why the horses were beloved is more perti-

nent. ' ^

^ benefactor. hurricane, whirl-

wind, tempestuous wind. The addition of to

^fc^r is really superfluous. As ifc^s, the word may refer to the

circular motion of the stormy wind. \s idiomatically equal

to without any efforts on my part)'^^^!^—
-Lovers are often described as hankering

after a spontaneous embrace from their beloveds, which is

generally found to be param asulabham and which when
obtained pleases them exceedingly. Compare

^^1^ II Me. 51T%H

St. after 21.

20 . Construe

fR
(^ ) 1 ( )

The things which Duryodhana here describes as not having

been done by Bhanumati, are exactly the things which poets

tell us women practise at the time of priya-samUgama. But this

is only the negative side of the picture. The positive side is

supplied by the third line. Now the kind of embrace described

here is not generally effected by women on their own initiative.

When, therefore. Bhanumati did this and did not do the othef*

things, it was natural Duryodhana should be immensely pleased

and should ask, by way of a question of appeal, in more or less

a triumphant vein, whether the terrible wind which broke her

vow, was not really a friend of his. ^^1^* a frown. Duryodhana

expected her to put on a frown of anger when he proceeded to

stop her religious observance. —
’Tears were expected

to arise from a sense of sorrow at having to give up her piety.—
^This was to avoid a kiss. of course means

( with oaths or adiurations )
^’TTR

m (plunged as it
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were in my chest ) This indicates

close embrace. The last line contains the author’s favourite

device of a Kaku or question of appeal. As the first three lines

explain the reasons why the wind is called a friend, the stanza

is an instance of defined as
‘

’ S.D.X. 63. The last line is also explaineci as^
JT, (rV^:) is not terrible wind, (but is) my friend.

This makes the sentence an instance of The previous

explanation is, however, to b^preferred, because the Kaku is

favourite with Bhat^a NarayaUa and with it the sense becomes

more emphatic. freedom to indulge in»

freedom of action as regards.

21. Construe :— ( I ) ^Rl^, )

I 5^, JTJl ’TfS prfrsq-

1

In this stanza the chief point to be noted is the exact pro-
r\ \

; to convey the sense. As we
read the lines slowly, we get the idea of some one of trembling

gait being slowly led by another step by step owing to the force

of the metre alone. is voc. of ^ ^^F- )

whose thighs are solid or plump. Note that the woref m
* a thigh ’ coming at the end of a feminine compound becomes

when the first member of the compound is an upamana,

or a standard of comparison, e. q, according to

^ 4, i. ^ 1 . ^^4
I T%. ^F. ). This rule is also applicable to

cases where the word is preceded in a compound not by a

standard of comparison, but by the words qF^I

and others, according to
^ ^

’IF. 4. 1 . 70 (

WF^ ). Now the case of falls under

neither of these rules. So the compound should really be

which would yield the vocative But owing to the pre-

sence of the word ^Ff^ in
^

^ words like ^
etc. are considered to be covered by the latter rule.

JF^’T: F^^ st^^FF* ^F ’TF^^F't^ft trembling, staggering. is again a

grammatically difficult compound. f, and f. are both

words for ‘ a body/ ^^FF^ ^ would yield for the vocative
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5^- On the other hand H cPi,: ?lHr: m gives 5^# for the rule

is that the affix ^ is added to Bahuvrihi compounds when the

last member is a feminine noun endin<^in f or or a noun
ending in according to

' '

'fT. 5. 4. 153

). Uuder these circumatanees we
should dissolve the compound in the latter way and avoid the

^ by having recourse to the maxim ‘ ^ For

the use ^5. vii. 24; V* i. 10; Mai 5. 26.

though strictly meaning region of the eliest| means just

is added practically Compare st. 23 below.

itSTf«r q«rr ^<1T so as to make your

(slender) creeper-like arms the upper bandage or legature.

Rhaunmatl is invited closely ( R ) to embrace Diiryodhana’s

chest so as to make her arms its upper bandage. II ow can this

be done ? In an ordinary embrace, the arms go behind the

chest t. 0 . at the back. Then they cannot be referred to as

with the reference to Are we to suppose that

Duryodhana asks his wife to hug him from behind if They now
are ascending the wooden mountain and this supposition appears

not impossible.

( Pager 49 ) that lias found no scope,

inner chamber being well closed.

from which the collection of dust ( which

had gathered there owing to the wind ) is wiped off. The

adjective is used prolcptically. First, the dust is to be rubbed

off and then the eyes to be opened. ^'c^T^cl*. portentous

wind, is any disturbance in' nature { which portends

evil ). Note 46 . 1.
‘

powerless owing to the hurry of

ascent. Mr raised round intended to serve as a seat-

lias caused you no small i. c. great harm indeed,

22. Construe:—^# ( w-ir )

"^Rt fMr% I 31WrSN I

3TF1T* )

SRt^ I

( wm )

The idea in this stanza is exceedingly poetic. Bhanumat!

is suffering from the effects of the hurricane rather too long
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( )• But it is nobody else’s fault. Her own limbs have

turned treacherous and are helping the hurricane. Though the

amount of dust, which has found entrance in her eyes is small

( ^ it causes great torment ( )? because the field of its

activity the eyes, is expansive ( )• The dust moves

all over her eyes and causes greater pain to her than would

have been the case if she had been blessed with less wide eyes.

Note that is a point of beauty in women. Duryo-

dhana is really flattering his beloved by referring to points of

beauty in her person and representing them as having conspired

with her enemy, the vatya, in order to increase her t>^ngs.*

Her tremor was slight. But it pains her bosom ( ) the more

because it was weighted with her plump breasts.^ I

§K* This is an exceedingly realistic adverb.

As her heart trembled the necklace, rolling on her breasts, was

tossed up. Note the second line is defective. It does not ex-

press the intended sense clearly. What is meant is

though

her gait is slow. which is really a p.p. is used in the sense

of a noun according to
' ’ R- 3. 3 114

( -mk I I I I j%.

)• owing to the heaviness of

her big buttocks. Note that though meaning a different

part of the body, is often used as being synonymous with

^ g : tremor^

^^FTT* ^ whose eyes are like a deer f*. e, like

the eyes of a deer. ^ in such cases metaphorically stands for

Note that and (a thigh), when meaning

parts of the body, become and respectively at the end of

Bahuvrihi compounds, according to ^ Tf.

5. 4. 113 I FTFCI ^
I I I \ 1 1%.

). The compound is also dissolved as ^
It will be noted here that the first member of the com-

pound viz. ^if^t loses its second member viz. Other-

wise the compound would read Such compounds are
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fromed according to the
^

on ^*2.2.34. Thi

The comments on it as follows •
^ ^

^^ I : 1

I mw^‘ TOT: to which ‘ a { helping

)

hand is given. Note that this is a compound, since

is construed with ^ alone. It may be noted that Duryodhana
begins his speech by addressing Bhanumati. Compare ^ ^

But in the stanza he refers to her as 3{^:. This is indicative

of careless writing.

^ (p.p.from to cover) (^S^ET^

which has no covering. Or ^

uncovered ( with a carpet or cushion etc. ).

23. Construe ••—

(

| ( ^tci itet
)

c^f^rRw ^^4 #5r5i«fi^ (
3Tci tr^

)w sr^pf-

3TsqTi%i I
( )^ WK 2R3fT: gT For, the change of ^

to vide above pp. 106-107. is the outer edge of the

hand frdm the wrist to the root of the little finger (

^

^f|: '
) and the resemblance between this

and the things lies in their softness, their lleshiness and their

gracefully tapering shape. So that means a woman of

soft, fleshy and gracefully tapering thighs, is sometimes

in this connection explained as the trunk of an elephant. See

Ku. i. 86 and Bhattikavya iv. 17. ^?IWRFT,

The skirt of the garment which covered

his two thighs was disordered by the wind, so that they were

in part exposed to view. That was why they proved so attractive

to BhSnumatrs eyes ( ^ ^ TOT ). The same remark is

applicable to the next set of adjectives viz. ^ )W ^Nd^^^TO (
friend to my eyes i. e. pleasing them so much ).

my two thighs are quite

suSicient for your huge buttocks (
^ ^iKFKl*^:

' Tf. 2.1.56 dT ) to

rest upon. The use of the infinitive here is peculiar.

Distinction must be made between the use of in the sense

3 VSrtika is not found in thel^*^*
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of * sufficient ’ and in the sense of ‘ able In the sense of

sufficient ’ cannot be used with an infinitive. It must be

used with a dative e.g, ^ ^ If . we use

( sufficient ) with an infinitive we are sure to have one
subject for the infinitive and another for the principal verb e,g.

^ fT where ®T^is the subject of the infinitive

and ^ that of the verb This is what has happened
in the present case. the subject of and

that of ( understood after ). And because

such use of ( sufficient ) with an infinitive is not commonly
met witli in^literature, we call the present occurrence peculiar.

If we substitute the sentence becomes

all right. On the other hand in the sense of ‘ able ' always

requires that the subject tjf the infinitive and of the verb*

should be the same e. g. And this is

natural. For the idea of sufficiency is passive; that of ability

active. The latter suggests some other action on the part of

the person of whose ability we speak, an action which he is

ahJe to perform. Thus, the subject of the infinitive and of the

verb are the same. Such is, however, not the case with the idea

of sufficiency. This distinction between ^^IH ( sufficient ) and
(able) appears to have been* overlooked by previous expounders
of the play, who find fault with Bha^ta Narayafia’s sentence

for what appears to us an incorrect reason. It is stated that in

Sanskrit the infinitive can be used only when its subject and

that of tlie predicate are the same. This rule is hardly correct.

It has apparently been deduced from
^

^
^T. 8. 3.

158. But the fact that the Sutra is applicable only to roots

having the sense of ‘ to wish * or ‘ to desire ’ is forgotten. Apart

from Kalidasa's ‘ ^ 6.^ 22,

which is admitted to be peculiar, such instances as
‘ ^

’
‘ 3ti% ^ ?rl >TferRJi,

'
' ar^ds^wretfR

which are considered to be regular, give the lie

direct to the above rule. There are, however, two ways of

making the present peculiar use of the infinitive look regular.

( 1 )
I

' 1?^ tftr ’ qy. 2.3.50

I 9T'5qn%g q^ qRtj^fPiT your
buttocks have already obtained my thighs ( for them ) to sit
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Upon i,e^ my thighs are theirs by right. You must therefore

oome and take your seat ou them. ( 2 )

1 1 3T'5?nw|fi arrciTf^r iwt^fwrq:'raTH

my thighs are able to make your buttocks take their seat

on them i, e. are sufficient for them to sit upon. Note

is here taken with a causal force. It is ( having the

sense ot the causal lying concealed in it ). Neither of these,

we feel sure, was meant by the author.

( Page 50 ) with a toss of the (uirtain. A rule

of dramaturgy says that no character may enter on or quit

the stage unless some suggestion of it is conveyed to the

audience. * ^T. When, therefore,

the poet finds it impossible to convey such previous suggestion,

he generally makes the character enter with a toss of the

curtain. tn such cases the character generally is in a state

of excitement and finds it necessary to make sudden entrance.

Here the Kaficuki is evidently excited over the breaking of

Duryodhana’s chariot-flag ( ) and approaches his master

to announce the ominouy^ news. lie uses the words

which being uttered in haste exactly after Duryodhana’s
•

^ naturally construe with them and produce a start-

ling effect on the characters on the stage as well as on the

audience; an effect which is further heightened by the Chamber-

lain’s broken words ( by the dreadful; by Bhima ) and

Such situations where the words of a character newly

entering on the stage are so uttered as to be capable of being

construed with words of another character already on the stage

so as to create a startling effect on the mind of the latter and

of those n.far him, if any, are called They are very

effective from the dramatic point of view and have four varie-

ties. The present 'TdT^ilWd^i represents the third variety, as is

suggests a future event viz- the breaking of Duryodhana’s thight

by Bhlma. Read for definitions etc. dl^ll^ 11. 29-;i3;

vi. 45—49. Other good instances of ’TdT^TRR'^^s are supplied by

the following: ‘ ?;PT:— IT 'TT;tra^ 1138 11

( 5^ )
’ U. i. ;

‘ ^T^:-3Tf^ IIR |IITITT=^^-

*R:-I ( 3TTg?2T )
I WTf I ^T-

I
’ Mu. 4. in fear, in alarm : infatuation.
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24. Construe:—
i
(^)

qf^cin, I ( 3igw

)

should be taken as a predicative adjeotive and there

should be two sentences instead of one. The construction

is tame- ( loud cry )

As the flag fell down the bells attached to it jingled.

It thus appeared to gave out a loud cry of grief as it were. The

figure is It shoijld be noted that J takes even

to be paronomastic : (l) by the wind; (2) by the son of the wind.

I

' aricWT I Spr:
’ ?rrf^R-

I

'

—Duryodhana takes the incident, though ^so

awfully ominous, with perfect levity- ( 3^ ^

prompts me to speak. This is a denominative from 5^*
was the domestic chaplain. It was his business to perform for

the king all his religious rites and to advise him in cases of

difficulty. Compare the part played by DuSyanta’s Purohita in

S.v. (a doorkeeper ) is defined by as

5R?iir^ R: n ’ R^^i^ h. 44.

5rf^^: or means both a door and a door-keeper.

who has no rival fighter, unrivalled warrior*

( from ^ + 31^) unforgivingness; vindictiveness.

25. Construe:

—

ii

Being pulled by Dussasana’s hands the hair and garment

of Draupadi had become loose. R* was addressed
‘ A cow, a cow ’. The wife is under the protection of the hus-

band. To designate her to be helpless like a cow was, therefore,

a greater insult to her husband than to her own self. Arjuna

was present at the time when this insult was inflicted upon
Draupadi. As a high-born young Ksatriya, skilled in the use of

arms ( )> he should have resented it. But he did not. This
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shows his incapacity and indicates what his present Vow is

worth. Sucli is the argument of Duryodhana. But Duryodha-

na conveniently forgets.one fact viz^ on that occasion Arjuna’s

hands were tied down by the wager of Yudhisthira and there

was no other alternative left for him except to suffer all the

indignities silently. ^—There is some discrepancy in

Mahabharata itself regarding this incident. From the present

stanza we gather Dussasana addressed these words to Draupadi

the in gambling hall after he had dragged her there by her hair

and garment. The Sabhaparva dges not ‘contirm this account.

According to it, when after theanudyhta the Pandavas. started

for the forest, dressed in barks, DuSSasana ridiculed them in

unstinted language and addressed the words ^1* to Bhima-

sena and not to Draupadi. Note

19^^. 99. Later on in the KarHaparva ch. 88 Bhima refers to

these words ^ as uttered by Dussasana, when he drinks

the blood from his chest. But the reference is general and there

is no clue to find out whether Bhima means these words were

addressed by Dus!sa.sana to himself or to Draupadi. On the other

hand from the words that Bhimasena addresses to Duryodhana
in the Salyaparva, after the latter has been laid low on

the battlefield, we gather that it was .Duryodhana himself

who uttered these words with reference to Draupadi in the

assembly and that even other people had joined him in this

cry. Read
'

I c# HWgfl II 4 •%SWFgTT
I cTFW II 7’ 60. Bhatta

NarSya^a does well in representing the incident in the way he

has done in this stanza. For that is dramatically more effective.

—We must supply after this and consider the Sne as

one instance more of the poet’s loose writing. For such in-

definite use of compare Kalidasa’s
'

Wm \

'

Me. 110, whereafter we have to supply

the word or is significant- As the valiant

wielder of the celebrated bow, Arjuna should not have

put up with that humiliation. Another way is to supply

after Was not Arjuna present in that assembly
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of kin^s ? A third is to accept J’s reading and
take == even towards him Arjuna did not
direct his strung bow. This last explanation is extreinely
weak. besides involving is bad

Sanskrit* and are all significant. They
show how improper Ariuna’s silence on that occasion was.

Note the last two lines contain the author’s

favourite device of Kaku, which greatly emphasises the imp6~
tenoy of the Pandavas and of Ariuna especially, which Duryo-
dhana wants to prove.

( Page B4) ^T^-fFTH - - - —The genitive is here used
for the instrumental. uprootfed. That Ariuna would
not he able to fulfil his vow of killing .layadratha before the

sun-set was certain. In that case Arjuna would commit suicide.

Yudhisthira would then kill himself. Vide v. 7 below.

lit. without a cover, hence that whiah has nothing to obstruct

its play; unresisted; or, and that which is unconcealed,

well-known.

26 . Construe;— q yin y.'qq -nftct i

1 (

)

Duryodhana here is weighing the chances of the Pandavas
opposing Jayadratha on the battlefield and comes to the con-

elusion that none dares stand against him. is Yudhi-

sthira, being the son of Kunti obtained through the favour of

Dharma or Yama. the twin-born viz. Nakulaand Sahadeva.

^if^^ not even the talk can be entertained ( with regard

to these as being the possible adversaries that can quell Jaya-

dratha). The idea is they are so weak in comparison with

Sindhuraia.

whose encircled bow shines in its orb. Note that either

or^ is superfluous. would be better. The
ad]ective has reference to the dexterity with which Jayadratha
used his bow in battle. Arrows were discharged with such

rapidity that his bow always appeared circular in form. This

is a common description in the Mahabharata. m/,
from wbioh is a denominative from formed
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in the sense of STf^PTlf^ ( advances with an army against ),

according to 'H'. 3.1.25
‘

5^’- yfiiiill'm: *nt;: whose responsibility of the vow
taken is heavy. Observe the sound oommonsense and sagacity

that Bhanumati’s remark displays. But Duryodhana heeds not

the voice of his good angel. Quem deus perdere vult^ vrius

denienlat. It may be noted that the word is superfluous,

is sufficient to express the idea intended.

27 . Construe :-^?pi^^Tr4»rwT «rr?TJn

5Er^.g^%iJTt|: anrf^ctf^gT^:

(
wydj )

Duryodhana boasts of his strength in this stanza and there-

by shows how absurd is the idea of Bhanumatl that the

Paiicjiavas are an object of terror to him.

arr^clT: ( ) l^fr crores of armies, being

overpowered by my brothers in battle, fly away in every direction.

So valiant are my brothers I Why need I fear the Pandavas
then ? Thi^ means Duryodhana boasts of the valour of his

brothers alone. There is another way of construing the stanza.

^ ( commanded or led by my
brothers ) etc. In the battle in every direction advance forcibly

( ) crores of armies commanded by my brothers. Duryo-

dhana is here priding himself on the possession of vast armies

as well as their valiant commanders viz. his brothers. This is

distinctly preferable. Lord of eleven aksuhini’s, Duryodhana

had every reason to be pronnd of his vast army. Additional

reason is supplied for this second interpretation by Duryo-

dhana’s sentiments in st. 17 The only drawback is that

in the sense of is unusual. ^N>PdT: ( trodden

under feet ), however, may metaphdrioal|y^imean ‘ commanded.*

For, the commander has absolute powear fver his men. Is he

not at their head ? This is really ^1^^^ *1^

swallowed, shut out. The huge amount ofMust raised by the

armies shut out the sun’s light ( uneven bristiling

with. ^ Or Wf:
They were so confident of

...V. 9
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their powers and defied ( ) their enemies so completely

that they cared not to put on their armours even.

means- ‘ who have donned or put on their arm )urs

% , 3m^'=fF^rr^rTIcT?:R'TT3: Im: PSSrf^T ( (;losely

touching). ^ 3T?#i)qTqTc»qqif'^ h Or
3T^>?Tra'?5rff^ %qiq;3TcT trg ^3^55 etc. Their white umbrellas

touched one another and presented the appearance, illusive of

course, of a forest of white lotuses.

28 Construe:

—

it:??!! ^

^r%qt nr^r aqr ^jrsfssrq-^sf'f ( ^rr )

Inn I

( )

crpscijiTR; refers to BhTma. His two vows had so far come
to nought. The same would be the fate of this vow of Arjuiia.

That is Duryodhana’s idea. Instead of referring to Bhima and

Arluna by name reference to them under the general epithet

serves the purpose of showing that according to

Duryodhana- all of them were equally incapable,

'TT^- Note we have between

and d^df^RFT^ is ironical. It really means exactly its

opposite by what is called at ^he head of

the battle; in the forefront of the fight. It may also be con-

strued with The sense then would be in the forefront

of the fight the Pandavas have no spirit- Their only spirit lies

in bragging.

?ifr^^ ^dT, ^dT ^ ) ever victo

rious. F^'^^T ^^F ^f'^F d^ ( ^F'^d ) ^F d?F ^^FF'^dq; brought

about in shame at his vow having turned out false. ^W^d^
unhallowed by weapon. Death on the battlefield while fighting

was considered to be sacred for a KSatriya as it led to heaven.

29 . CoilStrU0:-3^^fSf^aT^^|qW:

6R ct r?: ^rsr:
( Ef^lf

)
I

( )

sfSRr: -ftttlrti: whose oscillating golden

bells iingle at every jolt or shock, ) an upward

shook; such as is received on uneven ground
; a jolt,

g«I?iqr sir: m a garland of
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flowers, apparently white, ' was hanging from the top of the
chariot. It was also decked with white chowries. The’ white
refulgence of these chowries was heightened by the white lustre

of the garland of flowers, Ttq

^ whose horses were chafing at their trotting being
checked. The horses in their noble spirit wanted to run fast.

But they were being driven slowly. They therefore chafed at

the restraint thus put on them. This adieotive is very realistic.

which puts an end to the enemies
desires ( of scoring victory over Duryodhana ). This is a para-

pharse of above.
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hideous, ugly. in the course

of feasting on etc. The idea is while the demoness was repleni-

shing her store, she was also filling her belly. performs,

achieves. ’RTF the store-room

of which is filled to overflowing or to the brim. I shall

call out. It is future of the denominative from

of those who are newly or recently

killed. only for moment. The idea is as he eats flesh

and drinks the blood, his fatigue may for the time being quickly

( ^ ) vanisli. The names and are significant.

.

arm; I, beverage.) >R *mi. ^(yr ?Er*n:»j4t

( faltering )
?ir. S^ict^^IITT: oily or un-

ctions owing to the greasiness of abundant fat. slight-

ly warm. Hesh about the heart. awfully, ex-

ceedingly. ^
rendered dillicult of passage owing to a sea of blood and fat of

etc. was the demoness whom Bhima married after the

Pa^davas had escaped from the house of lac. was their

son. He had been killed by KarQa.

collected in the skull of an elephant* (the con-

diment) excellent housewifery. command;

bidding. fdRT

While closely following Bhima, Rudhirapriya will always be

able to witness a stream of blood of men killed by him. Such

a sight will be enough to quench his hunger and thirst. ^f^Fl%'

rz As Hidimba gave this command to Rudhira-

priya, he is naturally puffed up with his own importance and

speaks of himself in the plural. ^F^- with a sharp

sword Interlude. For definition vide Appendix A.

4. Construe:— (w ) g?;: ?TfF5R^F^^dg^u^d%-

fd: ( ) ( S«5ft ).
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Asvatthaman hear ; a terrible uproar frequently (Sf^) pJPO-

ceeding from the battlefield in his front (
5^' : ). He

wonders what it was due to ( )•

^ ( violent )
^ h gfirm: i agitated )

^ tT^c^rW: ^ ( deep ) ^^ q-:
( echo ) # ( imitating,

resembling). At the time of world-destruction (

^ 51^: I
^ Wr: ) violent wind®

blow: They agitate the huge clouds that appear at that time.

The clouds consequently give out a deep and dreadful thunder*

The noise that is proceeding from the batt»e-flel I resembles the

echo of such thunder. Then uproar is said to resemble the echo

of the thunder and not the thunder itself, because the echo is

generally louder than the original. 3^^ and or along

with and are names of certain classes, whose characte-

ristics are thus mentioned :
' 3^^^ l

I I

^

quoted in These four classes of clouds are different

from otheft clouds called ( 5®^^ an nief:

?c2P? ), which are supposed to have sprung from the wings

of mountains cut by Indra and whose business it is to deluge

the world at the time of its destruction and to extinguish the

fire which burhs it. It is these PuSkaravartaka clouds that are

referred to in this stanza and in st. 8 below. clouds

are also sometimes referred to as 5^^^ on the analogy of

being called Note ' WF ^F^CWT: ^^I^F^TF

5r^T I i rr

I

' ^-58 Some take the adjec-

tive ^ in as qualifying ^1^. Tiiis is both unnatural

and incorrect. Out of these kinds of ^RITF^> 2TF?T^^ and

?T1T51OT[ generally means the last viz- which

is the same as and which is not attended by the usual dis-

turabances in nature- frightl'ull to

the ear or to hear, «nH ^ which

has filled the hollow between heaven and earth.
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heaven and earth. This word is always used in the dual.

), ^ guch as had never

occurred before; unprecedented. 1!^: loud noise, uproar. Mam-
mata finds fault with use of this word here to designate loud

uproar on the ground that usually means an insignificant

noise such as the croaking of frogs (
' ^

I K. P. vii p. 365 )• This defect is called Sf^rf^dcq

and consists in the use of a word to signify a sense which is

other than the one in which the word is generally known. We
cannot however agree with Mamma^a here, as to judge from
its use in literature, is not ' Numerous instances

can be quoted to show that has been used in the sense of a

loud noise.

This refers to the belief that in the

great war DroUa did not do his best out of love or fondness

( ) for his pupils v?z, the Paudavas.

5 . Construe

3T3^qi^, ^ fiTci?( Pfqd 5rR®^ I

( qrrtysfq^raq;

)

W- TFT: proper for his having

ranged himself on the side of Duryodhana, for his espousal of

Duiymdhana’s cause. proper for the acceptance or

adoption of arms (as a profession). Brahmafta as he was,

was not in Drofla’s proper line. But having once accepted

arms, he was bound to acquit himself adequately. That was

what he was probably doing at present.

Note that this goes with alone of the following compound,

giving rise to what is called ffd*. means a weapon

or a missile.
*' ^ The word is

derived from 1^ to send or discharge, or from^ to strike or kill.

The fact that DroHa obtained his missiles from ParaSurama
rendered his prowess mighty ( )• Note that ParaSurama was.

not a regular preceptor of Drofla in the science of archery. Nor,
it would appear, had Drona intended arms to be his profession

from the beginning. What happened was this. After DroHa
had married and had a son, he wanted to acquire some money,
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naturally enough. Learning that ParaSurarna was giving away
vast treasures to Brahmattas^ he approached him but found
that he had g'ven everything away and was about to retire into
a forest. ParaSurama, however, told DroDa that he would
either give him his body, which was then his only possession,

or Ills missiles; DroHa chose the latter. This was how he

obtained his missiles from ParaSurama. Vule

140 and 180. proper. ‘ 5% 5 ^t‘4ri FdR

’

the devcmrer ^of enemies who^ kills them in great

.number. ^ WR is derived from ‘to

eat * by the addition of the affix ) in the sense of

showing disposition ( according to
‘

8.2.160 (
I I ).

ST^T^Fr shining or resplendent with the
splendour of a cloud filled with water. But how can a sword be
possessed of the splendour of a cloud ? This is inherently

impossible. The expression figuratively ( /. e. by the figure

which is defined as
‘

’ K.P. )

means therefore that the sword was possessed of a splendour
similar to that of a cloud. The comparison of a sword of excellent

steell with*a cloud for its dark colour is common. Note that the

dissolution of this compound, WF W
^F \ offered by some is incorrect. This is apparently
given in accordance with the Vartika ^ etc.’

which is explained before. But that Vartika is applicable to

Baliuvrihis only and therefore this dissolution would not do.

f<3: 3JT§:: <T:g5I5rc: easy to grasp. gold. handle.

arir^; Sffw, though looking
tataulogous, is idiomatic. Asvatthaman was fired with an
intense desire to witness his father displaying his proper valour.

He therefore could not wait for a chariot and wanted to go to

the field just with his sword. ^RFI: *•

filled with joy at the great festival of battle. (
ROT

extremely weighted with, filled with, full of.

as an adjective has always this sense at the end of compounds.

is also an adverb. It then has the sense of or ®TFcRr^

e.g# When we remember this two-fold use of

we shall easily see that %ht dissolution
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who is inspired with excessive Joy at the great

festival of battle ), which gives an awkward

is absolutely unnecessary. clFl longing

to witness ( the display of) my father’s valour. Here also the

dissolution should

be systematically avoided as being unnatural and unnecessary.

For, honoured lexicons give as an adjective.
‘

' 1^:; ' ^
'^RWtliPl evil omens. The negative particle ^ has here the sense

of or non-praiseworthiness or badness. Note

rl^rq[ I II b

wl|p have forgotten the honour done to them by their master

and have consequently rendered their hearts ungrateful or mean

( ^5 ). Asvatthaman means to say that at least for the honour

that their master always paid them, that they should not have

taken to their heels. It was only making a display of their

mean or ungrateful hearts to do so. ^T^Ffd

These warriors came of families that had been

noted for their traditional valour. To (ly away (

from the battle-field was therefore to disregard these family

traditions. It should be noted that these adjectives which

qualify and which contain Asvatthaman’s condemna-

tion of the armies would appear to be more appropriate to the

Army-Commanders than to the common soldiers. The condem-

nation is directed more against the great warriors referred

to in the following clause than against the rank and file.

^ dW. the great

mountains to protect the coast-line or shore (
^^ ^^TRTT-

I ^ ^ of the sea in

the form of the Kaurava army. The idea in this compound,

though clear, is somewhat involved. The kings as commanders

were expected to preserve the morale of the army. To use a

metaphor, they had to see that the sea of the array kept within

its proper bounds. Abandoning its proper duty of fighting by
the army and its running away stand for the transgression of its

proper bounds ( ) by the sea. The king had to take

pare that this did not happen. The metaphor is therefore ex-
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tended and the kings are identified with great mountains that

stand near the sea-shore and guard the coast. Being thus sur-

round by the mountains ( kings ) as it were,* the sea (army) can-

not transgress its proper bound. The thus consists

in the mountains guarding it'against being crossed by the sea.

Vela impliedly stands for the morale of the army. 'Phis is the idea

of the compound, which is an instance of But when
these mountains themselves leave their places, it is no wonder
if the Sea trangrcsses the vela. Divorced from the metaphor
this,means that wlicn warriors like Karna’fly away, it is natural

the rank and file should take to their heels. Asva^thSman
therefore rouses the spirit of these warriors and asks them not

to commit the thoughtlessness ( ) of abandoning the

battle-field.

6. Construe--^ ^^>^4 ^rif^,

w. g^T i

)

The stanza contains a fine idea well calculated to cheer up
the drooping spirits of the (lying warriors and is very easy. It

may, howWer, serve as an instance of Bha^a NdrayaQa’s loose

writing. The poet began with and should really iiave used

^ in the next clause. But instead he uses ^F^ and

hardly go weU together. It would appear the poet clianged his

mind after he had reached the end of tlie first line. ^Fcf alone would

have been sufficient. For it shows cause. 'Fhen again .the use of

( gerund from ^r^Fd to abandon ) is grammati-

call/ indefensible. In Sanskrit indeclinable past participles or

gerunds are used to denote the prior of two actions that have

the same agent, according to
" '

*11. 3. 4. 12

Rt. ^l. ). But here we find that the two actions denoted by

and have two different agents inz. and

The use of the gerund ^F^ here, therefore, constitutes a seri-

ous blunder of syntax. It can only be removed by supplying some

such wprd as after

so as to make two actions viz. and have the samo
agent viz, A similar loose use of the indeclinable ooours
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again in V. 30 d. In this particular Bhat^a NSrSyaPa is in

good company. For Kalidasa also has twice used such incorrect

gerund. Vidr ii 9 and V. ii. 10. Another way of defending

Rhatta NarayaUa is to suppose that bhayam itself is the agent

of apasya as well. This would mean leaving the battlefield i.e.

in places other than it, the fear of death exists not. This is

grammati(‘ally sound, but puts grammar above context. By
the use of apasya Asvatthaman is evidently referring to the

flight of tlie kings, whom he is addressing this stanza. The

that he intends then is and not > So

this second way of accounting for the use of gerund must be

rejected. If we at all want to iustify the poet, we must do it

in the way 6rst sho wn above. Tliere is another way of con

struing the line viz. to take the first three lines as constitut-

ing a singie sentence, thus :

mi 5=f:iT
(

STrt fTH';
)

3T5T
(

m ;

I It is easy to see that such construction is

extremely far-fetched. For similar idea compare Shakespeare

Jfjlius Ceasa^ Act. II. Sc. ii. ‘Of all the wonders that I yet

have lieard. It seems to me most strange that men should fear ;

Since that death, a necessary end, Will come when it \t^ill come.'

7. Construe':

—

‘ 3?7 m arf^fr^ ), ^
5FfT 1 ^ ) wm

I ( )

So long as his father was bearing the brunt of the battle

( ) as Commander of the armies, Asvatthaman says, there

was no scope for fear. The Hying warriors should therefore

return to the field. 3TRTr> ^fr?5T:

^m’T: ), ^mr; arer^T^ cIFT 3T'cI: within the

the ocean-like hostile armies that are licked i. e- swallowed

( p, from ) by his missiles which resem-

ble flames. p, from aTRRTcf acts

like Aurva, fromed according which has been
explained before. Aurva is the submarine fire which is «aid to

devour the waters of the seas. For his account read our notes on

bakuntala iii. 1. DroEla is like this submarine fire. He destroys
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the hostile armies with his misiles. The armies are

therefore likened to the sea and the misiles to flames, with

which the submarine fije swallows the waters of the sea.

The first line is an instance of what technically called

OTffr. Thus as the line is an instance of

and not of the dissolution of the compound,

^#4:, is incorrect. a

bow-wielder, an archer, according to ' Tf. 5 2. 115*

Note that there are four similar-sounding words for the bow vi^.

*^3' w* I '^3^, // • ( this is changed to at the end of a

compound), ( this as such is rarely used in classical

literature ) and n ( this in its masculine form nutans a

desert or a dry soil :
' 3 ^ ^ ).

was the brother-in-law of DroHa; being the brother of Droha’v

wife son of was the same as a Yada-

va chief. These three men, Asvatthaman, Krpa and Krtavar-

man were responsible for the most disgraceful episode of the

Mahabharata viz. the murder of Draupadi’s son and others while

they were asleep, related in the Sauptikaparva. Tijis stanza is

quoted in K. P. as an instance of the defect called or

tautology.* Mammata remarks ‘ and

his commentators explain this as
^ ^ ‘

^ h This appears to us to be an instance where

all commentators of Mammata have gone wrong. Really there

is no repetition in
‘

' and' ^ h The latter

statement supplies the reason for the former and as such is

quite necessary. The real tautology meant by Mamrna^ lies in

^
^ for this is a mere paraphrase of ' ^^TT...f4dR .

What Asvatthaman was greatly surprised at %vas the fact that

the armies should be thrown in such utter confusion ( 5

), when his father was at their head. And this

latter idea is repeated twice in this stanza. Hence the S^W^clT.

—This fearful announcement from behind the

curtain just after the fourth line of the last stanza is dramati-

cally very effective. ^ represents impersonal

construction and is more idiomatic i and forcible than, though

meaning the same as, ^ ^^154 f^fT. There is a subtle distinc-
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tion between the two, however, which deserves to be noted. Tn

the first case the action of tearing (^ is p. p. from |

f to burst or break asunder) has the tongue as its agent for all

practical purposes. In the second the tongue is purely an object

The agent must be supposed.some one else. The first expres-

sion then means that the news is so utterly impossible that the

tongue of the men as they utter it, deserves of its own accord to

get shattered in a thousand ways without the least stimulus

from outside.

8. Construe:— ^ i ?)Tr?r

f^TviT: ?in ^ ^r^r: i i

( I ) '?rTr: m ^ i

( )

Asvattharnan felt sure that the death of his father on the

battle-field was an utter impossibility. He was by a very long

way the greatest warrior of his time and as such he could not be

killed by anybody. There was only one possibility of his death

viz- at the time of world-destruction, when of course everybody,

no matter how great he was, must die. And as the well-known

portents of world-destruction, described in the first thyee lines,

had not then appeared, Asvatthaman could not understand how

people could dare to report his father’s death (

)• The figure in the stanza is which is defined

as ^ T^T Here the cause of DroDa’s death, accord-

ing to Asvatthaman, is the portents that herald pralaya. But
even the absence of this cause, people are reporting his death.

Hence the figure and the wonder of Asvatthaman. There is

another way of looking at the stanza. The slaughter of Dro9a
on the battlefield was as great a calamity as pralaya itself. It

must consequently, as a matter of necessity, be heralded by

portents of pralaya. But as no portents had appeared, the re-

port of his death was absurd. In this case the figure will be

There is really no relation between portents and Dro9a’s

death. But by mentioning this impossible relation, the resem-

blance between Dro9a’s death and pralaya is brought out.

Hence the figure. From the Puramilas we know that at the time

of world-destruction twelve suns rise ( p. P- from 5

) and bum the world with their blazing rays ( h
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Forty-nine ( ¥^T«?T ^TH f^wr: seven divided

each into seven ) winds blow (^ p. p. from ^ ) in all

directions and the PuSkaravartaka clouds overcast the sky.

pTR: There should be no hesitation to translate

here by ‘ Prince. ’ For, we remember DroHa was a king of

country called which represented half the kingdom of

a Drupada that DroHa caused to be forcibly taken away from
him by means of his pupils Arjuna and others. Vuie Adiparva,

ch. 148.

^T'. ^ H 31^^. The adjective has reference

to what happened between ParaSur^ma and Dro^a, when
the latter obtained the former’s missiles. As we have seen,

his missiles were the all-in-all ( ) that ParaSur&ma
then possessed, all his wealth having been already given away
and Drofta loved ( chose to accept these missiles.

is of course said to console Asvatthaman.

The death that Dro^a had met was certainly not

It was a Cold-blooded murder. But Asvatthaman yet does not

know the facts.

9. Cbnstrue— ( Jmici: ) Jim-

r%q. I 3Tr?rr%T: ( )
i

( €:

)

vrrofqsi sni^cf: (f^ )
i i^wf:

^ 51% I ( 5ri^%^f1ll,

)

Having now come to know for certain that his father met
his death on the battlefield, Asvatthaman puts forth in this

stanza three coniectures regarding the exact person who must
have killed him. The order in which these three men are

enumerated is instructive. Bhima occurred to Asvatthaman
first. A man of herculean strength, Bhima was regarded as a

personification more or less of brute force, divorced from all

scruples of conscience, in whom anything was possible. In a

mood of bitter irony, Asvatthaman asked whether Bhima killed

his preceptor, who loved him so much, with his terrible mace,

in reward for what he had learnt from him. It should be noted

that this condemnation of Bhima was not merited. Bhima had

the misfortune of being always misunderstood, though as a

matter of fact he was the sincerest soul alive. He said exactly
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what be thought and did whatever he wanted to do openly. A
typical soldier he was. In his warfare he never took any unfair

advantage over his enemy, as Arjuna; for example, did when
fighting with BhISrna and Karna. Ar?una occurred to Asvat-

thanian next. He was no doubt capable of killing his father,

but would never do so, because he had too great a regard for

principles of morality ( ) to raise his weapon against iiis

preceptor. If he did so, he must have consciously tlirown away
all moral precepts. The third person capable ol doing the deed

was of course Lord Krsfia. Though he had vowed not to take

up weapon in his hand in this war, he probably relinquished

his vow in order to favour his friend Arjuna. That is what
ASvatthaman thought. a pupil, one who lives near

(his preceptor), is Ariuna. overpowered.

the sharp range of the edge. rerlly goes with

This must therefore be regarded as an instance of an unjustifi-

able The reading > besides looking like a

deliberate emendation, is unsuitable, means certainly

.

Now what can qertainty belong to in this question ? ASvattha-

man is merely asking a question. He is not certain about any

person being the man intended. has therefore no scope

n this questi on.

10 . Construe:

—

f%n I g ( ^ )w ?i^r ftg»rT swr

^ refers to Bhima, Arjuna and KfSfla. in battle,

to stand comparison with, to equal, to match. =

aTfrl%H=3Tf^%C f^l^aT^'T^T
) an

extremely atrocious deed. The comparison in the first half of

this stanza clearly establishes the superiority of Siva, not

merely over Arjuna and Bhima but also over How can

this be squared with the author’s predilection for Vis^u ? In

order to understand the force of the simile we must remember

that the stanza is addressed to Asvatthaman and is intended

to exalt the greatness of Drofta. Asvatthaman was a sincere

devotee of Rudra. In addressing him the charioteer therefore

naturally refers to DhQrja^i as being superior to KfSQa. The
stanza thus has nothing to do with the author’s creed. There

is also another point to be noted in this connection. Though
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to Bhatta NarSyafla KfSfia >as ViSfiu incarnate, Kr?9a’s

divine character was not recognised by all his contern*

poraries. Duryodhana and his friends and especially S^Supala

had refused to recognise KfSfla as any more than an adven-

turous Yadava chieftain. So there is notlsing wrong if god

Siva is spoken of as being superior to him. It will be noticed

fronn this stanza read in conjunction with the following speech

of Asvatthaman that and^ are synonyms. Amara gives

them as such.
‘ arffd 3 Ktymologically ^

means a weapon that is discharged ( frdm to throw)

such' as an arrow* or a Saktl, and any weapon which kills

(from ^rgrrl to kill). is thus a wider terra and may

include astras as well. Though synonyms are used in the

language as such, ^ and are distinguished from another

point of view. is a weapon, especially an arrow, that is

consecrated by uttering certain charms over it, and that, when

discharged, works wonderful result c.f7-
as

distinguished from represents purely a physical weapon,

having no such charm.

11 . Construe fd; 51^

ci^Ji u?:

)

The stanlza refers to a well-known incident in the Mah5-

bharata occuring in Dronaparava, chapters 191-1&8. When

Drotla began to fight in right earnest, the Pan(^avas feared that

he would soon make an end of them all. Krs^a told them that

it was impossible to vanquish the old Brahma^a warrior while

he was fighting, but that he could be killed if he laid down his

arms which he would probably do if he were to know that his

son Asvatthaman was killed. A trick was thereupon played upon

him with Kpsna’s sanction and encouragement. Bhima killed

an elephant, called AsvatthSman, belonging to the Malava king,

Indravarman, and carried the news of the death of Asvattha-

man to Dro9a. The old warrior was perturbed, but could not

readily believe the news as he was aware of his son’s great

valour. With a view to ascertain the truth, he approached the

truthful Yudhi^thira, who acting on the advice of Kj^fla said
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loudly ( ) that ASvatthiman was killed, but afterwards

added inaudibly ( gently, inaudibly as opposed to )

that it Was the elephant. At this, Dron,a, being overcome with

grief, laid down his arms and took his departure for heven by

means of ypgic powers. While sitting in a yogic posture for

this purpose, he was beheaded by Dhrstadyumna. Note

53 I ^ t ^ ii

f I II 53 ' i91- It will be notic-

ed that the present stanza is almost a parpahrase of the words

of the Mahabharata is ironical. /?/. in the remain-

ing part ( of his sentence ) i. e. by way of supplement to it.

I hear, as it is reported. in the battle. Some take

^ to mean ‘ on the death of DroBa ’
( ^

‘ ’

i):Pr.tr ) and ^ wantonly. Tliis means

that when DroBa was killed, Yudhisthira freely explained that

the ASvatthiman, whom he reported to Dro9a as having been

killed, was an elephant. Such explanation is exceedingly far-

fetched, besides being unnecessary and opposed to the account

of the incident as we have it in the Mahabharata.

the want of dignity i e the undigni-

fied conduct, consisting in excessive lamentation. The Sfita

means it does not become a warrior of Asvatthiman’s type to

cry like a child.

12. Construe:— ( I ) dTdy w w ^
^ I \ ^

) 1 (

)

This stanza is very pathetic. Eeven at the false news of

Asvatthaman’s deathJDrolBa gave his life. But Asvatthaman,

though he knows for certain that Dro9a is dead| continues alive.

He is therefore cruel no doubt and DroBa’s special affection for

him was not justified. Such are the thoughts of Asvatthaman.

^ fond of or affectionate towards your son. ori-

ginally meant affectionate towards a child ( ^1^^

-f* 55"^ ). Then the word became generalised in sense and

meant fond or affectionate merely. Thus we can use
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, etc. and there is no tautology in ^ Note

?n«n ’

qr. 5 . 2 . 98 { ®Tr«>t 55^i qr

I 1 ).

JTtf^qiTcl:—This swoon of Asvatthaman is dramatically

useful. For Asvatthaman lies unconcious and the charioteer is

engaged in efforts to bring him to conciousness,^ N|'pa enters

and has time to go through his initial speech.

WT'fJT % who carry their arms in vain.* Kfpa thus styles

the kings because tliey could not prevent the first as well as the

second ( seizure by the hair). For the second

<
) m I

!l m 11
\]p{’

ftR: HC4 ii
’ 193.

%rf: whose heart possesses the strength of the Himalaya

and is large. the (usual) state of affairs in.the world

viz. tiiat all people have to die some time. R :The p. p.

used for the furture shows certainty. Krpa means to say that

in connection with the second seizure of hair all subjects will

surely be killed.

15 . it is reported. and are significantly

used. They show Yndhisthira should not have forgotten his

vow of truthfulness at least towards a Bhrahman, who was in

addition his teacher. ^ was the son of the sage

is his patronymic.

16. This stanza Is again very pathetic. The way of Asvat-

thaman’s lamention is so realistic. ?;R R^^W:

that by which one scratches one’s body so as to remove the

itching sensation, hence the means of removing the itch. To

the brave DroHa served as the means of removing their great

itch for battle. If they felt inclined to fight, they could go to

Prona and get defeated and thus have their itch for battle

i’emoved.

^ who understands or realises

what dd^serves to be understood or realised on such occasions

viz. that calamities like death are irremediable and that shedd-

ing tears is of no avail.

.•.10
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17 . I shall accomplish for him perma*
nent immunity from separation. Asyatthaman wants to die

after his father and be united with him in the other world so

that they may never be separated.

practice or custom in the world. lit. are to
be followed; hence are to be served, because in serving a person
we have to follow him. Service to our father during his life-

time consists in dutiful obedience to his wishes and in trying to

please him by our conduct. The nature of the service to be

done to him when he goes into the other world is explained in

the following stanza.

18. ConStrue:--R^mi%^Jf %ci^:

Now that Drona has left this world it is the duty of Asvat-
thiman to do him service there. The service consists in

performing certain rites for him. Krpa asks effectively whether
he would be able to do this service by living after him or by
following him in death. '5^ R^II: any obla-

tion offered to the manes. ‘ ?TJTT:.

3T^?5; by offering a handful of water
as libation, means a religious rite ( ). It may
consist in inviting Brahmanas to a feast, or in constructing
buildings such .as Dharmasalas etc. to commemorate the dead.
‘ 3 fW5r«f fc^=Er’ tTcf Sfflnar

^,y

Sraddlia-performances. A f^riddha is a religious rite which
consists in giving away to worthy recipients food, or other
things standing therefor, in honour of the dead. Tne Sraddha
is of many kinds, the one most familiar being the annual .Srad-

dha, which falls under Re^T- Note
'

cWt: i aw ildtw i
. Sffw

RR ffRT^ %fff I
’ Rdl^. ‘ ^ ’

. .r«r-^^2rr enough of the mockery of continuing to hold

a weapon even now- AsvatthSman means to say that inspite

of his bearing arms, his father was killed by the enemies on the

battle-field in a defenceless condition. His holding the weapon
was therefore practically a mockery. For he could not use it at a

time when he should have used it most.
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19.- Construe :—( 'rft^rwrrac ( ?^ )

^ wf q-
( 5fcT ;

(a^ ?r sj^, }r

( 31^ ) I

(

)

T unfit, unsuitable. This is a 3"^ compound*
Drona was a Brahmafia. The weapon therefore was unsuitable

for him. Yet he adopted it as his profession.

through fear of ( receiving ) insults ( from other Ksatriyas as

well"). The reference is to the following- When on the score

of their former friendship DroHa approached King Drupada,
he refused to recognise him, but curtly sent him away. This

insult was too much for tlie Bra hmana, who tliereupon sought

and accepted the position of teacher of archery to the Kuru
princes at Ilastinapura and ultimately humbled the pride of

.Drupada by having him brought before him as a captive

through his pupils, Ariuna and others, and by depriving him
of half his kingdom. It will thus be seen that had it not been

for the insult received from Drupada, Dro?la would probably

not have taken to arms as his profession. refers to the fear

generated In DroHa’s mind by the insult already suffered that

he might receive similar insults in future from other Ksatriyas

also. And in order to avoid this possibility he took to the

profession of ar^ns, according to Asvatthaman. —
DroQa was such a great warrior that there was really nobody in

the world with whom he feared to tight. There was thus none
who could not be the province of his weapon. Two negatives

make the positive more emphatic,

The last line is somewhat confusing. Our construction given

above would be found to be the best. ‘ Since I shall also cast

you off, ( therefore ) may bliss befall you.’ What ASvatthanian

meant was this. As long as Drofla was alive, the weapon had
an excellent abode in him. After DroDa it naturally looked up
to Asvatthaman to give it the support his father had given it

so nobly all along. But Asvatthaman intended to east it off.

He therefore wished that bliss might attend the helpless weapon.
Nagojibhatta, takes being added in the sense of

the locative. According to him the sense is ^d: i,e.^
( m ) I shall also oast you off to go wh«w
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you may fare well. In this stanza the reason why DroHa laid

down his arms is stated viz, But the reason why Asvat-

thamaii is f?oing to do so is not mentioned. That reason

evidently is Hence the stanza is quoted as nn instance

of a poetical defect called which consists in making a

certain statement without giving its reason, when the mention

of such reason is necessary. After this stanza some editions

have the stage-direction ^ instead of
'

’

Out of these
‘

' appears to us to be the correct

one. In order to understand this we must have the whole

situation before us. Asvatthaman enters with his sword drawn.

After stanza 1.2 he faints away. At this time he evidently falls

on the ground. His sword naturally slips off from his hand.

During his conversation with Kfpa so far, he is lying on the

ground. Kfpa dissuades him from committing suicide. Asvat-

thaman, however, wants to go to the battlefield where he may

may be able to see his father, though dead. He therefore rises

up. In doing so he sees his sword ( ) and

after thinking for a while ( ), comes to the conclusion

that it is no use continuing to hold the weopon. Then he

addresses the weapon and announces his intention of casting it

off. Note in this connection that is future. But he has

not till the end of stanza 19 taken up his weapon as yet, The

stage-direction is therefore physically impossible, as the

weapon is not in his hand. How can he then cast it oil V But

( ne may ask : What is the meaning of also under

these circumstances The answer to this is that the stage-

direction means that Asvatthai^an goes through certain gesti-

culations, such as the folding of his hands before the sword, or

their waving as a sign of farewell, which are indicative of his

desire to renounce it. Just at this time somebody from behind

the curtain announces that an insult has been offered to t e

Preceptor and expresses his surprise at the indifference of all

warriors towards it. The announcement at once changes Asvat*

thaman’s mind. If an insult has been offered to his father and

if all warriors have apparently shown themselves to be in-

different towards it, it is surely his bounden duty to avenge it.

Instead, therefore, of renouncing his weapon he now grasps it

slowly ( ^2^ )• The propriety of is to
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indicate the hesitation that Asvatthaman felt in haying to

change his solemnly declared intention of easting off the weapon.

The whole situation has been managed with great skill. The
announcement from behind the curtain comes in time to

prevent Asvatthaman from carrying into effect hjs intention

of renouncing the weapon. For, if he had east off his weapon
here, the future scene with KarHa would have been impossible.

An independent reason against is that it makes the

following stage-direction and the subsequent
scene with Karila unreasonable. For, if the weapon is once
renounced, Asvattliaman cannot with propriety take it up so

easily. lie is actually prevented by an aerial voice from
doing so, as we shall see towards the close of this Act. It

appears to us that some one, who did not understand that

z\svatthaman’s sword had slipped away from his hand as he

fainted and wlio consequently could not see tlie propriety of

the ^.tage-direetion , unless the weapon had been

first thrown away, change,
^

^ to ‘ \

a murderous man. (kills )

^ ^

also means a murderous deed as in the following

stanza.

20
. ) is a tautologous expression,

itself means whiteness due to old age such as that of

hair etc. ' Tf^Sci 5r?:^r ’ 3PK:. thus means
wliitc owing to whiteness of hair due to old age. In such cases

it is conventional to take to mean old age alone, according

to a maximum quoted before vh. fdmdPP-fRT 'T^RT

^ ) illustrates the

author’s favourite It suggests how improper it is for you

all to bear this.

21. should

who was observing a vow similar to prayopavesa. Rd: means

abstaining from food in order to court death.
‘

( Hence
^qr^^T; sitting without food with a view to court death,

is sometimes resorted to with a view to obtain one’s

desire either from deity or ^from another person. DroUa

was not courting death. ’ His vow was merely to forbear the
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use of arms, come what might. Now such a vow on the field

of battle, where fighting was intensely raging was tantamount

to courting death. Hence Asvatthaman speaks of it as

<Tf^arT3r%c[: q: 4tI^: (
q«5rJT'T^'fJ^ro ) cR •<^.RT

^ ) which surpassed the Kasa flower ( in

whiteness ) with its crown characterised by the grey of age.

Kasa is a kind of grass which has white fiowers. ordi-

narily is not an adiective The compound therefore must be

solved as above. It can, however be made into an adjective

as follows :
I W

p. of which is the causal ofSf^^^withR
and ^ ) is again an instance of It indicates the news is

absolutely ituiredible. rudely touched. '^^TTcJTT

you allowed your soul to be insulted by the wretch or the mean
fellow.

22 . Construe:— (’^i^)

I%^% m 'TR: ^ Rfel:. )

Whsit Asvht-

thaman means in the first half of the stanza is that it was abso-

lutely no honour for Dhrstadyumna to cut the head of Drona
in that defenceless condition. For, even a dog or a crow would,

for the matter of that, have rudely touched his head then with

impunity. Nor did this beheading iinlpy any dishonour to

Drona, for he had then grown perfectly indifferent to his body.

As a matter of fact though Droila’s body was there, he himself

was away. According to the Mahabharata the dehaparityaga

was literal. For, there the account says that Drofia had actual-

ly taken his soul off to heaven by means of yogic powers and

Dhrstadyumna really cut the head of a lifeless body. The

expression
'
^^1 indicates the great contempt

of Asvatthaman for Dhrstadyumna, who, according to him, is

as mean as a dog or a crow. It must at the same time be re-

marked that by uttering by word of mouth this possibility of his

father’s or Asvatthaman has become

guilty of 3frf%c2r*TW. =51 3f^Ff mi
5r irq = but-
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The p. p. is used for the future to show certainty. The second
half of the stanza is meant to serve as a powerful contrast to

the first. The first describes what Dhrstadyumna had done.

The second indicates what Asvatthaman would do. DlifSta-

dyumna laid his hand on the head of a person who had renounc-

ed his weapon and was defenceless. Asvatthaman would plant

his foot— he would not condescend to touch him by his hand—
on the head of his enemy, who would have full liberty to use

all his vaunted missiles. J’s way of construing ti e second line

is different He construes it in such a way as to bring out an

( d' ( ). The idea is : In doing what he

did, Dhrstadyumna did not lay his hand on DroBa’s head,

hut he really planted his foot on Asvatthaman’s head. This

means that Dhrstadyumna’s action was really no insult to DroHa
constituted the greatest humiliation for Asvatthaman. This

construction does not appear to us to be natural though it

possesses the advantage of not having to shift as we do in

our construction above. This shifting need not frighten us

from accepting an otherwise excellent interpretation, for it has

some times to be resorted to in construing stanzas. Resides

according 1?o J’s interpretation, the adjective has

not much propriety. We may perhaps improve upon J a little

by construing this adjective with dd. This will serve to heigh-

ten the gravity of the insult. I consider myself intoxicated

with the wealtti of my sliining divine missiles. And yet the

enemy planted iiis foot on my liead by laying liis rude hand on

my father’s. Oh, what a great insult to me ! Such would be

Asvattliamarf s sentiment. In any case the sentiment, accord-

ing J’s construction, is much too tame and not at all (‘onsistent

with Asvalthamau’s anger, which is so clearly visible in the

following stanza, and his conscious pride of his powers. The

compound is an instance of which we have met

before,

23 , Asvatthaman means to say that had it not

been for the certain knowledge that Dhrstauynmna possessed

viz. that DroBa would not raise even his little finger whatever

he did to him, he would not have dared to lay violent hands on

DroBa’s head, should
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f^5zr:, qT^I^IHT ^ ^
?Jc5: ^Tqfe* ( cotton ) ( blowing or tossing up )

To the proverbially violent wind of world-destruction the

blowing away of cotton is nothing. In the some way ASvat-

thaman could in instant destroy the Pancjava and the

Paflicala forces.

T'JffT ^ whose mind is untruthful and

naturally crooked. This compound is capable of other dissolu-

tions also : ( 2 )

who is naturally untruthful and whose mind is crookedi ( 8 )

3T3ttfi2fT (4) 3T^r4‘!^r#r 3§c2n

After addressing Yudhisthira sarcastically in the first line,

Asvatthaman refers to him in what he considers his proper

character by this adicetive.

24. Con^tnio:-!:

R WRT^'IfRT
(
Vf^rlR

)

%TT
,

^R wdiose w^eapons were ready in their

hands. This is a significant adjective. It sliows that a^s tidayudha

these men ought to have ende.^voured to prevent the perpetration

of this atrocious deed. 3^^ tlie great sin. 3^T

(sinful act perpetrated on the preceptor) is another way of dis-

solving the compound, though not quite so natural. is

Kfsna. was the name of a demon, the son of Earth and

King of (Assam), whom Krsna killed in a single combat

at the request of Indra and other gods and thus recovered from

him the ear rings of Aditi, wdiich he had forcibly carried off and

which Krsna restored to the owner. Fide ^ R. >5.

From 5.29.31 we further know that Naraka had seized

the daughters of gods, Gandharvas and men and the nymphs in

addition and thus collected lOlOO damsels in his harem. Krsna

married them all after he had killed Naraka. Also seeR^^d 10.59

and 2. 63. is genitive used for the dative. This

stanza in conjunction with the preceding prose passage furnishes

another instance of the author’s confused style. Asvatthaman

begins by apostrophising Yudhisthira and others. But towards

the close of the passage he gives up the apostrophy and refers to
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them in the third person (
< FWd: ), Consistency

would require the continuance of the same figure in the form
' m \ T% Furth(3r, after giving up the

apo^trophy, the author again reverts to it in the second line of

the stanza ( )t but once more seems, to give it up in the

third line by using merely If -we supplied after

the apostroply wound of course be continued. The expres-

sions and seem to suggest that

Krsna, Bhima and Ar*una are not included among the people

referred to in the first two lines and hence their special mention

is necessary. Hut as a matter of fact they are. In fact

specially refers, to Krsna. would refer to Bhlrna and

Arhina as to ma.ny others. Besides definitely refers to

.
all those to whom tiie stanza is addressed w,.r. those who are

apostrophised in the preceding prose passage. Under these

circumstances the third line is superiluous. Hence the stanza is

quoted by Mammata as an illustration of the poetical defect

called

well versed, skilled. ^IT^
(
which proclaims

Dharma etc. ) M- ' %r:

mi ?R qP-I <T:. Tiius the word^*lT^^ originally meaning ‘ skill-

ed in the Veda ’ became generalised in sense and came to mean
‘ skilled or well versed* merely.

25 . reference is to the story of ParaSn-

rama, who exterminated the Ksatriyas 21 times in revenge for

the murder of his father; which was accompli >hed by the sons of

Kartavirya by severing his head from his body with their

arrows. VUe ^IT. 48*

^ in which a shower of enemies’ blood would serve

as food ( to demons;, goblins etc. ). The idea is : Asvatthaman

would profusely spill the blood of his enemies, on which goblins

etc. would feast. food ( from to eat. )

humiliation, insult. having installed. Gram-

matically the agent as the sentence stands, is Kfpa.

But as a matter of fact it was not Krpa, but Duryodhana, on

whom the installation depended* Krpa, however, speaks *in
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this ve-in because he feels confident of his influence with
Duryodbana to get Asvatthaman installed S6napati.

of not much consequence.

26. n^eans the orbit of a
planet. Having an orbit similar to theirs, moving in a similar

orbit t. c. of equal prowess. The metaphor is taken from astro-

nomy and most people have tripped over it.

who^ has made ready the

necessaries or materials* of installation.

by offering him the consolation

of my solicitude to accept voluntarily the office of the Com-
mander-in'-Chief of his army. This sentence reveals the simple

straightforward nature of Asvatthaman. When Krpa told him,

that Duryodhana was probably eager to instal him Senapati,

Asvatthaman with his guileless nature naturally thought that

it was no use waiting to be formally requested by the king to

accept the office, but that he would please his master the more
if he himself volunteered to accept the same. It will be seen

that Asvatthaman was by no means hankering after the .posi-

tion of the Senapati. In fact as far as the ultimate goal viz.

the revenge was concerned, he considered it immaterial, For
Senapati or no Senapati, he was bound to have his revenge,

27. is an example of suppressed metaphor. It

is really equal to R3 . -5 ’^R.—TR the other bankt

beyond. irq that hold the oars in the form

of the weapons. usually means a small boat. But a boat

is not held by the hands. So is somehow to be taken in the

sense of an oar ( ), ^ perhaps means what in Mara-

thi is called It is a small platform-like contrivance, made
of dry gourds, which people hold with their hands* in order to

cross a stream.

learned. Duryodhana’s explanation of Dropa’s

unaccountable conduct in abandoning weapon on hearing the

death of his son, instead of vigorously proceeding with the work
of taking revenge, seems to be correct. Though a great warrior,

his Braiimalla’s softness completely unnerved Drofla and he

abandoned the unnatural activity of a Ksatriya. The truth is
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that the Indian character from very ancient times had hardly

developed the trait of subordinating private interest and private

affection to public duty and national welfare. When his son

was dead, DroHa, overpowered by private grief, completely for-

got the interests of the side he was fighting for and of the king

he was serving. Tliis was the fundamental defect in his character,

a defect which to a great extent continues in the Hindu society

even to tliis day. On the same battle-field, hundreds of years

after Drona, in 17 G 1 , Bhausaheb Peshwa did the same thing.

Wiiun Vislivasrao fell, he dismounted ^his .elephant and sought

his ruin. Here we had a repetition of the same deplorable neglect

of higher interests in preferecne to private grief.

28 . Construe:—^ ^

i
( )

Duryodhana is completely taken in by the malicious ex-

•planation of DroUa’s conduct given by KarHa. Besides there

was the fact that DroHa failed to afford protection to Jayadra-

tha from Ariuna, though he had promised to do so. This fact

was highly signilicant. an unequalled cliariot-hghter.

29 . wh the touch undergoes a

change in the. hair even in the midst of sorrow. The idea is ^

Duryodhana is plunged in sorrow at the death of Drofia.

Pleasurable sensation at this time is ordinarily impossible. But

the touch of Asvatthaman’s body is so like that of his father

that even in sorrow it causes a thrill in his body. The change

really belongs to the hair vjz. that they stand on end through

ioy, and it is caused by the touch. But the touch itself is

metaphorically described, as undergoing the change. The read-

ing
‘ ’ found in some editions

appears to be a deliberate emendation. Note the confusion

of diction. Duryodhana begins by speaking about himself in

the plural and in the next line he uses the singular I This is

careless writing.

?rPf: and all signify or

a descendant of Drona. But the words have been used to de*
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note The use must, therefore, be put down as

metaphorical. — Grammatical accuracy requires

51%^. Xhe reading is undoubtedly a later emendation.

30 . After the recent dialogue between Duryodhana and
KarHa, tliebie two ( 29 and 30 ) insincere stanzas of the King
make him the more contemptible. The audience in a way en-

joys the scene, the simple-minded Asvatthaman being duped by

the hypocrite Duryodhana.

31 • The second Tine is confusing. The best way of explain-

ing it is to take as ablative and ~ Asvaf
thaman means ^ DroHa had such a valiant son as myself.

Even I could not be of service to him and prevent that insult

being offered. How would other fathers then entertain any

hope of help etc. from tlieir sons ? The reading

means : How will other people, who are sonless, entertain a

desire for sous V Se(dngthat DroDa, wlio had a distinguished son,

could not escape humiliation inspite of that son, other people

would realise the futility of having sons at all and would cease

entertaining desires for any. In this construction 3^^' is

dative and is governed by according to

I. 4. 86, Tlu‘ only drawback in this reading is that ^131^*

suggest that was which is ridiculous. But Bhatta
NarayaUa probably did not care for this fine suggestion and

intended the words to be thus understood : ^

3Tgf^tJT: If
^

^ is applied to the reading in

the text and 3^’^^* is taken as dative, the absurdity of 31^*
desiring for 3^1* will follow'. For, we desire for things we do

not possess. The reading appears to us to bean emend-

ation made to remove this absurdity. But if the line is explain-

ed as above no absurdity follows.

The expression is significantly

used. KarHa means: On DroHa depended the honour of all. It

was therefore extremely improper on his part to give up his

weapon. But, well, if he did that and suffered insult, nobody

else was to blame. The compound is capable of meaning
‘ with intention of saving himself from all insults.* The idea

would then be in keeping with KarHa's wicked malicious nature.

Droiia feared somebody might defeat him and thus c^use him
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humiliation. He therefore laid down his arras at a ‘critical

moment, conveniently taking advantage of the reported death

of his son. He thouglft that he would thus retire honourably.

If in doing this he suffered insult, he had himself to thank
for it.

32. ^^ineans the array of Pandu.

here must be taken to stand raelaphoricaliy for Pandu’s

sons, the Pandavas. The proper adieetive in tiiis sense from

is

33. -The reference to the story of ParSura-

ma, who, after killing the Ksatriyas in revenge for the murder

of his father, filled with their blood five pools on the Kuru-

ksetsa and with the blood thus collected performed the funeral

obsequies of his father. This stanza is quoted in as an

instance of the defect called The soft letters which

constitute the stanza do not adequately bring out theU^^-

is said with reference to Kfpa’s words
^

^ Observe the fine sportsmanlike spirit dis-

played by Asvatthaman. lie does not care a bit to whom the

corarnancf of the armies is given. He would do his duty by his

side even under Ka^^a.

34. The stanza is rightly objected to as containing a

defect called or improper predication. The sense in-

tended is An emendation proposed is

speech of AsvatthSrnan amounts to

almost an apology for his declaration in stanza 84, which ’was

taken by KarHa to be a kind of rellcctiou on his own valour.

Asvatthaman frankly admits that he meant no aspiration on

any other warrior, but that his somewhat extravagant state-

ment proceeded from the vehemence of his sorrow. At this

stage the matter should really have ended. Tiie following

speech of KarHa, with its characteristic epithet is really

responsible 4‘or the ensuing quarrel. It will thus be seen that

it is Karljia who takes the olTensive and starts the quarrel and

not Asvatthaman. He is therefore responsible for all the

consequences. Though simple and straight-forward^ AtSvat^i.
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man yet was fiery in his temperament. Wken once his ire is

roused, he does not spare KarBa in the least in the combat
that follows. But it is worthy of note that throughout the

following scene the poet depicts KarBa in a very unfavourable

light. On the other hand Asvatthaman’s character is delibe/-

rately exalted.

35. —The reference here is as follows : Disguised

as a BrabmaBa KarBa went to ParaSurama and iearnt from

him all his art. In course of time he was, however found out

and cursed to the effect that the Brahma stra would not be of

any service to him at the nick of time. The charge that Asvat-

thaman makes against KarBa in the second line is unanswer-

able. Why did KarBa fly away from the battle-tield if he was

so valiant ? ASvatthaman again repeats the charge in the

fourth line of st. 88.

36. The sentiment in the second line is exceedingly mean.

As a great warrior KarBa should have been able to appreciate

valour in others. But Bhatta NarayaBa deliberately depicts

him to be mean, malicious, unscrupulous and utterly unsports-

man-like.

37. I’his is an oft-quoted stanza from Rhat^a Na^aya^a.

It deserves to be well remembered by people who claim honour

in society on the ground of birth alone.

38. Asvatthiman rightly refuses to defend his father*-

against Karla’s charge of cowardice. He appeals to mother

earths And the appeal is most eloquent. It was only the

earth which knew, by the number of the dead that fell on it;

what terrible work Dro^a performed day after day. As regards

the abandonment of his weapon Yudhisthira knew better.

—The sentence is an instance of •

It indicates exactly the opposite of what it expresses. KarQa

means: I am far from being a coward. Your father really

was cowardice incarnate. You have his example* before you.

I have therefore absolutely no doubt regarding what you would

do. You would not be able to do anything at all. Like father,

like sobI
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39. As a K9atriya Karna simply cannot understand the

attitude of Drona. He can understand ‘people not .taking up

weapon to strike at others. But to remain non-violent when

the opposite party is using violence and even to forego the right

of self-defence, well, this highly sattvic jittitude Kar9a cannot

understand.

^^^3* a contemptible Brahmana. It means a man

whose only title to be called a BrahmaHa is that he is related

to a BrahmaUa. He does not possess any Brahmanical

quiilities and yet calls himself a Brahmana and thus becomes

contemptible.

40. The reading is grammatically incorrect. The

.correct form is V^mana; who knew proposes

to split the word into and the latter as an indeclinable

being equal to appears to be an emendation. J
knew it however.

42.

^
The first line is a good example of a figure of speech

called or indirect statement. Arbina had vowed to

kill Karna. But ASvatthaman was going to kill him now. He
would thus render Arjuna false to his vow. In the second line

ASvatthaman asks Karna to prepare for fight* or humbly to

submit to him, it he wants to save his life. ASvatthaman was
determined to kill Karna, but he would not do so, if Kar9a
humbly subYnitted to him. Some explain the stanza to mean :

Take up the weapon or submit. In either case I shall kill you.

We cannot understand how this meaning can be had. There is

no justification for thrusting ‘ In either case ’ in. Besides the

ASvatthaman that Bha^a Na^aya^a paints here is not so mean
as to be ready to kill an enemy even when he abandons the

weapon and folds his hands on his head. The truth is that even

when in rage, Asvattharnan through his natural magnanimity

offers Karna an alternative to save his life.

43. Karna means to say that persons of the type of Asvat

thaman thus go on bragging when they are neglected in con-

tempt by the magrii^nimous.

44. ASvatthaman points out to Duryodhana the futility

of the two possible motives in his trying to shield Kar^a* The

low-born and vicious KarQa cannot possibly be bis friend. • And
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AsvatthSman himself is goin" to kill Ar?uTia So there is no

reason why Duryodhana should try to save KarOa.

infatuation. —The idea is both the great

warriors should really direct their energy in quelling the ene-

miesi who were growing more powerful every day, instead of fight*

ing among themselves. a quarrel among the leaders

was a calamity of very highest magnitude. 7'hat such calamity

should befall Duryodhana’s army and that it should proceed from

such first'class and trusted warriors as IvarOa and ASvattharnan

well, this surely was quite an untoward turn of events (

'T^sTT: ). refers to KarOa; for he was to be in command

of the armies.

45. We prefer to because it direct-

ly expresses the idea intended. Generally the latter is rejected

because it violates the rule given by Apte, in Guide S 125.

That rule, we think: is unwarranted. For, we find it not observ-

ed by some of the best Sanskrit writers. See for example

2. 28.

—This a tauut to Asvatthaman with reference

to DroUa’s abandonment of arms- Because of

Karla’s cowardice and the curse of Parsurama. This is a return

taunt from Asvatthaman. This annoucement coming

after Karla’s boast in stanza 16 is dramatically very effective

full in front of me.

47. Read in this connection ch. 47 of ^-'^l^and compare

' rffne^ ^ STT^ I
'IT'i

?rtre?PTNr: 19 ll
’• ironically.

48. This stanza is very important from the point of view

of Asvatthaman’s character. That he should be ready to grasp

his weapon again inspite of his vow shows his magnanimity and

his readiness to sacrifice his word in serving his king. In order

to prevent him from doing this Bhatta NarSyaPa has to take

the help of the gods in heaven. They warn him against break-

ing his plighted word. Truly does Asvatthaman remark that

the gods have partiality towards the PShdavas.

49. This mood of penitence for what he did in rage and

the following self-condemnation raise the character of ASvat-

thftDCiaB imsaensely in our eyes*







ACT IV

’TT % This speech behind the curtaint as can be gathered

from the following words of the charioteer, is uttered by Krpa,

whom Asvatthaman had asked to go to the help of Duryodhana
at the end of the last Act. a desire; then a thing desired.

^ the great war which you so much desired.

originally means a desire in general. Amara gives it as a syno-

nym for* It then came to have double specialised sense as

well viz. the desire of a pregnant woman and the desire of plants

for certain things being doiic to them before they blossom- It

is a mistake to suppose that originally means the desire

of a pregnant woman The two adjectives are intended to show
the contrast between the past and the present conduct of the

kings and to administer to them a taunt. It is they who so

much desired the war and commenced it. They staked their lives

through partisanship of the Kauravas. It was, therefore, im-

proper for them to flee away now.

C* olden pots of water were kept in

the chariot as a mark of auspioiousness. They were touched
by the waving white chowric;; with which the chariot was deck-

ed. The explanation of kaniandalu as kaman^alu-shaped dome
or spire of the, chariot has no authority. banner. In

ancient days every great warrior had special mark on his ban-

ner, so that by looking at it even from a distance one could

easily lind out to whom the chariot belonged. confused

mass. his body smeared with the blood of

Dussasana, Bhima presenteii an appearence so terrific that even

warriors on his own side became terrified. —This re-

fers to the slaughter of Diiryodhana which Bhima has yet to

accomplish.

1 • This stanza U quoted by in his p. 94

as an mple of which consists in the use of significant

adjectives. For ^ J reads which means ‘ brooking,

tolerating.’ The reading means * looking helplessly Both

these are unnecessary in view of that which grows

on the hand; the nail.

^V.ll
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( Page S7 ) wind. a resting place.

is a grammatically iiK'nrrect fjrm. Vi our note on the ward

in S. ii. 6. But tiie fonu !:a-; bctn used broad-cast in literature.

There are two ways of accounting for it. T,he one is to resort to

which optionally allows vrddhi and we can thus have

T>>rR:. The second is to derive frorn by the addition of

QTqr, v;rR;. 5r[^: ;
‘

f SOj;
’
^[.5. 4. S8-) though

we have to note in tbi ; ca e that is not speciucally inolud^

in the aTul m\\i is not an After tliis prehx T^*

with its banner cut. It would appear Duryodhana did

not care to get hi ; banner repaired, the banner which had been

broken by the violent wind in tiie 2nd Act.

2 How DroBa was not able to protect Jayadratha, though

he had promised to d(\ so, wa ; really a inystc ry. We have

already seen what capital KarBa makes out of this ( 3.28). J

apparently takes whicii is not good.

His construction would be Fate ( l-e,

evil fate ), which has its desire fulfilled in so far as it has

enabled the enemy to carry out his dihicull-to-be-aeeomplished

vow, has not yet turned away its face from the Kuru laraiiy,

but yet wants to work some more mischief. This wa} is both

unnatural and far-fetched.

3. This stanza is very pathetic and the simile most appro-

priate. a tree.

4. Seeing that Duryodhana is not yet recovering consci-

ousness, the charioteer fears that he is dying. If he died,

Bhimasena’s vow of killing him would in a way be satisfied with-

out his being exposed to danger, whi(^h would happen if he

actually fought with Duryodhana. Note one very clear dramatic

effect which is intended to be produced here. As the charioteer

utters the second line of stanza 4 Duryodhana is slowly regain-

ing consciousness. He, therefore, half c'atchcs the words

5iTci^ and naturally thinks that

Dussasana is being killed. Consequently ” he breaks out into

the, following speech. For the stage-direction before

^ all printed editions read which is manifestly

incorrect. But this point does not seem to have struck any

previous editor. "d^I^dq^with emotion.
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who is accustomed to move in collison with a. crowd

of enemies.

6^ The stanza is very pathetic and is typical in its senti-

ments. VVhcii some one dies, we repent of not having fondled

fiim the inv>rc or treated him better. If We have done him any

wron^7 , it begins to rankle in our heart. It was

at Duryodiiaiia's command that, DuSSasana had been guilty of

the immodesty of dragging Draupadi in the assembly and of

trying to strip her naked.

7
. by making an offering of my brother.

Duryodijana means to say tliat in bringing him away from the

field of battle, the eliarioteer deliberately left DuSsasana as an

offering to the ferocious Bhimu.. He practically saved Duryo’

dhana’s life at the sacrifice ol Dussasana's.

' 8. The idea is : After Adding DuSsasana, Bhima would

naturally have turned his ati mtion to Duryodhana and in order

to kill him would have dealt rirn bloW' with his mace. That

would have brought DuryovTcuia to his consciousness and a

duel would have followed resulting hi the death of one or the

other. Duryodhana wishes t as had happened rather than his

life been tiius saved. with V^lows or strokes, from to

pound to dust.

9. This is an expression of extreme despondency on the

part of Duryodhana. He wislies that death might overtake him,

but he does not like to be kill '.d by Bhiuia. For th(i second line

compare ' ^ ^ ^ I r% R
1% li rri ^ ^ ?5rs^-

=^11 fT^I^r 1.32-33.

( Page 102) The reading absurd.

Sundaraka had been sent to Duryodhana directly from the

battle-field. He had really no time to go to a hospital and get

his wounds bandaged. Besides as we shall see later on, his

wounds are fresh and they cause him pain. How^ the reading

^ came to be adopted may be tlius explained^ The

dramatic Company which represented Bhatta Naraya^a’s

Vemsamhara found it more convenient to make Sundaraka with
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his wounds bandaged than to bring him on the stage with fresh

gaping .wound’s on. And this was natural. So the reading

seems to owe its origin to ‘the convenience ol re-

presentation. Such changes introduced for what is called con-

venience of representation ( ) are not uncommon. A
([uestion of stage-arrangement here arises. What are Duryo-

dhana and his charioteer to do during the time required by

Sundaraka to go through his preliminary speech ? It appears

to us that in the mood of extreme despondency which has over-

powered him, Duryodhana sits, apparently engrossed in his own

miseries, his head characteristically reclining on his hand. His

charrioteer stands, looking at him with great concern. This

arrangement would be quite natural. ( Page 104 )

( armour )
^1^^ ( wire-gauze ) ^ In extradict-

ing the darts, the pincers ( ) had to be thrust in the

coat of mail. Their points made of excellent steel, were how-

ever, not broken by the wire-gauze of the armour. { Page105 )

^T^^^-It appears the practice of dying after a loved relative

prevailed in the poet’s days. Otherwise this reference here

cannot be easily understood. ^^^^Rr3~This sentence is

extremely pathetic and shows the working of fate. That it

should be necessary to search for. Duryodhana was sufficiently

striking. For in the natural course of things his whereabouts

should be well-known. Further, not to be able to know where

His Majesty was even after making the search —well, this was

something which nobody ever thought possible. But Fate has

made this possible today. Fate, therefore, deserves to be cen-

sured. —Sundaraka now changes his point of view. What
has happened is the direct result of Duryodhana’s own actions.

So Duryodhana himself, and not Fate, is to be blamed in the

matter. H^f^3^~Tiiis sentence is a good example of an elaborate

The principal metaphor consists in identifying the

house of lac and gambling with a poisonous tree. Then the

metaphors of the seed ;
the sprout etc. are brought in.

the fruit is taking effect. ( Page 106 ) ^
horses; those that are yoked. ( Page l07

)

This is of course a courtly compliment to Duryodhana. It

means Sundaraka does not feel the pain of his wounds in His

Majesty's presence. Such is the miraculous effect of Duryo-
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dhana’s crown. The sentence shows by the by that Sundaraka

was suffering pangs from his wounds. Tl'*ey therefore could not

have been bandaged. 3ir%Tdr

TRSJ, W dsrr, RI%H: 3TR| 5^Rr:

"diwrr 11^: —This is a common description of the

way in which dexterous warriors discharged arrows. They did

with such rapidity that it could not be known when they took

f)ut the arrows from the quivers, placed them on the bow-

strings and discharged them at their enemies. The reading

. ) brings in an unnecessary possessive termi-

nation vi7 . » when its sense is well brought out by a Bahu-

vrihi, as shown above, ^“This epithet is properly

ipplicable to Arhina, was not but rather

Tiie application of the epithet to Bhima must be put down
as being due to tiie author’s carelessness. The use may, how-

ever, be justified by saying that only the three elder Pandavas

:i>e here meant as being the more important. But the justifica-

tion is obviously tame. { Page 108 )

causes contributed to produce darkness viz* the dust raised by

the two armies as tiiey met in collision and the confused mass.

( ) oHierds ( ) of elephants that lay scattered all

round. Elephants are dark in colour. Scattered as they lay

there, they spread a tinge of darkness all round.

letting off. The same root has descended in the vernaculars,

€js, .

( Page 109 ) etc. —Tlic author is apparent-

ly nodding here. Does he mean to suggest that Vasudeva
carried in his four massive, hands the conch, the discuss, the

sword and the mace, while he sat there managing Arjmia’s horses ?

It is hard to believe that this was so. His two hands must

have been engaged with the reins and the whip. The four things

mentioned are no doubt the emblems of the Lord. But not that

he carries them everywhere. In fact he had vowed not to take

up a weapon in this war. ( Page 110 ) shaking aside.

This may either mean adjusting, or putting off. The first sense

appears preferable. For it is not good to send Vrsasena to the

battle bare-headed. jewelled helmet. The displace-

ment of the hemlet was a bad omen and has been therefore

particularly rrferred to. By the by SundaraKa appears to be a
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wonderful observer. bow string, -I’lie adiective

is realistic. t; tUe forked end of an arrow at which the
featlier of herons ( ) arc attaclied. Tliis constitutes the
back point of the arrow and it n^sts on the bow-string when it is

discharged, the dart, the pointed steel end of an arrow.

has no propriety. ( Page 111) is a crescent-shaped

arrow. This means the arrows were drawn
as far as the ear before being di .charged. f worthy
of his train) Tig and bis strength. Ariuna possessed botli these.

Another way is to take worthy of the strength

U"', exeellens'c of bis training. (Page 113) a bow
wi elder; an archer, a group, a crowd, a

con(li('t of feelings. This description of fCar^a’s feelings and

action - is .at -Mice bcaubifiil and pathetic. the crnlilem

of tiis royalty viz the whit(j umlirella. an arrow.

ir-T' -What particular pra(-tice f>f ancient w.‘irfare is

referred to iierc cannot be known, flow can the voiiey ( )

of arrows be warded olT by moving round and round ? Perhaps

by moving in a circle tlie Priin*c was able to avoid the decent

of arrows on his body. It mn^ I be adnntted the passage is not

clear. J^s reading would pernap.>
,
give better

sense. It means that wdth a sword ( ) in hand, Vrsa-

sena began to move round anti roiuid ( j. in thus mov-
ing he proba])ly was able to cut all the arrows that were dis-

charged at liim and thus to save himself. ( Page 114 )
dTelFT

vociferous in reviling my father. is liere

properly used for Ariuna. ( tcage IIB ) was a weapon of

great power and is often referrefi to in aneiemt warfare. But what

the exact nature of this weapon was we cannot possibly know.

The dictionary meaning, spear, dart, lance, pike, does not appear

to represent it correctly. For, th«‘ description of the Sakti, as we

have it here or elsewhere, is hardly applicable to a spear, dart, etc-

The sakti looked charming (
^'RTPi ), because it was studded with

gems of various kinds. It was at the same time dreadful

( because it was intended for Vrsasena's destruction.

^ITTfT^IJI^conternptiit>usIy is an unwarranted use,of the gerund.

For its subject and the subject of are different. Vide above

notes on iii. 6. Tliis description of KarHa’s condition is again so

.beautiful and so pathetic. feffdK is rather an
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awkward expression. TUice explanations can be offered/ (l) In

Prakrita genders of words, especially tlie maseuliue and the neu-

ter, are not so rigid. in Vrakrita fnay thus neuter.

Hence the owrect Sanskrit translation of ^ ^ ^ is

^ winch is easy. ( 2 ) is a ^5^ forma-

tion in the sense an adverb, going

with FWTF^dq; in the sense ' ^F^h ^4f"^ ^^F.
'

is an arrow shaped at its point like a horse's shoe. ( Page

1171 the helmsmam of the boat of

insjolence. 'rhis means that Karha directed all tlie immodest

acts of tlic Kauravas. 'Ihiis was not correct.. The expression is

obviously u ed more for its altiteration than for its sense.

is my obsenf‘e literally means beyond the range

.of my eyes. 'RH. 'Fwo points have here to be

not-ed. (0 hTi(‘ f’junge of ^FR to at the end of this com-

pound is obtained a.e(‘ording to ^ h (2)

R’ T '3F% is f>x|)eete(l to yield We, however, get the irre-

guiarjorm accounts for it in three ways:
'^F^FSJ TOR ! ^3-ri ^iV. ’RIT:::0i: ^iTOFmi^RFrk ^T^RTF^.

f insihtc of yon who^are looking on ) is an in-

stance oi a genitive absolute. ^ TOId” reduce to me-
mory. This is a eiiplirmism for ‘ kill Arnma .dves a challenge
right royal. We admire him for it. ( Pa^e 116 )

f ^FTF ‘ RqihcR/TfifTOH ' |r: )
so as to conceal his feelings. Armm-'s r>pcn chidlengc to kill

\7Sase]ia in the presence of aU tlie w^aiTiors roused Duryodhana’s
anxious feelings. Uut be tried to com‘ee 1 them. ^rf^TT^^F^T^R
etc. — E his shows Arcana. . chivalry. \riuna showed himself
at his very best at this time. He wanted to have his vengeance
on Karna for his complicity in tfie murder of Ahhimanyu. His
ire had been pitched fiigh. The whole world trembled at his

fury ( re/ ' below v. 5 ). ’TFTF^T: with arrows. ( Page 119 )

RTd^FcF had ceased. Arhnia with his skill knew tliat a certain

arrow had done its work. lie, therefore, ^topped In's discharge
to enafcle people to realise what !iad happened TR is historical

present, equal to ^R* T/f-dq; stretched.

10 . TOI#FRJ^ having wide or large eyes. This is coTisider-

ed a sign of beauty, especially in women. J takes TOFt ^ ^
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where L e, at the sight of which the eye is gratified.

5^ lovely or delightful like the newly arisen moon,

whose charm was rendered

attractive by fresh youth sprouting forth. Already beautiful

by nature, the'faoe of V??asena was rendered still more so by his

fresh youth. { at the passing away of life )

This is capable of being explained in three ways . (i)

The eyes were turned up at the time of death. This lent to the

face a hideous appearance. ( ii

)

At the time of death the eyes

were turned helplessly towards KarHa. ( iii

)

cR: = The
whole appearance of the face had changed and become ghastly

in death. The stanza is extremely pathetic.

ft—Pathos reaches its climax in this sentence and

the following stanza. The sentence looks like a paradox and is

on that very account so impressive and so eloquent. Duryo-

dhana meant ’ His affliction was so intense that #ie really was

incapable of feeling any grief. He had, indeed, passed that

stage. Meritorious; certainly, were those who were eapable of

feeling grief. For that meant their affliction had not passed

the limit (»f human endurance. As for people like hini, their

hearts were so deadened that they were no longer susceptible of

any grief or pain. For they were actually being burnt with the

fire of humiliation.

( Page 121 ) who cared

not for the strokes of others’ weapons. was screened

and thu' kept out of the range of KarHa’s fury. ( Page 122 )

^^4: the chariot was changed. must be under-

stood to be in the sense of ‘ the chariot was

arranged to be changed. ’ For, cannot precede ^dfddPd

as stated here. As the horses of KarHa’s chariot were killed and

its pole ( ) broken, Salya gave instructions for change of

chariot. In the meanwhile he induced Kar^a to get down and

offered him consolation in diverse ways. Wd d^Tld^

from liis turban, ddr, as it stands at the beginning of the letter

but not forming part of it, looks absurd. It probably formed

part originally of the stage-direction ( dTddr% ddT ), or came

after ^dd: ^if^dR «FdR ddT ddj

for this the last time. The compound is peculiar.
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12.

^^ well versed. '*1^ since* Karla’s message amounts

to this : Since I have failed so miserably to fulfil the fonS ex-

pectations you formed of me ; I have no other alternative left

^pen to me except to ask you to find a remedy for all your griefs

’)y the unaided prowess of your own arms, or by merely shedd-

ing tears. Tiie message breaths of despair pure and simple.

Otherwise, KarHa would not have addressed such words to his

friend, strike. what is he about ? What is he

engaged in V not different, identical.
•

13. 9TT%^—^The water is called inauspicious, because it

means the water whicli is offered to the dead in obsequies.

not happening again, the last. This was because they

were to kill themselves afterwards. a close or

fast en^brace. sorrow-stricken, because they had lost all

their dear and near ones. relieved, happy, because they

had their full revenge.

( Page 123 ) ^ is inappropriate. The expression

generally marks change of tliuoght; or change in the angle of

viewing'things. Here however quite a new statement is being
made.^ would be right. Rut there is no authority for this

i^Rl as regards our grief. The idea is it does not lie well in

my mouth to send you any consolation. Because both of us
are plunged in equal sorrow. When some one very dear to us

is lost, we say; well, he was too good for us, or he really did
not belong to us. The sentiment in the first line conforms to
this mode of lamentation. mingled witli the neighing
of horses. an extremely loathsome thing.

sentence is so pathetic.

15. This is one of the most pathetic stanzas not only in

this drama, but in the whole range of Sanskrit literature. This
pathos can be appreciated to the fullest extent only by those
who have had the misfortune of losing a younger brother not
much junior in age. ’3Td*-The practice of smelling young people
on the head when they went to fall at the feet of the elders

prevailed in ancient times and is found even now in some old
iamilics. refers to the dreadful kind of death Bhltha-
sena inflioted on him. The event was too horrible to be refer-
red to in so many words. Hence the general statement. The
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reading means who has lost all compassion (
'l’

cruel,' ruthless. M'o go to Dbrtarastra and Gandharl without

Dussasana was exceedingly heartless.

ACT V

is a term of endearment. gently, slowly

•rTF^^fd Dui-yrKhiiuiu does !\ot know wliai to do or speak in the

presence of ru
;
parents, llcn e his bewilderment.

1. Dhrtarastra states in this stanza how lie expected to

meet his son. But oh 1 How sorely ha< !u' !)ecn disappointed by

tae turn events have taken ! Sarely, this was due to the accurs-

ed fate of Dhrtcrastra himself, sinful as he wais. That is what

he means. donmaJ (df. reed ining

on KarOa, The idea is : Dhrta-

r^stra expected Duryodhana would nave the conquered princes

brought before him and would then graciously offer them some

consolation in a 'Spirit chivalrous sympathy for tlie fallen

enemies. With tiie reading ),

would refer to kings on the side Duryodhana himself, at

whom he would be graciously looking in a spirit of aj)probation.

The reading in the text is prcfc^rable because to be surrounded

by conquered hostile monarelis and then to treat them with a

patronising tone surely coTistitutes greater glory than to be

merely in the midst of warriors on one’s own side.

silence, ^fflT-l^This pathetic appeal of Gafidhari has the

desired effect Duryodhana begins to speak and what he speaks

is also pathetic.

2 . —Duryodhana takes his cue from Dhrtarastra,

who has above used the same self-condemnatory epithet.

^ who has seen the slaughter

of his younger brothers without avenging it. The compound is

an instance of a defect called What Duryodhana

really means is ^FM: JT^F ^ ^ That he

has not been able to avenge his brothers’ murder heightens his

ftooursedness. a spirit of self-condemnation Duryodhana
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considers himself to be im^vorthy of the spot-less Bharata

family; and consequently, uses instead of —
Duryodhana .understajids the su^jgestion * of G5ndha.rL She

means Duryodhana should not care for victory now, but should

somehow try to save his life by making peace with the

Pandavas.

3. Duryodhana rightly points out that the words of GSn-

dharl are quite unbecorY>ing an cxcenent Ksatriya woman. She

should rather encoui age him to seek re^ienge than to suggest

that he should save his life, used adverbially I; in the

sense of ‘ unaccountably Duryodhana could not understand

how Gandhari should utter such unbecoming .and undignified

words. bW ^ has

no parental affection. Duryodhtana means to say tliat if Gan-
dhSri had bad mother’s affection, she would have urged him to

avenge the death of her 99 sons. As she did not do that she

apparently had no parental affeetion. !fd^*iTd--This expression,

along with is loosely u.ied to designate the 99 brothers

ol' Duryodhana. The Kaurava'', including Duryodhana, were

100 in number. When, tferebue, a reference to the death of

the hundred Kauravas occurs, it must be understood to mean 99

only. This is careless writing yio doubt, but the poet seems

to have adopted the expression for the sake of convenience.

( Page’ 129 ) introduces modification in the previous

thought. Tlic death of so many sons has plunged Gandiiari in

grief. The result is she has lost her usual proud, Ksatriya spirit

and wants to save her only rernaiTiing so3)s 'a>mehow.

false. not siiHieicmt, not wide enougii to cover all cases,

not of universal application. used geiierally with reference

to the lokavada referred to by Safijaya. Duryodhana means

to say that the popular saying reg.irdiug the pot and the rope

has only a limited application. It is certainly not applicable to

case where the relation of
( thing served ) and

( the instrument which renders service ) exists betw^een the thing

lost and the thing remaining- If one pot was lost, anotlier could
l)e secured and the rope made useful. It was, therefore, wisdom
not to throw it in the well. Rut in the present case his brothers,

for whose comforts his life was pledged and who consequently
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were were dead. Where then was the necessity of

preserving the viz. his own self ? Duryodhana lived for

his brothers. When they were gone, there was no need of his

continuing to live. But the rope is not meant to serve a parti-

cular pot only. It can, therefore, be put to use again by secur-

ing another pot. Such, however, is not the case with Duryodha-
na. So the maxim is not pertinent. It should be noted that

the sentiment which Duryodhana here expresses is exceedingly

noble. To consider oneself dedicated to the service of one’s

younger brothers and ‘to look upon one’s life as purposeless when
they are dead, well, this sentiment very few elder brothers are

capable of entertaining and acting up to. We certainly do not

expect the voluptuary of the second Act to bi; such a great

moralist.

4 . f^TT^TT^TT looks contradictory. They will shine

because tlieir son Duryodhana will have fully avenged the slaugh-

ter of their other 99 sons,

1? is a Sanskrit idom for ‘ to obey, to act up to ’.

When we remember this, there can be no ambiguity ragarding

the explanation of this line. It then naturally follows that

which has no following, which isthe last) is

to be understood attributively. Gandharl thus means that

Duryodhana should obey this last desire of his father. If

Duryodhana did this, Dhratarastra would leave him to himself

and wold no longer meddle in his affairs. If under-

stood predicatively; the sentence is capable of yielding two in-

terpretations : (i) Make the words of your father final do not

argue with him, but obey him promptly. If Duryodhana argued

,

Dhrtarastra-would answer and hence his words would not be

final ( ii ); ) not the last. The idea

is : If Duryodhana dfid not respect his father’s desire, he would

sorely die of broken heart. These words would then be the last

he uttered. The last is the most far-fetched of these three inter-

pretations. Note here that Dhrtaras^ra has not yet spoken to

Duryodhana about this matter of making peace. Gandhari’s

words * therefore, appear improper and have given

cause for anxiety to some. The truth was that all the three had

gone to the battle-field for the pre-arranged purpose^ of seeing
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Duryodhana and inducing him to make ppaoe. Gilndharrs

proposal, backed up by Sal^jaya’s support, was as good as

Dhrtarastra^s^ Besides in order to add weight to her' words,

Gandharl specially referred to her own words as being Dhrta-
rastra’s, thus intimating to Duryodhana that in whfit she and
San^aya were speaking, they had his father’s full support. Now
when Gandhari made this specific demand of Duryodhana in his

name, Dhrtarastra realised that he had not said a word on that

topic and hastened to give his support in the following speech.
•

* 5. This is rather a pitiful appeal that Dhrtarastra makes.

It is quite unbecoming an old Ksatriya monarch, one of whose

legs is already in the grave- m 8^^ 'j

means originally one who shares the ancestral property ;
a oo-

sharcr; a coparcener; hence an enemy. The word is interesting

from tlie sociological point of view. In most cases of the divi-

.sion of ancestral property bitternes of feelings arises over the

division with the result that enmity springs up between the

various claimants. This is how a word which signified a near

relative in the first instance came to mean an enemy.

slughtering, butchering.
•

( Page 130 ) —Tiiis may mean: (i) 1 am
now sufficiently advanced in age and experience and have really

no need of advice from people like you, O Saniaya. I know my
own interest and am quite capable of taking care of myself, (ii)

If there was any time when adivice could have been offered me
with advantage, it was before hostilities were declared and war
commenced. Now we have gone so far ahead in the war that it

is impossible to retrace our steps. So you better not give any
advice at all. SaUiaya, however, takes this petulent remark of

Duryodhana coolly without in any way being affected thereby

and proceeds with his argument. an ambitious monarch

who is desirous of making conquests. Such a one is a proper

object of advice (
~

: ) to ti e wise as long as he

lives. For, in his opinion there is nothing to lose, but possibly

something to gain ;
in listening to the advice offered- A

is thus defined :
‘

1

n’ ^r?w?rK s.e. 'j'his is

sarcastic. (Page 131)
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by offering him the desired terras. dTcf etc. —This speech

of Duryodhana is at once dignified, spirited and well-reasoned

without being in any way offensive. The arguments of , Duryo-
dhana carry conviction. But Dhrtira stra, blinded by affec-

tion for his. son as he is, sees not the ioree of Duryodhana’

s

statements. a man ol li>fty or noble spirit

ending in misery. versed in politics Tiie adjective

is used with signilicant irony. It shows that Sanjaya should

have known, versed in
'
politics as he professed to be, that

Yudhisthira was not likely to listen to his overtures of peace;

because while Duryodhana was weakened l)y the loss of Dussa-

sana, Yudhisthira was as powerful as ever with all his brothers

unharmed. And it is wudl-know princes do not like to make

peace with thdr enemies who arc losiHg( ).

6. In this stanza the readings adopted in the text are the

best. The first line gives, m the form of a question of appeah

a proposition of general application and the second line points

out how matters stand in the present case. .I s reading given in

the foot-note ciinveys the same idt^a, but in a round-about way.

ftTr: who hav lost more than

their enemy, who have been comparatively weakened, ‘who are

losing ground before the enemy. ( try to ) make peace.

who have not lost. Supply after The
idea is the Pandavas have not lost; hence they would not like

to make peace. If instead of were taken to be the

word by dropping tlie , the sense would be
‘

Cf^r* how can the Pandavas, with their brothers living, be

said to be the losing party ? ’ It will be noted this reading is

clumsy and the sense is not directly had.

( Page 132 ) It must be pointed out here that Duryo-

dhana does not put forward this argument of the fundamental

impossibility of arranging peace under the present circum-

stances, with a view to point out a real difficulty in the way,

but merely to worst SaUiaya on his own ground and thus effect-

ively to silence his mouth. But Dhrtarastra misunderstands

him. If Duryodliana feared that Yudhisthira wmuld be un-

willing to come to terms, says Dhrtarastra, he would see to it

that he listened to him. Por, he was sure Yudhisthira would

not go against his desire. Note that this was a great
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compliment to Yudhisthira. It shows what high opinion, even
a crooked-natured man like Dhrtarastra had of his piety and
of his reverence* ft)r the desires of elders. lit. and another;

moreover. Dhrtarastra is adducing another reason why he

thinks Yudhistliira would be glad to make peace. .

dragged down by Fate ;
dominated by Fate ; in the clutches of

Fate
; depending on Fate. Yudhisthira thinks that everything

that happens in Inman affairs is in the clutches of Fate.

Human efforts can liere have but little scope. Sucli being his

belief he is not sure when Fate would turn averse to him inspite

of the valour of his hrotbers and the superior strength of his

side at present. Tliis is so especially because he is at present

engaged in war and war always abounds in trca(;lierous practices

( ). He conse({uent!y fears that any time treachery

may be practised upon him and tiie life of one or more of his

brothers be lost. In that case hr fiimself w^ill commit suicide.

Such being his idea he will gladly welcome terms of peace when-

ever you will offer them. This represents the trend of Dhyta-

rastra’s ideas expressed in this sn'is-l: sentence, which is so full

of meaiiing. We have here a variety of readings.

(i ) will not consent to any evil being practised on us.

is no doubt. But he will sanction no on his

side. Thus he always stands exposed to danger
; ( ii

)

will not

much mind even all the injuries you liave done him. Forgetting

these, he will be ready to make peace, because war abounds in

treachery. ' ignifies the same idea as the

reading adopted in the text. He aivrays considers himself to be

dragged down. He.does not know when danger may overtake

him. considers himself to be always

inferior to you, because of his vow. He does not know when

you will practise treachery on him and bring him in clanger.

Thus he always stands in terror of you. full of

reason, reasonable.

7 . This stanza is exceedingly pathetic. It is f|uite proper

it sets all people weeping. who feasted

upon Dussa Sana's blood. The last line contains the author’s

favourite poor, pitiable ( )*

8. wlio had subjugated the worlds. and^
in Sanskrit are regjarded as roots to which any sense suitable
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to the context may be given.
*

^ The

third line shows that there is nothing to be much sorry for in

the death of Dhftarasta’s 100 i. e. 90 sons. For they have met

the death that all KSatriyas covet. the yoke that

was borne by Sagara; his course of conduct. What particular

action on tne part of Sagara, Duryodhana asks his parents to

imitate is not clear. It would appear he merely adduces the

instance of Sagara as of one who had suffered equally or even

more. Yet he did not lose heart, but proceeded calmly with his

ordinary business of 'ife. So Dhrtarastra and Gandhftri also

should not give up courage and stoop low, but should go on per-

forming their duty. The story of Sagara occurs in the

38 if. Sagara had 60,000 sons. While in search of their

father’s sacritieial horse, they went to Patala and were burnt to

ashes by the sage Kapila. 3 but 'the contrary of this

happening, i c. if you gave up courage. —Because

it is unbecoming a Ksatriya to lose heart in this way.

exceedingly frightful. a means of striking the

enemy covertly. This base proposal coming from the old mo-

narch makes him utterly contemptible.

9* Duryodhana’s reply is spirited and reveals his well-known

proud nature. He refuses to try to kill his enemies secretly,

when they have killed his relatives before his eyes in open fight.

The second half of the stan/a is full of grim pathos and reaches

the high water mark of self-condemnation. Duryodhana argues :

I have killed your sons, who were hundred in number ! How
many are the enemies V They are only five. I can easily kill

them ! How grim and ghastly does this logic of Duryodhana
appear ! is grammatically inaccurate. In forming the

compound must be resorted to its masculine form

( from ) means togetherness, companionship, assist-

ance. from % with ^1- To Gandhari’s question,
^

Duryodhana answers he does not want anybody*s help

except that of fate. By this he means to say that the victory

of the Pai;idavas so far has been due to fate or chance more
than to their superior strength. If only fate were now to help

him, he would kill the Pa^davas in no time. The reading

means ; Let fate become even-handed. Up to this time fate has

been partial towards the P5^<}^vas. Let it just be impartia
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and Dnryodhana will easily kill his enemies. What Duryodhana
wants from fate is no special favour, but to hold the scales' even
between him and the PS^davas. This sentiment is more in

keeping with Duryodhana*s proud character,* which refuses help

even from fate. But as.the line is an answer to Gandhari’s

definite query about help, must be preferred
^
to ?

inspite of the proud and noble sentiment conveyed by the latter,

slaughter.

10 . This stanza appears to have been uttered by some one
froni the Kaurava army itself, who apparently does not like the

idea of Duryodhana keeping himself aloof from the Held of

battle. The stanza is one of the most pathetic in the whole
field of Sanskrit literature. a whip. i5alya Was much
too overpowered with grief to pay attention to the guidance of

. horses. The animals were familiar with the road and hence were
slowly drawing the chariot. If somebody asked Salya where
-.Kar^a was, the only answer he gave was copious tears. 5alya

in this condition presented a truly pathetic appearance and his

sight was no doubt like a dart pierced in the heart of the parti-

sans of the Kauravas. —In ancient times warriors had
their arrows marked with their names. ( from
a denominative front in the sense of ) pierc-

ing, causing acute pain.

11 . like dart. Just as a dart entering

the body makes one faint, in the same way Salya entering the

Kuru camp, mounted on the vacanot chariot of Karna, made all

the people swoon. The idea is : When people saw Salya’s chariot

enteripn without KarHa, they knew that KarHa was killed and

fainted away for grief. —The Kurus had now pinned

all their faith on Kar9a. His chariot without him was like a

vain desire.

13 The idea in the second half is : As long as KarQa
lived, there was some hope that Duryodhana might continue

alive. But now that all his friends and relatives had been killed,

it was impossible to expect he would live. Note the uppermost

idea in the old dotard’s mind is somehow to try to save his

son’s life*
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15. The stanza amply reveals Duryodhana’s fast friend-

ship tor Kar9a.

16. an evil deed, ,
exceedingly painful to

hear. J’s reading means :
* My family^ is sure to die on the

death of KarDa, who never did an evil thing, extremely painful

to hear. * The adjectival clause here is It does not sup-

ply the reason, as expected, why Duryodhana considers his fa-

mily as sure of destruction on Karfla’s fall. Altogether this

reading is unsuitable.

17. JTFTT^ is idiomatic for The construction

of the second line looks confusing,

^ why are the tears of me, who am weeping

helplessly for him, warded off e.e., why am I not allowed tc

weep helplessly ? leading to the destructi-on of

our family. Because Duryodhana suggests the existence of his

family depended on Kar^a.

18. ^ when the wheel ( of his chariot ) was sunk

in the earth. The reference is as follows : While learning

the art of archery under ParaSurama with a view to obtain

from him the knowledge of the BrahmSstra, * KarHa unwittingly

killed the cow of a Brahma9a. Reporting the deed to the

BrahmaUa he begged to be forgiven, because he had done it

through mistake. The Brahmana was incorrigible however,

said he really deserved death for that offence and cursed him

to the effect that while fighting with his adversary, the earth

would swallow the -wheel of his chariot and that his enemy,

taking advantage of his position, would cut his head off. See

2.20-22. When the wheel was plunged in the

earth, the movement of his chariot became impossible and he

offered an easy target for Arjuna. The charioteer particularly

makes reference to this incident in order to show that Kar9a

was caught at a disadvantage and unjustly killed.

19. The idea is : At the recollection of Kar^a, Duryo-

dhana ’s mind is agitated with sorrow. But on learning how he

was Hilled in an unfair manner, his ire is roused and is getting

the better of sorrow.
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20 . ^ is construed both with and

by what is known as Duryodhana
means ’: Whether I fight or do not fight md make peace, I am
sure to die. Calamity in the form of death is common to both

these alternatives. In one.case I shall be killed by the enemy,

in the other I am sure to die of grief for KarHa. Though both

the courses are attended with identical evil, I prefer to fight

For, in fighting I am not quite so sure to be killed. Perhaps I

may be successful. So in this alternative viz. that of war there

is uncertainty ( ) with regard to the

result. That’s why I prefer it.

21. Dhrtarastra admits that there is uncertainty ( )

in such adventures as that of launching upon a fight. But when

tue thinks of the dreadful Bhima, the uncertainty becomes a

hard certainty. He sees no chance of success for Duryodhana

against BhTma and his heart trembles. well-known for

your pride or self-respect. ^ ^ ^ Note how
a word which originally meant * intoxicated (

HRRl^ ^0
came to mean ‘ famous, well-known *. A man who drinks is

generally talked of in society and gains notoriety. ‘Notorious*

was thcrej^ore the second stage in the change of meaning of

Then the sinister idea about the ‘ well-known-ness ’ was dropp-

ed and the word became synonymous for ‘ famous, well-known.’

not skilful in treachery; straight-forward,

abounding in treacherous practices. That Dh rtara stra

should speak of his son’s action as free from evil practices and

that of the Pandavas as abounding therein looks like the height

of impudence. But strange to say the words seem to have a

dramatic significance. For, was not Duryodhana killed by the

employment of a * Dhrtaras^ra’s utterance here is thus

prophetic. battle, war-fare. The author’s carelessness is

responsible for the use of the word in the neuter gender. To
take as acc. sing., the object of is to misinterpret

the author. For, the second half is quite independent of the

first. It depicts by two short sentences the great contrast bet-

ween Duryodhana’s action and that of the Pandavas. The

stanza is a good example of balanced construction based qpon

contrast. The first half also contains contrast; though not

quite so marked.
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22. —^This is by no means a compliment to

Kar9a in the reader’s eyes. But it must have appealed to the

old man.

23. Note the author uses three different words to express

the same idea, and This sounds a little like

Bana. ^I^TI —The line is an inst*

ance of irony or what is called It really means that

there is an instance of hope that Salya will conquer the Panda-

vas. Another way* of construing the second line is to take

^I^Ti as a parenthesis and as embodying a general

proposition. Man’s tendency is to go on hoping against hope

till the bitter end. Hope eternal springs in human heart, as a

poet says. This tendency, Saftjaya is referring to, when the

proposal of installing iSalya in the command of the armies is

brought forward.

24. With grim pathos Duryodhana says he already has

installed his own self in the command of the armies. The water

used for this strange installation is supplied by his tears which

are falling in ceaseless flow ( )• The idea is :

Duryodhana does not now much care for a Commarider. The

only thing he now wants to do is to fight with Ar]una and to

kill him or be killed, His soul would secure his embrace

with Karlla when he would be killed by Arjuna.

(Page 143 ) who puts an end to

our grief. refers to both Bhima and Arjuna. There is a

double meaning in this expression. If Duryodhana killed Bhima
and Arjuna, his grief for his brothers and Kar9a would vanish,

as he would then have avenged their slaughter. If on the con*-

trary he himself was killed, then too all his sorrow would be

put an end to along with his life. in ^ disorderly

manner.

26. The stanza is uttered in a spirit of jeering irony, so

characteristic of Bhima. All the epithets used are inteneded

to sting Duryodhana to the quick. They either remind him of

his past mis-deeds, or prominently bring before him his present

losses.
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(Page 144 ) something which is thrown near;* de-

claration. are operating with the tongue.

^ W—This has been significantly used. Duryodhana

asked his cliarioteer simply to announce his own preseihce. The

Suta, however refers to the presence of Dhftar^s^ra and G^n-

dharl purposely. If BhTma and Ariunahad any evil intention, the

charioteer felt sure; they would not try to' put into practice in

the presence of the elders. The Smftis

( ^ 2, 122; 1. 26 ) laydown that^in saluting the elders

• one sliould announce one’s name. Bhima emends this rule of

the SmrtikUras in order to suit his own purpose of harassing

the cunning old monarch.

27. It is not clear why Ariuna should precede Bhima. As

an elder brother the rignt of precedence belongs to Bhima. Per-

haps, as he has recently killed KarUa Ariuna is in hast to wax

eloquent over his great feat and outstrips BhTma. To certain

extent this was natural. =^ who defied the world in

his pride.

28. pounded, pulverised. intoxicated. It is

p.p. from to be intoxicated. bows,

pays respects. Note the difference between the announcement

made by the two brothers. The one is poetical and cunningly

tries to heighten the importance of the feat by representing the

greatness of KarUa. The other is plain, straight-forward and

matter of-fact. While the one reveals a conscious effort to pro-

duce an effect, the other has no trace of it in it. The one

belongs to a clever politician, the other comes from a simple

rough soldier.

(
Page 145 )

: an enemy. It is irregularly fromed

from TTc^. :
. Co-wives are generally at daggers drawn.

Hence, the word, which signifies a co-wife comes to mean an

enemy. explains the word as JTcl^ who

strives after an identical object; an enemy.

29. 1: ^^:-The monrachs could be said to have dragged

DraupadI in the assembly only metaphorically. They silently

sat there and offered no protest. Bhima considers this implied
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consent to the atrocious deed to be as heinous as actually doing

the deed itself, —This of course refers to Bhima’s anger.

^ insignificant moths. The reading is necessa-

rily clumpy. ^= since. an exceedingly

great deed, This is said ironically. The deed referred to is

the same viz. insult to Draupadi. It is difficult to understand the

propriety of No had made himself prominent

in offering indignities to the Pandavas. Bhima apparently wants

to hold Dhrtara Stra responsible for all his kith and kin. The

idea of Bhima is : Since you, O father, allowed in your presence

all those misd-eeds, it is proper you should be made acequaint-

ed with their logical consquences also.

30. Bhlma's words are too much for Duryodhana. He now

grows defiant. in this formation of hostility

Duryodhana means to say that all those kings, wffiom Bhima re-

fers to as having perpetrated the crime of dragging Draupadi,

had nothing to do with that incident which was the cause of

hostility. He alone was responsible for the deed and had every

right to perform it, because Draupadi was his slave, vion in

gambling. Bhima, therefore, had little reason to be^ proud of

the slaughter of those more or less innocent monarohs. His pride

in fact was most improper before he conquered him viz. Duryo-
dhana. In the last line we must understand a Note that

the use of the gerund is grammatically incorrect. For,

the subject of is and that of the second verb is

( we have to supply after ). In order to make the use

justifiable we must supply after

31. Construe : ^
This cool remark of the politician Arjuna is more

insulting and humiliating than the out-spoken defiant utterance

of Bhima.

32* to butcher, to slaughter. you who
talk such bitter things! Duryodhana ’s words in stanza 80
stung Bhimasena, for their defiant insolence apart, they had
truth in them. • refers to Dliftarastra. Bhima feared
that with his well-known doing fondness for Duryodhana,
Dhftarastra might prevent him from hilling his son on the
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spot. Otherwise he would have done it. That Dhftara?ti*a had
not said anything which could be construed, into his desire to

intervene is no* objection against this interpretation. For Bhima
knew well the nature of the old monarch and he a^so realised that

even his very presence noted as a deterrent; tor after all he was a

guru. The reading 3^ ^ clearly appears to be anemenda-
tion, made in order to include Gandhari. But this is unnecess-

ary. The explanation of 3^* as Arjuna, even in the sense of a

respectable man, is absurd. Apart from the initial impossibility

of niaking the word guru to mean Arjuna, we know Bhima was
a manwho would have cared a button for Arjuna’ s intervention,

if he had really meant to kill Duryodhana then and there.

Bhima means as he would

break the bones of Duryodhana’s body with his mace, they

would produce a crashing noise. The reading ( my
‘.palms j is not so good. Bones could not ordinarily be shattered

by strokes of palms and they would not produce a crash if dealt

with in this manner. It may, however, be argued that

has special propriety here, because Bhima does not expect to

fight a mace-fight there, but will crush Duryodhana by merely

battering him with his fists.

33. ^*1^' you were made to give vent

to your sorrow by means of tears, 3^ and and some

other roots are considered to be in the causal. Thus

5^^^* primitive; ( not

causal; passive of causal. See R. 15.88 and

17.8. Bhima means : The reason why you were spared so long

even when I was angry was to indict on you the humiliation of

having had to shed tears in grief like a woman and of having

been made the witness of your brother’s slaughter. Otherwise

I could have killed you long ago.

34. w *nf^

having a frightful decoration in the form of a scries

of chest-bones fractured by my mace.

( Page 147 )
etc. This sentence is ironical. Bhima

laughs sarcastically before he utters it. It means : I know what
importance to attach to your words. No reliance can be placed
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in them. Another way of construing the words is : Yes, you

are not to be disbelieved. My relatives will certainly see me in

that condition. Then interpret etc. asW

in the compound is to be

construed with and is to be understood in the

sense of Bhima’s mace. The idea is *. Bhima says his relatives

will see liim decorated with Duryodhana’s bones broken by his

mace. There are serious objections against this interpretation.

( i ) cannot be construed favourably to Bhima. The sense of

‘ lying asleep ’ of ‘lying at ease’ will not do. Why should Bhima

lie on the battle-field after killing his adversary ? (ii) ItJs absurd

to speak of Bhima as being decorated with Duryodhana’s bones,

Bhima will surely smear his body with Duryodhana’s blood.

But are we to suppose that he will have a garland of Duryo-

dhana’s bones also ? It is, however, perfectly right to speak

of a man decorated with /i/.s om;« bones. For they iie crushed

in his own body in death. ( iii ) The following words of Bhima

are opposed to such interpretation, (but) introduces,some"

thing which is different from the previous statement. This

second interpretation of ^ etc,’ must, therefore, be rejected

—Duryodhana has talked of killing Bhima ‘ ere long ( ^
Bhima says, ‘You may or may not succeed in this.

But I tell you what is going to happen m the near future

( ). 1 hiraa is contrasting to
* ’ with Duryo-

dhana’s ‘ d* T%TTd; ^ If this
^

’ turns out to be true, the

(|uestion of Duryodhana’s ^ ^ Wld;,’ does not simply rise at all.

35. ’i^dRis a genitive absolute. H 5^* ^
( mangling ) ( blood

)

Note that reference to the blood of the other brothers

is only metaphorical. Bhirna was going to smear his body the

next day with the blood of Duryodhaha alone.

captured, made his own. Why ParaSurama has

been specially selected is nut clear. W6 think the author

chooses him more for rhyming with than for any other

significance. As the expression stands we may say that the

fame which Para4urama achieved jby killing*his enemies in
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revenge for the murder of his father is specially aljuded to.

subjugated, brought under sway.

86. relatives. is added in the sense of

‘ making over to,’ according to ^ 5.4.54 (

=Er 2fr^ I umm: i ?;r5Th'i?ff^^4: i

1%. ^4 .). 91^: mixed with tears.

to search for), belonging to the first conjugation, is generally

Parasmaipadin. But its use in the Atnianepada is not quite

* unusual. Note ^ BTTcfflc^l ^ ^ 1

1151^^
(I \ according to all roots

can take either Pada. ' \ ^ in

the thick mass or crowd. The last line contains a fine conceit

.and is an excellent example of This stanza is important*
because it gives us an idea of the methods of ancient warfare.

•Jhe battle, it would appear, stopped at night and then people

lound out their dead relatives and burnt them and offered them
obsequial water.

37. capable of conquering you.

prominent, magnificent. d^ who laid down

his weapon, (though) unconquered. 7n./. a weapon, a missile.

%^^rd^who has had good training. by rising to

receive. disaffection.

38.
( ^TftWFrnr ep^) ^qqf^d: is proceeding against

the enemies. It was improper on the part of Asvatthaman
to utter this stanza. He did not know the rule ‘ De viortuis ml
msi bonurn , The snub he receives from Duryodhana in the

next stanza is consequently well-merited. with

indignation.

39. That Duryodhana should so bluntly refuse the some'

what patronising offer of services from Asvatthaman even

under the present circumstances testifies at once to his proud
nature and his fast friendship for KarUa. 1%^ shows or

disapprovah

Asvatthaman is surprised to find Duryodhana »o
fast in his friendship for Karigia. He quits him, therefore, in

dissatisfaction.
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reviles. This is another stanza proving once

more Duryodhana’s devoted constancy of friendship for KarHa.

41 .
) mother’s milk. linen garment,

rolling. refers to grief for his friend Karlla, which

was augmented ( ) by the death of his younger brothers.

There should be no ambiguity about it owing to the proximity

of which also refers to Kar^a. ^ whose

words were offensive. Both in this and the following stanza

Dhrtarastra is appealing to the heart of Asvatthaman and

urging him on to do his best. He apparently hopes still that

Asvatthaman would be able to kill the Pandavas. Asa is Bala-

vatl no doubt in human breast ! Note that the reference to

Asvatthaman’s childhood contained in this stanza is not sup-

ported by the Mahabharata. The poet invents it for the sake

of dramatic effect. For, we know that when DroQa went to

Ilastinapura, Asvatthaman had passed the stage of extreme

childhood alluded to in the stanza.

42 . ^=Wrhow. ^ff^by means or a falsehood vis:-

the false news of your death. • is genitive sing. ‘ Of such a

personage as DroHa.* —It is now evening and there

is no propriety in ordering the military chariot to be brought.

For, as we have seen the battle did not continue in the night.

That is why Dhrtarastra asks Duryodhaiia to accompany him

to Balya’s camp. This intention of going to Balya’s camp is

suggestive of the fact that Salya would be the next Commander-

in-Chief. We may find some propriety in Duryodhana’s’ order-

ing his military chariot to be brought. Perhaps lie wanted to go

to the field of battle and have a last look at his friend Kar9a

who was lying dead there.
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!• The three metaphors used in the first two lines of this

stanza are exceedingly appropriate and serve to indicate well

the nature of warriors concerned. BhiSma with his unfathom-

able bravery is aptly identified with the great ocean. Drofia

with his burning heroism stands for fire. KarHa with his malici-

ous.and vindictive disposition is properly h serpent. Symmetry

would require a metaphor for v^alya also and a mtie would not be

wrong if he found in the stanza. appears to have

been specially used in the middle of the line so as to be capable

Qf being construed with both the preceding and the following

clauses. It suggests the great difficulty the Pandavas found in

vanquishing these two warriors, means either happy or

• ended. ' ^ ^ The latter sense is here

intended. But the word is not appropriate. The metaphor of

the fire requires the wordT^F^r. who
posses!?es poison in his fang ) and ^^F are synonyms and mean a

serpent. •The use of both the words proceeds from the author’s

carelessness. The expression is somehow justified by taking the

first word as an adjective, the whole meaning a venomous ser-

pent. C^^Fd;. through rashness. —This refers to the

slaughter of Duryodhana, which alone remains now to complete

the victory of the Pandavas. ^F"^F refers to Bhima’s declara-

tion of his vow to the effect that he would kill Duryodhana that

very day or would himself commit suicide. danger

of life. Yudhisthira's idea is : Perhaps Blnma may not be

able to find Duryodhana that day. He will then have to commit

suicide. Yudhisthira will also follow suit in accordance with

his own vow (see v. 7). The other brothers are also very likely

to follow them in death.

(Page 153 ) I ^-Draupadl means to say that as the
vow was taken for her sake, it was really she who had thrown them
all in danger of their life. ^^F-Yudhis^hira points out it is real-

ly he who is at the bottom of the whole mischief. For, if he*had
not indulged in gambling, no calamity would have befallen them.

«rTff^?iFH(3r+'rft + #rap. p. from^) not standing overnight;
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not sttading over till the next day ; which must not be left un-

fulfilled overnight, but must be accomplished on that very day.

The reading is evidently a scribe’i? error for for

Pacini’s rule viii. 4. 36. forbids the chance of^ to^in the case of

to be construed] with Duryodhana disappear-

ed on learning such a vow of Bhima.

( Page 153 ) 'TFTr who make
their proclamation ( of duty) to the loud beat of drum. It is

difficult to understand the propriety of this adiective. What
was the necessity of proclaiming by the beat of drum that these

ministers were appointed for searching Duryodhana out I This

procedure would probably have proved a hindrance instead of a

help in the performance of their task ?

) is the. same as the celebrated

Kuruksetra and is so called because round about it ParaSurSma

had filled five pools with the blood of the Ksatriyas in olden days.

2. ^[RTT* fishermen. in forests. (p. p. from

^ to trample upon

)

who are familiar with ( the appearance of ) cluster of creepers

( when they are ) trampled upon. able to distinguish

between their own and others’ foot-prints ^rpri^T: acquaint-

e(f with caves. Td^Ht who put on the badge of asce-

tics. Note ' ^
3 . 35; also 13. 27. ( Sj^-

) is an compound.

3. ( suspiciously ) is used adverbially.

slaves of wine, under the complete influence of wine. To com-

plete the sense of the second half supply ^ 51^^: IrIJ. The di-

rections for finding out the whereabouts of Duryodhana contain*

ed in this and the preceding stanza are very appropirate. They
reveal the author’s close observation of the world in general and
of human nature in particular.

( Page 154 ) or is a general term and means
an inhabitant of the Paftcala country. Here a particular in-

dividual appears to have been meant. etc.-Drau-

padi’s feverish anxiety for the safety of her lord is well brou^t
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out in this small sentence, otherwise u §. other than

the truth, an untruth.

4.

The stanza represents what happens in the dorhain of

love even in our ordinary life. Tne sentiment is akin to Kali-

dasa’s famous
‘

^ S.iv. When the fate of some
one very dear to us is concerned, we become anxious even with-

out any cause. We know the person is sure to*come out success-

ful in the trial, we are aware of his capacities to cope with the

situation, yet we become doubtful about tlie result. This was
\vhat happened in the present case. Yudhis^hira knew Bhima’s
strength of arms; yet'actually when the question arose of a con-

diet with Duryodhana,.he grew dubious about victory. Such appre-

hension is only an index of the intense love we have ior the

person in question. The first line contains a general proposition.

f^WTr^^TTT^ even without a cause* is even better construed with

( of great valour). This shifting need not cause any

*oonoern;it has sometimes to be done in construing stanza.

Yudhisthira means that the apprehension which arises without

any cause is not a sign of weakness. For it is found even in the

case of people.;; One need not fight shy of the suggestion

which thf< first half gives rise to viz- that Yudhisthira speaks of

himself as As a Ksatriya he had. every right to style

himself so. Moreover this indirect way of praising oneself is

by no means a defect in character. Vide S. i. 21.

dullness of judgment; inability to judge correctly. If the

man is able to form correct judgment, he will not grow apprehen-
sive. But affection deprives him of this power of discrimina-

tion at all.
-

' M'

5. ^T* JH’TOPf refers to the danger to the life pf even all

the Pa^ejavas in the event of Bhlma*s defeat. changes

the previous thought. Yudhifthira now shakes off his appep-

hension.

6. refers to Duryodhana. ( who proved himaelf

to be ) capable of pulling. punningly stands for Wet also,

on the authority of
'

i ^
^r* * and is then to be construed with

^ ^ This use of for does not necessarily point

to the author’s being Fop, though in Bengal the intermix-
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ture of ^ and is usual, we know that this Is a oommon enough

device in the use of whether the poet lives in Bengal or

elsewhere. The expression is not happy. ' First,W used for the sense here intended, is unusual. Second-
r

ly, Duryodhana had not proved himself to be For;

DuSsSsana had dragged her hair. So the expression must be

understood metaphorically. Perhaps a better way is to take

to refer to Bhima. And he viz. Bhima is capable of

pulling it ( in the process of trying it into a braid ). No other

man may now touch Draupadi’s hair. It is only Bhima who can

do so.

( Paqe 157 ) marks the beginning of Pfincalaka’s

story and has no special sense. ^ This refers

to The reading *rp«nOT^f?5ia-35T ( ) is not

good. In order to explain it we must either suppose that there

were many other members of the Gandh§ra royal family fighting

and that they also were killed by Sahadeva, or say that the

slaughter of Sakuni meant the ruin of the Gandhara family.

The first supposition is opposed to the context, which is obvi-

ously intended to refer to the death of the principal warriors

only. The second alternative is far-fetched.

loud in their lamentations. refers to Salya and Sakuni.

( haughty, fearless) (iJt. gallopping; here,

movement ) ( overpowered)

( flying

( Page 157 ) bad Sanskrit for

Compare above
"

'
ii. p.80^ The technical defect in

such oases is called is an uniustifiable

instance *TK5rgoes with ^ alone. 5fl*R5

means Arjuna. In the Virataparva Ar]una thus explains his

name
* ^ 1 5fTT

11 48.31.’ PRTRT ^
reddish-brown like a siiccession of lightning flashes playing in the

night of the rainy season. to brighten.

do-anything-ness; wantonness; perversity. Wd:
who was well-kno^i to Prince ( Bhima ), the son of Wind. Or
we may take in the sense of ^^*1 ( definite

information ) ^ ^ In this way
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is to be construed with This is J’s way and is

equally good. ( with the recently killed t.c. with the

blood of the recently killed ) ( deer or beasts ) ^TRcilA*( red )

^ xjjSf ^ ft:

The man apparently ran to give Bhima the infor-

mation he had obtained. He was, therefore, breathing heavily.

Half his syllables were consequently lost in his gasping. So

the word which he actually said had only to be inferred by

means of the half heard syllables. lines of foot-prints.

is found to have returned to dry land. The man
reported that two tracks were clearly imprinted on the bank of

the lakes as going thereto. One of these was seen to return»

but not the other. The information was exceedingly valuable;

for it meant that Duryodhana had entered the lake. Some one

accompanied him to see him do so. This some one of course

returned. Who this someone was Bha^^a Naraya^a does not

tell us. It must have been one of the three, Kfpa, Krtavar-

man and Asvatthaman, who also had disappeared with

Duryodhana.

( Page 1S8 ) f^‘<4iHrThis is a mystic art by

which one is able to make the waters top its usual operation.

The tendency of water is to enter the openings of our body and

stop our respiration. By means of this art one is able to para-

lyse this tendency with the result that one can move in water

as freely as one does on land. Duryodhana knew this art.

^?ftalake. %( ^ ^
so as to fill the bowers on all sides and overflow (the banks).

This and the following two compounds are used adverbially,

frightened away. grown wild in terror.

7 . Bhimasena is here pointing out the contrast between

Duryodhana's noble birth and his past haughty action on

the one hand and his present mean behaviour on the other.

The purpose is of course to put him to shame and force

him to come out. claim birth. The idea is he

who looks upon me, who am intoxicated with etc., must needs

be prepared to fight with me and avenge Dussasana’s death,

and not lie in mud so ignobly. ^ and were two powerful
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demons who had proved more than a match even for Vi?hu, but
who, however, were ultimately killed by means of an artifice.

In old times Diiryodhana*s hauteur was so excessive that he did

not hesitate to act arrogantly even towards Hari, the destroyer

of the powerful demons, Madhu and Kaitabha. But to what
depth has he sunk now I

8. well-nigh extinguished. ( forcibly )

goes with in This is another instance of an awkward

disorderly ( 51^ ) loosened. The idea is :

Draupadi*s wrath is now almost removed— it will be completely

removed when Duryodhana is killed, because Bhima has killed

all the other Kauravas and cause the braids of hair of their wives

to be loosened. Vide Buddhimatika’s words on Text p. 20.

the blood llowing cast oif. The idea is : you were
known to be excessively proud(dRP^). But apparently you
have cast off your pride without doing anything to avenge the

the death of your brother, Dussasana.

(Page 130 ) This speech of Panoalaka
appears to be an interpolation. It tells us nothing new, but
repeats what has already been said viz. Bhima’ s violently agita-

ting the lake. has no propriety. Bhima surely must have
descended into the lake already when he agitated it before.

so as to cause the water to whirl round with an exceedingly

terrible noise.

9.%
from whom proceeded sparks

of the fire of his anger, which resmble a deadly poison. We
have here a confusion of metaphor and simile. Anger is identi

fied with fire. This is a meta{>hor common enough. In con-

formity with it we have the words and But what
purpose Rha^a NarayaOa has in view in bringing in the fur-

ther simile of deadly poison he alone knows. This simii in

fact spoils not only the metaphor in this compound but also the

principal simile in the stanza- According to this latter the

following are compared :

Symmetry would require Duryodhana’s anger to
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be compared with the fumes of the posion. But Bhatta NSfaya-

Qa has spoiled the beautiful simile by introducing the metaphor

of fire, -which in its turn is vitiated by the other simile engraft-

ed on it. massive, powerful.

( Page 160 )
^01—YudhiSthira is able to appreciate the

Ksatriya spirit displayed by Duryodhana.

( held up ; balanced ) ^ ( turned into an arch )

As Duryodhana emerged from the water, he held over

his head in both his hands his terrible mace, which consequent-

ly looked like an arch over his head- This was perhaps to avoid

a possible blow from Bhima while coming out. concealed.

( used adverbially ) feeling ashamed in the day-

light. the nether world. (Page 161
This picture of Duryodhana exceedingly pathetic. As observ-

ed before, Bhat^a Narayana is at his best in pathos. HJRPT

^qual to the fight.

• 10. §^F^*^easy to fight with* clad in armour; mailed,

(armour) indignant.

( taunt, censure )
'TW-

( an altercation of harsh words ) (commenced)

Before they actually came to blows, warriors

generally hurled accusations at each other in harsh language.

whirled round in wonderful revolutions. ( Page

160 )
^rJTR:»Tn ceremonies appropriate fpr (occasions

of presperity.

12. let her hold festivity t. e» rejoice at

the (near prospect of the) tying of Iier braid.

advances to battle. Supply Sfc^TRT^ ^ after This

second half suggests that the valour of Bhima is as great as that

of ParaSurima. The figure is

command. PSfiioSlaka utters this sentence, because

he observes there lurks behind Draupadi’s words a suspicion

as to whether Kf?9a was not'being carried away by his affec-

tion in thus halloing before he was completely out of the wood.

U
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'

( Page 163 )
Yudhisthira is by this

expression trying to throw the responsiblity of commencing

fesetivities before actually learning the news of Bhima’s victory

^n the Lord. leaders among masters of ceremoni-

es. chamberlains. JRd: 9ftTRq;gJTR5rT^#f:

the son of Wind.

( Page 164 )
disposition to do things bene-

ficial to or liked by ( the master ) without being bidden*

RflftScPft’.—Draupadi of course suggests by this that YudhisthP

ra and Arjuna would also have been able to fight with and kill

Duryodhana. However, in the heart of her hearts she knows

the real value of these two before Duryodhana in a macefight.

But it was improper to speak out the whole truth in the pre-

sence of Yudhi^thira. ( Page 165 )
Yu^hifthi-

ra means that to none of Pandavas is Duryodhana really able

to offer battle. Draupadl’s fears are thus unfounded. Note

that this is merely an idle brag. Everybody boasts of his

strength in this drama, as we have seen. Yudhjsthira has

therefore his own share. We may pardon him especially because

he is at present in his wife’s presence ! It is not right that

Draupadi should have a low opinion of at least two of her five

husbands. So Yudhisthira says all of them are equally power-

ful. But the clever lady is probably laughing in her sleeve !

^ I expect, I anticipate. The author was probably nodding

when he put down this word. In view of Pa^calaka’s definite

statement that Duryodhana elected to fight with Bhima, this

‘ I expect, ’ looks absurd. We must therefore bluntly put

^ (I did expect, I did anticipate), which by the way is

almost like putting black equal to white.

(p. p. from^=STJ5^ ) raised aloft.

deftness of hand, dexterity. is BalarSma, because he

carries a or a plough as his weapon. Both Bhima and

Duryodhana had learnt the art of mace-fight from Balarama.

(Page 166 hungry. It is really suprising how the

chamberlain reports the guest to be hungry. But the guest him-

self says that he is thirsty. There is again no reference in

what follows to bis hunger.
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as a friend of Duryodhana figures in the MahSbhirata*
But his part there is different. The scene is BhatJa NarSyalJa’s

own inrvention. formal courtesy, etiquette. .(Page
167 ) PR: a pitcher. 'TI^PTr^RH drinking bowel.

( ) thirst. ( Page 168 ) that is already over.

This small sentence means so much. It indicates the death of

Bhima. Yudhisthira and Draupadi rightly faint away.

14. 3r%ff ( SETf^
) while this word ( Irfi^ over )

yet jremains ambiguous, 5 experiences agony. The idea

is the demon’?; word has some ambiguity about it. It may
perhaps mean that the battle between Bhima and Duryodhana

was over, not necessarily because Bhima was killed, but perhaps

because something came in the way of its oontinuance. If Yudhi-

sthira once knew the truth regarding his brother’s death, he

would commit suicide and be subject to grief no longer.

15. ^r: this moment I have assigned i.e. I am
quite prepared.

16. which was marked by a dread-

ful noise,oreated by the huge maces. relying

on the fact of Duryodhana’ s being a favourite pupil t.c. actuat-

ed by love for his favourite pupil. took his revenge.

( Page 171 ) and were demons kill-

ed by Bhima. was a lotus of celestial fragrance. At the

request of Draupadi Bhima brought such lotuses from Kubera’s

garden and thus pleased her.

(Page 171 )
^ which had copiously

fallen. —The idea is : If Ariuna had elected to

fight with his Ga^cjiva, he would surely have killed Duryo-

dhana. But he was so much overpowered by grief for his

brother Bhima ’s death, that he really cared not much for

success, but somehow wanted to put an end to his existence.

And no better way of doing this could be found than to fight a

mace~duel with Duryodhana. ( fresh) - (mass,

quantity );
smeared). (whiz)

(intensified) In grave tonea
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Duryodhana challenged Arjuna to fight. The gravity of his

words was heightened by the whiz of his mace which he whirled

round and round.* is one more instance of careless

writing. What is meant is because as the

demon suggests Kf^^a would not readily leave his friend to such

cruel fate.

( Page 172 ) so apprehensive of the

bireak in the good condition of my body. This adjective logically

follows the preceding. It would appear in the troublesome days

of their forest life Bhima always showed himself to be parti-

cularly attentive to Yudhi§^hira’s comforts.

17. ^ ) pregnant with evil, gambling.

5^^ ^ ^ The objectionable nature of such

compounds has already been pointed out. d:

would have expressed the same sense. The reading

dfl^dT ( stooping low, accepting a humiliating position ) for

is not good, df vividly recalls the former occasion and is

much more forcible. Besides the idea of ^fKdl is already expres-

sed by —Ftde above pp. 23 24. The

adjective is significant and heightens Bhima’ s sadrifice. The

sentiment in the second half of the stanza is very pathet?o.

( Page 173 )
T^'^Tdg^^^-This sentence contains a

world of meaning. Kalidasa may well be proud of this.

Compare his " dT iii. By its very silence

the sentence so eloquently proclaims how under the weight of

the really unbearable sorrow at Bhima’s death, DraupadI had

almost turned insane and could not understand what all that

was about.

( Page 173)1^ what possible ( good ) change,

contrary to usual nature. The reference is to the popular belief

that a person, who dies prematurely, generally develops extra-

ordinarily good nature just before his death. The good acts he

performs are generally a warning of his approaching end, though

then we do not take them to be such. Note that for this belief

there is really no foundation in truth. All this is the work of

affection. What happens is that when a man dies we generally
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remember and brood upon and magnify his good points phly

with the result that they appear to us to mark a change from
his usual disposition.

19. one who pays tribute. ( made to pay
tribute) is a loose use of Ordinarily a man may become puffed

up after having brought the entire earth under subjection. But
Bhima blushed at the feat, because he thought it was not big

enough to be proud of. the position of a cook,

(
-f the suffix ) perishable, who was soon to die.

and are significantly used. Krsna had great

partiality for the i^andavas. At least in the capacity of K.fsna’s

elder brother Balarama should have shown them some considera-

tion. Then again SubhadrS was his sister. He therefore, should

not have done anything that brought her husband in danger

of life.

20. love for relatives ( viz. the P5n(^avas ).

—This required Balarama to remain perfectly

neutral when the two warriors were fighting. But he broke his

neutrality by clandestinely making a sign to Duryodhana. The
second half means : I can understand your holding the balance

even between your two pupils, Bhima and Duryodhana, though

the above consideration should really have in<dined you towards

the former. But what I cannot understand is your showing

partiality towards Duryodhana, which, Yudhis^hira says, was

as good as showing yourself averse to me luckless as I am.

(Page deceivest. The idea is when you

faint, you feel no pain. You thus get rid of it, while it torments

me. —Draupadl’s speech shows traces of a mind seri-

ously disordered by sorrow. With all her previous history before

our mind’s eye, her present pathetic condition excites our pity

and our sympathy, as no other character in this drama does.

(Page 176) ^W373^OTrThis suggestion of Draupadi is well

worthy of an excellent KSatriya. If Yudhisthira had acted

upon it as he should have done and looked likely, the mischievous

plot of Carvaka would have been laid bare. The demon, there-

fore, as we shall see, induced him not to do so. dis-

tribution. In distributing thhigs, we give them to^the various

persons concerned^ So that by giving' her.pyre.
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21 • 9TS55nfr red' all over; lit. having its badyred. Construe

^ I '3|%rr

(Page 177) lovingly-kindly.

22 . The stanza represents the fundamental defect of the

Hindu character which dates right up from epic times v?z. the

tendency to raise private grief and affection over every other

consideration. When Yudhisthira expressed himself ready to

fight with a mace with Duryodhana and thus seek his death in a

true Ksatri/a fashion, Carvaka was naturally alarmed. If Yudhi-

S$hira merely desired to accomplish his death and eared not much

for victory, Cayaka argued, what was the propriety ingoing

to the field* and in actually hearing another unpleasant news viz.

that of Arjuna’s death ? He could as well kill himself anywhere;

here for example by entering the pyre in Draupadi’s company.

This had the desired effect on Yudhisthira. But the Kaftcuki

intervened and pointed out to him the extreme impropriety of

abandoning his duty as a Ksatriya, which required him to fight

with the killer of his two brothers and try to avenge their death.

The only answer Yudhisthira makes to this timely reminder

of the Kaftcuki is that it would be impossible for him owing to

the vehemence of sorrow to be able to see Bluma and Arjuna

struggling in death on the field and their enemy triumphant by

their death. This means in consideration for his private grief

he abandons his duty as a KSatriya. The second line contains a

reference to two prominent exploits in the career of Bhima and

Arjuna. —This refers to the bringing of the Saugandhika

lotuses, which grew in lake outside the city of Kubera. Bhima

had to fight with and kill thousands of Yaksas before he was

able to take the lotuses away. ^0^—This refers to Arjuna’s

feat in killing the demons called who on the strength

of boon from Brahma, had become to the gods. Arjuna went

to Indra’s capital, learnt from him certain missiles and killed

these demons at his direction.

(Page 79) fearful blast of a conch. This

apparently belonged to Bhima and proclaimed his victory over

Duryodhana. ^T'lWf^Pnf.-This means the death of Arjuna.

23..CoD8trii©'^S^%^ This
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refers to another wonderful feat of BhTrna’s physical strength.

When the house of lao was set-on fire at night, KuntI and the

other PS^davas could not walk rapidly owing'to the fear and loss

of sleep. Bhima literally carried them all on his own body. Head
'^ =5r i ^ ?r?:frr e? nm 1

25 i ^ ii

26 1 'TI^ T^'tc^T 'Tlf^T §*lfT-

5r55: II 27 'TT^'TR ^ ’T^ I ^ 'ST’TTfll^

II 28
’

*T- 161. The Ustline of the stanza

is very pathetic.

(Page 180) 'fT^'f^lfPridt-Each of the PS^d^vas had some
speciality about him. Thus, Yudhisthira was noted for piety;

Bhima for physical strength, Arjuna for skill in archery, Nakula
for personal beauty and Sahadeva for wisdom. That is why
the last is called Brhaspati, the preceptor of the gods, who

always serves as an upamSna for wisdom.

( a lotus pond ) The Kuru family ( understood in

the wider sense so as to include the Pandavas also ) is the pond.

The members of the family are the lotuses in the pond.

Yudhisthira is the conflagration. When the entire forest is

burnt by the fire, the lotuses in the small pond naturally die.

never going against my desires.

always deserves to be blessed. not losing head.

24. Yudhisthira fears that Sahadeva may commit suicide

after him. He, therefore, implores him not to do so. This

request of course proceeds from affection. far junior.

learning. cultivated and natural. Sahadeva was

naturally intelligent. He had further cultivated his intellect by

means of studies etc.

(Page 181 )
“rT^^ft^-It would appear the possession

of an exceedingly handsome form made Nakula ever so conceit--

ed and often puerile ( 'lll^’U ) in conduct. He was also hard-

hearted, not possessing much of the softness of affection in

him. Yudhisthira asks Sahadeva to abide by the words of even

( ) such Nakula and once more implores him not to follow

his track ( ) by committing suicide. It will thus be seen
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that the entire message is meant for Sahadeva* This passage

has been unnecessarily tampered with. Two reasons seem to

have weighed with editors in doing so. , First, there appears to

be a repetition in the message, if it is considered to have been

addressed to and individual. Secondly, if a message to Saha-

deva is sent, another to Nakula is considered necessary. Under
the incubus of these two ideas tampering goes on. Thus one

editor reads ( not found in any other MS. or edition )

for and takes . So

Nakula tod owes obedience to my bidding. And then

the following words are considered to form a mes^iageto Nakula,

One unknown Andhra copy, we are told, actually thrusts the

words after this sentence. Now see what meaning

we get with these readings. After completing his message to

Sahadeva, Yudhisthira remembers that Nakula also owes obedi-

ence to his words and sends him a message. But to whom are

these words about Nakula’s obedience addressed ? They are

more or less of the nature of a If addressed to the ,Kafi»

oukl, what is their purpose ! It will be seen that these readings

make the flow of Yudhisthira’s thought extremely awkward.

Besides the sense sought to be given to i s un-

natural. We think, as noted before, that the whole message

belongs to Sahadeva and there are reasons, both positive and

negative, for this our statement. In the first place the idea

that a message to Nakula is also necessary appears to us to be

ill-founded. Nakula was rather a self-willed youth, somewhat

spoiled by the gift of personal beauty. Besides, he has been

definitely described to be stone-hearted. There was thus no

cause for Yudhisthira to fear that he would commit suicide

after him. A message to him is thus not necessary at all. As

for repetition we urge that even if there is, it has a purpose to

serve. Yudhisthira wanted by all means to induce Sahadeva

to desist from following him in death. A repetiton of the same

fact would have the effect of more emphatically impressing

upon him this advice. But the present repetition is something

more than a repetition. Step by step Yudhisthira unfolds his

specific request or command, whatever we may call it. He first

says ^ then
‘

’ and last
‘

The first merely suggests the idea of preserving the
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body, by particularly referring to the religious pur()ose for

which it is to be preserved, a purpose which from the son’s *

point of view is most important. The second step makes the

suggestion more definite, while the third is explicit. While

stanza 24 suggests the preservation of the body, stanza 25

points out how this can be done.

25. Sahadeva was a highly intelligent man and his intel-

lect had further been clarified by learning ( )• He could,

therefore, easily find diversion in his intellectual pursuits and

try to forget. Yudhis^hira ( ) and Bhima and Arjuna

( ^ ). The second half also tells Sahadeva Yudhisthira’s

opinion regarding the place where he should stay. It will thus

be seen that the repetition has, as in the case of Hamlet’s mad-

ness,.a certain met^d in it. Now even if the latter partis

considered to constitute a message to Nakula, some kind of

•repetition contained in the expression “ and

‘ cannot be avoided- Further, under our way of

construing, the svagata-like awkward passage assumes proper

significance. When the three Parthas would be gone, Nakula

would be,the principal man in the Pandava family. It was like-

ly Sahadeva might treat him with disrespect on account of his

self-conceited nature. Yudhisthira, therefore enjoined Saha-

deva to give all the respect due to an elder brother and abide

by his words' And lastly the words ( v. 1.

JllFrr ) seem to us to be decisive. They unmistakably

point to Sahadeva as the addressee, to whose reference has

already been made in stanza 24. It is not possible to refer to

Nakula’s 51^.

being added^ to ( from

to touch ) . ^ ^l^ without any loss of

time. the perpetuator of the family. The variant

means in the family of her father.

26. In a pathetic way the stanza depicts the working of

hope. The great tree of course is the Pandava family,

( the profusness ;
abundance )

(
covered ) ^ the stem* ^
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cWf W which is hemmed in on all sides by strong roots

well worthy of itself, is fixing some strange

hope. refers to Draupadi. Yudhisthira calls the hop®

strange, because it was based on the child in the womb of

Uttarfi, who has now advanced only four months in pregnancy.

The stanza is a good example of of the
^

kind, which is best instanced in, say,
^ ^3^^/ said when

a beautiful woman is coming.

refers to the determination of killing herseJf.

was the daughter of i^UrarSja, a YSdava- chief, and

sister to Vasudeva, the father of Balarama and Krs^a. She

had been given in adoption to Kuntibhoja or Bholaraja, the

son of jura’s paternal aunt.

27. The stanza is intended to bring out all the ways in
which Balarama, was related to the Pandavas. This is done
with a view to indicate the enormity of his crime in being the
cause of Bhima’s death and consequentjy of the destruction of

the entire Pa ^idava’s family, in a fit of frenzy
or under the inlluence of intoxication. Balarama was noted for

his fondness for wine. The combination is of
common occurrence.* See ^ §H I 51W

II 36 ^
i. 7, also Manu 8 . 67.

»rpT^^=’Tr»r;^r!r being added or without any change or

addition of naeaning, aecording to theVSrtika

28. The high-water mark of brothorly affection is reach-

ed in tliis stanza. The intensity of affection that lies behind
Yudhisthira’s simple words has only to be read between the
lines. Yudhisthira wants Ariuna not to commit suicide after

him. For that purpose^^ he asks Arjuna not to entertain

affection for him (W ^ W ). It must have harrowed
his soul when he uttered these words. But he knew well

enough that if Arjuna continued loving him with the same .in-

tensity, he would surely follow him in death. His only care

now was somehow to make Arjuna preserve his body. Not that
’ is only a more powerful paraphase of

‘
*fl^

' of stanza 24 and ‘ 3TWR ' of stanza 25.'

The reading ‘ dd: ^ spoils the whole beauty of the
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stanza. ‘ If you ( intend or desire to ) continue alive’ suggests

unmistakably that Yudhisthira desired him not*%o continue

alive* But in case h*e did so, he might go into the’ forest.

According to this reading the message in effect amounts to say-

ing ‘ Follow me in death.’ This is surely incompatible with

the kind of affection Yudhisthira has for his brother. Some

interpret ^ as ‘ If you survive the combat ’ or ‘ If

you come out victorious from the fight This is unnatural and

inconsistent too in view of Yudhisthira’s, words

the path of the Ksatriyas. Yudhisthira

here presents the sight of a man who is whole-heartedly disgust-

ed with the cruel nature of Ksatriya’s duty and wants his bro-

ther never to follow it again. What has he come to ? Pursu-

ing the Ksatriya ideal of revenge, he has seen all his kith and

kin destroyed before his eyes. The grief caused thereby is too

much for his soft sattvic nature. He is, therefore, prepared

to forego the path. The special reason for giving this advice to

Arjuna now, rather late in the day, when there seemed to be

no enemy in sight, was the fear Yudhisthira felt that Arjuna

would*turn his weapon against Balarama, who was the cause

of this disaster.

(Page 163) —
^Note the fire was now ablaze. Yet

nobody had turned his attention to it. Everybody was engross-

ed in his own sorrow. But we know CSrvaka must have en-

kindled it unobservod. See above p. 177 . ^^^1*
( the

rising flames ) etc. The conceit is very fine. ^
The plight of Buddhimatika reveals a mixture of confusion,

pathos and terror. The poor maid does not know what to do

and helplessly cries for help. etc.—These two. adjectives

sliow'the irony of fate. The same fire, who had in former days

been appeased, would now consume Yudhisthira.

whose name it is meritorious to utter. ^ ^

arising from the middle of the altar.

It was strange that the fire which gave her birth should now
victimise her. —Note that, libation of water is offered

to three immediate ancestors, and who

constitute what is called
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30. is an address to Bhima. ^ let it remain

undivided ( to be presently drunk jointly ) by you and also

by me.

(Page 185) not blessed enough; or unable

Compare '
( ^ I it TOTWHr^TiTmiran I ari^TH^

^in5^'Tft<TT#n%^JTTTT^^^ HRn I ar^qi'^

^JfTTr ’
I p. 174 (Peterson ): ‘ ^

I ^iwrr fl ^=Trq; u

85* R. viii.

31. This is one of the most pathetic stanzas in this play.

liquids i.e. preparaions of food. The word stands for food

in general. remaining after I had partaken of them.

i^dT^S in sacrifices. For similar idea compare :

^

JTT^: 'rai^'iwrsf^ ttjt Rqpr i

f^r^riTT^ ii’ 9 . 40 , also

^ ^rr mil 1 ht >tt mr
isrnro?^ ’ ^f|j(tT%5T?r m, 5 .

33. g^: %?n: ?[RT: ^ g^Ml or g^^lT. Bhima had vowed
to tie her hair. But he departed without doing so. Draupadi

has, therefore; to offer him the libation just with her hair loose

!

0, how pathetic ! Such is the force of this adjective.

(Page 187) you will ( soon ) honour

Vyikodara ( by joining him in heaven ). Yudhisthira’s right

eye began to throb. That indicated good forture. What could

be the good fortune under the circumstances ? The only

good fortune that he could think of was that meeting with

Bhima in heaven after they had burnt themselves in the fire

here as they intended to do. Through chivalry he speaks of

that good fortune as belonging to Draupadi. As a matter of

factthe throbbing of his right eye indicated that he was present-

ly to meet his brother then and there. But as he implicitly be-

lieved the words of CSrvaka, it was not possible for him to in-

terpret the good omen in any other way.

(Page 187) with his destructive

club upraised. ^ your decision is declared* The
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deoisfon of course is that Ariuria has been killed. The truth

was that it was really Bhima who was advancing triumphantly

with* a view to perform the ceremony of tying Draupadi’s hair.'

But as his body was smeared with blood all over and as all these

people were under the impression that he had been killed, the

Chamberlain mistook him for Duryodhana. Yudhis^hira also

commits the same mistake as we shall see.

much too humoured by my
voluntarily accepting you as my husband at my svayalhvara.

This is one of

the epithets of Arjuna. See ^^ ^ I

^ ^ I m
II ^ 48. 82 ; also another variant of the same:

‘ ^ ^ I ^ *it ii'

.

wrestler who pounded the body of. With a view to

obtain the PaSupatastra Arjuna practised panace. Siva appear-

ed before him in the form of a Kirata and picked up a quarrel.

A duel ensued in which Arjuna pleased the god by his bravery

and qbtained from him the desired weapon. —In the

Badarl-hermitage two sages perpetually practise penance. They
are Nara and NarSyana, typifying the individual and the

supremq soul. Arjuna was the incarnation of Nara. ordi-

narily meaning * exiled or banished ’ is here used in the sense of
‘ rescued, liberated. \ The Pandavas lived in the Dvaita forest.

Duryodhana wanted to put them to shame by a display of his

splendour When he went there for this purpose, he quarrelled

with the Gandharvas of Citraratha whom he chanced to meet,

and was taken prisoner. Bhima and Arjuna fought with the Gan-

dharvas and liberated him. It is in this connection that the

famous stanza was utfered by Yudhi9thira :
^ STl^

I 3 ^ ^ n n ^ 241,

34 . ( used adverbially ) respectfully. W un-

addressed by me f.e. without receiving farewell words from me.

(Page 189) thin fighting people.

oharaoteristio mark.
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35.

The reading^ is bad, because Duryodhan a had stroke-

ed ( ) only one of his thighs. ( dishevelled,

disordered). (braid of hair)

along with the quiver.

with a shower of arrows,

36. Yudhisthira is here hurling a taunt at Duryodhana.

Though all his brothers were killed, Duryodhana was hard-

hearted enough to continue alive. Yudhisthira, on the other hand

was unable to outlive his valiant brothers, Bhima and Ariuna.

What a great constrast between the brotherly affection of the

two ! But, continued Yudhisthira, he was quite able to deprive

Duryodhana of his life by means of showers of arrows. Construe*.

d. Two negatives make the

positive more emphatic, 5^*. f^^^Td’ d the

enemy of the enraged hunter in the form of Kara. Bharavi

tells us the Lord was not really angry, but he only feigned anger.

Note ' d dffrr fd: I ^

^ d?dt ^ fl%*‘ M 17.28

( Page 190) what means this excitement ? Bhima
could not understand why all people were running away at his

sight. If he had looked into a mirror, however, he would have

understood it. It is some relief to be able to i note that not

only Yudhisthira, Chamberlain, Jayandhara, but also all other

people on the battlefield became terrified at Bhima’ s sight and

were flying away. They of course could not have mitaken

him for Duryodhana, for they were under no delusion.

37. ( the vast or unfatho-

mable ocean) according to

' 2.2.38 (
dl ^ ^T^T: I

I didK: the tawny Jaimini ( )• W'e must

note that is not an ^TT^fdd^, but must be taken to be

such. Just as the 5ifd^ is same in the way the

is ’TIrf* Note that Bhima here makes help only a general

reference to his vow- His words therefore do not to dispel

the delusion. 5^1* ^ d:

It would appear the people were so terrified that they screened
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( ) themselves behind the bodies of elephants and horses

slain, why do you lie crouchingly ? As the conver-

sation following stanzii 87 takes place, the audience remains

spell-bound and in a state of the highest tension and anxiety.

What would happen, if the Chamberlain’s efforts tp make Drau-

padl consign herself to fire were successful ? Such is the

terrible anxiety in the mind of the spaotators !

38. 55^ the

enclosure of the cage of my arms. WH will not go away
alive. ^RTIT^-The present used for the near future.

( Page 192 ) whose form or personality can

with difficulty be recognised. *TR^1^'^'-Draupadi was so

much immersed in grief that she thought the words of Buddhi-
matika were false.

39 . ftrWdr sprinkled, devolved, made firm. The word
evidently has reference to the abhiseka which will presently be

performed and in which water symbolising royal splendour will

be poured on Yudhisthira’s head. is better than

( has plabed herself, is seated ) because the latter is not capable

of being construed with ^T- TW, Rl^'^l and ^’'^^are all

intended to be construed with '^*^1 The objection that Bhima
is not the sole author of what has been described as having been

done in line 8 is not valid. For, that statement has necessarily

to be taken metaphorically and %s such only partially true.

Vide 1st half of v. 29, where also Bhima makes a similar state-

ment. Also see vi. 19 where Bhima is said to have brought the

earth under subjection. Really all the brothers had contributed

to this event. But then through affection Yudhi§thira says so.

The truth is that in the hour of his.greatest triumph Bhima speak

of himself as having devolved royal splendour on Yudhi?thira

and a§ having killed all his enemies. And there is nothing to

quarrel about in this.

40 The stanza is eloquent of Yudhisthira’s affection foi

Bhima. He cares not much for the death of the enemy. It is

enough for him to know that Bhima is alive and safe ; .JarSsan-

dha’s chest is the lake whose water is supplied by the stream of
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large Quantity ( ) of ln\ hlood. BhTma is the wantonly

sportive ( ) orooodiie, w I lioh dashes against the banks

of this kke.

41 coagulated. The second line has to be under-

stood only metaphorically For, we cannot say that Dussa-

sana’s blood was actually there on Bhima’s hands. ^^‘5

sticking to every limb of mine, goes with The

fire of the insult offered to Draupad! was burning Bhima’s body*

Duryodhana’s blood, was therefore sticking to it in order to

extinguish this fire. It would have been better if we had

instead of It would then mean Bhima himself had

applied the blood to his body for extinguishing the fire. Another

way is to construe with The idea then would be that

blood stuck to Bhima’s body in order to extinguish the fire of

insult belonging to Draupadi, thus giving us a figure of speech

called This way seems to us to be quite far-fetched and

has found favour with some apparently for the sake of the

picturesque figure involved.

( Page 196 ) I have forgotten, a past

passive participle, is used actively. Kilidisa often usCs this

very participle in this way. Draupadi’ s words were a polite

request to Bhima that he should himself tie her hair up.

42. ^IRir^^in every direction. O what

an irony of fate! The one unloosening of Draupadi’ s braid of

hair had caused in every direction the women in the harems of

kings to unloosen their hair I because it was the

cause of the death of 18 Aksauhi9is of men in such a short time.

This speech had apparently been uttered by some Siddha (

a

demi-god ) moving in the sky.

( Page 197 ) f?re^^...^raT^-This is very true, indeed,

O Yudhi^thira I You were exceedingly fortunate. The Lord

himself came to congratulate you

,

43. The stanza contains a beautiful idea. In this world a

man becomes free from misery by even contemplating the Lord.

How can a person like YudhiSfhira, who actually sees him.

remain unhappy ? The first line is somewhat troublesome.

It evidently refers to the theory of creation propounded by the
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. SSfiikbyas. These admit in all 24 padarthas or meterial entities,

besides ‘the Pur.uSa, who is intelligent. Vide '

gw: n ' ^T^-

). Prakrti or Pradhana is the primordial matter,

which consists in the equipoised condition of the three quali-

ties, sattva, raias and tamas- This equilibrium is distrubed

( the disturbance is called )> when the> necessity is felt of

giving individual souls the opportunity of reaping the fruit of

their respective notions, and with this disturbance the evolution

of the world begins. Prakrti then gives rise to seven products

/ mahat or intellect, ahamkara or egotism and the five

tarunatras or the live cosmic elemeivts in their subtle form.

From these seven are evolved 16 products, to wit, 11 indriyas

( 5 Jftanendriyas, 5 karmendriyas and the antahkara^a ) and
tl>e 5 grosser elements viz. ether, wind, fire, water and earth.

These in all make the 24 tattvas of the Samkhyas. The com-
pound then must be so dissolved as to conform to this process

of evolution and the best way appears to us to be as follows :

?cii: ?rr

( },
whose form springs

from the disturbance of ( that primordial matter viz. Prakfti ),

which gives rise to ( the six evolved products such as) the great

mahat and others. Mahat and others are called great, probably

because they are the first evolved products of Prakfti. The
compound thus means that the Lord’s form sprang from the

disturbance of the equipoised Prakfti. But how can we square

this description of the Lord with the Samkhya doctrines ? For,

the Samkiiyas simply do not admit tfie existence of the Lord

(
much less the creation of his form. The descrip-

tion can, however, be understood from the Vedanta point of

view. The mUrti or form, which arises from the disturbance

of the original Prakfit, represents the entire material
( 3Tf%ci;)

^
world, which according to Vedanta, is the Lord’s body. For,

VedSnta believes in the immanence of the world by the Supreme

Spirit. So the first line in effect comes to mean the Lord who
pervades the entire material world, which springs from the dis-

turbance of the original Prakfti. It will thus be seen that the

line contains an admixture of Samkhya and Vedanta doctrinesi

U
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the theory of creation of the Samkhyas ( which by the way the

VedSnfins do not admit ) and the theory of the immanence of

God (which is unknown to Samkhya). Another way of dissolving

the compound
,

is ^
whose form arises from the mighty disturbance of mahat etc.,

which has been^caused. This way has been caused. This way
has evidently to be reiected, because, according to Samkhya
the disturbance takes place not in mahat and others, but in the

original Prakfti. The emendation that

carries with its own condemnation as being •

unacceptably unnatural and far-fetched, characterised

by or possessed of the three qualities, raias, tamas and sattva in

conjunction with which the Lord becomes respectively the

cause of the creation
( ),

destruction and sustentation

(
created beings (JT^fT ). Remember the Lord is the

master of these three qualities and pressing thjpm in his service

he creates, sustains and destroys the world. Note the antithesis

in The Lord is always described in such con-

tradictory terms. This expression for instance points ^>ut the

extreme diiliculty of properly contemplating the Lord. The

idea that the first half of the stanza contains a description of

^ and the 3rd line that of is based on an anach-

ronism. For, this sharp distinction between and

with the necessary suggestion that the latter after all represents

an unreality, dates from the time of Sankaracarya and is

unknown to the old Upanisadic Vedanta. But owing to the

dominating influence of the system, which SankaracErya

preached, it is generally believed that this distinction belongs

to old Vedanta as welL

44 . headed by Dhrstadyumna. Dhfftadyumna

the son of Drupada and brother of Draupadi was the C-in-C of

. the Pandavas. It was he who out off the head of Droija when

he laid down his arms. In a most dastardly manner ASvathi-

man killed him along with the five sons of Draupadi, while they

were asleep and thus had his revenge. This account occurs in

the Sauptikaparva. '^'he drama apparently concludes before

these cold-blooded murders take place. But there is one point

ip thi^ opnpe^’tion showing the author's anavadhina ojp care*
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iessness. Stanza 26 of this Act and Draiipadi’s words’ which
precede it clearly indicate that no son of theJa^davas is alive,

which rheans that the sons of Draupadi have all been killed and
along with them of course Dhfstadyurnna also. There is thus
a contradiction between that passage arid this reference to

Dhrstadyumna.
( carried )

Water from the various holy places is* required for the*

coronation.

(Page 198) the wretch of a holy man.

hy means and is a synonym of

distraction or misapprehension of mind. g-There is nothing

which the Lord will not give when he is pleased. But men as
we are our understanding has limitations and cannot rise higher.

That’s why we remain satisfied with comparatively little.

45. the ocean in the form of insult or humiliation.

blessed. This is used proleptioally. YudhiSthira is blessed

because the Lord speaks to him with kind regards

^ ).

I

( Page 199) )
is the stanza which

is uttered by all the actors. The drama is now over. The
assumption of various characters therefore falls off. The
actors all assemble on the stage, including those who act the

parts of Duryodhana and Karflia, who have been killed, and
*

together utter this stanza, somewhat in the manner of a chorus.

This practice is found even now on the modern Marathi stage.

Such bharatavakyas generally contain an expression of good
wishes which the poet wants to convey to the audience through

the characters. The word Bharata is used instead of na^a, be-

cause according to strict rules no nata is supposed to speak after

the Prastavana. For Bharata in the sense of an actor vide
‘

’ Mai. l. is

explained by some as a stanza in honour of Bharata, the reput-

ed founder of the science of music and dramaturgy. This

is incorrect, is again sometimes printed as a part of

the speech. This is wrong. is just a stage-direction;^

46. This first line contains a reference to the three noain

causes of unhappiness in the life of saihsftrins and a hope tha't
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people may be free from them. These three are ^ and

otherwise called or wretchedness, con-

sists in the necessity that a man feels of having to go to others

and helplessly request them to help lu^n when he finds there is

not sufficient money in his house to maintain his family and

sees no other way by which he can get it. What humiliation

this means and how a man of self-respect will rather prefer

death to it, can only be realised by those who have had tliat

unfortunate experience. It cannot be understood by people who
are born with a silver spoon in their mouth. Then, to be

subject to constant illness, or to have members of one’s family

suffering from one disease or another— this also is a fruitful

source of mental worry and even physical exhaustion from which

very few families are exempt. And last comes untimely death.

To lose a young brother in the full bloom of his boyhood or

youth, or a son in a similar condition, or for the matter of that,

any other relative dearly loved, is an event which is enough to

make one tired of wordly life and cry ‘ halt ‘ in one's career in^

the world. Very wisely does the poet wish that people may live

the whole span of human life a hundred years

) free from wretchedness and free from disease. ^

^404 (
T^%r: ) ; or simply ^ f

W

qm ?rin. ?r qqr ciqr or ^ «R4f'»T qqr ?iqf

free from the exhaustion caused by diseases. These two adverbs

modify which is bencdictive from ’The first line

thus expresses a desire for worldly happiness. But is that the

only object of human existence ? Is there no beyond or here-

after ? Certainly there is and the best means of attaining the

object beyond is mentioned in the second line viz.

devotion to you without division, undivided or sole devotion to

you, O PuruSottama. Bha^^a Na^aya^a here shows himself

clearly to be a follower of ^"^1**^. Within the intricacies of

JfiSna, an unlearned man may not enter. Karma with its

elaborate details cannot be adequately performed by the ordi-

nary- But it is possible for every one to love the Lord

with all the intensity of one’s soul. ( ) and

consequently is the easiest, and Bhatta NarSya^a right-

ly advocates it. is explained as the
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condition of running in two ways. The idea is devotion must
be direqted to Puru?ottama and PuruSottama alone and to no

other god. T^RT is also explained as without making any
difference between the Lord and oneself. This s^eems to us to

be highly unwarranted. First, the sharply marked antithesis

between kd and based upon the distinction between the

Supreme Soul and the individual soul, was unknown in Bhat^a

Narayalla’s days. To explajn kd here in this way appears to

us to contain an anachronism. Further, w(? do not know how
it is possible to entertain the highest kind of sincere devotion

towards the Lord and at the same time be conscious^of the non-

difference between the lord and oneself. To have such devotion

one must know tiie Lord is infinitely superior to oneself. We are

aware that followers of !:^ankaracarya’s Advaita try, by some

kind of chicanery, to reconcile Bhakti to tlu ir advaita, but the

a.ttcmj)t appears to us to be most unconvincing. Apart from

this (question of reconciliation, there appears to be no doubt

that the advaita bhakti referred to by liiiatta NarUyafta is not

the kind of advaita bliakti recognised by followers of SaUkarS-

carya, *The first i alf of the stanza tlius refers to tlie people’s

private life,* their happiness in this world and licreafter. The
second half refers to public life. Happiness in public life

depends on the. goodness of the king. The poet therefore

mentions the qualities that go to make an ide. 1 monarch.

wiio loves the world i.f. the people therein. The
ancient ideal was that the king must love his subjects as his

own children. who always performs meri-

torious deeds. The form is faulty, p.p 87-88 above.

WFRd
(
pleased, conciliated ) MaHdala lias a techni-

cal sense in the science of politics. It means a circle of neigh-

bouring princes, near and distant. F/dc

When this Mandala is kept reconciled, there is no fear of foreign

invasion.
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The following stanzas are attributed to Bha^ Nara-
yapa anthologies, but are not found in the extant’text of the
Ve^^samhara:

(1) From the Subha^itavali :

—

79

^|5=c?IT: I

*TFnwi^
141

.ii ^s!r *Bg 55wr %craT I

^PJ?T II

»IHK1^»IW

149

gtqrf^^pnfil ^6«rt 5f|^ ii

»iidriw«iw

548

^epsi:

^ ?WTI% IT ^ II

549

f%Ji?Tir IT 8^ I

Iff^ «lfif^lTTg3Tn*TTi: II

550

5Rn4 *1 1'

^ 55^ct; II

551

5tlT »TTdl#: 'TWTl^ ^ =3 3?TT^

?n%: ^ "^FSIR IT II

T?^«TFnwn8T
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1591

^ ^ IT ^ I

JTur’Tf^^ IT ’suf^Tni i

?R:t: #TISif!TT 1

^iFEgi <rr«tHm^4IL^yilJF'an I

iTinimw

(2) From the Sariigadharapaddhati;

—

285

etc.

4009

^T sTT®!^: Td^cl 3?^r5r«t

51 I^: If giTR^JTFd II

fil^TFIIWI^

(3) The following stanzas occur in anthologies as
quotations from the Venisamhara. They are not found in

the extant text of the play, but they occur in a Telugu.Ms. of
the drama. See p. 21 of Critical Introduction by B. T.
Dravid alias Sheshadri Iyer and S. T. Bravid to thdr edition

of the Venisamhara (1896).

9Tpn%dn%Ti3R’i;T eto. ii i ti

=5r =^r

TT5T^: m II

f^ Rr^t*T^riR^w =Etm: i

^'r R ^'>Tr inr m n (^‘ ^ •J)

^ JTSfi ^dF<T3it^T ^rirrar^ss

^ h>jt^ qr f«rr i

Rtsfit ?rjR ii v ii (
v’. i)
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Difficult Words in the Vepisaijih^a.

ar*^:

'^2j«n?wq[

3T^:

• am*!

arpHT^

r •

^[55^:

f,wr1tqTfl?r:

€K«i

%5r

wre:

JIFfr

^TTPT^IT^

RRrT^R:

Jripsfq-
.

'miH

gwncii^--

'iRft^:

5l?*r^t3r

nmsrf^

5Ti%q>iir;

51T^5^^JT^

3P=U^

«fl«r?5 -.

^TTFft

KJ^’

KAW^:

i\^:

^m

^[Rf

^»fT3
]^«IPT:
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V •

#«
«Pmni

qpqRR: S?i3

’EcRU

qqrm:

^q;
ll^: «f^«iTcir
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DEFINITIONS OP SOME DRAMATIC TERMS

*rlaJi4 ’RRif^srar ii

m i

*r5!W II

^ ^ ira: I

3rRl#«RW3^ ^fclWRSf^ I

ciwrwpiOfe ^ciT II 24

'i^iw SRiaT^raMf'it^ II 25 ?iifeiR4W 6

?ciT iRn I

9Wim5g^ l; JRtSRTRf 1 . 28

^£5r?K: H’Hpt I

U Ibid 5 . 98

This is explained as ^tFITR:, tlWl:

5it=^, or ^'Jcll'^K 5f^.

^E^rsiRi— qpsrlqwrr^f^ i

^ II

«IFJ3^JFR: %; ^ I

DTSftTFRJ^: i^^FJR II

jfPTPr Ji^sFi era; ^sr ^ra, I

II

SPW^ I

^r^FTFI ^5FJR: ^ H

*Rm^ or— ^ ^ i

«?Tg«^ g5iqft«r spiT n 81

W15# tT^ JTFSir sren^rf^ ^ii ii 82
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Thedrainatio PrastSvana Is of five kinds

SRt»TTr%5n!I?fi«rF I

' qs^ srecfmri^: ii

The Prastfivana of the Vepisaihhara is of the Kathodgh&ta
type, which is thus defined:

qm qr qr

?r ii as ?nf|c3KTj| e

f^W*qsB:—The plot of a-drama is divided into two parts, one

and ‘ that has to be suggested and other which is to

5iq5I^: be seen or heard. The former is suggested by five

kinds of Prelude or Interlude viz. or

f^«5RVTTq), arfl^, ailiq^irc and

T^q: I

^^qtrsqqqrrct^ n se

^3 JT§ilqrm:?nTTqH<'d?:: ii 57

amfq^l: qj^R; Jrtqqiq^ i

fqsqi*q^^q.l|I^ITirqdRitt5r%; II 58 11 q^T^q'B 1.

ffiqi^«jqrqRT qsqRTRi f^rq^; 1

f^55R«i arrsirqjfH qitrci: 11 59

*T«RT>=qt qr q^'«iT 1

35: ^qin. 3 ^q5Kr ^rt^q’^q^RR; 11 59

n^qi^sgqi^qfqr jf^qqrquqn^q; 1

qffsqFaiHq: %'q qqr n 57 qfiKR^qq e,

A Viskambhaka or Prelude may specifically be differentiat-

ed from a PraveSaka or Interlude as follows • ( 1 )
Viskambhaka

is of two kinds, Suddha ( pure ) and sanklrUa ( mixed ). In the

pure one or two madhyama ( second-rate ) characters take part,

while in the mixed there is a combination of nlca { low

)

and

second-rate characters. No such distinction is possible in a

PraveSaka as only low characters take part therein', ( 2 ) A Vi?-

kambhaka may be either in Sanskrit (as in suddha), or in

Sanskrit and Pr&k|;ta ( as in misra). A PraveSaka is always in
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PrSkrta. (8) A ViSkambhaka coTYics at the bcgiijning of
an Act i, e, may stand at the, beginning of even the first Act.
A PraveSaka has to be between two Acti^ and hence cannot'
come at the beginning of the first Act.

—The dramatic plot is again ‘divided in three

or kinds according as it is meant to be heard by
Stage-direction all the characters ( sarvaSrSvya ), or by some

particular characters only (hiyatsravya)’, or by

noneat all t aSravya ). The -sarvaSravya is

prakasa, ithe niyataSrUvya is either janin-

tika or apavarita and the aSrava is svagata.

The difference between janantika ^and
apavarita lies in the particular gesticulations

that accompany them.

II 68

and ^ I

JTaj?; n 64

I ... 65

.
II ?riI^W'^4«l 6. 188

sn^JtTvm'^q;— st^fa i

h i. 67

?RFn5SrflRf^'^l5[ I

3FrT;3^r 1:1^ g^morff^: |

m- PJ#dW4: 31%: i
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INDEX TO STANZAS

3Tf : 'R!*!} 'Rnw- 'T^
^€0 ^ Prr^rs; Yo

u

V

3T%^ qr r<

anpj^f^ ^r<Fi vf r

^Y

3T?r i^Pir^?T ^
?B®rg+{»T

art^fi ^oig'irr^n 5Efi? f<T5fJc5FrT

apqt^p^njRl-
C

9r?#2rre'^pr^-
<=1 ^ETR^f: giA^S \

V % i% \

3TTJi^n^ 'o r% ^ s^fmit^ri
=<

ari% 'fA
u i%K?r\?TW^t \

am irit =TR5r 3 YH

ar^Rn^ssni^ €5 'A
Y

3T=^iTT 5^

aRTflTHJlfgirsf^ £ r4 fgJTmT|5?:iR 5w 'A

gTfMl55IqR?[^- B CS ^

arr^n^ f^^-
> 0 'A

an^P^ Jf i ')H 1 '
JS^

IJ1 ,

YV5

anwr^r f^fei- 1 ^ mn
arr

"mt

C
't

1> ^T ^trg fsi

s^5[wg'5qTI%«n|:

'A

1
>1 T 1 ^

#l«ara5r^%S(^
• •

n
'^Ia

J *=10

•v ^ “v

•'A

5
3il5IT-*^'i^^ flWFI

Y^

' X t.
n

c
n 5% st^r

’ \

ciR^ 'ir'f^s^
1 Y irr-at c^ \

f^^n3%?r
V5 aiEWr «RTFflIFR^: A

u

l^<i'al<A 5t?5ar4t«5‘
g^ori

^0 1 A

<j*rei^5?5RiRi 1 R5i«n ^5rf^ ^'A
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'WKwr: m- 'm’FW: 3Tf:^

cl^R[

‘^ivs

c
n vs

vs

'srrdt^TTJff^iiciT K» gwpT- 'i B'";

\ f^fi4 ^T ?r^ ^r \

f^gi'TT^^T^q'
*

f^i^sraflcRT- Z> c

JT
c \o ^i?r sft^oi i c

^i|d. % \ Jjft: \

^«R^t?T '2PK1I =T Zf \o
?m»jc[t €5?r qt qfr qi c

n
*5

.rl^c# *W g^: q=E=€IKtl^ jj^tT
X

cfW^ q=5=qRt

rl^ ^ n q^ ^i5?'q gqiraq; c
n v<i

qRfq^ ^1 I'll 1* 'i»

cr^ RHj^^qsat;
6 qq?H^5rq[€it[Kci- V =10

ciRrerq a'frq^rf^ qqfq®T ft €^q=%

<ira wJT^oii^g^ ^<\ qr^R^n »pgqft: c

^T ^c^^rfRrwT^ qiqfiiq^.q q.»r \

cpr qi^ «ji

\\3 ^sa

'rt?ir-«n q^s^rRi 'A

V <J^ iqf^Sq Va

5R<i iqqqRi;
c
X

V
Jicq^'qmqi^at

^ c
jfcq^ i:a^spT Y

?>5r;i qi«f^ \ Jicq^ fciqrT'^q^'^ ’A
<3:^

^c^R'ij ?ftsf^T spffqqft^f^: V^

^ ^^Cl^cfl- ai^ w. ^io

;t 21^1^ u A^

s^gfilTO: 'A vs

^[s^i%^iiqSRPwr- *=1 jJpjqgsfJTq^^ A

<
V’^

l^- j
qirtR *)f a%‘{^“ V 'A

?g: w'OT \
;
*{a »ft^q »Tqft av

\\ ! q;qi% ?iqq c?^--

•^f^ct jri%;if|H

WR*pr a^ qjfr
“J ia5r ^ i%^h u

¥W^ \ 1 fi?H ^rtit V • \^
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TORWT: : TOq
v>

i

q?r: 'Tft^JNpfir'^i \i

aTP«f

Y }

>lfipfN*R}mRT: , ^ ^\s

'i

w simi^
W fl ^JRIT

n

•>

n

\
V

*im: f%»wre5r ’A

>TT3I^ ^V5

2if^ 55re(gr%^ \

2iR«rwn??j B

^ l#prTwa H
=1 •IV

I'^cIT 'A V^

V<

V n

?ra« V \5

57

V 'I

cim Vt»

<RJHWT: ars: 7^
c

3f|55Rrqm'>rtn%(T \

'5i^3«W 'TqJII

^'A

s^lRTfS^ vr»I^»ft vv

i^^rt cf g^fV V <^v

*mn% ^ q^isr

«PRt5!T Kt
r
1

2i*rr 5r?^ \*-
\

77

7S

«ic|«iisiicigdi)4 •1 y

«cWT fWW 77

^T^l^gsRfRJT ^ 7«

57 #EraR^- C
n

7<

7 s

iSfiit \
•Hi

^ ifR: 5li^ ^ \

€l«nw «5r; IH

^?^wr»r ?nrF«ra \

#^r?jp5^^T \

7 70

57 wi'fra *7 y7

y

CT^T 'n*ik?r^ y 75

f^»npnRr^|ai^ 7

TTc^ 7y

7*7

«fl*l*iR|: %
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INDEX TO- SUBHASITAS

( The numbers in the brackets represent the pages of the text.

In t^ie case of stan?;as reference by Act aad stanza is given.)

3fg^i%d«rR«r ft »i^priiT RrR»ri%;q; i

( p. i64 )

t
( 144 )

3TJjimt=^^^?irf^r >^55%
1 ( 26

)

I

( 149 )

aftt giSTRJR^TRf
( 58 )

amn ^f5r i

( 141

)

I

( 12'} )

5^f|rciRT siK^rTlRiRi I

3T5nf|rrlRT II ( iii. 45 )

'fcRTS^'T srf^rdSJig I
( 136 )

g^Rg^'Tt JTT^PR: FRf >TSRF*(Rn% I

(197)

gtRi ?rrw=*TiFFi- ^ fci; i

UlriT II
( ii. 3 )

nfRi wgf I

q555(5?l WciMq Srr^T JT ii
( ii. 15 )

sreei

^ SRTI^ I ( vi. 4 )

^ I ( iii. 87 )

^ *1*1^ I ( 199 )

^ f<19^ a%H®*?T • ( 129 )

g gwi5#6ira'5^ *i=m
' ( 144

)

g I ( 169

)

g 5frew siifefR I ( 174 )
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gwr^F^it H ( 120

)

' ( 79 )

irciri^i jra
' ( 62 )

|f(lfJr^S??T^; 'R[3H I

^w.......\i iii. 6

)

^ wi=^ I
( 163

)

?fira I

( 145 )

311^ snr^ifl a?i^arn i ( lao

)

*11^ ar%t^2i

#• I
( 73 )

^ I

( 85 )

^ W- ( 18 )

^rc4 ^Nr: ?ri5%5
'
( v. 21

)

¥ i?- > ( 41

)

Hf I
( 79 )

6/Ht ft
I

ft ^ I ( i. ‘20 )

1% Jf »af liSifa I .80 )

^JIRR ft'^l ^<11; ( V. 6 )
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IMPORTANT WORDS ANNOTATED

The figures stand for the pages of this edition.

66

I 32

STStWC: 1 !

108
117

155

87

•ST^StT^cIH, 90
aicqi^^iq; 104
ap^: 70
argw 71

96
9p=?i^f^*raT:194

46

26

’3Tg«^?5nl7l

52

arPl^Pi^H 128
awfJnsrq: 185

emmu 83

ar§: 111
111

3T^?r5 58

arf^^ni: 78

8rft?WfiL 106

an«n^-. 170

ar^R 143
arm^r 82

arrai: 20

en^RR 20

ancRTcIR 30

3Tp-{^ 193
aTT%5r: 103
aRiiftm: 187
^f'Rcf: 121

’3^s=RT 195
107

194

202
3T«[>r: 132
^iJlT^R 108

138
75
—?srR 74

123

^’RtlRl35
•'f.r*+-dicSii<R 108

28

^mR 107

31

99

20

168

^^R 1-46

57

60

1 53

^RS3T- 54

^TSitRR 101^ 181
gr^Ji: 167

120
135

=sr5;Ris5^.R 39
^ETT^sfi: ],95

wriqgrt 179
srnHR 122

SRl^cI^.R 46

%R 130

cWR^'t 175
8

%afgr 41

^k®r: 29

c?re; 135

^IRT3[: 178

^IRT: 188

f^ssR 104

196

^ 43

175
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161

155

^"IPIT^T: 155

,m- 155 .

f|;^5rTf^: 106

95

169

1 6

)

^fT^n«T: 21

164

12

;nFT^^201.
iTW 38

61

64

r4^187
42

qsT^'iT 125

125

qsPT; i06

qRiWf. 100

qR^: 95

q^r^rq^lO?

qqTFT 122

qqk: 107

qf^dq; 148

qiq?4t 157
199

qrR^’^^s 19

qn7;qif%^: 19

q1l55 63

41

gojFR; 364

5^ 66

133

6

af^qrq 47

88

a^tlraTcT: 01

a?i?iTtr 125

afar^*! 208

,
avt^ESdT 78

afsrqqL 177

arqfqq^r: 150

ai5!Pqq^ 130

154

q«^qj 1 00

ar'^KiR^T. 82

190

159

*FrqF: 62

13

29

209

*TTq^qL 202
qu^qq; 166

jra 202
qsjjqqFsq: 166

q^ia^-sq: 1 33

162

qrq^s ’ 79

qi^^qaR^T 190

qqr^q; 92

qsn^ 30

f.l'Ji*^: 71

mi - 7

cSFFT 136

5

ic?r^^r 146

qFF5 144

q^: 119

qT%«rr?i; 185

qrsq: 10

qRiq??5TT%=1t 104

fqf»RtTg'- i78

f4s41 56

fq^Rd 72

182

R^q; 162

^ 1,53

^Rrf.Rq; 1

'^s^q 22

mm- 78

sqjqiTR'fi: 78

qrfqi: 1 66

qr^?ifq'4 132

166

201

qiqRF?^: 117

wq; 143

^tiKcig;

5TIc§R 392

Rr-fquit 276

Rr^’q: 350

217

3('5

^qr 284

>qRq; 331

qiqq^fq 390

qqFi: 367

qqq\ 300
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’EPFciqmq; 188 203

WT?i: 75 36

64 ^e5tm»3[160

j>T^555^cF*nfli^ 19i ^')I'55»tjj39

205 #*Tr^«r^ 195

^rrfcin 162 3 79

?T[#?«Tq[ 167

<FcF2ni 186 .

208

71

?l(^l 4, 170

^43
tfe: 185
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.

METRES IN THE DRAMA

The Venisarhhara contains in all 208 stanzas. The

six Acts of the play possess 27, 29, 49, 15, 42 and 46 stan-

zas respectively. These stanzas occur in 18 different metres.

We give below these metres with their definitions in the

order of their frequehcy. The number in the brackets after

the name of the metre represents the number of stanzas in

that metre.

(1)

TO55nt?!i?El(38) ^

ii. 7, 12, 23, 26, 28,

iii. 10, 12, 13, 15, 21, 29, 30, 44

iv.^ 5, 6, 8, 10
'

V. 2, 3, 13, 16, 22, 32, 88, 42

Vi. 4, 9, 21, 22, 23, 30, 34, 35, 38

( 2 ) snr i

This metre is i. 9
only a variety iii. 14, 36, 37, 41, 42, 43, 46, 48, 49

of the famous iv. 4, 7, 9, 11, 14

^loka or v. 4, 6, 12, 15, 17, 19, .20, 23, 24,

anu^thub. 25, 28, 31, 34, 39

vi. 6, 10, 11, 14, 15, 29, 32, 33

( 3*) 33 i

i. 2, 12, 24, 25

ii. 1, 2, 9, 13, 17, 20, 25

iii. 5, 9, 33, 85, 47

iv. 1, 12

V. 1, 6, 7, 9, 10

vi. 1, 7, 12, 13, 16, 17, 19, 27, 44,

45

' 4 ) (‘Jl )—srwfT sfijoT r^5H*ii%gciT I
.

i. 3, 22, 27

ii. 19, 22, 27
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iii. 7, 32

iv. 2
V. 26, 29, 30,' 35, 36, 37.

vi. 2, 8, 37, 39, 41, 42

( 5 ) or (17) 1=9^ I

3^ qg =g =g3''f'i n

m '

i. 13, 14, IS, 17, 18, 19, 26

ii. 3, 4, 14, 16, 24

iii. 17, 18, 26, 28, 31

( 6 )
*iJ=3[i*T?aT (14)— ngwiq.-i

i. 23
ii. 8, 11, 18

iii. 8, 11, 20, 23

iv. 13, 16

V. 33

vi. 20, 25, 26

( 7 (13)—# i

i. 1, 10, 11

iii 16, 19, 22, 26, 38, 46

vi 6, 28, 31, 40

( 8 ) ( 7
)—5T5i<r!}3jf^4 i

ii. 16

iii. 40

V. 21, 27, 40

vi. 36, 43

( 9 ) wn! ( 6 ,)—»re*ir! s»«rH *TraRfi*rr

«T8i^ =^34#. ?ira( II

i. 4, 6, 6, 20

V. 11, 18

(10) ( 5 )—

i

iii. 24

V. 8, 41

vi- 24, 46
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( 11

)

( 5 )— g«: €*f

also called *^s«i i

and ii. 5, 6

gii^ iii. 1, 2, 8

. Stanzas iii. 1, 2 and 3 are written in the Magadhi lan-

guage. Their metre is therefore known as ft

shows some variations from the regular

( 12 ) ( 3 "I^aft !P:

iii. 4, 34

vi. 18

(13) g/«'Tfir*iT
( 2 )—

gf^ g: jfS^tTun i

iii. 6
iv. 8

( 14 ) siff^ ( 2 )
«n5nRHif5fi»rT: i

u. 29

lil. 27

( 15 )
*|s^«TlW

( 2 )— ^ ^^ JT5=5WTWt

also called ill- 39

V* 15
and

( 16 ) ( 1 )~
A mixture

of pa4=^1

and

# 3rnf »t: I

aripcld^rl^PWT^

41^ 4^if»rara*i^: i

p«T f^55p41^

3rT?ft{i4^4 II

vi. 8

( 17 ) 1 )— 4f ci§4^

—

a. 10

This metre is the same as f^4tfii^ , |f!T55^4

with only a long syllable added at the end of each quarter.

( 18 ) 1 >-^agswnTf5^ to i
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Panini’s Sutras explained in the I^otes

We give below a list of Panini’s sutras and Katyayana’s
vartikas that are quoted and explained in the Notes. It will

serve to direct the student’s attention to points of gramrhati-
cal importance. Some other citations, referring to peculiar
idiom or usage, have also been listed. The figures refer to
pages of this edition.

67

1

68

arl 105

113

3r«w 30

99

«n^*TiikT 84

! 23

92

120

112

206

55, 138

«l5I55I«Rr 39

53

101

67

^ 5rft 24

102

=a3(RaRg 184

185

1

a|3 54

w =Er 42

’?rak«rFa>: 102

84

^ WTR3IR3Jr^j%; 98

121

»T7^ 122

3 51

Ni"TtssrT% 23
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